
From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Vogel, Anne
Subject: FERC MOPR
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 3:04:46 PM

Anne, below are the e-mail messages between myself and Christina.  Spoiler Alert: I
think solar developers are seeing MOPR ghosts.
 

Sam Randazzo
PUCO & OPSB Chair
614.466.3362 (office)

614.421.8951 (mobile)
Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov

 
From: O'Keeffe, Christina <Christina.Okeeffe@aqda.state.oh.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 2:08 PM
To: Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov>
Cc: Ryan, John <John.Ryan@puco.ohio.gov>; Sternisha, Lori <lori.sternisha@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: RE: FERC MOPR
 
Thank you, Sam. It is very helpful.
 
It is definitely a complex issue and OAQDA doesn’t intend to enter into the fray. I also assume the
“burden” may be placed on generation resource as it navigates this process involving the application
of MOPR. However, since it came up with this recent inquiry, I wanted to understand any
implications to our agency if we financed these projects, particularly if they need to characterize our
program as part of this process (and perhaps it’s not necessary as it relates to our financing or in the
process?).

Your thoughts are greatly appreciated on the matter as it may impact this project type and our
evaluation for OAQDA bond financing. It sounds like an application may be forthcoming from this
developer, and I’ll follow up after we learn more to arrange a call.
 
Thanks again, 
Christina

 



From: Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 11:56 AM
To: O'Keeffe, Christina <Christina.Okeeffe@aqda.state.oh.us>
Cc: Ryan, John <John.Ryan@puco.ohio.gov>; Sternisha, Lori <lori.sternisha@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: RE: FERC MOPR
 
Hello Christina:
 
Doing well enough here.
 
Happy to visit with you on this topic as our schedules permit. 
 
But, there is so much unknown about the MOPR (including its legality which is being
strongly contested) that I don’t think it is possible to compare the options you describe
for the purpose of predicting relative MOPR-related outcomes or relative risk.
Application of the MOPR may also not impose any disability on a project’s ability to
participate in PJM’s capacity market (the default or unit specific minimum offer price
may be so low that it does not affect the ability of the project to bid into or clear in
PJM’s capacity auctions). Also, FERC’s MOPR applies to a project if it is eligible to
receive a “state subsidy” and irrespective of whether the project actually receives the
state subsidy.
 
I hope the above information helps until we can arrange a time to discuss further.
 
Best regards,
 
Sam
 
 
 
From: O'Keeffe, Christina <Christina.Okeeffe@aqda.state.oh.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 11:34 AM
To: Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: FERC MOPR
 
Hi Sam,
 
Hope you’re doing well. 

I wanted to reach out because we received an inquiry from a solar developer on the use of OAQDA
bond financing to assist their project. Their interest in OAQDA stems from the FERC MOPR order on
the impact of “state subsidies”. As you may know, it appears the FERC definition may encompass the
Qualified Energy Project (QEP) that allows specific generation facilities to secure prescribed PILOT
arrangements with local entities to replace the utility tax; whereas, the solar developer believes
OAQDA bond financing may be outside the purview of this definition since our financing is widely
offered to every industry or business. Due to their timing to proceed, the solar developer wants to



pursue the lower risk pathway for their projects, which they feel is our bond financing, in order to
participate in PJM while securing the already-agreed upon PILOT arrangements with the locals. They
intend to honor and carry forward those agreements with the pursuit of our financing.
 
I wanted to get your expertise on this item. Appreciate any thoughts or if you have time to chat this
week?  
 
Thanks much!
Christina
 
 
Christina O’Keeffe, Executive Director
Ohio Air Quality Development Authority
50 West Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215
Main: (614) 466-6825  
Direct: (614) 387-3063
Fax: (614) 752-9188
Web: ohioairquality.org
 



From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Vogel, Anne
Subject: RE: Updated Ohio FRR Report
Date: Monday, July 20, 2020 10:39:45 AM

Its history indicates that it was meant to be a transitional vehicle.  It was included in
the settlement that produced the Reliability Assurance Agreement (RAA) at a time
when PJM was competing with MISO for footprint and is/was, at best, a compromise
having much less significance then as it does potentially now.
 
While the FRR itself may be a terrible idea, I think that use of bilateral contracts
between willing buyers and sellers of capacity, accompanied by a secondary market
(like capacity release in the nat gas market) would be a significant improvement over
the central organized market and very complicated approach (requiring many
scenarios to estimate capacity price outcomes) that has been in place or will be in
place once FERC’s enhanced MOPR is implemented (or not).    
 

Sam Randazzo
PUCO & OPSB Chair
614.466.3362 (office)

614.421.8951 (mobile)
Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov

 
From: Vogel, Anne <Anne.Vogel@governor.ohio.gov> 
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 10:15 AM
To: Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: RE: Updated Ohio FRR Report
 
Thank you. I’m loathe to agree with Joe, but FRR is a terrible idea.
 

From: Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov> 
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 9:45 AM
To: Vogel, Anne <Anne.Vogel@governor.ohio.gov>
Subject: Updated Ohio FRR Report
 
FYI – Joe Bowering sent us another version of the FRR report (with some
corrections) and it is attached.
 
Sam



 
Sam Randazzo

PUCO & OPSB Chair
614.466.3362 (office)

614.421.8951 (mobile)
Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov

 
From: Sternisha, Lori <lori.sternisha@puco.ohio.gov> 
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 9:10 AM
To: Cathcart, Stacie <Stacie.Cathcart@puco.ohio.gov>; Conway, Daniel
<Daniel.Conway@puco.ohio.gov>; Deters, Dennis <Dennis.Deters@puco.ohio.gov>; Elisar, Scott
<Scott.Elisar@puco.ohio.gov>; Friedeman, Lawrence <Lawrence.Friedeman@puco.ohio.gov>;
Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov>; Ross, Sarah <Sarah.Ross@puco.ohio.gov>;
Ryan, John <John.Ryan@puco.ohio.gov>; Trombold, Beth <Beth.Trombold@puco.ohio.gov>; Wolf,
James <James.Wolf@puco.ohio.gov>
Cc: Fleck, Katherine <Katherine.Fleck@puco.ohio.gov>; Mcclelland, Maura
<Maura.McClelland@puco.ohio.gov>; Hawkins, Angela <angela.hawkins@puco.ohio.gov>; Price,
Greg <greg.price@puco.ohio.gov>; Zoeller, Christopher <Christopher.Zoeller@puco.ohio.gov>;
Moore, Kevin <Kevin.Moore@puco.ohio.gov>; Turkenton, Tamara
<Tamara.Turkenton@puco.ohio.gov>; Schilling, Matt <matt.schilling@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: Ohio FRR Report
 
Good morning -  Attached is the PJM IMM’s FRR (yes, I just used 3 acronyms in a row) report
for Ohio.  It will be posted to the Monitoring Analytics webpage today.  Dr. Bowring evaluates
six different scenarios for Ohio.  It is difficult to summarize the scenarios and all the
assumptions but I would point you to pages 1-4 and the scenarios Table 1 (bottom of page 3) . 
 Here is a very brief overview from the report:
 
Based on the analysis, the creation of an Ohio FRR, an AEP/Ohio FRR or an ATSI/Ohio FRR is
likely to increase payments for capacity by customers in Ohio.  It is expected that the actual
price for capacity in Ohio would be the result of negotiation between the owners of the
required capacity, and the State of Ohio.  The price for capacity resources could substantially
exceed the capacity market clearing price and the capacity market offer cap. Ultimately, the
actual cost of an FRR will result from the details of the FRR plan.  Based on public details to
date about FRR plans that indicate an intent to pay above market prices to preferred resources
the price for capacity resources under an FRR plan could exceed even the higher cost sensitivity



in this report.
 
FEA staff will be reviewing this report in more detail and Dr. Bowring has offered to answer
any questions we may have.  Please let us know if you have any questions or would like to
discuss in further detail.
 
Thanks,
 

Lori Sternisha
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
Director, Office of the Federal Energy Advocate
(614)644-8060
www.PUCO.ohio.gov
 
This message and any response to it may constitute a public record and thus may be publicly available to
anyone who requests it.
 
 
 



From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Vogel, Anne
Subject: NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION OR EXTERNAL USE - Solar Project Map
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 2:56:44 PM
Attachments: OPSB Upcoming Solar Projects - INTERNAL USE ONLY.pdf

Anne, see attached map which includes MWs for each category of projects.  We are
working on including the acreage for each category in the project status box . Also,
the “upcoming” category continues to expand (currently at 1,980 MW); if HB 6 had a
negative impact on “renewable” development in Ohio, it is hard to find it in the real
world.
 
Sam
 

Sam Randazzo
PUCO & OPSB Chair
614.466.3362 (office)

614.421.8951 (mobile)
Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov
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on 6/26/2020.
*Upcoming project locations and capacity are approximate.  This map is intended for internal use only and should not be made publicly available.

Vinton Solar Energy Facility
125 MW

Willowbrook Solar I
150 MWHillcrest Solar Farm

200 MW

Hardin Solar Energy Facility
150 MW

Hecate Energy Highland 
Solar Farm

300 MW

As of 6/26/2020

Hardin Solar Energy Facility II
170 MW

Angelina Solar Facility
80 MW

Alamo Solar Facility
69.9 MW

Nestlewood Solar Facility
80 MW

Atlanta Farms Solar
199.6 MW

Madison Solar Farm (Big Plain)
196 MW

Arche Energy
107 MW*

Powell Creek
150 MW*

Acciona Solar
325 MW*

Fox/Squirrel Solar
400 MW*

Clearview Solar Project
144 MW*

Madison Fields
180 MW*

Yellowbud
274 MW*

Chipmunk Solar
400 MW*



From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Vogel, Anne
Subject: RE: Interesting Report on Challenges of Gas Fired Generation in PJM
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 9:19:21 AM

Good question – PJM seems to be captive to the notion that the first tool is focused
on building more transmission and the TO’s seem to like this approach.  But more
transmission is a physical approach to problems that are partly rooted in accelerated
retirement or thwarted entry of more nimble technologies (“use-accommodating
resources”) due in part to cash flow stress exaggerated by “use-limited resources”
that have ample tax benefits. 
 

Sam Randazzo
PUCO & OPSB Chair
614.466.3362 (office)

614.421.8951 (mobile)
Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov

 
From: Vogel, Anne <Anne.Vogel@governor.ohio.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 5:48 PM
To: Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: RE: Interesting Report on Challenges of Gas Fired Generation in PJM
 
Thank you.  Query whether PJM will be proactive in balancing its portfolio in coming year. 
 

From: Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2020 12:56 PM
To: Vogel, Anne <Anne.Vogel@governor.ohio.gov>
Subject: Interesting Report on Challenges of Gas Fired Generation in PJM
 
FYI
 
Hello –  Utility Dive had an article about this study (attached) today.  It talks about the oversupply in
PJM, the growth of renewables and the effect of MOPR, Covid, LNG and environmental goals.
Specifically it focuses on gas fired plants (including some in Ohio) and the particular challenges they
face moving forward. Some good graphs included too.  Pretty good summary of the state of the
market in PJM.
 



Feel free to forward.  I will provide separately to the FEA team (including Maura and staff
attorneys). 
 
Thanks,
 

Lori Sternisha
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
Director, Office of the Federal Energy Advocate
(614)644-8060
www.PUCO.ohio.gov
 
This message and any response to it may constitute a public record and thus may be publicly available to
anyone who requests it.
 
 
 



From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Vogel, Anne
Subject: Infrastructure EO
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 8:40:47 PM

Anne, I read through it quickly and beyond some very high-level assertions about
what is good and worthy, everything else seems to lack any detail or a sufficient
statement of objectives to allow more than speculation about what it means or how
we might use it to accomplish things that we have identified as needing done (natural
gas infrastructure for example).  Whoever prepared this, for example, appears to be
unaware of things that FERC is doing through the MOPR to inject uncertainty into
capital formation decision making and work against DOE’s efforts to keep nuclear
plants running.
 
As you know, very little of the infrastructure mentioned in the EO is subject to state or
Ohio jurisdiction. And where Ohio does have jurisdiction, certification is already
through a one-stop OPSB process. 
 
It is also odd, in my opinion, that there is no mention of broadband in the Appalachian
section. 
 
And at the very bottom, we see the typical boilerplate language that makes it clear
that the EO does not create any obligations on the part of the federal government.
 
To this point, FERC efforts to incent (money for nothing) electric transmission
investment has done a lot to increase prices (contrary to the assumptions explicit in
the EO) and, through formula rates, transfer business and financial risk to
transmission dependent utilities and Ohio retail customers.  FERC’s transmission rate
design actually encourages underutilization of invested capital so while FERC is
incenting incremental investment it is also pricing in a way that makes it likely that
capital utilization rates will decline thereby exacerbating the price escalation features
of FERC’s rulings.
 
I will keep looking but I am not sure how to be helpful based on what I have read so
far (admittedly, read quickly).
 
 
 
Sam
 
 
 
From: Vogel, Anne <Anne.Vogel@governor.ohio.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 7:12 PM
To: Stevenson, Laurie <Laurie.Stevenson@epa.ohio.gov>; Randazzo, Samuel
<Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov>; Pelanda, Dorothy <Dorothy.Pelanda@agri.ohio.gov>; Mertz,
Mary <Mary.Mertz@dnr.state.oh.us>
Cc: Guilford, Nikki <Nikki.Guilford@governor.ohio.gov>; Marchbanks, Jack



<Jack.Marchbanks@dot.ohio.gov>; Temple, Brenton <Brenton.Temple@governor.ohio.gov>
Subject: Infrastructure EO
 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-promoting-energy-
infrastructure-economic-growth/
 
A link to the President’s rather sweeping EO is attached – from my quick read, it has the potential to
affect each of your agencies.   Please have your teams review and let’s discuss any implications.  I
would appreciate a few bullet points on the details specific to your area in the event the Governor is
asked about the EO. (I know ODOT is already working towards that, ty). 
 
Feel free to share any comments with this group so we can come up with a comprehensive
understanding of what all is in here!
Any questions, let me know.
Thanks!
 
Anne Vogel
614-397-8337
 



From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Vogel, Anne
Cc: Elisar, Scott
Subject: RE: Legislation
Date: Friday, May 15, 2020 7:20:53 AM

Thanks – the letter we prepared also pointed at FERC actions (MOPR and extra
“incentives” for transmission owners) as sources of increased Ohio consumer costs. 
In our world, these items have “big ticket” potential that may not be obvious to people
who don’t have subject matter knowledge or experience.  
 
Any problem if we communicate directly with the Ohio delegation?
 
From: Vogel, Anne <Anne.Vogel@governor.ohio.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 2:46 PM
To: Elisar, Scott <Scott.Elisar@puco.ohio.gov>; Randazzo, Samuel
<Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: Re: Legislation
 
I sent your letter to the dc office; they have asked all agencies to hold off on individual/ one-off
letters while they continue to work through the big ticket asks for the state.  Sorry I failed to
communicate this back. I’m also told the house package is DOA.  

On May 14, 2020, at 1:48 PM, Elisar, Scott <Scott.Elisar@puco.ohio.gov> wrote:


Lets discuss when you have a second
 
Scott
 
Scott Elisar
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
(614) 728-5049 (office)
(614) 502-9281 (cell)
scott.elisar@puco.ohio.gov
www.PUCO.ohio.gov
 
COVID-19 Resources:
Inbox for COVID-19 legislative inquiries: questions@governor.ohio.gov
Ohio Department of Health COVID-19 Hotline: 1833-4-ASK-ODH
Ohio Department of Health COVID-19 Website:
https://coronavirus.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/covid-19/
 

From: Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov> 



Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 1:40 PM
To: Elisar, Scott <Scott.Elisar@puco.ohio.gov>; Wolf, James
<James.Wolf@puco.ohio.gov>; Mcclelland, Maura
<Maura.McClelland@puco.ohio.gov>; Ryan, John <John.Ryan@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: FW: Legislation
 
FYI –
 
 
Scott, what if anything has been done with the letter that I signed and was
provided to the Gov’s office for distribution to the Ohio delegation?
 
From: NARUC-GAS-S <naruc-gas-s-lists@lists.naruc.org> On Behalf Of Chris Mele
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2020 1:30 PM
To: NARUC-ELEC-S@lists.naruc.org; NARUC-GAS-S@lists.naruc.org
Cc: NARUC-SSELEC-S@lists.naruc.org; NARUC-SSGAS-S@lists.naruc.org
Subject: [NARUC-GAS-S] Legislation
 
There were two bills of note released this week.
 
The House majority released the “HEROES Act” (aka: CARES2)on Tuesday. The
bill is about 1800 pages.  On the electric and gas side, we are following a number
of sections that relate to federal debt collection and utility disconnect
moratoriums.  Sections 110402, 110403, and 110404 on pages 1037-1045 discuss
individual consumer debt collection/utility disconnection, while sections 110601,
110602, and 110603 are directed toward small business debt collection/utility
disconnection.  Page 1654, section 190701 also addresses disconnects and is “less
bad” than the “debt collection” provisions that begin on page 1037.  A further
cause for concern is that the provisions that begin on page 1037 and those found
on page 1654 appear to be contradictory and therefore difficult, if not impossible,
to reconcile and/or implement taken together. Part of the confusion is because
they were drafted by different House Committees (House Financial Services and
House Energy & Commerce.)  It is highly unlikely that this bill will be taken up
by the Senate, as drafted.  With its $3 Trillion price tag, it is widely seen a House
Majority “wish list” or opening negotiation position for the next COVID relief
bill.  If the Senate does decide to use this bill as a starting point for an additional
COVID relief package, that most likely will not occur until mid-summer at the
earliest.
 
Here is a brief section-by-section summary of the above mentioned provisions,
the attached document provides more detail on these sections:
 
Sec. 110402. Restrictions on collections of debt during a national disaster or
emergency.
• This legislation provides a temporary moratorium on consumer debt collection
during this COVID-19 crisis, and for 120 days thereafter.
 
Sec. 110403. Repayment period and forbearance for consumers.



• This section ensures reasonable forbearance and repayment options for
consumers when payments resume following the moratorium provided by Section
402, including simply maintaining the same payment schedule by extending the
maturity by the same period of time payments were suspended under Section 402.
 
Sec. 110404. Credit facility.
• This section provides creditors access to a Federal Reserve facility to receive a
low-interest, long-term loan where payments would be deferred until a borrower
resumes making payments to the creditor pursuant to the debt collection
moratorium and forbearance provided in this title.
 
Sec. 110601. Restrictions on collections of debt during a national disaster or
emergency.
• This legislation provides a temporary moratorium on small business and
nonprofit debt collection during this COVID-19 crisis, and for 120 days
thereafter.
 
Sec. 110602. Repayment period and forbearance for small businesses and
nonprofit organizations.
• This section ensures reasonable forbearance and repayment options for small
businesses and nonprofit organizations when payments resume following the debt
collection moratorium provided by Section 601.
 
Sec. 110603. Credit facility.
• This section provides creditors access to a Federal Reserve facility to receive a
low-interest, long-term loan where payments would be deferred until a borrower
resumes making payments to the creditor pursuant to the debt collection
moratorium and forbearance provided in this title.
 
Section 190701. Home Energy and Water Service Continuity. Requires states
and utilities receiving federal emergency funds to adopt or maintain in force
policies to prevent shutoffs and ensure safety and continuity of home energy and
water services to residential customers during the COVID-19 public health
emergency.
 
Here is a link to the 1800 page bill:
 
https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/hr6800/BILLS-116hr6800ih.pdf
 
Additionally, Senators Lisa Murkowski, R-Alaska, and James Risch, R-Idaho,
introduced a 53 page bill on Tuesday to boost protections for critical electric
infrastructure. The “Energy Infrastructure Protection Act” updates provisions in
the Federal Power Act and restricts federal disclosures of certain sensitive energy
information.  The Department of Energy (DOE) and the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) are charged with protecting information received
from utilities. The Energy Infrastructure Protection Act attempts to enhance
current protections through provisions that:
 

Direct DOE and FERC to improve methods to protect critical energy
information;



Grant explicit authority to DOE and FERC to help energy companies
improve security;
Allow federal, state, and local authorities to request that their own critical
energy information be protected under special designation by DOE or
FERC and limit what information can be accessed under Freedom of
information Act requests.

 
While the legislation attempts to address an important issue, it appears to take an
overly prescriptive approach.  Much of what is included could/should have been
done during the regulatory process rather than written into legislation.  This
approach may lead to a very difficult markup, should the bill get that far.  Here is
a link to the bill:
 
https://www.energy.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?
a=files.serve&File_id=0F96DB52-EBD2-408C-898B-3FF85FEE237C
 
 
Cheers
Chris
 
 
 
Chris Mele
NARUC
Legislative Director, Energy
cmele@naruc.org
202-898-2206
"9/11/01 ALWAYS REMEMBER"
 

CAUTION: This is an external email and may not be safe. If the email looks
suspicious, please do not click links or open attachments and forward the email to
csc@ohio.gov or click the Phish Alert Button if available. 

<disconnect sum in HEROES Act 5-13-20.docx>
PLEASE NOTE: The information contained in this e-mail message (including any
attachments)  is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the recipient(s)
named above.  The information in and attached to this message may constitute an
attorney-client communication and may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and
CONFIDENTIAL and/or ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT.  If you are not an intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this document in error and
that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is prohibited. If
you have received this message in error, please do not read, copy or forward this
message. Please permanently delete all copies and any attachments and notify the



sender immediately by sending an e-mail.



From: Rosenberner. Ci~r&rne k on behalf of Jones Charles E
To: Dawsen, Laurel
Cc: Randazzo. Samiel
Subject: COVID-19 Letter from FirstEnergy CEO Chuck Jones
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 3:08:30 PM
Attachmenfl: tfl - Ccv DeWine 3-20-2020,Ddf

The information contained in this message is intended only for the personal and
confidential use of the recipient(s) named above, lithe reader of this message is not the
intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you
are hereby notified that you have received this document in error and that any review,
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify us immediately, and delete the
original message.

CAUTION: ihis san external email and may not be safe Ifthe email looks susp c’ous.
please do no click links or open attachments and forward the emal to csc~ohio.gov o
the Phlsh Alert Button if available.



FirstEnerg~’ 76 5outh Main Street
Akron, Ohio 44308

Charles F. Jones 330-761-7775
President and CEO

March 20, 2020

The Honorable Mike DeWine
Governor of Ohio
77 South High Street
Columbus, OH 43215-6117

Dear Governor DeWine:

FirstEnergy is focused on the safety, well-being and health of our employees and customers. Our Ohio
electric utility companies — Ohio Edison, The Illuminating Company and Toledo Edison — serve more than
2 million customers in northern and central Ohio. We operate a critical part of our nation’s electric
infrastructure, including 127,000 miles of transmission and distribution lines in Ohio, and are committed to
keeping the lights on as our country addresses the Coronavirus pandemic.

During these challenging times, please know that we also are committed to collaborating with your
administration, state agencies, utility industry organizations and others to do whatever it takes to mitigate
the spread of the Coronavirus and safeguard the health of our employees, customers and the general public.

As you contemplate issuing an Executive Order that would direct Ohio residents to shelter-in-place, institute
travel restrictions or close businesses to lessen the spread of the Coronavirus, we strongly encourage that an
exemption be provided for electric utility workers, including contractors, suppliers and vendors, who provide
an essential service by keeping electricity flowing to homes and businesses across our service area. In
addition, in the event of a travel restriction or supply chain constraints, it is critical that our personnel and
vehicles and those of our contractors and suppliers are permitted to travel freely and have prioritized access
to necessary lodging, commodities and supplies, such as fuel, in order to be responsive to customers’ needs.

These dedicated employees include line workers, control center and substation operators, contractors,
suppliers, vendors and others who support their efforts. By issuing an exemption to electric utility workers,
contractors, suppliers, and vendors, we can continue to provide an essential service to our customers and
your constituents. It remains critical, particularly under these challenging circumstances, that we are
provided the flexibility needed to ensure our crews are ready and able to respond quickly to address service
issues. This includes not just those arising from the unique challenges posed by the Coronavirus, but also
those that could result from a storm.

Regarding the safety of our customers and the general public, our line workers and field personnel perform
almost all of their work outside of homes and businesses with little to no need to interact with the
occupants. When interaction is required, appropriate preventive measures such as social distancing are in
place to protect everyone’s personal health. I would like to highlight that as of Tuesday, March 17, all our
non-utility employees began working from home, where possible.
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Our workers and their families remain of the utmost importance to us and we ask that to the extent
childcare facilities remain open, or the state exercises its discretion to allow some to remain open for the
benefit of those called upon as first responders, that our employees be permitted to access those services for
the care of their children during this time.

Our Corporate Health and Safety group is vigilantly monitoring developments related to the virus through
information provided by the company’s internal medical consultants as well as external experts such as the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

If you decide to implement a shelter in place or a travel restriction order, please consider making an
exemption for FirstEnergy’s electric utility workers, contractors, suppliers, vendors and others who provide
an essential service to the residents and businesses of Ohio. Please don’t hesitate to call me to discuss this
important matter.

Sincerely,

c: Sam Randazzo, PUCO Chairman



From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Turkenton, Tamara
Cc: Fleck, Katherine; Elisar, Scott; Ryan, John; Mcclelland, Maura; Vogel, Anne; Cleary, Finnegan; Burgess, Ryan
Subject: Wolfe Research on COVID-19 Related Utility Pension Funding Impacts & Commercial Paper Market Stress
Date: Friday, March 27, 2020 10:03:18 AM
Attachments: Wolfe on COVID Related Pesion Funding Impacts.pdf

FYI—see attached paper from Wolfe Research on COVId-19 related utility pension
funding impacts (a byproduct of the sharp decline in equity markets and choices
about portfolio mix). This impact is not unique to the utility sector; it will affect every
entity with pension obligations that are being funded through investments.
 
It is my understanding that utilities are also experiencing a sharp increase in
commercial paper interest rates.  As you know, commercial paper is used by
government and businesses (including banks) to help address/manage cash flow
lags. On March 17, the Federal Reserve took action and unleased two emergency
lending programs aimed at addressing the stress in commercial paper markets. 
However the scope of the action was limited to the highest rated commercial paper
(A1/P1) which is not typically used by utilities and, I suspect, most businesses. As
part of Ohio’s broader efforts to help businesses work through the COVID-19 related
liquidity or cash flow challenges, it would seem sensible for Ohio to consider urging
 the Federal Reserve to consider expanding the scope of its efforts to support the
commercial paper market.
 
I hope this information is useful,
 
Sam
 
 
 
 
 

Sam Randazzo
PUCO & OPSB Chair
614.466.3362 (office)

614.421.8951 (mobile)
Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov

COVID-19 Resources:
Ohio Department of Health COVID-19 Hotline: 1833-4-ASK-ODH

Ohio Department of Health COVID-19 Website: https://coronavirus.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/covid-19/
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Pondering Pensions: big focus area right now 
 

▪▪  Annual utilities pension review – better funding at YE, but watching YTD 
We’re publishing our utilities pension review a bit earlier this year, as this has 

come into sharp focus amid the market volatility. We now have the data available 

from Wolfe’s Accounting/Tax team, who published a comprehensive report earlier 

this week. We look at the state of pensions in the sector using year-end 2019 

data. Overall funding levels improved and accounting assumptions became more 

conservative. However, weak equity market returns could be a pressure in 2020. 

▪▪  Pensions strengthen very slightly to 87% funded for the sector 
The average funding for the sector is up 200bps to 87% at year-end. There are 

still only two companies in our coverage universe – NEE and DUK – that 

maintain a fully funded pension plan. EVRG, SRE, and LNT are the least funded. 

▪▪  Funding gap relative to market cap – PCG, EXC, ETR, FE most exposed 
Underfunded pension / OPEB as a percent of market cap worsened slightly. 

Though this is heavily skewed by PCG (30%). EXC (21%), ETR (17%), FE (15%) 

all screen high on this list once again. 

▪▪  D, SO, ES move to conservative discount rates, still aggressive on returns 
We look at the discretion used by management in their accounting assumptions, 

shown in the discount rate and expected rate of return. The average discount 

rate fell 97bps to 3.37% last year, reflective of the low rate environment. That 

said, corporate bond yields have actually now risen in 2020. The average 

expected return fell 10bps to 6.86%. D, SO, ES have historically been aggressive 

on both assumptions, but have moderated embedded discount rates on a relative 

basis. Equity asset allocations rose 200bps to 40% which likely helped last year, 

but doesn’t bode well amidst this year’s market collapse.  

▪▪  Watching interest rates and equities – mixed bag on pension impact  

While treasuries have collapsed YTD, corporate bond yields have actually risen. 

Meanwhile equities have been crushed. This could have a mixed impact. Our 

Accounting team’s analysis embedded a 15% drop in blended asset returns and 

25bps fall in rates, which would result in 19% weaker funding in our coverage. 

▪▪  Things to remember: we don’t mark until YE, no EPS impact for regulateds  

As a reminder, pensions are only marked at year-end, so a lot can change before 

then. Regulateds recover pension costs in rates, so the impact is only in between 

rate cases unless you have a pension tracker. Integrateds, including EXC and 

PEG, have tended to be more exposed due to their unregulated power business.
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Regulateds – Market Weight 

Integrateds – Market Overweight 

IPPs – Market Overweight 

Gas/Power Infrastructure – Market Overweight 
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Exhibit 1: Pension Funding % 

     

Company Name

 2019 

Pension % 

Funded 

NextEra Energy 143%

Duke Energy 107%

PPL Corp. 99%

NiSource 98%

WEC Energy Group 96%

American Electric Power 96%

Southern Company 95%

Consolidated Edison 93%

Dominion Energy 92%

Ameren Corp. 92%

Pinnacle West Capital 92%

Edison International 91%

PG&E Corp. 90%

Fortis Inc. 88%

The AES Corp. 88%

Xcel Energy 86%

DTE Energy 86%

OGE Energy 85%

PSEG 85%

NRG Energy 82%

CenterPoint Energy 82%

CMS Energy 82%

Exelon Corp. 81%

American Water Works 81%

Eversource Energy 79%

Vistra Energy 78%

Avangrid 78%

Portland General Electric 76%

FirstEnergy 76%

Entergy 75%

Alliant Energy 73%

Sempra Energy 71%

Evergy 64%

Sector Average 87%

Source: Wolfe Research and company filings 
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Taking a closer look at utility pensions 

Our annual utilities pension review, with help from the Wolfe Research Accounting and Tax Policy team, 

looks at the state of pensions in the utilities industry. Below, Exhibit 2 shows key pension data for 2019. 
 

The average pension underfunding for the companies in our review is 13% – slightly better than a year 

ago. However, pension underfunding as a percent of market cap actually worsened slightly to 6% on 

average (versus 4% last year). Similarly, the average underfunding as a percent of market cap for 

combined pension and OPEB liabilities is 6%, again a decline from 5% last year. We find this metric to best 

reflect the companies most impacted by changes in discount rates and/or market returns.  

 
 
Exhibit 2: 2019 Pension and OPEB Underfundings 

Company Name

 Pension 

Assets 

2019 

 Pension 

Liability 

2019

  Pension 

Under 

funding 

 2019 

Pen % 

Funded

 2019 Pension 

Underfunding 

/ Market Cap. 

Pen + OPEB 

Under 

Funding

 Pen + OPEB 

Underfunding 

/ Market Cap. 

Alliant Energy 930 1,280 (349) 73% 4% (458) 5%

Ameren Corp. 4,564 4,967 (403) 92% 3% (216) 1%

American Electric Power 5,015 5,237 (221) 96% 1% 335 -1%

American Water Works 1,747 2,161 (414) 81% 2% (256) 1%

Avangrid 2,848 3,669 (821) 78% 6% (1,105) 9%

CenterPoint Energy 2,005 2,453 (448) 82% 7% (676) 11%

CMS Energy 2,546 3,123 (577) 82% 4% (233) 2%

Consolidated Edison 15,608 16,792 (1,184) 93% 5% (1,515) 6%

Dominion Energy 9,631 10,446 (815) 92% 1% (704) 1%

DTE Energy 4,993 5,810 (817) 86% 5% (749) 5%

Duke Energy 8,910 8,321 589 107% -1% 86 0%

Edison International 3,755 4,139 (384) 91% 2% (2) 0%

Entergy 6,271 8,406 (2,135) 75% 13% (2,702) 17%

Evergy 1,733 2,718 (985) 64% 9% (1,010) 9%

Eversource Energy 4,969 6,322 (1,353) 79% 6% (1,316) 6%

Exelon Corp. 18,590 22,868 (4,278) 81% 14% (6,395) 21%

FirstEnergy 8,395 11,050 (2,655) 76% 14% (2,851) 15%

Fortis Inc. 3,208 3,632 (424) 88% 2% (793) 4%

NextEra Energy 4,800 3,363 1,437 143% -2% 1,437 -2%

NiSource 2,081 2,131 (50) 98% 1% (365) 5%

NRG Energy 1,150 1,397 (247) 82% 4% (340) 6%

OGE Energy 530 626 (96) 85% 2% (186) 4%

PG&E Corp. 18,547 20,525 (1,978) 90% 52% (1,132) 30%

Pinnacle West Capital 3,318 3,613 (295) 92% 4% (204) 3%

Portland General Electric 712 931 (219) 76% 6% (256) 7%

PPL Corp. 12,530 12,661 (131) 99% 1% (348) 2%

PSEG 6,211 7,345 (1,134) 85% 6% (2,505) 13%

Sempra Energy 2,662 3,768 (1,106) 71% 4% (738) 3%

Southern Company 14,057 14,788 (731) 95% 1% (1,655) 3%

The AES Corp. 1,283 1,466 (183) 88% 2% (183) 2%

Vistra Energy 528 674 (146) 78% 2% (263) 4%

WEC Energy Group 3,007 3,124 (117) 96% 0% 204 -1%

Xcel Energy 3,184 3,701 (517) 86% 2% (615) 2%

Sector Average 87% 6% 6%  
Source: Wolfe Research and company filings 
*Market Cap data as of 3/20/20 
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There is a wide variance in the degree of pension underfunding across the sector. The largest pension 

underfundings relative to market cap are PCG (52%), FE (14%), EXC (14%), ETR (13%), and EVRG (9%). 

Historically, our Accounting & Tax team has found that underfunding as a percentage of market cap in 

excess of 20% as a threshold for high pension risk – as changes in discount rates and asset returns can 

have a meaningful impact. The smallest pension underfundings are NEE (43% overfunded), DUK (7% 

overfunded), PPL (1%), NI (2%), and WEC (4%). Two companies have an overfunded pension, which is 

the same as last year. Most of this list is largely unchanged. PCG saw the biggest deterioration in its 

funding levels as a percent of market cap, primarily due to its volatile equity value during bankruptcy. 

 

In addition to pensions, most utilities also have large underfunded OPEB liabilities. The companies with the 

largest combined underfundings (pension and OPEB) as a percentage of market cap are PCG (30%), EXC 

(21%), ETR (17%), FE (15%) and PEG (13%). Underfunding is a much bigger deal for integrated utilities 

(EXC, and PEG), as they are unable to pass along pension costs tied to the generation side of the 

business to ratepayers via rate cases or trackers. The companies with the smallest pension plus OPEB 

underfundings relative to market cap are NEE (2% overfunded), AEP (1% overfunded), WEC (1% 

overfunded), and DUK/EIX. All five of these companies are fully funded. 

 

When looking at the S&P 500 – pension plan funding was mostly unchanged at 85% in 2019 (versus 86% 

in 2018). Our Accounting/Tax team forecasts that in aggregate this funding level will weaken by about 

1500bps to 70% in 2020 assuming a 15% decline in blended asset returns and 25bps fall in bond rates. 

We see a similar potential impact in our own coverage – projected down 19% with these assumptions – but 

a lot can change between now and year-end when pensions are marked again. 
 

Interestingly, our Accounting/Tax team has pointed out that since year-end 2018 companies with high 

pension underfunding have materially underperformed. This could be further exacerbated in a risk-off 

environment if pension funding continues to weaken. 

 

 
Exhibit 3: Relative Stock Performance of Companies w/ Large Pension Underfunding and Pension Risk 

 
Source: Wolfe Research Accounting & Tax Policy Research; Company filings; Standard & Poor’s; Bloomberg; FactSet 
*Universe = Composite portfolio of ~55 companies w/ underfunded pension / market cap > 15% at prior year-end; compared to S&P 1500 benchmark 
**Market data as of 3/17/20 
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Accounting assumptions: D, SO, ES still use high asset return, but lower discount rate 

Management is given a lot of discretion regarding the assumptions used in pension accounting, including 

the discount rate for liabilities and the expected rate of return for investments. The most aggressive 

assumptions involve a high discount rate and a high expected rate of return on plan assets, while using a 

low discount rate and a low expected rate of return is generally viewed as more conservative. D, SO, and 

ES have historically screened at the top of both of these lists. While this is still the case on expected return, 

all three have dramatically lowered their discount rate assumptions relative to peers in adopting a more 

conservative approach. This is good to see. D and SO are also well-funded, while ES is less so (79%). The 

companies with the most conservative assumptions are AES, VST, PCG, FTS, and CNP by expected rate 

of return; and AGR, EIX, NI, OGE, and CMS by discount rate. 

On the whole, discount rate assumptions fell by 97bps in 2019 to an average of 3.35%. This aligned with a 

nearly identical drop in corporate bond yields last year, which continued into the beginning of 2020. 

However, corporate yields have spiked in recent weeks and are now up 47bps YTD. Expected rates of 

return also fell again to 6.86% from 6.96% last year. On average, asset allocations within equities 

increased (40% from 38%), which worked well with last year’s market run, but has hurt so far this year. 

Exhibit 4: Accounting Assumptions and Asset Allocation 

 Company Name 

Discount 

Rate

 

Expected 

Rate of 

Return 

Weighted 

Average 

Equities

 Weighted 

Average 

Fixed 

Income 

Weighted 

Average 

Real 

Estate

 

Weighted 

Average 

Other 

Alliant Energy 3.48% 7.60% 47% 34% 0% 19%

Ameren Corp. 3.50% 7.00% 57% 39% 4% 0%

American Electric Power 3.25% 6.25% 31% 54% 5% 10%

American Water Works 3.44% 6.20% 45% 48% 7% 0%

Avangrid 2.93% 7.40% 0% 21% 0% 79%

CenterPoint Energy 3.20% 6.00% 44% 57% 2% -3%

CMS Energy 3.17% 7.00% 52% 45% 0% 3%

Consolidated Edison 3.35% 7.00% 51% 38% 11% 0%

Dominion Energy 3.47% 8.53% 49% 22% 1% 28%

DTE Energy 3.28% 7.30% 35% 42% 0% 22%

Duke Energy 3.30% 6.85% 28% 62% 0% 10%

Edison International 3.11% 6.50% 38% 48% 0% 14%

Entergy 3.26% 7.25% 58% 41% 0% 1%

Evergy 3.62% 6.61% 47% 38% 6% 9%

Eversource Energy 3.20% 8.25% 59% 33% 0% 8%

Exelon Corp. 3.34% 7.00% 41% 48% 6% 5%

FirstEnergy 3.34% 7.50% 33% 49% 7% 11%

Fortis Inc. 4.05% 5.78% 47% 46% 6% 1%

NextEra Energy 3.22% 7.35% 48% 20% 0% 32%

NiSource 3.12% 6.10% 31% 64% 3% 2%

NRG Energy 3.26% 6.35% 34% 49% 0% 17%

OGE Energy 3.15% 7.50% 38% 66% 0% -4%

PG&E Corp. 3.46% 5.70% 30% 60% 8% 2%

Pinnacle West Capital 3.30% 6.25% 0% 63% 0% 37%

Portland General Electric 3.43% 7.00% 64% 36% 0% 0%

PPL Corp. 3.64% 7.25% 50% 44% 1% 6%

PSEG 3.30% 7.80% 68% 27% 4% 0%

Sempra Energy 3.49% 7.00% 59% 42% 0% -1%

Southern Company 3.41% 7.75% 58% 29% 12% 1%

The AES Corp. 3.32% 5.08% 31% 69% 0% 1%

Vistra Energy 3.24% 5.22% 32% 58% 10% 0%

WEC Energy Group 3.41% 7.12% 22% 37% 0% 41%

Xcel Energy 3.49% 6.87% 3% 25% 0% 72%

Sector Average 3.35% 6.86% 40% 44% 3% 13%  
Source: Wolfe Research and company filings 
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Funding could weaken materially in 2020 based on our Accounting team assumptions 

Our Accounting/Tax team published a report earlier this week, looking at estimated funding positions 

based on the current market environment. They used assumptions of a 15% decline in blended asset 

returns and a 25bps decline in the corporate bond rate. Worth noting is that equities are down ~20% YTD 

while this analysis assumed a 30% decline, and corporate bond yields are actually up. So this may be an 

overly negative portrayal at this point. A lot can also change before pensions are remarked at year-end. 

That said, the moves here would clearly be dramatic, as on average pension funding declines by 19% to 

only 68%. NEE would see the most drastic change, but is the only company that maintains a still fully-

funded pension. No one else would even maintain funding above 90%.  

Exhibit 5: Potential Change in Funded Status – 2020 vs. 2019 

Company Name

 YoY 

Changes 

 2020E 

Pension % 

Funded 

NextEra Energy -42% 101%

Dominion Energy -27% 65%

WEC Energy Group -25% 71%

Southern Company -24% 71%

PSEG -23% 61%

Xcel Energy -23% 63%

Avangrid -22% 55%

Ameren Corp. -21% 71%

Portland General Electric -21% 56%

Edison International -21% 70%

PPL Corp. -21% 78%

Eversource Energy -20% 58%

CMS Energy -20% 62%

Duke Energy -20% 87%

American Electric Power -19% 77%

DTE Energy -18% 68%

Consolidated Edison -18% 75%

Entergy -18% 57%

OGE Energy -17% 68%

NiSource -17% 81%

FirstEnergy -16% 60%

Alliant Energy -16% 56%

Exelon Corp. -16% 65%

American Water Works -16% 65%

Sempra Energy -15% 56%

NRG Energy -15% 68%

PG&E Corp. -14% 76%

Pinnacle West Capital -14% 77%

Evergy -14% 50%

The AES Corp. -14% 74%

CenterPoint Energy -14% 68%

Vistra Energy -11% 67%

Fortis Inc. N/A N/A

Sector Average -19% 68%  
Source: Wolfe Research and company filings 
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States with pension mechanisms 
Some states have mechanisms that allow utilities to recover the cost of pension expenses. These 

mechanisms include trackers, deferrals, and balancing accounts. EVRG stands out here given it has one 

of the weaker pensions, but is located in Kansas and Missouri where there are trackers. 

 
Exhibit 6: States with Pension Mechanisms 

State

 Pension 

Mechanism Companies

Alabama No SO

Arizona Yes PNW

Arkansas No AEP, ETR

California Yes EIX, PCG, SRE

Colorado Yes XEL

Connecticut No AGR, ES

Delaware No EXC

District of Columbia Yes EXC

Florida No DUK, NEE

Georgia No SO

Hawaii Yes HE

Idaho Yes

Illinois Yes AEE, EXC

Indiana No DUK, NI

Iowa No LNT

Kansas Yes EVRG

Kentucky No AEP, PPL

Louisiana No AEP, ETR

Maine No

Maryland No EXC, FE

Massachusetts Yes AGR, ES

Michigan No AEP, CMS, DTE

Minnesota Yes XEL

Mississippi No ETR, SO

Missouri Yes AEE, EVRG

Montana No

Nebraska N/A

Nevada No

New Hampshire No ES

New Jersey No AWK, FE, PEG

New Mexico Yes XEL, PNM

New York Yes AGR, ED

North Carolina No DUK

North Dakota No XEL

Ohio No AEP, FE

Oklahoma Yes AEP, OGE

Oregon No POR

Pennsylvania No AWK, FE, PPL

Rhode Island Yes

South Carolina No DUK, D

South Dakota No XEL

Tennessee N/A AEP

Texas Yes AEP, ETR, XEL

Utah No

Vermont No

Virginia No AEP, D, FE

Washington No

West Virginia No AEP, FE

Wisconsin No LNT, WEC, XEL

Wyoming No  
Source: Wolfe Research and SNL Financial 
*Texas tracker is for non-ERCOT (XEL) 
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Discount rate for plan liabilities 

A high discount rate for plan liabilities can understate the liabilities for pensions and other post-retirement 

plans. Companies with the highest discount rates are FTS, PPL, EVRG, AEE, and SRE. In a change of 

pace, this is a completely new top five relative to last year. Companies that previously used high discount 

rates (SO, ETR, ES, FE, and D last year) have all significant moderated their assumption. Particularly for 

SO, ES, and D – this is encouraging because they previously screened high on both this metric and 

expected return. FTS screens high here, but is very conservative on expected return. EVRG screening 

high isn’t as encouraging given it already has one of the more underfunded pensions. Overall, the discount 

rates being used have moved lower in accordance with bond yields – averaging 3.35% versus 4.32% last 

year. Thus far in 2020, corporate bonds yields have spiked in recent weeks and are now up 47bps YTD. 

 
Exhibit 7: 2019 Discount Rate for Plan Liabilities 

 Company Name 

2019 

Discount 

Rate

Fortis Inc. 4.05%

PPL Corp. 3.64%

Evergy 3.62%

Ameren Corp. 3.50%

Sempra Energy 3.49%

Xcel Energy 3.49%

Alliant Energy 3.48%

Dominion Energy 3.47%

PG&E Corp. 3.46%

American Water Works 3.44%

Portland General Electric 3.43%

Southern Company 3.41%

WEC Energy Group 3.41%

Consolidated Edison 3.35%

Exelon Corp. 3.34%

FirstEnergy 3.34%

The AES Corp. 3.32%

Duke Energy 3.30%

Pinnacle West Capital 3.30%

PSEG 3.30%

DTE Energy 3.28%

Entergy 3.26%

NRG Energy 3.26%

American Electric Power 3.25%

Vistra Energy 3.24%

NextEra Energy 3.22%

CenterPoint Energy 3.20%

Eversource Energy 3.20%

CMS Energy 3.17%

OGE Energy 3.15%

NiSource 3.12%

Edison International 3.11%

Avangrid 2.93%

Sector Average 3.35%

2018 Sector Average 4.32%  
Source: Wolfe Research and company filings 
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Expected return on plan assets 
A high expected rate of return on plan assets can reflect overly-optimistic accounting assumptions and can 

understate pension liabilities. The companies with the highest expected rate of return are D, ES, PEG, SO 

and LNT. Obviously given the year-to-date sell-off in the equity market, there could be significant 

headwinds based on these assumptions. Many utilities have moderated these assumptions somewhat for 

2020, but this will likely only help modestly. The majority of our coverage still used an expected return 

above 6% last year (FTS, PCG, VST, AES exceptions). Notably, D, SO, and ES, used to screen highly on 

both this metric and discount rate, but have moved more conservatively on the latter (as discussed). 

Overall the average expected return fell to 6.86% from 6.96% last year.  

Exhibit 8: 2019 Expected Rate of Return on Plan 

Company Name

 2019 

Expected 

Rate of 

Return 

Dominion Energy 8.53%

Eversource Energy 8.25%

PSEG 7.80%

Southern Company 7.75%

Alliant Energy 7.60%

FirstEnergy 7.50%

OGE Energy 7.50%

Avangrid 7.40%

NextEra Energy 7.35%

DTE Energy 7.30%

Entergy 7.25%

PPL Corp. 7.25%

WEC Energy Group 7.12%

Ameren Corp. 7.00%

CMS Energy 7.00%

Consolidated Edison 7.00%

Exelon Corp. 7.00%

Portland General Electric 7.00%

Sempra Energy 7.00%

Xcel Energy 6.87%

Duke Energy 6.85%

Evergy 6.61%

Edison International 6.50%

NRG Energy 6.35%

American Electric Power 6.25%

Pinnacle West Capital 6.25%

American Water Works 6.20%

NiSource 6.10%

CenterPoint Energy 6.00%

Fortis Inc. 5.78%

PG&E Corp. 5.70%

Vistra Energy 5.22%

The AES Corp. 5.08%

Sector Average 6.86%

2018 Sector Average 6.96%  
Source: Wolfe Research and company filings 
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Pension underfunding as a % of market cap 

The companies with the largest pension underfundings as a percentage of market cap are PCG, FE, EXC, 

ETR, and EVRG. The companies with the smallest underfundings are NEE, DUK (the only companies with 

overfunded pensions), WEC, NI, and AEP. The names at the top and bottom of the list are generally 

unchanged relative to last year. Obviously, PCG is very sensitive to its volatile equity price. Overall, the 

group average underfunding worsened slightly to 6% versus 4% last year (though PCG is skewing the 

average). The majority of our coverage is less than 5% underfunded relative to market cap. 

 
Exhibit 9: Pension Underfunding as a % of Market Cap 

 Company Name 

2019 Pension 

Underfunding 

/ Market Cap.

PG&E Corp. 52%

FirstEnergy 14%

Exelon Corp. 14%

Entergy 13%

Evergy 9%

CenterPoint Energy 7%

Avangrid 6%

Portland General Electric 6%

Eversource Energy 6%

PSEG 6%

DTE Energy 5%

Consolidated Edison 5%

NRG Energy 4%

CMS Energy 4%

Pinnacle West Capital 4%

Sempra Energy 4%

Alliant Energy 4%

Ameren Corp. 3%

The AES Corp. 2%

American Water Works 2%

Edison International 2%

Fortis Inc. 2%

Vistra Energy 2%

Xcel Energy 2%

OGE Energy 2%

Southern Company 1%

Dominion Energy 1%

PPL Corp. 1%

American Electric Power 1%

NiSource 1%

WEC Energy Group 0%

Duke Energy -1%

NextEra Energy -2%

Sector Average 6%

2018 Sector Average 4%  
Source: Wolfe Research and company filings 
*Market Cap data as of 3/20/20 
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Pension funding (%) 

The companies with the lowest pension funding rates are EVRG, SRE, LNT, ETR, FE. There are once 

again only two overfunded pensions this year (NEE and DUK). A few companies also made pension 

contributions early this year and late last year to reach a fully funded status – CMS and SO. Overall, the 

group average was 87% – slightly better than 85% last year, which makes sense given the rally in equities. 

 
Exhibit 10: Pension Plan Funding (%) 

Company Name

  2019 

Pension % 

Funded 

NextEra Energy 143%

Duke Energy 107%

PPL Corp. 99%

NiSource 98%

WEC Energy Group 96%

American Electric Power 96%

Southern Company 95%

Consolidated Edison 93%

Dominion Energy 92%

Ameren Corp. 92%

Pinnacle West Capital 92%

Edison International 91%

PG&E Corp. 90%

Fortis Inc. 88%

The AES Corp. 88%

Xcel Energy 86%

DTE Energy 86%

OGE Energy 85%

PSEG 85%

NRG Energy 82%

CenterPoint Energy 82%

CMS Energy 82%

Exelon Corp. 81%

American Water Works 81%

Eversource Energy 79%

Vistra Energy 78%

Avangrid 78%

Portland General Electric 76%

FirstEnergy 76%

Entergy 75%

Alliant Energy 73%

Sempra Energy 71%

Evergy 64%

Sector Average 87%

2018 Sector Average 85%  
Source: Wolfe Research and company filings 
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Total underfunding (pension and OPEB) 
The companies with the largest total underfundings are EXC, FE, ETR, PEG, and SO – virtually 

unchanged when compared to last year. DUK saw a notable improvement relative to last year. This metric 

is biased towards the companies with the largest pensions/OPEB.  

 

 
Exhibit 11: Total Underfunding ($) 

Company Name

 Pen + OPEB 

(Under) Over 

Funding 

Exelon Corp. (6,395)

FirstEnergy (2,851)

Entergy (2,702)

PSEG (2,505)

Southern Company (1,655)

Consolidated Edison (1,515)

Eversource Energy (1,316)

PG&E Corp. (1,132)

Avangrid (1,105)

Evergy (1,010)

Fortis Inc. (793)

DTE Energy (749)

Sempra Energy (738)

Dominion Energy (704)

CenterPoint Energy (676)

Xcel Energy (615)

Alliant Energy (458)

NiSource (365)

PPL Corp. (348)

NRG Energy (340)

Vistra Energy (263)

American Water Works (256)

Portland General Electric (256)

CMS Energy (233)

Ameren Corp. (216)

Pinnacle West Capital (204)

OGE Energy (186)

The AES Corp. (183)

Edison International (2)

Duke Energy 86

WEC Energy Group 204

American Electric Power 335

NextEra Energy 1,437  
Source: Wolfe Research and company filings 
*Fortis presented in CAD 
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Total underfunding (pension and OPEB) as a % of market cap 

The companies with the largest total underfundings as a percent of market cap are PCG, EXC, ETR, FE, 

and PEG.  The companies with the smallest total underfunding as a percent of market cap are NEE, AEP, 

WEC, DUK, and EIX. The companies at the top and bottom of this table are largely unchanged. Total 

underfunding rose modestly to 6% this year, relative to 5% on average a year ago. 

 
Exhibit 12: Total Underfunding as a % of Market Cap 

 Company Name 

Pen + OPEB 

Underfunding 

/ Market Cap.

PG&E Corp. 30%

Exelon Corp. 21%

Entergy 17%

FirstEnergy 15%

PSEG 13%

CenterPoint Energy 11%

Evergy 9%

Avangrid 9%

Portland General Electric 7%

Consolidated Edison 6%

Eversource Energy 6%

NRG Energy 6%

DTE Energy 5%

Alliant Energy 5%

NiSource 5%

Fortis Inc. 4%

Vistra Energy 4%

OGE Energy 4%

Southern Company 3%

Pinnacle West Capital 3%

Sempra Energy 3%

The AES Corp. 2%

Xcel Energy 2%

PPL Corp. 2%

CMS Energy 2%

American Water Works 1%

Ameren Corp. 1%

Dominion Energy 1%

Edison International 0%

Duke Energy 0%

WEC Energy Group -1%

American Electric Power -1%

NextEra Energy -2%

Sector Average 6%

2018 Sector Average 5%  
Source: Wolfe Research and company filings 
*Market Cap data as of 3/20/20 
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Pension plan allocation to equities 

The companies with the largest allocation of pension assets to equities are PEG, POR, SRE, ES, and SO. 

The companies with the smallest allocation of pension assets to equities are PNW, AGR, XEL, WEC, and 

DUK. The companies at the top and bottom of this list are mostly unchanged. Notable changes included – 

CNP and EXC both upping their equities weighting by about 10%. On the whole, the average allocation to 

equities for all companies in our review increased by 2% to 40% on average – poor timing, but still decent 

diversification. The data for this table is disclosed in company 10-K pension footnotes. 

 
Exhibit 13: Equities Allocation 

Company Name

 Weighted 

Average 

Equities 

PSEG 68%

Portland General Electric 64%

Sempra Energy 59%

Eversource Energy 59%

Southern Company 58%

Entergy 58%

Ameren Corp. 57%

CMS Energy 52%

Consolidated Edison 51%

PPL Corp. 50%

Dominion Energy 49%

NextEra Energy 48%

Evergy 47%

Fortis Inc. 47%

Alliant Energy 47%

American Water Works 45%

CenterPoint Energy 44%

Exelon Corp. 41%

OGE Energy 38%

Edison International 38%

DTE Energy 35%

NRG Energy 34%

FirstEnergy 33%

Vistra Energy 32%

NiSource 31%

American Electric Power 31%

The AES Corp. 31%

PG&E Corp. 30%

Duke Energy 28%

WEC Energy Group 22%

Xcel Energy 3%

Avangrid 0%

Pinnacle West Capital 0%

Sector Average 40%

2018 Sector Average 38%  
Source: Wolfe Research and company filings 
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From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Turkenton, Tamara; Sternisha, Lori; Fleck, Katherine; Elisar, Scott; Hawkins, Angela; Trombold, Beth; Conway,

Daniel; Friedeman, Lawrence; Deters, Dennis; Ryan, John; Vogel, Anne; Bales, Brad
Cc: Pat.Tully@ohiohouse.gov; Strigari, Francis
Subject: Wolfe on FERC Proposed Transmission Incentives
Date: Monday, March 23, 2020 9:32:14 AM
Attachments: Wolfe on FERC Transmission Incentives.pdf

FYI – as the economy is on the ragged edge, FERC is moving to increase customers’
cost of electric transmission service by providing transmission owners with bonus
incentives that will improve their earnings and return on equity even though FERC
has already shifted most of their business and financial risk to customers through
formula-based riders.  The attached write up will give you some background.
 
The FERC rate or pricing structure for things like transmission and capacity operates
to grab historical load and usage characteristics to calculate current bills.  When
current load and usage characteristics are substantially less than the historical data
(like happens when business are directed to cease operations or they have to cease
due to failures in the supply chain), these rate structures operate much like take or
pay provisions and can contribute to customers’ (wholesale and retail) otherwise
prevalent cash flow problems.
 
I am trying to shine some light on this problem and engage stakeholders to help
problem solve.
 
Sam   
 

Sam Randazzo
PUCO & OPSB Chair
614.466.3362 (office)

614.421.8951 (mobile)
Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov

COVID-19 Resources:
Ohio Department of Health COVID-19 Hotline: 1833-4-ASK-ODH

Ohio Department of Health COVID-19 Website: https://coronavirus.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/covid-19/
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FERC proposes new transmission ROE incentive rules 

▪▪  A positive data point in the FERC transmission ROE saga 
On Thursday, in lieu of its cancelled open meeting, FERC issued a press 
release and commissioner commentary on its proposal to reform its ROE 
policy for transmission – link (full order here). On balance, we view the notice 
of proposed rulemaking (NOPR) as positive, given it could double RTO 
adders to 100bps, use a consistent 250bps cap on incentives, and provide 
other opportunities for ROE enhancements based on economic benefits. Most 
positively impacted would be utilities with large transmission businesses in 
ISOs – FTS, PEG, FE, and ES. However, the rule is not yet finalized and base 
ROEs remain in flux. This is just the latest in a process that has spanned 
many years, with various twists and turns to both the positive and negative. 

▪▪  ROE incentives based on economics, higher RTO adder positive  
The headline objective of the NOPR is to shift to an approach that rewards 
economic benefits, rather than risks. Key items are: 1) increase the RTO 
incentive adder to 100bps (from 50bps); 2) eliminate the adder for being an 
independent transmission company (25bps for FTS in MISO); 3) replace zone 
of reasonableness cap on incentives and use 250bps above base ROE as the 
cap instead. Finally, there could also be various economic adders based on 
relative benefit/cost ratio, reliability benefit, or new technologies. Eliminating 
the independent Transco adder is disappointing for FTS, but the higher RTO 
adder still results in a net positive for the biggest transmission player (25bps is 
$0.03/sh). PEG and FE also have big transmission businesses that would 
benefit from a higher RTO adder. ES and AGR would benefit from a higher 
New England adder, and also from a higher cap on individual projects.   

▪▪  Transmission base ROEs are still up in the air 
In November, FERC issued an order in the MISO transmission ROE complaint 
that was supposed to set the precedent and put the matter to bed. However, 
the base ROE was unexpectedly cut to 9.88% when FERC decided to use 
only two methodologies (DCF/CAPM). Furthermore, valuation data implied the 
base was likely going lower if refreshed – leaving open the likelihood of 
complaints being filed. This then appeared unintentional when FERC Chair 
Chatterjee invited rehearing filings, which is now under consideration. Finally, 
FERC also recently set a paper hearing in an under the radar PATH 
transmission ROE filing that indicated it could go back to the favorable four 
methodology process. Bottomline, base ROEs are still up in the air.  

▪▪  What next? This could still take some time 
The NOPR is now open to comments for 90 days. A final decision has no set 
timeline. Similarly, there is no set timeline for FERC to decide on rehearing 
the MISO ROE order. Messaging from FERC has oscillated on this topic, but 
with a Republican majority the general direction appears supportive. However, 
Commissioner McNamee is leaving and Commissioner Glick dissented, so 
with a potential presidential victory by Biden, the balance of power could shift. 
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Exhibit 1: Trans. ROE Sensitivities 
 

 
Source: Wolfe Utilities & Power Research 
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$ ∆ in 2021 EPS % ∆ in 2021 EPS

Ticker 100bp ∆ ROE 100bp ∆ ROE

FTS $0.13 5%

FE 0.10 4%

ES 0.13 3%

PEG 0.11 3%

AEP 0.11 2%

PCG 0.02 2%

AEE 0.08 2%

EIX 0.10 2%

AGR 0.05 2%

PNW 0.09 2%

EXC 0.05 2%

EVRG 0.05 2%

PPL 0.03 1%

WEC 0.05 1%

SRE 0.08 1%

OGE 0.02 1%

D 0.04 1%

LNT 0.01 0%
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Transmission ROE Exposure Summary – FTS, PEG, FE, ES – Most Impacted by RTO adders 
In Exhibit 2 below, we summarize the key utilities with FERC transmission. Fortis is most exposed given its ITC 

subsidiary. For ITC, a 50bps RTO adder would benefit its entire transmission business, while the removal of 

the independent Transco adder would serve as a 25bps reduction (recall this was reduced to 25bps in MISO 

and a complaint is pending to do the same in SPP) – 25bps net would add ~$0.03/sh. For, FE we estimate 

roughly 50% of its transmission business benefits from an RTO adder (TRAIL, MAIT, JCP&L) – 50bps to 50% 

would add ~$0.03/sh. PEG has also sparked investor concern on transmission ROEs, where it derives 45% of 

its rate base – focus has been on its base ROE of 11.18% moving down closer to the MISO order (9.88%), but 

a 50bps RTO adder would help as an offset – every 10bps = ~$0.01/sh. Finally, ES and AGR in New England 

are also levered to transmission ROEs. FERC has yet to decide on the base ROE in New England, but a shift 

to the 250bps incentive cap versus using the zone of reasonableness, would be a beneficial change. See the 

remainder of our transmission ROE data below: 

 
Exhibit 2: Utilities with FERC Transmission Exposure 

 
Source: Wolfe Utilities & Power Research 
*On AEP, the transmission earnings are only for its Transco.  There are other FERC transmission earnings embedded in some of its utility subsidiaries.  
**FE base ROE is weighted average 
***Some of the utilities in Exhibit 2 do not disclose transmission earnings. We have estimated those based on projected rate base and earned/allowed transmission ROEs. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Capex EPS

Trans. % of Total Trans. % of Total Base Trans. $ ∆ in 2021 EPS % ∆ in 2021 EPS

Company Ticker 2019-22E 2021E ROE 100bp ∆ ROE 100bp ∆ ROE

Alliant Energy LNT 2% 5% 9.88% $0.01 0%

Ameren AEE 17% 21% 9.88% 0.08 2%

American Electric AEP 23% 26% 9.85-10% 0.11 2%

Avangrid AGR 20% 23% 10.57% 0.05 2%

Dominion D 17% 10% 10.90% 0.04 1%

Edison Intl EIX 16% 21% 10.70% 0.10 2%

Evergy EVRG 16% 17% 9.80% 0.05 2%

Eversource Energy ES 27% 38% 10.57% 0.13 3%

Exelon EXC 20% 18% 10.5-11.5% 0.05 2%

FirstEnergy FE 40% 38% 10.55% 0.10 4%

Fortis FTS 26% 38% 9.88% 0.13 5%

OGE Energy OGE 6% 10% 11.10% 0.02 1%

PG&E PCG 19% 23% NA 0.02 2%

Pinnacle West PNW 16% 20% 10.75% 0.09 2%

PPL Corp. PPL 18% 14% 11.18% 0.03 1%

PSEG PEG 39% 37% 11.18% 0.11 3%

Sempra SRE 10% 11% 10.10% 0.08 1%

WEC Energy Group WEC 9% 13% 9.88% 0.05 1%
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From: Wolf, James
To: Billingsley, Ciara
Cc: Bales, Brad; Vogel, Anne; Randazzo, Samuel; Fleck, Katherine; Elisar, Scott; Hawkins, Angela; Ryan, John;

Schilling, Matt; Mcclelland, Maura
Subject: PUCO Weekly Legislative Report
Date: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:02:21 AM
Attachments: 3-20-20 Legislative Report.docx

Morning Ciara,
 
Please find attached the PUCO weekly legislative report. If you have any questions, please
contact me.
 
Have a great weekend!
 
Jimmy Wolf
Legislative Liaison
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
(O) 614-995-4168
(M) 614-381-0305
James.Wolf@puco.ohio.gov
 
COVID-19 Resources:
Inbox for COVID-19 legislative inquiries: questions@governor.ohio.gov
Ohio Department of Health COVID-19 Hotline: 1833-4-ASK-ODH
Ohio Department of Health COVID-19 Website: https://coronavirus.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/covid-
19/
 
 



 
Mike DeWine, Governor 

 Sam Randazzo, Chairman 
 
 
 

Commissioners 
 

M. Beth Trombold 
Lawrence K. Friedeman 

Dennis P. Deters 
Daniel R. Conway 

 
 

MEMORANDUM  
TO:  Dan McCarthy, Director of Legislative Affairs, Office of the Governor 
FROM: Jimmy Wolf, Legislative Liaison, PUCO 
CC:  Scott Elisar, Legislative and Policy Director, PUCO  
DATE:  March 20, 2020 
RE:  PUCO Legislative Weekly Report—Week of March 20 
              

• The PUCO continues to have emergency meetings as needed to increase public safety 
and health during the corona virus crisis. As these meetings occur, the PUCO 
communicates actions to both majority and minority caucuses. Below is a list of actions 
taken by the PUCO this week: 

o 3/17—PUCO halted door to door sales by energy suppliers. 
o 3/18—PUCO issued an hours of service waiver for truck drivers hauling 

motor/heating fuels. 
o 3/20—PUCO halted any meter readings and other activities by utilities that would 

involve in-person customer interaction. The PUCO also suspended auto approvals 
of cost recovery and other accounting measures. 
  

• Chairman Randazzo began discussions with utilities and other stakeholders regarding 
how best to mitigate rate impacts on customers due to financial loses from corona virus. 
This may result in legislative changes, and the PUCO has began to work on options for 
General Assembly consideration. 
 

• Chairman Randazzo and PUCO staff discussed the ongoing issue with Madison Energy 
COOP abandoning natural gas service to their customers with Senators 
Hoagland/Schaffer. PUCO sent the Senators the DSA assistance that customers can use 
to assist in their transition to propane. The PUCO will also be sending the language that 
Madison Energy and Southeastern Gas agreed to when Southeastern transferred the 
system to Madison Energy.  
 

• Below are constituent issues received throughout the week: 
o Senator Dolan’s office reached out regarding PUCO action on 

disconnection/reconnection. PUCO shared the emergency orders issued last week. 
o Speaker Householder’s office reached out regarding a customer being 

overcharged by an electric supplier. PUCO confirmed that customer is receiving a 
$300 refund from company.  

o PUCO has received several complaints regarding access to adequate broadband. 
Imagine this trend will continue.  



 
Mike DeWine, Governor 

 Sam Randazzo, Chairman 
 
 
 

Commissioners 
 

M. Beth Trombold 
Lawrence K. Friedeman 

Dennis P. Deters 
Daniel R. Conway 

 
 

• On March 18, PJM filed its MOPR compliance filing with FERC. PUCO is working on a 
summary of that filing, as well as a summary of the FERC press conference that took 
place on March 19.  



From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Vogel, Anne
Subject: FYI: Capstone: RESEARCH ALERT: Ohio Nuclear Plants May Now Clear PJM’s Capacity Auction Based on Newly

Updated Market Monitor Estimates
Date: Thursday, February 20, 2020 12:08:15 PM

 
 
 
 

RESEARCH ALERT: Ohio Nuclear Plants May Now Clear PJM’s
Capacity Auction Based on Newly Updated Market Monitor Estimates

 
PDF: RESEARCH ALERT: Ohio Nuclear Plants May Now Clear PJM’s Capacity Auction
Based on Newly Updated Market Monitor Estimates
 

PJM Interconnection held a Market Implementation Committee (MIC) meeting on February
19th to review progress on its Compliance Filing to implement the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission’s (FERC) December 19th Order. The Order establishes bidding floors for state-
subsidized resources in PJM’s capacity auction, known as the minimum offer price rule
(MOPR), which could inhibit resources from clearing the auction and receiving capacity
payments. Our key takeaways from PJM’s MIC meeting are that Ohio’s subsidized
single-unit nuclear plants could potentially clear the capacity auction with a MOPR, and
the auction for 2022/2023 capacity could be held in late 2020 if FERC approves PJM’s
Compliance Filing within 60 days (which we view as unlikely, given the volume of
petitions for clarification and rehearing).

We discuss our key takeaways in more detail below.

1. Ohio’s Subsidized Single-Unit Nukes Could Potentially Clear Auction

 
PJM’s Independent Market Monitor (IMM) released new unit-specific MOPR levels
based on net avoidable cost rate (NetACR) estimates for each nuclear unit in PJM on
February 19th. The estimates show single-unit nuclear assets with lower NetACRs
compared with the asset class values released by the IMM in January, which was
about $180/MW-day (see “FirstEnergy Solutions Single-Unit Nuclear Plants Won’t
Clear Capacity Market Says PJM’s Market Monitor” January 24, 2020). See Exhibit 1.

 
The February 1MM NetACR estimates for the subsidized single-unit nukes in Ohio for
2022 are $154/MW-day and $138/MW-day for Ohio’s Davis-Besse and Perry nuclear
plants, respectively. Looking at the auction held in May 2019, for 2021/2022 capacity,
the regional transmission organization (RTO) clearing price was $140/MW-day for
the RTO and $171/MW-day in Ohio’s American Transmission Systems Inc. (ATSI) zone
as shown in Exhibit 2. Both Ohio plants would have cleared the previous auction for
capacity in 2021/2022 in the ATSI transmission zone with a MOPR. Perry would have
cleared even under the lower RTO-wide clearing price, $140/MW-day, illustrating just
how significant small changes in the MOPR levels for these two single-unit plants are.
While an illustrative example, we do not necessarily believe the previous auction will be
a good proxy for the upcoming auction (see “Breaking up with PJM? List of States that
May Exit PJM in Pursuit of Decarbonization Policies Grows; a Threat to Vistra, NRG”
February 13, 2020).



 
IMMs calculations use Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) operating costs for 2018
estimated at $17.44/MWh for dual-unit nuclear plants, and $27.82/MWh for single-unit
plants—these are not actual unit-specific operating costs. Capital costs are excluded in
Exhibit 1 because those costs are anticipated to be added to energy offers rather than
capacity offers. If CapEx is included, NetACR MOPR estimates increase over 100%.
MOPR calculations will continue to evolve and will be presented in PJM’s March 18th

Compliance Filing.

 

Exhibit 1. IMM’s Implied Net ACR for Nuclear Plants (Excluding CapEx)

Source: IMM, 2020 available here.

 
We believe the Ohio plants will submit unit-specific exemption requests as individual
costs may be lower than the 2018 NEI estimate, increasing the probability of clearing
the capacity auction.

Exhibit 2. Locational Capacity Auction Results Held May 2018 for Capacity in
2021/2022 ($/MW-day)

Source: PJM, May 23, 2018

2. Capacity Auction Could Possibly Be Held in 2020 if FERC Approves Compliance
Filing Expeditiously

 
Many stakeholders pressed to have a capacity auction six months after the Compliance
Filing is approved by FERC—which appears to be the soonest timing that is technically
feasible. Other stakeholders—particularly those with subsidized assets or with
significant amounts of renewables in the queue—argue for a more protracted schedule
that would allow more time to assess whether the state intends to remove load from PJM
through the Fixed Resource Requirement (FRR). If any state pulls out through the FRR,
the underpinning auction parameters would need to be re-run, jeopardizing the ability to
hold an auction in 2020.



 
Before PJM moves forward with the auction, FERC must issue an order approving
PJM’s Compliance Filing—which PJM estimates could take between 60 days or longer,
as there is no set timeline. Based on PJM’s Auction Schedule deck, the earliest an
auction could be run would be between six and nine months after FERC approves PJM’s
Compliance Filing. The idea of further consolidating future auctions remains ripe,
though those discussions will not foment in earnest until there is more clarity from
FERC.

 
We do not believe FERC is likely to approve PJM’s Compliance Filing within 60 days,
given the volume of petitions for rehearing and petitions for clarifications that have been
filed at FERC. Furthermore, we believe that given the complexity of the Order coupled
with its vagueness, it is likely FERC will give PJM more direction when it reviews its
Compliance Filing, drawing out the timeframe for a final approved Compliance Filing.

 
PJM also released a matrix with draft language contemplated for its Compliance Filing. PJM’s
MIC is scheduled to meet again on February 28th and March 11th.
 
 



From: Elisar, Scott
To: Bales, Brad; Vogel, Anne
Cc: Randazzo, Samuel; Fleck, Katherine; Hawkins, Angela; Mcclelland, Maura; Wolf, James; Ryan, John; Schilling,

Matt
Subject: PUCO, OPSB proposal for emergency legislation and federal action request
Date: Friday, March 13, 2020 12:01:13 PM
Attachments: PUCO Legislative Emergency Proposal 3.13.20docx.docx

Good afternoon
 
Please find attached the PUCO recommendations for emergency state legislation and
federal action assistance.
 
As always do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or concerns.
 
Thank you,
 
Scott
 
Scott Elisar
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
(614) 728-5049 (office)
(614) 502-9281 (cell)
scott.elisar@puco.ohio.gov
www.PUCO.ohio.gov
 



Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, Ohio Power Siting Board, and other associated 
boards or commissions 

 
Proposal for emergency legislation and federal action request 

 

1. Electronic Public Meetings – PUCO, OPSB, PUCO Nominating Council 
 
Justification 
 
In response to the declared emergency of Covid-19 and other emergencies, public 
bodies need the flexibility to meet electronically to effectuate the goal of social 
distancing while continuing important government duties in a transparent and open 
manner. Absent statutory authority, public bodies may not conduct a meeting via 
electronic or teleconference.  The proposed language allows a public body subject to 
open meetings and rulemaking requirements under RC Chapter 121 to determine that 
an emergency exists and to subsequently hold open meetings via webcast, 
teleconference, or similar technologies, rather than in-person meetings.   
 
While the proposed language includes all public bodies, the PUCO would request at a 
minimum the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, Ohio Power Siting Board, and 
Public Utilities Commissions Nominating Council.   
 
Proposed legislation (any public body subject to R.C. 121.22) 
 
Enact new section: 
 
Sec. 121.221. (A) As used in this section, “public body” and “meeting” have the same 
meanings as in section 121.22 of the Revised Code.  
 
(B) In the case of any emergency to be judged by a public body, the public body may 
conduct meetings via video conference, teleconference, or similar technologies as an 
alternative to an in-person meeting. Notwithstanding division (C) of section 121.22 of 
the Revised Code, this may include allowing members of the public body to vote and 
participate in the meeting without being present. A meeting held in accordance with 
this section shall be deemed in compliance with any provision of section 121.22 of the 
Revised Code requiring an in-person presence at a meeting.  
 
Alternative proposal (limited to the PUCO, OPSB, and PUCO Nominating Council) 
 
Enact new section: 
 
Sec. 121.221. (A) As used in this section: 



(1) “Meeting” and “public body” have the same meanings as in section 121.22 of the 
Revised Code. 
 
(2) “Specified public body” includes only the following: 
 
(a) The public utilities commission; 
(b) The power siting board; 
(c) The public utilities commission nominating council. 
 
(B) In the case of any emergency to be judged by a specified public body, the specified 
public body may conduct meetings via video conference, teleconference, or similar 
technologies as an alternative to an in-person meeting. Notwithstanding division (C) of 
section 121.22 of the Revised Code, this may include allowing members of the specified 
public body to vote and participate in the meeting without being present. A meeting 
held in accordance with this section shall be deemed in compliance with any provision 
of section 121.22 of the Revised Code requiring an in-person presence at a meeting.  
 
(C) A specified public body may delegate authority to determine and declare an 
emergency for purposes of this section.   

2. Regularity of Meetings – PUCO  

Justification 

This change would give the Commission flexibility, in an emergency, to meet on a basis 
other than monthly.  

Proposed legislation  

Amend existing section: 

Sec. 4901.10. The office of the public utilities commission shall be at the seat of 
government in Columbus, in suitable quarters provided by the state, and shall be open 
between eight-thirty a.m. and five-thirty p.m. throughout the year, Saturdays, Sundays, 
and legal holidays excepted. The commission shall hold its sessions at least once in each 
calendar month in Columbus, unless otherwise necessitated by an emergency as 
determined by the Chairperson, but also may meet at such other times and places as are 
necessary for the proper performance of its duties. For the purpose of holding sessions 
in places other than the seat of government, the commission may rent quarters or 
offices, the expense of which, in connection therewith, shall be paid in the same manner 
as other authorized expenses. 

 
 



3. Action in absence of quorum – PUCO, OPSB  
  
Justification 
 
This change allows the Chairperson of the Public Utilities Commission and Power 
Siting Board, or designee, to act on behalf of the Commission or Board, respectively, 
during a declared emergency, in the event that a quorum is unavailable. 
  
Proposed legislation 
  
Amend existing R.C. 4901.02: 
 
Before division (A), insert: “Except as provided in section 4901.081 of the Revised 
Code:” 
 
Amend existing section: 
 
Sec. 4901.08. Except as provided in section 4901.081 of the Revised Code: 
 
(A) A majority of the public utilities commissioners constitutes a quorum for the 
transaction of any business, for the performance of any duty, or for the exercise of any 
power of the public utilities commission. No  
(B) No vacancy in the commission shall impair the right of the remaining 
commissioners to exercise all powers of the commission. The 
(C) The act of a majority of the commission, when in session as a board, is the act of the 
commission. Any 
(D) Any investigation, inquiry, or hearing which the commission has power to 
undertake or to hold may be undertaken or held by or before any commissioner 
designated for such purpose by the commission, and every finding, order, or decision 
made by a commissioner so designated, pursuant to such investigation, inquiry, or 
hearing, and approved and confirmed by the commission and ordered filed in its office, 
is the finding, order, or decision of the commission. 
 
Enact new section: 
 
Sec. 4901.081. During a state of emergency declared by the governor in accordance with 
section 5502.22 of the Revised Code, the chairperson of the public utilities commission 
or the deputy chairperson may transact any business, perform any duty, or exercise any 
power of the commission if obtaining a quorum is impractical as a result of the state of 
emergency.  In the event of the absence or disability of the chairperson and deputy 
chairperson, the governor may designate one of the other commissioners to act on 
behalf of the commission in accordance with this section.  The authority granted by this 
section shall cease upon the expiration of the declared state of emergency. 



 
 
Amend existing R.C. 4906.02: 
 
Before division (A), insert: “Except as provided in section 4906.021 of the Revised 
Code:” 
 
Enact new section: 
 
Sec. 4906.021. During a state of emergency declared by the governor in accordance with 
section 5502.22 of the Revised Code, the chairperson of the power siting board or the 
vice-chairperson may transact any business, perform any duty, or exercise any power of 
the board if obtaining a quorum is impractical as a result of the state of emergency.  In 
the event of the absence or disability of the chairperson and vice-chairperson, the 
governor may designate one of the other board members to act on behalf of the board in 
accordance with this section.  The authority granted by this section shall cease upon the 
expiration of the declared state of emergency. 
 
 

4. Requested Federal Action 
 
To mitigate the potential negative impacts on state clean air objectives, jobs and efforts 
to preserve the productive capacity of zero emitting electric generating resources, 
request that the President issue an executive order suspending compliance with and 
any procedural schedule associated with FERC’s Order of December 19, 2019 in Docket 
Nos. EL16-49-00 and EL18-178-000.   
 
Justification 
 
The above referenced FERC Order works against the efforts by states in PJM to advance 
their clean-air programs, preserve jobs, and preserve the productive capacity of zero-
emitting generating plants. Accordingly, there is a massive protest effort underway 
which will include large public meetings at the state and federal level.  FERC has 
already granted rehearing of the decision yet it has not suspended or deferred 
compliance with the December 19, 2019 decision. The public meeting and other 
requirements associated with that compliance effort will also increase the risks 
associated with the spread of COVID-19. At this time, available resources at the state 
and federal level should be focused on managing the risk associated with COVID-19.   



From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Dawson, Laurel; Vogel, Anne; Bales, Brad; Burgess, Ryan
Cc: Elisar, Scott; Wolf, James; Ryan, John; Carroll, Kathleen
Subject: Significant Federal Regulatory Decision -- 12/19/19 FERC Order on PJM"s Capacity Market
Date: Monday, December 23, 2019 10:00:13 AM

 
Good morning:
 
Below is an article from Friday’s S&P Global that discusses the rather aggressive
FERC order issued on December 19, 2019 and identifying what PJM must do to
remedy the current capacity pricing method that FERC previously found “unjust and
unreasonable”.  FERC gave PJM 90 days to figure out what the order means and
make a compliance filing at FERC.  In the meantime, we are reviewing the order and
discussing its significance with PJM and other stakeholders.
 
Based on what is obvious from the order, including the dissent, it is highly likely that
FERC’s decision will be strongly contested by states and other stakeholders and that
the real meaning of this decision will be unknown for many months and perhaps
years.  The primary result of this FERC decision may be to create more confusion
and uncertainty about the workings of the PJM organized wholesale market, a market
that is supposed to support state competition initiatives (like that of Ohio) while
continuously improving operating and planning reliability.
 

FERC order directing PJM to expand MOPR could have huge ramifications
 
Friday, December 20, 2019 5:41 PM ET
 
By Glen Boshart
Market Intelligence
 
After its members discussed a draft of the decision earlier in the day, the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission released a lengthy order late Dec. 19 directing the
PJM Interconnection to revise its capacity market rules to address the price-
suppressive effects of state-subsidized clean energy resources.
 
A deep dive into that order reveals its sweeping scope, which left the only Democrat
of FERC's three sitting members warning that it could potentially subject much, if not
most, of the PJM capacity market to a minimum offer price rule, or MOPR, and
administratively set prices. Commissioner Richard Glick also said it would entrench
PJM's existing resource mix.
 
"From the beginning, this proceeding has been about two things: Dramatically
increasing the price of capacity in PJM and slowing the region's transition to a clean
energy future. Today's order will do just that. I strongly dissent from today's order as I
believe it is illegal, illogical, and truly bad public policy," Glick asserted.
 
Background



 
The genesis of the order was a 2016 complaint submitted by a group of competitive
power suppliers, including Calpine Corp.. The generators said PJM's capacity market
MOPR — designed to prevent resources from gaming the system by bidding under
their cost of production — needs to apply not just to new natural gas resources but
also to existing generating units that receive out-of-market subsidies, such as
renewable and nuclear generation. In response, a divided FERC in June 2018
determined that PJM's capacity market rules indeed needed to be modified because
the competitiveness of that market was being threatened by the price-suppressive
impacts of out-of-market support provided by states to certain resources.
 
However, the commission rejected each of PJM's two proposed fixes to the problem.
Instead, it ordered the grid operator to eliminate many of the existing exemptions to
the MOPR so that it would apply to virtually all new and existing resources, including
those that receive out-of-market payments.
 
The problem was that doing so would leave open the possibility that customers of
utilities in states that have decided to subsidize capacity resources could end up
paying twice for the same capacity — once through the subsidy and again in the
capacity market — if the unsubsidized costs of states' preferred resources are too
high to clear the market.
 
To avoid such double payments, FERC said PJM should also allow utilities to acquire
the capacity needed to meet some of their customers' needs through bilateral
contracts instead of having to do so through PJM's capacity market, dubbed a
resource-specific fixed resource requirement, or FRR, alternative option. In response,
PJM in October 2018 proposed a modified version of FERC's FRR alternative
requirement called an extended resource carve-out. Under that approach, PJM still
would allow a resource and an associated amount of load to be removed from the
market, but the grid operator then would adjust capacity market clearing prices to
reflect what they would have been had those resources remained in the market.
 
In July, FERC ordered PJM to further postpone its already-delayed capacity auction
for the 2022/2023 commitment period until new rules were hashed out. Given the
lengthy period of inaction, FERC appeared to be divided 2-2 on how to respond to
PJM's proposal. But when Democrat Cheryl LaFleur departed FERC at the end of
August, the agency was left with two Republicans and Glick, and the Dec. 19 order
reflects a partisan divide.
 
The Dec. 19 order
 
FERC's lengthy order give PJM 90 days to file new market rules — dubbed a
replacement rate — that extend the MOPR to all new and existing resources, with
certain exemptions. However, the majority refused to adopt FERC's own FRR
alternative as well as PJM's modified version of that alternative, thereby requiring
most state-subsidized resources to bid into the capacity market at their unsubsidized
cost level.
 



Under the order, existing self-supply, demand response, energy efficiency, storage,
and renewable resources participating in RPS programs would be exempt from the
MOPR. The order also describes a "competitive" exemption for unsubsidized new and
existing resources and allows new and existing suppliers that otherwise do not qualify
for an exemption to justify a competitive offer below the applicable default offer price
floor through a unit-specific exemption.
 
FERC said its order will allow most existing resources that already have cleared a
capacity auction to continue to be exempt from the MOPR, as well as new resources
(those that have not cleared an auction) that will not receive out-of-market payments.
However, new gas-fired resources, which already were subject to the MOPR, will
continue to be so.
 
"This replacement rate does not purport to solve every practical or theoretical flaw in
the PJM capacity market asserted by parties in these consolidated proceedings, or in
related proceedings," the order stressed. Rather, it said the new rate is aimed only at
preventing subsidized resources "from distorting prices in a capacity market that
relies on competitive auctions to set just and reasonable rates."
 
As for why FERC will not allow PJM to include the agency's own FRR alternative or
the grid operator's resource carve-out option in its forthcoming filing, the commission
said "the accommodation of state subsidy programs would have unacceptable
market-distorting impacts that would inhibit incentives for competitive investment in
the PJM market over the long term."
 
The agency used the same justification to explain why it is requiring PJM to extend
the MOPR to offers made by existing resources that do not qualify for exemptions in
addition to new entrants. Taking specific aim at subsidized nuclear power, the
majority claimed that decisions "by some states to employ out-of-market subsidies to
prevent or delay the retirement of state-preferred resources that are unable to
compete with more efficient generation" presents an "immediate threat to the
competitiveness of the PJM capacity market."
 
The majority acknowledged that the order may prevent certain existing subsidized
resources from clearing PJM's capacity auctions but said the decision by certain
states "to support less economic or uneconomic resources in this manner cannot be
permitted to prevent the new entry or continued operation of more economic
generating capacity."
 
FERC's order also rejected arguments that the ruling will deprive PJM states of their
right to choose their own generation resources, noting that such preferred resources
still will be allowed to sell energy and ancillary services in the relevant PJM markets
even if they cannot clear PJM's capacity market.
 
However, the majority said FERC cannot extend the MOPR to resources that receive
out-of-market support through subsidies created by federal statute because the
agency "may not disregard or nullify the effects of federal legislation."
 



Glick's dissent
 
While Republicans routinely tout the need to respect state decisions and rights, Glick
noted during the agency's meeting, the majority's order has the exact opposite effect.
 
"We all know what is going on here: The costs imposed by today's order and the
ubiquitous preferences given to existing resources are a transparent attempt to
handicap those state actions and slow — or maybe even stop — the transition to a
clean energy future," Glick wrote in his dissent. "It is hard to imagine how the
commission could much more directly target or aim at state authority over resource
decisionmaking."
 
Moreover, Glick said, while the original intent of the MOPR was to prevent load from
exercising market power to directly reduce the capacity market price, the majority now
has unjustifiably shifted the focus to target state resource decisionmaking and efforts
to address the externalities of electricity generation.
 
In addition to warning that the order could subject much, if not most, of the PJM
capacity market to the MOPR and administratively set prices, Glick bemoaned the
ruling's failure to offer guidance on how its "sweeping definition of subsidy will work in
practice or how it will interact with the complexities posed by a capacity market
spanning 13 very different states and the District of Columbia." And it only gives PJM
90 days to figure that out, he further noted.
 
Glick called the majority's decision to exclude all federal subsidies from the MOPR
completely arbitrary, noting that for more than a century those subsidies have been
used to support the nation's fossil fuel industry. "By lowering the marginal cost of
fossil fuel-fired units, government policies have allowed these units to operate more
frequently and have encouraged the development of more of these units than might
otherwise have been built," Glick said.
 
"If the MOPR disregards or nullifies federal policy, it must have the same effect on
state policy," he added. "And if it does not nullify or disregard state policy, then the
commission has no reasoned justification for exempting federal subsidies from the
MOPR."
 
Glick also said the order threatens the viability of aggregated demand response
providers, public power and resources financed in part through sales of voluntary
renewable energy credits. He also predicted that it would raise capacity costs initially
in the region by at least $2.4 billion annually and that those costs will only go up.
 
"The commission began this phase of the proceeding by decrying government efforts
to shape the generation mix because they interfere with 'competitive' forces. Today,
the commission is solving that 'problem' by creating a byzantine administrative pricing
scheme that bears all the hallmarks of cost-of-service regulation, without any of the
benefits. That is a truly bizarre way of fostering the market-based competition that my
colleagues claim to value so highly," Glick stated.
 



Finally, Glick said FERC will have no one to blame but itself when the most likely
outcome of the order is that many PJM states abandon the region's capacity market
and potentially the grid operator altogether. Moreover, Glick suggested that
eliminating PJM's mandatory capacity market may be a good thing given that states
are increasingly trying to shape their own generation mixes. (FERC dockets EL16-49,
EL18-178)
 

End of Article
 
As we have additional information about this significant order and recommendations
for your consideration, we will follow up.
 
I hope this is useful.
 
Sam
 
 
 

Sam Randazzo
PUCO & OPSB Chair
614.466.3362 (office)

614.421.8951 (mobile)
Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov

 



From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Vogel, Anne
Cc: Elisar, Scott; Wolf, James; Bales, Brad
Subject: FW: MOPR Order Outreach Deck - OPSI 20200107 (1).pdf
Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 10:51:39 AM
Attachments: MOPR Order Outreach Deck - OPSI 20200107 (1).pdf
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FYI
 

From: Sternisha, Lori <lori.sternisha@puco.ohio.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 8:34 AM
To: Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov>
Cc: Ryan, John <John.Ryan@puco.ohio.gov>; Elisar, Scott <Scott.Elisar@puco.ohio.gov>; Turkenton,
Tamara <Tamara.Turkenton@puco.ohio.gov>; Fleck, Katherine <Katherine.Fleck@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: MOPR Order Outreach Deck - OPSI 20200107 (1).pdf
 
FYI – Exelon slides re: MOPR impact on clean energy.  Recommends states use FRR. 
 
 

Lori Sternisha
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
Director, Office of the Federal Energy Advocate
(614)644-8060
www.PUCO.ohio.gov

 
 
This message and any response to it may constitute a public record and thus may be publicly available to
anyone who requests it.
 
 



Impact of FERC MOPR Order on State 
Clean Energy Programs



Summary

2

• On December 19, 2019, FERC directed PJM to implement new pricing rules that will force 
resources supported by state clean energy programs out of the PJM capacity market
– FERC’s new Minimum Offer Price Rule (MOPR) requires clean generators to offer into 

the PJM capacity market as if they are not receiving revenues under the state 
environmental program

– This can result in the state-supported resources being artificially priced out of the 
market, with emitting generation selected by PJM instead

– The cost to comply with RPS and other clean energy programs will increase as RECs, 
ZECs and PPAs become more expensive to make up for lost capacity market 
revenues

– Meanwhile, old and dirty fossil units that states are attempting to phase-out will 
remain in the PJM market, earning a $2.4 billion annual windfall through higher 
capacity prices, according to Commissioner Glick

• State policymakers need to act quickly to counteract this FERC-imposed threat to 
programs supporting wind, solar, energy efficiency, demand response and nuclear
– First, states should ask that PJM defer its next capacity auction until 2021 to give 

states time to implement responsive actions
– Second, states with clean energy programs should evaluate the ways to opt out of the 

PJM capacity market through the Fixed Resource Requirement alternative

FERC’s actions threaten to walk back the environmental and economic progress being 
made by the states and unnecessarily add billions of dollars to electricity bills



PJM 101 – Where Customers Get Their Electricity

Sources: PJM Learning Center; Energy and Capacity pages

• PJM is a regional transmission organization 
(RTO) that coordinates the movement of 
wholesale electricity in all or parts of 13 
states and the District of Columbia

• PJM procures energy and capacity
– Energy is the electricity produced by 

power plants on a daily basis
– Capacity is the promise to be available 

to provide energy in the future (such as 
on a hot summer day)

• Prices for energy and capacity are 
determined through competitive
auctions run by PJM
– Energy market auctions are run daily in 

5-minute intervals
– Capacity market auctions occur once a 

year for a commitment 3-years forward
• PJM selects supply resources on a least-cost 

basis without distinguishing between 
emissions-free and polluting power plants
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States are Leading the Clean Energy Transformation

4

Source: Platts, Megawatt Daily, August 12, 2019



FERC Order: How We Got Here 
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• In recent years, fossil generators and the PJM Market Monitor have argued to FERC that 
state clean energy programs are unfair and cause lower prices in the wholesale markets run 
by PJM and other regional grid operators

• In response, states and clean energy providers have argued that the regional markets 
overseen by FERC are flawed for failing to value the clean attributes of zero-emission 
generation and that state programs make regional markets more efficient by internalizing 
the cost of pollution

• FERC agreed with the fossil supporters in June 2018, proposing to expand the MOPR so that 
it applies to any resource that receives state support participating in the PJM capacity 
market

• On December 19, FERC expanded the MOPR as suggested by the Market Monitor, 
concluding that state support for clean generation is growing and presents an immediate 
threat to the federally-regulated multi-state capacity market
– FERC imposed the MOPR not only on wind, solar and nuclear power, but also on state-

supported energy efficiency and demand response resources, as well as utility-owned 
generation

• The only responsive option made available by FERC for states seeking to avoid the punitive 
effect of the MOPR is the Fixed Resource Requirement (FRR)
– The FRR allows a utility to exit the PJM capacity market and self-supply its capacity 

obligation with preferred resources (either through contract or ownership), while 
otherwise remaining in PJM’s energy and other markets

– FERC considered, but rejected, an accommodation that would have allowed state-
supported generators to exit the capacity market on a resource-specific basis



Minimum Offer Price Rule (MOPR) Explained

Generators receiving state support will 
automatically have their bids increased 
due to the MOPR (essentially a resource-
specific price floor for bids in the 
capacity auction) to cancel out state 
clean energy policy.

Why is this option bad for customers?

As demonstrated in the right chart, the MOPR is likely
to push state-supported units out of the market and
therefore receive no capacity revenues. These lost
capacity revenues must be recouped by higher state
clean energy payments or clean energy goals will not
be met. Further, capacity prices could increase as
redundant, emitting capacity is procured.

PJM contracts for electricity on a three-year forward basis through its Reliability Pricing Model (RPM) capacity 
market.  In the past, renewable and clean energy generators have been allowed to bid into these capacity 
auctions at whatever price needed to turn a profit, taking into account revenue from the market and their 

state clean energy payments in light of their specific operational costs and performance risks.  Now…
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The MOPR Pushes Clean Resources Out of the PJM Capacity Market
• FERC’s MOPR order forces new renewables to bid into the capacity market at extremely high 

prices and, as a result, these new renewables will not be selected by PJM
• This will increase customer costs in two ways:

― Clean resources will pushed out of the market; losing capacity market revenue that must 
be replaced 

― PJM will charge customers for unneeded fossil generation through its capacity auction to 
“replace” the clean generation
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PJM-Wide Impacts Could Exceed $11 Billion by 2030
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Lost Revenues for Clean Generation Transferred to Fossil 
Generation by FERC MOPR, 2022-2030

Nuclear Solar Onshore Wind Offshore Wind EE

State
2030 TWh of Clean 

Generation At-Risk due 
to MOPR

NJ 55

IL 22

VA 34

OH 5

MD 14

DC 7

Other 3

TOTAL 141

Note: Reflects incremental impact on projected future clean energy commitments through 2030.  Costs are calculated as the product of the average capacity 
price in the 2021/22 auction ($157/MWD) escalated at inflation multiplied by the estimated new renewable capacity (UCAP) required to achieve RPS targets by 
2030 and by nuclear capacity subject to MOPR.  Energy efficiency related impacts assume that future EE is maintained at the same level as cleared in the 
2021/22 auction and that all new EE is subject to MOPR.

Does not include potential annual impacts 
related to new demand response
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What Others Are Saying About FERC’s Decision
“FERC’s split decision threatens states’ rights and hinders their ability to bring more clean energy to their communities. ... It 
undermines Congressional authority established under the Federal Power Act. ... AWEA will consider all available options to 
ensure that states’ clean-energy policies can be fully accommodated in PJM’s market.” – American Wind Energy Association 
(AWEA)

“Today’s order erects a major new barrier to clean energy, undercutting efforts by states to slash pollution and address climate 
change. Federal regulators are forcing customers to pay for dirty power they don’t want or need. ... State leaders must now 
choose between their clean-energy goals and continuing to participate in federal power markets.” – National Resources 
Defense Council (NRDC)

“The exclusionary Minimum Offer Price Rule will punish clean energy generation and result in more pollution just to help coal
and fracked gas executives, all while costing consumers an estimated almost $6 billion a year.” – Sierra Club's Beyond Coal 
campaign.

“The Commission’s decision today is bad for renewable energy, bad for states and bad for customers. While cities and states 
are rapidly expanding their clean energy goals, FERC is constructing barriers that make it more difficult and expensive to choose 
renewable resources in the PJM capacity market. This action is misguided and does a disservice to states that are listening to 
their constituents’ demands for clean energy...” – Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA)

“This order stands in sharp contrast to any definition of competitive markets, and represents the worst type of government 
interference in the markets — not to protect consumers but instead to support a selected group of sellers...” – American Public 
Power Association (APPA)

“[FERC’s decision] counteracts legitimate state policies to deploy innovative new technologies, such as energy storage, that 
have proven widespread grid service benefits. ... This decision appears to raise unnecessary and costly barriers to energy 
storage deployed for economic development, community resilience, or environmental protection reasons.” – Energy Storage 
Association

“FERC’s order is an unfortunate and unnecessary transformation of a limited rule designed to prevent market manipulation into
a price support scheme for existing coal and natural gas power plants. ... The ruling punishes states that are pursuing a clean,
advanced energy future through their valid legal authority over the generation mix...” – Advanced Energy Economy
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What Others Are Saying About FERC’s Decision

“Why is the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission trying to make renewable sources of energy more expensive 
for Americans in our largest power grid? This is unacceptable. This is not how to fight the climate crisis. We will 
fight this.” – Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY)

“For the holidays, Trump wants to give us more asthma, disease, and higher electricity bills. Even Scrooge tried to 
reduce coal use.” – 2020 presidential candidate and former mayor of New York City Michael Bloomberg

“Today, FERC is handing a literal lump of coal to New Jersey and other PJM states that are trying to tackle climate 
change, grow clean energy jobs and reduce costs for consumers. With this action, FERC is continuing to prop up 
the failing fossil fuel industry at the expense of both ratepayers and our environment.  This is a potential death 
blow for states’ clean energy plans and may actually be the beginning of the end for organized electricity markets 
in general.  The Trump Administration’s allegiance to fossil fuel interests seemingly knows no bounds.” – House 
Energy & Commerce Committee Chairman Rep. Frank Pallone (NJ-06)
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What States Are Saying About FERC’s Decision

11

Illinois
“Today, Trump appointees announced a mandate that would force states to use outdated energy sources, causing harm to the environment and 
significant cost to consumers.” – Illinois State Representative Ann Williams

“In effect, FERC’s ruling would alter the PJM capacity market to bankroll dirty power generators at the expense of states like Illinois, where consumer-
friendly, clean-energy investments have led to declining costs for consumers.” – Illinois Citizens Utility Board

“[FERC’s decision] will increase Illinois power bills by $864 million – believed to be the largest electricity increase in state history – unless the General 
Assembly takes immediate action to offset the controversial ruling by two federal regulators appointed by President Trump.” – Clean Jobs Coalition

“Illinoisans shouldn’t have to pay hundreds of millions of dollars every year into a broken regional electricity market rigged against clean energy, when 
we could run our own more sustainably and for a lower cost.” – Natural Resources Defense Fund Illinois

“By agreeing to this proposal, FERC is not indifferent to state policies that address carbon emissions—they are actively attacking them.” – Union of 
Concerned Scientists (IL)

“Trump appointees announce new mandate to sabotage clean energy, forcing states to pay higher rates for outdated fossil fuels.” – IL Environmental Council

New Jersey
“The decision by FERC to favor fossil generation and reject a clean-energy future shows a callous disregard for the health and safety of the residents of 
New Jersey and the other impacted PJM states. Further, we anticipate it will make it more difficult for the state to affordably address climate change 
through the competitive markets.” – The New Jersey BPU

“(BPU President) Fiordaliso said BPU staff are still reviewing the ruling and that “everything’s on the table” in terms of what action the agency could take. 
The BPU has already contacted the state’s congressional delegation to talk about introducing legislation that potentially would allow states to determine 
what kind of generation they want in an effort to push back on FERC’s “violation of state rights.” – 12/20/2019 POLITICO

“Coal and gas companies know that renewable energy is finally picking up and now they are trying to do everything they can to stop states transitioning. 
... This is a shameful giveaway to big coal, oil and gas at the expense of our environment.” – Jeff Tittel, New Jersey Sierra Club

“This is going to hit New Jersey really hard. ... There’s no way around it. This is a straight-up conflict now between FERC and New Jersey and New Jersey's 
clean energy plans.” – Tom Rutigliano, Natural Resources Defense Council

Maryland
“Fundamentally, we believe states have a right to determine their own resource mix... FERC’s decision targets, and effectively nullifies, that prerogative 
and only confirms our misgivings regarding the future of PJM's capacity market. Maryland is committed to a clean and renewable energy future, and we 
are considering legal options to protect the public interest of Marylanders.” – The Maryland PSC, Jason M. Stanek, Chairman

Washington DC
“President Trump’s newly announced energy market rules reward polluting coal-fired power plants and punish clean renewable energy.  .. I will keep 
fighting for solutions that help the District meet our ambitious clean energy goals...” – Karl A Racine, D.C. Attorney General
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The FRR: A Solution to the MOPR

The FRR mechanism allows states to retain the efficiency of PJM’s regional dispatch while 
making their own investment decisions in generation, demand response, efficiency and storage

• PJM has always allowed states to opt out of the PJM capacity market through the Fixed 
Resource Requirement (FRR) alternative
– Utilities provide PJM an FRR plan to meet their capacity supply obligations with state-

approved resources (either through contract or ownership)
– Customers continue to receive the benefits of PJM membership, with PJM continuing to 

operate the regional grid, optimize dispatch of resources through its energy market, 
minimize reserve requirements, and plan transmission on an integrated basis

• The FRR gives the state control over generation investment decisions
– Each FRR-electing utility must demonstrate through ownership or contract sufficient 

resources to serve all of the load in its footprint (plus a reserve)
– The price paid to supply resources by the utility is established by contract between the 

utility and the generators, such as through a procurement approved by the state 
commission

– The FRR is elected for specific utility footprints and, therefore, a state may choose to 
have some utilities opting out of the PJM capacity market through the FRR and others 
remaining in the PJM capacity market

– Utilities must commit to participate in an FRR plan for a minimum of five years
• Multiple utilities in PJM are already using the FRR mechanism, including the AEP system
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Some States Will Require a Year to Respond to FERC’s MOPR Order

F

Spring Legislative Session
(Typically through May)

PJM should accommodate all states by scheduling the next auction with reasonable time for
legislative/regulatory action to avoid over-payment by consumers under the new MOPR

Illustrative 

State 

Timeline

States with clean energy or self-supply programs are at-risk
State action to develop an FRR will take ~12 months after the FERC order on PJM compliance filing
Auction rules will be uncertain until FERC acts on PJM’s compliance filing (anticipated in May)
PJM’s suggested schedule provides insufficient time for state actions before auction process begins

Reliability and resource adequacy are not at risk
Current Reserve Margin is  ~22% (vs. a target of ~15%)
New entry projected at 10-12 GW in next four years
Five GW of new CCGTs are already under construction

FERC 
MOPR 
Order

FERC Order on PJM 
Compliance Filing

(60 Days After     
Compliance Filing)

PJM Compliance Filing to FERC
(90 Days After MOPR Order)

Under PJM’s suggested schedule, 
the next capacity auction will 
occur before states can react to 
the MOPR Order

A. FRR election due to PJM

B. FRR capacity plan due to PJM

C. 2022/2023 Auction Opens 

Under the stakeholder-proposed 
schedule, states will have time to 
undertake needed legislative and 
regulatory actions

D. FRR election due to PJM

E. FRR capacity plan due to PJM

F. 2022/2023 Auction Opens 

FEB MAR APRJANDEC MAY JUN JUL MARAUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB

Governor 
action

Utility/agency drafts preliminary 
capacity procurement plan, accepts 
public comments, and finalizes plan

State commission 
procurement plan 
review/approval

Utility/agency qualifies bidders, 
conducts procurement, and 
signs contracts

A CB D E
APR MAY
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PJM Feedback

PJM should set the 2022/23 BRA for the first quarter of 2021 to provide ample time to all 
states to undertake legislative and regulatory reforms

– FERC left states with only one option, the FRR, to obtain the carbon-free generation mix 
that can achieve state environmental goals 

– States requiring legislative/regulatory action to enable FRR plans will need about 12 
months after the PJM compliance filing

– In response to a Sep. 12 stakeholder letter CEO Sue Riley wrote, “…we agree that the 
auction must ... offer a meaningful opportunity for states to consider and pursue 
alternatives depending on the substance of the FERC order and their policy objectives.”

– Riley offered similar and consistent responses to letters from EPSA, P3 and industrials

PJM should not change the FRR rules as states react to the order

– FRR changes are not within the scope of the compliance filing
– PJM should make it easier, not harder, for states to develop and implement FRR plans 

with their utilities
– Fossil generators and the IMM have signaled antagonism to state FRR development
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Just in case you have not received FERC’s order --  
 
From: Sternisha, Lori <lori.sternisha@puco.ohio.gov> 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 9:27 AM
To: PUCO Commissioners-Aides <CommissionersandAides2@puco.ohio.gov>
Cc: Fleck, Katherine <Katherine.Fleck@puco.ohio.gov>; Hawkins, Angela
<angela.hawkins@puco.ohio.gov>; Schilling, Matt <matt.schilling@puco.ohio.gov>; Benedict,
Timothy <timothy.benedict@puco.ohio.gov>; Gebolys, Debra <debra.gebolys@puco.ohio.gov>;
Christopher, Mahila <mahila.christopher@puco.ohio.gov>; Zoeller, Christopher
<Christopher.Zoeller@puco.ohio.gov>; Moore, Kevin <Kevin.Moore@puco.ohio.gov>; McNamee,
Thomas <thomas.mcnamee@ohioattorneygeneral.gov>; Ahmed, Mohammed
<Mohammed.Ahmed@puco.ohio.gov>; Mcclelland, Maura <Maura.McClelland@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: FERC MOPR Order
 
Good morning – Just in time for John Ryan to have some beach reading, attached is FERC’s
MOPR order released at 6 pm yesterday.  I believe it’s over 200 pages. 
 
We will read and provide further information. In the meantime, if you have any immediate
questions about the order please let us know.  Also attached is yesterday’s summary from
FERC.
 
Thanks, 
 

Lori Sternisha
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
Director, Office of the Federal Energy Advocate
(614)644-8060
www.PUCO.ohio.gov

 
 
This message and any response to it may constitute a public record and thus may be publicly available to
anyone who requests it.
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1. On June 29, 2018, the Commission issued an order1 finding that out-of-market 
payments provided, or required to be provided, by states to support the entry or continued 
operation of preferred generation resources threaten the competitiveness of the capacity 
market administered by PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (PJM).2  Specifically, the 
Commission found that PJM’s Open Access Transmission Tariff (Tariff) is unjust and 
unreasonable because the Minimum Offer Price Rule (MOPR) fails to address the price-
distorting impact of resources receiving out-of-market support.  The Commission also 
found, however, that it could not make a final determination regarding the just and 
reasonable replacement rate, based on the record presented, and therefore initiated a 
paper hearing on its own motion in Docket No. EL18-178-000 pursuant to section 206 of 
the Federal Power Act (FPA).3 

  

                                              
1 PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 (2018) (June 2018 Order). 

2 The June 2018 Order defines “out-of-market payments” as out-of-market 
revenue that a state either provides, or requires to be provided, to a supplier that 
participates in the PJM wholesale capacity market.  Out-of-market payments include, for 
example, zero-emissions credits (ZEC) programs and Renewable Portfolio Standards 
(RPS) programs.  June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 1 n.1.  This order creates a 
new term, State Subsidies, defined below. 

3 16 U.S.C. § 825e (2018). 
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2. As discussed below, we direct PJM to submit a replacement rate that retains PJM’s 
current review of new natural gas-fired resources under the MOPR and extends the 
MOPR to include both new and existing resources, internal and external, that receive, or 
are entitled to receive, certain out-of-market payments, with certain exemptions explained 
below.  Going forward, the default offer price floor for applicable new resources4 will be 
the Net Cost of New Entry (Net CONE) for their resource class; the default offer price 
floor for applicable existing resources5 will be the Net Avoidable Cost Rate (Net ACR) 
for their resource class.  The replacement rate will include three categorical exemptions 
to reflect reliance on prior Commission decisions:  (1) existing self-supply resources, (2) 
existing demand response, energy efficiency, and storage resources, and (3) existing 
renewable resources participating in RPS programs.  The replacement rate will also 
include a fourth exemption, the Competitive Exemption, for new and existing resources 
that are not subsidized and thus do not generally require review to protect “the integrity 
and effectiveness of the capacity market.”6  To preserve flexibility, PJM will also permit 
new and existing suppliers that do not qualify for a categorical exemption to justify a 
competitive offer below the applicable default offer price floor through a Unit-Specific 
Exemption.7  Collectively, these exemptions underscore our general intent that most 
existing resources that have already cleared a capacity auction, particularly those 
resources the Commission has affirmatively exempted in prior orders, will continue to be 
exempt from review.  Similarly, new resources that certify to PJM that they will not 
receive out-of-market payments will generally be exempt from review through the 
Competitive Exemption, with the exception of new gas-fired resources, which were 
already subject to review under the current MOPR8 and will remain so under the 
replacement rate.9   

                                              
4 “New” refers to resources that have not previously cleared a PJM capacity 

auction.   

5 Except as otherwise specified in this order, “existing” refers to resources that 
have previously cleared a PJM capacity auction.  Repowered resources will be considered 
new. 

6 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at PP 1-2. 

7 The current Tariff refers to this as the Unit-Specific Exception. 

8 PJM’s current MOPR refers to the MOPR reinstated in 2017 following the 
remand from the D.C. Circuit in NRG Power Marketing, LLC v. FERC. 862 F.3d 108 
(D.C. Cir. 201) (NRG); see PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 161 FERC ¶ 61,252 (2017) 
(2017 MOPR Remand Order).  

9 On December 19, 2019, Commissioner Bernard L. McNamee issued a 
memorandum to the file documenting his decision not to recuse himself from these 
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3. In establishing this replacement rate under section 206 of the FPA, we do not 
order refunds.  Section 206 of the FPA confers the Commission with the discretion to 
order refunds from the date that Calpine Corporation, joined by additional generation 
entities (collectively, Calpine Complainants), filed the complaint in Docket No. EL16-49-
000 (Calpine complaint), and we decline to invoke that discretion here.10   

4. We direct PJM to submit a compliance filing consistent with our guidance within 
90 days of the date of this order.  In the compliance filing, PJM should also provide 
revised dates and timelines for the 2019 Base Residual Auction (BRA) and related 
incremental auctions, along with revised dates and timelines for the May 2020 BRA and 
related incremental auctions, as necessary. 

5. We affirm our initial finding that “[a]n expanded MOPR with few or no 
exceptions, should protect PJM’s capacity market from the price-suppressive effects of 
resources receiving out-of-market support by ensuring that such resources are not able to 
offer below a competitive price.”11  However, based on the reasoning set forth below, we 
do not at this time require review of all offers below the default offer price floor.  
Moreover, this replacement rate does not purport to solve every practical or theoretical 
flaw in the PJM capacity market asserted by parties in these consolidated proceedings, or 
in related proceedings.12  There continue to be stark divisions among stakeholders about 
various issues that we cannot resolve on this record.  Instead, we concentrate on the core 
problem presented in the Calpine complaint and in PJM’s April 2018 rate proposal—that 
is, the manner in which subsidized resources distort prices in a capacity market that relies 
on competitive auctions to set just and reasonable rates.   

                                              
dockets, based on memoranda dated October 11, 2019 and December 13, 2019 (and 
attachments thereto, including email communications dated June 17 and September 17, 
2019) from the Designated Agency Ethics Official and Associate General Counsel for 
General and Administrative Law in the Office of General Counsel. 

10 16 U.S.C. § 824e(b); June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 174; see 
Ameren Servs. Co. v. Midwest Indep. Transmission Sys. Operator, Inc., 127 FERC 
¶ 61,121, at P 157 (2009) (“In cases involving changes to market design, the Commission 
generally exercises its discretion and does not order refunds when doing so would require 
re-running a market.”).  

11 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 158. 

12 See id. PP 16-19 (discussing the Commission’s technical conference in Docket 
No. AD17-11-000 and the complaint filed in Docket No. EL18-169-000). 
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6. In general, the replacement rate is derived from PJM’s initial MOPR-Ex 
proposal,13 with certain modifications.  We find this approach is superior to the two 
potential reform paradigms that PJM submitted in this paper hearing proceeding:  (1) the 
resource-specific Fixed Resource Requirement (FRR) Alternative described in the  
June 2018 Order,14 which PJM proposed to implement through its Resource Carve-Out 
(RCO) option,15 and (2) the revised version of PJM’s initial Capacity Repricing proposal 
that the Commission rejected in the June 2018 Order,16 which PJM proposed to 
implement through its Extended Resource Carve-Out (Extended RCO) proposal.17  In 
both cases, the accommodation of state subsidy programs would have unacceptable 
market distorting impacts that would inhibit incentives for competitive investment in the 
PJM market over the long term.  We also decline to adopt intervenors’ alternative 
proposals.18 

7. The first significant change we require in the replacement rate is that PJM must 
extend the MOPR to include review of offers made by non-exempt existing resources in 
addition to new entrants.  This is necessary because the record demonstrates that an 
immediate threat to the competitiveness of the PJM capacity market is the decision by 
some states to employ out-of-market subsidies to prevent or delay the retirement of state-

                                              
13 Of the two mutually-exclusive proposals PJM presented in April 2018, MOPR-

Ex received significantly more stakeholder support than the Capacity Repricing 
alternative that PJM posited as its first choice.  See PJM Transmittal Letter at 17 n.40; 
June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at PP 4 n.4, 20. 

14 The Commission described the resource-specific FRR Alternative as an option, 
similar in concept to the utility-wide FRR construct in the preexisting Tariff, which 
would allow suppliers to choose to remove individual resources receiving out-of-market 
support from the PJM capacity market, along with a commensurate amount of load, for 
some period of time.  See June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at PP 8, 160. 

15 See PJM Initial Testimony at 50-64. 

16 See June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at PP 63-72. 

17 See PJM Initial Testimony at 64-75. 

18 See, e.g., Exelon Initial Testimony at 7 (proposing a carbon pricing mechanism); 
Maryland Commission Initial Testimony at 9-10 (proposing a competitive carve-out 
auction); Vistra Initial Testimony at 3-4 (proposing a two-stage auction, based in part on 
ISO New England Inc.’s Competitive Auctions with Sponsored Policy Resources); 
Buckeye Initial Testimony at 4 (proposing that PJM’s capacity market operate on a 
strictly voluntary and residual basis). 
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preferred resources that are unable to compete with more efficient generation.19  
Moreover, certain states have chosen to enact additional programs even after the June 
2018 Order issued.20  We are aware that the extension of the MOPR may prevent certain 
existing resources that states have recently chosen to subsidize from clearing PJM’s 
capacity auctions; however, the decision by certain states to support less economic or 
uneconomic resources in this manner cannot be permitted to prevent the new entry or 
continued operation of more economic generating capacity in the federally-regulated 
multi-state wholesale capacity market.  New state policies that support the continued 
operation of existing uneconomic resources in PJM are just as disruptive to competitive 
wholesale market outcomes as earlier attempts to support preferred new gas-fired 
resources, which the Commission prevented by eliminating the state mandate exemption 
for new resources in 2011.21  As in that earlier proceeding, the replacement rate adopted 
here does not deprive states in the PJM region of jurisdiction over generation facilities 
because states may continue to support their preferred resource types in pursuit of state 
policy goals.22  Nor does this order prevent states from making decisions about preferred 
generation resources:  resources that states choose to support, and whose offers may fail 
to clear the capacity market under the revised MOPR directed in this order, will still be 
permitted to sell energy and ancillary services in the relevant PJM markets.  However, the 
Commission has a statutory obligation, and exclusive jurisdiction, to ensure that 
wholesale capacity rates in the multi-state regional market are just and reasonable.23  We 

                                              
19 See, e.g., June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at PP 1-2, 21-22, 96, 102-03, 

105-06, 150-56. 

20 See infra note 55 (describing new legislation). 

21 See PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 (2011) (2011 MOPR 
Order), reh’g denied, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 (2011) (2011 MOPR Rehearing Order), aff’d 
sub nom. N.J. Bd. of Pub. Utils. v. FERC, 744 F.3d 74 (3d Cir. 2014) (NJBPU). 

22 See June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at PP 158-59.  

23 See 16 U.S.C. §§ 824, 824d, 824e; 2011 MOPR Order, 135 FERC ¶ 61,022  
at P 143 (“While the Commission acknowledges the rights of states to pursue legitimate 
policy interests, and while, as we have said, any state is free to seek an exemption from 
the MOPR under section 206, it is our duty under the FPA to ensure just and reasonable 
rates in wholesale markets. . . .  Because below-cost entry suppresses capacity prices, and 
because the Commission has exclusive jurisdiction over wholesale rates, the deterrence of 
uneconomic entry falls within the Commission’s jurisdiction, and we are statutorily 
mandated to protect the [capacity market] against the effects of such entry.”), quoted with 
approval in NJBPU, 744 F.3d at 100, cited in Hughes v. Talen Energy Mktg., LLC, 136 S. 
Ct. 1288, 1296 (2016); 2011 MOPR Rehearing Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 3 (“Our 
intent is not to pass judgment on state and local policies and objectives with regard to the 
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find that this replacement rate will ensure resource adequacy at rates that are just and 
reasonable and not unduly discriminatory or preferential.24 

8. The second significant change we require in the replacement rate is that PJM must 
extend the MOPR to apply to all resource types.25  The June 2018 Order did not find that 
PJM’s ongoing review of new gas-fired resources under the current rule was unjust or 
unreasonable and nothing submitted in the paper hearing has persuaded us to alter that 
conclusion.  However, the record in this proceeding demonstrates that gas-fired 
generation facilities “are not the only resources likely or able to suppress capacity 
prices.”26  The increased level of out-of-market support for certain renewable resources in 
PJM through RPS programs, in addition to out-of-market support for nuclear- and coal-
fired plants through ZEC programs and the Ohio Clean Air program, requires us to revisit 
the Commission’s earlier conclusion that non gas-fired resources do not require 
mitigation. 

9. We therefore find that any resource, new or existing, that receives, or is entitled to 
receive, a State Subsidy, and does not qualify for one of the exemptions described in the 

                                              
development of new capacity resources, or unreasonably interfere with those objectives.  
We are forced to act, however, when subsidized entry supported by one state’s or 
locality’s policies has the effect of disrupting the competitive price signals that PJM’s 
[capacity auction] is designed to produce, and that PJM as a whole, including other states, 
rely on to attract sufficient capacity.”), quoted with approval in NJBPU, 744 F.3d at 101, 
quoted with approval in Hughes, 136 S. Ct. at 1296.  This determination also comports 
with precedent in other regional markets.  See, e.g., ISO New England Inc., 162 FERC ¶ 
61,205, at P 21 & n.32 (2018) (CASPR Order); ISO New England, Inc., 135 FERC ¶ 
61,029, at P 170 (2011) (2011 ISO-NE MOPR Order), reh’g denied, 138 FERC ¶ 61,027 
(2012), aff’d sub nom. New Eng. Power Generators Ass’n v. FERC, 757 F.3d 283, 293-
295 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (NEPGA); Connecticut Dept. of Pub. Util. Control v. FERC, 569 
F.3d 477, 481 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (Connecticut PUC), adopted in NJBPU, 744 F.3d at 96-
97. 

24 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 158; PJM Tariff, Att. DD, § 1 
(stating, among other things, that the Reliability Pricing Model (RPM or capacity market) 
provides for the forward commitment of resources to ensure reliability in future delivery 
years); see also CASPR Order, 162 FERC ¶ 61,205 at P 21 (a capacity market should 
“produce a level of investor confidence that is sufficient to ensure resource adequacy at 
just and reasonable rates”). 

25 See June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 155. 

26 Id. 
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body of this order, should be subject to the MOPR.27  Borrowing from the first two 
prongs of PJM’s proposed definition of Material Subsidy, we consider a State Subsidy to 
be: a direct or indirect payment, concession, rebate, subsidy, non-bypassable consumer 
charge, or other financial benefit that is (1) a result of any action, mandated process, or 
sponsored process of a state government, a political subdivision or agency of a state, or 
an electric cooperative formed pursuant to state law, and that (2) is derived from or 
connected to the procurement of (a) electricity or electric generation capacity sold at 
wholesale in interstate commerce, or (b) an attribute of the generation process for 
electricity or electric generation capacity sold at wholesale in interstate commerce, or  
(3) will support the construction, development, or operation of a new or existing capacity 
resource, or (4) could have the effect of allowing a resource to clear in any PJM capacity 
auction.  Demand response, energy efficiency, and capacity storage resources that 
participate in the PJM capacity market are considered to be capacity resources for 
purposes of this definition.  Resources that receive, or are entitled to receive, State 
Subsidies (hereinafter referred to as State-Subsidized Resources) that intend to offer 
below the default offer price floor for a given resource type, and do not qualify for a 
categorical exemption, must support their offers through a Unit-Specific Exemption.  We 
decline to adopt a materiality threshold for the level of State Subsidies or the size of 
State-Subsidized Resources.  A threshold based on resource size will not prevent a 
collection of smaller resources from having a significant cumulative impact on 
competitive outcomes.  In addition, if a State Subsidy is small enough for a capacity 
resource to perform economically without it, then the State-Subsidized Resource should 
be able to secure a Unit-Specific Exemption. 

10. We find that we cannot, however, apply this approach to resources that receive 
out-of-market support through subsidies created by federal statute.  That is not because 
we think that federal subsidies do not distort competitive market outcomes.  On the 
contrary, federal subsidies distort competitive markets in the same manner that State 
Subsidies do.  Nevertheless, the Commission’s authority to set just and reasonable rates 
under the FPA comes from Congress and subsidies that are directed by Congress through 
federal legislation have the same legal force as the FPA.  This Commission may not 
disregard or nullify the effects of federal legislation.28    

                                              
27 New and existing resources that certify to PJM that they will forego any State 

Subsidies to which they are entitled qualify for the Competitive Exemption.  

28 See, e.g., Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535, 550-51 (1974) (“Where there is no 
clear intention otherwise, a specific statute will not be controlled or nullified by a general 
one, regardless of priority enactment.”); Silver v. N.Y. Stock Exchange, 373 U.S. 341, 357 
(1963) (an appropriate analysis is one that “reconciles the operation of both statutory 
schemes with one another rather than holding one completely ousted”); Tug Allie-B. v. 
United States, 273 F.3d 936, 941 (11th Cir. 2001) (reiterating general statutory 
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11. We also find that the just and reasonable replacement rate should provide five 
exemptions from application of the default offer price floor.   

12. First, we direct PJM to include a Self-Supply Exemption for self-supply resources 
that fulfill at least one of these criteria:  (1) have successfully cleared an annual or 
incremental capacity auction prior to this order; (2) have an executed interconnection 
construction service agreement on or before the date of this order; or (3) have an 
unexecuted interconnection construction service agreement filed by PJM for the resource 
with the Commission on or before the date of this order.29  This exemption recognizes 
that many self-supply entities made resource decisions based on Commission orders 
indicating that those decisions would not be disruptive to competitive markets, including 
the Commission’s acceptance in 2013 of the affirmative exemption for new self-supply 
resources prior to our order on remand from NRG.30  However, as further discussed 
below, we can no longer assume that there is any substantive difference among the types 
of resources participating in PJM's capacity market with the benefit of State Subsidies.  
Going forward, new non-exempt resources owned by self-supply entities will be subject 
to review for offers below the default offer price floor on the same basis as other 
resources of the same type.  Public power and vertically integrated utilities that prefer to 
craft their own resource adequacy plans remain free to do so through the FRR Alternative 
option already present in the existing PJM Tariff.  

13. Second, we direct PJM to include a Demand Response, Energy Efficiency, and 
Capacity Storage Resources Exemption.31  Demand response and energy efficiency 
resources that fulfill at least one of these criteria will be eligible:  (1) have successfully 
cleared an annual or incremental capacity auction prior to this order; (2) have completed 
registration on or before the date of this order; or (3) have a measurement and verification 
plan approved by PJM for the resource on or before the date of this order.  Similarly, 
capacity storage resources that fulfill at least one of these criteria will be eligible:   
                                              
construction canons that statutes relating to the same subject matter should be construed 
harmoniously and, if not, the more recent or specific statute should prevail over the older 
and more general law). 

29 See infra IV.D.3. 

30 See PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 143 FERC ¶ 61,090, at P 107-15 (2013) (2013 
MOPR Order), order on reh’g & compliance, 153 FERC ¶ 61,066, at P 52-61 (2015) 
(2015 MOPR Order), vacated & remanded sub nom. NRG Power Mktg., LLC v. FERC, 
862 F.3d 108 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (NRG).  But see 2017 MOPR Remand Order 161 FERC 
¶ 61,252, at P 41 (removing the self-supply exemption on remand from NRG), reh’g 
pending. 

31 See infra IV.D.4. 
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(1) have successfully cleared an annual or incremental capacity auction prior to this 
order; (2) have an executed interconnection construction service agreement on or before 
the date of this order; or (3) have an unexecuted interconnection construction service 
agreement filed by PJM for the resource with the Commission on or before the date of 
this order.  This exemption is justified because these resources traditionally have been 
exempt from review.  However, PJM must develop appropriate Net CONE values by 
resource class for these three categories of new resources to implement in the next annual 
auction, as well as appropriate Net ACR values for these three categories of resources 
that become existing resources in subsequent auctions.  Contrary to PJM’s position, we 
think it is feasible for PJM to determine those values for demand resources that rely on 
various types of behind-the-meter generation as a substitute for purchasing wholesale 
power.  The scale may be different for behind-the-meter generation, but the fundamental 
elements of the analysis are the same.  We realize that setting default offer price floor 
values may be more difficult for demand resources that commit to cease using wholesale 
power, rather than shift to behind-the-meter generation as an alternative to consuming 
wholesale power, and energy efficiency resources.  For non-generating demand-side 
resources, PJM may rely on a historical averaging approach similar to the one it has 
already proposed for planned demand response resources to create a proxy default offer 
price floor,32 recognizing that PJM may need to evaluate idiosyncratic costs for things 
such as lost manufacturing value when considering requests for a Unit-Specific 
Exemption.   

14. Third, we direct PJM to include an RPS Exemption for renewable resources 
receiving support from state-mandated or state-sponsored RPS programs that fulfill at 
least one of these criteria:  (1) have successfully cleared an annual or incremental 
capacity auction prior to this order; (2) have an executed interconnection construction 
service agreement on or before the date of this order; or (3) have an unexecuted 
interconnection construction service agreement filed by PJM for the resource with the 
Commission on or before the date of this order.33  We find this exemption just and 
reasonable because the Commission has expressly exempted those resources in the past 
based on the assessment that such resources had little impact on clearing prices, and the 
initial investments in those resources—unlike certain existing resources that new State 
Subsidies are designed to retain—were made in reliance on earlier Commission 
determinations that the limited quantity of RPS resources would not undermine the 
market.  Going forward, however, new non-exempt renewable resources will be subject 
to the Net CONE default offer price floor for their specific resource type.  RPS resources 
that become existing resources after the next annual auction, and that do not qualify 
under one the exemptions we have directed, will be subject to the Net ACR default offer 

                                              
32 See PJM Initial Testimony at 42-43 & tbl. 2. 

33 See infra IV.D.1. 
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price floor for their specific resource type.  We are aware that, as a practical matter, the 
Net ACR default offer price floor for existing renewable resources poses no real obstacle 
because PJM proposed to set that value at zero.34  On compliance, we direct PJM to 
provide additional justification for that determination.   

15. Fourth, we direct PJM to include a Competitive Exemption for both new and 
existing resources    , including demand-side resources, that certify they will forego any 
State Subsidies.  This exemption is based on the competitive entry exemption the 
Commission accepted in 2013, prior to the orders on remand from NRG.35  We think it is 
sufficient, at this point, to allow a new or existing resource (other than a new gas-fired 
resource) to avoid review of a capacity offer below the applicable default price floor if 
the resource certifies to PJM that it will forego any State Subsidy.   

16. Fifth, we direct PJM to maintain the Unit-Specific Exemption, expanded to cover 
existing and new State-Subsidized Resources of all resource types, to permit any resource 
that can justify an offer lower than the default offer floor to submit such bids to the 
Market Monitor for review.  We find that PJM’s Unit-Specific Exemption, with the 
modifications described below, is an important tool for establishing just and reasonable 
rates.  This exemption is largely based on the exemption the Commission accepted in 
2011 and reaffirmed in 2013.  The replacement rate adopted here is intended to promote 
the market’s selection of      the most economic resources available to serve load reliably, 
not to reject resources simply because they are subsidized to some degree.  The review 
process operates as a safety valve that helps to avoid over-mitigation of resources that 
demonstrate their offers are economic based on a rational estimate of their expected costs 
and revenues without reliance on out-of-market financial support through State 
Subsidies.36  The review process may also help to mitigate offers by potential new 

                                              
34 See PJM Initial Testimony at 46 & tbl. 3. 

35 See 2013 MOPR Order, 143 FERC ¶ 61,090 at PP 53-62; 2015 MOPR Order, 
153 FERC ¶ 61,066 at PP 32-41.  But see 2017 MOPR Remand Order, 161 FERC 
¶ 61,252 at P 41 (removing the competitive entry exemption on remand from NRG). 

36 This assessment can be complex and must yield to some level of subjective 
judgment, but the financial modeling assumptions PJM proposed for calculating the Net 
CONE in proposed Tariff section 5.14(h)(iv)(B)(2) of its initial filing in the paper hearing 
appear to present a reasonable objective basis for the analysis of new entrants.  These 
factors are:  (i) nominal levelization of gross costs, (ii) asset life of 20 years, (iii) no 
residual value, (iv) all project costs included with no sunk costs excluded, (v) use first 
year revenues, and (vi) weighted average cost of capital based on the actual cost of 
capital for the entity proposing to build the capacity resource.  PJM Initial Testimony  
at 42. 
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entrants who are less interested in following through on actual performance than reselling 
capacity obligations to other resources that fail to clear an auction.37 

17. Exemptions, by definition, mean different treatment.  Our decision that PJM 
should exempt certain existing resources by essentially grandfathering them from review 
is not, however, unduly discriminatory.  The exemptions that we direct here are an 
extension or re-adoption of the status quo ante for many types of resources that accept 
the premise of a competitive capacity market,38 have operated within the market rules as 
those rules have evolved over time, and made decisions based on affirmative guidance 
from the Commission indicating that those decisions would not be disruptive to 
competitive markets.  This order addresses the growing impact of State-Subsidized 
Resources because those subsidies reject the premise of the capacity market and 
circumvent competitive outcomes.    

I. Background  

18. PJM operates the largest wholesale competitive electricity market in the country, 
covering 13 states and the District of Columbia.  To protect customers against the 
possibility of losing service, PJM is responsible for ensuring that its system has sufficient 
generating capacity to meet its resource adequacy obligations, which it does through a 
capacity market.  PJM’s capacity construct has evolved over time.  The current market 
design, the RPM, was first approved by the Commission in 2006.39  Under the RPM, the 
procurement and pricing of unmet capacity obligations is done on a multi-year forward 
basis through an auction mechanism.40  Since the prices for capacity are determined in 
these forward auctions, the RPM construct introduced a MOPR for new resources, 
subject to certain conditions, to ensure these resources did not depress capacity market 
prices below a competitive level.41  This MOPR did not apply to baseload resources that 
required more than three years to develop (nuclear, coal, integrated gasification combined 
cycle facilities), hydroelectric facilities, or any upgrade or addition to an existing 

                                              
37 See generally Monitoring Analytics, Analysis of Replacement Capacity for 

RPM Commitments: June 1, 2007 to June 1, 2017 (PJM IMM Dec. 14, 2017). 

38 This Commission determined many years ago that the best way to ensure the 
most cost-effective mix of resources is selected to serve the system’s capacity needs was 
to rely on competition.  That model cannot work if we allow State Subsidies to distort the 
economic selection of adequate power supplies for the multi-state PJM region. 

39 PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 115 FERC ¶ 61,079, at P 9 (2006).   

40 PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 117 FERC ¶ 61,331, at P 6 (2006).  

41 Id. P 103. 
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generation capacity resource.  Additionally, the initial MOPR included the state mandate 
exemption, which exempted any new entry being developed in response to a state 
regulatory or legislative mandate to resolve a projected capacity shortfall affecting that 
state in the delivery year.42 

19. PJM’s MOPR was revisited in 2008 and 2009,43 and again in 2011, when the 
Commission responded to a complaint by the PJM Power Providers Group (P3)  
and Tariff revisions proposed by PJM to address certain procurement initiatives in  
New Jersey and Maryland that sought to support entry of new generation through out-of-
market payments.  In particular, PJM proposed to replace the state mandate exemption 
with a new requirement that a request for a MOPR exemption, based on state policy 
grounds, must be approved by the Commission pursuant to a section 206 authorization, 
subject to a showing that the relevant sell offer was based on new entry that is pursuant to 
a “state-mandated requirement that furthers a specific legitimate state objective” and that 
the sell offer would not “lead to artificially depressed capacity prices” or “directly or 
adversely impact [the Commission’s] ability to set just and reasonable rates for capacity 
sales.”44  In the 2011 MOPR proceeding, PJM’s MOPR was revised to eliminate the  
state mandate exemption, but the Commission rejected PJM’s proposed section 206 
replacement mechanism as duplicative of an aggrieved party’s right to seek section 206 
relief.45  The 2011 MOPR proceeding also, among other things, accepted a unit-specific 
review process authorizing PJM and the IMM to review cost justifications submitted by 
resources whose sell offers fell below the established floor.46  Wind and solar facilities 
were also added to the list of resources permitted to make zero-priced offers and upgrades 
and additions to existing capacity resources were no longer exempted.47   

20. Further changes to the MOPR were made in 2013 in response to PJM’s proposed 
Tariff revisions to address the effects of new, state-supported natural gas-fired entrants.  
In the 2013 MOPR proceeding, the Commission conditionally accepted PJM’s proposal 

                                              
42 Id. P 103 n.75.  

43 See PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 123 FERC ¶ 61,037 (2008); PJM Interconnection, 
L.L.C., 124 FERC ¶ 61,272 (2008); PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 126 FERC ¶ 61,275 
(2009), order on reh’g and compliance, PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 128 FERC ¶ 61,157 
(2009).  

44 2011 MOPR Order, 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 at P 125 (internal quotations omitted).  

45 2011 MOPR Rehearing Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 139.  

46 Id. P 242. 

47 Id. P 152.  
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to categorically exempt competitive entry and self-supply, subject to PJM’s retaining the 
unit-specific review process, which PJM had proposed to eliminate.  Under the 
competitive entry exemption, a market seller could qualify for exemption if it received no 
out-of-market funding, or if the resource received outside funding, such funds were a 
product of participating in a competitive auction open to all available resources.48  The 
self-supply exemption exempted public power, single customer entities, and vertically 
integrated utilities from the MOPR, subject to certain net-short or net-long thresholds.49  
The 2013 MOPR proceeding revised the MOPR to expressly state the MOPR applied 
only to gas-fired resources, namely combustion turbine, combined cycle, and integrated 
gasification combined cycle resources.50   

21. While these changes were initially accepted by the Commission, the United States 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia found, in July 2017, that the Commission 
exceeded its FPA section 205 authority in modifying PJM’s proposal.51  Accordingly, the 
court vacated and remanded the relevant Commission orders.  On remand, the 
Commission rejected PJM’s competitive entry and self-supply exemptions because, 
without the addition of the unit-specific review process, there was no means for non-
exempted resources with costs lower than the default offer price floor to be considered 
competitive in the auction.52  Consequently, PJM’s previously approved market design, 
i.e., the market design in effect prior to the 2013 MOPR proceeding, was reinstated in 
2017.  At present, PJM’s current MOPR requires that all new, non-exempted natural gas-
fired resources offer at or above the default offer price floor, equal to the Net CONE for 
the resource type, or choose the unit-specific review process.  Because only new, non-
exempted natural gas-fired resources are subject to review under PJM’s current MOPR, it 
permits zero-priced offers by nuclear, coal, integrated gasification combined cycle, wind, 
solar, and hydroelectric resources.53   

22. The June 2018 Order was the next substantive order addressing PJM’s MOPR.  As 
noted in the June 2018 Order, over the last few years the PJM region has experienced a 
significant increase in out-of-market payments provided by states for the purpose of 
supporting the entry or continued operation of preferred resources that may not otherwise 

                                              
48 2013 MOPR Order, 143 FERC ¶ 61,090 at PP 24, 53.   

49 Id. PP 25, 107.  

50 Id. PP 145, 166. 

51 NRG, 862 F.3d at 117.  

52 2017 MOPR Remand Order, 161 FERC ¶ 61,252 at P 41.  

53 Id. PP 41-42.  
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be able to clear in the competitive wholesale capacity market.  Such uneconomic entry 
and retention allows for the distortion of capacity market prices and compromises the 
ability of those prices to serve as signals for the efficient entry and exit of resources.  The 
June 2018 Order noted that what started as limited state support for renewable resources 
has grown to include support for thousands of megawatts (MW) of resources ranging 
from small solar and wind farms to large nuclear plants.  In addition, renewable 
generation targets for state RPS programs continue to increase.54  Further, State Subsidies 
for capacity resources continue to expand to cover additional resource types based on an 
ever-widening scope of justifications.55 

23. As this trend developed, the Calpine Complainants, filed a complaint in Docket 
No. EL16-49-000 on March 21, 2016, asserting that PJM’s Tariff, specifically the 
MOPR, is unjust and unreasonable because it does not address the effect of subsidized 
resources on the capacity market.  The Calpine Complainants argued that subsidized 
resources submit bids lower than their true costs to make sure they clear the market, 
thereby suppressing capacity market prices.  In May 2017, during a period in which the 
Commission had no quorum, Commission staff conducted a technical conference to 
explore the impact of state subsidies on regional capacity markets.  Subsequently, on 
April 9, 2018, PJM proposed revisions to the MOPR in Docket No. ER18-1314-000 
(PJM 2018 April Filing), aimed at addressing the price impacts of state out-of-market 
support for capacity resources.  PJM proposed two mutually exclusive alternatives: 
Capacity Repricing, a two-stage annual auction, with capacity commitments first 
determined in stage one of the auction and the clearing price set separately in stage two, 

                                              
54 See infra P 175. 

55 Since the June 2018 Order, some states have also enacted new legislation to 
subsidize new or existing resources.  See Ohio Clean Air Program, House Bill No. 6, 
133rd Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (July 23, 2019) (making numerous modifications to the 
Ohio Revised Code to provide subsidies for certain nuclear and coal-fired resources, 
effective Oct. 22, 2019); Maryland Clean Energy Jobs Act, Senate Bill No. 516, 2019 
Reg. Sess. (cross-filed as H.B. 1158) (May 25, 2019) (requiring, among other things, an 
increase in the state’s RPS target to 50% by 2030).  In addition, Pennsylvania is currently 
considering several bills to support nuclear and renewable resources.  For example, 
House Bill 1195 and Senate Bill 600 would increase the usage requirement of Tier 1 
renewable resources in the Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards (AEPS) from 8% to 
30% by 2030 and dedicate 7.5% of that target to in-state grid-scale solar and 2.5% to 
distributed solar generation.  House Bill 11, would create a third tier for nuclear power in 
the state’s AEPS program, from which suppliers must buy an additional 50% of their 
power by 2021. 
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and MOPR-Ex, an extension of PJM’s existing MOPR to include both new and existing 
resources, subject to certain exemptions, including a unit-specific review process. 

24. In the June 2018 Order, the Commission addressed the Calpine complaint and 
PJM’s April 2018 filing.  First, the Commission rejected PJM’s Capacity Repricing 
proposal, finding that “it is unjust and unreasonable to separate the determination of price 
and quantity for the sole purpose of facilitating the market participation of resources that 
receive out-of-market support.”56  Second, the June 2018 Order also rejected PJM’s 
MOPR-Ex proposal as unjust and unreasonable and unduly discriminatory.  The 
Commission found that, while PJM’s MOPR-Ex proposal would have prevented some 
resources, but not others, that receive certain out-of-market support from displacing 
competitive resources and suppressing prices, PJM failed to “provide ‘a valid reason for 
the disparity’ among resources that receive out of market support through [RPS] 
programs, which [we]re exempt from the MOPR-Ex proposal, and other state-sponsored 
resources, which [we]re not.”57 

25. Next, acting on the records of the Calpine complaint proceeding and PJM’s  
April 2018 filing, the June 2018 Order found that PJM’s existing Tariff is unjust and 
unreasonable because PJM’s existing MOPR fails to protect the wholesale capacity 
market against price distortions from out-of-market support for uneconomic resources.  
The Commission stated that the PJM Tariff “allows resources receiving out-of-market 
support to significantly affect capacity prices in a manner that will cause unjust and 
unreasonable and unduly discriminatory rates in PJM regardless of the intent motivating 
the support.”58  The Commission further stated that out-of-market support by states has 
reached a “level sufficient to significantly impact capacity market clearing prices and the 
integrity of the resulting price signals on which investors and consumers rely to guide the 
orderly entry and exit of capacity resources.”59  The Commission explained that out-of-
market support permits new and existing resources to submit low or zero priced offers 
into the capacity market, resulting in price distortions and cost shifts while retaining 
uneconomic resources.60 

                                              
56 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 64. 

57 Id. P 100 (quoting Black Oak Energy, LLC v. FERC, 725 F.3d 230, 239 (D.C. 
Cir. 2013)). 

58 Id. P 156. 

59 Id. 

60 Id. PP 150, 153-55. 
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26. While the Commission found that PJM’s Tariff was unjust and unreasonable, the 
Commission stated that it could not make a final determination regarding a just and 
reasonable replacement rate based on the record presented.  The June 2018 Order 
preliminarily found that a replacement rate should expand the MOPR to cover out-of-
market support for all new and existing resources, regardless of resource type, with  
few to no exemptions.61  The June 2018 Order also proposed and sought comment  
on the potential use of a resource-specific FRR Alternative option as a method of 
accommodating resources that receive out–of–market support while protecting the 
integrity of the PJM capacity market for competitive resources and load.62  The 
Commission initiated a paper hearing to allow the parties to submit additional arguments 
and evidence regarding the replacement rate.63       

II. Notice of Paper Hearing and Responsive Pleadings 

27. Notice of the paper hearing was published in the Federal Register, 83 Fed.  
Reg. 32,113 (2018), with interventions due on or before July 20, 2018.  Timely-filed 
motions to intervene and motions to intervene out-of-time were submitted by the entities 
listed in Appendix 1 to this order.64  

28. The June 2018 Order established a paper hearing schedule with an initial round of 
testimony, evidence, and/or argument due within 60 days of June 2018 Order, with reply 
testimony due 30 days thereafter.  Following a motion from the Organization of PJM 
States, Inc. (OPSI) to extend the testimony deadline, the Commission extended the 
deadline for filing initial testimony, evidence, and/or argument to October 2, 2018, with 
reply testimony filed November 6, 2018.  Such testimony was submitted by the entities 
listed in Appendix 2 to this order.   

29. In addition, answers were submitted by Exelon, on November 21, 2018; FirstEnergy 
Utilities, on November 26, 2018; Direct Energy Business Marketing, et al. and NextEra 
Energy Resources, LLC, and PJM, on December 6, 2018; Clean Energy Industries, on  
 

                                              
61 Id. P 158. 

62 Id. PP 160-61. 

63 Id. PP 8, 149, 157, 164-72. 

64 For a listing of previously granted interventions in this proceeding, see  
June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at App. 1 & App. 2. 
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December 20, 2018;65 Union of Concerned Scientists, on December 26, 2018; PSEG 
Companies, on December 28, 2018 and August 20, 2019; PJM Industrial Customer 
Coalition, on January 15, 2019; Joint Consumer Advocates, on April 2, 2019;66 and LS 
Power Associates, L.P., in the form of Motions to Lodge, on April 5, 2019 and August 16, 
2019.  Joint Stakeholders filed reply comments to PSEG’s August 20, 2019 comments on 
August 23, 2019.  AEP and Duke filed reply comments to LS Power’s August 16, 2019 
motion to lodge on August 29, 2019.  

III. Procedural Matters  

30. Pursuant to Rule 214 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,  
18 C.F.R. § 385.214 (2019), timely, unopposed motions to intervene serve to make the 
entities that filed them parties to this proceeding.  In addition, pursuant to Rule 214(d) of 
the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, 18 C.F.R. § 385.214(d) (2019), the 
Commission will grant the unopposed late-filed motions to intervene, given the parties’ 
interest in this proceeding, the early stage of the proceeding, and the absence of any 
undue prejudice or delay.  

31. Rule 213(a)(2) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 18 C.F.R.  
§ 385.213(a)(2) (2019), prohibits an answer unless otherwise ordered by the decisional 
authority.  We accept the answers filed by Exelon, FEU, Joint Parties, PJM, Clean 
Energy Industries, UCS, PSEG, PJM-ICC, Joint Stakeholders, AEP/Duke, Joint 
Consumer Advocates, and LS Power, because they have assisted us in our decision-
making process. 

                                              
65 Clean Energy Industries is comprised of the following entities:  the American 

Wind Energy Association; the Solar RTO Coalition; and the Solar Energy Industries 
Association. 

66 Joint Consumer Advocates is comprised of the following entities:  Illinois 
Citizens Utility Board; West Virginia Consumer Advocate Division; Delaware Division 
of the Public Advocate; Maryland Office of People’s Counsel; and the Office of the 
People’s Counsel for the District of Columbia. 
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IV. Discussion 

A. Expanded MOPR 

1. Replacement Rate Expanded MOPR 

32. In the June 2018 Order, the Commission preliminarily found that PJM should 
expand the MOPR to cover out-of-market support to all new and existing resources, 
regardless of the resource type, with few or no exceptions.67  We reaffirm that finding. 

a. Intervenor Positions 

33. Multiple intervenors support an expanded MOPR with few or no exemptions.68  
Some argue that, because all resources receiving out-of-market support at least in theory 
have the ability to submit low offer prices in the capacity market, regardless of the nature 
or purpose of the out-of-market support they receive, an expanded MOPR should extend 
to any and all capacity resources that receive out-of-market support, without exception.69  
Several intervenors contend that exemptions to the MOPR would be contrary to the goals 
and policy described in the June 2018 Order, including that states must bear the cost of 
their own actions.70   

34. Conversely, other intervenors oppose an expanded MOPR.71  The Illinois Attorney 
General argues that PJM’s existing MOPR rules and definitions, which it contends were 

                                              
67 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 158. 

68 See, e.g., ACCCE/NMA Initial Testimony at 3-4; API Initial Testimony at 21-
22; Brookfield Initial Testimony at 2, 6; LS Power Initial Testimony at 7-8; NEI Initial 
Testimony at 5; NRG Initial Testimony at 8; Ohio Commission Initial Testimony at 2; P3 
Initial Testimony at 9-11; Starwood Initial Testimony at 2-3; Vistra Reply Testimony at 
7-8, Russo Reply Aff. at 29. 

69 See, e.g., NEI Initial Testimony at 5; API Initial Testimony at 20; Exelon Initial 
Testimony at 17; LS Power Initial Testimony at 9. 

70 API Initial Testimony at 21-22; Exelon Initial Testimony at 6 (citing June 2018 
Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 162); Exelon Reply Testimony at 56; LS Power Initial 
Testimony at 9-10. 

71 See, e.g., ELCON Initial Testimony at 2-4, 7; IMEA Reply Testimony at 4; 
Policy Integrity Initial Testimony at 6-16 (arguing an expanded MOPR without an 
accommodation mechanism is not just and reasonable); Joint Consumer Advocates Initial  
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designed to address monopsony power, are not the best model to achieve the 
Commission’s goal in this proceeding.72  Some intervenors also argue that expanding the 
MOPR will increase costs to load by elevating offers above competitive levels,73 
especially in zones where one generator has substantial market power,74 or by causing 
PJM to over-procure capacity.75  Policy Integrity argues that excess capacity is 
undesirable and may lead to consumers paying twice for available capacity, while 
lowering energy market prices.76  Policy Integrity contends that lower energy prices 
could lead to inflated capacity market prices, if resources were required to bid higher to 
recover their costs.77 

35. Some intervenors argue that an expanded MOPR could increase the risk of market 
participants exercising supplier-side market power, because it would reduce the number 
of bidders in price ranges below the default offer price floors, as well as the opportunity 
cost of withholding capacity.78  The Illinois Attorney General submits that a supplier with 
market power could be incentivized to bid a subsidized resource high to increase the 
clearing price for its other, non-subsidized units, but the MOPR only addresses incentives 
to bid a resource below cost.79  As such, the Illinois Attorney General urges the 
Commission to adopt rules that consider whether a subsidized resource is “part of an 

                                              
Testimony at 2; New Jersey Board Reply Testimony at 4; Illinois Commission Initial 
Testimony at 3. 

72 Illinois Attorney General Initial Testimony at 10. 

73 ELCON Initial Testimony at 4. 

74 Illinois Attorney General Initial Testimony at 13.  The Illinois Attorney General 
argues that there are not enough resources in ComEd for the zone to clear without some 
of Exelon’s nuclear units clearing, and accuses Exelon of withholding capacity to raise 
the zonal clearing price.  Illinois Attorney General Initial Testimony at 8; see also PJM 
Consumer Representatives Reply Testimony at 17 (agreeing with the Illinois Attorney 
General that the capacity market is subject to excessive market power and urging the 
Commission to consider this in its determination). 

75 Policy Integrity Initial Testimony at 7, 12. 

76 Id. at 13. 

77 Id. 

78 Id. at 7, 15-16; Clean Energy Advocates Reply Testimony at 4. 

79 Illinois Attorney General Initial Testimony at 13. 
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organization (1) that does not have any interest in reducing capacity prices due to its 
ownership of other resources that receive capacity revenues, and (2) that can exercise 
market power in the capacity market.”80  Finally, the Illinois Attorney General asserts 
that the Commission should require release of bidding data for any auction in which 
resources subject to the new MOPR participate to the Market Monitor, as well as 
requesting state commissions, state attorneys general, and state utility consumer 
representatives, to provide transparency and ensure that the exercise of market power and 
unjust and unreasonably high prices are not an unintended consequence of the MOPR.81  

36. Joint Consumer Advocates state that the application of an expanded MOPR could 
substantially impact the ability of vertically integrated states to continue to participate in 
PJM’s capacity market.82  Joint Consumer Advocates further state that, while applying 
the MOPR to self-supply resources in regulated states would result in unjust and 
unreasonable rates, there is no rational distinction in applying the MOPR to resources 
receiving out-of-market payments but not to self-supply, which also receive out-of-
market cost recovery.83 

b. Commission Determination 

37. We find that an expanded MOPR that applies to new and existing capacity 
resources that receive, or are entitled to receive, a State Subsidy, unless the resource 
qualifies for an exemption, as discussed below, is a just and reasonable means to address 
State Subsidies.84  PJM’s existing MOPR fails to consider whether resource types other 
than new natural gas-fired resources are offering competitively in the capacity market 
without the influence of State Subsidies.  The record in this proceeding indicates that 
State Subsidies for both existing and new resources are increasing, especially out-of- 

  

                                              
80 Id. at 9. 

81 Id. at 14. 

82 Joint Consumer Advocates Initial Testimony at 13; Joint Consumer Advocates 
Reply Testimony at 6-7. 

83 Joint Consumer Advocates Reply Testimony at 6. 

84 PJM Tariff, App. DD, § 1 (stating, among other things, that the RPM provides 
the forward commitment of resources to ensure reliability in future delivery years); see 
also CASPR Order, 162 FERC ¶ 61,205 at P 21 (a capacity market should “produce a 
level of investor confidence that is sufficient to ensure resource adequacy at just and 
reasonable rates”). 
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38. market state support for renewable and nuclear resources.85  The June 2018 Order 
thus found PJM’s existing MOPR provisions unjust and unreasonable and unduly 
discriminatory because they failed to protect the “integrity of competition in the 
wholesale capacity market against unreasonable price distortions and cost shifts caused 
by out-of-market support to keep existing uneconomic resources in operation, or to 
support the uneconomic entry of new resources, regardless of generation type or quantity 
of the resources supported by such out-of-market support.”86    

39. In response to arguments that PJM’s MOPR was designed to address monopsony 
power and is therefore not well suited to address State Subsidies, we disagree.  A purpose 
of the MOPR has been to address price suppression.87  Consistent with that policy, the 
Commission accepted PJM’s proposal to eliminate the state mandate exemption in 2011, 
because state sponsorship of uneconomic new entry can produce unjust and unreasonable 
rates by artificially suppressing capacity prices.88  This order does not, therefore, change 
the purpose of the MOPR, but only changes its scope in response to new efforts to 
provide State Subsidies to existing resources, or increased support for other types of new 
resources, that threaten to depress market clearing prices below competitive levels.  If a 
seller believes that the default offer price floor for its resource type is not representative 
of its resource’s costs, the seller may apply for a Unit-Specific Exemption, as described 
below (see IV.D.5).  

  

                                              
85 See June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at PP151-155 (discussing evidence of 

growing state subsidies); see also Calpine Initial Comments at 3.  States have also passed 
bills subsidizing resources since the June 2018 Order.  See supra note 55 (describing 
recent legislation). 

86 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,226 at P 150. 

87 PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 117 FERC ¶ 61,331 at P 34 (explaining that the 
MOPR would apply to sellers that “may have incentives to depress market clearing prices 
below competitive levels”). 

88 E.g., 2011 MOPR Order, 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 at P 141 (accepting PJM’s 
proposal to eliminate the state mandate exemption, stating that uneconomic entry can 
produce unjust and unreasonable rates by artificially suppressing capacity prices), aff’d 
sub nom. NJBPU, 744 F.3d at 97-102. 
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40. We further disagree with intervenors that an expanded MOPR will increase the 
risk of market participants exercising supplier-side market power.  This speculative 
concern is not sufficiently supported in the record of this proceeding.  Further, there are 
existing provisions in PJM’s Tariff to address supplier-side market power.  We also reject  
Illinois AG’s proposal to require the release of offer data.  Offer data is sensitive 
commercial information, which we decline to make generally available.89  

41. As to arguments that an expanded MOPR will unjustly and unreasonably increase 
costs to consumers, courts have directly addressed this point, holding that states “are free 
to make their own decisions regarding how to satisfy their capacity needs, but they ‘will 
appropriately bear the costs of [those] decision[s],’ . . . including possibly having to pay 
twice for capacity.”90  States have the right to pursue policy interests in their 
jurisdictions.  Where those state policies allow uneconomic entry into the capacity 
market, the Commission’s jurisdiction applies, and we must ensure that wholesale rates 
are just and reasonable.91  The replacement rate directed in this order will enable PJM’s 
capacity market to send price signals on which investors and consumers can rely to guide 
the orderly entry and exit of economically efficient capacity resources. 

42. Finally, while this order largely focuses on the changes we are requiring to PJM’s 
MOPR, we clarify that the MOPR will continue to apply to new natural gas-fired 
combustion turbine and combined cycle resources.  Although the June 2018 Order 
focused on State Subsidies, the order nonetheless recognized that new natural gas-fired 
resources remain able to suppress capacity prices.92  We find that this record has not 
demonstrated a need to eliminate the existing MOPR and so the MOPR should continue 
to apply to new natural gas-fired resources, regardless of whether they receive State 
Subsidies.   

                                              
89 See, e.g., 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(4) (2018) (exempting from mandatory disclosure trade 

secrets and confidential commercial and financial information); 18 C.F.R. § 388.107(d) 
(2019).. 

90 NJBPU, 744 F.3d at 96-97 (quoting Connecticut PUC, 569 F.3d at 481). 

91 See NJBPU, 744 F.3d at 100 (affirming the Commission’s decision to eliminate 
the state mandate exemption because “below-cost entry suppresses capacity prices…[the 
Commission is] statutorily mandated to protect the [PJM capacity auction] against the 
effect of such entry”); see also supra note 23 (listing relevant Commission and judicial 
precedent). 

92 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at PP 151, 155. 
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2. Resources Subject to the Expanded MOPR 

a. PJM’s Proposal 

43. PJM proposes that demand resources and generation capacity resources, existing 
and planned, internal and external, that meet certain materiality criteria will be considered 
material resources that are subject to the MOPR.93  PJM also proposes a number of 
exclusions.  PJM proposes to exclude a generation resource for which “electricity 
production is not the primary purpose of the facility at which the energy is produced, but 
rather . . . is a byproduct of the resource’s primary purpose.”94  PJM notes that such 
resources include those fueled by landfill gas, wood waste, municipal solid waste, black 
liquor, coal mine gas, or distillate fuel oil.  PJM asserts that it is appropriate to exempt 
such resources because energy production is only a byproduct of these resources’ primary 
economic purpose.95  PJM also proposes to exclude energy efficiency resources, asserting 
that energy efficiency “resources are generally the result of a focus on reduced 
consumption and energy conservation, which are on the demand side of the equation, and 
do not raise price suppression concerns.”96     

b. Intervenor Positions 

44. With regard to PJM’s proposal to exclude resources whose primary purpose is not 
energy production, some intervenors support PJM’s proposal.97  For example, Microgrid 
requests that PJM’s proposed exemption be expanded to cover any resource with a 
primary purpose other than the production of wholesale electricity (i.e., sale for resale), 
arguing that microgrid operations often reflect a combination of purposes, with wholesale  

  

                                              
93 PJM Initial Testimony at 15; proposed Tariff, Att. DD, § 5.14(h)(ii)(a).  PJM’s 

proposed materiality thresholds are discussed infra IV.B. 

94 Id. at 19. 

95 Id.   

96 Id. at 15 n.20; see proposed Tariff at Att. DD, § 5.14(h)(ii)(A) (limiting the term 
Capacity Resource with Actionable Subsidy, in relevant part, to a “Demand Resource or 
a Generation Capacity Resource, or uprate or planned uprate, to a Generation Capacity 
Resource[.]”). 

97 PJM Consumer Representatives Reply Testimony at 5-6; IMEA Reply 
Testimony at 12. 
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power production as “value added” to those purposes.98  At a minimum, Microgrid 
requests that the asset-backed demand resources such as microgrids be included in the 
exemption for resources for which electricity production is not the primary purpose of the 
facility.99  Others oppose PJM’s proposed exemption for resources not primarily engaged 
in energy production.100  Joint Consumer Advocates argue that the purpose for which a 
facility exists is irrelevant to whether it poses a price suppression risk.101    

45. AEE argues that seasonal resources should be exempt from the MOPR, because 
they have different economics than annual capacity resources and do not rely on clearing 
the capacity market to enter the PJM market or to stay in operation.102  AEE contends that 
these resources have widely varying business models and reasons for offering at a certain 
level, and that, as such, it would be difficult to develop a reasonable default offer price 
floor to apply.103  Further, AEE contends that the decision to offer seasonally and forgo 
six months of capacity revenue indicates that these resources are economic based on their 
revenue from other markets.104   

46. DC Commission argues that seasonal demand response should be exempt from the 
MOPR because it is not a Capacity Performance resource.105  To the extent some of its 
demand response is subject to the MOPR because it matches in the capacity auction to 
become an annual product, DC Commission requests the Commission exempt it from the  

  

                                              
98 Microgrid Reply Testimony at 13.  These purposes may include:  “cost effective 

self-supply, thermal and electric applications, the ability to island included load and the 
related resiliency benefits, and environmental performance.”  Id. 

99 Id. 

100 Talen Reply Testimony at 5; see also Joint Consumer Advocates Reply 
Testimony at 5-6. 

101 Joint Consumer Advocates Reply Testimony at 5-6. 

102 AEE Initial Testimony at 23; see also Maryland Commission Reply Testimony 
at 9. 

103 AEE Initial Testimony at 24. 

104 Id. at 24-25. 

105 DC Commission Initial Testimony at 4; see also Maryland Commission Initial 
Testimony at 12. 
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47. MOPR.106  DC Commission submits that almost all PJM states have demand 
response programs that partially rely on PJM’s capacity market as a benefit, and 
subjecting these programs to a MOPR would increase prices in the long term.107  The 
Maryland Commission similarly argues that seasonal resources should be exempt because 
the total amount of winter-only capacity resources that typically aggregate with summer-
only demand response and energy efficiency capacity resources is low RTO-wide and 
would strand these summer capacity resources, which are important elements of federal 
and state energy policies.  The Maryland Commission thus requests that resources that 
offer capacity into the BRA for the purpose of aggregating with seasonal resources 
should be exempt from the MOPR.108 

48. In response to the Maryland Commission’s request, PJM asserts that seasonal 
aggregated resources, which are currently composed entirely of wind resources, should be 
able to clear the BRA because PJM’s proposed default offer price floor for existing wind 
resources is zero dollars.  PJM further submits that the appropriate place to address the 
aggregation of seasonal resources is in Docket Nos. EL17-32-000 and EL17-36-000.109 

49. Some intervenors argue that first-of-a-kind technologies should be exempt from 
the MOPR.110  The Maryland Commission asserts that subsidized emerging technologies 
have the potential to pave the way for other future developments that could spur 
competition and benefit ratepayers across the PJM region without the need for further 
subsidization.111  The Maryland Commission contends that such projects are few and 
merit exemption from a MOPR.112  The Maryland Commission argues that, because such 
subsidies are not specifically targeted for the interest of the sponsoring state and provide 
benefits to the entire PJM region, the Commission should allow an RTO-wide exemption 
for the first 375 MW, per resource type, of all planned or existing resources that are first-

                                              
106 DC Commission Initial Testimony at 5; see also DC Consumers Counsel Initial 

Testimony at 10-11. 

107 DC Commission Initial Testimony at 7. 

108 Maryland Commission Initial Testimony at 12. 

109 PJM Reply Testimony at 16. 

110 DC People’s Counsel Initial Testimony at 10-11; Maryland Commission Initial 
Testimony at 12-13; Joint Consumer Advocates Initial Testimony at 14. 

111 Maryland Commission Initial Testimony at 12-13. 

112 Id. at 13. 
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of-a-kind developments in PJM.113  The Maryland Commission asserts that a total 
amount of 375 MW will have a de minimis impact on PJM’s capacity market and could 
serve to fuel future competition that is valued in competitive markets.114  The Joint 
Consumer Advocates support an exemption for innovative technology up to 350 MW.115  
AEE agrees that a broadly expanded MOPR could prevent new advanced energy 
technologies from participating in the markets and create disincentives to innovation.116  

c. Commission Determination 

50. We find that PJM must apply the MOPR to all new and existing, internal and 
external, State-Subsidized Resources that participate in the capacity market, regardless of 
resource type, with certain exemptions described infra section IV.D.117   

51. We disagree that capacity resources that receive or are entitled to receive a State 
Subsidy and whose primary purpose is not electricity production should be categorically 
exempt from the MOPR.  We find no reason to distinguish capacity resources based on 
whether they primarily exist to produce energy or produce energy as a byproduct of 
another function, like burning waste.118  The type of resource is immaterial if the resource 
receives a State Subsidy and thus has the ability to suppress capacity prices.  

52. We find that seasonal resources are properly considered capacity resources and 
should be subject to the MOPR if they receive or are entitled to receive a State Subsidy 
and do not qualify for one of the exemptions discussed in this order.  A seasonal resource 
receiving a State Subsidy has the same ability to affect capacity prices as other State-
Subsidized Resources and thus there is no reason to distinguish between resources.  We 
disagree with AEE that PJM’s Tariff should exempt seasonal resources from the MOPR 
because their widely varying business models may make it administratively difficult to 
develop an appropriate default offer price floor to be applied to these resources.  We 

                                              
113 Id. 

114 Id. 

115 Joint Consumer Advocates Initial Testimony at 14. 

116 AEE Initial Testimony at 5. 

117 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 158.  Capacity resource, as used in 
this order, means all resource types that seek to participate in PJM’s capacity market. 

118 However, as discussed infra, federally-mandated sales of energy and capacity 
by Qualifying Facilities do not fall under our defined term of State Subsidy.  See infra 
note 143.  
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address default offer price floors in IV.C below.  If a seasonal resource is able to make an 
economic offer without reliance on a State Subsidy, that resource may apply for the Unit-
Specific Exemption, or it may forego any State Subsidy to qualify for the Competitive 
Exemption. 

53. We also find it is unnecessary to categorically exempt seasonal resources that 
receive or are entitled to receive State Subsidies based on AEE’s characterization of 
seasonal resources as categorically “economic” because they forego six months of 
capacity market income or otherwise do not rely on capacity market revenues to stay in 
business.  Rather, AEE’s argument only demonstrates that no separate exemption is 
needed, because such a resource could qualify for a Unit-Specific Exemption, or it may 
forego any State Subsidy to qualify for the Competitive Exemption.  Nor are we 
persuaded that seasonal resources should be exempt from the MOPR either because the 
total MW level of winter-only capacity resources that aggregate is low or that seasonal 
demand response resources are not Capacity Performance resources.  As the purpose of 
the expanded MOPR is to limit the influence of State Subsidies on PJM’s multi-state 
wholesale capacity market, we affirm that each capacity resource with a State Subsidy—
including seasonal resources—must be subject to an appropriate default offer price floor 
for its resource type unless it qualifies for one of the exemptions discussed in this order. 

54. We disagree with PJM’s proposal to exclude energy efficiency resources while 
also proposing to include demand resources.  PJM provides no rationale for treating these 
resource types differently with respect to the expanded MOPR, as both modify demand 
and are represented on the supply side.  We therefore find that the expanded MOPR 
should apply to energy efficiency resources, as well as demand response, when either of 
those types of resources receive or is entitled to receive a State Subsidy, unless they 
qualify for one of the exemptions described in this order.  We also find that capacity 
storage resources and emerging technology should be subject to the applicable default 
offer price floor if they receive, or are entitled to receive a State Subsidy, unless they 
qualify for one of the exemptions described in this order.  We address the specific default 
offer price floors for these resources in section IV.C.  However, as discussed in section 
IV.D below, we direct PJM to include an exemption for existing demand response, 
energy efficiency, and capacity storage resources.  All resources that participate in the 
PJM capacity market – including demand response, energy efficiency, storage, 
cogeneration, and seasonal resources – can impact the competitiveness of the capacity 
market and the resource adequacy it was designed to address.   

3. Subsidies Subject to the Expanded MOPR 

a. PJM’s Proposal 

55. Subject to certain exemptions addressed below, PJM proposes to subject resources 
receiving a Material Subsidy to the MOPR.  PJM proposes to define a “Material Subsidy” 
to include:  “(1) material payments, concessions, rebates, or subsidies as a result of any 
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state-governmental action connected to the procurement of electricity or other attribute 
from an existing Capacity Resource, or the construction, development, or operation, 
(including but not limited to support that has the effect of allowing the unit to clear in any 
[PJM capacity auction]) of a Capacity Resource, or (2) other material support or 
payments obtained in any state-sponsored or state-mandated processes, connected to the 
procurement of electricity or other attribute from an existing Capacity Resource, or the 
construction, development, or operation, (including but not limited to support that has the 
effect of allowing the unit to clear in any [PJM capacity auction]), of the Capacity 
Resource.”119   

56. PJM further proposes to apply its expanded MOPR to internal and external  
capacity resources receiving state subsidies where the relevant seller, among other things, 
“is entitled to a Material Subsidy with regard to such Capacity Resource and the [seller] 
has not certified that it will forego receiving any Material Subsidy for such Capacity 
Resource during the applicable Delivery Year, or the [seller] has received a Material 
Subsidy with regard to such Capacity Resource and yet to clear any RPM Auction since it 
received Material Subsidy.”120 

57. In its Answer, PJM asserts that, under its proposed definition of a subsidy subject 
to the expanded MOPR, the subsidy need not be explicitly stated or captured in a distinct 
rate; the expanded MOPR, rather, would cover any state-directed procurement that 
includes a non-bypassable charge or other rate to retail customers imposed by law or 
regulation.121  PJM also clarifies that a bilateral transaction for capacity and/or other 
attributes that is not state-directed and/or that does not result in a non-bypassable charge 
to consumers would not be considered a Material Subsidy.122 

b. Intervenor Positions 

58. Several intervenors argue that PJM’s MOPR should be targeted to only address 
resources and subsidies that intend to suppress, or are capable of suppressing, market 
clearing prices.123  Some intervenors argue similarly that the MOPR should only target 

                                              
119 PJM Initial Testimony at 19-20; see proposed Tariff, § 1 – New Definitions 

(Material Subsidy).  We address PJM’s proposed provisions with respect to federal 
subsidies infra IV.A.5. 

120 PJM Initial Testimony at 25-28; see proposed Tariff, Att. DD, § 5.14(h)(vi). 

121 PJM Answer at 18. 

122 Id. at 20-21. 

123 See, e.g., Brookfield Reply Testimony at 6-7. 
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subsidies that have been shown to materially affect capacity offers,124 or only address 
those subsidies that affect the market in the manner suggested in the June 2018 Order, 
meaning subsidies provided by states for the purpose of supporting the entry or continued 
operation of preferred generation resources that may not otherwise be able to succeed in a 
competitive wholesale capacity market.125   

59. Clean Energy Industries argue that state policies that utilize competitive bidding 
processes should not be considered “actionable subsidies” because such competitive 
processes do not create revenue certainty and do not reasonably impact capacity market 
bidding behavior.126  Similarly, AEE argues that a MOPR exemption should be provided 
for capacity resources that receive out-of-market revenues through a state policy or 
program that selects resources through a competitive process, including resources 
winning an all-source, technology-neutral request for proposals that meets the 
Commission’s previously-established standards for competitive solicitations.127 

60. ELCON argues that if the Commission pursues an expanded MOPR, it should 
limit the qualifying characteristics of an actionable subsidy only to the types and degrees 
of subsidization that fundamentally compromise competitive markets.128  ELCON 
suggests actionable subsidies should be:  (i) government sanctioned payments funded by 
compulsory charges on electricity consumers; (ii) guaranteed payments (i.e., not obtained 
through a competitive program); and (iii) resource- or company-specific payments.129 

61. AEP/Duke argue that the retail rider approved by the Ohio Commission for AEP’s 
affiliate and the Dayton Power & Light Company, and a pending retail rider for Duke’s  

  

                                              
124 See, e.g., AEE Initial Testimony at 9; Clean Energy Industries Initial 

Testimony at 3; OPSI Initial Testimony at 14; AEP/Duke Reply Testimony at 10-12; 
ELCON Initial Testimony at 5-6. 

125 AEP/Duke Initial Testimony at 4 (citing June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 
at P 1); see also AEE Initial Testimony at 3; Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony  
at 4. 

126 Clean Energy Industries Initial Testimony at 21. 

127 AEE Initial Testimony at 22. 

128 ELCON Initial Testimony at 5. 

129 Id. at 5-6. 
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affiliate, should not be treated as a subsidy that is subject to PJM’s MOPR.130  AEP/Duke 
assert that the retail rate riders are not a subsidy because they are not related to any state 
policy goals support the entry or continued operation of preferred generating resources.131 

62. Some intervenors support PJM’s proposal to apply the expanded MOPR to 
resources that are “entitled to a Material Subsidy[.]”132  Other intervenors oppose PJM’s 
proposal.  Avangrid argues that focusing on an entitlement to receive a Material Subsidy 
would inappropriately extend the MOPR to resources that do not actually receive a 
Material Subsidy.  Avangrid further asserts that such a definition fails to comply with the 
requirements of the June 2018 Order, which uses some form of the verb “receive” in 
discussing out-of-market revenue or state support.133  Several intervenors argue that the 
language will permit over-mitigation because resources may be eligible for a subsidy but 
not guaranteed to receive it.134    

63. Other intervenors assert that a resource that receives an actionable subsidy after 
the window to certify that it is receiving such a subsidy should be permitted to participate 
in the BRA as if it did not receive the actionable subsidy, as such a resource would lack 
adequate time to prepare to be an RCO resource.135  

64. The Joint Consumer Advocates state that, if the MOPR is expanded, it should 
apply only to resources that are receiving support or have received assurances of support 
and only for the duration of time that they are receiving qualifying payments.136   

                                              
130 AEP/Duke Initial Testimony at 5; AEP/Duke Reply Testimony at 12-15; see 

also Buckeye Reply Testimony at 7-8 (agreeing that the retail rate riders simply continue 
the long-standing and unique OVEC arrangements, which are largely owned by self-
supply entities). 

131 AEP/Duke Initial Testimony at 6. 

132 See, e.g., API Reply Testimony at 21-22; New Jersey Board Reply Testimony 
at 16-17; Policy Integrity Initial Testimony at 6. 

133 Avangrid Initial Testimony at 11-12. 

134 Id. at 17; Avangrid Reply Testimony at 17-18; DC People’s Counsel Initial 
Testimony at 8; Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony at 14-15; Clean Energy 
Industries Initial Testimony at 17-18 (arguing speculative revenues do not materially 
impact offers). 

135 PSEG Reply Testimony at 17-18; New Jersey Board Initial Testimony at 21. 

136 Joint Consumer Advocates Initial Testimony at 8-9, 11. 
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65. Some intervenors argue that out-of-market subsidies should exclude purely private 
and voluntary transactions, including voluntary bilateral capacity contracts outside the 
market.137  Illinois Commission recommends that the Commission not treat payments, 
assurances, or other such benefits provided by taxpayers, rather than by electricity 
consumers, as actionable subsidies. 138      

66. Policy Integrity argues that revenue resources receive from externality payments, 
such as ZEC and RPS programs, are not distinguishable from other revenues received 
outside of the markets, including coal ash sales, steam heat sales, voluntary Renewable 
Energy Credits (RECs), emission allowances, or fossil fuel subsidies.  Policy Integrity 
argues that these sources of revenue compensate resources for products and services that 
are not FERC-jurisdictional, just as RPS and ZEC programs do, and affect capacity 
market bidding behavior the same way as other out-of-market revenue, but have 
coexisted with capacity markets for years.139  Policy Integrity contends the Commission 
has recognized that revenues a resource receives outside of jurisdictional markets are not 
necessarily distortionary.140  Because revenues from RPS programs and ZECs are similar 
to the payments the Commission has found are not distortionary, Policy Integrity argues 
they should be treated in the same way.141 

c. Commission Determination 

67. Based on the evidence presented in this paper hearing, we find that PJM’s MOPR 
must be expanded to permit the review and mitigation of capacity offers by resources that 
receive or are eligible to receive State Subsidies.142  Specifically, the term State Subsidy 
will be defined as follows: 

A direct or indirect payment, concession, rebate, subsidy, non-
bypassable consumer charge, or other financial benefit that is (1) a 

                                              
137 Illinois Commission Reply Testimony at 22-23; ELCON Initial Testimony at 7 

(noting that corporate consumers are increasingly deploying their own capital to 
voluntarily purchase power through the bilateral market or procure RECs); AES Initial 
Testimony at 19-20. 

138 Illinois Commission Reply Testimony at 22. 

139 Policy Integrity Initial Testimony at 27-33. 

140 Id. at 32-33 (citing 2011 MOPR Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at PP 242-44). 

141 Id. at 33. 

142 See June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 158. 
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result of any action, mandated process, or sponsored process of a 
state government, a political subdivision or agency of a state, or an 
electric cooperative formed pursuant to state law, and that (2) is 
derived from or connected to the procurement of (a) electricity or 
electric generation capacity sold at wholesale in interstate 
commerce, or (b) an attribute of the generation process for electricity 
or electric generation capacity sold at wholesale in interstate 
commerce, or (3) will support the construction, development, or 
operation of a new or existing capacity resource, or (4) could have 
the effect of allowing a resource to clear in any PJM capacity 
auction.143  

68. This definition focuses on those forms of “out-of-market payments provided or 
required by certain states”144 that, even in the absence of facial preemption under the 
FPA, squarely impact the production of electricity or supply-side participation in PJM’s 
capacity market by “supporting the entry or continued operation of preferred generation 
resources that may not otherwise be able to succeed in a competitive wholesale capacity 
market.”145  This definition is not intended to cover every form of state financial 
assistance that might indirectly affect FERC-jurisdictional rates or transactions; nor is it 
intended to address other commercial externalities or opportunities that might affect the 
economics of a particular resource.  Rather, our concern is with those forms of State 
Subsidies that are not federally preempted, but nonetheless are most nearly “directed 
at”146 or tethered to147 the new entry or continued operation of generating capacity in the 
federally-regulated multi-state wholesale capacity market administered by PJM.  
Consistent with court precedent, a State Subsidy need not be facially preempted to  

                                              
143 Although the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA) is 

implemented by states, it is implemented pursuant to federal law and the Commission’s 
regulations and thus federally-mandated sales of energy and capacity by Qualifying 
Facilities do not fall under our defined term of State Subsidy. 

144 June 2018 Order at P 1 & n.1. 

145 Id. 

146 Oneok, Inc. v. Learjet, Inc., 135 S. Ct. 1591, 1602 (2015). 

147 Cf. Hughes, 136 S. Ct. at 1299 (2016) (“Nothing in this opinion should be read to 
foreclose Maryland and other States from encouraging production of new or clean 
generation through measures ‘untethered to a generator’s wholesale market participation.’”) 
(citation omitted). 
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require corrective action by this Commission.148  As we have explained, our statutory 
mandate requires the Commission to intervene “when subsidized [resources] supported 
by one state’s or locality’s policies has the effect of disrupting the competitive price 
signals that PJM’s [capacity auction] is designed to produce, and that PJM as a whole, 
including other states, rely on to attract sufficient capacity.”149 

69. For similar reasons, we disagree with Policy Integrity’s argument that revenues 
they describe as externality payments, such as ZEC and RPS programs, are not 
distinguishable from certain other revenues received outside of the markets.  We reiterate 
that if an out-of-market payment meets the definition of State Subsidy above—including 
ZEC and RPS programs— then the State-Subsidized Resource is subject to the default 
offer price floor.  The definition of State Subsidy we adopt here—which leans heavily on 
language the PJM stakeholders reviewed and developed—is sufficiently clear and 
specific to be understood by PJM and its stakeholders.150     

70. As to whether private, voluntary bilateral transactions might raise inappropriate 
subsidy concerns, we find that the record in the instant proceeding does not demonstrate a 
need to subject voluntary, arm’s length bilateral transactions to the MOPR at this time.151  
We find that the expanded MOPR, as adopted herein, will sufficiently address resources 
receiving State Subsidies to keep existing uneconomic resources in operation, or to 
support the uneconomic entry of new resources.   

71. We reject AEP/Duke’s request to exclude retail rate-riders as a State Subsidy.152  
As described by AEP/Duke, the state-approved rate riders pass through the costs, or 
credits, associated with a wholesale purchase power agreement based on revenues from 

                                              
148 See Elec. Power Supply Ass’n v. Star, 904 F.3d 518, 524 (7th Cir. 2018) 

(holding that the Illinois ZEC program is not preempted and explaining that this holding 
did not change whether, in this replacement rate proceeding, the Commission may “need 
to make adjustments in light of states’ exercise of their lawful powers”). 

149 2011 MOPR Rehearing Order, 137 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 3; see supra note 23 
(listing cases). 

150 In addition, several of the items listed by Policy Integrity are addressed 
separately by our specific holdings with respect to voluntary RECs, see infra P 176, and 
federal subsidies, see supra P 10; infra P 89. 

151 The treatment of voluntary REC arrangements under the expanded MOPR is 
discussed in IV.D.1 below. 

152 Unless such resource receiving the retail rate rider qualifies for an exemption. 
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the PJM capacity market.153  As a general matter, we find that it is reasonable to include 
non-bypassable revenue arrangements or rate riders as State Subsidies because the riders 
are connected to the procurement of electricity or electric generation capacity sold at 
wholesale or support the construction, development, or operation of new and existing 
capacity resources.   

72. We reject intervenors’ argument that mitigation under the expanded MOPR should 
only be triggered if the out-of-market support received by a resource can be demonstrated 
to actually allow a resource to uneconomically enter or remain in the market, thereby 
suppressing prices.  Consistent with Commission precedent, the June 2018 Order is 
premised on the finding that, as a general matter, resources receiving out-of-market 
support are capable of suppressing market prices.154  We continue to uphold that finding 
here.  It would turn that finding on its head to require PJM and the Market Monitor to 
determine for each and every resource receiving a State Subsidy whether that subsidy 
actually allows a resource to uneconomically enter or remain in the market, thereby 
allowing the resource to suppress prices.   

73. However, we agree with intervenors who argue that the MOPR should take into 
account the competitiveness of State-Subsidized Resources.  It will.  A resource can 
demonstrate that its offer is competitive through the Unit-Specific Exemption (see  
infra IV.D.5) process, or certify to PJM that will forego any State Subsidy under the 
Competitive Exemption (see infra IV.D.1).  Because the goal of the MOPR is to ensure 
that resources offer competitively, and a seller may avail itself of the Unit-Specific 
Exemption process or the Competitive Exemption, it is reasonable to require all resources 
that receive a State Subsidy to be subject to the MOPR.   

74. We agree with intervenor arguments that state policies that utilize competitive 
bidding processes may not necessarily undermine the market’s reliance on competitive 
price signals to procure economic capacity, and we find that the Unit-Specific Exemption 
is sufficient to address this scenario.  A competitive, fuel-neutral process is designed to 
select the most economic resources.  These resources should already be economic and 
therefore do not need an exemption.  Sellers with resources chosen through such a 
process will be able to use the Unit-Specific Exemption to demonstrate that their offer is 
competitive.  It is not necessary to create another administrative process to determine 
which state procurements are competitive in advance–the burden of demonstrating the 
competitiveness of a given resource’s offer should fall on the seller.  

                                              
153 AEP/Duke Initial Testimony at 5-6. 

154 See June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 155 (citing ISO New England Inc., 
135 FERC ¶ 61,029, at PP 170-71 (2011)). 
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75. We agree with PJM that the MOPR should apply to resources that receive or are 
“entitled to” receive a State Subsidy.  We agree with PJM that a seller shall be considered 
“entitled to” a State Subsidy if the seller has a legal right or a legal claim to the subsidy, 
regardless of whether the seller has yet to actually receive the subsidy.  We further find 
that a capacity resource should be considered to be entitled to receive a State Subsidy if 
the resource previously received a State Subsidy, and has not cleared a capacity auction 
since that time.   

76. We disagree with intervenors’ claim that it is inappropriate to mitigate resources 
that are entitled to a State Subsidy, but may not have actually received a State Subsidy 
yet.  Resources that do not wish to be mitigated or believe they will not actually receive a 
State Subsidy to which they are entitled may certify to PJM that they will forego any 
State Subsidy under the Competitive Exemption.  Therefore, mitigating offers by 
resources that receive or are entitled to receive a State Subsidy will only capture 
resources that are both eligible to receive a subsidy and likely to accept one. 

77. Intervenors argue that resources may be entitled, but not guaranteed, to receive 
payments and should therefore not be mitigated, because speculative revenues do not 
materially impact capacity market offers.  We disagree.  We find that no materiality 
threshold is appropriate, as discussed infra IV.B.  Allowing resources to enter the 
capacity market without mitigation and then subsequently accept a State Subsidy for the 
relevant delivery year would negate the purpose of the MOPR and would be unjust and 
unreasonable for the reasons outlined in the June 2018 Order.  

4. General Industrial Development and Local Siting Support 

a. PJM’s Proposal 

78. PJM proposes to exclude from its definition of Material Subsidy state payments 
relating to industrial development and local siting.  With respect to industrial 
development, PJM proposes to exclude “payments (including payments in lieu of taxes), 
concessions, rebates, subsidies, or incentives designed to incent, or participation in a 
program, contract or other arrangement that utilizes criteria designed to incent or 
promote, general industrial development in an area[.]”155  With respect to local siting, 
PJM proposes to exclude “payments concessions, rebates, subsidies or incentives 
designed to incent, or participation in a program, contract or other arrangements from a 
county or other local government authority using eligibility or selection criteria designed 

                                              
155 Proposed Tariff at Definitions (Material Subsidy), subsection (5). 
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to incent, siting facilities in that county or locality rather than another county or 
locality.”156 

79. PJM asserts that subsidies of this sort are appropriately excluded from mitigation 
because any such payments are unrelated to the production of electricity.157  PJM argues 
that, instead, these subsidies are generally aimed at economic development through 
development of grants, tax credits, and the like.  PJM adds that these subsidies have been 
excluded from the MOPR previously, as part of the categorical exemption for 
competitive entry in place prior to the NRG remand proceeding.158 

b. Intervenor Positions 

80. Some intervenors support excluding subsidies relating to general industrial 
development and/or siting incentives, arguing that payments, assurances, or other such 
benefits provided by taxpayers are distinguishable from a payment funded by electricity 
consumers.159  Other intervenors oppose PJM’s proposal.  LS Power argues that any 
exception for a specific class of resource, or a given type of subsidy program, would be 
inconsistent with the Commission’s recognition that all subsidy programs result in price 
suppression for the entire market, regardless of intent.160 

81. Exelon asserts that PJM’s MOPR should mitigate any form of out-of-market 
revenue, regardless of its purpose, including development incentives or siting 
considerations.  Exelon argues that an exception for development and siting incentives is 
arbitrary and raises the same concern that the Commission has identified regarding 
transparency and the competitiveness of offers in the capacity market.  Exelon points to a 
Pennsylvania program that eliminated state and local taxes for a coal-to-gas conversion 
plant through 2023, noting that this tax relief measure allowed a resource to be 
constructed at lower cost and submit a capacity offer at less than its true going-forward 
costs.161   

                                              
156 Id. subsection (6). 

157 PJM Initial Testimony at 23-24. 

158 Id. at 24; see also 2013 MOPR Order, 143 FERC ¶ 61,090 at P 53. 

159 PJM Consumer Representatives Initial Testimony at 9; OCC Initial Testimony 
at 6-7. 

160 LS Power Initial Testimony at 9 (citing June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 
at P 155); see also NEI Initial Testimony at 5; PSEG Initial Testimony at 7. 

161 Exelon Initial Testimony at 18. 
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82. Finally, AES argues that Payments in Lieu of Taxes have the ability to materially 
impact net going forward costs of capacity resources, and should therefore be treated as 
subsidies subject to PJM’s MOPR.162     

c. Commission Determination 

83. We adopt PJM’s proposal to exclude generic industrial development and local 
siting support from those types of support that will be treated as a State Subsidy for the 
purposes of the expanded MOPR.  We find that PJM’s proposed exclusions are 
reasonable, given that the support at issue is available to all businesses and is not “nearly 
‘directed at’ or tethered to the new entry or continued operation of generating capacity in 
the federally-regulated multi-state wholesale capacity market administered by PJM.”163   

5. Federal Subsidies  

a. PJM’s Proposal 

84. PJM proposes to exempt from the MOPR resources receiving federal subsidies 
enacted into law prior to March 21, 2016, the refund effective date established in the 
Calpine complaint proceeding.164  Specifically, PJM proposes to apply the MOPR to 
resources receiving federal subsidies “authorized pursuant to federal legislation or a 
federal subsidy program enacted after March 21, 2016 . . . unless such federal legislation 
specifically exempts the application of MOPR to the program being authorized pursuant 
to federal legislation.”165  

85. PJM asserts that the refund effective date is an appropriate cut-off date because the 
proposal in the Calpine complaint, to apply the MOPR to all resources, provided the first 
notice to market participants that federal subsidies could be subject to mitigation under 
PJM’s MOPR.166  PJM adds that, while the Commission’s jurisdiction under the FPA 
should not be construed to countermand other acts of Congress, it is reasonable to 
assume, prospectively, that Congress is aware of the Commission’s authority to address 
the impacts of federal subsidies on clearing prices in the organized markets and could 

                                              
162 AES Initial Testimony at 20. 

163 Supra P 68. 

164 PJM Initial Testimony at 12, 28. 

165 Id. at 28. 

166 Id. at 28-29. 
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expressly limit the Commission’s ability to address such effects.167  PJM argues that this 
expectation is particularly reasonable given recent court decisions confirming the 
Commission’s authority under the FPA to address the impacts of subsidies on wholesale 
markets.168 

b. Intervenor Positions 

86. Several intervenors support exempting all resources receiving federal subsidies 
from mitigation.169  The New Jersey Board argues that federal subsidies should be 
exempted, because subjecting such subsidies to the MOPR could drastically increase 
costs for consumers.170  Clean Energy Advocates generally support PJM’s proposal to 
exclude federal subsidies from the MOPR, if the federal legislation or federal subsidy 
program at issue was enacted prior to the refund effective date in this proceeding, but 
would extend the exemption to all federal subsidies adopted prior to a Commission order 
accepting this aspect of PJM’s proposal.171  On specific federal legislation or subsides, 
some intervenors oppose applying the MOPR to the Production Tax Credit (PTC), or the 
Investment Tax Credit (ITC), or U.S. Rural Utilities Service (RUS) financing.172        

87. Several intervenors urge caution with regard to finding that federal efforts to 
ensure grid resilience and promote national security are subsidies.173  By contrast, LS 

                                              
167 Id. at 29. 

168 PJM Initial Testimony at 29-30 (citing Star, 904 F.3d at 522-24 (holding that 
the Illinois ZEC program is not preempted and noting the Commission’s June 2018 
Order); Coal. for Competitive Elec. v. Zibelman, 906 F.3d 41, 53-56 (2d Cir. 2018) 
(holding that the New York ZEC program is not preempted)). 

169 See, e.g., New Jersey Board Initial Testimony at 27-28; ODEC Initial 
Testimony at 24-25. 

170 New Jersey Board Initial Testimony at 27-28. 

171 Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 33-34 & n.82. 

172 Clean Energy Industries Initial Testimony at 3, 7-12 (arguing that the ITC and 
PTC are valid exercises of Congress’s ability to further the general welfare through its 
expansive taxing and spending power, and that the Commission cannot frustrate 
Congress’s broader policy goals to encourage renewables based on the Commission’s 
more limited rate jurisdiction); ACORE Initial Testimony at 3; NOVEC Initial Testimony 
at 6; NRECA Initial Testimony at 25-26 (explaining that RUS debt is a common form of 
financing for electric cooperatives to access capital for electric investment). 

173 ACCCE/NMA Initial Testimony at 3-5; see also AEE Initial Testimony at 5 
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Power asserts that any federal program that would provide subsidies to coal or nuclear 
resources could potentially dwarf the state subsidy programs that the Commission 
addressed in the June 2018 Order and fatally impair the operation of PJM’s capacity 
market.174  

88. Finally, some intervenors oppose a MOPR exception for any federal subsidy.175  
EPSA and IPP Coalition argue that mitigating resources receiving federal subsidies is 
consistent with the Commission’s exclusive FPA jurisdiction over wholesale rates and 
there is no legal grounds for distinguishing between federally subsidized resources and 
state subsidized resources.176   

c. Commission Determination 

89. The replacement rate will not require mitigation of capacity offers that are 
supported by federal subsidies.  We agree with arguments that subsidies created by 
federal law distort competitive outcomes in the PJM capacity market in the same manner 
as do State Subsidies.  However, this Commission’s authority to set just and reasonable 
rates is delegated by Congress through the FPA.  That statute has the same legal force, 
and springs from the same origin, as any other federal statute.  This Commission may not, 
therefore, disregard or nullify the effect of federal legislation by finding that it would be 
unjust, unreasonable, or unduly discriminatory to allow a PJM capacity resource to rely 
on a federal subsidy that provides the resource with a competitive advantage over other 
resources Congress has not chosen to assist in the same way.177  Nor is it this 
                                              
(arguing that every energy technology has received some level of government policy 
support to help it develop and enter the markets); OCC Initial Testimony at 23 (arguing 
that it would be premature for FERC to address any potential future federal subsidies for 
grid resilience or fuel security); NRG Initial Testimony at 42-43. 

174 LS Power Initial Testimony at 12. 

175 See, e.g., Brookfield Initial Testimony at 4-5; EPSA Initial Testimony at 16-19; 
IPP Coalition Initial Testimony at 4, 7-8; FES Initial Testimony at 7-8; LS Power Initial 
Testimony at 7, 11-12; NRG Initial Testimony at 10, 42-43; PSEG Initial Testimony at 7; 
API Initial Testimony at 3, 21; P3 Initial Testimony at 10; P3 Reply Testimony at 8; 
Cogentrix Reply Testimony at 10. 

176 EPSA Initial Testimony at 16-19; IPP Coalition Initial Testimony at 11. 

177 Morton, 417 U.S. at 550-51(“Where there is no clear intention otherwise, a 
specific statute will not be controlled or nullified by a general one, regardless of priority 
enactment.”); Silver, 373 U.S. at 357 (an appropriate analysis is one that “reconciles the 
operation of both statutory schemes with one another rather than holding one completely 
ousted”); Tug Allie-B, 273 F.3d at 941 (reiterating general statutory construction canons 
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Commission’s place to require, as PJM has suggested,178 that Congress must expressly 
declare that it intends any future federal subsidy to override market rules accepted by the 
Commission. 

B. Materiality Thresholds  

1. PJM’s Proposals 

90. PJM proposes two materiality thresholds under which subsidized resources would 
not be subject to the MOPR.  First, PJM proposes that a resource must have an unforced 
capacity threshold of greater than 20 MWs to be subject to the MOPR.  PJM notes that 
the Commission has previously accepted a 20 MW materiality threshold, as applicable to 
the MOPR,179 Qualifying Facilities,180 and distinguishing interconnection procedures.181  
PJM argues that its proposed 20 MW threshold appropriately “excludes resources that are 
too small, individually or collectively, to meaningfully impact price outcomes from the 
expanded MOPR.”182  PJM adds that, given the relatively low capacity factors 
attributable to renewable resources, few renewable resources in the PJM region would 
exceed the 20 MW threshold.183   

91. Second, PJM proposes to exclude from its definition of Material Subsidy any 
subsidy that is not “1% or more of the resource’s actual or anticipated total revenues from 
PJM’s energy, capacity, and ancillary services markets.”184  PJM explains that the one 

                                              
that statutes relating to the same subject matter should be construed harmoniously and, if 
not, the more recent or specific statute should prevail over the older and more general 
law).  

178 See PJM Initial Testimony at 29-30. 

179 PJM Initial Testimony at 15 (citing 2013 MOPR Order, 143 FERC ¶ 61,090 at 
P 170). 

180  Id. at 16. 

181 Id. at 17. 

182 Id. at 18. 

183 In other words a renewable resource would need a larger nameplate capacity to 
have 20 MW of unforced capacity.  Id. at 17. 

184 Id. at 21. 
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percent materiality threshold is to exclude financial support that is unlikely to raise price 
suppression concerns.185   

2. Intervenor Positions 

92. Some intervenors support PJM’s proposed materiality exemption for resources 
smaller than 20 MW of unforced capacity, arguing that small resources are unlikely to 
have a meaningful impact on capacity clearing prices in PJM and should not be subject to 
the MOPR.186  ACORE states that it would be administratively burdensome with little 
benefit to apply the MOPR to resources smaller than 20 MW unforced capacity.187  AEE 
argues that investments in smaller distributed energy resources are typically undertaken 
for reasons unrelated to capacity market participation and there is no evidence that 
distributed energy resources are likely to engage in uneconomic offer strategies or 
meaningfully suppress prices.188  Microgrid generally supports the 20 MW threshold but 
asserts that microgrids that wish to participate in the RPM should be permitted to offer a 
combination of assets up to the 20 MW threshold without being subject to the MOPR 
(and subsequently to be able to select a different combination to fulfill the same 
commitment).189 

93. Other intervenors support the concept of a materiality threshold, but urge the 
Commission to impose a higher threshold than PJM’s proposal.  AES proposes that, since 
many renewable resources are limited in the actual amount of capacity they can offer into 
the capacity market, increasing the threshold to 40 MW or 50 MW would create an 
appropriate safe harbor.190   

94. Others intervenors oppose a 20 MW materiality threshold, arguing that the 
aggregate number of small resources can have large impacts on markets and that all 

                                              
185 Id. 

186 Clean Energy Industries Initial Testimony at 3, 22-23; DC People’s Counsel 
Initial Testimony at 10; ACORE Initial Testimony at 3; IMEA Reply Testimony at 12; 
Joint Consumer Advocates Initial Testimony at 14; Microgrid Reply Testimony at 12-13; 
Pennsylvania Commission Reply Testimony at 13; AEE Initial Testimony at 18. 

187 ACORE Initial Testimony at 3. 

188 AEE Initial Testimony at 18. 

189 Microgrid Reply Testimony at 12-13. 

190 AES Initial Testimony at 19; see also Joint Consumer Advocates Initial 
Testimony at 14. 
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resources should follow market rules, regardless of size.191  Exelon argues that such a 
threshold will exempt a significant number of renewable projects, which is contrary to the 
June 2018 Order’s directive to protect PJM capacity prices from the impact of any 
resource receiving out-of-market support.192  Exelon contends that the threshold will 
invite gamesmanship and needless litigation as resource owners attempt to qualify for 
exemption under the threshold.193  PSEG argues that the 20 MW threshold is too high, as 
many state policy supported resources are small and can be easily added or uprated in 
small increments that would avoid tripping the proposed 20 MW threshold in any given 
year or at any single site, while adding up to a considerable amount of capacity over 
time.194 

95. On PJM’s proposed revenue threshold, a number of intervenors generally support 
a revenue threshold, including PJM’s proposed threshold of excluding from review 
resources receiving a subsidy that is not one percent or more of the resources’ actual or 
anticipated total PJM revenues.195  Other intervenors argue that PJM’s proposed one 
percent threshold value is too small, or not sufficiently targeted.  AES argues that a 
higher threshold of fifteen percent out-of-market revenue relative to annual total 
projected revenue should be adopted, asserting that subsidies resulting in less than this 
fifteen percent threshold do not threaten competitive bidding because the out-of-market 
support is far less likely to affect how the resource would be offered into the capacity 
market.196  PJM Consumer Representatives propose a revenue threshold equal to or 
                                              

191 See, e.g., Exelon Initial Testimony at 20-21; Exelon Reply Testimony at 60-61; 
Talen Reply Testimony at 5; Market Monitor Reply Testimony at 5; LS Power Reply 
Testimony at 8-9.  Exelon asserts that allowing 40 different 20 MW wind farms to offer 
as price takers would have the same impact as allowing one 800 MW nuclear unit to do 
so, and there is therefore no basis for allowing one and not the other.  Exelon Initial 
Testimony at 20-21. 

192 Exelon Reply Testimony at 61. 

193 Exelon Initial Testimony at 21. 

194 PSEG Initial Testimony at 7. 

195 ACORE Initial Testimony at 3; DC People’s Counsel Initial Testimony at 10; 
Joint Consumer Advocates Initial Testimony at 14 (also encouraging the Commission to 
consider whether a higher threshold is necessary); PSEG Initial Testimony at 6; Exelon 
Initial Testimony at 5 (arguing that any resource receiving out-of-market payments that, 
taken together, exceed one percent of the revenues the resource would expect to receive 
in the PJM markets should be subject to the MOPR). 

196 AES Initial Testimony at 16.  AES further asserts that, using a $150 MW-day 
capacity value and $26 MW-day estimated energy and ancillary services revenue, as set 
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greater than fifteen percent of Net CONE * B,197 i.e., treating as a Material Subsidy any 
such subsidy that is equal to, or exceeds, this threshold.198 

96. Clean Energy Advocates oppose PJM’s proposed one percent revenue threshold, 
arguing that PJM’s focus on whether an incentive is large relative to the resource’s 
revenue not only ignores whether the government action at issue affects a single resource 
or an entire fleet, but also ignores the absolute value of the incentive.  Clean Energy 
Advocates note that it is illogical to assume that a subsidy slightly over one percent of a 
20 MW resource’s revenue could have a more significant market impact than a subsidy 
slightly under one percent of a 1,000 MW resource’s revenue.  Clean Energy Advocates 
argue that incentives that are not certain or not likely to be significant enough to impact a 
resource’s bid and those that are small in an absolute sense should not be subject to the 
MOPR, since those incentives are unlikely to significantly change market outcomes.199  

97. Clean Energy Advocates conclude that an expanded MOPR should only be 
applied to policies that have the highest absolute magnitude impact on the greatest total 
capacity of resources.200  The New Jersey Board argues that PJM’s one percent revenue 
threshold proposal should be rejected as unsupported, asserting that PJM has not shown 
that a resource would modify its sell offer based on a state subsidy it has received equal 
to 1.1 percent of that resource’s actual or anticipated market revenues.201    

3. Commission Determination  

98.  We decline to adopt PJM’s proposed materiality thresholds.  A materiality 
threshold implies that there is a threshold under which a State-Subsidized Resource 
participating in the capacity market has a de minimis effect on capacity prices.  The June 

                                              
forth in PJM’s Initial Testimony, a one percent threshold would mean that a new 
combustion turbine unit receiving a subsidy as small as $2/MW-day would be subject to a 
$355/MW-day MOPR that is more than twice as large as clearing prices in PJM’s past 
capacity auctions. AES Reply Testimony at 6. 

197 Under the Capacity Performance construct, Net CONE * B represents the 
opportunity cost of taking on a capacity payment.  See PJM Interconnection, LLC,  
151 FERC ¶ 61,208 at P 338 n.283 (2015). 

198 PJM Consumer Representatives Initial Testimony at 9. 

199 Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 2. 

200 Id. at 32-33. 

201 New Jersey Board Initial Testimony at 16.  
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2018 Order found that PJM’s Tariff failed to protect the capacity market from State-
Subsidized Resources, regardless of the amount of out-of-market support received, 
because out-of-market support at any level is capable of distorting capacity market 
prices.202  The Commission noted specifically the expected future increase in support for 
renewable resources,203 many of which would be exempt from the expanded MOPR 
under PJM’s proposed capacity threshold.  As some intervenors point out, the aggregate 
impact of small resources can create unjust and unreasonable rates, not just a single 
resource under 20 MWs.204  Since, on aggregate, small State-Subsidized Resources may 
have the ability to impact capacity prices, adopting a materiality threshold would 
undermine the very purpose of our action here.   

99. Furthermore, if a State Subsidy is so small as to be arguably immaterial, then the 
resource’s offer should be competitive without it.  And, a resource owner may apply for a 
Unit-Specific Exemption to justify an offer below the default offer price floor.  A 
resource owner may also choose to forego a State Subsidy under the Competitive 
Exemption in favor of unmitigated participation in the capacity market.   

C. MOPR Offer Price Floors 

1. PJM’s Proposal 

100. Under PJM’s proposal, the determination of the default offer price floor would 
depend on whether the material resource:  (i) is a generation resource or a demand 
resource; (ii) has previously cleared in an RPM auction; or (iii) has been subject to PJM’s 
proposed carve-out allowance since it last cleared an RPM auction.205 

101. For resources that have not previously cleared a capacity auction, PJM proposes to 
retain the historical approach of setting the default offer price floor at Net CONE, i.e., at 
a level equal to the cost of new entry for each resource type, net of the resource type’s 
estimated energy and ancillary services markets revenues.206  PJM proposes to include its 

                                              
202 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 150. 

203 Id. P 151. 

204 E.g., Exelon Initial Testimony at 20-21; Market Monitor Reply Testimony at 5. 

205 PJM proposed Tariff, Att. DD, § 5.14(h)(iv)(A). 

206 PJM Initial Testimony at 38-39.  PJM notes that these values would be based 
on information from a database of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 
https://atb.nrel.gov, and include overnight capital costs and the fixed operating and 
maintenance expense for nuclear, coal, hydro, solar photovoltaic, onshore wind, and 
offshore wind technologies, as projected for 2022.  PJM adds that combined cycle and 
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default values in its Tariff, subject to annual adjustment and PJM’s quadrennial review of 
its Variable Resource Requirement (VRR) Curve and CONE values.207   

102. PJM proposes to calculate its default energy and ancillary services revenue 
estimates based on historic revenues.208  To calculate the MOPR offer price floor for 
demand resources that have not previously cleared, PJM proposes to apply the historical 
average of all demand resource offers submitted in the last three BRAs, for the 
Locational Deliverability Areas (LDA) in which the demand resources are located.  PJM 
asserts that projecting a generically applicable cost to develop new demand resources is 
not feasible.209  

103. For existing resources (other than existing demand resources), PJM proposes that a 
resource subject to the MOPR be allowed to offer at a level no lower than its avoidable 
cost rate, which reflects its going-forward costs, net of estimated energy and ancillary 
services markets revenues (Net ACR).210  PJM states that its default Net ACR for each 
resource type would be subject to revision under its quadrennial review of its VRR Curve 
and CONE values.211   

104. PJM explains, however, that the default Net ACR for most existing generation 
resource types are low.  PJM proposes to set the default Net ACR values for existing 
hydro, pumped hydro, solar photovoltaic, and onshore wind at $0, given its view that 
even the most conservative estimate of energy and ancillary services market revenues for 
these resources is higher than the estimated ACR.  PJM proposes that, because this would 
result in negative default offer price floors, the prices be set at $0.212  PJM adds that, if a 
seller believes the default offer price floor is too high, it can request a resource-specific 

                                              
combustion turbine levelized annual costs are based on 2021-22 BRA planning 
parameters, as escalated to 2022-23.  Id. 

207 Id. at 39-42. 

208 Id. at 40. 

209 Id. at 42-43. 

210 A resource’s avoidable costs are its incremental costs of being a capacity 
resource:  its fixed annual operating expenses that would not be incurred if it were not a 
capacity resource over that period. 

211 PJM Initial Testimony at 45.  PJM made its VRR Curve quadrennial filing on 
October 12, 2018, in Docket No. ER19-105-000. 

212 Id. at 46. 
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determination.  Finally, PJM proposes to set the default offer price floor for existing 
demand resources at $0.  PJM notes that this value is appropriate because it was not able 
to identify any meaningful avoidable costs that would be incurred by an existing demand 
resource that would justify a higher value.213 

2. Intervenor Positions 

a. Planned Resources 

105. Some intervenors argue the default offer price floors for both new and existing 
resources should be set at Net ACR.214  Others argue the floors should be set based on 
Net CONE * B.  The Market Monitor argues that the default offer price floor, which it 
argues defines the competitive offer, should be consistent with the definition in Capacity 
Performance, Net CONE * B.215  The Market Monitor notes, however, that this definition 
is not accurate if there are no performance assessment intervals, or when the non-
performance charge rate is not based on an accurate estimate of the expected number of 
performance assessment intervals.  In those cases, the Market Monitor argues, a 
competitive offer should be defined by the Net ACR.216  Conversely, Vistra opposes the 
Market Monitor’s proposal as administratively burdensome and potentially providing the 
Market Monitor significant control over all offers in the capacity market.217   

106. Some intervenors argue that setting the default offer price floor for new resources 
at Net CONE disadvantages them relative to existing resources.218  ODEC contends that 
basing the default offer price floors for planned resources on Net CONE is contrary to 

                                              
213 Id. at 47. 

214 Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony at 24; DC People’s Counsel at 9; 
ELCON Reply Testimony at 6; Vistra Initial Testimony at 16.  Vistra’s witness suggests, 
as an alternative, that the default offer price floors mirror the default capacity market 
seller offer cap at Net CONE * B.  Vistra Initial Testimony, Russo Aff. at 15. 

215 Market Monitor Initial Testimony at 15; see also Exelon Initial Testimony  
at 30. 

216 Market Monitor Initial Testimony at 15. 

217 Vistra Reply Testimony, Russo Reply Aff. at 39-40. 

218 ELCON Reply Testimony at 6; Joint Consumer Advocates Reply Testimony  
at 8-9. 
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rational recovery of investment and will discourage self-supply.219  The Market Monitor 
asserts that a competitive offer for a new resource in the capacity market is not Net 
CONE because such an offer implies a significant chance of not clearing, does not 
maximize profits for a developer, and constitutes a noncompetitive barrier to entry that 
would create a noncompetitive bias towards existing resources.220  The Market Monitor 
takes issue with suggestions that Net CONE must be used in order to ensure that 
resources with out-of-market revenues do not clear in their first year in the capacity 
market, arguing it is not appropriate to define a competitive offer so as to exclude some 
offers.221  OPSI argues PJM’s use of Net CONE as a measure for a competitive market 
price in PJM is not a valid yardstick to measure market adjustments under application of 
a MOPR without exemptions, because Net CONE has been consistently too high.  OPSI 
encourages the Commission to consider a recent report finding that Net CONE values for 
the 2022/2023 delivery year are between 22 and 41 percent lower than the current Net 
CONE values.222   

107. AES opposes PJM’s proposed default offer price floors arguing that those for new 
entrants far exceed the typical clearing prices of PJM capacity auctions.223  Illinois 
Commission argues that PJM’s proposed default offer price floors should be capped at 
the vertical intercept point on the VRR curve to ensure the default values are not so high 
as to make it impossible for mitigated resources to clear, regardless of the clearing 
price.224  

108. PSEG argues, for new units, the default offer price floors should be based on the 
gross CONE applicable to the class of generational technology to which those units 
belong.225 

                                              
219 ODEC Initial Testimony at 12. 

220 Market Monitor Reply Testimony at 4. 

221 Id. at 5. 

222 OPSI Initial Testimony at 10-12 (citing the Brattle Group and Sargent & Lundry, 
PJM Cost of New Entry, (Apr. 19, 2018), 
https://www.pjm.com/~/media/committeesgroups/committees/mic/20180425-
special/20180425-pjm-2018-cost-of-new-entry-study.ashx). 

223 AES Initial Testimony at 12-13; AES Reply Testimony at 4-6. 

224 Illinois Commission Reply Testimony at 23. 

225 PSEG Initial Testimony at 12. 
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109. Some intervenors argue that the Commission should establish a test that permits a 
subsidized planned resource subject to the MOPR to make offers into future PJM 
capacity markets as an existing resource after five years of commercial operation, to 
prevent the MOPR from becoming a permanent barrier to entry.226  Further, AES states 
that projects planned before new capacity market rules are imposed and that have 
contracts in place should be treated as existing resources; that is, be “grandfathered” as a 
transition device, particularly under an expanded MOPR.227 

110. Some intervenors argue that PJM’s proposed Net CONE values are thinly 
supported and contain errors.228  For example, these intervenors contend that the NREL 
Annual Technology Baseline provides multiple sets of cost estimates for location-specific 
projects, and that PJM does not explain which numbers it actually uses, and that PJM 
offers identical values for energy and ancillary services revenue for onshore wind and 
offshore wind, which is not plausible given the different energy production profiles and 
locations of these technology types.229   

111. AEE argues that, for planned renewable resources, the default offer price floors 
should reflect the declining costs and unique cost structures of advanced energy 
technologies to prevent over-mitigation.230  Clean Energy Industries state that any default 
offer price floor applied to renewable resources receiving RECs should account only for 
the price-suppressive effect of the REC and should not be any higher.231    

112. Clean Energy Industries state that PJM’s use of the resource’s lowest estimated 
energy revenues is unreasonable, because the default value should not be based on the 
extreme end of the zone of reasonableness.232  Clean Energy Industries also note that this 
methodology is an unjustified departure from that used to calculate Net CONE as an 

                                              
226 AES Initial Testimony at 22; PSEG Initial Testimony at 13. 

227 AES Initial Testimony at 22-23. 

228 Clean Energy Advocates Reply Testimony at 14-15; USC Reply Testimony  
at 3. 

229 Clean Energy Advocates Reply Testimony at 14-15; USC Reply Testimony at 
9; Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony at 22. 

230 AEE Initial Testimony at 27. 

231 Clean Energy Industries Initial Testimony at 18. 

232 Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony at 18. 
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auction parameter, which uses annual average revenues.233  Clean Energy Industries 
argue that PJM should either use the RTO-wide average energy revenues or develop 
default levels specific to each zone.  Clean Energy Industries further object to PJM’s 
values, arguing that PJM does not appear to have included ancillary service revenues in 
the default offer price floor calculations for renewable resources.234  Third, Clean Energy 
Industries argue that PJM’s proposed standard inputs, including the carrying charge and 
useful life for combined cycle and combustion turbines, are excessive for renewable 
resources, and that PJM should instead use values more appropriate to solar and wind 
resources.235   

113. Some intervenors support setting the default offer price floor for demand response 
at zero.236  Joint Consumer Advocates argue that PJM’s proposal to average the last three 
years’ demand response offers would be anti-competitive, unjust, unreasonable, and 
unduly discriminatory against new demand response resources.  Joint Consumer 
Advocates explain that the default offer price floor would be excessively high because it 
would count new demand response bids, which are subject to the price floor, toward 
determining the price floor, creating an inflationary feedback loop.237 

b. Existing Resources  

114. Some intervenors agree with PJM that default offer price floors for existing 
resources should be based on going-forward avoidable costs, which will ensure the 
MOPR appropriately mitigates only uneconomic units with significant going-forward 
costs.238  AES states that, should the Commission elect to use default offer price floors 
based on ACR, then it should also require a clear and transparent process to define and 

                                              
233 Id. at 19. 

234 Id. at 20. 

235 Id. at 20-21.  Specifically, Clean Energy Industries argue that solar resources 
may have access to more desirable financial structures than gas resources, and typically 
have a useful life of around 40 years (30 for wind).  Id. 

236 AEE Initial Testimony at 28. 

237 Joint Consumer Advocates Reply Testimony at 11. 

238  AEE Initial Testimony at 28-29; Brookfield Reply Testimony at 4; see also 
Buyers Group Initial Testimony at 10-11; Brookfield Initial Testimony at 2, 7; SMECO 
Initial Testimony at 6; PSEG Initial Testimony at 12; Clean Energy Industries Reply 
Testimony at 24; Vistra Initial Testimony at 16; West Virginia Commission Reply 
Testimony at 2. 
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approve the ACR used to determine the default offer price floors, including an appeal 
mechanism and periodic review of the ACR.239 

115. Other intervenors argue that the default offer price floors for existing resources 
should instead be based on Net CONE * B, for the same reasons described above for 
planned resources.240  Vistra opposes the Market Monitor’s proposal as administratively 
burdensome and potentially providing the Market Monitor significant control over all 
offers in the capacity market.241   

116. Some intervenors also object to PJM’s methodology for calculating default Net 
ACR values.  The Market Monitor argues that the ACR values developed by PJM are 
based “on outdated information escalated using a generic inflation factor, without 
accounting for technology specific trends.”242  The Market Monitor notes that PJM’s 
values are based on 2011 data escalated using a generic inflation factor to 2022.  The 
Market Monitor contends this is unreasonable because technology costs are generally 
decreasing and not increasing.  Further, the Market Monitor states that the Commission 
could require an annual process to update gross ACR values.243  Joint Consumer 
Advocates agree that PJM’s ACR values are based on outdated information and argue 
that the inflation factor applied by PJM is excessive.244 

117. Brookfield supports PJM’s proposal to set the default offer price floors for existing 
hydro, pumped hydro, solar PV and onshore wind resources at $0/ICAP MW-day.245 

                                              
239 AES Initial Testimony at 21. 

240 Exelon Initial Testimony at 30; Market Monitor Initial Testimony at 15-16. 

241 Vistra Reply Testimony, Russo Reply Aff. at 39-40. 

242 Market Monitor Reply Testimony at 6. 

243 Id. 

244 Joint Consumer Advocates Reply Testimony at 9. 

245 Brookfield Reply Testimony at 4. 
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118. Some intervenors agree that Net ACR for existing demand response resources is 
$0.246  Microgrid states that microgrids often present to PJM as asset-backed economic 
demand resources and should also be subject to a MOPR offer price floor of $0.247   

119. Direct Energy states that PJM has proposed to use default values for transmission 
connected (i.e., “front-of-the-meter”) diesel generation for all behind-the-meter 
generation.  However, Direct Energy argues that behind-the-meter generation is not 
economically similarly situated to front-of-meter generation, and thus it is not proper to 
use front-of-the meter ACR values for behind-the-meter generation.248  Direct Energy 
states that if PJM’s proposal is accepted, the Commission should ensure that the ACR 
used for behind-the-meter demand response reflects the true avoidable costs of such 
resources.249 

c. Both Planned and Existing 

120. Several intervenors argue that new and existing offer floors should be set based on 
the same methodology.  Some intervenors argue the default offer price floors for both 
new and existing resources should be set at Net ACR.250  Others argue the default offer 
price floors should be set based on Net CONE * B.  The Market Monitor contends that 
the default offer price floors should not be set differently for new and existing resources, 
because a competitive offer in the capacity market is Net ACR regardless of whether the 
resource is new or existing.  The Market Monitor further argues that PJM’s proposal to 
define a competitive offer for resources subject to the MOPR as the Net ACR, while 
leaving the definition under Capacity Performance Net CONE * B, is not reasonable.251  
The Market Monitor contends that PJM should not use two different definitions of a 

                                              
246 DC Commission Initial Testimony at 5-6; Joint Consumer Advocates Reply 

Testimony at 11; AEE Initial Testimony at 21-22; Pennsylvania Commission Reply 
Testimony at 15-16. 

247 Microgrid Reply Testimony at 12. 

248 Direct Energy Initial Testimony at 12. 

249 Id. 

250 See, e.g., Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony at 24; DC People’s 
Counsel at 9; ELCON Reply Testimony at 6; Vistra Initial Testimony at 16.  Vistra’s 
witness suggests, as an alternative, that the default offer price floor mirror the capacity 
market seller offer cap at Net CONE * B.  Vistra Initial Testimony, Russo Aff. at 15. 

251 Market Monitor Initial Testimony at 15. 
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competitive offer in the same market.252  Conversely, PSEG argues that the MOPR needs 
to distinguish between new and existing units.253    

121. The Illinois Commission argues that because PJM’s formula for calculating 
default offer price floors does not include permissible out-of-PJM-market revenues, such 
as proceeds from arm’s-length bilateral contracts, it will result in default offer price floors 
that are too high that could improperly prevent a targeted resource from clearing in PJM’s 
auctions.254  Illinois Commission recommends that the Commission also subtract 
payments, assurances, or other such benefits provided by taxpayers, rather than by 
electricity consumers, from the resource’s ACR or Net CONE, as such payments are not 
subsidies.255  The Illinois Attorney General argues that the Net ACR calculation for 
subsidized resources should include all revenue, including that received from subsidies, 
to determine the accurate avoidable costs.256   

122. The Illinois Attorney General argues that the energy and ancillary services 
revenue offsets should be location-specific, rather than, as PJM proposes, the lowest 
zonal value estimated for each resource class over the past three years.257   

123. The Pennsylvania Commission requests that any estimated increases in energy and 
ancillary services revenues that result from price formation reforms should be reflected in 
the default offer price floors, including any historical energy and ancillary services 
offsets under the quadrennial review process.258 

124. The Illinois Attorney General asserts that the Commission should direct PJM to 
develop default offer price floors based on objective, public information, as it does for 

                                              
252 Id. at 16; see also Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony at 24. 

253 PSEG Initial Testimony at 13. 

254 Illinois Commission Reply Testimony at 20-23. 

255 Id. at 22. 

256 Illinois Attorney General Initial Testimony at 12. 

257 Id. at 9; see also PJM Consumer Representatives Reply Testimony at 12 
(arguing that the Illinois Attorney General proposal appears to be consistent with the 
objectives of the MOPR). 

258 Pennsylvania Commission Reply Testimony at 16-17; see also Illinois 
Commission Initial Testimony at 11. 
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natural gas plants under the existing Tariff.259  UCS argues that the new default offer 
price floors should be subject to the same transparency as the current default offer price 
floors, including a description of key drivers such as technology choice, plant 
configurations, interconnection costs, engineering, financing, taxes, insurance, and 
locational information.  UCS argues that PJM has provided so little information that it is 
not possible to tell which values PJM used in even the publicly cited source material.260  
Clean Energy Industries state that accurate resource type-specific wind and solar default 
offer price floors need to account for bonus depreciation and federal incentives like the 
PTC and ITC, as well as a longer, resource-specific useful life than PJM’s proposed 20 
year asset life.261  

d. Resource Type-Specific Values 

125. Some intervenors support resource type-specific values.262  Conversely, IMEA 
generally supports PJM’s proposed default offer price floors, but disagrees that default 
offer price floors should be different as between technology types.263  IMEA asserts that 
the establishment of a different default offer price floor for the technology types other 
than natural gas-fired combustion turbines would require sell offers in excess of the top 
of the VRR curve (which is determined based on a single CONE value), thereby 
necessarily precluding new resources of other technology types from ever clearing the 
auction.  IMEA concludes that the default offer price floor for all technology types 
should be set based on the lowest cost technology type and therefore represent the most 
competitive resource type for new entry.  IMEA argues that market participants who 
choose to build more expensive technologies will not recover all of their costs from the 
capacity market, but will also not adversely affect the clearing price, because the default 
offer price floor will already be at the top of the VRR curve.264   

                                              
259 Illinois Attorney General Initial Testimony at 11. 

260 UCS Reply Testimony at 8-9. 

261 Clean Energy Industries Initial Testimony at 19-20.  Clean Energy Industries 
proposes a 35 year asset life.  Id. 

262 DC People’s Counsel Initial Testimony at 9; LS Power Initial Testimony at 7; 
NRG Initial Testimony at 42; PSEG Initial Testimony at 12; Brookfield Reply Testimony 
at 4. 

263 IMEA Reply Testimony at 17. 

264 Id. at 17-18. 
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e. Alternate Methodologies 

126. AES proposes a Proportional MOPR which accounts for the value of the subsidy 
relative to a resource’s revenue, noting that for a partial subsidy, there could still be 
headroom between the Proportional MOPR offer price floor and the clearing price in a 
capacity auction.265 

127. PJM Consumer Representatives assert that the default offer price floor should 
approximate an offer that would have been submitted absent the subsidy, and thus should 
equal the average offers from “like resources” that cleared the BRA over the past three 
years, excluding offers subject to the MOPR (e.g., the MOPR for an onshore wind 
resource receiving a subsidy would be the average cleared offer for onshore wind projects 
over the past three BRAs).266  However, where the number of “like resources” that 
cleared in the BRA over the past three years is less than ten units total, PJM Consumer 
Representatives state the alternate proxy would be the lower of:  (a) 50 percent of Net 
CONE * B, or (b) the average of the subsidized resource’s actual cleared offers in the 
three BRAs that were conducted before it began receiving a subsidy.267  Vistra opposes 
this proposal as administratively burdensome, and further notes that offers submitted 
prior to a resource receiving a subsidy may still be uncompetitive if the resource owner 
already knew it would be receiving the subsidy at the time of submission.268 

128. Clean Energy Industries propose a Depreciated MOPR Approach, which would 
calculate a default offer price floor by subtracting the first-year annual energy and 
ancillary services revenues from the first-year annual operating costs and remaining 
levelized plant costs.269  Clean Energy Industries state that the only difference between 
the Depreciated MOPR Method and PJM’s proposal is when the default offer price floor 
is calculated; under PJM’s proposal, default offer price floors are calculated at the first 

                                              
265 AES Reply Testimony at 5. 

266 PJM Consumer Representatives Initial Testimony at 12.  PJM Consumer 
Representatives explain that categories defined broadly based on generation technologies 
(e.g., coal, natural gas-fired combustion turbines, natural gas-fired combined cycle, oil-
fired, onshore wind, offshore wind, solar) would suffice.  AFPA states that, while it does 
not necessarily endorse all of the details of the PJM Consumer Representatives’ 
proposals, it believes the proposals to be a practical way to address the Commission’s 
concerns.  AFPA Initial Testimony at 2. 

267 PJM Consumer Representatives Initial Testimony at 12-13. 

268 Vistra Reply Testimony, Russo Reply Aff. at 42. 

269 Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony at 25. 
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year of operation, while under the Depreciated MOPR Method, default offer price floors 
are calculated at the year in which the resource bids into the capacity market.270  Clean 
Energy Industries argue that this proposal is superior to PJM’s, because it would reflect a 
more accurate default offer price floor for resources that fail to clear the capacity market 
initially.271 

129. Alternatively, Clean Energy Industries contend that PJM could use the Levelized 
Cost of Energy to calculate the default offer price floor, because Levelized Cost of 
Energy is a commonly accepted method for calculating a generator’s total revenue 
requirement based on its energy output over its useful life.272  Clean Energy Industries 
argue this would more appropriately account for the variable energy output during an 
asset’s operating life than the Net CONE approach.273 

f. Answers 

130. PJM responds to intervenor arguments that any of the default offer price floors are 
too high, arguing that the values are only defaults and no seller is required to use them.  
On the contrary, PJM points out that any seller can use the resource-specific review 
process to demonstrate lower costs.274  Clean Energy Industries, in its Answer, respond 
that the unit-specific review is an insufficient protection against an unjust and 
unreasonable market structure, especially given that some financial modelling 
assumptions appear to be enumerated in PJM’s proposed Tariff language and thus cannot 
be changed.275  Clean Energy Industries further argue that the need to pursue unit-specific 
review is an added burden that may deter new entry.276 

131. PJM agrees, however, with Clean Energy Industries’ argument that the default 
offer price floors should include an offset for ancillary services market revenues.  PJM 
notes that such revenues are small and unlikely to have a significant impact on the default 

                                              
270 Id. at 25-26. 

271 Id.  Clean Energy Industries also supports the Market Monitor’s ACR approach 
as an alternative.  Id. at 23. 

272 Id. at 28. 

273 Id. at 29. 

274 PJM Answer at 2-3. 

275 Clean Energy Industries Answer at 5. 

276 Id. at 6. 
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offer price floors, but states that PJM is willing to update its proposed floors in a 
compliance filing.277 

132. PJM asserts, on reply, that using the lowest applicable zonal energy revenue 
estimate to offset estimated costs is reasonable, because there is significant variation in 
energy revenues for each resource type between zones and over time.  PJM argues the 
lowest value is appropriate because the purpose of the MOPR is to establish a 
conservative default option.  PJM notes again that sellers can always use the resource-
specific option and use energy market revenues for the zone in which the resource is 
located, if the seller objects to the default energy revenue estimate.278 

133. PJM disagrees with Clean Energy Industries’ arguments that it is inappropriate to 
use a standardized set of financial inputs developed for natural gas-fired resources for 
renewable resources.  PJM argues that it is just and reasonable to use the same 
Commission-approved parameters for all resources participating in its capacity market to 
ensure all resources competing against each other are being analyzed in a comparable 
fashion.279  PJM further argues that 20 years is a reasonable asset life assumption, as 
“recent experience” with the rapid technological changes in the relative competitiveness 
of various resource types make any longer estimate overly optimistic for use in a default 
offer price floor.280  Alternatively, Clean Energy Industries argue that PJM does not 
quantify this recent experience.281 

134. PJM also disagrees with Clean Energy Industries that the competitive costs for 
renewable resources should be based on a subsidy in the form of tax credits, arguing that 
this would be contrary to the purpose of the MOPR.282   

135. PJM responds to arguments that the energy market revenue estimates for onshore 
and offshore wind are in error, explaining that it calculated the two values using different 
assumptions, but that the values happened to coincide.283  UCS, in its Answer, argues that 
PJM’s explanation does not resolve their concerns and that their arithmetic still contains 
                                              

277 PJM Answer at 4 (citing Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony at 20). 

278 Id. at 5 (citing Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony at 18). 

279 Id. at 6-7 (citing Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony at 20-22). 

280 Id. at 7. 

281 Clean Energy Industries Answer at 5 n 18. 

282 PJM Answer at 7. 

283 Id. at 7-8. 
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an error.  Specifically, UCS argues that, in calculating the estimated annual energy 
revenue for onshore wind, PJM erroneously applied the capacity factor twice.284  In 
addition, UCS argues that PJM states that it used data from the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory for the capacity factors for onshore and offshore wind, but UCS 
contends that the NREL Annual Technology Baseline contains numerous potential 
capacity factors for offshore wind, all of which are higher than PJM’s proposed value of 
26 percent.285  

136. With regard to new resources, PJM argues that the Commission has consistently 
approached basing competitive offers for such resources on Net CONE, and that any 
suggested departure from that method is out of the scope of this proceeding and 
unreasonable.286  PJM argues this method continues to be reasonable, because all of a 
resource’s costs are deemed to be avoidable until the resource clears the market, and that 
the record in this proceeding does not justify abandoning the long-standing approach.287  
Clean Energy Industries disagree with PJM in its Answer, arguing that this methodology 
must be reevaluated in this proceeding, especially given that the Commission has 
proposed using the MOPR in a significantly different manner, and for a different purpose, 
than it historically has been used.288  Clean Energy Industries argue that the Commission 
should explain in its ultimate order why PJM’s current method for calculating the default 
offer price floor should be used moving forward under the new paradigm.289 

137. PJM argues that, under the Market Monitor’s proposal, subsidized new entry could 
circumvent the MOPR rules by accepting subsidies supporting a resource’s construction 
costs before offering the resource into the market at a level below the resource’s actual 
cost of entry.290  PJM further disagrees with the proposed Levelized Cost of Entry 
approach, explaining that while Levelized Cost of Entry is useful for comparing energy 
production by different technologies, for the same basic capital and operating costs it 
cannot produce a significantly lower Net CONE as the basis for a resource’s competitive 

                                              
284 UCS Answer at 3 n.3. 

285 Id. at 3. 

286 PJM Answer at 8-9. 

287 Id. at 10-11. 

288 Clean Energy Industries Answer at 3-4. 

289 Id. at 4. 

290 PJM Answer at 11. 
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cost of committing as capacity.291  Clean Energy Industries argue that PJM’s Answer 
suggests either that PJM is not familiar with the Levelized Cost of Entry approach or is 
using different data than Clean Energy Industries.292  Clean Energy Industries contend 
that the Commission must give full consideration to the alternative financial inputs it put 
forth and not dismiss them based on PJM’s conclusory responses.293 

3. Commission Determination 

a. Planned Resources 

138. We adopt PJM’s proposal to set the default offer price floor for certain resources 
that have not previously cleared the capacity market at Net CONE for each resource 
type.294  This is consistent with the existing MOPR, which sets the default offer price 
floor based on a percentage of a default Net CONE for the resource type.  Given that we 
will retain the Unit-Specific Exemption in the replacement rate, we disagree with 
intervenors who argue that setting the default offer price floor at Net CONE for each 
resource type constitutes a barrier to entry because it is too high.  On the contrary, we 
find that it is just and reasonable to raise that percentage from 90 to 100 percent of Net 
CONE.  A purpose of the MOPR is to ensure resources are offering competitively.  For 
resources that have not previously cleared a capacity auction, the MOPR is intended to 
ensure that uneconomic resources, that are unlikely to recover the full cost of new entry 
over the life of the resource, are not able to enter the market at a lower cost because they 
receive a State Subsidy.  If a resource does not qualify for the Competitive Exemption, 
we find that requiring new resources to offer at 100 percent of the default Net CONE, 
unless they are able to justify a lower Net CONE value through the Unit-Specific 
Exemption, is a just and reasonable method of accomplishing this goal.  We reject 
arguments that Net CONE is no longer appropriate now that the focus of MOPR 
application has shifted.295  An underlying purpose of the MOPR has been to prevent 
suppliers from offering uneconomically low-priced capacity into the market—here we 
expand the MOPR to certain existing and new resources to address price suppression 
caused by State Subsidies.  We further reject as unsupported arguments that the default 
offer price floors should instead be based on gross CONE.  Net CONE more accurately 

                                              
291 Id. at 12-13. 

292 Clean Energy Industries Answer at 4. 

293 Id. at 5 n.19. 

294 Repowered resources are considered new for the purposes of the MOPR. 

295 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 153. 
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reflects the costs a new resource faces in entering the capacity market because it subtracts 
expected revenues from costs.   

139. We agree that using Net CONE for the default offer price floor for new resources 
may significantly affect the ability of new resources receiving State Subsidies to clear the 
market, as compared to using Net ACR, but we find that this is just and reasonable.  New 
resources should be less likely to clear than many existing resources because they face 
additional avoidable costs that existing resources do not face, including construction and 
permitting costs.296  Sellers that believe their actual costs are less than the default Net 
CONE values may apply for the Unit-Specific Exemption.  Therefore we find that using 
Net CONE will not create an unjust and unreasonable barrier to entry, but will rather 
allow the MOPR to fulfill its purpose and protect the capacity market from uneconomic 
new entry by State-Subsidized Resources. 

140. We also find it would not be appropriate to use Net ACR as the default offer price 
floor for new resources.  Net ACR does not account for the cost of constructing a new 
resource.  Using Net ACR as the MOPR value for new resources would not serve the 
purpose of the MOPR, because it does not reflect new resources’ actual costs of entering 
the market and therefore would not prevent uneconomic State-Subsidized Resources from 
entering the market. 

141. Protestors argue that subsidized resources should not be forced to remain as new 
resources, mitigated at Net CONE, indefinitely.  We reject that argument.  In order to be 
treated as existing resources, new State-Subsidized Resources must first clear the 
capacity auction subject to the default offer price floor appropriate to a new resource.  It 
would not be reasonable to treat resources that fail to clear the capacity market subject to 
the new resource default offer price floor as existing resources.  An exemption that 
allows new, State-Subsidized Resources to bypass the MOPR, solely because the MOPR 
prevents them from clearing, would completely defeat the purpose of the MOPR.  We 
similarly reject arguments that projects planned before new rules are imposed should be 
exempt.  Market participants are frequently confronted with changing rules and 
regulatory structures.  Here, resources have been on notice since 2016, when the Calpine 
Complainants filed their complaint, that capacity market rules may be revised.  

142. We acknowledge concerns that PJM estimates the default offer price floor for 
some resources in excess of the top of the demand curve.  However, a high Net CONE 
value simply underscores how uneconomic these resources generally are in the PJM 
capacity market.  We also note that resources for which the default offer price floor is 
above the demand curve starting point may request a Unit-Specific Exemption, should 
                                              

296 See, e.g., PJM Initial Testimony at 44 (explaining that construction and 
development costs should not be included in the default offer price floor for existing 
resources). 
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they determine that their costs are lower than the default.  We therefore find that it is 
appropriate to use a resource-type-specific default offer price floor that reasonably 
reflects a competitive offer for such a resource, regardless of whether it is above the 
demand curve starting price.   

143. We also adopt PJM’s proposal to update the values annually and as part of PJM’s 
quadrennial review of its demand curve and CONE values.  We reiterate that we direct 
PJM to use resource-type specific Net CONE values for resources that have not 
previously cleared a capacity auction.  However, given the importance of an accurate 
default offer price floor and the number of questions raised in the record as to how the 
values were calculated, we direct PJM to provide additional explanation on how it 
calculated each of the proposed values on compliance, including workbooks and 
formulas, as appropriate.  

144. We direct PJM to establish appropriate default offer price floor values for demand-
side resources, including demand response and energy efficiency.  As noted above, we 
disagree that it is infeasible for PJM to determine Net CONE or Net ACR values for 
demand-side resources that rely on various types of behind-the-meter generation as a 
substitute for purchasing wholesale power.  The fundamental elements of the analysis for 
behind-the-meter generation is the same as for other resources.  We direct PJM to provide 
Net CONE values for such generation on compliance, noting that it may be appropriate to 
use resource-type specific values as for other types of generation resources.297 

145. For demand-side resources that commit to cease using wholesale power, rather 
than shift to behind-the-meter generation, PJM will average the last three years’ demand 
response offers to determine the default offer price floor value for resources that have not 
previously cleared a capacity auction.298  We find that PJM’s proposed default offer price 
floor approach for these demand-side resources that have not previously cleared a 
capacity auction is just and reasonable.  We note, however, that this average should 
include non-generation-backed demand resources.  We disagree with intervenors arguing 
that the average will trend upward over time because PJM proposes to average all 
demand response offers, new and existing.  While it is true that new demand response 
resources that receive a State Subsidy will be subject to a default offer price floor that is, 
in part, determined by the offers of previous new resources subjected to the same floor, 
the average will also include existing resources and new resources that receive the Unit-
                                              

297 We understand that applying the MOPR to demand response resources in this 
manner may necessitate changes to how demand response resources participate in the 
capacity market, such as requiring demand response aggregators to contract with 
resources sooner.  PJM should include in its compliance filing any additional changes to 
its Tariff that may be necessary in order to implement this MOPR directive. 

298 PJM Initial Testimony at 42-43. 
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Specific Exemption to offer below the default offer price floor.  We therefore find that 
PJM’s proposal will reasonably reflect the average costs of demand response resources 
and will serve as an appropriate default offer price floor.   

146. We direct PJM to propose default offer floor prices for all other types of resources 
that participate in the capacity market, including capacity storage resources, as well as 
resources whose primary function is not energy production, including facilities fueled 
entirely by, for example, landfill gas, wood waste, municipal solid waste, black liquor, 
coal mine gas, or distillate fuel oil, on compliance.  PJM should file additional default 
offer price floors for new technologies as they emerge. 

147. Finally, because energy efficiency operates differently from other resources that 
are intended to reflect reductions in wholesale demand, it is difficult to describe energy 
efficiency in terms of Net CONE or Net ACR.  Instead, on compliance, we direct PJM to 
establish objective measurement and verification requirements for new energy efficiency 
offers and to limit such offers to the verifiable level of savings. 

b. Existing Resources 

148. We adopt PJM’s proposal to set the default offer price floor for existing resources 
at the resource-type specific Net ACR.  Net ACR for an existing resource estimates how 
much revenue the resource requires (in excess of its energy and ancillary service revenue) 
to provide capacity in the given year.  Using a resource-type Net ACR as the default offer 
price floor for existing resources is therefore just and reasonable because it recognizes 
that generation resources are a long-term investment that may fluctuate in value over 
time, but still allows those resources to receive capacity revenues in years in which they 
are less profitable.  We further find that the default offer price floor for existing 
generation-backed demand response resources should be set at Net ACR for the 
appropriate generation type.  

149. We agree with the Market Monitor that basing the default offer price floor values 
for existing resources on 2011 data with a generic inflation factor is insufficient.  We 
direct PJM to propose new values using more updated data, and to develop a process to 
ensure all the data used in the calculation is updated annually.  As with the Net CONE 
values, a number of questions have been raised in the record as to how the Net ACR 
values were calculated.  We order PJM to provide additional explanation on compliance, 
including workbooks and formulas, as appropriate.  Additionally, we find that any 
uprates (i.e., incremental increases in the capability of existing resources), of any size are 
considered new for purposes of applying the MOPR and should be mitigated to Net 
CONE and not Net ACR.  These uprates may come with additional avoidable costs, such 
as construction costs, that existing resources otherwise do not face.  We also direct PJM 
to provide additional justification for setting the default offer price floors for existing 
renewable resources at zero.   
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150. Finally, we direct PJM to propose default offer price floors for all other types of 
resources, including energy efficiency,299 non-generation-backed demand response 
resources, and capacity storage, as well as resources whose primary function is not 
energy production, including facilities fueled entirely by, for example, landfill gas, wood 
waste, municipal solid waste, black liquor, coal mine gas, or distillate fuel oil, on 
compliance.    

c. Both Planned and Existing 

151. We find that it is just and reasonable to use different methodologies to set the 
default offer price floors for new and existing resources.  Existing resources face different 
costs than new resources, because the decision to enter the market is different than the 
decision to remain in the market.  For planned resources, the default offer price floor 
should include, for example, construction costs and certain fixed costs that an existing 
resource does not usually face. 

152. Some parties argue that the Commission should set the default offer price floor for 
resources subject to the MOPR at Net CONE * B.  The Commission previously found 
Net CONE * B provided a reasonable estimate of a competitive offer for a resource with 
a low ACR.300  However, we did not find the Net CONE * B price accurately reflects any 
particular resource’s cost.  In addition, we note that the Commission did not find that Net 
CONE * B was the only just and reasonable competitive offer.  We therefore find that it 
is just and reasonable for PJM’s Tariff to use one definition of a competitive offer to set 
the default capacity market seller offer cap for supplier-side market power mitigation and 
a different one for the different purpose of setting the default offer price floor.   

153. We disagree with arguments that State Subsidies should be considered as revenue 
for either resources that have never cleared a capacity auction or existing resources, as 
this would defeat the purpose of the rate modifications directed in this order, which is to 
prevent State-Subsidized Resources from submitting uncompetitive offers as a result of 
State Subsidies.  We agree with PJM that the proposed 20-year asset life is appropriate.301  
We also agree with PJM that default MOPR values should maintain the same basic 
financial assumptions, such as the 20-year asset life, across resource types.  The 
Commission has previously determined that standardized inputs are a simplifying tool 

                                              
299 See supra P 148. 

300 PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 151 FERC ¶ 61,208 at P 340. 

301 Rapid changes in market conditions and generation technology could make 
resources uneconomic in less than Clean Energy Industries’ proposed 35 years.   
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appropriate for determining default offer price floors,302 and we reaffirm that it is 
reasonable to maintain these basic financial assumptions for default offer price floors in 
the capacity market to ensure resource offers are evaluated on a comparable basis.  
Therefore, we find 20 years to be an appropriately conservative estimate. 

154. We agree with intervenors and PJM that the default offer price floors should 
include an offset for ancillary services market revenues.  In addition, we agree with 
intervenors that energy revenue offsets should be zone-specific, rather than based on the 
lowest zonal value estimated for each resource type over the past three years.  Using the 
lowest possible value biases the default offer price floor upwards and does not reflect the 
revenues resources are actually likely to earn.  PJM’s Answer, stating that there is 
significant variation in energy revenues for each resource type between zones and over 
time, merely reinforces the importance of using zone-specific energy and ancillary 
services revenue values.  On compliance, we order PJM to develop default average 
energy and ancillary services revenue offset values for each resource type by zone. 

155. We agree with PJM that the default offer price floors should be updated regularly 
and adopt PJM’s proposed Tariff language to update them annually and conduct a larger 
review on a quadrennial basis.  We also agree with Illinois AG, however, that the 
calculation of the default offer price floors should be more transparent than what has been 
provided in the testimony.  As noted above, we are requiring PJM to provide additional 
information supporting its values on compliance.  We decline to add future transparency 
requirements to the Tariff at this time, as we anticipate the quadrennial filings, which 
historically have updated CONE and default offer price floor values, will continue to 
provide that information despite the broader range of default offer price floors which 
must be provided, and will contain significant details, consistent with the level of detail 
already provided in the quadrennial updates.  Additional requirements are therefore 
unnecessary.  

156. With regard to Pennsylvania Commission’s requests that PJM adjust the default 
offer price floors to account for future changes in price formation and the results of the 
quadrennial review process, we find those requests to be premature.  Because such 
changes have not yet been made, we cannot evaluate their reasonableness and decline to 
speculate here. 

d. Miscellaneous 

157. In response to arguments that the default offer price floor should be the same for 
all resource types, we agree with PJM that it is appropriate to calculate different default 
values for different resource types.  The going-forward cost of a nuclear resource, for 
example, would likely be substantially different from that of an onshore wind resource.  
                                              

302 2013 MOPR Order,  143 FERC ¶ 61,090 at P 144. 
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Resources of different types compete against each other in a single capacity market, and 
it would undermine the effectiveness of the expanded MOPR to subject resources with 
varying going-forward costs to the same default offer price floor.   

158. Finally, having established a just and reasonable method for establishing default 
offer price floors, we need not discuss the other alternative methodologies proposed. 

D. Exemptions 

1. Competitive Exemption 

a. PJM’s Proposal 

159. In its paper hearing testimony, PJM does not re-propose the competitive entry 
exemption it proposed, and the Commission accepted, in 2013,303 but rather submits that 
the expanded MOPR will apply to capacity resources receiving material subsidies where 
the relevant resource is “entitled” to a material subsidy and the seller “has not certified 
that it will forego receiving any Material Subsidy for such Capacity Resource during the 
applicable Delivery Year.”304  PJM states that sellers will need to affirmatively inform 
PJM of their choice to forego the subsidy no less than thirty days before the 
commencement of the relevant BRA,305 and sellers have an ongoing obligation to provide 
notification of status changes.306 

b. Intervenor Positions 

160. Several intervenors support PJM’s proposal that the expanded MOPR will not 
apply to resources who have certified that they will not receive a subsidy.  AES agrees 
that resources that do not accept a subsidy or renounce an available subsidy should be 
exempt from the MOPR.307  Vistra asserts that all resources participating in the capacity 
market without being subject to the MOPR should attest that they will not accept any 
subsidies prior to or during the applicable delivery year to avoid resources gaming the 
entitled to language by not taking a subsidy at the time of the auction, but later accepting 
                                              

303 See 2013 MOPR Order, 143 FERC ¶ 61,090 at PP 24, 28, 53 (competitive entry 
exemption applies to resources receiving no out-of-market funding or resources receiving 
out-of-market funds as a result of a competitive auction process open to all resources). 

304 PJM Initial Testimony at 25-28; proposed Tariff, Att. D, § 5.14(h)(ii)(B). 

305 PJM Initial Testimony at 27; proposed Tariff, Att. D, § 5.14(h)(iii)(A). 

306 Proposed Tariff, Att. D, § 5.14(h)(iii)(B). 

307 AES Initial Testimony at 19. 
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out-of-market support during the delivery year.308  NRG argues that sellers should have 
an affirmative obligation to provide updated information to PJM and the Market Monitor 
to report the existence of a subsidy after the self-certification deadline.309  AES states that 
penalties should be designed to reduce any incentive to establish new subsidies that are 
timed to avoid being taken into account for the upcoming auction.310 

c. Commission Determination 

161. The focus of the expanded MOPR directed in this order is to mitigate the impact 
of State Subsidies on the capacity market, and, therefore, resources that do not receive 
State Subsidies should be able to participate in the capacity market without mitigation, 
subject to PJM’s existing buyer-side market power rules.  We therefore direct PJM to 
include a Competitive Exemption for both new and existing resources, other than new 
gas-fired resources, that certify to PJM that they will forego any State Subsidies.  We find 
that it is reasonable and consistent with the purposes of the expanded MOPR directed 
herein to allow new and existing resources (other than new gas-fired resources) that 
certify to PJM that they will forego any State Subsidies, to avoid being subject to the 
applicable default offer price floor.  Doing so will facilitate the capacity market’s 
selection of the most economic resources available to meet resource adequacy objectives.   

162. We share intervenors’ concerns that PJM’s proposed language leaves a loophole 
whereby a resource may not be eligible for a State Subsidy at the time of the capacity 
market qualification process, but may become eligible for such a subsidy, and accept it, 
before or during the relevant delivery year.  We therefore direct PJM to include in its 
compliance filing a provision stating that if an existing resource311 claims the 
Competitive Exemption in a capacity auction for a delivery year and subsequently elects 
to accept a State Subsidy for any part of that delivery year, then the resource may not 
receive capacity market revenues for any part of that delivery year.312  We also direct 
PJM to include in its compliance filing a provision stating that if a new resource claims 
the Competitive Exemption in its first year, then subsequently elects to accept a State 
Subsidy, that resource may not participate in the capacity market from that point forward 

                                              
308 Vistra Initial Testimony at 15. 

309 NRG Reply Testimony at 28. 

310 AES Initial Testimony at 26. 

311 See supra note 5. 

312 The resource would, however, be eligible for capacity market revenues for the 
relevant delivery year if it could demonstrate under the Unit-Specific Exemption that it 
would have cleared in the relevant capacity auction.  
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for a period of years equal to the applicable asset life that PJM used to set the default 
offer floor in the auction that the new asset first cleared.313  We find that, absent this 
change, PJM’s proposed language would allow gaming and incent the creation of subsidy 
programs timed to avoid the qualification window.     

2. Renewable Portfolio Standards Exemption 

a. PJM’s Proposal 

163. PJM proposes to exclude voluntary REC314 programs, stating that a “renewable 
energy credit (including for onshore and offshore wind, as well as solar, collectively, 
RECs) will not be considered a Material Subsidy, if the Capacity Market Seller sells the 
REC to a purchaser that is not required by a state program to purchase the REC, and that 
purchaser does not receive any state financial inducement or credit for the purchase of the 
REC.”315  PJM asserts that voluntary bilateral arrangements for RECs are unrelated to 
statutory RPS program requirements because the demand for voluntary RECs comes 
primarily from private corporations pursuing environmental agendas.  PJM thus believes 
that voluntary REC purchases are distinguishable from the bulk of REC purchases made 
to show compliance with state RPS program mandates.316 

164. PJM does not propose to exempt mandatory REC programs (although, as PJM 
notes, a 20 MW unforced capacity materiality threshold, as proposed by PJM, would, in 
practice, exclude the majority of renewable resources).317  Given the difficulty of tracing 
REC transactions after the initial purchase, PJM proposes to presume that any REC sales 

                                              
313 Elsewhere in this order, we accept the 20-year asset life PJM proposed.  If that 

value is modified in future proceedings, the period of years for which the resource may 
not participate in the capacity market must be modified accordingly. 

314 PJM maintains its Generation Attribute Tracking System as a trading platform 
designed to meet the needs of buyers and sellers involved in the REC market.  The REC 
becomes a commodity the generation owner can now sell to an interested buyer.  Buyers 
can vary from electric utilities to brokers or aggregators, to environmental firms or to 
non-industry companies looking to neutralize their carbon footprint.  Load serving 
entities (LSE) may meet state RPS program mandates through RECs, but it is not the only 
way to meet RPS program requirements. 

315 PJM Initial Testimony at 21; proposed Tariff, Art. I, Material Subsidy 
definition. 

316 PJM Initial Testimony at 24-25. 

317 Id. at 18. 
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to an intermediary are to meet mandatory RPS programs, and therefore not exempt.  PJM 
also states that if the subsidy to a generator takes some other form than a traditional 
bilateral REC transaction between private entities, the proposed Tariff language would 
not shield the financial inducements or credits from the MOPR.  PJM adds that, because 
the going-forward costs of renewable resources are typically low, it does not expect the 
application of the MOPR to RECs to materially impact the ability of renewable resources 
to clear the auction.318 

b. Intervenor Positions 

165. Several intervenors support an exemption for resources receiving revenue through 
RPS programs generally or RECs specifically.319  According to intervenors, RECs do not  

have a price suppressive impact on the market and should be excluded from MOPR.320  
Intervenors argue that RECs are not predictable enough to cause a resource to be built or 
to modify its offer.321  For example, intervenors argue that RECs are not created and sold 
until very close to the time when a renewable energy project enters commercial 
operation, well after resources have submitted their capacity offers, and thus do not 
materially impact capacity offers.322  DC People’s Counsel also explains that the District 
of Columbia’s REC auction occurs annually, which can make it difficult for resources to 

                                              
318 Id. at 23 n.39. 

319 ACORE Initial Testimony at 1-2; AEE Initial Testimony at 10-12; Brookfield 
Initial Testimony at 8-9; Brookfield Reply Testimony at 5-7; Buyers Group Initial 
Testimony at 7; Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 24; DC Attorney General 
Initial Testimony at 10; DC Commission Initial Testimony at 4; Maryland Commission 
Reply Testimony at 10-11. 

320 Brookfield Reply Testimony at 8 (citing a 2018 Market Monitor report finding 
that the clearing price was not impacted by the removal of wind and solar resources). 

321 Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 24-27; Brookfield Initial 
Testimony at 9; ACORE Initial Testimony at 3; AEE Initial Testimony at 10; Clean 
Energy Industries Initial Testimony at 15. 

322 AEE Initial Testimony at 13; ACORE Initial Testimony at 3; Clean Energy 
Industries Initial Testimony at 15, 17; Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony at 14-
15; DC People’s Counsel Initial Testimony at 8. 
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bid into PJM’s three year forward capacity auction using any assumptions of their REC 
price.323   

166. Intervenors further argue that RPS programs do not impact bidding behavior 
because REC prices are a result of a competitive market (e.g., supply and demand), and 
therefore REC prices are volatile.324  According to AEE, REC prices are increasingly low 
as the costs of renewable projects continue to decline.325  

167. Intervenors argue that the financial support received by resources through RPS 
program requirements has not been shown to have a meaningful impact on capacity 
offers by these resources or allow otherwise uncompetitive resources to clear the capacity 
market.326  DC Commission argues the percentage of renewable energy in PJM is about 4 
percent, which is insignificant and should be exempt from the MOPR.327  Intervenors 
argue that RPS programs tend to have minimal, if any, impact on capacity markets after 
they have been in effect for more than a few years, because the growth of renewable 
resources outpaces the RPS program requirements.328   

168. Should the Commission decide to apply the MOPR to RECs, AEE urges the 
Commission to avoid over-mitigation by confining application of the MOPR to RECs 
substantial and reliable enough to actually influence a resource’s offer, which AEE 
explains is likely only true in the rare instances where a state policy directly sets both the 
price and term of the REC, ensuring that a specific resource will receive certain revenues, 

                                              
323 DC People’s Counsel Initial Testimony at 8. 

324 Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 25-26. DC Attorney General 
Initial Testimony at 10; Clean Energy Industries Initial Testimony at 3, 13, 20-21; DC 
Commission Initial Testimony at 8; Brookfield Reply Testimony at 7; AEE Initial 
Testimony at 10-11; DC Attorney General Initial Testimony at 9-10. 

325 AEE Initial Testimony at 11. 

326 Id. at 10; Clean Energy Industries Initial Testimony at 13. 

327 DC Commission Initial Testimony at 7; see also Maryland Commission Reply 
Testimony at 10 (arguing renewable resources should be exempted from the MOPR 
because they have a relatively low level of penetration and they are unlikely to be 
mitigated under the MOPR regardless). 

328 Clean Energy Groups Reply Testimony at 4. 
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known in advance, for an extended time period.  Because those instances are so rare, 
AEE argues, a MOPR that applies to all RECs would be administratively burdensome.329  

169. Some intervenors argue that RECs are not subsidies of the type the Commission 
addressed in the June 2018 Order because they do not suppress capacity prices330 or 
because they do not function by creating specific price supports for specific resource 
classes.331  PJM Consumer Representatives argue that RECs and RPS programs do not 
involve requirements for dollar transfers from electricity consumers to certain generators, 
and are therefore not subsidies.332 

170. Several intervenors argue that the Commission should not mitigate RECs 
purchased voluntarily as a result of consumer preferences.333  Intervenors argue that 
voluntary REC purchases are not driven by state policies, are a result of private actions, 
and are outside the Commission’s jurisdiction.334  To avoid mitigating voluntary RECs, 
AEE requests the Commission allow renewable resources to certify that they will not 
retire any RECs for the purposes of mandatory state compliance, or, alternatively, that 
they will retire less than one percent of their total project revenue’s worth of RECs for 
state RPS program compliance.335 

171. Several intervenors point to potential problems with PJM’s proposal to not exempt 
voluntary RECs sold through intermediaries, arguing that such purchases cannot 
reasonably be assumed to be used solely, or even mostly, for state compliance  

  

                                              
329 AEE Initial Testimony at 14. 

330 Brookfield Initial Testimony at 9. 

331 Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 24. 

332 PJM Consumer Representatives Reply Testimony at 6. 

333 ACORE Initial Testimony at 2; AEE Initial Testimony at 15; AES Initial 
Testimony at 19-20; Avangrid Initial Testimony at 10; Brookfield Initial Testimony at 9-
10; Clean Energy Industries Initial Testimony at 6; Buyers Group Initial Testimony at 6, 
8-9; Clean Energy Industries Reply Testimony at 11. 

334 ACORE Initial Testimony at 2-3; see also Clean Energy Industries Reply 
Testimony at 11. 

335 AEE Initial Testimony at 16-17. 
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purposes.336  Microsoft explains that it always uses any RECs it procures and so never 
receives any financial benefit from the RECs, even when it uses intermediaries such as 
brokers to procure the RECs.337  If this aspect of PJM’s proposal is accepted, Microsoft 
asserts that the capacity offers associated with these RECs would be artificially inflated, 
without achieving the objective of mitigating price suppression from state subsidies.338 

172. Conversely, a number of intervenors oppose MOPR exemptions generally, and a 
few specifically oppose an exemption for renewable resources, arguing that all subsidies 
should be mitigated.339 

c. Commission Determination 

173. We find that a limited exemption for renewable resources340 receiving support 
from state-mandated or state-sponsored RPS programs341 is just and reasonable.  
Therefore, we direct PJM to include an RPS Exemption for resources receiving a State 
Subsidy through a currently existing state-mandated or state-sponsored RPS program if 
the resource fulfills at least one of these criteria:  (1) has successfully cleared an annual or 
incremental capacity auction prior to this order; (2) has an executed interconnection 
construction service agreement on or before the date of this order; or (3) has an 

                                              
336 Buyers Group Reply Testimony at 9-13.  Buyers Group notes the growth in 

demand for voluntary RECs and states that in 2017, nearly half of all voluntary market 
sales of renewable energy were unbundled REC sales (e.g., not compliance bulk sales).  
Buyers Group Reply Testimony at 11-12; see also Clean Energy Industries Reply 
Testimony at 9; Clean Energy Advocates Reply Testimony at 13-14; Microsoft Reply 
Testimony at 5-7. 

337 Microsoft Reply Testimony at 4-6. 

338 Id. at 6-7. 

339 See, e.g., Vistra Initial Testimony at 16; ACCC/NMA Initial Testimony at 4. 

340 Renewable resource as used in the RPS Exemption means Intermittent 
Resource as defined in the PJM Tariff as “a Generation Capacity Resource with output 
that can vary as a function of its energy source, such as wind, solar, run of river 
hydroelectric power and other renewable resources.”  PJM Tariff, Art. 1.  

341 RPS programs include only those state-mandated or state-sponsored programs 
which subsidize or require the procurement or development of energy from renewable 
resources. 
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unexecuted interconnection construction service agreement filed by PJM for the resource 
with the Commission on or before the date of this order.  

174. We find that this limited exemption for resources participating in RPS programs is 
just and reasonable because decisions to invest in those resources were guided by our 
previous affirmative determinations that renewable resources had too little impact on the  
market to require review and mitigation.342  However, that assessment of renewable 
resource participation in the market has changed.343  The evidence in this proceeding 
shows that RPS programs are growing at a rapid pace, and resources participating in 
these programs will increasingly have the ability to suppress capacity market prices.344  
Accordingly, a new renewable resource that does not meet the exemption requirements 
set forth above and that receives support from a state-mandated or state-sponsored RPS 
program or other State Subsidies and offers into the PJM capacity market will be subject 
to the default offer price floor unless it can justify a lower offer through a Unit-Specific 
Exemption.345   

175. This division in the treatment of renewable resources recognizes the increasing 
amount of State Subsidies for these resources and the increasing potential for RPS 
resources to suppress capacity prices.  The record demonstrates that, as a part of RPS 
programs, states are providing or requiring meaningful State Subsidies to renewable 
resources in the PJM capacity market, and that such support is projected to increase 
substantially in the future.  PJM estimates that nearly 5,000 MW of renewable energy 
                                              

342 See, e.g., 2013 MOPR Order, 143 FERC ¶ 61,090 at PP 166-167; 2011 MOPR 
Order, 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 at PP 152-153; 2011 MOPR Rehearing Order, 137 FERC  
¶ 61,145 at P 111.   

343 In addition, as our discussion of materiality thresholds indicates, the 
Commission has altered its prior determination that permitting small amounts of 
uneconomic entry is reasonable if the impact on market prices is arguably limited.  See 
supra PP 98-99; cf. CASPR Order, 162 FERC ¶ 61,205 at P 24 (accepting modifications 
to the MOPR used in ISO-New England to transition away from the Renewable Resource 
Technology exemption, which was premised on claims it “would adequately limit the 
impact of out-of-market state actions on [Forward Capacity Market] prices”). 

344 See June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 151. 

345 As we explained above, this does not prevent states from exercising their 
jurisdiction to make generation-related decisions under FPA section 201.  States may 
choose to acquire whatever generation resources they like, but it remains the duty of this 
Commission to ensure that those choices do not cause unjust, unreasonable, or unduly 
discriminatory or preferential rates for wholesale transactions in interstate commerce.  
See, e.g., Connecticut PUC, 569 F.3d at 481; supra note 23. 
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was needed to meet the 2018 RPS program requirements in PJM, but conservatively 
projects that will increase to over 8,000 MW of renewable energy capacity by 2025.  PJM 
asserts that these needs will further increase to 8,866 MWs by the end of 2033.346  The 
record also shows that support for renewable resources through RPS programs drives the 
proliferation of these resources in the market.347  Regardless of how volatile and 
uncertain revenue from RPS programs may be, it is still a State Subsidy that has the 
ability to influence capacity market prices.  Thus, because State Subsidies from state RPS 
programs are projected to grow significantly, we find that it is just and reasonable to 
mitigate resources receiving support through state-mandated and state-sponsored RPS 
programs, on the prospective basis outlined above. 

176. In addition, as noted above, we reiterate that State Subsidies at any level are 
capable of suppressing capacity market prices.  We therefore find that RECs procured as 
part of a state-mandated or state-sponsored procurement process are State Subsidies.  As 
to voluntary REC arrangements, meaning those which are not associated with a state-
mandated or state-sponsored procurement process, based on the record in this proceeding, 
we agree with intervenors that it is not possible, at this time, to distinguish resources 
receiving privately funded voluntary RECs from state-funded or state-mandated RECs 
because resources typically do not know at the time of the auction qualification process 
how the REC will be eventually used.  

177. We disagree with intervenors that RPS programs are not subsidies as contemplated 
in the June 2018 Order, or that RPS programs will not have the ability to impact capacity 
market prices or bidding behavior going forward.  The June 2018 Order found that the 
existing MOPR was unjust and unreasonable because it did not account for resources 
receiving out-of-market state subsidies, including RPS programs, and that such subsidies 
have the ability to influence capacity market prices, regardless of intent.348  Because of 
the Unit-Specific Exemption, if a renewable resource receiving support from a state-
mandated or state-sponsored RPS program is competitive in the absence of the State 
Subsidy, then the expanded MOPR will have no impact.  As noted in the materiality 
threshold discussion above, we disagree with PJM that resources with an unforced 
capacity of less than 20 MWs, which includes many renewable resources, do not have the 
ability to influence capacity market prices.   

                                              
346 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at PP151-152 (citing PJM Transmittal 

Letter, Docket No. ER18-1314-000, Giacomoni Aff. at 9-10 and Att. 1). 

347 PJM Transmittal Letter, Docket No. ER18-1314-000, Att. F, Giacomoni Aff. at 
7-8.  

348 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 151. 
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3. Self-Supply Exemption 

a. PJM’s Proposal 

178. PJM proposes to re-implement its previously approved exemption for self-supply 
resources,349 i.e., resources owned by a public power entity (cooperative or municipal 
utility), a vertically integrated utility subject to traditional bundled rate regulation, or a 
LSE that serves retail-only customers under the same common control.350  In other words, 
PJM would not treat these resources as receiving a Material Subsidy simply because the 
energy or capacity they produce has been purchased through a state-directed 
procurement.351  According to PJM, the Commission has recognized that the traditional 
business models for capacity procurement for self-supply entities do not give rise to 
artificial price suppression concerns.352   

179. Under PJM’s proposal, all existing self-supply resources would be exempt from 
the MOPR,353 and new self-supply resources that receive a Material Subsidy would be  

                                              
349 PJM Initial Testimony at 32-34 (citing 2013 MOPR Order, 143 FERC ¶ 61,090 

at P 111). 

350 Id. at 32-33. 

351 In its reply testimony, PJM clarifies that the element of the phrase in the 
definition of Material Subsidy that includes subsidies “received as a result of the 
procurement of electricity or other attribute from an existing Capacity Resource” should 
not be broadly interpreted so as to include any state-directed capacity procurement.  
Rather, PJM intends the definition to be narrowly applied “so that if a resource is 
supported by the state through a procurement contract that is tendered to meet public 
policy goals such as to encourage clean energy production and accompanied by financial 
support in the form of actionable subsidies (as that term is defined in PJM’s Tariff),” that 
would be treated as a subsidy like a ZEC or REC.  PJM Reply Testimony at 13 (citing 
Exelon Initial Testimony at 16-21). 

352 PJM Initial Testimony at 33 (citing 2013 MOPR Order, 143 FERC¶ 61,090  
at P 111). 

353 Id. at 33-34.  PJM clarifies that self-supply LSEs do not have to submit an 
exemption request for each of their resources, and any new resources of self-supply LSEs 
that fall within the net-short and net-long thresholds would similarly be exempt.  PJM 
Reply Testimony at 15. 
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exempt to the extent they meet PJM’s net-short and net-long thresholds.354  PJM asserts 
that these thresholds ensure that sellers do not have an opportunity to suppress clearing 
prices (for example, by “dumping” excess capacity into the BRA, suppressing capacity 
prices).355  PJM claims that these thresholds cannot be applied to existing resources 
because, while PJM can objectively determine whether new resources would violate the 
thresholds, PJM would have to make a subjective and arbitrary determination to identify 
which existing resources in a seller’s portfolio are, in the example of a seller who is net-
long, “excess,” versus which resources are needed to meet its retail demand and thus 
should be designated as subject to the MOPR.356   

b. Intervenor Positions 

180. Several intervenors argue in favor of a self-supply, public power, or vertically 
integrated utility exemption.357  These intervenors make a number of arguments, 
including that these entities cannot or do not have incentive to exercise the buyer-side 
market power price suppression concerns that the MOPR is designed to address;358 that 
                                              

354 If a resource is net-short on capacity, its owned and contracted capacity is less 
than its capacity obligation.  If a resource is net-long on capacity, it has more capacity 
than it needs to meet its capacity obligation. 

355 PJM Reply Testimony at 15.  PJM states that these thresholds were approved in 
the 2013 PJM MOPR Order and reaffirmed by PJM stakeholders last year.  PJM Initial 
Testimony at 33. 

356 PJM Initial Testimony at 33-34. 

357 See, e.g., Allegheny Initial Testimony at 6; ELCON Initial Testimony at 7; 
Dominion Initial Testimony at 3, 11-13; AMP/PPANJ Initial Testimony at 17-27; 
AEP/Duke at 7-8; Buckeye Initial Testimony at 5-6, 10-11 (supporting a self-supply 
exemption, as a minimum, if a workable resource-specific FRR is not implemented); 
EKPC Initial Testimony at 6-10; APPA Initial Testimony at 5-27 (arguing that the 
Commission should either exclude public power self-supply resources from the MOPR 
entirely, or adopt a broad exemption); Kentucky Commission Initial Testimony at 3-4 
(asserting that vertically integrated utilities should be excluded entirely from the MOPR); 
NOVEC Initial Testimony at 7-8; NRECA Initial Testimony at 17-18; OCC Initial 
Testimony at 6; ODEC Initial Testimony at 6-12; OPSI Initial Testimony at 14; PJM 
Consumer Representatives Initial Testimony at 20; SMECO Initial Testimony at 4; 
Virginia SCC Initial Testimony at 2; AMP Reply Testimony at 11-12. 

358 See, e.g., Allegheny Initial Testimony at 7 (citing Commission findings in 2013 
MOPR Order, 143 FERC ¶ 61,090); AMP/PPANJ Initial Testimony at 20-27; Dominion 
Initial Testimony at 12; EKPC Initial Testimony at 7-8; Kentucky Commission Initial 
Testimony at 3; NOVEC Initial Testimony at 7; ODEC Initial Testimony at 9; Virginia 
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these entities do not distort the PJM capacity market;359 that applying the MOPR to these 
entities could result in consumers paying twice for capacity or incurring the cost of 
stranded investment;360 and that the Commission has previously exempted these 
resources.361  NOVEC argues that not exempting self-supply resources would result in an 
artificial increase of market prices without any benefit to customers.362 

181. Other intervenors argue self-supply should be exempted as a long standing 
traditional business model.363  APPA argues that there is no evidence of increased out-of-
market support for public power self-supply, and, given that the public power business 
model has been in existence for over one hundred years, there are no changed 

                                              
SCC Initial Testimony at 2; AMP/PPANJ Initial Testimony at 27; NRECA Initial 
Testimony at 19. 

359 See, e.g., APPA Reply Testimony at 12-13; AMP/PPANJ Initial Testimony at 
8-17; Virginia SCC Initial Testimony at 2; Michigan Parties Reply Testimony at 6; 
ODEC Reply Testimony at 9; see also Dominion Initial Testimony, Aff. Spees and 
Newell at 14; Dominion Reply Testimony at 5; IMEA Reply Testimony at 14 (arguing 
vertically integrated utilities maintain a balance of supply and demand that precludes 
such entities from suppressing capacity prices);AMP/PPANJ Initial Testimony at 16-17, 
Norton Aff. at PP 7-12 (arguing the federal tax incentives received by such entities to 
build generation do not permit over-building or market manipulation). 

360 Dominion Initial Testimony at 8; Allegheny Initial Testimony at 8; APPA 
Initial Testimony at 10; APPA Initial Testimony at 16-17; Buckeye Initial Testimony at 
12; NRECA Initial Testimony at 3; ODEC Initial Testimony at 8; Virginia SCC Initial 
Testimony at 2. 

361 Dominion Initial Testimony at 12 (citing 2013 MOPR Order, 143 FERC 
¶ 61,090 at P 111); APPA Initial Testimony at 17-20 (citing 2013 MOPR Order,  
143 FERC ¶ 61,090)); NRECA Initial Testimony at 23 (citing 2015 MOPR Order,  
153 FERC ¶ 61,066 at PP 36-38); ODEC Initial Testimony at 8-9; EKPC Initial 
Testimony at 9 (citing 2013 MOPR Order, FERC ¶ 61,090 at P 111); IMEA Reply 
Testimony at 15; Virginia SCC Initial Testimony at 2; AMP/PPANJ Initial Testimony at 
17-20. 

362 NOVEC Initial Testimony at 5. 

363 See, e.g., Allegheny Initial Testimony at 6-8; Buckeye Initial Testimony at 7-8, 
11; NRECA Initial Testimony at 3; ODEC Initial Testimony at 9; AMP/PPANJ Initial 
Testimony at 20-24; NOVEC Initial Testimony at 5. 
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circumstances warranting labeling public power self-supply out-of-market support.364   
According to Dominion, self-supply entities have participated in the capacity market for 
years prior to price suppression becoming an issue, which demonstrates that such entities 
do not suppress prices.365 

182. Some intervenors argue that public power entities are distinguishable from 
investor-owned utilities because public power or self-supply entities engage in long-term 
supply arrangements through asset ownership to act in the best interests of their 
customers and must be able to use these resources to meet capacity obligations in order to 
avoid unreasonable harm to ratepayers and public power entities.366  In contrast, 
AMP/PPANJ states that investor-owned utilities and independent power producers are 
profit driven and have an incentive to increase capacity prices.367  According to 
AMP/PPANJ, if these other business models receive a state subsidy, unlike public power 
entities, they do not have an obligation to reduce retail rates.368   

183. APPA contends that accommodating public power self-supply resources would 
mitigate concerns that the merchant model is heavily relied upon in PJM.369  APPA 
argues that merchant developers do not pursue long-term resource planning and notes that 
PJM recently determined that increased reliance on a single resource type increases 
resilience concerns.370  APPA states that self-supply represents a stable form of resource 
procurement via bilateral contracting and ownership of resources by states, utilities, and 
large customers.371   

                                              
364 APPA Initial Testimony at 13. 

365 Dominion Reply Testimony at 9. 

366 AMP/PPANJ Initial Testimony at 22-24; see also NRECA Reply Testimony at 
7. 

367 AMP/PPANJ Initial Testimony at 13-14. 

368 Id. at 14. 

369 APPA Initial Testimony at 22-23. 

370 Id. at 22 (citing PJM’s Evolving Resource Mix and System Reliability, PJM 
Interconnection, L.L.C. (Mar. 30, 2017)). 

371 Id. at 23. 
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184. Some intervenors argue that public power372 or vertically integrated373 self-supply 
resources do not receive the type of subsidies discussed in the June 2018 Order.374  
Similarly, ODEC argues that cooperatives do not receive state subsidies because they 
recover costs through a cost of service formula rate and not through a state-mandated 
subsidy.375  AEP/Duke support an exemption for all regulated retail rate constructs.376  
The Kentucky Commission asserts the retail rates set by the Kentucky Commission 
should not be considered Material Subsidies.377  IMEA similarly argues that municipality, 
local government, or municipal joint action agencies acting in their proprietary, non-
governmental capacity, to fulfill long-term service obligations of their own customers and 
funded by the rates paid by such customers, not taxes paid by their citizens, are not 
government subsidies.378  

185. Several intervenors also argue that self-supply entities do not make decisions 
based on the PJM capacity market’s comparatively short-term outlook, but rather longer 
term obligations and non-price factors, and their investments are not constrained by the 
capacity market’s three year horizon.379  Some intervenors point to state or local 
commissions that oversee self-supply entities and ensure they are acting judiciously in the 
best interests of their customers.380  ODEC asserts that without an exemption to the 

                                              
372 SMECO Initial Testimony at 4; AMP/PPANJ Initial Testimony at 10, 14-17; 

AMP Reply Testimony at 12; APPA Initial Testimony at 5. 

373 Virginia SCC Initial Testimony at 2. 

374 See, e.g., AEP/Duke Initial Testimony at 4; NRECA Initial Testimony at 17; 
APPA Initial Testimony at 11-12. 

375 ODEC Initial Testimony at 11. 

376 AEP/Duke Initial Testimony at 5. 

377 Kentucky Commission Initial Testimony at 3. 

378 IMEA Reply Testimony at 9. 

379 See, e.g., Allegheny Comment at 7-8; NRECA Initial Testimony at 17; 
NOVEC Initial Testimony at 7; AMP/PPANJ Initial Testimony at 15-16; AMP/PPANJ 
Initial Testimony at 13-14; AMP Reply Testimony at 13; APPA Reply Testimony at 14-
15; ODEC Initial Testimony at 6, 11. 

380 See, e.g., EKPC Initial Testimony at 9; Dominion Initial Testimony, Aff. of Dr. 
Kathleen Spees & Dr. Samuel A. Newell at 17; Dominion Reply Testimony at 10  
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MOPR, self-supply entities will not have an incentive for the long-term investments the 
Commission has encouraged.381 

186. Some intervenors emphasize that self-supply is a legitimate capacity procurement 
mechanism that is compatible with capacity markets and relies on competition to ensure 
low cost service to customers.382  NRECA argues that the customer-owners of public 
power entities bear any gain or loss associated with investment decisions, and the public 
power entity business model—i.e., ownership structure, tax treatment, and resource 
selection process—is consistent with and benefits from the competitive market 
framework.383   

187. Some intervenors reject the idea that all resource entry and exit in the market 
should be considered economic or, similarly, that all capacity must be procured in the 
capacity market to be economic.384  Some intervenors also argue that not exempting self-
supply would prioritize future signals for future investors over the decisions made by 
investors building under the existing rules.385  ODEC argues that there is nothing unique 
about capacity market revenues that make them more legitimate than revenue from 
bilateral contracts.386  NRECA argues that an exclusion from the MOPR for self-supply 
by public power entities is consistent with the initial purpose of the PJM capacity 
auctions, which was to serve as a residual procurement mechanism of last resort, after 
LSEs have had an opportunity to self-supply.387  

                                              
(arguing also that merchant investment in resources has continued even with self-supply 
entities participating in the capacity market). 

381 ODEC Initial Testimony at 21. 

382 NRECA Initial Testimony at 3, 20; see also APPA Initial Testimony at 6-7, 12-
13. 

383 NRECA Initial Testimony at 20. 

384 APPA Initial Testimony at 14; see also NRECA Initial Testimony at 20. 

385 IMEA Reply Testimony at 15; APPA Initial Testimony at 15. 

386 ODEC Initial Testimony at 6; see also NRECA Initial Testimony at 18; 
NOVEC Initial Testimony at 8. 

387 NRECA Initial Testimony at 18 (citing PJM Interconnection, L.L.C.,  
115 FERC ¶ 61,079 at P 71). 
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188. Some intervenors argue that subjecting self-supply resources to the MOPR would 
harm the markets.  APPA argues that mitigation of public power self-supply resources 
would result in an economic loss to the resource, reduce market efficiency, undermine the 
resource’s portfolio benefits, and expose public power utility customers to costs that the 
public power self-supply business model is intended to prevent.388  APPA asserts that 
expanding the MOPR to public power self-supply resources would send incorrect price 
signals to the market.389  Dominion asserts that imposing a MOPR or other restrictions on 
self-supply may cause self-supply entities to exit the capacity market, detrimentally 
impacting customers of both self-supply and merchant resources.390 

189. IMEA argues that small, transmission-dependent utilities like IMEA and its 
member municipalities did not need or ask for the RTO markets and use them only 
because of the decisions made by the transmission-owning utilities upon which they rely.  
IMEA argues that it does not, therefore, make sense to force IMEA to charge its 
customers higher rates because other market participants, who may have actively sought 
the RTO market, are taking actions that adversely affect the capacity market.  IMEA 
states that it is not one of those participants and is not making uncompetitive bids or 
supporting generation with out-of-market payments.  IMEA claims that it made 
investments in its generation based on the economic environment at the time, and should 
be able to continue using its resources to serve load regardless of whether it may be more 
economic for IMEA to buy capacity from the market than to use its own at a specific 
time.391 

190. Other intervenors oppose an exemption for self-supply, public power, or vertically 
integrated utilities, arguing that self-supply resources receive the most extensive form of 
out-of-market payments via retail cost-recovery and therefore have the greatest potential 
to suppress market clearing prices.392  Exelon argues that these resources make up a 
substantial portion of the PJM portfolio, almost 20 percent of cleared capacity today and 
                                              

388 APPA Initial Testimony at 16-17. 

389 Id. at 10. 

390 Dominion Initial Testimony, Aff. of Spees & Newell at 19-20. 

391 IMEA Reply Testimony at 13. 

392 AES Initial Testimony at 14-16; Direct Energy Initial Testimony at 10-11; 
Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 2, 20; Exelon Initial Testimony at 5-6, 18-
20; Buyers Group Initial Testimony at 11; AEE Initial Testimony at 25; FES Initial 
Testimony at 7; Market Monitor Initial Testimony at 18; NRG Initial Testimony at 11; P3 
Initial Testimony at 12; PSEG Initial Testimony at 7; UCS Initial Testimony at 8; 
Cogentrix Reply Testimony at 10; EPSA Reply Testimony at 25. 
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nearly twice the capacity that PJM forecasts will be supported by states for environmental 
reasons as of 2025.393  UCS argues that 30 percent of new capacity cleared in the RPM 
auctions since 2010 was from vertically integrated utilities, far exceeding, UCS claims, 
the threshold PJM’s testimony describes as impacting the clearing price.394  

191. Some intervenors argue that there is no economic rationale to apply the MOPR to 
resources receiving environmental attribute payments, but exempt resources receiving 
guaranteed cost recovery through retail rates.395  Clean Energy Advocates states that, 
unlike RECs and ZECs, retail cost-recovery reimburses the resource for the full cost of 
making capacity available and thus retail cost-recovery is more significant and 
determinative in impacting bidding behavior than subsidies for RECs and ZECs.396  
Exelon asserts that resources with guaranteed cost recovery through retail rates are not 
subject to competitive forces and are protected from any negative impacts of their 
bidding behavior, and cannot, therefore, be considered competitive.397  P3 notes that, 
because the self-supply resource owner is assured full prudent cost recovery, regardless 
of the clearing price, it will have the incentive to offer at zero, and thereby lean on the 
rest of the market, when convenient, to reduce the costs of carrying surplus capacity at 
the expense of other load, while at the same time suppressing prices for competitive 
suppliers.398   

192. Some intervenors argue that a self-supply exemption would not be consistent with 
the logic of the June 2018 Order.399  FES argues that exempting rate-based generation 
from the MOPR would be unduly discriminatory and preferential, and that there is no 

                                              
393 Exelon Initial Testimony at 19. 

394 UCS Initial Testimony at 4-5. 

395 Exelon Initial Testimony at 5-6, 18; FES Initial Testimony at 7; Clean Energy 
Advocates Initial Testimony at 20; Clean Energy Advocates Reply Testimony at 9-10. 

396 Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 20-21; Clean Energy Advocates 
Reply Testimony at 10; see also FES Initial Testimony at 8. 

397 Exelon Initial Testimony at 18. 

398 P3 Initial Testimony at 12-13.  P3 states, however, that it would accept PJM’s 
proposed self-supply exemption as a transition mechanism for the 2019 BRA only.  P3 
Reply Testimony at 8; Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 20. 

399 FES Initial Testimony at 8; Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 22-
23; Exelon Initial Testimony at 19; Exelon Reply Testimony at 56-60. 
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basis on which to exempt resources based on the source of funding.400  Clean Energy 
Advocates similarly argues that retail cost-recovery decisions result in both retention of 
uneconomic resources and entry of new uneconomic resources, citing to a number of 
resources it claims would be uneconomic absent state-approved retail cost recovery.401  
PSEG argues that the self-supply exemption cannot be supported by principled rationale 
since the Commission has now found the capacity market—with that exemption–to be 
unjust and unreasonable.402  UCS states that the Commission’s order, and PJM’s own 
rationale and commitment to the “first principles” of capacity markets, do not support a 
MOPR exemption for state-supported cost recovery.403  Similarly, Exelon argues that 
exempting self-supply contradicts the Commission’s objectives in the June 2018 Order, 
including ensuring that participants make competitive offers in the capacity market and 
increasing transparency for the costs of regulatory choices.404  Exelon argues it makes 
little sense for the Commission to mitigate resources receiving environmental attribute 
payments in order to increase transparency regarding the costs of re-regulation, but 
exempt regulated resources and thereby obscure the costs of maintaining state 
regulation.405   

193. NRG argues a self-supply exemption would cause captive ratepayers to pay for 
capacity at higher costs than they would have paid in the capacity market and displace 
merchant generation with subsidized resources.406  NRG claims the self-supply 
exemption in effect in PJM from 2013 to 2017 resulted in price suppression.407 

194. Though self-supply and vertically integrated entities have argued that they have no 
incentive to exercise buyer-side market power, Exelon contends that the June 2018 Order 
found that the MOPR should mitigate resources offering noncompetitively regardless of 

                                              
400 FES Initial Testimony at 8; FES Reply Testimony at 10; see also UCS Reply 

Testimony at 3. 

401 Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 22-23. 

402 PSEG Initial Testimony at 7. 

403 UCS Initial Testimony at 6. 

404 Exelon Initial Testimony at 19; Exelon Reply Testimony at 56-58. 

405 Exelon Initial Testimony at 19. 

406 NRG Initial Testimony at 11. 

407 Id. at 11-12. 
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intent.408  Exelon similarly disagrees with arguments that such resources should not be 
mitigated because of their long-standing business models, arguing that this is not an 
adequate basis for disparate treatment and, in any event, attribute payments are similarly 
longstanding.409  Clean Energy Advocates likewise states that if an argument for 
exempting self-supply is the legitimacy of the business model, then ZEC and REC 
programs are similarly legitimate.410  Direct Energy argues that there is no basis to 
distinguish one resource from another based on corporate structure.411 

195. NRG’s witness Mr. Stoddard asserts that a self-supply exemption would allow 
“net short entities that rely on the purchase of top-up capacity from the RPM” to benefit 
from the resulting market price suppression of below-cost offers, and would allow net 
long entities “to push uneconomic resources into the market, displacing lower cost 
resources,” that would be profitable if the self-supply entity would otherwise have borne 
the full cost of maintaining this uneconomic supply.412 

196. With regard to net-short/net-long thresholds, some intervenors support PJM’s 
proposed net-short and net-long thresholds, arguing they would effectively deter self-
supply entities from attempting to suppress prices.413  Some intervenors support the 
thresholds only for new resources414 and argue there is no need to apply them to existing 

                                              
408 Exelon Initial Testimony at 19 (citing June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at 

P 155); see also FES Reply Testimony at 11 (arguing that self-supply resources 
contribute to price suppression). 

409 Exelon Initial Testimony at 20; Exelon Reply Testimony at 59 n.195; Clean 
Energy Advocates Reply Testimony at 10; FES Reply Testimony at 11. 

410 Clean Energy Advocates Reply Testimony at 10. 

411 Direct Energy Initial Testimony at 11; see also ACORE Initial Testimony at 1-
3 (while not opposing a self-supply exemption, noting that the MOPR should be applied 
evenly across resource types). 

412 NRG Initial Testimony, Stoddard Aff. at P 17. 

413 AMP/PPANJ Initial Testimony at 24-27 (arguing that public power entities do 
not have the ability to manipulate the market, but nonetheless supporting the thresholds).  
Although objecting to the self-supply exemption overall, Exelon asserts that if the 
exemption is nevertheless approved, it should not be applied to net long resources.  
Exelon Reply Testimony at 59-60. 

414 Buckeye Initial Testimony at 5-6, 10-11; Buckeye Reply Testimony at 2 
(supporting thresholds for new resources that have not cleared the capacity market); 
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resources.415  Michigan Parties argue that the net-short/net-long thresholds allow 
vertically integrated resources to better match their capacity to their load in the short 
term, as well as trade excess capacity, resulting in cost savings for their customers and 
increased efficiency for the PJM system as a whole.416 

197. IMEA notes that the sales cap restriction for the existing FRR option is set at 25 
percent up to certain caps, but that PJM departs from their value without explanation and 
proposes 15 percent for the mid-sized LSE MOPR exemption.417 

198. EKPC states the net-long threshold is not required for the self-supply exemption to 
be just and reasonable, as municipal and cooperatives utilities do not have incentives to 
engage in market activities that suppress energy market prices, and that under the 
proposed expanded MOPR, net-long and net-short thresholds for new and existing 
resources are not workable because it would be impossible to determine which resources 
are in excess of the LSE’s own load.418  EKPC also contends that being long in capacity 
can provide other hedges.  Specifically, EKPC notes that it is subject to a fuel adjustment 
clause that limits recovery of the costs of market energy purchases to its highest-cost unit.  
EKPC explains that it can therefore be very costly for EKPC to be short.419  EKPC argues 
a net-long threshold based on non-coincident peak load provides the correct structure for 
the specific hedging associated with self-supply resources.420  EKPC notes that a similar 
approach has been previously accepted by the Commission.421  

199. EKPC also recommends the net-long threshold not be a fixed MW quantity but 
rather a percentage, so that self-supply utilities could develop new generation that is not 

                                              
Dominion Reply Testimony at 5-6. 

415 APPA Initial Testimony at 25-27 (stating that a competitive offer for an 
existing resource would be low regardless of out-of-market support); ODEC Initial 
Testimony at 19 (noting that the threshold values should be the same as those that existed 
under the prior self-supply exemption and that a blanket exemption is preferable). 

416 Michigan Parties Reply Testimony at 8-9. 

417 IMEA Reply Testimony at 12. 

418 EKPC Initial Testimony at 11. 

419 Id. at 12 -13. 

420 Id. at 13. 

421 Id. at 13-14 (citing 2013 MOPR Order, 143 FERC ¶ 61,090 at P 114). 
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subject to MOPR rules.422  EKPC contends that a utility developing a new plant to 
replace old generation may be considered to have excess capacity, but this should not be 
considered a business strategy to suppress capacity market prices.423  EKPC concludes 
that a net-long threshold using a percentage of a LSE’s non-coincident peak would allow 
for integration of new facilities without adverse impacts.424 

200. Allegheny argues that PJM’s net-short proposal to define Multi-State Public 
Power Entity as excluding a public power entity that has more than 90 percent of its load 
in any one state is unnecessary and discriminatory.  Allegheny reasons that, because 
public power entities makes up a very small percentage of load served in PJM markets, 
such entities would not suppress prices.425 

201. Some intervenors also disagree with PJM that the proposed net-long/net-short 
thresholds will help mitigate any concerns that self-supply could suppress prices.  Clean 
Energy Advocates argue net-short/net-long thresholds are inconsistent with the new 
purpose of the MOPR, which is not related to price suppressive intent.  Clean Energy 
Advocates note that, although the Commission has previously accepted similar thresholds 
for a self-supply exemption, the MOPR and accompanying thresholds were based on a 
seller’s intent.426 

c. Commission Determination  

202. We direct PJM to include a Self-Supply Exemption for resources owned by self-
supply entities427 that fulfill at least one of these criteria:  (1) have successfully cleared  
an annual or incremental capacity auction prior to this order; (2) have an executed 
interconnection construction service agreement on or before the date of this order; or  
(3) have an unexecuted interconnection construction service agreement filed by PJM for 
the resource with the Commission on or before the date of this order.  As with RPS 
resources, we grandfather existing self-supply resources and limited new self-supply 

                                              
422 Id. at 15. 

423 Id. 

424 Id. at 15-16. 

425 Allegheny Initial Testimony at 8-9. 

426 Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 23. 

427 These entities include vertically integrated utilities that receive cost of service 
payments for plants constructed and operated under state public utility regulation, public 
power, and single customer entities. 
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resources that have an interconnection construction service agreement as discussed in this 
order, but apply the MOPR to any new self-supply resource that receives or is entitled to 
receive a State Subsidy, unless they qualify for one of the exemptions described in this 
order.  New State-Subsidized Resources that do not meet the exemption criteria above 
will be subject to the applicable default offer price floor regardless of whether they are 
owned by a self-supply entity.  Self-supply entities that prefer to craft their own resource 
adequacy plans remain free to do so through the existing FRR Alternative in PJM’s 
Tariff.   

203. We find that it is just and reasonable to exempt self-supply resources that meet the 
requirements of the exemption outlined above because self-supply entities have made 
resource decisions based on affirmative guidance from the Commission indicating that 
those decisions would not be disruptive to competitive markets.428  In order to limit 
disruption to the industry and preserve existing investments, we find it is just and 
reasonable to exempt resources owned by self-supply entities that have cleared an annual 
or incremental PJM capacity auction prior to this order, and to exempt certain limited 
new resources that have executed an interconnection construction service agreement or 
for whom PJM has filed an unexecuted interconnection construction service agreement 
on or before the date of this order.  However, the self-supply exemption authorized in 
2013 was a temporary reversal in Commission policy that the Commission rejected in 
acting on the remand of NRG, and we agree with intervenors that self-supply entities may 
have the ability to suppress prices going forward.429  Therefore, we find that self-supply 
entities should not have a blanket exemption for any new State-Subsidized Resources 
they intend to own going forward.  We see no reason to treat new resources owned by 
self-supply entities differently from resources owned by other types of electric utilities, 
and reiterate that we can no longer assume “that there is any substantive difference 
among the types of resources participating in PJM's capacity market with the benefit of 
out-of-market support.”430   

204. At bottom, a blanket self-supply exemption rests on the premise that some kinds of 
entities should face less risk than others in choosing whether to build their own 
generation resources or rely on the market to satisfy their energy and capacity 
requirements.  We are not persuaded that premise is correct.  For example, in a regional 
market dominated by states with retail competition, it is not clear why utilities in states 

                                              
428 2013 MOPR Order, 143 FERC ¶ 61,090 at P 107 (accepting PJM’s proposed 

self-supply exemption); 2015 MOPR Order, 153 FERC ¶ 61,066 at PP 52, 56. 

429 See supra PP 20-21.  

430 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 155; 2011 ISO-NE MOPR Order, 
135 FERC ¶ 61,029 at PP 170-71 (out-of-market support allows uneconomic entry). 
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that prefer the vertical integration model should be afforded a competitive advantage.431  
Moreover, the record suggests that new self-supply capacity is significant, representing 
30 percent of new generation added to PJM in capacity auctions from 2010 to 2017.432  
Since these resources may receive State Subsidies permitting uneconomic entry into 
PJM’s capacity market, regardless of intent, we find that it is not just and reasonable to 
exempt new self-supply from application of the applicable default offer price floor.  New 
self-supply resources that receive or are entitled to receive State Subsidies, as detailed in 
this order, may avail themselves of the Unit-Specific Exemption.  In addition, self-supply 
entities that do not want to be subject to the MOPR may opt for the existing FRR 
Alternative.      

4. Demand Response, Energy Efficiency, and Capacity Storage 
Resources Exemption 

a. PJM’s Proposal 

205. PJM proposes that demand response resources will be subject to the MOPR, but 
that energy efficiency resources should be excluded, arguing that energy efficiency 
resources are a result of reduced consumption and energy conservation, which are on the 
demand side of the equation, and do not raise price suppression concerns.433 

b. Intervenor Positions 

206. Some intervenors support exempting demand-side management resources such as 
demand response and energy efficiency resources from the MOPR.434  AEE argues that 
demand response and energy efficiency resources should be exempt because there is no 

                                              
431 As the Commission has previously explained, regional markets are not required 

to have the same rules.  Our determination about what rules may be just and reasonable 
for a particular market depends on the relevant facts.  For example, ISO New England 
proposed to address the complex issues raised by state subsidies through its CASPR 
approach.  See CASPR Order, 162 FERC ¶ 61,205 at PP 20-26.  And different rules may 
be appropriate in markets dominated by vertically integrated utilities, like the 
Midcontinent ISO.  See Midcontinent Indep. Sys. Operator, Inc., 162 FERC ¶ 61,176, at 
P 57 & n.133 (2018) (listing cases that reject the “one-size-fits-all approach”). 

432 UCS Initial Testimony at 4-5 (citing PJM 2018 April Filing at 9-10). 

433 PJM Initial Testimony at 15 n.20. 

434 AEE Initial Testimony at 20; Joint Consumer Advocates Initial Testimony  
at 14; see also Buyers Group Initial Testimony at 11; DC Commission Initial Testimony 
at 6; Pennsylvania Commission Reply Testimony at 15. 
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record evidence to demonstrate they receive the kind of support the Commission 
described in the June 2018 Order.  AEE contends that demand response resources are 
fundamentally different than traditional generating resources, because they are charged 
for their retail peak capacity demand via retail pass-throughs of PJM’s wholesale capacity 
charges, which generators are not.435  Further, AEE states that demand response resources 
differ from generators in that they will stay in business regardless of price.  Rather than 
participating in the capacity market to earn a return on their investment, demand response 
participates in the market to lower capacity costs.436  AEE also argues that any default 
offer price floor to which demand response or energy efficiency resources are subject 
would be zero, because these resources have low avoidable costs, and so it would be 
administratively burdensome and make little sense to subject these resources to the 
MOPR.  Conversely, OCC argues that demand response and distributed energy 
resources437 funded by captive retail customers should not be exempt from MOPR.  OCC 
further states that the Commission should clarify that distributed energy resources fall 
within the scope of demand response, and should include them within the scope of the 
MOPR if they receive subsidies.438  FEU also argues that wholesale demand response 
should be subject to the MOPR because wholesale demand response is paid twice under 
the Commission’s rules, and there is no principled reason to justify the exclusion.439 

207. SMECO requests that the Commission direct PJM to provide an exemption for 
demand response resources that were recently capacity resources but may have paused 

                                              
435 AEE Initial Testimony at 20. 

436 Id. at 21. 

437 OCC cites to the Commission’s definition of distributed energy resources as 
defined as a source or sink of power that is located on the distribution system, any 
subsystem thereof, or behind a customer meter.  These resources may include, but are not 
limited to, electric storage resources, distributed generation, thermal storage, electric 
vehicles and their supply equipment, typically solar, storage, energy efficiency, or 
demand management installed behind the meter.  OCC Initial Comments at 8 (citing 
Electric Storage Participation in Markets Operated by Regional Transmission 
Organizations and Independent System Operators Electric Storage Participation in 
Regions with Organized Wholesale Electric Markets, 157 FERC ¶ 61,121, at P1, n.2 
(2016)). 

438 OCC Initial Testimony at 7.  AES also supports subjecting demand response 
and distributed energy resources to the MOPR.  AES Reply Testimony at 10. 

439 FEU Reply Testimony at 7. 
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recent RPM participation due to 100 percent performance rules.440  SMECO requests that 
the Commission direct PJM to view such lapsed demand response programs as existing 
and not planned.441 

c. Commission Determination 

208. We direct PJM to include a limited exemption for demand response, energy 
efficiency, and capacity storage resources.  Demand response and energy efficiency 
resources that fulfill at least one of these criteria will be eligible:  (1) have successfully 
cleared an annual or incremental capacity auction prior to this order; (2) have completed 
registration on or before the date of this order; or (3) have a measurement and verification 
plan approved by PJM for the resource on or before the date of this order.  Capacity 
storage resources that fulfill at least one of these criteria will be eligible: (1) have 
successfully cleared an annual or incremental capacity auction prior to this order; (2) 
have an executed interconnection construction service agreement on or before the date of 
this order; or (3) have an unexecuted interconnection construction service agreement filed 
by PJM for the resource with the Commission on or before the date of this order.  Similar 
to the RPS Exemption, we find that it is reasonable to exclude these existing and limited 
new resources with an interconnection construction service agreement, registration, or 
approved measurement and verification plan from mitigation because traditionally they 
have been exempt from application of the MOPR442 and market participants that 
reasonably relied on that guidance in formulating their business plans prior to the June 
2018 Order were not on notice that they would be mitigated.  We disagree with 
intervenors that demand response and energy efficiency resources should always be 
exempt from review and mitigation.443  The replacement rate directed in this order is 
focused on ensuring that all resources make economic offers based on their expected 
costs and not any State Subsidies they may receive, regardless of resource type, and thus 
we find that it is just and reasonable to require new demand response, energy efficiency, 
and capacity storage resources that do not meet the above criteria to comply with the 

                                              
440 SMECO Initial Testimony at 8. 

441 Id. at 9. 

442 See, e.g., 2017 MOPR Remand Order, 161 FERC ¶ 61,252 at P 41 (rejecting 
PJM’s 2012 MOPR filing thereby re-instituting the 2013 MOPR rules which did not 
mitigate demand response, energy-efficiency or storage resources); 2013 MOPR Order, 
143 FERC ¶ 61,090 at P 166 (applying the MOPR to gas-fired resources only).   

443 The fact that these resources participate in the capacity market reveals that they 
are capacity resources.  If they are not capacity resources, then they should not participate 
in the capacity market and receive payments as capacity resources. 
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applicable default offer price floor if they do not qualify for a Competitive Exemption or 
Unit-Specific Exemption.  

209. However, we grant SMECO’s request for a limited exemption for existing 
demand-side resources that have paused participation in the capacity market due to 
Capacity Performance.  We recognize that, because demand-side resources were not 
previously subject to the MOPR, these resources may have made the decision to lapse 
participation in the capacity market based on earlier Commission directives.  Given this 
policy shift, we find that it is just and reasonable to grant a one-time exemption for 
existing demand-side resources that have lapsed participation in the capacity market.  If 
such resources have previously cleared a capacity auction, we find they should be 
considered existing for the delivery year 2022/2023 capacity auction.  We clarify that this 
is a one-time exemption.  After the next BRA, demand-side resources seeking to re-enter 
the capacity market will be treated as new, consistent with treatment of repowered 
resources.   

5. Unit-Specific Exemption 

a. PJM’s Proposal 

210. PJM proposes to replace its existing unit-specific exception, which applies to new 
resources, with a similar but broader provision that would apply to both new and existing 
resources.444  Specifically, PJM proposes that a market participant intending to submit a 
sell offer for a State-Subsidized Resource in any RPM auction may, at its election, submit 
a request for a unit-specific default offer price floor determination no later than one 
hundred twenty (120) days before the relevant RPM auction.445 

b. Intervenor Positions 

211. A number of intervenors generally support PJM’s proposal to allow for a resource-
specific exemption for both new and existing resources that justify offers below the 
default offer price floor.446  The Illinois Attorney General argues that, to the extent the 
Commission allows PJM to set unit-specific offer price floors, it should require that the 
unit-specific data come exclusively from FERC Form 1 reports to impose consistency 

                                              
444 PJM Initial Testimony at 39; see also PJM Answer at 2-3. 

445 Id. Attach. A, proposed Tariff, Att. DD, § 5.14(h)(iv)(B). 

446 See, e.g., API Initial Testimony at 21-22; Brookfield Reply Testimony at 4; 
Clean Energy Advocates Initial Testimony at 15; IPP Coalition Initial Testimony at 6; LS 
Power Reply Testimony at 7; OCC Initial Testimony at 5; Vistra Initial Testimony at 16; 
Pennsylvania Commission Reply Testimony at 14-15. 
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among submissions and enable transparency.  The Illinois Attorney General further 
argues that the Net ACR calculation for the unit-specific offer price floor should not be 
limited to projected PJM market revenues, as in the existing unit-specific review process, 
but should also include out-of-market revenues or state subsidies, to accurately determine 
the revenues still needed to cover costs and allow the unit to continue to operate as a 
capacity resource.447 

212. Other intervenors oppose a unit-specific exemption.448  Exelon argues that the 
unit-specific exemption process sets administrative prices based on the Market Monitor’s 
assessment of the unit’s costs, rather than competitive forces, and is thus opaque to 
outsiders, highly subjective, and needlessly complex.449   

213. Finally, PSEG argues the unit-specific exemption process should be eliminated 
because it is too unwieldly and burdensome to accommodate review of the additional 
resources under an expanded MOPR.450  

c. Commission Determination 

214. We direct PJM to maintain the Unit-Specific Exemption, expanded to cover 
existing and new State-Subsidized Resources of all resource types, to permit any resource 
that can justify an offer lower than the default offer price floor to submit such bids to 
PJM for review.  This will operate as a unit-specific alternative to the default offer price 
floor, as discussed above, for both new and existing resources, and will be based on the 
resource’s expected costs and revenues, subject to approval by the Market Monitor.  
PJM’s criteria, parameters, and evaluation processes, moreover, will largely track the 
Unit-Specific Exemption methodology set forth in PJM’s currently-effective Tariff.  We 
direct PJM to submit Tariff language on compliance to implement this directive.    

215. We disagree with the Illinois Attorney General that acceptable supporting data for 
a Unit-Specific Exemption should be limited to FERC Form 1 reports.  Suppliers should 
use the best available data to support their Unit-Specific Exemptions, including non-
public cost data of the type not published in FERC Form 1.  For example, in some cases, 
FERC Form 1 filers submit only high-level, aggregated data, which would be insufficient 
to justify a capacity market offer. 

                                              
447 Illinois Attorney General Initial Testimony at 12. 

448 Exelon Initial Testimony at 30-31; PSEG Initial Testimony at 14. 

449 Exelon Initial Testimony at 30-31. 

450 PSEG Initial Testimony at 14. 
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216. Finally, we reject Exelon’s argument that PJM’s evaluation criteria lacks sufficient 
transparency and that the Unit-Specific Exemption should therefore be eliminated 
altogether.  Given that the Market Monitor is an independent evaluator, we do not see the 
need for additional transparency at this time.  However, we direct PJM to provide more 
explicit information about the standards that will apply when conducting this review as a 
safeguard against arbitrary ad hoc determinations that market participants and the 
Commission may be unable to reliably predict or reconstruct.451  We also dismiss, as 
speculative, PSEG’s assertion that a Unit-Specific Exemption for existing resources will 
be unwieldly and burdensome.  PJM’s default offer price floor for each resource class 
will remain available should market participants find the Unit-Specific Exemption 
process burdensome.   

E. Transition Mechanisms 

217. The June 2018 Order sought comment on “whether any [transition] mechanisms or 
other accommodations would be necessary . . . to facilitate the transition to [PJM’s] new 
capacity construct.”452  PJM does not propose a transition mechanism for RCO or 
Extended RCO.453    

218. A number of intervenors object to the implementation of an expanded MOPR prior 
to the time that a state-supported resource will be able to adopt new rules and/or 
legislation, and thereby meaningfully use RCO.454  Several intervenors propose various  

                                              
451 As indicated above, see supra note 36, the factors listed in proposed Tariff 

section 5.14(h)(iv)(B)(2) of PJM’s initial filing in the paper hearing appear to present a 
reasonable objective basis for the analysis of new entrants. 

452 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236, at P 170. 

453 PJM Reply Testimony at 32. 

454 See, e.g., ACORE Initial Testimony at 4; Clean Energy Industries Initial 
Testimony at 23-24; Clean Energy and Consumer Advocates Initial Testimony at 26; 
Clean Energy and Consumer Advocates Reply Testimony at 71; Joint Stakeholders Initial 
Testimony at 7; DC People’s Counsel Initial Testimony at 15; FEU Initial Testimony at 
20; Illinois Attorney General Initial Testimony at 18; Illinois Attorney General Reply 
Testimony at 15; Illinois Commission Initial Testimony at 6-7; New Jersey Board Initial 
Testimony at 17; NEI Initial Testimony at 7; Joint Consumer Advocates Reply 
Testimony at 22-25; Pennsylvania Commission Reply Testimony at 19; PJM Consumer 
Representatives Reply Testimony at 13; OPSI Initial Testimony at 5; DC Commission 
Initial Testimony at 9; PSEG August Answer at 3-4 
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transition mechanisms as a bridge to implementation of a resource-specific FRR 
Alternative or other market constructs.455 

219. Because we decline to implement a resource-specific FRR Alternative, we dismiss 
as moot intervenors requests that a transition mechanism be adopted to facilitate the 
adoption a resource-specific FRR Alternative.  We also decline to implement a transition 
mechanism for the expanded MOPR discussed herein and expect the next BRA to be 
conducted under the new rules to provide the necessary and appropriate price signals to 
capacity resources.  On compliance, we direct PJM to provide an updated timetable for 
when it proposes to conduct the 2019 BRA, as well as the 2020 BRA, as necessary.  

The Commission orders: 
 

PJM is hereby directed to submit a compliance filing within 90 days of the date of 
this order, as discussed in the body of this order. 
 
By the Commission.  Commissioner Glick is dissenting with a separate statement attached. 
 
( S E A L ) 
 
 
 
 
 

Nathaniel J. Davis, Sr., 
Deputy Secretary. 

   

                                              
455 Direct Energy Initial Testimony at 9-10; NRG Initial Testimony at 42; Eastern 

Generation Initial Testimony at 2; FEU Initial Testimony at 20-21; Illinois Commission 
Reply Testimony at 29; PSEG Initial Testimony at 15-16. 
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GLICK, Commissioner, dissenting:  
 
1. From the beginning, this proceeding has been about two things:  Dramatically 
increasing the price of capacity in PJM and slowing the region’s transition to a clean 
energy future.  Today’s order will do just that.  I strongly dissent from today’s order as I 
believe it is illegal, illogical, and truly bad public policy.   

2. Today’s order has three major elements.  First, it establishes a sweeping definition 
of subsidy that will potentially subject much, if not most, of the PJM capacity market to a 
minimum offer price rule (MOPR).  Second, it creates a number of exemptions to the 
MOPR that will have the principal effect of entrenching the current resource mix by 
excluding several classes of existing resources from mitigation.  Third, it  
unceremoniously discards the so-called “resource-specific FRR Alternative,”1 which had 

                                              
1 FRR stands for Fixed Resource Requirement.   
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been the crux of the Commission’s proposal in the June 2018 Order that sent us down the 
current path.2   

3.  The order amounts to a multi-billion-dollar-per-year rate hike for PJM customers, 
which will grow with each passing year.  It will increase both the capacity price in the 
Base Residual Auction as well as the already extensive quantity of redundant capacity in 
PJM.  It is a bailout, plain and simple.   

4. The order will also ossify the current resource mix.  It is carefully calibrated to 
give existing resources a leg up over new entrants and to force states to bear enormous 
costs for exercising the authority Congress reserved to the states when it enacted the 
Federal Power Act (FPA).  States throughout the PJM region are increasingly addressing 
the externalities of electricity generation, including the biggest externality of them all, 
anthropogenic climate change.  We all know what is going on here:  The costs imposed 
by today’s order and the ubiquitous preferences given to existing resources are a 
transparent attempt to handicap those state actions and slow—or maybe even stop—the 
transition to a clean energy future.   

5. But poor policy is only part of the problem.  The Commission has bungled the 
proceeding from the beginning.  The June 2018 Order upended the entire market by 
finding the PJM Reliability Pricing Model (i.e., the capacity market) unjust and 
unreasonable based on nothing more than theory and a thin record.  It was, as former 
Commissioner LaFleur aptly described it, “a troubling act of regulatory hubris.”3  The 
Commission then sent PJM back to the drawing board with only vague guidance and 
nowhere near the time needed to develop a proper solution.  Under those circumstances, 
it should have been no surprise that the Commission found itself paralyzed and unable to 
act for more than a year after receiving PJM’s compliance filing.  And while that result 
may not have been surprising, it was deeply unfair to PJM, its stakeholders, and the 
region’s 65 million customers.   

6. Today’s order is more of the same.  The Commission provides almost no guidance 
on how its sweeping definition of subsidy will work in practice or how it will interact 
with the complexities posed by a capacity market spanning 13 very different states and 
the District of Columbia.  In addition, the Commission’s abandonment of the resource-
specific FRR Alternative—the one fig leaf that the June 2018 Order extended to the state 
                                              

2 Calpine Corp. v. PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 (2018) (June 
2018 Order).  

3 Id. (LaFleur, Comm’r, dissenting at 5) (“The majority is proceeding to overhaul 
the PJM capacity market based on a thinly sketched concept, a troubling act of regulatory 
hubris that could ultimately hasten, rather than halt, the re-regulation of the PJM 
market.”). 
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authority—will likely culminate in a system of administrative pricing that bears all the 
inefficiencies of cost-of-service regulation, without any of the benefits.  And despite yet 
another dramatic change in direction, the Commission provides PJM only 90 days to 
work out a laundry list of changes that go to the very heart of its basic market design.  
And so, as we embark on yet another round of poorly conceived policy edicts coupled 
with too little time to do justice to the details, it seems that the Commission has learned 
none of the lessons from the last year-and-a-half of this saga.  It is not hard to understand 
why states across the region are losing confidence in the Commission’s ability to ensure 
resource adequacy at just and reasonable rates.  

I. Today’s Order Unlawfully Targets a Matter under State Jurisdiction 

7. The FPA is clear.  The states, not the Commission, are the entities responsible for 
shaping the generation mix.  Although the FPA vests the Commission with jurisdiction 
over wholesale sales of electricity as well as practices affecting those wholesale sales,4 
Congress expressly precluded the Commission from regulating “facilities used for the 
generation of electric energy.”5  Instead, Congress gave the states exclusive jurisdiction 
to regulate generation facilitates.6   

                                              
4 Specifically, the FPA applies to “any rate, charge, or classification, demanded, 

observed, charged, or collected by any public utility for any transmission or sale subject 
to the jurisdiction of the Commission” and “any rule, regulation, practice, or contract 
affecting such rate, charge, or classification.” 16 U.S.C. § 824e(a) (2018); see also id. 
§ 824d(a) (similar).   

 
5 See id. § 824(b)(1) (2018); Hughes v. Talen Energy Mktg., LLC, 136 S. Ct. 1288, 

1292 (2016) (describing the jurisdictional divide set forth in the FPA); FERC v. Elec. 
Power Supply Ass’n, 136 S. Ct. 760, 767 (2016) (EPSA) (explaining that “the [FPA] also 
limits FERC’s regulatory reach, and thereby maintains a zone of exclusive state 
jurisdiction”); Panhandle E. Pipe Line Co. v. Pub. Serv. Comm’n of Ind., 332 U.S. 507, 
517–18 (1947) (recognizing that the analogous provisions of the NGA were “drawn with 
meticulous regard for the continued exercise of state power”).  Although these cases deal 
with the question of preemption, which is, of course, different from the question of 
whether a rate is just and reasonable under the FPA, the Supreme Court’s discussion of 
the respective roles of the Commission and the states remains instructive when it comes 
to evaluating how the application of a MOPR squares with the Commission’s role under 
the FPA. 

6 16 U.S.C. § 824(b)(1); Hughes, 136 S. Ct. at 1292; see also Pac. Gas & Elec. 
Co. v. State Energy Res. Conservation & Dev. Comm’n, 461 U.S. 190, 205 (1983) 
(recognizing that issues including the “[n]eed for new power facilities, their economic 
feasibility, and rates and services, are areas that have been characteristically governed by 
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8. But while those jurisdictional lines are clearly drawn, the spheres of jurisdiction 
themselves are not “hermetically sealed.”7  One sovereign’s exercise of its authority will 
inevitably affect matters subject to the other sovereign’s exclusive jurisdiction.8  For 
example, any state regulation that increases or decreases the number of generation 
facilities will, through the law of supply and demand, inevitably affect wholesale rates.9  
But the existence of such cross-jurisdictional effects is not necessarily a “problem” for 
the purposes of the FPA.  Rather, those cross-jurisdictional effects are the product of the 
“congressionally designed interplay between state and federal regulation”10 and the 
natural result of a system in which regulatory authority is divided between federal and 

                                              
the States”). 

7 EPSA, 136 S. Ct. at 776; see Oneok, Inc. v. Learjet, Inc., 135 S. Ct. 1591, 1601 
(2015) (explaining that the natural gas sector does not adhere to a “Platonic ideal” of the 
“clear division between areas of state and federal authority” that undergirds both the FPA 
and the Natural Gas Act). 

8 See EPSA, 136 S. Ct. at 776; Oneok, 135 S. Ct. at 1601; Coal. for Competitive 
Elec. v. Zibelman, 906 F.3d 41, 57 (2d Cir. 2018) (explaining that the Commission “uses 
auctions to set wholesale prices and to promote efficiency with the background 
assumption that the FPA establishes a dual regulatory system between the states and 
federal government and that the states engage in public policies that affect the wholesale 
markets”). 

9 Zibelman, 906 F.3d at 57 (explaining how a state’s regulation of generation 
facilities can have an “incidental effect” on the wholesale rate through the basic 
principles of supply and demand); id. at 53 (“It would be ‘strange indeed’ to hold that 
Congress intended to allow the states to regulate production, but only if doing so did not 
affect interstate rates.” (quoting Nw. Cent. Pipeline Corp. v. State Corp. Comm’n of 
Kansas, 489 U.S. 493, 512-13 (1989) (Northwest Central))); Elec. Power Supply Ass’n v. 
Star, 904 F.3d 518, 524 (7th Cir. 2018) (explaining that the subsidy at issue in that 
proceeding “can influence the auction price only indirectly, by keeping active a 
generation facility that otherwise might close . . . .  A larger supply of electricity means a 
lower market-clearing price, holding demand constant.  But because states retain 
authority over power generation, a state policy that affects price only by increasing the 
quantity of power available for sale is not preempted by federal law.”). 
 

10 Hughes, 136 S. Ct. at 1300 (Sotomayor, J., concurring) (quoting Northwest 
Central, 489 U.S. at 518); id. (“recogniz[ing] the importance of protecting the States’ 
ability to contribute, within their regulatory domain, to the Federal Power Act’s goal of 
ensuring a sustainable supply of efficient and price-effective energy”). 
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state government.11  Maintaining that interplay and permitting each sovereign to carry out 
its designated role is essential to the dual-federalist structure that Congress made the 
foundation of FPA.  

9. In recent years, the Supreme Court has repeatedly admonished both the 
Commission and the states that the FPA does not permit actions that “aim at” or “target” 
the other sovereign’s exclusive jurisdiction.12  Beginning with Oneok, the Court has 
underscored that its “precedents emphasize the importance of considering the target at 
which the state law aims.”13  The Court has subsequently explained how that general 
principle plays out in practice when analyzing the limits on both federal and state 
authority.  In EPSA, the Court held that the Commission can regulate a practice affecting 
wholesale rates, provided that the practice “directly” affected wholesale rates and that the 
Commission does not regulate or target a matter reserved for exclusive state 
jurisdiction.14  And in Hughes, the Court again emphasized that a state may not aim at or 
target the Commission’s jurisdiction, which means that a state cannot not “tether” its 
policy design to participation in the Commission-jurisdictional wholesale market.15  In 
the intervening few years, the lower federal courts have carefully followed the Court’s 
strict prohibition on one sovereign regulating in a manner that aims at or targets the other 
jurisdiction.16  

                                              
11 Cf. Star, 904 F.3d at 523 (“For decades the Supreme Court has attempted to 

confine both the Commission and the states to their proper roles, while acknowledging 
that each use of authorized power necessarily affects tasks that have been assigned 
elsewhere.”). 

12 Hughes, 136 S. Ct. at 1298 (relying on Oneok, 135 S. Ct. at 1599, for the 
proposition that a state may regulate within its sphere of jurisdiction even if its actions 
“incidentally affect areas within FERC’s domain” but that a state may not target or 
intrude on FERC’s exclusive jurisdiction); EPSA, 136 S. Ct. at 776 (emphasizing the 
importance of “‘the target at which [a] law aims’”) (quoting Oneok, 135 S. Ct. at 1600); 
Oneok, 135 S. Ct. at 1600 (recognizing “the distinction between ‘measures aimed directly 
at interstate purchasers and wholesales for resale, and those aimed at’ subjects left to the 
States to regulate”) quoting N. Nat. Gas Co. v. State Corp. Comm’n of Kan., 372 U.S. 84, 
94 (1963) (Northern Natural))). 
 

13 Oneok, 135 S. Ct. at 1600 (discussing Northern Natural, 372 U.S. at 94, and 
Northwest Central, 489 U.S. at 513-14). 

14 EPSA, 136 S. Ct. at 775-77; id. at 776.  

15 Hughes, 136 S. Ct. at 1298, 1299. 

16 See, e.g., Zibelman, 906 F.3d at 50-51, 53; Star, 904 F.3d at 523-24; Allco Fin. 
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10. The Commission’s use of the MOPR in this proceeding violates that principle.  By 
its own terms, the Commission’s “target” or “aim” is the PJM states’ exercise of their 
exclusive jurisdiction to regulate generation facilities.  At every turn, the Commission has 
focused on the purported problems caused by the states’ decisions to promote particular 
types of generation resources.  For example, the Commission began its determination 
section in the June 2018 Order by noting that “[t]he records [before it] demonstrate that 
states have provided or required meaningful out-of-market support to resources in the 
current PJM capacity market, and that such support is projected to increase substantially 
in the future.”17  The Commission noted that state efforts to shape the resource mix are 
increasing and are projected to increase at an even faster rate going forward.18  The 
Commission explained that these state actions created “significant uncertainty” and left 
resources unable to “predict whether their capital will be competing against” subsidized 
or unsubsidized units.19  And the Commission ultimately found that PJM’s tariff was 
unjust and unreasonable because of the potential for subsidized resources to participate in 
and affect the capacity market clearing price20—in other words, the natural consequence 
of any state regulation of generation facilities.21     

11. Today’s order is even more direct in its attack on state resource decisionmaking.  
It begins by reiterating the finding that an expanded MOPR is necessary in light of 
increasing state action to shape the generation mix, “especially out-of-market state 
support for renewable and nuclear resources.”22  It then asserts that PJM’s existing, 
limited MOPR is unjust and unreasonable because it does not specifically prevent state 
actions from keeping existing resources operational or facilitating the entry of new 

                                              
Ltd. v. Klee, 861 F.3d 82, 98 (2d Cir. 2017). 

17 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 149. 

18 Id. PP 151-152.  Similarly, in explaining its decision to extend the MOPR to 
existing resources, the Commission relied, not on evidence about how state action might 
affect clearing prices, but entirely on the fact that state actions were proliferating and that, 
as a result, resources that it believes ought to consider retiring might not do so.  Id. P 153.  

19 Id. P 150. 

20 Id. P 156. 

21 See supra note 9 and accompanying text.   

22 Calpine Corp. v. PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 169 FERC ¶ 61,239, at P 37 
(2019) (Order). 
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resources through the capacity market.23  To address those concerns, the Commission 
adopts a sweeping MOPR that could potentially apply to any conceivable state effort to 
shape the generation mix.  And, tellingly, it rejects the suggestion that the MOPR should 
apply only to those state policies that actually affect the wholesale rate.24   

12. In fact, the Commission comes right out and acknowledges that its goal is to “send 
price signals on which investors and consumers can rely to guide the orderly entry and 
exit of economically efficient capacity resources.”25  That means the Commission is 
attempting to establish a set of price signals for determining resource entry and exit that 
will supersede state resource decisionmaking and better reflect the Commission’s policy 
priorities.  It is hard to imagine how the Commission could much more directly target or 
aim at state authority over resource decisionmaking.  Although the Commission insists 
that it is not impinging on state authority, it concedes elsewhere in today’s order that the 
MOPR disregards and nullifies the policies to which it applies.26  And, as if that were not 
enough, the Commission compounds its intrusion on state authority by substituting its 
own policy preferences—a peculiar mix of reverence for “competition” and reliance on 
administrative pricing—to entrench the existing resource mix and trample states’ 
concerns about the environmental externalities of electricity generation.  

13. All told, this simply is not a proceeding where “the Commission’s justifications 
for regulating . . . are all about, and only about, improving the wholesale market.”27  
                                              

23 Id. P 37. 

24 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at PP 56, 65-75.  Imposing a requirement that there 
be an actual price impact would have brought today’s order far closer to the facts in 
EPSA.  See 136 S. Ct. at 771-72 (explaining that the demand response rule was structured 
to compensate only those resources whose participation would “result in actual savings to 
wholesale purchasers”); id. at 776 (noting the entities “footing the bill [for demand 
response participation] are the same wholesale purchasers that have benefited from the 
lower wholesale price demand response participation has produced (italics omitted)).  
Such a requirement would not be especially unusual.  Markets throughout the country 
apply conduct and impact thresholds for mitigation, including in energy, ancillary 
services, and capacity markets.  

25 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 40.  

26 The Commission justifies its refusal to extend the MOPR to federal subsidies 
because to do so would “disregard or nullify the effect of federal legislation.”  Order, 169 
FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 87.  But that can only mean that the Commission is fully aware that 
this is what it is doing to state policies, notwithstanding its repeated assurances that it 
respects state jurisdiction over generation facilities.  See, e.g., id. n.345.   

27 EPSA, 136 S. Ct. at 776 (citing Oneok, 135 S. Ct. at 1599). 
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Unlike the rule upheld in EPSA, where the matters subject to state jurisdiction “figure[d] 
no more in the Rule’s goals than in the mechanism through which the Rule operates,” the 
state actions are front and center in the Commission’s justification for acting.28  To be 
sure, the Commission doffs its hat to “price suppression” throughout the order.  But 
repeating the phrase “price suppression” does not change the fact that the Commission’s 
stated concern in both the June 2018 Order and today’s order is the states’ exercise of 
their authority to shape the generation mix or that the Commission’s stated goal for the 
Replacement Rate is to displace the effects of state resource decisionmaking.  Similarly, 
the Commission’s observation that it is not literally precluding states from building new 
resources is beside the point.  That’s the equivalent of saying that a grounded kid is not 
being punished because he can still play in his room—it deliberately mischaracterizes 
both the intent and the effect of the action in question.   

14. The MOPR’s recent evolution illustrates the extent of the shift in the 
Commission’s focus from the wholesale market to state resource decisionmaking.  The 
MOPR was originally used to mitigate buyer-side market power within the wholesale 
market29—a concern at the heart of the Commission’s responsibility to ensure that 
wholesale rates are just and unreasonable.30  And for much of the MOPR’s history, that is 
what it did.  Even when the Commission eliminated the categorical exemption for 
resources developed pursuant to state public policy, the Commission limited the MOPR’s 
application only to natural gas-fired resources—i.e., those that would most likely be used 
as part of an effort to decrease capacity market prices.31   

                                              
28 Id.  

29 Specifically, those early MOPRs were designed to ensure that net buyers of 
capacity were not able to deploy market power to drive down the capacity market price.  
See generally Richard B. Miller, Neil H. Butterklee & Margaret Comes, “Buyer-Side” 
Mitigation in Organized Capacity Markets: Time for a Change?, 33 Energy L.J. 459 
(2012) (discussing the history buyer-side mitigation at the Commission). 

30 Cf., e.g., Pub. Util. Dist. No. 1 of Snohomish Cty. v. Dynegy Power Mktg., Inc., 
384 F.3d 756, 760 (9th Cir. 2004) (explaining that the absence of market power could 
provide a strong indicator that rates are just and reasonable); Tejas Power Corp. v. FERC, 
908 F.2d 998, 1004 (D.C. Cir. 1990) ( “In a competitive market, where neither buyer nor 
seller has significant market power, it is rational to assume that the terms of their 
voluntary exchange are reasonable, and specifically to infer that the price is close to 
marginal cost, such that the seller makes only a normal return on its investment.”). 

 
31 See New Jersey Board of Public Utilities v. FERC, 744 F.3d 74, 106-07 (3d Cir. 

2014) (NJBPU). 
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15. It was only last year that state resource decisionmaking became the MOPR’s 
primary target.  For the first time, the Commission asserted that the MOPR could be used 
to block state resource decisionmaking writ large rather than only those state policies that 
could rationally be aimed at exercising market power in order to depress prices.  The 
Commission has never been able to justify its change of target.  It first claimed that this 
transformation of the MOPR was necessary to ensure “investor confidence” and the 
ability of unsubsidized resources to compete against resources receiving state support.32  
A few months later, at the outset of this proceeding, the Commission abandoned 
“investor confidence” altogether and asserted the need to mitigate state policies in order 
to protect the “integrity” of the capacity market—another concept that it did not bother to 
explain.33  And today, the Commission adds yet another new twist:  That state subsidies 
“reject the premise the capacity markets.”34  But, as with investor confidence and market 
integrity, it is hard to know exactly what that premise is.  

16. If there is one thing that those inscrutable principles share, it is their inability to 
conceal, much less justify, the fundamental shift in the Commission’s focus.  Whereas the 
MOPR once targeted efforts to exercise market power on behalf of load and directly 
reduce the capacity market price, it now targets state resource decisionmaking, and 
particularly state efforts to address the externalities of electricity generation.  That change 
is one of kind and not just degree.  And because that shift in focus is wholly 
impermissible, the Commission has little choice but to hide behind excuses such as 
investor confidence, market integrity, and the premise of capacity markets—principles 
that, as applied here, are so abstract as to be meaningless.  The Commission’s effort to 
recast the MOPR as always having been about price suppression at some level of 
generality35 obfuscates that point and badly mischaracterizes the recent shift in the 
MOPR’s focus.36   

                                              
32 ISO New England Inc., 162 FERC ¶ 61,205, at P 21 (2018). 

33 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at PP 150, 156, 161.  

34 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 17. 

35  Id. at P 136.  Saying that the MOPR has always been about price suppression is 
the equivalent of saying that speed limits have always been about keeping people from 
getting to their destination too quickly.  There is a sense in which that is true, but it kind 
of misses the real goal.    

36 The majority points to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit’s decision 
in NJBPU, 744 F.3d 74, to argue that at least one court has already blessed extending the 
MOPR to state-sponsored resources.  See Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 7.  But NJBPU 
differs in important respects.  First, at that time, the MOPR was still limited to natural 
gas-fired generators—the resources that could feasibly and rationally be built for the 
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17. The consequences of the Commission’s theory of jurisdiction reinforce the extent 
to which it intrudes on state authority.  Taken seriously, today’s order permits the 
Commission to zero out any state effort to address the externalities associated with sales 
of electricity.  That includes the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) a market-
based program to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  It would also target any future 
carbon tax, cap-and-trade program, or clean energy standard—all of which would 
inevitably affect the wholesale market clearing price.  That result is untenable.  A theory 
of jurisdiction that allows the Commission to block any state effort to economically 
regulate the externalities associated with electricity generation is not a reasonable 
interpretation of the FPA’s balance between federal and state jurisdiction.37   

II. Today’s Order Does Not Establish a Just and Reasonable Rate 

A. Under the Commission’s Definition, Almost All Capacity in PJM Is a 
Subsidized Resource 

18. Taking today’s order at face value, much—and perhaps the vast majority—of the 
capacity in PJM will potentially be subject to the MOPR.  That is because the 
Commission’s broad definition of subsidy encompasses almost any aspect of state 
resource decisionmaking.  Although the Commission’s various exemptions and carve-
outs will blunt some of the resulting impact, the definition of subsidy will nevertheless 
apply to a vast swathe of resources and create enormous uncertainty, even for those 
resources that eventually manage to escape mitigation.  Moreover, as explained in the 
following sections,38 resources that do not escape mitigation will no longer be competing 
based on their offers to supply capacity, but rather based on a complex system of 
administrative pricing whose entire purpose is to increase capacity prices.   

19. It all starts with the Commission’s definition of subsidy.  A State Subsidy is  

A direct or indirect payment, concession, rebate, subsidy, non-
bypassable consumer charge, or other financial benefit that is (1) a 

                                              
purpose of depressing capacity market prices, see 744 F.3d at 106.  In addition, as the 
court explained, the Commission’s “enumerated reasons for approving the elimination of 
the state-mandated exception relate directly to the wholesale price for capacity.”  Id. at 
98.  As noted, however, the Commission’s recent application of the MOPR, including in 
this proceeding, focuses much more broadly on the supposed problems with state 
subsidies.   

37 Cf. EPSA, 136 S. Ct. at 774 (explaining that the FPA cannot be interpreted in a 
manner that allows it to “assum[e] near infinite breadth”). 

38 Supra Section II.C. 
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result of any action, mandated process, or sponsored process of a 
state government, a political subdivision or agency of a state, or an 
electric cooperative formed pursuant to state law, and that (2) is 
derived from or connected to the procurement of (a) electricity or 
electric generation capacity sold at wholesale in interstate 
commerce, or (b) an attribute of the generation process for electricity 
or electric generation capacity sold at wholesale in interstate 
commerce, or (3) will support the construction, development, or 
operation of a new or existing capacity resource, or (4) could have 
the effect of allowing a resource to clear in any PJM capacity 
auction.39   

20. Let’s begin with the biggest categories of capacity resources newly subject to the 
MOPR:  Resources relied upon by vertically integrated utilities and public power 
(including municipal utilities and electric cooperatives).  Vertically integrated utilities 
and public power represent nearly a fifth of the capacity in PJM.40  All these entities 
recover their costs through non-bypassable consumer charges that are the result of “a 
process of a state government, a political subdivision or agency of a state, or an electric 
cooperative formed pursuant to state law.”41 

21. In addition, as I noted in my dissent from the underlying order, the PJM states 
provide dozens of different subsidies and benefits tied to particular generation resources 
or generation types.42  Those ubiquitous subsidies expose a vast number of resources to 
potential mitigation.  For example, Kentucky exempts companies that use coal to 
generate electricity (its principal source of electricity43) from paying property taxes,44 
while other states provide tax breaks for the fuel types that play an important role in their 

                                              
39 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 65.   

40 Monitoring Analytics, 2019 State of the Market Report for PJM: January 
through September at Tbl. 5-5, available at https://www.monitoringanalytics.com/ 
reports/PJM_State_of_the_Market/2019/2019q3-som-pjm-sec5.pdf. 

41 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 65.   

42 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 (Glick, Comm’r, dissenting at 8). 

43 Clean Energy Advocates Protect, Docket No. ER18-1314-000 (2018) App. E 
(Doug Koplow, Energy Subsidies within PJM: A Review of Key Issues in Light of 
Capacity Repricing and MOPR‐Ex Proposals). 

44 Id. 
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local economies.45  All of those programs qualify as subsidies as they are “derived from 
or connected to the procurement” of electricity or capacity or “could have the effect of 
allowing a resource to clear in any PJM capacity auction.”46   

22. But those are just some of the obvious State Subsidies.  The Commission’s 
definition will also ensnare a variety of state actions that have little in common with any 
ordinary use of the word “subsidy.”  For example, any resource that benefits from a state 
carbon tax, cap-and-trade program, or clean energy standard would be subject to 
mitigation because, as a result of state action, it receives financial benefit (whether direct 
or indirect) that is connected to electricity generation or an attribute of the generating 
process.  Putting aside the affront to state jurisdiction, consider the mess that would 
create.  Every relatively clean resource would “benefit” from a carbon tax or cap-and-
trade system by virtue of becoming more cost-competitive.  That benefit would not be 
limited to zero-emissions resources.  Instead, taking the Commission’s definition at face 
value, every relatively efficient natural gas-fired resource—including existing ones—
would be subject to mitigation because they are relatively less carbon-intensive.   

23. That is not an abstract concern.  A literal application of the subsidy definition 
includes RGGI because it provides a financial benefit as a result of state action or state-
mandated process.  This means that every relatively low-emitting generator in Delaware 
and Maryland47 will be subject to mitigation.  And the same fate may shortly befall 
relatively clean generators in Virginia, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey—all of which are 
considering or have announced their intention to join RGGI in the near future.  

24. In addition, the PJM states have a host of idiosyncratic regulatory regimes that 
may well trigger the MOPR.  Case-in-point:  The New Jersey Basic Generation Service 
Electricity Supply Auction (BGS auction).  Through this state-mandated process, electric 
distribution companies solicit offers from resources to serve their load.  The plain 
language of the Commission’s definition of subsidy would treat any resource that serves 
load through the BGS auction as subsidized and, therefore, subject to the MOPR.  That 
means that PJM and its Market Monitor will need to look behind the results of every BGS 
auction to determine which resources are receiving a benefit from this state process, 
which covers nearly 8,000 MW of load.48  That could easily mean that the majority of 
                                              

45 Id. 

46 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 65.  

47 Both of which are RGGI members.  The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, 
https://www.rggi.org/rggi-inc/contact (last visited Dec. 19, 2019) (listing RGGI member 
states). 

48 This is the total peak load from the tranches in the 2019 BGS auction. The 2019 
BGS Auctions, http://www.bgs-auction.com/documents/ 2019_BGS_Auction_Results.pdf 
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resources that serve load in New Jersey will now be subject to mitigation.  As this 
example illustrates, even state processes that are open, fair, transparent, and fuel-neutral 
may be treated as state subsidies, irrespective of the underlying state goals.       

25. Perhaps the Commission will find a way to wiggle out from under its own 
definition of subsidy in ruling on PJM’s compliance filing or over the course of what will 
no doubt be years of section 205 filings, section 206 complaints, and requests for 
declaratory orders addressing the definition of subsidy.  But even under the best case 
scenario, where the Commission provides PJM and its stakeholders with quick and well-
reasoned guidance on the meaning of “State Subsidy” (and, based on the Commission’s 
performance to date in this proceeding, I would not get my hopes up), it will likely be 
years before we have a concrete understanding of how the subsidy definition works in 
practice or resources know for sure whether they will be subject to mitigation.   

B. The Replacement Rate Is Arbitrary and Capricious 

26. Although the subsidy definition is broad, it nevertheless contains a number of 
arbitrary and capricious distinctions exemptions, and classifications.  My point is not that 
the Commission should further expand the MOPR or apply it more stringently.  As 
should by now be clear, I would altogether get out of the business of mitigating public 
policies.  My point here is that the Commission’s arbitrary application of the MOPR only 
underscores the extent to which it is poor public policy and not the product of reasoned 
decisionmaking.       

1. The Commission’s Exclusion of Federal Subsidies Is Arbitrary 
and Capricious  

27. No single determination in today’s order is more arbitrary than the Commission’s 
exclusion of all federal subsidies.  Federal subsidies have pervaded the energy sector for 
more than a century, beginning even before the FPA declared that the “business of 
transmitting and selling electric energy . . . is affected with a public interest.”49  Since 
1916, federal taxpayers have supported domestic exploration, drilling, and production 
activities for our nation’s fossil fuel industry.50  And since 1950, the federal government 
has provided roughly a trillion dollars in energy subsidies, of which 65 percent has gone 

                                              
(last visited Dec. 19, 2019). 

49 16 U.S.C. § 824 (2018). 

50 See Molly Sherlock, Cong. Research Serv., Energy Tax Policy: Historical 
Perspectives on and Current Status of Energy Tax Expenditures 2-3 (May 2011), 
available at https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R41227.pdf (Energy Tax Policy). 
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to fossil fuel technologies.51  These policies have “artificially” reduced the price of 
natural gas, oil, and coal, which in turn has allowed resources that burn these fuels—
including many of the so-called “competitive” resources that stand to benefit from 
today’s order—to submit “uncompetitive” bids into PJM’s markets for capacity, energy, 
and ancillary services.  By lowering the marginal cost of fossil fuel-fired units, 
government policies have allowed these units to operate more frequently and have 
encouraged the development of more of these units than might otherwise have been built.   

28. Federal subsidies remain pervasive in PJM.  The federal tax credit for 
nonconventional natural gas,52 contributed to the spike in new natural gas-fired power 
plants between 2000 and 2005,53 by decreasing the cost of operating those plants.  
Similarly, subsidies such as the percentage depletion allowance and the ability to expense 
intangible drilling costs have shaved billions of dollars off the cost of extracting coal and 
natural gas—two of the principal sources of electricity in PJM.54  In addition, the 
domestic nuclear power industry would not exist without the Price-Anderson Act, which 
                                              

51 See Nancy Pfund and Ben Healey, DBL Investors, What Would Jefferson Do? 
The Historical Role of Federal Subsidies in Shaping America’s Energy Future, (Sept. 
2011), available at http://www.dblpartners.vc/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/What-Would-
Jefferson-Do-2.4.pdf; New analysis: Wind energy less than 3 percent of all federal 
incentives, Into the Wind:  The AWEA Blog (July 19, 2016), 
https://www.aweablog.org/14419-2/ (citing, among other things, Molly F. Sherlock and 
Jeffrey M. Stupak, Energy Tax Incentives: Measuring Value Across Different Types of 
Energy Resources, Cong. Research Serv. (Mar. 19, 2015), available at 
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R41953.pdf; The Joint Committee on Taxation, Publications 
on Tax Expenditures, https://www.jct.gov/publications.html?func=select&id=5 (last 
visited June 29, 2018)) (extending the DBL analysis through 2016). 

52 Energy Tax Policy at 2 n.3.  That credit has lapsed.  Id. at 18.  

53 Natural gas generators make up the largest share of overall U.S. generation 
capacity, Energy Info. Admin. (Dec. 18, 2017), https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/ 
detail.php?id=34172.  

54 The Joint Committee on Taxation, Estimates Of Federal Tax Expenditures For 
Fiscal Years 2018-2022 at 21-22 (2018); Monitoring Analytics, Analysis of the 
2021/2022 RPM Base Residual Auction: Revised 95 (2018), available at 
https://www.monitoringanalytics.com/ reports/Reports/2018/ IMM_Analysis_ 
of_the_20212022_RPM_BRA_Revised _20180824.pdf (reporting that coal, natural gas, 
and nuclear collectively make up more than three-quarters of the generation mix in PJM); 
see generally Molly Sherlock, Cong. Research Serv., Energy Tax Policy: Historical 
Perspectives on and Current Status of Energy Tax Expenditures 2-6 (May 2011) 
(discussing the history of energy tax policy in the United States). 
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imposes indemnity limits for nuclear power generators, enabling them to secure financing 
and insurance at rates far below what would reflect their true cost.55  Federal subsidies 
have also promoted the growth of renewable resources through, for example, the 
production tax credit (largely used by wind resources)56 and the investment tax credit 
(largely used by solar resources).57  These and other federal government interventions 
have had a far greater “suppressive” impact on the markets than the “state subsidies” 
targeted by today’s order, especially when you consider that these resources make up the 
vast majority of the cleared capacity in PJM.58   

29. The Commission, however, excludes all federal subsidies from the MOPR on the 
theory that it lacks the authority to “disregard or nullify the effect of federal 
legislation.”59  That justification is contradictory at best.60  It is, of course, true that the 
FPA does not give the Commission the authority to undo other federal legislation.  But 
the Commission’s defense of the MOPR when applied to state policies, is that the MOPR 
neither disregards nor nullifies those policies, but instead addresses only the effects that 
those policies have on the PJM market.61   

30. If, for the sake of argument, we accept the Commission’s characterization of the 
MOPR’s impact on state policies, then its justification for exempting federal subsidies 
from the MOPR immediately falls apart.  Under that interpretation the MOPR does not 
actually disregard or nullify federal policy, but rather addresses only the effects of state 

                                              
55 42 U.S.C. § 2210(c). 

56 U.S. Department of Energy, 2018 Wind Technologies Market Report. Page 70. 
(accessed Dec 18. 2019) http://eta-publications.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/ 
wtmr_final_for_posting_8-9-19.pdf. 

57 Solar Energy Industries Assoc., History of the 30% Solar Investment Tax Credit 
3-4 (2012) https://www.seia.org/sites/default/files/resources/ 
History%20of%20ITC%20Slides.pdf. 

58 Monitoring Analytics, Analysis of the 2021/2022 RPM Base Residual Auction: 
Revised 95 (2018), available at https://www.monitoringanalytics.com/reports/Reports/ 
2018/IMM_Analysis_of_the_20212022_RPM_BRA_Revised_20180824.pdf (reporting 
that coal, natural gas, and nuclear collectively make up more than three-quarters of the 
generation mix in PJM).  

59 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 87. 

60 Cf. EPSA Initial Testimony at 16-19; IPP Coalition Initial Testimony at 11.  

61 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at PP 7, 40. 
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policy on federal markets in order to address the concern that resources will “submit 
offers into the PJM capacity market that do not reflect their actual costs.”62  “But 
the Commission cannot have it both ways.”63  If the MOPR disregards or nullifies federal 
policy, it must have the same effect on state policy.  And if it does not nullify or disregard 
state policy, then the Commission has no reasoned justification for exempting federal 
subsidies from the MOPR.   

31. The Commission cites to a number of cases for well-established canons of 
statutory interpretation, such as that the general cannot control the specific and that 
federal statutes must, when possible, be read harmoniously.64  But those general canons 
provide no response to my concerns.  The problem is that the Commission gives the 
MOPR one characterization in order to stamp out state policies and a different one in 
order to exempt federal policies.  And if we assume that its characterization about the 
effect of the MOPR on state policies is accurate, then no number of interpretive canons 
can cure the Commission’s arbitrary refusal to apply the MOPR to federal policies.    

2. The Commission’s Disparate Offer Floors Discriminate Against 
New Resources  

32. In addition, the differing offer floors applied to new and existing resources are 
arbitrary and capricious.  Today’s order requires new resources receiving a State Subsidy 
to be mitigated to Net Cost of New Entry (Net CONE) while existing resources receiving 
a State Subsidy are mitigated to their Net Avoidable Cost Rate (Net ACR).  The 
Commission suggests that this distinction is appropriate because new and existing 
resources do not face the same costs.65  In particular, the Commission asserts that setting 
the offer floor for new resources at Net ACR would be inappropriate because that figure 
“does not account for the cost of constructing a new resource.”66   

33. That distinction does not hold water.  As the Independent Market Monitor 
explained in his comments, it is illogical to distinguish between new and existing 
resources when defining what is (or is not) a competitive offer.67  That is because, as a 

                                              
62 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 153. 

63 Atlanta Gas Light Co. v. FERC, 756 F.2d 191, 198 (D.C. Cir. 1985); California 
ex rel. Harris v. FERC, 784 F.3d 1267, 1274 (9th Cir. 2015) (same). 

64 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 n.177. 

65 Id. P 138. 

66 Id.   

67 Independent Market Monitor Brief at 16 (“A competitive offer is a competitive 
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result of how most resources are financed, a resource’s costs will not materially differ 
based on whether it is new or existing (i.e., one that has cleared a capacity auction).  That 
means that there is no basis to apply a different formula for establishing a competitive 
offer floor based solely on whether a resource has cleared a capacity auction.  To the 
extent it is appropriate to consider the cost of construction for a new resource it is just as 
appropriate to consider the cost of construction for one that has already cleared a capacity 
auction.  That is consistent with Net CONE, which calculates the nominal 20-year 
levelized cost of a resource minus its expected revenue from energy and ancillary 
services.  Because that number is levelized, it does not change between a resource’s first 
year of operation and its second.   

34. However, as the Independent Market Monitor explains, Net CONE does not 
reflect how resources actually participate in the market.68  Instead of bidding their 
levelized cost, both new and existing competitive resources bid their marginal capacity—
i.e., their net out-of-pocket costs, which Net ACR is supposed to reflect.  Perhaps 
reasonable minds can differ on the question of which offer floor formula is the best 
choice to apply.  But there is nothing in this record suggesting that it is appropriate to use 
different formulae based on whether the resource has already cleared a capacity auction.    

35. It may be true that setting the offer floor at Net ACR for new resources will make 
it more likely that a subsidized resource will clear the capacity market, MOPR 
notwithstanding.  Holding all else equal, the higher the offer floor, the less likely that a 
subsidized resources will clear, so  a higher offer floor will more effectively block state 
policies.  But that is not a reasoned explanation for the differing offer floors applied to 
new and existing resources.    

3. The Commission Gives No Consideration to the Order’s Impact 
on Existing Business Models  

36. In its rush to block the impacts of state policies, the Commission ignores the 
consequences its actions will have on well-established business models.  In particular, 
today’s order threatens the viability, as currently constituted, of (1) aggregated demand 
response providers; (2) public power; and (3) resources financed in part through sales of 
voluntary renewable energy credits.  

                                              
offer, regardless of whether the resource is new or existing.”); id. at 15-16 (“It is not an 
acceptable or reasonable market design to have two different definitions of a competitive 
offer in the same market.  It is critical that the definitions be the same, regardless of the 
reason for application, in order to keep price signals accurate and incentives consistent.”). 

68 Id. 
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a. Demand Response   

37. The Commission has long recognized that the end-use demand resources that are 
aggregated by a Curtailment Service Providers (CSP)—i.e., a demand response 
aggregator—may not be identified years in advance of the delivery year.69   The PJM 
market rules have permitted CSPs to participate in the Base Residual Auction without 
identifying all end-use demand resources.70  That allowance is fundamental to the 
aggregated demand response business model, since, without it, short-lead time resources 
might never be able to participate in the Base Residual Auction.  Today’s order upends 
that allowance, extending the MOPR to any end-use demand resource that receives a 
State Subsidy.  In practice, that means that a CSP will have to know all of its end-use 
demand resources prior to the Base Residual Auction (three years prior to the delivery 
year).  Further complicating matters, today’s order grandfathers existing demand 
response without indicating whether the grandfathering right attaches to the CSP or the 
end-use demand resources. 

38. The potential damage to the CSP business model is especially puzzling because 
PJM indicated that the default offer floor for at least certain demand response resources 
should be at or near zero,71 suggesting that even if they receive a subsidy, that subsidy 
would not reduce their offer below what this Commission deems a competitive offer.  
Demand response has provided tremendous benefits to PJM, both terms of improved 
                                              

69 For example, recognizing that demand response is a “short-lead-time” resource, 
the Commission previously directed PJM to revise the allocation of the short-term 
resource procurement target so that short-lead resources have a reasonable opportunity to 
be procured in the final incremental auction.  PJM Interconnection L.L.C., 126 FERC 
¶ 61,275 (2009).  The Commission subsequently removed the short-term resource 
procurement target only after concluding that doing so would not “unduly impede the 
ability of Demand Resources to participate in PJM’s capacity market.” PJM 
Interconnection, L.L.C., 151 FERC ¶ 61,208, at PP 394, 397 (2015).     

70 Under PJM’s current market rules, CSPs must submit a Demand Resource Sell 
Offer Plan (DR Sell Offer Plan) to PJM no later than 15 business days prior to the 
relevant RPM Auction.  This DR Sell Offer Plan provides information that supports the 
CSP’s intended DR Sell Offers and demonstrates that the DR being offered is reasonably 
expected to be physically delivered through Demand Resource Registrations for the 
relevant delivery year.  See PJM Manual 18: PJM Capacity Market – Attachment C: 
Demand Resource Sell Offer Plan. 

71 PJM explains that, beyond the initial costs associated with developing a 
customer contract and installing any required hardware or software, that it could not 
identify any avoidable costs that would be incurred by an existing Demand Resource that 
would result in a MOPR Floor Offer Price of greater than zero.  PJM Initial Brief at 47.  
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market efficiency and increased reliability.72  I see no reason to risk giving up those gains 
based on an unsubstantiated concern about state policies.   

b. Public Power  

39. The public power model predates the capacity market by several decades and is 
premised on securing a reliable supply of power for each utility’s citizen-owners at a 
reasonable and stable cost, which often includes an element of long-term supply.73  
Today’s order declares the entire public power model to be an impermissible state 
subsidy.74  That is a stark departure from past precedent, which recognized that “the 
purpose and function of the MOPR is not to unreasonably impede the efforts of resources 
choosing to procure or build capacity under longstanding business models.”75   

40. It is also a fundamental threat to the long-term viability of the public power model.  
Although today’s order exempts existing public power resources from the MOPR, it 
provides that all new public power development will be subject to mitigation.  That 
means that public power’s selection and development of new capacity resources will now 
be dependent on the capacity market outcomes, not the self-supply model on which it has 
traditionally relied.  That fundamentally upends the public power model because it limits 
the ability of public power entities to choose how to develop and procure resources over a 
long time horizon.   

                                              
72 In a 2019 report, Commission staff explained that demand response resources 

comprised 6.7 percent of peak demand in PJM and that PJM called on load management 
resources in October of 2019 to reduce consumption during a period of grid stress.  See 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 2019 Assessment of Demand Response and 
Advanced Metering 17, 20 (2019), available at https://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-
reports/2019/DR-AM-Report2019.pdf.  PJM has previously explained that the more that 
demand actively participates in the electricity markets, the more competitive and robust 
the market results.  Also, if visible and dependable, demand response has proven to be a 
valuable tool for maintaining reliability both in terms of real-time grid stability and long-
term resource adequacy.  PJM Interconnection, Demand Response Strategy 1 (2017), 
available at https://www.pjm.com/~/media/library/reports-notices/demand-
response/20170628-pjm-demand-response-strategy.ashx. 

73 American Municipal Power and Public Power Association of New Jersey Initial 
Brief at 14-15; American Public Power Association Initial Brief at 15. 

74 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 65. 

75 PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 117 FERC ¶ 61,331 (2006).  
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c. Voluntary Renewable Energy Credits 

41. Today’s order will also upend the business model of resources that sell renewable 
energy credits to businesses or individuals that purchase them voluntarily —e.g., in order 
to meet corporate sustainability goals—rather to comply with a state mandate.  Voluntary 
renewable energy credits have been an important driver behind the deployment of new 
renewable resources.76  Although the Commission recognizes that a voluntary renewable 
energy credit is not a state subsidy, it nevertheless subjects resources that will generate 
them to the MOPR.77  The Commission justifies that choice on the basis that a capacity 
resource cannot definitively know three years in advance how the credits it generates will 
ultimately be retired and by whom.78  But that means that today’s order is “mitigating the 
impact of consumer preferences on wholesale electricity markets”79 just because they 
may potentially overlap with state policies.   

42. But it is not at all clear why such an all-or-nothing rule is necessary.  For example, 
the Commission could carry over the attestation approach it uses for the Competitive 
Entry Exemption80 and allow a resource to submit an attestation stating that it will sell 
voluntary renewable energy credits to resources that are not subject to a state renewable 
portfolio standard with a contractual rider requiring immediate retirement to prevent any 
secondary transaction to an entity that may use it to meet its regulatory obligations.  
Moreover, PJM could presumably play an instrumental verification role since it 
administers the Generation Attribute Tracking System, the trading platform for renewable 
energy credits in PJM.81  All told, the Commission’s treatment of voluntary renewable 
energy credits creates an unnecessary threat to a valuable means of supporting clean 
energy.    

C. The Commission’s Replacement Rate Does Not Result in a Competitive 
Market 

43. By this point, the central irony in today’s order should be clear.  The Commission 
began this phase of the proceeding by decrying government efforts to shape the 

                                              
76 See Advanced Energy Buyers Group Reply Brief at 2.   

77 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 174. 

78 Id.   

79 Clean Energy Industries Initial Testimony at 6. 

80 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 159. 

81 See Id. n. 314. 
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generation mix because they interfere with “competitive” forces.82  Today, the 
Commission is solving that “problem” by creating a byzantine administrative pricing 
scheme that bears all the hallmarks of cost-of-service regulation, without any of the 
benefits.  That is a truly bizarre way of fostering the market-based competition that my 
colleagues claim to value so highly.  

44. As noted, the Commission’s definition of subsidy will encompass vast swathes of 
the PJM capacity market, including new investments by vertically integrated utilities and 
public power, merchant resources that receive any one of the litany of subsidies available 
to particular resources or generation types, and almost any resource that benefits from a 
state effort to directly address the environmental externalities of electricity generation.83  
Moreover, the Commission’s inaptly named Unit-Specific Exemption84—its principal 
response to concerns about over mitigation—is simply another form of administrative 
pricing.  All the Unit-Specific Exemption provides is an escape from the relevant default 
offer floor.  Resources are still required to bid above an administratively determined 
level, not at the level that they would otherwise participate in the market.  And even 
resources that might appear eligible for the Competitive Entry Exemption may hesitant to 
take that option given the Commission’s proposal to permanently ban from the capacity 
market any resource that invokes that exception and later finds itself subsidized.85  Are 
those resources really going to wager their ability to participate in the capacity market on 
the proposition that their state will never institute a carbon tax, pass or join a cap-and-
trade program, or create any other program that the Commission might deem an illicit 
financial benefit?   

45. To implement this scheme, PJM and the Independent Market Monitor will need to 
become the new subsidy police, regularly reviewing the laws and regulations of 13 
different states and D.C.—not to mention hundreds of localities and municipalities—in 
search of any provision or program that could conceivably fall within the Commission’s 
definition of State Subsidy.  “But that way lies madness.”86  Identifying the potential 
                                              

82 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 1. 

83 See Supra Section II.A. 

84 In today’s order, the Commission renames what is currently the “Unit Specific 
Exception” in PJM’s tariff to be a Unit Specific Exemption.  But, regardless of name, it 
does not free resources from mitigation because they are still subject to an administrative 
floor, just a lower one.  An administrative offer floor, even if based on the resource’s 
actual costs does not protect against over-mitigation and certainly is not market 
competition. 

85 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 160. 

86 David Roberts, Trump’s crude bailout of dirty power plants failed, but a subtler 
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subsidies is just the start.  Given the consequences of being subsidized, today’s order will 
likely unleash a torrent of litigation over what constitutes a subsidy and which resources 
are or are not subsidized.  Next, PJM will have to develop default offer floors for all 
relevant resource types, including many that have never been subject to mitigation in 
PJM or anywhere else—e.g., demand response resources or resources whose primary 
function is not generating electricity.  Moreover, given the emphasis that the Commission 
puts on the Unit-Specific Exemption as the solution to concerns about over-mitigation, 
we can expect that resources will attempt to show that their costs fall below the default 
offer floor, with many resorting to litigation should they fail to do so.  The result of all 
this may be full employment for energy lawyers, but it has hardly the most obvious way 
to harness the forces of competition to benefit consumers, which, after all, is the whole 
reason these markets were set up in the first place.    

46. Although this administrative pricing regime is likely to be as complex and 
cumbersome as cost-of-service regulation, it provides none of the benefits that a cost-of-
service regime can provide.  Most notably, the administrative pricing regime is a one-way 
ratchet that will only increase the capacity market clearing price.  Unlike cost-of-service 
regulation, there is no mechanism for ensuring that bids reflect true costs.  Nor does this 
pricing regime provide any of the market-power protections provided by a cost-of-service 
model.  Once mitigated, resources are required to offer no lower than their 
administratively determined offer floor, but there is no similar prohibition on offering 
above that floor.87   

D. Today’s Order Is a Transparent Attempt to Slow the Transition to a 
Clean Energy Future 

47. Today’s order serves one overarching purpose:  To slow the transition to a clean 
energy future.  Customers throughout PJM, not to mention several of the PJM states, are 
increasingly demanding that their electricity come from clean resources.  Today’s order 
represents a major obstacle to those goals.  Although even this Commission won’t come 
out and say that, the cumulative effect of the various determinations in today’s order is 
unmistakable.  It helps to rehash in one place what today’s order achieves.   

48. First, after establishing a broad definition of subsidy, the Commission creates 
several categorical exemptions that overwhelmingly benefit existing resources.  Indeed, 
                                              
bailout is underway (Mar. 23, 2018), https://www.vox.com/energy-and-
environment/2018/3/23/17146028/ferc-coal-natural-gas-bailout-mopr. 

 
87 Moreover, as discussed further below, see infra notes 100-102 and 

accompanying text, PJM’s capacity market is structurally uncompetitive and lacks any 
meaningful market mitigation.  There is every reason to believe that today’s order will 
exacerbate the potential for the exercise of market power.   
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the exemptions for (1) renewable resources, (2) self-supply, and (3) demand response, 
energy efficiency, and capacity storage resources are all limited to existing resources.88  
That means that all those resources will never be subjected to the MOPR and can 
continue to bid into the market at whatever level they choose.  In addition, new natural 
gas resources, remain subject to the MOPR and are not eligible to qualify for the 
Competitive Entry Exemption while existing natural gas resources are eligible.89 

49. Second, as noted in the previous section, the Commission creates different offer 
floors for existing and new resources.90  Using Net CONE for new resources and Net 
ACR for existing resources will systematically make it more likely that existing resources 
of all types can remain in the market, even if they have higher costs than new resources 
that might otherwise replace them.  As the Independent Market Monitor put it, this 
disparate treatment of new and existing resources “constitute[s] a noncompetitive barrier 
to entry and . . . create[s] a noncompetitive bias in favor of existing resources and against 
new resources of all types, including new renewables and new gas fired combined 
cycles.”91   

50. Third, the mitigation scheme imposed by today’s order will likely cause a large 
and systematic increase in the cost of capacity—at least 2.4 billion dollars per year.92  
                                              

88 Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at PP 171, 200, 206. 

89 Id. PP 2, 41. 

90 See supra Section II.B.2.  

91 Internal Market Monitor Reply Brief at 4.    

92 Our estimate of the cost impact of today’s order is a “back-of-the-envelope” 
calculation.  I assume that all previously-cleared nuclear power plants that receive zero-
emissions credits in Illinois and New Jersey (totaling 6,670 MW) are unlikely to clear the 
next auction. I also assume there would be a 25 percent reduction of the demand response 
resources that previously cleared the Base Residual Auction.  See supra Section III.B.3.a.  
Together, these resources total 9,340 MW of capacity.  I relied on PJM’s finding that 
“[a]dding less than 2% of zero-priced supply to the area outside MAAC, for example, 
reduces clearing prices in the RTO by 10%” which provides some insight to the slope of 
the demand curve and the associated price sensitivity. See PJM Transmittal Letter, 
Docket No. ER18-1314-000, at 28 (2018).  Applying this slope to the last capacity 
auction clearing price of $140/MW-day and removing 9,300 MW, assuming all else 
remains constant, the capacity clearing price could increase $40/MW-day resulting in a 
cost of $2.4 billion.  See PJM Interconnection, 2021/2022 RPM Base Residual Auction 
Results, https://www.pjm.com/-/media/markets-ops/rpm/rpm-auction-info/2021-
2022/2021-2022-base-residual-auction-report.ashx (last visited Dec. 19, 2019).  
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Although that will appear as a rate increase for consumers, it will be a windfall to 
existing resources that clear the capacity market.  That windfall will make it more likely 
that any particular resource will stay in the market, even if there is another resource that 
could supply the same capacity at far less cost to consumers.   

51. And finally, today’s order dismisses, without any real discussion, the June 2018 
Order’s fig leaf to state authority:  The resources-specific FRR Alternative.93  That 
potential path for accommodation was what allowed the Commission to profess that it 
was not attempting to block or (to use the language from today’s order) nullify state 
public policies.94  And, although implementing that option (or any of the alternative 
proposals for a bifurcated capacity market currently before us) would no doubt have been 
a daunting task, doing so at least had the potential to establish a sustainable market design 
by allowing state policies to have their intended effect on the resource mix.  And that is 
why it is no longer on the table.  It could have provided a path for states to continue 
shaping the energy transition—exactly what this new construct is designed to stop.    

52. The Commission proposes various justifications for each of these changes, some 
of which are more satisfying than others.  But don’t lose the forest for the trees.  At every 
meaningful decision point in today’s order, the Commission has elected the path that will 
make it more difficult for states to shape the future resource mix.  Nor should that be any 
great surprise.  Throughout this proceeding, the Commission has directly targeted states’ 
exercise of their authority over generation facilities, treating state authority as a problem 
that must be remedied by a heavy federal hand.  The only thing that is new in today’s 
order is the extent to which the Commission is willing to go.  Whereas the June 2018 
Order at least paid lip service to the importance of accommodating state policies,95 
today’s order is devoid of any comparable sentiment.     

53. The pattern in today’s order will surely repeat itself in the months to come.  The 
Commission puts almost no flesh on the bones of its subsidy definition and provides 
precious little guidance how its mitigation scheme will work in practice.  Accordingly, 
most of the hard work will come in the compliance proceedings, not to mention the litany 
of section 205 filings, section 206 complaints, and petitions for a declaratory order 
seeking to address fact patterns that the Commission, by its own admission, has not yet 
bothered to contemplate.  In each of those proceedings, the smart money should be on the 
Commission adopting what it will claim to be facially neutral positions that, collectively, 
entrench the current resource mix.  Although the proceedings to come will inevitably 

                                              
93 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 157. 

94 See supra Section II.A.   

95 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 at P 161.  
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garner less attention than today’s order, they will be the path by which the “quiet 
undoing” of state policies progresses.96   

E. Today’s Order Makes No Effort to Consider the Staggering Cost that 
the Commission Is Imposing on Ratepayers 

54. Today’s order will likely cost consumers 2.4 billion dollars per year initially, even 
under conservative assumptions.97  The Commission, however, does not even pretend to 
consider those costs when establishing the Replacement Rate.  It is hard for me to 
imagine a more careless agency action than one that foists a multi-billion-dollar rate hike 
on customers without even considering, much less justifying, that financial burden.   

55. And those costs will continue to grow with each passing year.  Although today’s 
order aims to hamper state efforts to shape the generation mix, it will not snuff them out 
entirely.  In other words, there simply is no reason to believe that the Commission will 
succeed in realizing its “idealized vision of markets free from the influence of public 
policies.”98  As former Chairman Norman Bay aptly put it, “such a world does not exist, 
and it is impossible to mitigate our way to its creation.”99  But that means that, as a 
resource adequacy construct, the PJM capacity market will increasingly operate in an 
alternate reality, ignoring more and more capacity just because it receives some form of 
state support.  It also means that customers will increasingly be forced to pay twice for 
capacity or, in different terms, to buy ever more unneeded capacity with each passing 
year.  I cannot fathom how the costs imposed by a resource adequacy regime that is 
premised on ignoring actual capacity can ever be just and reasonable.    

56. And those are just the first-order consequences of today’s order.  The record 
before us provides every reason to believe that this approach will lead to many other cost 
increases.  For example, the Commission’s application of the MOPR will exacerbate the 
potential for the exercise of market power in what PJM’s Independent Market Monitor 
describes as a structurally uncompetitive market.100  As the Institute for Policy Integrity 

                                              
96 Danny Cullenward & Shelley Welton, The Quiet Undoing: How Regional 

Electricity Market Reforms Threaten State Clean Energy Goals, 36 Yale J. on Reg. Bull. 
106, 108 (2019), available at https://www.yalejreg.com/bulletin/the-quiet-undoing-how-
regional-electricity-market-reforms-threaten-state-clean-energy-goals/. 

97 See supra note 92.  

98 N.Y. State Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 158 FERC ¶ 61,137 (2017) (Bay, Chairman, 
concurring). 

99 Id. 

100 “The capacity market is unlikely to ever approach a competitive market 
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explained, expanding the MOPR will decrease the competitiveness of the market, both by 
reducing the number of resources offering below the MOPR price floor and changing the 
opportunity cost of withholding capacity.101  With more suppliers subject to 
administratively determined price floors, resources that escape the MOPR—or resources 
with a relatively low offer floor—can more confidentially increase their bids up to that 
level, secure in the knowledge that they will still out-bid the mitigated offers.  That 
problem is compounded by PJM’s weak seller-side market power mitigation rules, which 
include a safe harbor for mitigation up to a market seller offer cap that has generally been 
well above the market-clearing price.102   

57. Given those potential rate increases, one might think that the Commission would 
be at pains to evaluate the costs caused by today’s order and to explain why and how the 
purported benefits of the Replacement Rate justify those costs.  Instead, the Commission 
does not discuss the potential cost increases, much less justify them, even as it assures us 
that the Replacement Rate is just and reasonable.  For an agency whose primary purpose 
is to protect consumers to so completely ignore the costs of its decision is both deeply 
disappointing and a total abdication of the responsibilities Congress gave us when it 
created this Commission.103   

F. PJM and Its Stakeholders Deserve Better 

58. We have been down this road before.  In the June 2018 Order, the Commission up 
ended the PJM capacity market, finding it unjust and unreasonable and providing PJM 
only vague guidance on how to remedy its concerns and nowhere near enough time to 
                                              
structure in the absence of a substantial and unlikely structural change that results in 
much greater diversity of ownership.  Market power is and will remain endemic to the 
structure of the PJM Capacity Market. . . .  Reliance on the RPM design for competitive 
outcomes means reliance on the market power mitigation rules.”  Monitoring Analytics, 
Analysis of the 2021/2022 RPM Base Residual Auction: Revised (2018).   

101 Institute for Policy Integrity Initial Brief at 14-16.  

102 For example, the RTO-wide market seller offer cap for the 2018 Base Residual 
Auction $237.56 per MW/day while the clearing price for the RTO-wide zone was 
$140.00 per MW/day.  See PJM Interconnection, 2021/2022 RPM Base Residual Auction 
Results, https://www.pjm.com/-/media/markets-ops/rpm/rpm-auction-info/2021-
2022/2021-2022-base-residual-auction-report.ashx (last visited Dec. 19, 2019).  

103 See, e.g., California ex rel. Lockyer v. FERC, 383 F.3d 1006, 1017 (9th Cir. 
2004); City of Chicago, Ill. v. FPC, 458 F.2d 731, 751 (D.C. Cir. 1971) (“[T]he primary 
purpose of the Natural Gas Act is to protect consumers.” (citing, inter alia, City of 
Detroit v. FPC, 230 F.2d 810, 815 (1955)). 
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develop a thoughtful solution.  That profound act of “regulatory hubris”104 led to the last 
year-and-a-half of indecision and undermined, perhaps fatally, a construct that is 
supposed to provide predictably and clear signals.  

59. Today’s order is much of the same.  The Commission is embarking on a quixotic 
effort to mitigate the effects of any attempt to exercise the authority that Congress 
reserved to the states when it enacted the FPA.  In so doing, the Commission has dropped 
even the pretense of accommodating states’ exercise of that reserved authority.105  
Instead, the Commission appears dead set on refashioning the PJM capacity market from 
a construct based primarily on bids determined by the resources themselves to a construct 
that will inevitably rely on a pervasive program of administrative pricing.  It is hard to 
overestimate the scope or the impact of the changes required by today’s order.  Given all 
that, you would think that the Commission would have learned its lesson from the June 
2018 Order and provided PJM and its stakeholders detailed directives and plenty of time 
to work out the nuances associated with putting those directives into practices.   

60. Instead, the Commission provides only a general definition of what constitutes a 
subsidy and gives PJM only 90 days to develop and file sweeping changes to the market.  
That is a patently unreasonable period of time in which to accomplish all that the 
Commission has put on PJM’s plate.  For example, to implement the definition of State 
Subsidy in today’s order, PJM will have to develop a process to routinely review the 
regulatory structure of all thirteen PJM states and D.C. to identify every potential benefit 
available under any state or local law.106  Moreover, the Commission is requiring PJM to 
produce new zonal default Net CONE and net ACR values for all resource types, many of 
which have dissimilar cost structures and have never been the subject of this sort of 
analysis in the past.  To properly set a default offer floors and establish a fair and 
transparent process for conducting unit-specific reviews, PJM needs time to work with its 
Independent Market Monitor and its stakeholders.  Not allowing PJM and its stakeholders 
to have that time will surely lead to unintended consequences, including, potentially, 
another round of the delays that have plagued this proceeding ever since the Commission 
issued the June 2018 Order.  

61. Frankly put, the Commission has bungled this process from the start and today’s 
order provides little reason for optimism.  I have sympathy for anyone (or any state) that 
is losing confidence in the Commission’s ability to responsibly manage resource 
adequacy, especially in the age of climate change as more and more states contemplate 
                                              

104 June 2018 Order, 163 FERC ¶ 61,236 (LaFleur, Comm’r, dissenting at 5). 

105 Id. P 161. 

106  Recall that the Commission rejects PJM’s proposal to include a de minimus 
exception in the subsidy definition.  Order, 169 FERC ¶ 61,239 at P 96. 
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the type of clean energy programs to which the current Commission is so obviously 
opposed.  I fear that the most likely outcome of today’s order is that more PJM states will 
contemplate ways to reduce their exposure to the Commission’s hubris, including 
abandoning the PJM capacity market and potentially exiting PJM altogether.  Should that 
come to pass, the Commission will have no one to blame but itself.    

* * * 

62. One final point.  I fully recognize that the PJM states are doing far more to shape 
the generation mix than they were when the original settlement established the PJM 
Reliability Pricing Model in 2006.107  It may well be that a mandatory capacity market is 
no longer a sensible approach to resource adequacy at a time when states are increasingly 
exercising their authority under the FPA to shape the generation mix.  Indeed, the 
conclusion that I draw from the record in front of us is not that there is an urgent need to 
mitigate the effects of state public policies, but rather that we should be taking a hard 
look at whether a mandatory capacity market remains a just and reasonable resource 
adequacy construct in today’s rapidly evolving electricity sector.  It is a shame that we 
have not spent the last two years addressing that question instead of how best to stymie 
state public policies. 

For these reasons, I respectfully dissent. 

________________________ 

Richard Glick 
Commissioner 

 
 
 
 

                                              
107 PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 117 FERC ¶ 61,331 (2006). 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FERC Directs PJM to Expand Minimum Offer Price Rule  
 
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) today acted to protect the competitive capacity market 
administered by PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (PJM) by directing PJM to expand its current Minimum Offer Price Rule 
(MOPR) to address state-subsidized electric generation resources, with certain exemptions.  
 
Today’s action reaffirms and builds on FERC’s June 29, 2018, order, which found that out-of-market payments 
provided, or required to be provided, by PJM states to support operation of certain generation resources threaten the 
competitiveness of PJM’s capacity market. That order ruled PJM’s open access transmission tariff is unjust and 
unreasonable because the MOPR failed to address the price-distorting impact of resources receiving out-of-market 
support. 
 
“FERC is affirming our obligation to safeguard the competitiveness of the PJM capacity market,” FERC Chairman Neil 
Chatterjee said. “I recognize, and wholeheartedly respect and support, states’ exclusive authority to make choices 
about the types of generation they support and that get built to serve their communities. They still can do so under 
this order. 
 
“But the Commission has a statutory obligation, and exclusive jurisdiction, to ensure the competitiveness of the 
markets we oversee,” Chatterjee added. “An important aspect of competitive markets is that they provide a level 
playing field for all resources, and this order ensures just that within the PJM footprint.”   
 
PJM now has 90 days to comply with the order, and at that time is to provide the Commission with a new timeline for 
the next auction. 
 
 
 
Today’s PJM MOPR Order At A Glance 
 

• FERC built on PJM’s April 2018 MOPR-Ex proposal to address the impact of state subsidies on the wholesale 
capacity market.   
 

• FERC directed PJM to expand its MOPR to apply to any new or existing resource that receives, or is entitled to 
receive, a state subsidy, unless an exemption applies. 

 
• FERC outlined the following exemptions from the expanded MOPR:  

o Existing renewable resources that are participating in state renewable portfolio programs; 
o Existing demand response, energy efficiency, and storage resources; 
o Existing self-supply resources; and 
o Competitive resources that do not receive state subsidies. 

 
 

(more) 
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• FERC provided additional guidance regarding exemptions:  
o A new or existing resource that does not otherwise qualify for an exemption may seek a unit-specific 

exemption. 
o The expanded MOPR only applies to state-subsidized resources. Resources with federal subsidies will 

not be subject to the MOPR. 
 

• FERC defined subsidies as: 
o A  direct or indirect payment, concession, rebate, subsidy, non-bypassable consumer charge, or other 

financial benefit that is (1) a result of any action, mandated process, or sponsored process of a state 
government, a political subdivision or agency of a state, or an electric cooperative formed pursuant to 
state law, and that (2) is derived from or connected to the procurement of (a) electricity or electric 
generation capacity sold at wholesale in interstate commerce, or (b) an attribute of the generation 
process for electricity or electric generation capacity sold at wholesale in interstate commerce, or (3) 
will support the construction, development, or operation of a new or existing capacity resource, or (4) 
could have the effect of allowing a resource to clear in any PJM capacity auction  

 
• FERC adopted an expanded MOPR rather than PJM’s Resource Carve-Out (RCO) and Extended RCO proposals. 

FERC determined that those proposals would unacceptably distort the markets, inhibiting incentives for 
competitive investment in the PJM market over the long term. PJM’s longstanding Fixed Resource Requirement 
Alternative remains unchanged in the PJM tariff.  

 
• FERC gave PJM 90 days to comply. 

o PJM is to provide new auction timelines on compliance.  
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Initial thoughts on PJM MOPR: Pricing impact, timeline 
Given that FERC’s MOPR largely aligned with the MOPR-Ex proposal, the PJM IMM views it 
as a generally logical and consistent order to mitigate the impact of state subsidies on PJM 
clearing prices. The timeline should prove feasible, as net ACR/CONE calculations should 
be relatively straightforward for most resources, given software improvements which have 
provided for the ability to handle large volumes of data in a reasonably automated manner. 
The key will likely be to ensure that PJM’s calculations for gross CONE and gross ACR 
default offer floors are reasonable. In particular, calculating net ACR for existing nuclear 
units should be fairly straightforward (we reference NEI cost summary data). As discussed 
in the PJM State of the Market report, all economic nuclear plants should be able to clear 
at the net ACR. This would likely imply all nuclear capacity clears apart from two units. 
Davis Besse and Perry, per IMM analysis, would not cover their annual avoidable costs 
based on current energy/capacity estimates without Ohio subsidies. 

What are some of the complexities? Subsidies, DR/EE, etc. 
First, we note that FERC has applied a very broad definition for subsidies. While there is 
a clear line drawn between state and federal subsidies (with the latter not governed by 
the PJM order), we note some intriguing nuances as well as lack of clarity around certain 
items. Interestingly, cost-of-service assets are considered to be subsidies; we largely 
expect a unit-by-unit analysis for new resources with potential for unit-specific 
exemptions to be allowed. While the status of RGGI is not entirely clear, we generally 
expect it to not fall under the guidelines of “state subsidy,” as it is not a direct payment. 
New Jersey’s BGS auction is similarly likely not considered a subsidy. We expect PJM’s 
primary challenge will be calculating the net CONE and net ACR for DR (demand 
response) and EE (energy efficiency) resources as well as some of the less widely used 
technologies. We think this will be particularly important given the high likelihood of a 
large number of unit-specific exemption requests anticipated. Further, determining 
which DR/EE are existing vs. new resources may not be entirely straightforward.  

What would be the pricing implications from state FRRs? 
We note an incentive for states with clean energy targets to pursue FRR legislation, 
given the anticipated impact of the MOPR. We think Illinois (IL) particularly stands out 
with its proposed clean energy legislation. We highlight a report recently published by 
the IMM analyzing the impact of IL electing to FRR the ComEd zone under two 
scenarios. Scenario 1 assumes that ComEd procures capacity at the current 
$254.40/MW-day offer cap (net CONE x B) for the ComEd LDA; this would result in a 
~24% increase (+$414mn) to net load charges for ComEd relative to ‘21/’22 PJM auction 
results. Scenario 2 assumes that ComEd procures capacity at $195.55/MW-day, or the 
’21/’22 ComEd clearing price; this would result in a ~5% decrease (-$88mn) in ComEd 
net load charges relative to ‘21/’22 (driven primarily by lower capacity obligation under 
FRR). The IMM estimates that FRR election by IL (in both Scenarios 1 and 2) would 
result in a ~44% decrease (-$61.77/MW-day) to the PJM RTO clearing price relative to 
the ‘21/’22 PJM auction results, down to $78.23/MW-day. The focus of the IMM’s 
analysis is to provide a framework around which to estimate potential FRR impact.  
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Framing the debate on PJM: Our latest views & twists 
We view the MOPR policy as broadly very constructive to the independent power 
producers (IPPs). We perceive some investors may not yet recognize the extent of 
potential positive angles to pricing given the existing assets for which MOPR policies 
will now be applied. For instance, in the lead up to the policy release no investors we had 
spoken to had anticipated that Demand Response, Energy Efficiency, or Regulated 
Entities would see a MOPR applied to it. Given the compounding benefits of 
corresponding bidding dynamics, we see a potential inflationary element on the auction 
to the tune of $30/MW-day as a preliminary figure (see our earlier note here), if not 
more for the RTO region. Specific dynamics on each sub-region/LDA remain less clear at 
this point. See nuances below from our speaker, Joe Bowring (the President of 
Monitoring Analytics, the Independent Market Monitor for PJM), on how any DR/EE bids 
would be implemented, in the conference call transcript, but this remains quite opaque 
to us. We view this as probably the most important implementation nuance to become 
clear yet.  

Further the MOPR policy would appear to ensure that capacity prices remain de-linked 
from further renewable penetration in the PJM footprint. We believe this to be true 
almost regardless of the outcome of MOPR given likely declining renewable ‘peak-load 
contributions’ to peak load regardless as penetration increases – but initial quantities 
could otherwise prove more cautious. While MOPR policies could yet be challenged, we 
believe the underlying framework of limiting the more meaningful impacts from 
offshore wind could prove more lasting upon appeal (as this remains a clearly subsidized 
effort under almost any interpretation of regulations).  

Emerging risk to the uplift from MOPR policy coming to realization given FRR 
We think the reason for less of a clear-cut follow through in the IPP equities could be 
due to the risk of having multiple states pursue an FRR structure of their own (beyond 
just Illinois’ threat to do so) to pursue their own capacity procurement. We think the 
weeks ahead could potentially see sizable appeals by individual states including the likes 
of OH, MD and NJ rejecting the impacts of the MOPR policies. It is unclear at this time 
how far the states would take their efforts (electing for a full FRR, which remains in 
their purview) or whether more modest efforts to appeal the capacity regime would 
prove the less extreme reaction. The market monitor’s reaction sensitivity already shows 
a $60/MW-day decline with just IL pulling out of the auction. It is unclear on timing of 
any eventual petitions; while Illinois is clear in their intent to appeal the effort in time 
for the next auction (all dependent on the timing of any appeals legislation in regular or 
veto session against the timeline of when the ‘22/’23 auction will be held). We see this 
risk as an offset to the likes of Vistra Energy (VST), the otherwise unambiguous 
beneficiary of the latest MOPR policy in our view. NRG Energy (NRG), by contrast, is not 
really a beneficiary in our view, given (likely) retirement of Midwest Generation coal 
portfolio in IL; and Public Service Enterprise Group’s (PEG) NJ construct remains less 
clear on how they will clear in NJ (a likely partial offset to Exelon Corp (EXC) too). 
Further, it is unclear if IMM’s commentary on economic ACR bids for nuclear units would 
impact dynamics at the state level, but given EXC’s units in IL are already not clear, we 
see the commentary on unit specific ACRs as irrelevant for this debate. 

MOPR upside for now, but long term is the real (understated) risk here 
We perceive the MOPR policy as likely producing desired outcomes largely for the next 
capacity auction but likely subject to rehearing and appeals into the ‘23/’24+ auction 
periods. We continue to expect a generally deflationary trend for prices (under a variety 
of scenarios given robust reserve margin) into the future and see the future of the 
MOPR policy as particularly vulnerable to future administration outcomes given the 
dissent from Democratic commissioner Glick in open meeting in recent weeks. 
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EXC likely to benefit in long term given policy choices for IL 
In the longer term, we believe EXC is likely the clearest beneficiary of the MOPR debate 
although this may still be ambiguous to some investors. We view the MOPR policy as 
leaving limited room for compromise with Illinois (as was initially contemplated in a ‘unit 
specific FRR’ construct); in turn, we perceive legislation to enable a full FRR as almost 
inevitable given our latest confirmation from multiple stakeholders in the state. Rather, 
we believe the nuanced question to focus on is to what extent and how any clean-energy 
carve-out is implemented. This is likely to be debated and bills could potentially be 
introduced shortly into the new year. We see a potential re-rating on EXC and potential 
for positive EPS revisions to prove among the most constructive in the utilities sector 
into 2020 despite its decade-low relative multiple vs the wider group. We anticipate any 
structure that does include a clean energy carve-out on pricing to broadly enable a 
higher cleared capacity price for the incumbent nuclear plants in the state (greater than 
$200/MW-day), largely paid for by the cost of nuclear plants in the state. We note this 
offsetting element to the higher costs of paying to ‘re-clear’ the nuclear plants from less 
cleared fossil plants (NRG’s coal assets) is not fully clear in Monitoring Analytics’ latest 
document on the impact of electing an FRR in Illinois. While the total quantum of eligible 
renewables is not entirely transparent today, we perceive this as a smaller nuance in the 
clean-energy carve-out details and associated clearing price. 

Initial IMM thoughts on FERC’s MOPR Order: Generally 
logical and consistent 
Given that FERC’s MOPR order largely aligned with the MOPR-Ex proposal, the PJM 
Independent Market Monitor (IMM) generally views this as a logical, consistent order to 
mitigate the impact of state subsidies on PJM clearing prices. The IMM only pointed to 
one logical error that may need to be clarified by FERC, which would be FERC’s assumed 
use of net ACR as the default offer floor, rather than gross ACR; they will ask FERC to 
clarify this point. 

Timeline largely intact, workload should be manageable 
Regardless, calculating the net ACR for existing resources and net CONE for new 
resources will likely prove feasible, per the IMM, with software improvements providing 
for the ability to handle large volumes of data in a reasonably automated manner. Net 
CONE calculations for new units have effectively already been set from prior MOPR 
applications. Net ACR calculations should also prove to be relatively straightforward, for 
most resources.  

The key will be to ensure that PJM’s calculations for gross CONE and gross ACR default 
offer floors are reasonable; the IMM will work with PJM prior to the compliance filing so 
that this is the case. The IMM is confident that PJM will be able to manage the workload. 

We anticipate that generators may start MOPR bid reviews prior to both PJM’s 
compliance filing as well as FERC’s subsequent affirmation in order to expedite any 
eventual expedited full auction process later in 2020.  The IMM appears quite open to 
getting the process started today given a likely iterative process in firming up the large 
number of portfolio and unit specific MOPR bids. 

Which nuclear capacity will clear? 
The nuclear units were highlighted, in particular, as seen to be straightforward for 
calculating net ACR for existing resources. Some of this data can be found in the PJM 
State of the Market report as well as the Nuclear Energy Institute’s cost summary. 

As discussed in the PJM State of the Market report, all economic nuclear plants should 
be able to clear at the net ACR. This would likely be all nuclear capacity apart from two 
units. There are two nuclear plants in PJM that are not economic at the current 
forecasted energy and capacity prices (note that these are determined using three-year 
forwards). The IMM’s analysis shows that Davis Besse and Perry would not cover their 
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annual avoidable costs without Ohio subsidies based on current energy/capacity 
estimates. 

What are some of the complexities? 
Calculating the net CONE and net ACR for DR (demand response) and EE (energy 
efficiency) resources as well as some of the less widely used technologies will likely be 
challenging. The DR suppliers will need to justify the costs. Historically, the IMM noted 
that costs to the process of interruption of demand have been very high for DR 
resources. 

Further, determining which DR/EE are existing resources vs. new resources may not be 
entirely straightforward. It will take careful examination, given the current definitions as 
outlined in FERC’s order. 

Primarily, it will be necessary to ensure all net CONE and net ACR figures are calculated 
accurately for default offer floor prices, in addition to properly applying unit-specific 
exemptions. This will be particularly important given the high likelihood of a large 
number of unit-specific exemption requests anticipated. The IMM, however, expects that 
technology improvements should allow for them to handle the requests in an efficient 
and timely manner. 

Defining “subsidy”… how broad is the definition? 
FERC has applied a very broad definition for “subsidy.” While there is a clear line drawn 
between state and federal subsidies (with the latter not under the authority of FERC), 
and the inclusion of renewable energy certificates (RECs), solar renewable energy 
certificates (SRECs), and zero emission certificates (ZECs) is also fairly explicit, we note 
some intriguing nuances as well as some lack of clarity around certain items. 
Interestingly, cost-of-service assets now fall under the “subsidy” definition. While 
existing assets will be MOPR’d under net ACR with de minimis impact, there will likely be 
a greater impact from the MOPR for new resources. With cost-of-service assets, we 
largely expect a unit-by-unit analysis with potential for unit-specific exemptions to be 
allowed. 

While RGGI had been previously brought up as potentially being a subsidy, the IMM’s 
interpretation skews towards RGGI not being a state subsidy, as it is not directly a 
payment. New Jersey’s BGS auction is likely not considered to be a subsidy, but rather a 
way to allow competitive procurement of bundled energy and capacity for load. For 
offshore wind, RECs would trigger a MOPR review. What is less clear is whether offshore 
wind would be considered to be a “new” or “existing” asset (although the “new” 
classification seems more likely in our view).  

What would be the IL FRR implications? 
We note an incentive for states with clean energy targets to pursue FRR legislation, 
given the anticipated impact of the expanded MOPR order. We think IL, in particular, 
stands out with the proposed clean energy bill which could include FRR legislation for 
the ComEd LDA, including four of its nuclear facilities. The FRR of ComEd would likely 
have a suppressive impact on RTO clearing prices (although the likelihood of IL 
legislation being passed and the timing are both unclear).  

IMM report: How would ComEd and PJM RTO capacity payments be impacted? 
The IMM recently published a report on the potential impact of Illinois electing to FRR 
the ComEd zone, analyzing two scenarios. Scenario 1 assumes that ComEd procures 
capacity at the current $254.40/MW-day offer cap (net CONE x B) for the ComEd LDA. 
This would result in a ~24% increase (+$414mn) to net load charges for the ComEd zone 
relative to ‘21/’22 PJM BRA (Base Residual Auction) results. Scenario 2 assumes that 
ComEd procures capacity at the ’21/’22 BRA clearing price for the ComEd LDA, or at 
$195.55/MW-day. The IMM sees this as the low end of the range for possible outcomes, 
given Exelon’s statements around the economics of current nuclear revenues. Under 
Scenario 2, net load charges for the ComEd zone would decrease by 5% (-$88mn) 
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relative to the ‘21/’22 PJM BRA results. This decrease in net load charges is primarily 
driven by a lower capacity obligation for ComEd under an FRR scenario vs. the current 
rules for the PJM LDA. 

The IMM estimates that FRR election by IL (in both Scenarios 1 and 2) would result in a 
~44% decrease (-$61.77/MW-day) to the PJM RTO clearing price relative to the ‘21/’22 
PJM auction results, down to $78.23/MW-day. The Duke Energy Ohio/Kentucky (DEOK) 
clearing price would decline by 8.2%, while clearing prices of other constrained zones 
would remain unchanged. We show below the IMM’s estimates for impact of Illinois’ FRR 
election relative to the ‘21/’22 auction results: 

Exhibit 1: What would be the impact of IL FRR election on clearing prices relative to ‘21/’22? 

 
Source: Monitoring Analytics report from 12/18 on IL FRR impact on balance of region clearing price impacts 

Subsidy impact from ZECs should also be considered 
The IMM also noted the current and prospective role of ZECs for Exelon’s nuclear plants, 
which should also be considered in the evaluation of capacity payments for ComEd. In 
2018, Quad Cities received a ~$125mn payment from the ZEC program. If Exelon 
receives comparable ZEC subsidies for Byron, Braidwood, Dresden, and LaSalle, total 
annual subsidies would increase to ~$925mn, or an ~$800mn annual increase. The IMM 
highlights that any potential increase in capacity payments from FRR election in Illinois 
would be meaningfully larger if additional subsidies to EXC’s four other ComEd nuclear 
plants were granted. 

IMM’s FRR analysis provides scenarios, highlights market pricing power 
While the IMM’s report highlights a wide range of outcomes, we note the focus of the 
analysis is to offer scenarios to provide some framework around which to estimate the 
impact of Illinois’ potential FRR election on capacity payments for ComEd and the PJM 
RTO clearing price. The impact of FRR will ultimately depend on negotiations between 
the supplier and the state. FRR gives the local provider of capacity of level of market 
power, particularly if they are the only provider, given the negotiation aspect (as had 
been seen with AEP’s prior FRR election, with a regulatory arrangement with OH which 
resulted in higher capacity prices for quite some time). 

 

 

  

LDA BRA Scenario 1 & 2 Change Percent

RTO $140.00 $78.23 ($61.77) -44.1%

ATSI $171.33 $171.33 $0.00 0.0%

ComEd $195.55 NA NA NA

MAAC $140.00 $78.23 ($61.77) -44.1%

ATSI Cleveland $171.33 $171.33 $0.00 0.0%

DAY $140.00 $78.23 ($61.77) -44.1%

DEOK $140.00 $128.47 ($11.53) -8.2%

EMAAC $165.73 $165.73 $0.00 0.0%

PPL $140.00 $78.23 ($61.77) -44.1%

SWMAAC $140.00 $78.23 ($61.77) -44.1%

DPL South $165.73 $165.73 $0.00 0.0%

PSEG $204.29 $204.29 $0.00 0.0%

BGE $200.30 $200.30 $0.00 0.0%

Pepco $140.00 $78.23 ($61.77) -44.1%

PSEG North $204.29 $204.29 $0.00 0.0%
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Call Transcript 
Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Joe, thank you so much for taking the time with us again this 
morning. I bet you've been pretty busy. Do you want to maybe give us a little bit of your 
initial sense and reaction and thoughts on the PJM MOPR, the FERC Order that came out 
on PJM last week? 

Joe Bowring: Thank you. So I've been through the Order multiple times. I don't claim to 
have every nuance. But what I would say how the Order strikes me as being very logical, 
very well thought out, very comprehensive, very internally consistent. They very clearly 
take the position that competitor markets are to be protected, that state subsidies have 
to be addressed. And they take the MOPR-Ex approach which is an approach we had 
filed some time ago through PJM, although our position has evolved since then. 

So overall, it's a very well-crafted Order. We have a couple of issues with the way it 
proceeds on things, but nonetheless I think it will work. And a lot of the implications of 
the Order will be a function of how PJM decides to comply with the nature of the 
compliance filing, the nature of the details and how PJM implements some of the details. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Actually since you started that way, why do you say it's a well-
written Order? Because the first thing that comes up is clearly going to have some 
degree of challenge by the states here. Can you elaborate a little bit more about how you 
view the Order itself in terms of its integrity? 

Joe Bowring: Yes, because it's taking a logically consistent, coherent approach. It's 
saying that state subsidies are going to have or can have a negative impact on the 
competitiveness of the markets and that those subsidies can affect any type of capacity 
resource from a gas turbine combined-cycle to EE (Energy Efficiency) application and 
that everyone should be treated in exactly the same way. It rolls out the various forms of 
exemptions and exceptions from the prior Orders and the prior MOPR, the way the prior 
MOPR Order had been implemented. So it's well done in the sense that it's logically 
coherent and does not create artificial or arbitrary exceptions. It extends logic to every 
part of the capacity market, which is the only sensible way to do it. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: How do you think about the net ACR implementation here? 
And maybe give us a quick backdrop on the rule altogether when you think about existing 
and new resources. How do think about applying a MOPR to the nuclear plants? And 
maybe this might be a good segue, you came out with a report very recently looking at a 
specific scenario of ComEd under an FRR construct. Can you talk to that report? And 
then the ACR issue, as best you see it? 

Joe Bowring: Sure, so let me start with the Order and the ACR. The Order says that the 
definition of a competitive offer, the offer floor, for existing resources is Net ACR or 
avoidable cost. And the competitive offer for a new unit would be net cost of new entry 
(CONE). We had said in our most recent filing on this and our SMR (Sustainable Market 
Rule) proposal that we believed that the correct offer, the definition of a competitive 
offer for every resource, whether it be new or old, would be net ACR. 

So the Commission very explicitly raised this issue and addressed our comments and 
said they didn't agree, and they should be different for new and existing resources. So 
net avoidable cost, the Commission allowed for so-called default ACR. And PJM has, prior 
to capacity performance, had gross ACR default numbers. The one logical error that the 
Commission made here, and we'll probably ask them to clarify, the one logical error they 
made is to assume that net ACR is the default rather than gross ACR. 

So the way we have always done it before was gross ACR was the default and then we 
used unit-specific net revenues to come up with the net ACR. I think that's logically the 
correct way to do it. I think it's consistent with what the Commission said or consistent 
with the overall Commission logic, but not what they said, or I think they just missed 
that point. 
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So net ACR is not that difficult to do. We’ve done it previously, we can do it again. Our 
software is a bit improved. Our ability to handle large volume of applications has been 
improved. So I think we're fine there. Net cost of new entry for new units is very much 
the same that we've done for prior MOPR applications. Again, we're all set to handle that 
and you can use default numbers there as well. We know what the gross CONE is by 
technology types. 

But the key thing, and we will be talking to PJM about this, is to make sure that the 
gross CONE and the ACR default numbers are reasonable. We said very explicitly in our 
filing, we did not think PJM's numbers were reasonable. And the Commission noted that 
and noted other criticisms of PJM's numbers and ordered PJM to come up with new 
numbers and to justify them clearly and provide all the work there. 

So what the Commission did was entirely consistent with what we had proposed under 
our SMR proposal. Doing avoidable cost for the nuclear is not going to be that difficult. I 
think there are good benchmarks out there that we'd been publishing for some time in 
the state of the market reports. In particular, the Nuclear Energy Institute numbers are a 
good place to start. 

Contrary to what some have said, I think that will mean that every nuclear power plant 
but two in the PJM footprint would be expected to clear given that they're all more than 
covering their avoidable costs from existing market revenues. So we don't see it. We 
don't see an impact on nuclear power plants except for the two units that we've 
identified that are not covering their avoidable costs and are actually quite far from 
covering the avoidable cost. 

And then as you mentioned, Julien, we recently posted a report on what it would mean to 
have an FRR on the ComEd zone. And while it's not possible to say exactly, because 
ultimately it depends on the negotiation between the state and the providers of 
capacity, we did two ends of what we think a range would be. 

Because the FRR rules are not well understood, we did a summary of what the rules 
mean. What they would mean here is if the price determined for all the capacity 
necessary to meet the reliability requirement in ComEd were priced at net CONE times 
D, it would mean an increase of about 25% in cost to customers for capacity. 

If instead the price were set at the clearing price of the last BRA, it would mean almost 
no change, perhaps a slight reduction in total costs, depending on how you look at it. So 
we don't think that's a very likely outcome, but it's possible. So we wanted to put the 
range out there. And we've offered to do similar analyses for different sensitivities, 
different prices as well as for different zones that might be considering FRR. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Can we talk about timeline? Especially given the frustrations 
around the specific number used for deriving the CONE and net ACR and PJM and the 
back and forth there. That everyone's going to be asking for unit-specific exemptions. 
There's this 90-day clock. What's your sense of how long you're going to need to deal 
with the issues to position the auction to actually take place given probably what is a lot 
of units asking for unit-specific exemptions?  

Joe Bowring: I mean, it would not surprise me. Although what I'm hoping is that we can 
work with PJM prior to making the compliance filing to try to help ensure that the 
numbers are rational and reasonable and well-founded based on industry-accepted 
information about avoidable cost and gross CONE numbers. 

We believe the data is there. We've been working with that data for a number of years. 
We intend to work with PJM on those. Last time PJM came up with default ACR numbers, 
they did a reasonably good job. Those numbers are in the tariff. So we're hoping in the 
first instance to try to get good default numbers out there. But as you say, there will be 
probably a significant number of unit-specific requests both for ACR and CONE. And we 
anticipate it's work, but I think we're well situated to handle that. We have a good 
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framework for dealing with it. We have a good software interface for dealing with it in a 
reasonably automated way. 

And we know what the right range of numbers is. So if people come to us with numbers 
that are consistent with what our experience tells us then it should be fairly 
straightforward to approve. If people are very far from that, then we'll have more 
detailed discussions. But I'm confident that we'll be able to deal with the workload once 
it comes. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it, excellent. Can you comment a little bit on what are 
going to be the key complexities from this decision last week? Obviously a few very 
specific items that at least I'm thinking about that came out last week that were 
somewhat surprising. What are the key things that you'd be honing in on from last week 
in terms of the extensive Order? 

Joe Bowring: Yes, I think coming up with ACR numbers for some of the areas that have 
not had to have ACRs to this point, for example DR and EE, some of the less-widely used 
technologies will be an interesting point. It's not going to be a huge issue, some of the 
smaller technologies are not that widespread. 

It's going to be an issue for DR and EE for new resources, as well. Sorting out exactly 
who is existing and who is or who's existing and who's new is not going to be totally 
straightforward. The Commission put in a series of guidelines about and rules about 
what is existing and what is new. It's going to take some careful work to make sure we 
identify who actually qualifies for existing MOPR floor and who requires a new unit floor. 

But again, the primary area of detail and complexity is going to be making sure we get 
the default numbers right. Making sure that we deal with the unit-specific exemptions 
properly. Did you have some other particular complexities you were thinking about? 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Honestly, the DR/EE is really what I wanted to hone in on here 
quickly. When you think about defining that, what's the broad approach we should be 
assuming or applying here? And again, my understanding and you tell me if you 
understand otherwise, that existing demand response and energy efficiency would also 
see the supply do it. Because that's obviously a big number of megawatts. 

Joe Bowring: Yes, that's right. So the general approach that the Commission applied 
was everything that has already happened is exempt from the new entry rules going 
forward. So this is a broad set of exemptions there. But for the new resources, again, the 
Commission distinguished between really what looks like DR, which looks like 
generation, and it's behind-the-meter generation DR which is interruption of demand. 

So clearly the interruption of demand is going to be much more difficult to come up with 
a good estimate and the providers themselves have not been very successful doing that 
even though they've been asked repeatedly in the past to come up with estimates of 
cost. So that will probably be the single trickiest area to come up with both avoidable 
cost and CONE for. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: How do you - given the variety of sources of demand response 
and energy efficiency, is literally every sort of broad source of DR and EE going to have 
to come in and justify how they think about it? Sorry, it's such a novel concept. I'm going 
to put it that way.  

Joe Bowring: It is. So, for example, let's say someone is running a factory and producing 
widgets and they interrupt for a couple of hours. And the question is what is the cost to 
make them? If they make up the production in the next few hours, it's very different than 
if production is lost forever. So the reliance in the first instance for any unit-specific 
approach for a non-behind-the-meter generator will be for the supplier of DR to come in 
and justify cost. And historically we have heard from the DR providers that they think 
their costs are very high. In fact, higher even then the $1800 strike price that exists now. 
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So it's going to be interesting to see what those numbers look like when people actually 
come in. 

That's the basic kind of approach I expect people to take. What is the cost to the process 
whether it be a steel mill or a factory or an industrial gas plant of interrupting for a 
period of time? 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Okay, excellent. What else should we be tracking? At a high 
level, bidding dynamics have gotten some attention. Do you want to comment on that or 
anything else that is remarkable in the decision? 

Joe Bowring: As I said at the outset, there's a fairly broad definition of subsidy. And it 
clearly distinguishes between state and federal subsidies. I think everyone who has read 
the Order is aware of that. So making sure that we have the definition of subsidy 
properly. I don't think it's going to be as difficult as some suggested to figure out what 
is a subsidy or not. But there are always going to be some difficult calls. So I expect that 
will be part of it. But I do expect most of those to be clean. I mean most of the 
subsidized resources we've seen have been pretty clear whether it be RECs or SRECs or 
ZECs. They're all very clear and explicit. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Since you're bringing up the state level various subsidy 
programs. I would broadly assume that anything that benefits from a REC of offshore 
program would be applied with the MOPR. It's not saying it won't clear. But it certainly 
would trigger a MOPR review, right? 

Joe Bowring: Yes, absolutely. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Right, and let's also clarify this for the purpose of the call. 
RGGI is not a state subsidy? 

Joe Bowring: Right, I was surprised to read all the discussion about RGGI. That - RGGI is 
not a subsidy is very hard to imagine exactly what was meant by that. But I agree that 
it's not a state subsidy. But one of the interesting areas that the Commission added here 
which we've been talking about for some time is they have identified any cost of service 
revenue as a form of subsidy and requiring a MOPR review. That's an area that had not 
been previously covered under MOPR rules. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it. And coming back to the Illinois analysis you did last 
week. Can you clarify a little bit on what prompted that and the conclusions of that 
report? I think the timeliness of that was unique. Can you comment a little bit about the 
context for it? Did someone actually give you a written request to do it? Just sort of 
curious as to the timing context and the key conclusions. 

Joe Bowring: Yes, so the timeliness was purely accidental. We'd been working on that 
for quite a while trying to make sure it was correct. We actually ran it by PJM to make 
sure they didn't see any factual errors in it. We wanted to be very careful making sure 
that we had the definitions of FRR correct and we'd done the analysis correctly. The 
analyses, even though they seem simple, are actually complicated to do. 

So nobody asked us to do it. But we're aware that there's been very explicit discussion in 
Illinois about an FRR. There's been lots of discussion in the trade press about what an 
FRR should say or what an FRR would mean. Illinois seemed like the logical place to 
begin the analysis because we're aware that FRR had been discussed there. We thought 
it was just important to bring some analysis and data to the question rather than having 
it be speculative, which is the way it appeared so far. 

So as I said, our goal there was not to take a position on it, but simply to let people 
know. Anyone who was interested in it, what would be involved, what the parameters 
are, and what potential outcomes would be. And really what happens and one of the 
things that happens when you create an FRR is to give the local provider of capacity 
some level of market power. If they're the only provider, if there's only one or two 
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providers of capacity, then you're saying you're going to rely entirely on them. And the 
price then becomes a negotiation. 

The very first AEP FRR back in the beginning of RPM, AEP was being paid under a 
regulatory arrangement with Ohio at levels much higher than the capacity market price. 
And they retained that approach for quite some time. So the key is that ultimately, the 
amount that any state pays under an FRR will depend on a negotiation between the 
suppliers and the state. 

We also quantified the impact of the dollar value of the subsidies in Illinois particularly if 
they were extended to the other units for which Exelon indicated they would like to 
receive subsidies. So we also put a number to that. Again, just so people could get a 
sense of the range of dollars involved in the combination of the subsidies in the FRR. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: In looking at this Illinois analysis just to fixate on that quickly. 
There's the stated goal of 100% clean energy and so I suppose that’s clearly in your 
scenario, one you're using the top end of the net CONE number at $254. And I think the 
logic and the analysis is saying that's what it would require to or as a proxy for defining 
what you would need to keep nuclear plants around. That's probably the best thing that 
one could use at this point. 

Can you comment a little bit on how you see that $254 relative to the net ACR for 
nukes? And then also how do you see in this analysis, non-clean energy participating in 
an FRR? I know it's super preliminary but obviously the ratio of money paid to clean 
energy versus call it legacy or fossil assets really drives the customer impact? 

Joe Bowring: Right, so the price that the $254/MW data is the dollar value of the 
current cap applicable to the ComEd LDA. It's significantly higher than ACR. Our ACR 
numbers for nuclear plants are in the State of the Market report and the net revenue 
section, the nuclear analysis and we've identified them unit-by-unit. That is, we're 
drawing that entirely from public Nuclear Energy Institute data. It's substantially lower 
than these numbers. 

So I mean this isn't that clear. And you're right. We did not address the renewable energy 
in this analysis simply because it's very difficult to know exactly what Illinois does have 
or does not have in mind and how much they'd be willing to pay for it. This is based on 
the resources that were actually there in the 2021/2022 Base Residual Auction. And 
based on their offers and all the details about that. 

So we did not make any assumptions about what level of new renewables might be 
coming online or how much that might cost. But we think nonetheless that the offer cap 
number we use would be high enough to cover the expected request for payment from a 
range of resources including the ones that are in the BRA as well as renewables. But, as I 
said, that is very much a matter of negotiation between the state and the power 
providers. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it all right, let's stick with FRR. If you change the price at 
which you assume Illinois will purchase capacity, would that have any impact on the 
decline in RTO pricing that you show? I presume the answer is no, right? 

Joe Bowring: The answer is no. As you can see, it doesn't differ between our Scenario 1 
and Scenario 2. And it would not differ for any other scenario. Once you take that 
capacity out, the impact on the rest of the market is the same. Now, just to be clear, we 
assumed that there were no imports from the rest of the market into ComEd assuming 
that the payment would be the same.  

So we assume a single price for all capacity and since it doesn't matter whether it's 
internal or external, we assume no imports. But that really doesn’t change the analysis, 
but just to be clear. That's part of the basis for the impact on the rest of the market. We 
think that would be true even if there were imports. If there were imports, then the 
capacity inside ComEd would be exported back to the RTO. 
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Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it, all right, excellent. A lot of questions still focusing on 
this RGGI consideration. You're bifurcating RGGI versus ZECs clearly, right? I just want to 
make sure we understand that, and we hear from you very clearly the logic behind that. 
Because I think some people are struggling with it. 

Joe Bowring: Yes, sure so ZECs are explicit to nuclear power plants. You know, the 
payment varies by state. The legislation varies between New Jersey and Illinois for 
example. But it's a clear dollars per MW payment to a particular technology. RGGI is a 
price for carbon. It changes the cost of producing power from certain power plants in 
the RGGI states. And it is not a direct payment to any particular unit. 

So we simply don't see it as comparable. I know that the idea was that the subsidy 
language appears to be written fairly broadly, but I don’t see how RGGI or carbon price 
would either logically fit as a subsidy or would fit. Clearly having a carbon price is an 
economic efficient competitive way to handle the value of carbon if you believe that 
carbon is negative pollutant that should have a price associated with it. That decision's 
not been made widely, but if it were made that would simply be a cost of an input in the 
same way that PJM units are currently paying for RECs and ZECs allowances.  So it 
seems to me to be a very different matter and not at all a subsidy. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Can you address, given the FERC Order and absent an FRR 
election, how the states achieve their clean energy objectives and not overpay for 
capacity? Maybe we can speak specifically to dynamics in each of the individual states.  

Joe Bowring: Sure. So if states decide they want an increased level of renewables, one 
question to ask is are their renewables competitive? Are they cost effective? Are states 
being explicit about how much money they're willing to pay over and above market value 
if that's what they want to do? 

So one of the points we've made in the past about state programs and renewables is 
that they have very different implied prices of carbon embedded in there. The value, for 
example, the cap on SRECs or RECs. So given some set of state goals for renewables, 
the impact on the cost will depend in significant part on how ACR is defined, how CONE 
is defined. And also the level of actual capacity that these resources provide. 

So even under our preferred approach under SMR where we said that the appropriate 
MOPR floor for a renewable would be its net avoidable cost. The impact on the capacity 
market depends on how much capacity 100 megawatts of solar or 100 megawatts of 
wind is really providing. So PJM has historically used a pretty significant discount. I've 
forgotten what the exact number is; 11, 12, 13%, something like that for wind and in the 
30s for solar. PJM has realized that is a very crude and inaccurate approach and is 
developing an approach called ELCC which attempts to actually calculate the incremental 
value of capacity, doing more sophisticated modeling. 

This is the long way of saying that 100 MW of renewables translates into a much smaller 
amount of MW of capacity. So the extent to which states are paying for capacity twice 
as you say even if they failed the CONE or the ACR test would be relatively small given 
that renewables tend to be significantly discounted in their ability to displace thermal 
resources that can be counted on to be there during the week. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: What's your sense of the impact to Ohio? I would presume 
that given that there's a specific payout to a handful of plants that a MOPR would apply. 
And I think they specifically call out Ohio in the Order as well. 

Joe Bowring: Yes, I really haven't looked at individual states. I'm not sure what the 
impact on Ohio would be. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it. And what's your understanding of ZECs in New Jersey? 
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Joe Bowring: It's clearly a subsidy. But our view, excuse me, in general about the 
nuclear power plants in PJM is that in general I would expect them to clear even with a 
net ACR number. 

Just to be clear, we have not looked at the exact numbers and have not formed a precise 
opinion about that, but that's what we said in our SMR filing. That in general we would 
expect them to clear. What were you asking? 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Yes, just to be clear in the SMR report. You would expect the 
asset to continue to clear on an economic basis independent of being MOPR’d? 

Joe Bowring: Yes, so given that we have proposed net ACR as the offer floor and that's 
what the Commission also proposed. Under that assumption, we believe that almost 
without exception the nuclear units are covering their avoidable cost, we would expect 
them to clear in the capacity auction. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: And when you say the nuclear units, in specific states or all 
states? 

Joe Bowring: Yes, so we've covered all the units. They're all in a table in the State of the 
Market report and we show which units we believe we're covering, which are not 
covering their avoidable cost on a forward-looking basis. So of all the nuclear plants in 
PJM, there are only two that are not covering their avoidable cost. And actually both of 
those are in Ohio. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it. Those are the only ones that presumably could have 
problems in the context of clearing. 

Joe Bowring: Right. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: On a net ACR basis. 

Joe Bowring: Right. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: If I can come back to the question of FRR elections and what 
that means. A lot of us are fixated on the potential positive impacts to pricing given the 
application on policy altogether. But for RTO prices broadly, if you were to have regions 
decide to FRR, say for instance Illinois as you've evaluated. How do you think about the 
impact on the RTO pricing if you're pulling out the associated load and supply in that 
instance? 

Joe Bowring: Sure, so what we said, is that in the case of ComEd, regardless of the 
pricing scenario internally, we expect that would have a significant negative effect on 
prices in the rest of the RTO. But notice that I'm using rest of the RTO in a technical 
sense. That is, the rest of the RTO LDA would not have a negative effect on every price. 
So what we said was the rest of the RTO clearing price decreased by about $62/MW-
day, 44% compared to the last BRA. 

But that does not include the clearing price and the number of LDAs that price 
separated. So we have a table in the FRR report which specifies that. But the biggest 
impact is on the so-called rest of RTO LDA which is a quite significant impact. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: And to clarify that, that is an RTO-wide price impact. There are 
other corresponding pricing impacts perhaps that you'd have subsequent price separate 
in other LDAs and potentially more broadly in the Eastern section. 

Joe Bowring: Right, so it's not the entire RTO, the so-called rest of RTO LDA. So but for 
example, we saw in our simulations a zero impact in ATSI, a zero impact in EMAAC, a 
zero impact in PSE&G, a zero impact in BG&E, a zero impact in PS and PS North. So if 
you look at the definition of the rest of RTO as it happened in the ‘21/’22 BRA, it's a 
specific identifiable set of LDAs. 
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So it's not the RTO in just the generic casual sense, it's the rest of RTO in the technical 
sense of what those LDAs actually were in the '21/'22 auction. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: How do you frame the concern that’s been raised that, given 
the number of units that will see a MOPR applied to them, that will change bidding 
behaviors of even those that don't have a MOPR applied to them? Given that they know 
or at least have a sense as to the policies being applied to other units out there. 

Joe Bowring: We haven't evaluated where we think the impact would be on overall 
prices of clearing or bidding behavior. We have not yet evaluated that, but I don't think 
there's any reason to believe that there's going to be some massive impact. But we're 
still in the process of thinking that through. We've had the Order for a few days. We're 
still trying to digest it and think about what the potential impact would be. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Can you comment a little - given the FRR structure, if you 
were to bifurcate clean energy versus call it legacy, I think in general that proposal has 
been framed as a customer value proposition, stated broadly. But can you comment a 
little bit on the other elements in your report? 

Specifically, the guarantees in the FRR proposal that around energy and capacity that 
they'll not go up under the bill, I know that's been a key element under the legislation for 
a proposal, so I know you're not tied to that legislation per se. But seems to be a key 
element at the end of the day in mitigating risk. 

Joe Bowring: I have not read that legislation in detail and this was not intended to 
represent any particular legislative proposal. So I'm not sure exactly what it says. But any 
assurance that total revenue did not go up is fine if that's really what's going to happen, 
but that means that the price paid to the resources in ComEd would be approximately 
what they were in the last auction. But how plausible that is given the resources that are 
there, and given the stated need by the owners of that capacity from where revenue had 
they been receiving in the current markets, it's very hard to see how that works. Unless, 
of course you add in a ZEC subsidy for a significant amount of capacity in which case, in 
my view, you need to think about the total dollars and not arbitrarily breaking into the 
FRR and then separately subsidies. 

So the issue should be from the perspective of customers, how much are they paying in 
total, regardless of what category the costs fall in. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Have you looked at the BGS program in New Jersey at all, in 
terms of their ability to continue to clear under this program? It seems like the answer 
earlier precludes the concerns here, where you effectively say, at least from your 
analysis that Net ACR would allow these units to continue to clear irrespective. But 
certainly the response and concern that's been stated otherwise and I think that's what 
you're trying to raise here. 

But again, asking specifically on the BGS procurement, do you have any sense as to the 
ability for them to procure capacity on bilateral basis rather than necessarily directly to 
its auction? Which at least on summary would seem to be like the backstop that New 
Jersey has as option? 

Joe Bowring: If you're asking me, is the BGS auction a subsidy or would that fall in a 
broad category, I don't think it would. The BGS auction is simply a way that New Jersey 
is designed, and Maryland is similar, to acquire capacity to serve various low levels in a 
competitive way. I don't see how that qualifies as a subsidy and continuing the BGS 
auction does not strike me as being a form of subsidy. I can't speak for FERC, of course. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Right, or rather that it's a mechanism for the state to pursue 
procurement of these assets regardless of whether they clear they auction in terms of 
the actual capacity itself? 
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Joe Bowring: Right, BGS is simply a way to allow the competitive procurement of a 
bundled energy and capacity for load. It doesn't have anything to do specifically with 
acquiring the specific assets to serve them. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: That's fair. Following up on New Jersey, it seems pretty clear 
that you would have offshore wind and broadly renewable programs included in new 
cleared capacity and therefore having the MOPR apply. I mean that would seem to be a 
broad catchall included in this. 

Joe Bowring: It really depends on where the line is drawn for grandfathering resources 
as existing. I need to look back to be a little more careful to just see what exactly the - 
there's some very specific criteria set forth about what determines that line. And I'm not 
sure without looking back at it more carefully which side of that line the resource you've 
just described falls on. So if a contract were assigned, does that make it old or new? If 
the contract were signed prior to this Order, does that make it old or new, for example. I 
don't know the answer. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it, okay. Can you elaborate a little bit on your thoughts 
around the cycle of events here. I'm trying to start to think about summarizing what 
you're saying. So obviously applying a MOPR with a lot of assets included in that MOPR 
would seemingly have an inflationary effect. Again, you can't say definitively and to what 
extent, but certainly that would be the broad intention - maybe not even intention but 
result of having a higher bid across a lot of different asset classes. 

That being said, one of the corresponding critical criteria that I think folks need to be 
aware of and your analysis addresses to a certain extent is the corresponding pressure 
on clearing prices from states electing to pursue FRR as a consequence to this MOPR. Is 
that fair? 

Joe Bowring: Sure, right. So first of all we have not reached a broad conclusion about 
whether we think the rule by itself, holding aside FRR, is likely to increase prices or 
decrease prices or leave them where they are. In order to answer that question, you have 
to think about whether the offers in auctions so far historically, recent auctions have 
been less than the competitive offer. And if so, how many megawatts does that apply to. 

So I'm not sure that is actually the case. So, you know, we will look at that question. But I 
have not formed an opinion at the moment as to whether I think it would cause an 
increase, decrease or have a neutral impact on prices. So that's the first thing. 

And then secondly, the impact of individual FRRs is going to vary depending on the LDA. 
So I don't think it's fair to assume that the impact of ComEd, for example, would be the 
same for another FRR entity. So as we volunteer in this report, if we get other requests 
to analyze other FRRs which I expect we might, in the coming weeks, we will do that. 
And that will provide specific information. It's very hard to answer the questions about 
the FRR impact. In fact it's impossible to answer hypothetically. You actually need to do 
the analysis. The price outcomes depend on the dynamics of the market structure. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Understood. Are there other states that are anticipated to be 
filing FRR or at least contemplating it in coming weeks? 

Joe Bowring: I do not know. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it, okay. Fair enough. Can you comment a little bit more on 
some of the other nuances in this MOPR application? What were you expecting, what 
was surprising? What was not expected in this outcome? Or maybe expected is a tough 
way to frame it, but what was surprising to you? 

Joe Bowring: Answering about surprise depends on me having had a clear idea about 
what to expect. And I didn't. So no, I wasn't really surprised. But it was mostly because I 
didn't know what they were going to do. What was interesting is that they ruled out a 
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couple of broad competing paradigms. One was PJM’s re-pricing and another was the 
sort of suggested resource-specific FRR. So those are both ruled out. 

We came back to a clean MOPR approach. We disagree with one key logical element of 
it. That is net CONE versus net ACR. But other than that, I think it was just a clean 
application of that logic, a clean and comprehensive application of that logic. And very 
explicitly ruling out those competing paradigms. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it, okay. What was your thought on the partial FRR and 
why was that excluded ultimately, as best you can tell? 

Joe Bowring: Well, I don't know why they made the decision but our public analysis of 
that shows that it was highly price-suppressive. We did a bunch of scenarios under 
resource-specific and demonstrated, I think, very conclusively that it was highly and 
significantly price-suppressive in addition to creating all kinds of implementation issues. 
And what does a unit-specific or resource-specific FRR mean? To me, it simply wouldn't 
have worked and was presumably unintentionally price suppressive. I'm not sure that it 
was thought through carefully before, I suppose. It was an idea and I think upon closer 
scrutiny it was appropriately rejected. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Understood. Can you comment a little bit more on how you 
see resources that are imports being impacted by this? You know, obviously that's at 
various times wavered, but has been material at some point. How does MOPR apply to 
imports? 

Joe Bowring: I'm not sure I know the exact answer. Every import in PJM has to be unit 
specific and has to pass in order to participate we have to know exactly what the unit is, 
what the electrical impact is. I don't recall whether there's anything specifically in order 
about that. I would assume that all the rules that applied to internal resources that apply 
to external resources as well. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it all right. Can we go back to the FRR here? To the extent 
to which a state were to elect an FRR, obviously they would effectively dictate their 
procurement and their MOPR rules. And you all wouldn’t really have a direct role in 
establishing or reviewing this. Is that the right way to frame this construct? 

Joe Bowring: I think it is. I think once an FRR is determined, then the prices in the FRR 
are a matter of negotiation between the suppliers of capacity and the state regulatory 
authorities. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it, okay, excellent. Can you help provide a little bit of a 
sense on some of the other asset classes in aggregate that could really move as far as 
the application of a MOPR policy goes? I know we started the call by talking about this 
really odd series of events around demand response and energy efficiency. But any other 
asset classes that merit sort of greater scrutiny under the fact that they might have a 
net ACR MOPR applied to them? 

Joe Bowring: I think at a high level, DR and EE are the two that have previously escaped 
any scrutiny like this. The other big category are the assets owned by cost of service 
entities. So anyone with cost of service rate-based, rate of return rate-making is now 
deemed to be a subsidy in that is a new area, an area that had not been previously 
included. So I'd say those three things, DR, EE and then cost of service. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Can you elaborate how to think about cost of service? I mean 
historically I generally presume that cost of service is almost been viewed as an FRR 
look-alike where those assets have been assumed to clear because frankly there's no 
reason for them not to clear given that they're under, you know, a construct that already 
pays them. But how do you think about applying a MOPR to a cost of service asset under 
a variety of context? I mean literally are we going asset by asset or at least in theory 
they have to apply for MOPR exemption? And look at the specific economics regardless 
of the cost of service. 
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Joe Bowring: That's exactly right. It would be unit by unit, resource by resource. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it. What's the quantum of units that would impact? 
Because to come back to this point, DR and EE are a sizeable impact already and then 
the impact from the cost of service assets would be pretty meaningful too, right? 

Joe Bowring: Well, the cost of service assets that are in the system now, we put out a 
very detailed report on the capacity additions and the sources of funding which 
identifies that number exactly. I've forgotten what it is off the top of my head. But that's 
in that report. It's in the 20% to 30% range, but those are all existing assets, and so they 
would be subject to the net ACR approach. So I would expect that to have a de minimis 
impact. If they were new resources, that would have a like a larger impact marginally. 
But again, it would depend on the nature of the cost of those assets. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Got it. And can you clarify what about the mechanics? So in 
that report, why are RTO prices lower in the ComEd FRR scenario? Is it simply the 
removal of more load than supply in the context of ComEd? 

Joe Bowring: There are going to be some resources in ComEd that will provide capacity 
that did not clear in the auction, as an example. And that's a significant source of it. And 
the other is that there are resources from the rest of RTO that were used to meet load 
in ComEd that are not going to be used to meet load under an FRR. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: But said differently, if an asset that hasn't been clearing 
previously, the idea is that you're just taking away a corresponding amount of load out of 
the capacity procurement. And presumably they are addressing it with this uncleared 
capacity and effectively for the purposes of PJM accounting, pulling out that load and 
assuming that they can deal with their own capacity procurement needs on their own, 
you're effectively driving down prices. Is there another dynamic at play here? 

Joe Bowring: No, it's a matter of - so there's some capacity in ComEd that did not clear, 
all very public. And that would displace what had been imports from the rest of the RTO. 
Now, the imports were limited but nonetheless that was a relatively significant number 
of resources and that's really the source of the impact on the rest of the RTO. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Excellent, and again, at risk of getting too detailed here. When 
you calculated net ACR, what kind of energy price were you using? Was it a historical 
three-year average energy offset I presume? 

Joe Bowring: It was not. We spelled out the method very clearly in the State of the 
Market report. We've updated this announcement every quarter. We use three year 
forwards for energy, and we use the known capacity prices for three year forwards. 
We're looking three years forward using the known capacity prices because those 
auctions have cleared as well as the forward curves with a basis of adjustment to the 
individual cost of the plant. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Any final overarching comments that you would leave us with? 
I mean there's definitely a lot to consider here in review. 

Joe Bowring: No, I mean look, it's an interesting Order. I think everyone's going to have 
to think about it very carefully and we will be doing analysis, based on prior dynamics, 
about what we think the impacts will be. We're gearing up to actually do the work 
necessary. So it's going to be an interesting time over the next 90 days while PJM gets 
its compliance Order ready and figures out what the deadlines are going to be and when 
it's going to run its auction. It's obviously going to be very interesting. So it's just going 
to be a lot of work for everybody to think this through, but it's an interesting and as I 
said coherent order. So we all have to begin analyzing in more detail and also think about 
how to apply it. 

Julien Dumoulin-Smith: Right, excellent. With that, I think that's probably a good place 
to call it. Thank you Joe very much. Thanks everyone for their respective questions sent 
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in. Really appreciate the participation and we'll talk to you all soon. Have a great holiday 
season. Cheers. 

Joe Bowring: Thank you. 

 

 

Table 1: Stocks mentioned 
BofA Ticker Bloomberg ticker Company name Price Rating 
EXC EXC US Exelon Corp US$ 45.38 A-1-7 
NRG NRG US NRG Energy US$ 39.23 B-1-8 
PEG PEG US Public Service US$ 58.67 A-2-7 
VST VST US Vistra Energy US$ 22.82 B-1-7 
Source: BofA Global Research 

 
 

 

 
   

Price objective basis & risk 
Exelon (EXC) 
Our $55 PO is based on a SOTP valuation. 
Utility: Our base electric peer P/E multiple of 18.6x is grossed up for a year to 2020 by 
5% to reflect capital appreciation across the sector. We apply a 1x premium for Pepco 
and 0.5x for BGE. We apply -1x discount to ComEd. We also apply a 2.0x premium to PHI 
to account for sustained companywide LT cost reduction efforts and a 0.5x premium to 
BGE segment. 
 
Our Generation valuation is based on a 2022E SOTP. We start with our EBITDA 
estimates at each segment and subtract out maintenance capex. We then capitalize this 
at an 9.0x base multiple (based on the long-term average forward EV/EBITDA in the 
sector) to which we apply a premium/discount based on our views of the specific region 
and portfolio while we apply a DCF for nuclear. 
 
Upside/Downside risks: 1) the company may or may not experience adverse regulatory 
rulings in its future rate cases, 2) Rate making mechanisms may or may not change in 
the future, 3) the company may or may not experience an increase in the price of key 
inputs such as natural gas and coal 4) the company may or may not experience a 
decrease in wholesale power prices 5) the company may or may not have to deal with 
stricter environmental or safety regulations 6) the company may or may not be able to 
access capital markets, 7) the company's operations could be materially impacted by 
weather events. 

NRG Energy (NRG) 
Our $48/sh PO is based on a 2021E SOTP discounted back one year. We apply a 
premium/discount to our 9.0x base EV/FCF multiple to each segment based on our views 
of the specific asset type and region. The 9x reflects a +1x turn prem (to account for 
generic maintenance capex) against historical 8x EV/EBITDA trend for IPPs. 
Our valuation is pro forma for the Transformation Plan and incorporates about $3 Bn of 
net proceeds from asset sales as well as $4.0 Bn of share buybacks. 
 
 
Upside risks to our PO: 1) the company may beat the targeted O&M and SG&A savings 
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2) the company may beat the targeted Retail EBITDA enhancements 3) the company 
may increase retail margins and retain customers 4) the company may experience a drop 
in the price of key inputs such as natural gas and coal and 5) the company may 
experience an increase in wholesale power prices. 
 
Downside risks to our PO: 1) the company may not be able to deliver on the targeted 
O&M and SG&A savings 2) the company may not be able to execute the targeted Retail 
EBITDA enhancements 3) the company may not be able to maintain retail margins and 
retain customers 4) the company may experience an increase in the price of key inputs 
such as natural gas and coal 5) the company may experience a decrease in wholesale 
power prices 6) the company may have to deal with stricter environmental regulations 7) 
the company's operations could be materially impacted negatively by weather events, 
and 8) the high yield credit market may deteriorate. 

Public Service Enterprise Group (PEG) 
Our $67 PO is derived from our SOTP val. We value PEG using a SOTP val based on 
2022E earnings and 2021E EBITDA. For Power, we use a target 9.0x EV/FCF multiple 
with a prem/dis based on the generation type/asset quality. We apply discounts for 
certain CCGTs given lower quality, in line multiples for the peakers given lower quality 
but favorable geographic locations, and 2x disc for BGSS given lower quality EBITDA. We 
include the NPV of the nuclear portfolio w/ ZECs in NJ , and DCF of remaining hedges 
(7% discount rate). For the utility we use a 1x premium to the 19.2x group multiple to 
value the reg and parent side of the biz. Electric peer P/E multiple is grossed up by 5% 
to reflect capital appreciation across the sector. PSE&G has meaningful growth capex 
planned, and while pressure on earned ROEs exists, reg env is favorable. We further add 
the NPV of our offshore mini model to reflect a potential equity participation with Ocean 
Wind. 
Downside risks to PO 1) int rate increases, 2) unfavorable reg outcome, 3) weather 
which could all lower PEG's earnings ability, 4) we caution dilutive asset sales, capacity 
auction uncertainty, and overall power headwinds as potential overhangs on the stock 

Vistra Energy (VST) 
Our $29/sh Price Objective is based on a 2021E SOTP valuation. We assign a 
discount/premium to the peer group EV/FCF multiple of 9.0x for each fuel within each 
geography, depending on our specific views for the asset type and market: We include 
the full $275mn of margin-enhancing initiatives as well as $200mn optimization 
benefits and the $275mn of synergies related to the DYN acquisition. We further 
capitalize our estimated income tax for the combined entity to reflect the higher tax 
burden than peers, and we include a $50mn NPV of TRA payments (these two items take 
into account the effect of the reduced corporate tax rate from 35% to 21%). We reflect 
accretion from the Moss Landing storage project as well. 
 
Upside risks: 1) VST may improve its retail margins and retain customers, 2) VST may 
beat its margin enhancements initiatives, 3) VST may see a decrease in the price of key 
inputs such as natural gas and coal, and 4) VST may see an increase in wholesale power 
prices. 
 
Downside risks: 1) VST may not be able to maintain retail margins and retain customers, 
2) VST may not be able to deliver on its margin enhancements initiatives, 3) VST may 
experience an increase in the price of key inputs such as natural gas and coal, 4) VST 
may experience a decrease in wholesale power prices, 5) VST may have to deal with 
stricter environmental regulations, and 6) the company's operations could be materially 
negatively impacted by weather events. 
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Analyst Certification 
I, Julien Dumoulin-Smith, hereby certify that the views expressed in this research report 
accurately reflect my personal views about the subject securities and issuers.  I also 
certify that no part of my compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related 
to the specific recommendations or view expressed in this research report. 
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North American Utilities, Alternative Energy & LNG Coverage Cluster 
Investment rating Company BofA Ticker Bloomberg symbol Analyst 
BUY 
 Alliant Energy Corporation LNT LNT US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 AltaGas YALA ALA CN Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Ameren Corporation AEE AEE US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 American Electric Power AEP AEP US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Aqua America WTR WTR US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Atlantica Yield AY AY US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Black Hills Corporation BKH BKH US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Cheniere Energy Inc LNG LNG US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Clearway Energy CWENA CWEN/A US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Clearway Energy CWEN CWEN US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 CMS Energy CMS CMS US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Emera Inc YEMA EMA CN Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Entergy ETR ETR US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Exelon EXC EXC US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 First Solar, Inc. FSLR FSLR US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 NextEra Energy NEE NEE US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 NRG Energy NRG NRG US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 OGE Energy Corp OGE OGE US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 PNM Resources Inc. PNM PNM US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Sunnova Energy NOVA NOVA US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 SunRun RUN RUN US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Vistra Energy VST VST US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Vivint Solar VSLR VSLR US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
NEUTRAL 
 AES AES AES US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp AQN AQN US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp YAQN AQN CN Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 CenterPoint Energy CNP CNP US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Consolidated Edison ED ED US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Dominion Energy D D US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 DTE Energy DTE DTE US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Edison International EIX EIX US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 FirstEnergy FE FE US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Fortis YFTS FTS CN Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Fortis Inc FTS FTS US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Hannon Armstrong HASI HASI US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Idacorp IDA IDA US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 NextDecade NEXT NEXT US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 NextEra Energy Partners NEP NEP US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 NiSource Inc NI NI US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Pinnacle West PNW PNW US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Portland General Electric Company POR POR US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 PPL Corporation PPL PPL US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Public Service Enterprise Group PEG PEG US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Sempra Energy SRE SRE US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Southern Company SO SO US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Tellurian Inc TELL TELL US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
UNDERPERFORM 
 American Water Works AWK AWK US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Avangrid AGR AGR US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Avista AVA AVA US Richard Ciciarelli, CFA 
 Bloom Energy BE BE US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Duke Energy DUK DUK US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Evergy, Inc EVRG EVRG US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Eversource Energy ES ES US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Hawaiian Electric Industries HE HE US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 NorthWestern Corporation NWE NWE US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 SunPower Corp. SPWR SPWR US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Terraform Power TERP TERP US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Unitil Corporation UTL UTL US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 WEC Energy Group Inc WEC WEC US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 Xcel Energy Inc XEL XEL US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
RSTR 
 El Paso Electric Company EE EE US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
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North American Utilities, Alternative Energy & LNG Coverage Cluster 
Investment rating Company BofA Ticker Bloomberg symbol Analyst 
 Pattern Energy Group PEGI PEGI US Julien Dumoulin-Smith 
 

 
   
Disclosures 
Important Disclosures  
    
Exelon Corp (EXC) Price Chart 

 
The Investment Opinion System is contained at the end of the report under the heading "Fundamental Equity Opinion Key". Dark grey shading indicates the security is restricted with the opinion suspended. Medium grey 
shading indicates the security is under review with the opinion withdrawn. Light grey shading indicates the security is not covered. Chart is current as of a date no more than one trading day prior to the date of the report. 
  
NRG Energy (NRG) Price Chart 

 
The Investment Opinion System is contained at the end of the report under the heading "Fundamental Equity Opinion Key". Dark grey shading indicates the security is restricted with the opinion suspended. Medium grey 
shading indicates the security is under review with the opinion withdrawn. Light grey shading indicates the security is not covered. Chart is current as of a date no more than one trading day prior to the date of the report. 
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Public Service (PEG) Price Chart 

 
The Investment Opinion System is contained at the end of the report under the heading "Fundamental Equity Opinion Key". Dark grey shading indicates the security is restricted with the opinion suspended. Medium grey 
shading indicates the security is under review with the opinion withdrawn. Light grey shading indicates the security is not covered. Chart is current as of a date no more than one trading day prior to the date of the report. 
  
Vistra Energy (VST) Price Chart 

 
The Investment Opinion System is contained at the end of the report under the heading "Fundamental Equity Opinion Key". Dark grey shading indicates the security is restricted with the opinion suspended. Medium grey 
shading indicates the security is under review with the opinion withdrawn. Light grey shading indicates the security is not covered. Chart is current as of a date no more than one trading day prior to the date of the report. 
    
Equity Investment Rating Distribution: Utilities Group (as of 30 Sep 2019) 
Coverage Universe Count Percent  Inv. Banking Relationships* Count Percent 
Buy 67 47.86%  Buy 51 76.12% 
Hold 36 25.71%  Hold 24 66.67% 
Sell 37 26.43%  Sell 26 70.27%   
Equity Investment Rating Distribution: Global Group (as of 30 Sep 2019) 
Coverage Universe Count Percent  Inv. Banking Relationships* Count Percent 
Buy 1517 50.30%  Buy 964 63.55% 
Hold 680 22.55%  Hold 434 63.82% 
Sell 819 27.16%  Sell 408 49.82% 
* Issuers that were investment banking clients of BofA Securities or one of its affiliates within the past 12 months. For purposes of this Investment Rating Distribution, the coverage universe includes only stocks. A stock 
rated Neutral is included as a Hold, and a stock rated Underperform is included as a Sell. 
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FUNDAMENTAL EQUITY OPINION KEY: Opinions include a Volatility Risk Rating, an Investment Rating and an Income Rating. VOLATILITY RISK RATINGS, indicators of potential 

price fluctuation, are: A - Low, B - Medium and C - High. INVESTMENT RATINGS reflect the analyst’s assessment of a stock’s: (i) absolute total return potential and (ii) 
attractiveness for investment relative to other stocks within its Coverage Cluster (defined below). There are three investment ratings: 1 - Buy stocks are expected to have a total 
return of at least 10% and are the most attractive stocks in the coverage cluster; 2 - Neutral stocks are expected to remain flat or increase in value and are less attractive than 
Buy rated stocks and 3 - Underperform stocks are the least attractive stocks in a coverage cluster. Analysts assign investment ratings considering, among other things, the 0-12 
month total return expectation for a stock and the firm’s guidelines for ratings dispersions (shown in the table below). The current price objective for a stock should be referenced 
to better understand the total return expectation at any given time. The price objective reflects the analyst’s view of the potential price appreciation (depreciation). 
Investment rating Total return expectation (within 12-month period of date of initial rating) Ratings dispersion guidelines for coverage cluster* 

Buy ≥ 10% ≤ 70% 
Neutral ≥ 0% ≤ 30% 

Underperform N/A ≥ 20% 
* Ratings dispersions may vary from time to time where BofA Global Research believes it better reflects the investment prospects of stocks in a Coverage Cluster. 

INCOME RATINGS, indicators of potential cash dividends, are: 7 - same/higher (dividend considered to be secure), 8 - same/lower (dividend not considered to be secure) and 9 - pays 
no cash dividend. Coverage Cluster is comprised of stocks covered by a single analyst or two or more analysts sharing a common industry, sector, region or other classification(s). A stock’s 
coverage cluster is included in the most recent BofA Global Research report referencing the stock.        
 
Price charts for the securities referenced in this research report are available at https://pricecharts.baml.com, or call 1-800-MERRILL to have them mailed. 
BofAS or one of its affiliates acts as a market maker for the equity securities recommended in the report: Exelon Corp, NRG Energy, Public Service, Vistra Energy. 
BofAS or an affiliate was a manager of a public offering of securities of this issuer within the last 12 months: NRG Energy, Inc., Public Service. 
The issuer is or was, within the last 12 months, an investment banking client of BofAS and/or one or more of its affiliates: Exelon Corp., NRG Energy, Inc., Public Service, Vistra Energy. 
BofAS or an affiliate has received compensation from the issuer for non-investment banking services or products within the past 12 months: Exelon Corp., NRG Energy, Inc., Public Service, Vistra 
Energy. 
The issuer is or was, within the last 12 months, a non-securities business client of BofAS and/or one or more of its affiliates: Exelon Corp., NRG Energy, Inc., Public Service, Vistra Energy. 
BofAS or an affiliate has received compensation for investment banking services from this issuer within the past 12 months: Exelon Corp., NRG Energy, Inc., Public Service, Vistra Energy. 
BofAS or an affiliate expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from this issuer or an affiliate of the issuer within the next three months: Exelon Corp., 
NRG Energy, Inc., Vistra Energy. 
BofAS together with its affiliates beneficially owns one percent or more of the common stock of this issuer. If this report was issued on or after the 9th day of the month, it reflects the 
ownership position on the last day of the previous month. Reports issued before the 9th day of a month reflect the ownership position at the end of the second month preceding the date of 
the report: NRG Energy, Inc. 
BofAS or one of its affiliates is willing to sell to, or buy from, clients the common equity of the issuer on a principal basis: Exelon Corp, NRG Energy, Public Service, Vistra Energy. 
The issuer is or was, within the last 12 months, a securities business client (non-investment banking) of BofAS and/or one or more of its affiliates: Exelon Corp., NRG Energy, Inc., Public Service, 
Vistra Energy. 
BofA Global Research personnel (including the analyst(s) responsible for this report) receive compensation based upon, among other factors, the overall profitability of Bank of America 
Corporation, including profits derived from investment banking. The analyst(s) responsible for this report may also receive compensation based upon, among other factors, the overall 
profitability of the Bank’s sales and trading businesses relating to the class of securities or financial instruments for which such analyst is responsible.  
 

Other Important Disclosures 
From time to time research analysts conduct site visits of covered issuers. BofA Global Research policies prohibit research analysts from accepting payment or reimbursement for travel 
expenses from the issuer for such visits. 
Prices are indicative and for information purposes only. Except as otherwise stated in the report, for the purpose of any recommendation in relation to: (i) an equity security, the price referenced 
is the publicly traded price of the security as of close of business on the day prior to the date of the report or, if the report is published during intraday trading, the price referenced is indicative 
of the traded price as of the date and time of the report; or (ii) a debt security (including equity preferred and CDS), prices are indicative as of the date and time of the report and are from various 
sources including BofA Securities trading desks. 
The date and time of completion of the production of any recommendation in this report shall be the date and time of dissemination of this report as recorded in the report timestamp. 
 
Recipients who are not institutional investors or market professionals should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor before considering information in this report in connection 
with any investment decision, or for a necessary explanation of its contents. 
Officers of BofAS or one or more of its affiliates (other than research analysts) may have a financial interest in securities of the issuer(s) or in related investments. 
BofA Global Research policies relating to conflicts of interest are described at https://rsch.baml.com/coi 
"BofA Securities" includes BofA Securities, Inc. ("BofAS") and its affiliates. Investors should contact their BofA Securities representative or Merrill Global Wealth Management 
financial advisor if they have questions concerning this report or concerning the appropriateness of any investment idea described herein for such investor. "BofA Securities" is a 
global brand for BofA Global Research. 
Information relating to Non-US affiliates of BofA Securities and Distribution of Affiliate Research Reports: 
BofAS and/or Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith ("MLPF&S") may in the future distribute, information of the following non-US affiliates in the US (short name: legal name, regulator): Merrill 
Lynch (South Africa): Merrill Lynch South Africa (Pty) Ltd., regulated by The Financial Service Board; MLI (UK): Merrill Lynch International, regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and 
the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA); BofASE (France): BofA Securities Europe SA is authorized by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (ACPR) and regulated by the ACPR 
and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF); BAMLI DAC (Milan): Bank of America Merrill Lynch International DAC, Milan Branch, regulated by the Bank of Italy, the European Central Bank 
(ECB) and the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI); Merrill Lynch (Australia): Merrill Lynch Equities (Australia) Limited, regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission; Merrill Lynch 
(Hong Kong): Merrill Lynch (Asia Pacific) Limited, regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission (HKSFC); Merrill Lynch (Singapore): Merrill Lynch (Singapore) Pte Ltd, regulated 
by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS); Merrill Lynch (Canada): Merrill Lynch Canada Inc, regulated by the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada; Merrill Lynch (Mexico): 
Merrill Lynch Mexico, SA de CV, Casa de Bolsa, regulated by the Comisión Nacional Bancaria y de Valores; Merrill Lynch (Argentina): Merrill Lynch Argentina SA, regulated by Comisión Nacional de 
Valores; Merrill Lynch (Japan): Merrill Lynch Japan Securities Co., Ltd., regulated by the Financial Services Agency; Merrill Lynch (Seoul): Merrill Lynch International, LLC Seoul Branch, regulated by 
the Financial Supervisory Service; Merrill Lynch (Taiwan): Merrill Lynch Securities (Taiwan) Ltd., regulated by the Securities and Futures Bureau; DSP Merrill Lynch (India): DSP Merrill Lynch 
Limited, regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India; Merrill Lynch (Indonesia): PT Merrill Lynch Sekuritas Indonesia, regulated by Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (OJK); Merrill Lynch (Israel): 
Merrill Lynch Israel Limited, regulated by Israel Securities Authority; Merrill Lynch (Russia): OOO Merrill Lynch Securities, Moscow, regulated by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation; Merrill 
Lynch (DIFC): Merrill Lynch International (DIFC Branch), regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA); Merrill Lynch (Spain): Merrill Lynch Capital Markets Espana, S.A.S.V., regulated 
by Comisión Nacional del Mercado De Valores; Merrill Lynch (Brazil): Bank of America Merrill Lynch Banco Multiplo S.A., regulated by Comissão de Valores Mobiliários; Merrill Lynch KSA Company: 
Merrill Lynch Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Company, regulated by the Capital Market Authority. 
This information: has been approved for publication and is distributed in the United Kingdom (UK) to professional clients and eligible counterparties (as each is defined in the rules of the FCA 
and the PRA) by MLI (UK), which is authorized by the PRA and regulated by the FCA and the PRA - details about the extent of our regulation by the FCA and PRA are available from us on request; 
has been approved for publication and is distributed in the European Economic Area (EEA) by BofASE (France), which is authorized by the ACPR and regulated by the ACPR and the AMF; has 
been considered and distributed in Japan by Merrill Lynch (Japan), a registered securities dealer under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act in Japan, or its permitted affiliates; is issued 
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and distributed in Hong Kong by Merrill Lynch (Hong Kong) which is regulated by HKSFC; is issued and distributed in Taiwan by Merrill Lynch (Taiwan); is issued and distributed in India by DSP 
Merrill Lynch (India); and is issued and distributed in Singapore to institutional investors and/or accredited investors (each as defined under the Financial Advisers Regulations) by Merrill Lynch 
(Singapore) (Company Registration No 198602883D). Merrill Lynch (Singapore) is regulated by MAS. Bank of America N.A., Australian Branch (ARBN 064 874 531), AFS License 412901 (BANA 
Australia) and Merrill Lynch Equities (Australia) Limited (ABN 65 006 276 795), AFS License 235132 (MLEA) distribute this information in Australia only to 'Wholesale' clients as defined by 
s.761G of the Corporations Act 2001. With the exception of BANA Australia, neither MLEA nor any of its affiliates involved in preparing this information is an Authorised Deposit-Taking 
Institution under the Banking Act 1959 nor regulated by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority. No approval is required for publication or distribution of this information in Brazil and its 
local distribution is by Merrill Lynch (Brazil) in accordance with applicable regulations. Merrill Lynch (DIFC) is authorized and regulated by the DFSA. Information prepared and issued by Merrill 
Lynch (DIFC) is done so in accordance with the requirements of the DFSA conduct of business rules. Bank of America Merrill Lynch International DAC, Frankfurt Branch (BAMLI DAC (Frankfurt)) 
distributes this information in Germany and is regulated by BaFin, the ECB and the CBI. BofA Securities entities, including BAMLI DAC and BofASE (France), may outsource/delegate the 
marketing and/or provision of certain research services or aspects of research services to other branches or members of the BofA Securities group. You may be contacted by a different BofA 
Securities entity acting for and on behalf of your service provider where permitted by applicable law. This does not change your service provider. Please use this link 
http://www.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer for further information. 
This information has been prepared and issued by BofAS and/or one or more of its non-US affiliates. The author(s) of this information may not be licensed to carry on regulated activities in your 
jurisdiction and, if not licensed, do not hold themselves out as being able to do so. BofAS and/or MLPF&S is the distributor of this information in the US and accepts full responsibility for 
information distributed to BofAS and/or MLPF&S clients in the US by its non-US affiliates. Any US person receiving this information and wishing to effect any transaction in any security 
discussed herein should do so through BofAS and/or MLPF&S and not such foreign affiliates. Hong Kong recipients of this information should contact Merrill Lynch (Asia Pacific) Limited in 
respect of any matters relating to dealing in securities or provision of specific advice on securities or any other matters arising from, or in connection with, this information. Singapore recipients 
of this information should contact Merrill Lynch (Singapore) Pte Ltd in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, this information. 
General Investment Related Disclosures: 
Taiwan Readers: Neither the information nor any opinion expressed herein constitutes an offer or a solicitation of an offer to transact in any securities or other financial instrument. No part of 
this report may be used or reproduced or quoted in any manner whatsoever in Taiwan by the press or any other person without the express written consent of BofA Securities. 
This document provides general information only, and has been prepared for, and is intended for general distribution to, BofA Securities clients. Neither the information nor any opinion 
expressed constitutes an offer or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other financial instrument or any derivative related to such securities or instruments (e.g., options, 
futures, warrants, and contracts for differences). This document is not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account the specific investment objectives, 
financial situation and the particular needs of, and is not directed to, any specific person(s). This document and its content do not constitute, and should not be considered to constitute, 
investment advice for purposes of ERISA, the US tax code, the Investment Advisers Act or otherwise. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in financial 
instruments and implementing investment strategies discussed or recommended in this document and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized. Any 
decision to purchase or subscribe for securities in any offering must be based solely on existing public information on such security or the information in the prospectus or other offering 
document issued in connection with such offering, and not on this document. 
Securities and other financial instruments referred to herein, or recommended, offered or sold by BofA Securities, are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and are not 
deposits or other obligations of any insured depository institution (including, Bank of America, N.A.). Investments in general and, derivatives, in particular, involve numerous risks, including, 
among others, market risk, counterparty default risk and liquidity risk. No security, financial instrument or derivative is suitable for all investors. In some cases, securities and other financial 
instruments may be difficult to value or sell and reliable information about the value or risks related to the security or financial instrument may be difficult to obtain. Investors should note that 
income from such securities and other financial instruments, if any, may fluctuate and that price or value of such securities and instruments may rise or fall and, in some cases, investors may 
lose their entire principal investment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Levels and basis for taxation may change. 
This report may contain a short-term trading idea or recommendation, which highlights a specific near-term catalyst or event impacting the issuer or the market that is anticipated to have a 
short-term price impact on the equity securities of the issuer. Short-term trading ideas and recommendations are different from and do not affect a stock's fundamental equity rating, which 
reflects both a longer term total return expectation and attractiveness for investment relative to other stocks within its Coverage Cluster. Short-term trading ideas and recommendations may 
be more or less positive than a stock's fundamental equity rating. 
BofA Securities is aware that the implementation of the ideas expressed in this report may depend upon an investor's ability to "short" securities or other financial instruments and that such 
action may be limited by regulations prohibiting or restricting "shortselling" in many jurisdictions. Investors are urged to seek advice regarding the applicability of such regulations prior to 
executing any short idea contained in this report. 
Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or financial instrument mentioned herein. Investors in such securities and instruments, 
including ADRs, effectively assume currency risk. 
UK Readers: The protections provided by the U.K. regulatory regime, including the Financial Services Scheme, do not apply in general to business coordinated by BofA Securities entities located 
outside of the United Kingdom. 
BofAS or one of its affiliates is a regular issuer of traded financial instruments linked to securities that may have been recommended in this report. BofAS or one of its affiliates may, at any time, 
hold a trading position (long or short) in the securities and financial instruments discussed in this report. 
BofA Securities, through business units other than BofA Global Research, may have issued and may in the future issue trading ideas or recommendations that are inconsistent with, and reach 
different conclusions from, the information presented herein. Such ideas or recommendations may reflect different time frames, assumptions, views and analytical methods of the persons who 
prepared them, and BofA Securities is under no obligation to ensure that such other trading ideas or recommendations are brought to the attention of any recipient of this information. 
In the event that the recipient received this information pursuant to a contract between the recipient and BofAS for the provision of research services for a separate fee, and in connection 
therewith BofAS may be deemed to be acting as an investment adviser, such status relates, if at all, solely to the person with whom BofAS has contracted directly and does not extend beyond 
the delivery of this report (unless otherwise agreed specifically in writing by BofAS If such recipient uses the services of BofAS in connection with the sale or purchase of a security referred to 
herein, BofAS may act as principal for its own account or as agent for another person. BofAS is and continues to act solely as a broker-dealer in connection with the execution of any transactions, 
including transactions in any securities referred to herein. 
Copyright and General Information:  
Copyright 2019 Bank of America Corporation. All rights reserved. iQprofile℠, iQmethod℠ are service marks of Bank of America Corporation. iQdatabase® is a registered service mark of Bank of 
America Corporation. This information is prepared for the use of BofA Securities clients and may not be redistributed, retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or manner, 
without the express written consent of BofA Securities. BofA Global Research information is distributed simultaneously to internal and client websites and other portals by BofA Securities and 
is not publicly-available material. Any unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. Receipt and review of this information constitutes your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose 
to others the contents, opinions, conclusion, or information contained herein (including any investment recommendations, estimates or price targets) without first obtaining express 
permission from an authorized officer of BofA Securities. 
Materials prepared by BofA Global Research personnel are based on public information. Facts and views presented in this material have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information 
known to, professionals in other business areas of BofA Securities, including investment banking personnel. BofA Securities has established information barriers between BofA Global Research 
and certain business groups. As a result, BofA Securities does not disclose certain client relationships with, or compensation received from, such issuers. To the extent this material discusses 
any legal proceeding or issues, it has not been prepared as nor is it intended to express any legal conclusion, opinion or advice. Investors should consult their own legal advisers as to issues of 
law relating to the subject matter of this material. BofA Global Research personnel’s knowledge of legal proceedings in which any BofA Securities entity and/or its directors, officers and 
employees may be plaintiffs, defendants, co-defendants or co-plaintiffs with or involving issuers mentioned in this material is based on public information. Facts and views presented in this 
material that relate to any such proceedings have not been reviewed by, discussed with, and may not reflect information known to, professionals in other business areas of BofA Securities in 
connection with the legal proceedings or matters relevant to such proceedings. 
This information has been prepared independently of any issuer of securities mentioned herein and not in connection with any proposed offering of securities or as agent of any issuer of any 
securities. None of BofAS any of its affiliates or their research analysts has any authority whatsoever to make any representation or warranty on behalf of the issuer(s). BofA Global Research 
policy prohibits research personnel from disclosing a recommendation, investment rating, or investment thesis for review by an issuer prior to the publication of a research report containing 
such rating, recommendation or investment thesis. 
Any information relating to the tax status of financial instruments discussed herein is not intended to provide tax advice or to be used by anyone to provide tax advice. Investors are urged to 
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seek tax advice based on their particular circumstances from an independent tax professional. 
The information herein (other than disclosure information relating to BofA Securities and its affiliates) was obtained from various sources and we do not guarantee its accuracy. This information 
may contain links to third-party websites. BofA Securities is not responsible for the content of any third-party website or any linked content contained in a third-party website. Content 
contained on such third-party websites is not part of this information and is not incorporated by reference. The inclusion of a link does not imply any endorsement by or any affiliation with BofA 
Securities. Access to any third-party website is at your own risk, and you should always review the terms and privacy policies at third-party websites before submitting any personal information 
to them. BofA Securities is not responsible for such terms and privacy policies and expressly disclaims any liability for them. 
All opinions, projections and estimates constitute the judgment of the author as of the date of publication and are subject to change without notice. Prices also are subject to change without 
notice. BofA Securities is under no obligation to update this information and BofA Securities ability to publish information on the subject issuer(s) in the future is subject to applicable quiet 
periods. You should therefore assume that BofA Securities will not update any fact, circumstance or opinion contained herein. 
Subject to the quiet period applicable under laws of the various jurisdictions in which we distribute research reports and other legal and BofA Securities policy-related restrictions on the 
publication of research reports, fundamental equity reports are produced on a regular basis as necessary to keep the investment recommendation current. 
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to an issuer prior to making an investment decision. 
In some cases, an issuer may be classified as Restricted or may be Under Review or Extended Review. In each case, investors should consider any investment opinion relating to such issuer (or 
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From: Randrno, Sam,e~
To: Vocel. Anne: Dawson Laurel
Subject: FYI
Date: Monday, June 10, 2019 11:23: 14 AM

FYI -- see the note below.

Original Message
From: Mike I3ewine <Mike a silverdollarbaseball.com
Sent: Sunday, June 9,20199:42 AM
To: Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo a puco.ohio.gov>
Subject:

Sam what do we know about whether nuclear plants need this boost? One editorial suggested testimony was not
conclusive

Sent from my Wad



From: Randann Samuel
To: Mike Dewine
Cc: Dawwn. Laurel
Subject: Follow Up
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2019 6:28:43 AM

Governor. sorn for the slow response. I am also sorry for the length of my e-mail response below (comes ~ ith the
subject area).

The objective analysis I have reviewed Finds that Ohio’s two nuclear plants are not generating sufficient re~enue to
cover their costs. However, all of the ~studies” make very influential assumptions and are static (make
computations at a fixed point in time). The real world is not static.

The organic financial viability of Ohio’s nuclear plants will depend on the future wholesale price of electricity
which will be set by the interaction among and between fundamental forces (like the supply and demand of natural
gas) as those forces are affected by government actions including those that produce subsidies (financial and
operational) for this or that technology.

As things presently stand, the Ohio proposal requires. as a condition for being classified as a clean air resource and
getting a boost, the nuclear plants to demonstrate that but for the boost. the plants will be unable to continue to
contribute to emission reductions. The proposal also gi~es the OAQDA the right to imposed conditions on a
beneficiary and to rescind certification. There is also a mechanism in the proposal that works to reduce the $9 credit
per megawatt hour (MWH) as the average market price of electricity moves above $46 per MWH. So. there are
some provisions in the proposal that can be applied to test need for the boost and condition/reduce/adjust/end the
amount of the boost. And the length of the program for nuclear now ends (sunsets) in 2026 so the potential total
boost is limited by time.

Contextually, there are no similar “need” tests applied to the renewable subsidies in current law or the renewable
(solar) subsidy in the proposed legislation.

Some states have required after the fact audits to act as a check on the beneficiaries of the subsidy program. During
my senate committee testimony last week. I was asked about these other state audit pro~ isions and we provided the
committee with information on what other states have done in this area.

It is my sense that some Senators and staffers are interested in looking at some type of audit to act as a check on the
beneficiaries of the financial boost. My experience tells me that the real power of audits or other types of checks is
less that one might assume. But. we are supporting Senate efforts to evaluate options that move in this direction.

I hope this reply is helpful. Also. lam a~ailable to discuss this or other topics as needed.

Best regards.

Sam

Sam Randazzo RICO I Phone
614.421-8951
Samuel.Randazzo a puco.ohio.gov

On Jun 9.2019. at 9:42 AM. Mike Dewine Mikeasil~erdollarbaseball.com wrote:

Sam. what do we know about whether nuclear plants need this boost? One editorial suggested testimony was
not conclusi’~e

Sent from m’. iPad



From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Vogel, Anne
Subject: FW: Letter to PJM Board on Capacity Auctions
Date: Monday, September 30, 2019 4:28:48 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
image003.png
20190930-multiple-parties-letter-re-possible-expansion-minimum-offer-price-rule.pdf

FYI
 
From: Sternisha, Lori <lori.sternisha@puco.ohio.gov> 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2019 4:08 PM
To: Randazzo, Samuel <Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov>; Trombold, Beth
<Beth.Trombold@puco.ohio.gov>; Elisar, Scott <Scott.Elisar@puco.ohio.gov>; Fleck, Katherine
<Katherine.Fleck@puco.ohio.gov>; Hawkins, Angela <angela.hawkins@puco.ohio.gov>
Cc: Ryan, John <John.Ryan@puco.ohio.gov>; Ross, Sarah <Sarah.Ross@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: Letter to PJM Board on Capacity Auctions
 
Attached is a recent public letter to the PJM Board from AEP, First Energy Utilities, NRDC etc.
requesting that states be given additional time to consider legislative and rule change if FERC
decides on an expanded MOPR with an allowance for a resource carve out or FRR.
 
The authors state that under the most optimistic of timeframes no auctions (including the May 2020
auction) could be held until  at least the end of 2020.  They claim that all but 3 of the smallest PJM
states would need to make  legislative changes to allow for a resource carve out or FRR. The authors
recognize that this request is subject to the flexibility provided to PJM by FERC in its decision.
 

Lori Sternisha
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
Director, Office of the Federal Energy Advocate
(614)644-8060
www.PUCO.ohio.gov

 
 
This message and any response to it may constitute a public record and thus may be publicly available to
anyone who requests it.
 



 
September 27, 2019 
 
 
Susan J. Riley 
Interim President and CEO 
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. 
2750 Monroe Boulevard 
Audubon, PA 19403 
 
PJM Board of Managers 
c/o Ake Almgren, Ph.D., Chairman 
2750 Monroe Boulevard 
Audubon, PA 19403 
 
Ms. Riley, Dr. Almgren, and the Board: 
 
The undersigned cross-section of Members and stakeholders request that, upon receipt of FERC’s 
anticipated order regarding possible expansion of the Minimum Offer Price Rule (“MOPR”), PJM 
establish a schedule for its capacity auctions that gives states sufficient time to adopt and implement 
capacity procurement mechanisms as necessary in response to FERC’s order.  We appreciate your recent 
commitment1 to conduct outreach regarding auction timing, and write at this time to inform PJM’s 
consideration of potential auction schedules as it awaits FERC action.  In short, we strongly agree that 
PJM must “offer a meaningful opportunity for states to consider and pursue alternatives depending on 
the substance of the FERC order and their policy objectives.”2  
 
The PJM resource adequacy construct is at a crossroads.  The changes to the Reliability Pricing Model 
(“RPM”) under consideration by FERC have the potential to fundamentally alter the ability of load 
serving entities to rely on PJM’s capacity market to ensure resource adequacy while also complying with 
state laws and policy.  Indeed, the very purpose of the resource carve-out proposal3 is to remove load 
and associated resources from the capacity market, effectively returning compensation decisions for 
that capacity to the state.  While the undersigned entities are not of one mind on whether this is a good 
outcome, we do agree that, if FERC adopts an expanded MOPR, states will have to evaluate any 
resource carve-out options provided by FERC and consider whether new state programs are needed to 
address the compensation decisions no longer being made by PJM through the capacity market. 
 
The challenges of adopting and implementing these new programs are significant.  Where state action is 
required, the best-case scenario would involve situations in which existing laws already authorize a 
public utility commission or other agency to implement a capacity compensation mechanism for a state-

                                                           
1 Letter from Sue Riley to Mr. Nicholas K. Akins, et al., dated Sept. 12, 2019 (available at https://www.pjm.com/-
/media/about-pjm/who-we-are/public-disclosures/pjm-interim-pres-and-ceo-susan-riley-re-to-multiple-parties-re-
2022-23-2023-24-capacity-auction.ashx?la=en).  
2 Id. 
3 The resource carve-out mechanism proposed by PJM was offered in response to FERC seeking comment in June 
2018 on the adoption of a resource-specific alternative to the Fixed Resource Requirement (“FRR”).  Many of the 
undersigned entities submitted comments to FERC stressing that any expansion of the MOPR must be paired with 
adoption of an FRR alternative that is workable for the states. 



From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Vogel, Anne; Bales, Brad; Dawson, Laurel; Peterson, Lisa
Subject: Ohio Supreme Court Decision Reversing PUCO"s Approval of the FE Distribution Modernization Rider
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2019 10:32:13 AM
Attachments: FE DMR Reversal.pdf

This decision (attached) may get some attention today as it reverses a PUCO order
allowing FirstEnergy’s distribution utilities to collect quite a bit of money from
customers.  The order makes it clear that FE has no refund obligation for the funds
already collected but it also makes it clear that the charge is unlawful from the point of
the decision forward.  The PUCO authorized collection runs through the end of 2019.
The PUCO authorized a similar charge for Dayton Power & Light (a separate appeal
on the DP&L charge is currently pending at the Court).  This decision suggests that
the PUCO’s order on the DP&L charge will be reversed as well. The history and
details are covered in the attached decision.
 
All of this took place well before the Governor began his term and before my PUCO
term commenced.
 
Happy to discuss.
 
Sam
 
 



[Until this opinion appears in the Ohio Official Reports advance sheets, it may be cited as In 
re Application of Ohio Edison Co., Slip Opinion No. 2019-Ohio-2401.] 
 

 

 

NOTICE 

This slip opinion is subject to formal revision before it is published in an 

advance sheet of the Ohio Official Reports.  Readers are requested to 

promptly notify the Reporter of Decisions, Supreme Court of Ohio, 65 

South Front Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215, of any typographical or other 

formal errors in the opinion, in order that corrections may be made before 

the opinion is published. 

 
 

SLIP OPINION NO. 2019-OHIO-2401 

IN RE APPLICATION OF OHIO EDISON COMPANY, CLEVELAND ELECTRIC 

ILLUMINATING COMPANY, AND TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY FOR AUTHORITY TO 

PROVIDE FOR A STANDARD SERVICE OFFER PURSUANT TO R.C. 4928.143 IN 

THE FORM OF AN ELECTRIC SECURITY PLAN; 

SIERRA CLUB ET AL., APPELLANTS; PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION, 

APPELLEE; OHIO EDISON COMPANY ET AL., INTERVENING APPELLEES. 

[Until this opinion appears in the Ohio Official Reports advance sheets, it 

may be cited as In re Application of Ohio Edison Co., Slip Opinion No.  

2019-Ohio-2401.] 

Public utilities—Electric-security plan—R.C. 4928.143—Commission’s 

determination that distribution modernization rider constituted an incentive 

under R.C. 4928.(B)(2)(h) was unlawful and unreasonable—Order 

affirmed in part and reversed in part and cause remanded. 

(Nos. 2017-1444 and 2017-1664—Submitted January 9, 2019—Decided June 19, 

2019.) 

APPEAL from the Public Utilities Commission, No. 14-1297-EL-SSO. 
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____________________ 

DONNELLY, J. 

{¶ 1} This cause originates from an order of the Public Utilities 

Commission of Ohio (“commission” or “PUCO”) that modified and approved an 

electric-security plan (“ESP”) for the FirstEnergy Companies (Ohio Edison 

Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, and The Toledo Edison 

Company) (collectively “FirstEnergy” or the “companies”).  The central issue 

before this court is the commission’s modification of the ESP to add a distribution 

modernization rider1 (“DMR”) that was not part of the original application and 

allows the companies to collect what they estimate to be $168 to 204 million in 

extra revenue per year.  The commission concluded that the DMR was valid under 

R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) because the revenue it generated would purportedly serve 

as an incentive for the companies to modernize their distribution systems.  Nineteen 

parties appealed,2 challenging the addition of the DMR and other aspects of the 

commission’s order approving the ESP. 

{¶ 2} For the reasons that follow, we affirm the commission’s order in part, 

reverse it in part as it relates to the DMR, and remand with instruction to remove 

the DMR from FirstEnergy’s ESP. 

I. Facts and Procedural History 

{¶ 3} R.C. 4928.141(A) requires electric-distribution utilities to make a 

“standard service offer” of generation service to consumers in one of two ways: 

through a “market rate offer” (under R.C. 4928.142) or an ESP (under R.C. 

4928.143).  In early 2016, the commission approved the fourth ESP of the 

                                                 
1 A rider is a temporary, additional charge that is separate from the basic monthly rates. 
2 Appellants include the Northeast Ohio Public Energy Council (“NOPEC”), Sierra Club (“Sierra”), 
Ohio Manufacturers’ Association Energy Group (“OMAEG”), Ohio Environmental Council, 
Environmental Defense Fund, and Environmental Law and Policy Center (collectively the 
“Environmental Groups”), and the Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel, Northwest Ohio 
Aggregation Coalition, and its individual member communities (collectively “OCC”). 
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companies.  In re Application of Ohio Edison Company, Pub. Util. Comm. No. 14-

1297-EL-SSO (March 31, 2016) (“ESP Order”).  As part of the ESP, the 

commission authorized a Retail Rate Stability Rider (“Rider RRS”).  Rider RRS 

was proposed as a generation charge that was intended to protect ratepayers from 

price volatility.  Specifically, it was designed to stabilize retail customer rates by 

providing a financial hedge—a type of insurance—against fluctuating wholesale 

power prices. 

{¶ 4} Less than a month after the commission issued the ESP Order, the 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) rescinded a waiver on affiliate 

power-sales restrictions previously granted to FirstEnergy Solutions, an affiliate of 

the companies.  Elec. Power Supply Assn. v. FirstEnergy Solutions Corp., 155 

FERC ¶ 61, 101 (April 27, 2016).  As a result, several parties filed applications for 

rehearing in the ESP case requesting the commission to, among other things, 

consider the impact of the FERC order on Rider RRS.  See R.C. 4903.10.  The 

commission granted rehearing. 

{¶ 5} On June 29, 2016, the commission’s staff proposed that the 

commission adopt the DMR as an alternative to Rider RRS.  The commission’s 

staff was concerned that Rider RRS could be construed as an unlawful transition 

charge and could also conflict with FERC’s authority over wholesale power 

markets.  In addition, staff believed that the DMR would serve as an incentive for 

the companies to upgrade and modernize their distribution systems. 

{¶ 6} By October 12, 2016, the commission had issued its fifth rehearing 

entry, which eliminated Rider RRS from the ESP.  In its place, the commission 

authorized the companies to implement the DMR.  The commission initially 

authorized the companies to collect $132.5 million annually for three years under 

the DMR.  The commission then ordered that the DMR be adjusted upward to 

account for federal corporate income taxes, which raised the annual recovery to 

approximately $204 million.  With the passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 
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2017—which reduced the federal corporate income tax rate from 35 percent to 21 

percent—this amount was ultimately lowered to an estimated $168 million for 2018 

and 2019.  In re Application of Ohio Edison Co., Pub. Util. Comm. No. 17-2280-

EL-RDR, 2018 Ohio PUC LEXIS 203 (Feb. 28, 2018). 

{¶ 7} After four more rounds of rehearing, the commission issued a final, 

appealable order on October 11, 2017.  Appellants then filed these appeals, 

challenging the commission’s decision to approve the ESP.  FirstEnergy and Ohio 

Energy Group have intervened as appellees in support of the commission’s 

decision. 

II. Standard of Review 

{¶ 8} “R.C. 4903.13 provides that a PUCO order shall be reversed, vacated, 

or modified by this court only when, upon consideration of the record, the court 

finds the order to be unlawful or unreasonable.”  Constellation NewEnergy, Inc. v. 

Pub. Util. Comm., 104 Ohio St.3d 530, 2004-Ohio-6767, 820 N.E.2d 885, ¶ 50.  

We will not reverse or modify a PUCO decision as to questions of fact when the 

record contains sufficient probative evidence to show that the commission’s 

decision was not manifestly against the weight of the evidence and was not so 

clearly unsupported by the record as to show misapprehension, mistake, or willful 

disregard of duty.  Monongahela Power Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm., 104 Ohio St.3d 

571, 2004-Ohio-6896, 820 N.E.2d 921, ¶ 29.  The “appellant bears the burden of 

demonstrating that the commission’s decision is against the manifest weight of the 

evidence or is clearly unsupported by the record.”  Id. 

{¶ 9} Although the court has “complete and independent power of review 

as to all questions of law” in appeals from the PUCO, Ohio Edison Co. v. Pub. Util. 

Comm., 78 Ohio St.3d 466, 469, 678 N.E.2d 922 (1997), we may rely on the 

expertise of a state agency in interpreting a law when “highly specialized issues” 

are involved and when “agency expertise would, therefore, be of assistance in 
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discerning the presumed intent of our General Assembly,” Consumers’ Counsel v. 

Pub. Util. Comm., 58 Ohio St.2d 108, 110, 388 N.E.2d 1370 (1979). 

III. Analysis 

{¶ 10} Together, appellants raise 25 propositions of law.  The main 

challenges are to the DMR, so we address them first. 

A. Whether the commission erred in approving the DMR under 

R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h): 

Sierra Propositions of Law Nos. 1-3; Environmental Groups Propositions of 

Law Nos. 1-3; OCC Proposition of Law No. 1; OMAEG Proposition of Law 

No. 4; NOPEC Propositions of Law Nos. 1-2 

{¶ 11} As noted, during the rehearing process, the commission’s staff 

proposed the DMR as an alternative to Rider RRS.  The staff intended the DMR to 

provide FirstEnergy Corporation, through the companies, with funds to improve its 

credit rating and assure continued access to credit on reasonable terms, which 

would then allow FirstEnergy Corporation to borrow adequate capital to support 

the companies’ grid-modernization initiatives.  According to its staff, the 

commission could approve the DMR under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h), which allows 

for: 

 

Provisions regarding the utility’s distribution service, including, 

without limitation and notwithstanding any provision of Title XLIX 

of the Revised Code to the contrary, * * * provisions regarding 

distribution infrastructure and modernization incentives for the 

electric distribution utility. 

 

{¶ 12} The commission agreed with its staff and found that this section 

authorized the DMR as a “provision[] regarding distribution infrastructure and 

modernization incentives for the electric distribution utility.”  Pub. Util. Comm. 
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No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, Fifth rehearing entry, ¶ 127 (Oct. 12, 2016).  The 

commission found that the “testimony demonstrates that Staff intends for Rider 

DMR to jump start the Companies’ grid modernization efforts.”  Id. at ¶ 190.  

According to the commission, “the record demonstrates that Rider DMR is intended 

to stimulate the Companies to focus their innovation and resources on modernizing 

their distribution systems.”  Id. 

{¶ 13} Appellants collectively raise several challenges to the commission’s 

determination that the DMR is a lawful component of an ESP under R.C. 

4928.143(B)(2)(h).  The following two of appellants’ arguments are well-taken. 

1. The DMR does not qualify as an incentive under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) 

{¶ 14} Appellants argue that the DMR does not qualify as a proper incentive 

under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) because it does not require the companies to take any 

action in exchange for receiving the DMR funds.  According to appellants, the 

DMR does not jump-start the companies’ grid-modernization efforts because it 

does not compensate the companies for investing in distribution-modernization 

projects, require them to undertake any modernization projects, or require them to 

complete any such projects within a specified time period.  After review, we find 

that the DMR does not serve as an incentive within the meaning of the statute. 

{¶ 15} The commission relied on a dictionary definition of “ ‘incentive,’ ” 

as “ ‘something that stimulates one to take action, work harder, etc.; stimulus; 

encouragement.’ ”  Pub. Util. Comm. No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, Fifth rehearing entry, 

¶ 190 (Oct. 12, 2016), quoting Webster’s New World Dictionary 682 (3d College 

Ed.1988).  The commission found that under its preferred definition, the DMR 

qualified as an incentive under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) because the rider “is 

intended to stimulate the Companies to focus their innovation and resources on 

modernizing their distribution systems.”  Id. at ¶ 190. 

{¶ 16} Although the commission defined incentive, it did not explain how 

the DMR operates as an incentive.  An incentive generally serves to induce 
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someone to take some action that otherwise would not be taken but for the 

incentive.  Moreover, the DMR is a financial incentive and “it is inherent in an 

incentive payment that the recipient must do something to be paid.”  Len Stoler, 

Inc. v. Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., 232 F.Supp.3d 813, 822 (E.D.Va.2017).  

That is, the payment of a monetary incentive is generally conditioned upon 

completion of a particular action. 

{¶ 17} In the context of public-utility regulation, cost-based ratemaking 

already ensures that the utility will recover its prudently incurred costs of providing 

service plus a fair rate of return on its capital investments (such as power plants or 

distribution systems).  R.C. 4909.15(A); Babbit v. Pub. Util. Comm., 59 Ohio St.2d 

81, 90, 391 N.E.2d 1376 (1979).  In contrast, incentive ratemaking uses rewards 

and penalties that link utility revenues to various standards or goals.  For instance, 

in the ESP Order, the commission had originally approved a 50-basis-point adder 

to the return on equity in another rider, the Advanced Metering Infrastructure Rider 

(“Rider AMI”).  The commission approved Rider AMI as the mechanism through 

which FirstEnergy would recover capital expenditures and other distribution-

infrastructure investments.  The 50-basis-point adder would have provided 

additional recovery above the companies’ incurred costs as an incentive for any 

investments made for grid modernization in Ohio.  The commission also required 

each company to include a timeline for when it would achieve full smart-meter 

installation as part of its grid-modernization efforts. 

{¶ 18} On rehearing, the commission replaced the 50-point adder with the 

DMR.  As noted, the DMR was designed to provide credit support for the 

FirstEnergy Corporation—through the companies—so it could borrow capital on 

more reasonable terms in order to support its grid-modernization initiatives.  In 

finding that the DMR is an incentive, the commission relied solely on its staff’s 

intent “for Rider DMR to jump start the Companies’ grid modernization efforts.”  

But the commission pointed to nothing in the record that demonstrates how this 
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cash infusion incentivizes FirstEnergy to accomplish that goal.  The companies will 

already recover the costs of any future grid-modernization projects under Rider 

AMI, so the DMR would provide additional revenue beyond what the companies 

would recover for modernizing their distribution systems.  The critical problem is 

that the companies are not required to make any investments to modernize the 

distribution grid in exchange for DMR revenues.  Unlike the 50-point adder, the 

DMR includes no directives or timelines regarding specific distribution-

modernization projects.  And in fact, the commission made it clear that there are no 

plans for FirstEnergy to take on any modernization projects in the immediate future.  

Nor did the commission place any effective condition or penalty on the companies’ 

receipt of revenues if the DMR funds did not serve the intended purpose.  The 

commission simply authorized the companies to receive DMR funds up front before 

any infrastructure-improvement projects were undertaken or completed, removing 

any effective incentive for FirstEnergy to use the DMR funds to modernize its 

infrastructure. 

{¶ 19} We generally defer to the commission’s interpretations on rate-

related statutory provisions, but only if they are reasonable.  In re Application of 

Columbus S. Power Co., 138 Ohio St.3d 448, 2014-Ohio-462, 8 N.E.3d 863, ¶ 29.  

The commission’s finding that the DMR operates as an incentive under R.C. 

4928.143(B)(2)(h) is both unlawful and unreasonable because it lacks evidence and 

sound reasoning.  The commission relied solely on rehearing testimony 

demonstrating that its staff intends for the DMR to jump-start the companies’ grid-

modernization efforts.  But the PUCO staff’s intent does not explain how the DMR 

will encourage the companies to invest in distribution modernization.  Utility 

companies can be expected to respond to financial motivations, but not if the 

commission awards them money up front with no meaningful conditions attached.  

Although the DMR may make it possible for FirstEnergy to obtain capital for future 

infrastructure investment on more favorable credit terms, the evidence cited does 
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not support the commission’s finding that the DMR qualifies as an incentive under 

R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h).  The PUCO staff’s wishful thinking cannot take the place 

of real requirements, restrictions, or conditions imposed by the commission for the 

use of DMR funds. 

2. The conditions placed on the recovery of DMR revenue are not sufficient 

to protect ratepayers 

{¶ 20} The commission conditioned recovery of DMR revenue on (1) 

FirstEnergy Corporation keeping its corporate headquarters and nexus of 

operations in Akron, (2) no change in the “control” of the companies as that term 

is defined in R.C. 4905.402(A)(1), and (3) a demonstration of sufficient progress 

in implementing and deploying grid-modernization programs approved by the 

commission. 

{¶ 21} Appellants challenge those conditions as meaningless and failing to 

protect ratepayers.  FirstEnergy counters that the conditions placed on the receipt 

and use of DMR revenue ensure that it will be used to jump-start distribution-grid-

modernization initiatives.  As FirstEnergy sees it, these conditions ensure that the 

DMR operates as an incentive and not a gift to the companies. 

{¶ 22} We agree with appellants that there are no discernable consequences 

or repercussions if FirstEnergy fails to comply with the conditions imposed for 

receiving DMR funds.  Ostensibly, FirstEnergy would forfeit the DMR if it failed 

to comply with any of the conditions.  But FirstEnergy has been recovering DMR 

revenue since January 1, 2017, and the commission did not make the DMR subject 

to refund if FirstEnergy does not meet the required conditions. 

{¶ 23} Moreover, despite our finding that the DMR is unlawful, no refund 

is available to ratepayers for money already recovered under the rider.  R.C. 

4905.32 bars any refund of recovered rates unless the tariff applicable to those rates 

sets forth a refund mechanism.  In re Rev. of Alternative Energy Rider Contained 

in Tariffs of Ohio Edison Co., 153 Ohio St.3d 289, 2018-Ohio-229, 106 N.E.3d 1, 
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¶ 15-20.  FirstEnergy’s tariffs for the DMR, however, contain no refund 

mechanism. 

a. The commission’s audit review of DMR expenditures is not helpful 

{¶ 24} The commission did direct its staff to periodically review how the 

companies and FirstEnergy Corporation use the DMR funds to ensure that such 

funds are used, directly or indirectly, in support of grid modernization.  On 

rehearing, the commission clarified that its review will be “ongoing and conducted 

in real time.”  And to assist in this review, the commission directed its staff to retain 

a third-party monitor to ensure that DMR funds are expended appropriately.  Those 

reviews, however, do not sufficiently protect ratepayers from possible misuse of 

DMR funds. 

{¶ 25} On December 11, 2017, the commission opened up a docket to 

review FirstEnergy’s DMR charges and expenditures.  The commission appointed 

Oxford Advisors, L.L.C., as the third-party monitor to review FirstEnergy’s use of 

DMR funds.  The commission directed Oxford to submit periodic reports 

documenting whether the companies have implemented the DMR in compliance 

with its prior orders.  Specifically, Oxford is required to submit quarterly updates 

to the PUCO staff on the use of DMR funds, a midterm report in the event that the 

companies seek to extend the DMR beyond its initial three-year term, and a final 

report within 90 days of the termination of the DMR. 

{¶ 26} Although the commission authorized any participant in the 

proceeding to examine Oxford’s conclusions, results, and recommendations, those 

reports will not be available to the parties until they are filed with the commission.  

This will not occur, however, until FirstEnergy seeks to either extend or terminate 

the DMR, and so it appears that the parties will not be able to challenge Oxford’s 

findings until well after the DMR funds have been recovered and spent.  Thus, it is 

not clear what remedy would be available should the commission (or this court on 

appeal) find that FirstEnergy has misused DMR funds. 
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b. The commission’s PowerForward initiative delays the implementation of 

FirstEnergy’s grid-modernization plan 

{¶ 27} The commission also conditioned FirstEnergy’s receipt of DMR 

funds on a demonstration of sufficient progress in the implementation and 

deployment of commission-approved grid-modernization programs.  But this 

condition is essentially meaningless because the commission set up a process in 

which no projects will be approved until after the commission has completed its 

PowerForward initiative.  PowerForward is a roadmap for the future of electric 

distribution utility service in Ohio and includes grid modernization as a key 

component.  The commission completed the PowerForward roadmap on August 

29, 2018, and is in the process of implementing it through partnerships with Ohio 

stakeholders and national experts.  See www.puco.ohio.gov/industry-

information/industry-topics/powerforward/ (accessed June 17, 2019). 

{¶ 28} The companies did file an application on February 29, 2016, opening 

up the FirstEnergy Grid Modernization Business Plan, Pub. Util. Comm. No. 16-

481-EL-UNC.  But the commission will take no action in this docket until after it 

completes the PowerForward initiative.  Because the DMR was initially approved 

for only three years—ending in 2019 unless extended—it is possible, if not likely, 

that the companies will recover most, if not all, of the DMR revenue before the 

commission approves any modernization projects for the companies. 

{¶ 29} In the end, these conditions on the DMR contain no consequences—

and offer no protection to ratepayers—if FirstEnergy fails to honor them.  Given 

the foregoing, we reverse the commission’s determination that the DMR constitutes 

an incentive under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h).  On remand, the commission should 

remove the DMR from FirstEnergy’s ESP. 
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B. Whether the commission erred in approving the DMR on additional 

grounds: 

OMAEG Propositions of Law Nos. 5, 6, and 8; NOPEC Proposition of Law 

No. 3; Environmental Groups Proposition of Law No. 1 

{¶ 30} Appellants raise several other challenges to the commission’s 

determination that the DMR is lawful under R.C. 4928.143.  Appellants contend 

that the DMR is unlawful because its purpose of providing credit support is not 

contemplated in any of the nine permissible categories under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2) 

and it lacks an adequate nexus to the provision of distribution service as required 

by R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h).  Appellants also maintain that the DMR violates the 

prohibition against unlawful transition revenue under R.C. 4928.38, fails to 

advance state electric policies under R.C. 4928.02, and imposes unjust, 

unreasonable, and unlawful rates in violation of R.C. 4905.22. 

{¶ 31} In view of our decision to reverse the commission on the incentive-

ratemaking finding and DMR conditions, we need not reach these other matters.  

Accordingly, we dismiss these arguments as moot.  See In re Application of 

Columbus S. Power Co., 138 Ohio St.3d 448, 2014-Ohio-462, 8 N.E.3d 863, at 

¶ 39. 

C. Whether the commission erred in excluding the DMR from the 

significantly-excessive-earnings test, R.C. 4928.143(F): 

OCC Proposition of Law No. 2; OMAEG Proposition of Law No. 7 

{¶ 32} Appellants argue that the commission erred when it excluded DMR 

revenues from the significantly-excessive-earnings test (“SEET”).  Electric-

distribution utilities that opt to provide service under an ESP must undergo an 

annual earnings review.  R.C. 4928.143(F) requires the commission to consider 

annually whether the plan resulted in significantly excessive earnings compared to 

companies facing comparable risk.  If the ESP resulted in significantly excessive 

earnings, the utility must return the excess to its customers.  R.C. 4928.143(F).  In 
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the proceedings below, the commission found that “DMR revenues should be 

excluded from SEET calculations.”  Pub. Util. Comm. No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, Fifth 

rehearing entry, ¶ 212 (Oct. 12, 2016). 

{¶ 33} The commission stated on rehearing that the challenges to the SEET 

determination in this case are premature, implying that they can be raised in the 

next SEET proceeding.  The fact that there is “ample opportunity later to bring [a] 

legal challenge at a time when harm is more imminent and more certain,” Ohio 

Forestry Assn., Inc. v. Sierra Club, 523 U.S. 726, 734, 118 S.Ct. 1665, 140 L.Ed.2d 

921 (1998), supports withholding review at this time.  See also Elyria Foundry Co. 

v. Pub. Util. Comm., 114 Ohio St.3d 305, 2007-Ohio-4164, 871 N.E.2d 1176, ¶ 32 

(finding no prejudice stemming from commission’s order when the order had no 

ratemaking effect and parties could challenge the recovery of deferred expenses in 

next rate case). 

{¶ 34} Further, utility customers will not be prejudiced by the failure to 

immediately address the issue.  R.C. 4928.143(F) expressly provides for customer 

refunds if the ESP resulted in significantly excessive earnings, but that 

determination can be made only in a SEET proceeding.  Appellants have failed to 

demonstrate that deferring review at this time will result in real harm.  Accordingly, 

we decline to address the SEET issue at this time. 

D. Whether the commission properly conducted the statutory test for 

approving an ESP under R.C. 4928.143(C)(1): 

OCC Proposition of Law No. 4; NOPEC Proposition of Law No. 4 

{¶ 35} R.C. 4928.143(C)(1) requires the commission to approve an ESP if 

it is “more favorable in the aggregate” than the expected result of a market-rate 

offer.  The statute, however, “does not bind the commission to a strict price 

comparison.”  In re Application of Columbus S. Power Co., 128 Ohio St.3d 402, 

2011-Ohio-958, 945 N.E.2d 501, ¶ 27.  Instead, “in evaluating the favorability of a 
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plan, the statute instructs the commission to consider ‘pricing and all other terms 

and conditions.’ ”  (Emphasis deleted.)  Id., quoting R.C. 4928.143(C)(1). 

{¶ 36} Appellants argue that the commission improperly applied the 

statutory test by excluding the costs of the DMR and another ESP rider—the 

Government Directive Recovery Rider—when it weighed the ESP against the 

market-rate offer.  We affirm the commission on this issue for the following 

reasons. 

1. We need not decide whether the commission erred in refusing to consider 

DMR revenues under the statutory test 

{¶ 37} Appellants first argue that the commission unlawfully failed to 

consider the costs of the DMR when it conducted the statutory test under R.C. 

4928.143(C)(1).  The commission did not weigh the costs of the DMR to ratepayers 

under the statutory test because it determined that the same amount of revenue 

could be recovered by the companies from ratepayers had the companies sought a 

market-rate offer under R.C. 4928.142 rather than an ESP.  Although we question 

the commission’s interpretation of R.C. 4928.142 to exclude the DMR revenues 

under the ESP-versus-market-rate-offer test, our decision holding that the DMR is 

unlawful renders this issue moot. 

2. The commission did not err in refusing to consider the costs of the 

Government Directive Recovery Rider under the statutory test 

{¶ 38} Appellants also fault the commission for not considering the costs of 

the Government Directive Recovery Rider when it conducted the ESP-versus-

market-rate-offer test.  The purpose of the Government Directive Recovery Rider 

was to allow the companies to recover future unforeseen costs that were required 

by federal or state mandates.  No costs were to be included in the rider until (1) the 

companies incurred actual costs for complying with the government mandates, and 

(2) the commission deemed the costs were prudently incurred in a separate 

proceeding. 
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{¶ 39} We have upheld the commission’s decision to exclude no-cost or 

placeholder riders from the statutory test when, as here, no costs are recovered 

under the rider during the ESP term.  In re Application of Ohio Power Co., 155 

Ohio St.3d 326, 2018-Ohio-4698, 121 N.E.3d 320, ¶ 37.  Accordingly, we reject 

appellants’ argument. 

E. Whether the commission erred when it found that the companies could 

withdraw the ESP in response to a mandate from this court: 

OCC Proposition of Law No. 3 

{¶ 40} OCC argues that the commission erred in finding that R.C. 

4928.143(C) allowed FirstEnergy to withdraw and terminate its ESP in response to 

a court-ordered modification on appeal.  R.C. 4928.143(C)(1) requires the 

commission to “approve,” “modify and approve,” or “disapprove” an ESP 

application.  “If the commission modifies and approves an application,” the “utility 

may withdraw the application, thereby terminating it, and may file a new standard 

service offer.”  R.C. 4928.143(C)(2)(a).  On rehearing, the commission found that 

the companies’ right to withdraw and terminate an ESP application does not lapse 

until the conclusion of the rehearing process and appellate review.  OCC maintains 

that the companies have a limited right to withdraw under R.C. 4928.143(C)(2)(a) 

and that allowing an electric utility to withdraw and terminate the ESP in response 

to a court decision reversing a commission order would circumvent this court’s 

authority to review commission orders under R.C. 4903.13. 

{¶ 41} FirstEnergy, however, has not withdrawn its ESP at this time.  

Hence, whether the companies may collect ESP rates for some period of time and 

then withdraw the ESP following an adverse ruling on appeal is a hypothetical 

question.  Because the question is purely hypothetical, we decline to address OCC’s 

third proposition of law.  In re Application of Columbus S. Power Co., 128 Ohio 

St.3d 512, 2011-Ohio-1788, 947 N.E.2d 655, at ¶ 44-49. 
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F. Whether the commission approved the Government Directive Recovery 

Rider in violation of commission precedent: 

OMAEG Proposition of Law No. 10 

{¶ 42} OMAEG claims that the commission departed from its own 

precedent without sufficient explanation when it approved the placeholder 

Government Directive Recovery Rider.  OMAEG maintains that in a prior ESP 

proceeding the commission rejected a placeholder rider that recovered the same 

type of government-mandated costs.  See In re Application of Ohio Power 

Company, Pub. Util. Comm. No. 13-2385-EL-SSO (Feb. 25, 2015), at ¶ 59-62. 

{¶ 43} Contrary to OMAEG’s assertion, the commission explained that the 

Government Directive Recovery Rider is different because in the prior ESP case 

AEP Ohio had an existing mechanism to recover government-mandated costs.  In 

contrast, FirstEnergy is operating under an eight-year base distribution rate freeze, 

so the Government Directive Recovery Rider was approved as the mechanism to 

allow for recovery of any future government mandated costs.  In sum, the 

commission adequately explained why it did not follow the case cited by OMAEG.  

As this is the only basis upon which OMAEG attacks the rider, we reject OMAEG’s 

tenth proposition of law.  See In re Application of Columbus S. Power Co. at ¶ 50-

54. 

G. Whether the commission’s approval of the Delivery Capital Recovery 

Rider lacked record support: 

OMAEG Proposition of Law No. 9 

{¶ 44} OMAEG challenges the commission’s decision to approve the 

Delivery Capital Recovery Rider as part of the ESP.  The Delivery Capital 

Recovery Rider allows the companies to accelerate the recovery of distribution 

investments when compared to recovery through a distribution-base-rate case. 

{¶ 45} OMAEG first claims that the commission erred when it approved the 

Delivery Capital Recovery Rider without record support in violation of R.C. 
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4903.09.  But OMAEG overlooks that the commission did cite evidence to support 

the approval of the Delivery Capital Recovery Rider.  Pub. Util. Comm. No. 14-

1297-EL-SSO, Fifth rehearing entry, ¶ 248-250 (Oct. 12, 2016). 

{¶ 46} OMAEG also claims that the commission allowed the companies to 

recover through this rider the costs associated with general maintenance of the 

distribution system, as opposed to only capital investments.  OMAEG claims this 

is error because general-maintenance expenses can be recovered only through a 

distribution-rate case, not through a distribution rider in an ESP proceeding.  

OMAEG, however, cites no evidence that the companies are recovering general-

maintenance expenses under the Delivery Capital Recovery Rider.  OMAEG cites 

the direct testimony of OCC witness James Williams, but Williams never testified 

to this.  Instead, Williams testified that the Delivery Capital Recovery Rider 

recovers no distribution-maintenance or operation expenses.  Accordingly we reject 

OMAEG’s argument. 

H. Whether the decision to allow FirstEnergy to recover lost distribution 

revenues under the Customer Action Program violated R.C. 4928.66(D): 

Environmental Groups Proposition of Law No. 4 

{¶ 47} The Environmental Groups argue that the commission violated R.C. 

4928.66(D), which authorizes the “recovery of revenue that otherwise may be 

foregone by the utility as a result of or in connection with the implementation by 

the electric distribution utility of any energy efficiency or energy conservation 

programs.”  According to the Environmental Groups, FirstEnergy measured energy 

saved by the conservation actions of consumers rather than from FirstEnergy’s own 

conservation programs.  The Environmental Groups maintain FirstEnergy cannot 

recover lost distribution revenues under R.C. 4928.66(D) because the revenues 

were not lost as a result of any programs implemented by FirstEnergy. 

{¶ 48} The Environmental Groups, however, never alleged in an 

application for rehearing that the commission violated R.C. 4928.66(D) by 
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allowing FirstEnergy to recover lost distribution revenue under this program.  It is 

well settled that setting forth specific grounds for rehearing is a jurisdictional 

prerequisite for our review.  Consumers’ Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm., 70 Ohio 

St.3d 244, 247, 638 N.E.2d 550 (1994); Akron v. Pub. Util. Comm., 55 Ohio St.2d 

155, 161-162, 378 N.E.2d 480 (1978).  Moreover, we have strictly construed the 

specificity test set forth in R.C. 4903.10.  Discount Cellular, Inc. v. Pub. Util. 

Comm., 112 Ohio St.3d 360, 2007-Ohio-53, 859 N.E.2d 957, ¶ 59.  Because the 

Environmental Groups failed to specifically allege a violation of R.C. 4928.66(D) 

on rehearing, we lack jurisdiction to consider the argument now. 

{¶ 49} The Environmental Groups further contend that the commission 

violated R.C. 4903.09 when it offered no reason on rehearing why lost distribution 

revenues for the Customer Action Program are justified under R.C. 4928.66(D).  

Although it is true that R.C. 4903.09 requires the commission to explain its 

decisions, the Environmental Groups’ failure to specifically allege error under R.C. 

4928.66(D) in an application for rehearing left the commission with nothing to 

explain. 

I. Whether the commission erred when it approved Rider RRS: 

OMAEG Propositions of Law Nos. 1 and 2 

{¶ 50} OMAEG argues in its first proposition of law that the commission 

erred when it approved Rider RRS in the ESP Order.  In its second proposition of 

law, OMAEG challenges the commission’s approval of tariffs implementing Rider 

RRS. 

{¶ 51} We decline to decide these issues.  Although the commission 

originally approved Rider RRS in the ESP Order, it later eliminated the rider on 

rehearing and directed the companies to file compliance tariffs removing the rider 

from their rate schedules.  Because Rider RRS is no longer part of the ESP, the 

arguments challenging it are moot.  See Cincinnati Gas & Elec. Co. v. Pub. Util. 
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Comm., 103 Ohio St.3d 398, 2004-Ohio-5466, 816 N.E.2d 238, ¶ 15-18.  Therefore, 

OMAEG’s first and second propositions of law are rejected. 

J. Whether the commission violated R.C. 4903.10 when it considered 

FirstEnergy’s modified Rider RRS proposal and other alternatives on 

rehearing: 

OMAEG Proposition of Law No. 3 

{¶ 52} As a final matter, OMAEG claims that the commission violated R.C. 

4903.10 when it granted rehearing to consider FirstEnergy’s proposed changes to 

Rider RRS.  We reject OMAEG’s arguments for lack of merit. 

{¶ 53} First, OMAEG claims that the commission erred because 

FirstEnergy’s application for rehearing did not specifically allege in what respect 

Rider RRS was unlawful or unreasonable as required by R.C. 4903.10.  On 

rehearing, FirstEnergy challenged the commission’s modifications to Rider RRS 

that were made in the ESP Order and offered alternative modifications to Rider 

RRS in response to those modifications.  According to OMAEG, because 

FirstEnergy failed to set forth specifically the grounds on which the ESP was 

unlawful and unreasonable, the commission was required to deny the rehearing 

application and compel the companies to open a new ESP filing to introduce the 

modified Rider RRS proposal.  In turn, OMAEG argues that because the 

commission did not have jurisdiction to consider Rider RRS on rehearing, it did not 

have authority to approve the DMR. 

{¶ 54} Contrary to OMAEG’s assertions, FirstEnergy did set forth specific 

grounds on which the commission erred in modifying Rider RRS in the ESP Order.  

For instance, FirstEnergy alleged that the modifications to the original Rider RRS 

proposal improperly prohibited the recovery of certain costs of the rider, thereby 

increasing the companies’ risk.  The companies objected to the risk transfer as 

unreasonable, unsupported by the record, and upsetting the balance of interests 

supporting the ESP stipulation.  FirstEnergy also alleged that Rider RRS had been 
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rendered unreasonable by a recent FERC order that required a review of the power-

purchase agreements underlying Rider RRS. 

{¶ 55} Second, OMAEG maintains that the commission violated R.C. 

4903.10(B) when it allowed FirstEnergy to introduce new evidence on rehearing in 

support of its alternative Rider RRS proposal.  R.C. 4903.10(B) allows the 

commission to take additional evidence on rehearing, but only if the evidence “with 

reasonable diligence, could [not] have been offered upon the original hearing.”  

OMAEG asserts that nothing precluded FirstEnergy from offering this new 

evidence during the original hearing.  But as noted, the commission modified Rider 

RRS on rehearing, which is what prompted FirstEnergy to introduce evidence to 

support its alternative Rider RRS proposal.  Notwithstanding, OMAEG argues that 

it was prejudiced by having to expend additional time and resources to respond to 

the alternative Rider RRS proposals on rehearing.  But OMAEG overlooks that it 

would have had to expend additional time and resources if the commission had 

opened up a new ESP case, which is what OMAEG claims the commission should 

have done instead of considering the modified Rider RRS proposal on rehearing.  

Therefore, we reject OMAEG’s third proposition of law. 

IV. Conclusion 

{¶ 56} For the foregoing reasons, we affirm the commission’s order in part 

and reverse in part.  On remand, the commission is instructed to immediately 

remove the DMR from the ESP. 

Order affirmed in part 

and reversed in part, 

and cause remanded. 

FRENCH and STEWART, JJ., concur. 

DEWINE, J., concurs in judgment only, with an opinion. 

KENNEDY, J., dissents, with an opinion. 

FISCHER, J., dissents, with an opinion joined by O’CONNOR, C.J. 
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_________________ 

DEWINE, J., concurring in judgment only. 

{¶ 57} I agree with the plurality that the distribution modernization rider 

(“DMR”) at issue in this case is not an incentive and hence is not authorized under 

R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h).  I write separately to explain that this result is reached 

simply by affording the word “incentive” its commonly understood meaning. 

We should not give deference to PUCO’s interpretation of “incentive” 

{¶ 58} This case turns on the meaning of the word incentive.  In the view of 

the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (“PUCO”), the DMR constitutes an 

incentive for grid modernization because improving the financial health of 

FirstEnergy would place FirstEnergy in a position where it could more readily 

obtain capital that might be used to modernize its grid.  To reach this determination, 

PUCO relied upon a definition of the word incentive as “ ‘something that stimulates 

one to take action, work harder, etc.; stimulus; encouragement.’ ”  Pub. Util. 

Comm. No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, Fifth rehearing entry, ¶ 190 (Oct. 12, 2016), quoting 

Webster’s New World Dictionary 682 (3d College Ed.1988).  It concluded that the 

DMR “is intended to stimulate the Companies to focus their innovation and 

resources on modernizing their distribution systems” and that, therefore, the DMR 

constitutes an incentive.  Id. 

{¶ 59} The challengers in this case argue that PUCO misconstrued the 

meaning of the word incentive and that simply providing more money to 

FirstEnergy did not constitute an incentive for it to modernize its grid.  Before we 

can answer the question of whether the DMR constitutes an incentive, it is 

necessary to determine what weight we should give to PUCO’s interpretation. 

{¶ 60} The FirstEnergy companies contend that PUCO’s understanding of 

the DMR as an incentive “ ‘is entitled to deference as an interpretation of a rate-

related statutory provision,’ ” quoting In re Application of Columbus S. Power Co., 

138 Ohio St.3d 448, 2014-Ohio-462, 8 N.E.3d 863, ¶ 29.  The plurality accepts this 
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premise, saying “we generally defer to the commission’s interpretations on rate-

related statutory provisions, but only if they are reasonable.”  Plurality opinion at 

¶ 19, citing In re Application of Columbus S. Power Co. at ¶ 29.  Thus, under the 

plurality’s mode of analysis we start with PUCO’s reading of the term incentive 

and ask if that reading is reasonable.  If we think that PUCO’s interpretation is 

reasonable, then we must defer to it even if we think another interpretation is better 

supported by the statutory text.3 

{¶ 61} As I’ve mentioned before, I’m skeptical of our deference doctrines 

generally and think the court ought to take a hard look at those doctrines in an 

appropriate case.  See, e.g., State ex rel. McCann v. Delaware Cty. Bd. of Elections, 

155 Ohio St.3d 14, 2018-Ohio-3342, 118 N.E.3d 224, ¶ 34 (DeWine, J., concurring 

in judgment only).  But even without such a wholesale examination, it is clear to 

me that we ought not defer to PUCO’s interpretation in this case. 

{¶ 62} The principal practical arguments for deferring to an agency 

interpretation revolve around the specialized expertise that administrative agencies 

are sometimes thought to possess.  See Consumers’ Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm., 

58 Ohio St.2d 108, 110, 388 N.E.2d 1370 (1979); Pension Benefit Guar. Corp. v. 

LTV Corp., 496 U.S. 633, 651-652, 110 S.Ct. 2668, 110 L.Ed.2d 579 (1990); 

Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 323 U.S. 134, 140, 65 S.Ct. 161, 89 L.Ed. 124 (1944).  

But here, the question revolves around the meaning of a widely used and commonly 

understood word.  No particular expertise is required to understand what an 

incentive is, and nothing about the surrounding statutory context raises any doubt 

that the word is being used in its ordinary sense.  In such a case, if a court is to do 

                                                 
3 Whether we accept the invitation to defer to PUCO’s interpretation is not simply an academic 
question in this case.  As I explain below, I conclude that under the ordinary meaning of the term, 
the DMR does not constitute an incentive.  But it is not obvious that PUCO’s interpretation is wholly 
unreasonable.  Because I think the ordinary meaning of the word should prevail, I do not address 
the reasonableness of PUCO’s interpretation. 
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its duty and give effect to the legislature’s intent as expressed in the statute’s text, 

it must first look to the ordinary meaning of the statute’s words. 

{¶ 63} Thus, rather than accepting PUCO’s interpretation of the word 

incentive and asking whether it is reasonable, I start my analysis without any 

deference to PUCO’s interpretation.  The question is simply whether the DMR 

constitutes an incentive under the plain and ordinary meaning of that word.  I 

conclude that it does not. 

The DMR is not an incentive 

{¶ 64} As the word is commonly used, something is an incentive to perform 

an act only if it would push a party toward performing that act.  As the plurality 

rightly notes, there are no meaningful conditions on FirstEnergy’s access to the 

DMR funds, nor does the DMR in any way push FirstEnergy to spend the additional 

money on grid modernization as opposed to using the funds in some other way.  

Hence the DMR cannot be a distribution infrastructure and modernization incentive 

because it in no way incents the company to modernize or improve its distribution 

infrastructure. 

{¶ 65} In concluding that the DMR constitutes an incentive, PUCO relied 

upon the dictionary definition cited above, and based on that definition it equated 

the word incentive with the word stimulus.  It found the DMR to be an incentive 

because improving FirstEnergy’s financial situation would “stimulate the 

Companies to focus their innovation and resources on modernizing their 

distribution systems,” Pub. Util. Comm. No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, Fifth rehearing 

entry, ¶ 190 (Oct. 12, 2016). 

{¶ 66} By predicating its analysis solely on a single word in a definition 

from a single dictionary, PUCO provides a good example of how dictionaries can 

be misused.  Except in cases where words have specialized or technical meanings, 

when interpreting a statute one must look to how words are typically used by 

ordinary speakers of the English language.  See Great Lakes Bar Control, Inc. v. 
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Testa, __ Ohio St.3d __, 2018-Ohio-5207, __ N.E.3d __, ¶ 9-10.  This is because 

the ordinary meaning of a word is not just any meaning that might be supported by 

some dictionary definition or other but rather what that word ordinarily connotes.  

See Smith v. United States, 508 U.S. 223, 242, 113 S.Ct. 2050, 124 L.Ed.2d 138 

(1993) (Scalia, J., dissenting).  By failing to take stock of how words are actually 

used, one runs the risk of making a “ ‘fortress out of the dictionary,’ ” and thereby 

achieving results that are contrary to the intent of the legislature as expressed in the 

statutory text.  See United States v. Costello, 666 F.3d 1040, 1043– 44 (7th 

Cir.2012), quoting Cabell v. Markham, 148 F.2d 737, 739 (2d Cir. 1945). 

{¶ 67} Here, PUCO appears to be playing the old dictionary definition 

matching game.  According to the rules of that game, one chooses a single 

definition or part of a definition.  Then one squints at the chosen words in isolation 

until one’s sense of the colloquial use of language is sufficiently dulled, and one 

concludes that the matter at hand could (just maybe) be covered by that definition.  

From this, a player of the game leaps to the conclusion that this is what the statute 

means. 

{¶ 68} Instead of playing this game, one should stop and take stock of how 

the word or words are actually used by ordinary speakers of the English language.  

And it should be plain that an incentive cannot be anything that might stimulate an 

outcome.  Rather, it must direct and motivate a party toward that outcome.  Indeed, 

this goal-directed requirement is evident in the definitions picked out by one of the 

dissents.  Among those definitions are (1) “something that incites or has a tendency 

to incite to determination or action,” (2) “a motive or spur,” and (3) “serving to 

encourage, rouse, or move to action : STIMULATIVE : motivative in a particular 

direction or course.”  (Capitalization sic and emphasis added.)  Webster’s Third 

New International Dictionary 1141 (2002).  That dissent suggests that nothing in 

these definitions requires an incentive “to be conditioned or restricted or even 

related to the action being encouraged.”  Dissenting opinion of Kennedy, J., at  
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¶ 82.  But that can’t be right.  If an incentive must motivate the company in a 

particular direction or course, it must be related to that direction or course. 

{¶ 69} In mistakenly treating “incentive” and “stimulus” as 

interchangeable, PUCO failed to realize that there are a great many things that we 

might properly describe as a stimulus but which we would not call an incentive.  

Sunlight might stimulate plant growth, but we would not say sunlight is an incentive 

for plant growth.  A cut to base tax rates might stimulate economic development, 

but we would not call the tax cut an incentive for economic development.  And 

while a cringe-worthy joke might stimulate a groan, it’s not an incentive for 

anything.  The problem with PUCO’s treating incentive as interchangeable with 

stimulus is that the word stimulus can be used to describe anything that might have 

an effect on a system.  But an incentive is understood more narrowly, as something 

that affects a system in a particular way—by motivating and directing a party 

toward a certain course of action. Where PUCO and both dissents err is in failing 

to distinguish between something that might make an outcome more likely and 

something that serves as an incentive—that is, something that directs and motivates 

a party toward an outcome. 

{¶ 70} Given how the word incentive is ordinarily used, it is no surprise that 

in other contexts an incentive must be related to a desired act so as to direct and 

motivate a party to perform it.  For instance, under Federal Energy Regulation 

Commission policy, an incentive program must be prospective and there “must be 

a connection between the incentive and the conduct meant to be induced,” 

California Pub. Util. Comm. v. Fed. Energy Regulatory Comm., 879 F.3d 966, 977 

(9th Cir.2018).  For an incentive plan to be prospective, it must be conditioned on 

some future behavior.  A payment of money without any conditions related to future 

acts is not prospective and lacks any connection with the conduct meant to be 

induced. 
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{¶ 71} In sum, something cannot be an incentive if it does not direct the 

utility toward a particular desired outcome.  Merely giving the utility more money 

does nothing to direct it toward improving its infrastructure, even if the utility might 

choose to use the money in that way.  With extra money, a utility might increase 

employee salaries, pay its investors a higher dividend, redecorate its offices, or 

perhaps, modernize its infrastructure.  But because the DMR does not place any 

meaningful constraints on the money, it does not direct the utility toward 

infrastructure improvements rather than any of these other things.  And the fact that 

the utility may not be able to do any of these things without the extra money does 

not change this analysis; more money, in and of itself, does not motivate the utility 

to do any particular thing at all. 

{¶ 72} In contrast, if the money had conditions—if the company had to pay 

it back if it were not used for grid modernization or if the company only got the 

money after it started a modernization project—then the DMR would count as an 

incentive.  It would do so, because it would guide the utility toward a particular 

course of action.  But here the DMR does nothing to motivate the utility to spend 

the additional funds to improve its infrastructure or modernize its grid.  It is, 

therefore, not a distribution infrastructure and modernization incentive under any 

plausible understanding of that phrase.  R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) allows for 

“provisions regarding distribution infrastructure and modernization incentives”—

that is, programs that direct and motivate a utility to modernize or improve its 

infrastructure.  The DMR is no such thing. 

{¶ 73} I agree with the plurality’s resolution of the remaining propositions 

of law set forth in sections III.B through III.J of the plurality opinion. 

_________________ 

KENNEDY, J., dissenting. 

{¶ 74} It may be true, as one member of our court has remarked, that “R.C. 

Chapter 4928 is a labyrinthian scheme that governs Ohio’s retail electric service,” 
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In re Application of Columbus S. Power Co., 147 Ohio St.3d 439, 2016-Ohio-1608, 

67 N.E.3d 734, ¶ 72 (O’Connor, C.J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).  

This case, however, presents only a straightforward question of statutory 

interpretation: does R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) permit inclusion of the Distribution 

Modernization Rider (“DMR”) in the electric-security plan for the FirstEnergy 

Companies? 

{¶ 75} The answer is yes.  R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) provides that an electric-

security plan may include provisions regarding the utility’s distribution service, 

including distribution infrastructure and modernization incentives for the utility.  

The DMR is a provision that relates to the utility’s distribution service, and because 

it is designed to encourage and enable FirstEnergy Companies (Ohio Edison 

Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, and The Toledo Edison 

Company) (collectively “FirstEnergy” or the “companies”) to modernize its 

electrical grid, it is a distribution infrastructure and modernization incentive.  

Further, nothing in R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) requires the commission to impose any 

conditions or restrictions on an incentive in order for it to be included in the electric-

security plan. 

{¶ 76} For these reasons, the commission did not act unlawfully or 

unreasonably in including the DMR in FirstEnergy’s electric-security plan, and I 

would affirm its decision. 

R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) 

{¶ 77} R.C. 4928.143(B)(2) provides that an electric-security plan 

 

may provide for or include, without limitation, * * * 

* * * 

(h) Provisions regarding the utility’s distribution service, 

including, without limitation and notwithstanding any provision of 

Title XLIX of the Revised Code to the contrary, * * * provisions 
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regarding distribution infrastructure and modernization incentives 

for the electric distribution utility. * * * As part of its determination 

as to whether to allow in an electric distribution utility’s electric 

security plan inclusion of any provision described in division 

(B)(2)(h) of this section, the commission shall examine the 

reliability of the electric distribution utility’s distribution system and 

ensure that customers’ and the electric distribution utility’s 

expectations are aligned and that the electric distribution utility is 

placing sufficient emphasis on and dedicating sufficient resources 

to the reliability of its distribution system. 

 

(Emphasis added.) 

{¶ 78} In construing this statute, our duty is to determine and give effect to 

the intent of the General Assembly as expressed in the language it enacted.  Griffith 

v. Aultman Hosp., 146 Ohio St.3d 196, 2016-Ohio-1138, 54 N.E.3d 1196, ¶ 18, 23; 

Fisher v. Hasenjager, 116 Ohio St.3d 53, 2007-Ohio-5589, 876 N.E.2d 546, ¶ 20.  

R.C. 1.42 guides our analysis, providing that “[w]ords and phrases shall be read in 

context and construed according to the rules of grammar and common usage.”  In 

conducting this analysis, a court may not add or delete words.  In re Application of 

Ohio Power Co., 140 Ohio St.3d 509, 2014-Ohio-4271, 20 N.E.3d 699, ¶ 24.  

Rather, “ ‘[t]he preeminent canon of statutory interpretation requires us to 

“presume that [the] legislature says in a statute what it means and means in a statute 

what it says there.” ’ ”  State ex rel. Lee v. Karnes, 103 Ohio St.3d 559, 2004-Ohio-

5718, 817 N.E.2d 76, ¶ 27, quoting BedRoc Ltd., L.L.C. v. United States, 541 U.S. 

176, 183, 124 S.Ct. 1587, 158 L.Ed.2d 338 (2004), quoting Connecticut Natl. Bank 

v. Germain, 503 U.S. 249, 253-254, 112 S.Ct. 1146, 117 L.Ed.2d 391 (1992).  And 

if the language of the statute is clear and unambiguous, then we must apply it as 

written, Pelletier v. Campbell, 153 Ohio St.3d 611, 2018-Ohio-2121, 109 N.E.3d 
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1210, ¶ 14, and may not rewrite it in the guise of statutory interpretation, Doe v. 

Marlington Local School Dist. Bd. of Edn., 122 Ohio St.3d 12, 2009-Ohio-1360, 

907 N.E.2d 706, ¶ 29. 

{¶ 79} The plurality concludes that “[a]n incentive generally serves to 

induce someone to take some action that otherwise would not be taken but for the 

incentive.”  Plurality opinion at ¶ 16.  It asserts that the DMR is not an incentive 

because it lacks “real requirements, restrictions, or conditions,” id. at ¶ 19, and it 

suggests that an incentive must include “rewards and penalties that link utility 

revenues to various standards or goals,” id. at ¶ 17.  However, these requirements 

do not appear in the statute.  Our role is to apply the statute as enacted by the 

General Assembly, the sole arbiter of public policy in this state.  We may not read 

words into the statute that the legislature could have written.  After all, the 

judiciary’s function is to say what the law is, not what it should be. 

{¶ 80} Moreover, the only authority cited in support of the plurality’s view 

is the decision of a single federal district court construing the meaning of an 

incentive program incorporated in a car-dealer franchise agreement, a contract that 

included express conditions for receiving a bonus.  See Len Stoler, Inc. v. 

Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., 232 F.Supp.3d 813, 817 (E.D.Va.2017). 

{¶ 81} The plurality’s analysis runs counter to the plain language of the 

statute.  First, R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) permits the electric-security plan to include 

any “[p]rovisions regarding the utility’s distribution service.”  The commission 

expressly found that the DMR relates to FirstEnergy’s distribution service (rather 

than generation).  It explained that there was “a demonstrated need for credit 

support for the [FirstEnergy] Companies in order to ensure that the Companies have 

access to capital markets in order to make investments in their distribution system.”  

Pub. Util. Comm. No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, Fifth rehearing entry, ¶ 185 (Oct. 12, 

2016).  The DMR seeks to satisfy this need by imposing a charge on customers of 

FirstEnergy’s distribution service in order to enable the utility to maintain and 
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modernize that service.  The DMR is therefore directly related to FirstEnergy’s 

distribution services. 

{¶ 82} Second, the word “incentive” is broader than a promise of 

compensation in exchange for action.  The word “incentive” means “something that 

incites or has a tendency to incite to determination or action.”  Webster’s Third New 

International Dictionary 1141 (2002).  It also means “a motive or spur,” 

“INDUCEMENT,” and “serving to encourage, rouse, or move to action : STIMULATIVE 

: motivative in a particular direction or course.”  (Capitalization sic.)  Id.  Nothing 

prohibits the offer of an incentive when there might be a preexisting duty to 

perform, because parties are free to create incentives to perform the act sooner or 

with more fervor or to prevent nonperformance.  Nor does the definition of 

“incentive” indicate that an incentive has to be conditioned or restricted or even 

related to the action being encouraged.  Rather, an incentive only has to tend to 

encourage or spur performance.  Therefore, a provision in an electric-security plan 

is a distribution infrastructure and modernization incentive if it tends to encourage 

or spur the electric distribution utility to modernize its distribution infrastructure. 

{¶ 83} The commission found the DMR to advance the policy of this state 

to encourage innovation and market access for cost-effective retail electric service, 

including the use of smart grid programs and implementation of advanced metering 

infrastructure, by encouraging and enabling FirstEnergy to modernize its grid.  See 

R.C. 4928.02(D).  The commission also found that “the record demonstrates that 

Rider DMR is intended to stimulate the Companies to focus their innovation and 

resources on modernizing their distribution systems.”  Pub. Util. Comm. No. 14-

1297-EL-SSO, Fifth rehearing entry, ¶ 190 (Oct. 12, 2016).  The rider, the 

commission pointed out, is needed to allow FirstEnergy to access credit markets to 

obtain the funds to jump-start grid modernization, while a downgrade in its 

investment rating could lead to a reduction in funds available for modernization, 

jeopardizing those efforts.  Essentially, the commission examined FirstEnergy’s 
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financial situation and found that without the DMR, grid modernization might not 

occur.  It then decided to provide the rider as an incentive to spur and speed up the 

utility’s efforts to modernize the grid.  The DMR therefore gives FirstEnergy an 

incentive to modernize its grid by providing the support needed to make it possible. 

{¶ 84} Further, R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) is devoid of language conditioning 

payment of a distribution infrastructure and modernization incentive on any 

particular action by the utility.  Contrary to the plurality’s premise, implementation 

of a distribution infrastructure and modernization incentive under R.C. 

4928.143(B)(2)(h) does not require the commission to impose directives, timelines, 

or penalties related to the receipt of the incentive payments.  Nor does the statute 

preclude the payment of an incentive that would “provide additional revenue 

beyond what the companies would recover for modernizing their distribution 

systems.”  Plurality opinion at ¶ 18.  And the statute does not prohibit payment of 

a distribution infrastructure and modernization incentive “up front before any 

infrastructure-improvement projects were undertaken or completed.”  Plurality 

opinion at ¶ 18. 

{¶ 85} Rather than dictating any specific conditions on the form that an 

incentive may take, R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) broadly authorizes an electric-security 

plan to include a provision regarding a distribution infrastructure and 

modernization incentive “without limitation and notwithstanding any provision of 

Title XLIX of the Revised Code to the contrary.”  The only requirement of the 

commission included in R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) is that it “shall examine the 

reliability of the electric distribution utility’s distribution system and ensure that 

customers’ and the electric distribution utility’s expectations are aligned and that 

the electric distribution utility is placing sufficient emphasis on and dedicating 

sufficient resources to the reliability of its distribution system,” id.  The commission 

satisfied that requirement when it found that “Staff has completed an examination 

of the reliability of the Companies’ distribution system and ensured that the 
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customers’ and the Companies’ expectations are aligned.”  Pub. Util. Comm. No. 

14-1297-EL-SSO, Fifth rehearing entry, ¶ 191 (Oct. 12, 2016). 

{¶ 86} The plurality faults the commission for “point[ing] to nothing in the 

record that demonstrates how this cash infusion incentivizes FirstEnergy to 

accomplish [the] goal” of grid modernization.  Plurality opinion at ¶ 18.  However, 

the commission’s order pointed to the testimony of Hisham M. Choueiki, Ph.D., 

P.E., the commission’s expert on utility rates, that the DMR “will enable” the 

companies to obtain funds to “jumpstart” grid modernization.  Pub. Util. Comm. 

No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, Fifth rehearing entry, ¶ 192 (Oct. 12, 2016).  Choueiki 

further testified that the DMR was an incentive designed to speed up the utility’s 

efforts at grid modernization.  The commission also cited the testimony of Eileen 

M. Mikkelsen, the person responsible for rate and regulatory activities for all of 

FirstEnergy Corp.’s utility subsidiaries, who explained that the DMR would enable 

the utility to fund significant investments to modernize the distribution system. 

{¶ 87} “Our function is not to weigh the evidence or to choose between 

alternative, fairly debatable rate structures.”  Cleveland Elec. Illum. Co. v. Pub. 

Util. Comm., 46 Ohio St.2d 105, 108, 346 N.E.2d 778 (1976).  We do not set rates 

but only ensure that the rates set are not unlawful or unreasonable.  Ohio 

Consumers’ Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm., 127 Ohio St.3d 524, 2010-Ohio-6239, 

941 N.E.2d 757, ¶ 13.  “A decision is unreasonable if there is no sound reasoning 

process that would support that decision.  It is not enough that the reviewing court, 

were it deciding the issue de novo, would not have found that reasoning process to 

be persuasive.”  AAAA Ents., Inc. v. River Place Community Urban Redevelopment 

Corp., 50 Ohio St.3d 157, 161, 553 N.E.2d 597 (1990).  And this court will not 

reverse the commission’s findings “when the record contains sufficient probative 

evidence to show that the commission’s decision was not manifestly against the 

weight of the evidence and was not so clearly unsupported by the record as to show 

misapprehension, mistake, or willful disregard of duty.”  In re Application of 
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Columbus S. Power Co., 147 Ohio St.3d 439, 2016-Ohio-1608, 67 N.E.3d 734, 

¶ 10. 

{¶ 88} Here, the DMR is lawful because it is authorized by R.C. 

4928.143(B)(2)(h) as a provision regarding distribution service and as a distribution 

infrastructure and modernization incentive.  And it is reasonable because the 

commission, after reviewing the evidence, determined that FirstEnergy would not 

be able to modernize its grid without access to affordable financing, so to prevent 

higher rates for customers in the future, the commission spurred FirstEnergy’s grid-

modernization effort by ensuring that financing would be available to pay for it.  

These findings are not so clearly unsupported by the record as to show 

misapprehension, mistake, or willful disregard of duty, nor are they unreasonable, 

and the court should not substitute its judgment for the commission’s in this matter. 

Conclusion 

{¶ 89} Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. once remarked that “[g]reat cases, 

like hard cases, make bad law.”  N. Secs. Co. v. United States, 193 U.S. 197, 400, 

24 S.Ct. 436, 48 L.Ed. 679 (1904) (Holmes, J., dissenting).  And the case before us 

today is no doubt great and hard—great, because a utility on which numerous Ohio 

businesses and households depend is at risk of a credit-rating downgrade that would 

bring with it considerable financial difficulties, and hard, because the means 

suggested to avert that downgrade—called “credit support” by some and a “bailout” 

by others—will be borne by ratepayers. 

{¶ 90} But no matter how great the case or how hard the facts, our duty here 

is the same—to interpret and apply the words of the statute.  R.C. 

4928.143(B)(2)(h) authorizes FirstEnergy’s electric-security plan to include a 

provision relating to its distribution service, including distribution infrastructure 

and modernization incentives.  Acting on that authority and upon review of the 

evidence presented by the parties, the commission designed the DMR and included 

it in FirstEnergy’s electric-security plan to jump-start investment in grid 
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modernization.  Because that decision is neither unlawful nor unreasonable, I would 

affirm the commission’s decision. 

_________________ 

 FISCHER, J., dissenting. 

{¶ 91} R.C. 4928.143, which outlines the process for an electric-

distribution utility to obtain approval of an electric-security plan (“ESP”), 

establishes that an ESP may include “[p]rovisions regarding the utility’s 

distribution service, including, without limitation and notwithstanding any 

provision of Title XLIX of the Revised Code to the contrary, * * * provisions 

regarding distribution infrastructure and modernization incentives.”  R.C. 

4928.143(B)(2)(h).  In my view, we can resolve the issue presented in this case 

simply by applying this clear statutory language. 

{¶ 92} The statute permits the type of rider at issue in this case.  The 

distribution modernization rider (“DMR”) relates to the utility’s distribution 

service, and because it is designed to foster modernization of Ohio’s electrical grid, 

it is an incentive for modernization.  I would affirm on the bases that the DMR is 

permissible under R.C. 4928.143 and the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (“the 

commission”) acted under law and with reason. 

{¶ 93} We must give effect to the intent of the General Assembly, which is 

embodied in the statutes of the Revised Code.  Hulsmeyer v. Hospice of Southwest 

Ohio, Inc., 142 Ohio St.3d 236, 2014-Ohio-5511, 29 N.E.3d 903, ¶ 21.  When the 

language of a statute is unambiguous, we must apply it as written.  Id. at ¶ 23.  This 

court “must give effect to the words used, making neither additions nor deletions 

from words chosen by the General Assembly.”  Id., citing Columbia Gas Transm. 

Corp. v. Levin, 117 Ohio St. 3d 122, 2008-Ohio-511, 882 N.E.2d 400, ¶ 19, citing 

Cline v. Ohio Bur. of Motor Vehicles, 61 Ohio St.3d 93, 97, 573 N.E.2d 77 (1991). 

{¶ 94} The plurality opinion is premised upon a conclusion that the DMR 

does not constitute an incentive under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h).  I would conclude 
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that the commission’s finding that the rider is an incentive was neither unlawful nor 

unreasonable.  The word “incentive” is not defined in the statute.  An undefined 

term used in a statute is to be given its common, everyday meaning.  State v. Dorso, 

4 Ohio St.3d 60, 62, 466 N.E.2d 449 (1983); Am. Fiber Sys., Inc. v. Levin, 125 Ohio 

St.3d 374, 2010-Ohio-1468, 928 N.E.2d 695, ¶ 24.  It is clear from the statute that 

the word has a common-sense meaning of inducing an action. 

{¶ 95} The commission specifically noted that the DMR relates to 

distribution service.  Pub. Util. Comm. No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, Fifth rehearing entry, 

¶ 190 (Oct. 12, 2016).  And the commission found that the DMR was added to 

encourage innovation and modernization to the system.  Id.  Thus, the commission 

made a determination, supported by evidence, that the DMR induces an action.  

Based on the language of R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h), the commission’s findings are 

neither unlawful or unreasonable. 

{¶ 96} Moreover, R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) does not impose any additional 

requirements related to the receipt of the incentive payments.  This broad statute 

does not prevent an upfront payment of that incentive and it does not specify any 

conditions or the type of incentive that may be designed.  The single requirement 

found in R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) is for the commission to examine the reliability of 

the utility and ensure aligned expectations and sufficient resources: 

 

As part of its determination as to whether to allow in an electric 

distribution utility’s electric security plan inclusion of any provision 

described in division (B)(2)(h) of this section, the commission shall 

examine the reliability of the electric distribution utility’s 

distribution system and ensure that customers’ and the electric 

distribution utility’s expectations are aligned and that the electric 

distribution utility is placing sufficient emphasis on and dedicating 

sufficient resources to the reliability of its distribution system. 
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Id.  According to the record, the commission complied with this statutory 

requirement, as it specifically noted that its staff completed an examination of the 

reliability of the distribution system and ensured that the relevant expectations are 

aligned.  Pub. Util. Comm. No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, Fifth rehearing entry, ¶ 191 (Oct. 

12, 2016). 

{¶ 97} This court historically has affirmed the commission whenever the 

record contains probative evidence sufficient to show that the commission did not 

act against the manifest weight of the evidence.  See Monongahela Power Co. v. 

Pub. Util. Comm., 104 Ohio St.3d 571, 2004-Ohio-6896, 820 N.E.2d 921, ¶ 29.  

The applicable statute in this case, R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h), specifically authorizes 

an ESP to include provisions relating to modernization incentives.  The commission 

simply created a rider to do just that.  As the commission acted under law by 

fulfilling and following the applicable statute and acted within reason, I conclude 

that the record contains probative evidence sufficient to show that the commission 

did not act against the manifest weight of the evidence, and I would accordingly 

affirm. 

 O’CONNOR, C.J., concurs in the foregoing opinion. 

_________________ 
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supported resource.  In such situations, it would typically take four to six months for the state to act 
given the need to take comment on proposals prior to finalizing and implementing procurement 
programs.  This process cannot begin in earnest until FERC has issued its order, PJM has evaluated the 
perspectives of the Members and stakeholders who now must react to the order, PJM has developed a 
compliance filing that takes those perspectives into account, and FERC has addressed PJM’s compliance 
filing.  The time needed to evaluate the order, conduct that process, and then implement an entirely 
new state program is likely to extend late into 2020 given FERC’s continued delay in issuing its order.  As 
a result, if PJM were to hold its Base Residual Auctions (“BRAs”) for the 2022/23 and 2023/24 Delivery 
Years too soon, states would have no practical ability to utilize the resource carve-out mechanism, if 
adopted. 
 
But this best-case scenario may not apply in many of the states.  In some states with resources subject 
to an expanded MOPR, legislation will be required before the state can initiate the agency process to 
adopt a capacity compensation program.  This means that a minimum of another four to eight months 
likely would be required for legislation to be drafted, considered, enacted, and signed, bringing the total 
time needed by the state to over one year.  As a result, holding the next capacity auctions before the 
end of2020 will be unworkable for these states even under the most favorable timeframe.  Given that 
annual customer capacity costs across PJM are more than $9 billion, holding even a single auction 
before these processes are complete could be very costly for customers.   
 
This timing problem is not isolated to one or two states in the PJM region – quite the opposite.  All but 
three states with load served by PJM have clean or renewable energy programs that may need 
adjustment in order to avoid the procurement of duplicate capacity by PJM as a result of MOPR 
expansion.  The remaining three states represent less than 10 percent of PJM load, and even these 
states would be impacted should FERC extend the MOPR to vertically integrated utilities self-supplying 
generation, as some have argued.  It is therefore incumbent on PJM to appreciate the implications of 
FERC’s order for each individual state before scheduling its capacity auctions so that the states’ timing 
needs can be accommodated.   
 
How this accommodation should be provided is not yet clear given that FERC has not issued its order.  
Regardless of how FERC acts, however, PJM will need to consider the order’s impact on multiple 
capacity auctions.  The BRA for the 2022/23 Delivery Year is currently suspended pending direction from 
FERC and its scheduling undoubtedly will impact the 2023/24 BRA.  Depending on the timing of the 
2023/24 BRA, subsequent BRAs also may need to be adjusted.  And given the substantial amount of pre-
auction activity leading up to each BRA, the schedules for each of these auctions will need to be 
coordinated with state activity to allow for orderly management while providing states with a 
meaningful opportunity to take action in response to FERC’s MOPR order, and for resource owners to 
understand the implications of those actions. 
 
Some may argue, as they have before FERC, that any delay in the auction schedules would be 
inconsistent with the intent to provide three-year forward price signals through the capacity market.  
There is, however, no immediate reliability need demanding that the capacity auctions be held quickly.  
Any thermal resource intending to come online in 2022/23 is already under construction and is clearly 
willing to take the risk of proceeding with development in the face of a changing capacity market 
construct.  Other resources are deferring investments until they fully understand the rules and know 



Susan J. Riley 
Ake Almgren 
September 27, 2019 
 
 
how states will use the resource carve-out option, if adopted, or re-assert responsibility for all resource 
adequacy through the existing FRR construct.  If PJM rushes forward with its capacity auctions, the 
resources seeking to defer investment will be forced to bid prior to the resource carve-out or FRR 
mechanism being established and, as a result, respond to one-year price signals that do not reflect the 
longer-term implementation of the new RPM rules.  The same is true for resource owners considering 
retirement, which must make similar investment decisions based on the results of each auction.  In 
either case, developers moving forward with investments are choosing to do so, and those choosing 
otherwise should not be pressured to do so.  A rushed auction process would lead to skewed price 
signals that undermine economically rational behavior while reinforcing the high level of perceived (if 
not real) conflict that currently exists between PJM and the states.   
 
We therefore request that, to the extent its discretion regarding auction scheduling is not limited in 
some way by FERC’s order, PJM establish a schedule for its capacity auctions that gives states enough 
time to adopt and implement resource carve-out or FRR programs in reaction to FERC’s order.  In 
making this request, we emphasize that we are not asking PJM to put one resource owner’s interest 
over another.  The issue here is not one of conflict between resource owners – it is a conflict between 
the structure of RPM and the energy policies adopted by PJM states, with the latter taking into account 
resource attributes that the former does not.  Because the states are unable to rely on PJM’s capacity 
market to achieve their goals, they must be given a meaningful opportunity to do so outside of that 
market. 
 
Thank you for your attention to this important and pressing issue.  We look forward to working with 
PJM’s leadership and staff with respect to how to schedule the capacity auctions in a way that 
accommodates states seeking to respond to FERC’s MOPR order. 
 
 
American Electric Power Service Corporation 
Avangrid Renewables 
Illinois Citizens Utility Board 
Division of the Public Advocate of the State of Delaware 
Dominion Energy 
EDP Renewables 
Exelon Corporation 
FirstEnergy Utilities 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
Nuclear Energy Institute 
Office of the People’s Counsel of the District of Columbia 
Public Service Enterprise Group 
Sierra Club 
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DM-aRgh! Ohio court ruling impacts FE and AES 
 

OH Supreme Court orders removal of FE’s DMR; minimal impact for FE, 

worse for AES. This morning, the OH Supreme Court issued a 4-3 ruling ordering 

the removal of FE’s distribution modernization rider (DMR) from customer rates. 

The majority found that in authorizing the DMR, the Public Utilities Commission 

of OH (PUCO) “failed to place any conditions on the additional funds that would 

allow the rider to act as an incentive”. Our understanding is that the order is 

effective immediately, with the DMR benefit ended only on a prospective basis. 

FE’s $132.5M/yr (post-tax) DMR was originally put into place to help keep its 

balance sheet healthy while enabling grid mod investment. AES $83M/yr (post-

tax) DMR was specifically put in place to de-lever DPL in order to allow for a 

financially stable utility (prev junk rated). Both have extension requests pending, 

but only AES embeds approval within its forward guidance.  

 

AES embeds a DMR extension in forward outlook, worth ~$0.10 of EPS. 

While the decision today only pertains to FE, AES has a similar DMR that expires 

in Oct. 2020. AES filed for a two-year extension earlier this year and the 

company’s 7-9% EPS growth projection through 2022 embeds an approval. The 

risk now is that PUCO rejects the extension in light of the Supreme Court’s recent 

decision. Using the current DMR as a proxy, removal of the DMR would be ~$0.10 

hit to EPS in 2021 (7% of EPS). See more detail on pg 2.       
 

Cutting FE 2019E by $0.13, minimal impact long-term. Given the DMR is now 

suspended immediately, FE effectively loses half of the $0.25/sh embedded in 

2019 guidance and our estimate. As such, we lower our estimate to $2.48 from 

$2.61. However, despite FE’s application for a two-year DMR extension, any 

earnings uplift was excluded from long-term guidance (6-8% EPS growth through 

2021), and our estimates in 2020 and beyond, as the company deemed it as low 

probability. The primary impact is a ~$70M one-time hit to cash flow, which should 

be manageable within the plan for no equity. There is no impact on our valuation 

and we still see this as a value play. 
 

Supreme Court’s opinion potentially leaves room open to structure DMR 

differently. By our read of it, much of the Supreme Court’s decision hinged on 

the interpretation of the word “incentive”. PUCO relied on the definition of 

“incentive” as something that stimulates action – the court found that the DMR 

did not constitute as an incentive because FE was not required to use the money 

for any specific purpose. Feasibly, the extension requests could be amended to 

satisfy the court’s requirements for the DMR to be deemed an “incentive” by law. 
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Exhibit 1: DMR impact on estimates 
 

 
Source: Wolf e Research Utilities & Power Research 
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The DMR and what it means to AES 
AES underperformed the UTY index today by 230bps following the OH Supreme Court’s ruling. While there was no 
direct impact to AES, the key risk is that the ruling will be used as a negative read-through for when PUCO issues an 
order on the company’s extension request late this year / early next. Below we highlight a few things to consider: 
 

▪ The DMR is embedded in AES forward guidance; levers to pull in a worst-case scenario. AES 7-9% EPS 

growth rate through 2022 bakes in approval of its DMR extension request. Using the current DMR as a proxy, 

removal of the DMR would be ~$0.10 hit to EPS in 2021 (7% of EPS). That said, AES has highlighted that its 

portfolio is much more resilient than in year’s past. Recall, AES announced an incremental $100M cost cutting 

initiative (most to take place 2021 / 2022) on its Q1 earnings call. There is also $0.03 worth of LNG capacity yet 

to be contracted in Central America. Both are upsides to the plan and could help offset a draconian scenario.  

▪ Without the DMR, DPL / DP&L would be junk-rated by the credit agencies… In the past year, all three 

rating agencies have taken action to upgrade both DPL (parent co) and DP&L (the utility) following its most 

recent rate settlement. DP&L is rated investment grade by all three agencies – Moody’s (Baa2), S&P (BBB-) 

and Fitch (BBB). DPL is one notch above investment grade at all agencies except Moody ’s (Ba2). Each rating 

agency has noted the utility’s material reliance on the DMR and that is was critical to maintain its financial 

metrics. We believe both the holdco and utility would be returned to junk if the DMR were removed. 

▪ …DPL would also likely pull its Distribution Modernization Plan. At the beginning of 2019, DPL filed its 

Distribution Modernization Plan (DMP) which calls for $576M of investment over the next decade. The filing is 

aligned with PUCO’s PowerForward roadmap. It is also the foundation for AES’ expectation that DPL will grow 

its rate base in the “high single digits” over the coming years. Without approval of the DMR extension, DPL 

reserved the right withdraw its DMP application. 

▪ AES’ current DMR is being challenged. Similar to FE, AES’ current DMR is being challenged at the Ohio 

Supreme Court. If the Supreme Court were to deem the DMR illegal, AES would revert back to previous ESP 

rules where the DMR would be reduced from $105M/yr (pre-tax) to $76M/yr (pre-tax). This would result in a 

$0.03-0.04 EPS hit in 2020, assuming a full-year impact. AES’ case is much further behind FE though; it is 

unclear when a decision will be issued and is likely months away. 

Potential path to remove overhang?  

 
▪ Amend the DMR extension request? By our read of it, much of the Supreme Court’s decision hinged on the 

interpretation of the word “incentive”. It is our understanding that AES could potentially amend their extension 

request in order to satisfy the court’s requirement for the DMR to be deemed an “incentive” by law. In doing so, 

the company could effectively make their legal argument more airtight. That said, PUCO would still need to 

approve the extension request. 

▪ AES and FE case not necessarily the same . It is possible that the Supreme Court views the cases for the 

current DMRs differently. AES has been unambiguous that its DMR proceeds are being used to fix DPL’s 

balance sheet in order to make it a financially viable utility. In addition, the credit agencies have noted that DPL 

/ DP&L’s current IG ratings are contingent upon the DMR being in place. Simply put, DPL ’s financial situation is 

different than FE’s utilities. As noted above, its unclear when the Supreme Court will issue a ruling in AES’ case 

as it was just filed at the beginning of 2019. In the meantime, we would expect the overhang on AES to persist.   
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From: Elisar, Scott
To: Hoskinson, Beverly; Patterson, Susan; Hawkins, Angela; Wolf, James; Schilling, Matt; Ryan, John; Fleck,

Katherine; Vogel, Anne; Bales, Brad; PUCO Commissioners-Aides
Subject: HB 166 - Senate Finance- PUCO appropriation and language
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2019 2:06:21 PM
Attachments: HB 166 - Senate Finance.pdf

Good afternoon.
 
Attached please find the appropriation spreadsheet and LSC Comparison Document for the
PUCO operating budget contained in House Bill 166.
 
Per the attached documents:
 

-       No change in appropriation from House to Senate Finance.
 

-       Language changes include the following:
 

o   Removed House language regarding consumer rights regarding electric
usage data (PUCCD3)

o   No change to House language regarding SEET (PUCCD2)
o   Added language regarding biologically derived methane (PUCCD4)
o   No change to Executive language regarding Nuclear electric facility

assessment (PUCCD1)
 
As always if you have any questions – please do not hesitate to contact us.
 
Thank you
 
Scott
 
Scott Elisar
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
(614) 728-5049 (office)
(614) 502-9281 (cell)
scott.elisar@puco.ohio.gov
www.PUCO.ohio.gov
 











From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Dawson, Laurel; Vogel, Anne
Subject: PJM Study on Wholesale Energy Price Impacts of Closure of Ohio and PA Nuclear Plants
Date: Wednesday, June 5, 2019 9:14:29 AM
Attachments: attachment 1.pdf

Please share with others as you see fit.  As I read this, wholesale energy prices rise if
the Ohio nuclear plants are shut down.  The analysis also indicates impacts on
emission reductions.
 
I suspect that this report will get a lot of attention today so I encourage timely
distribution.
 
Sam
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Summary of Findings 
• In response to separate requests from the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PA PUC) and the Ohio 

Consumers’ Counsel (OCC), PJM Interconnection studied cost and emission impacts of potential nuclear power 
plant retirements in Pennsylvania and Ohio.  

• To evaluate these impacts, PJM simulated market results for the year 2023 under various resource mixes, 
including what exists today, projected conditions for the future and several combinations of potential nuclear unit 
retirements. 

• The PJM base case includes the announced retirements of nuclear units in Pennsylvania and Ohio: Three Mile 
Island (TMI), Beaver Valley 1 & 2, Davis-Besse and Perry, and also includes new generation with a planned  
in-service date of 2023 and an executed Interconnection Service Agreement.  

• Modeling the base case, considering retirements and new entry, shows that wholesale energy market net-load 
payments would decrease by $1.6 billion across the PJM region compared to today’s system due to the 
significant entry of new, efficient resources.  

• PJM executed three simulations of the requested nuclear unit retirement scenarios. These scenarios assume the 
requested combinations of nuclear unit retirements occur and also assume that those generators in the queue 
that have executed an Interconnection Service Agreement and are planned to come online between 2020 and 
2023 would enter the market as scheduled. The results of these simulations for the PJM region, (without 
including the cost of a possible subsidy) are: 

o Beaver Valley 1 & 2 remain online: $210 million decrease in load payments from the base case 
o Davis-Besse and Perry remain online: $277 million decrease in load payments from the base case  
o Beaver Valley 1 & 2, Davis-Besse, and Perry remain online: $474 million decrease in load payments 

from the base case 

• PJM executed three additional simulations accounting for the same nuclear unit retirement scenarios and 
included an additional sensitivity assumption regarding the impact of subsidies on new entry. To represent what 
PJM believes to be the market’s likely, long-term reaction to out-of-market subsidies that retain substantial 
quantities of generation that would have otherwise retired, we discounted by 50 percent the planned natural-gas 
generation otherwise scheduled to come online between 2020 and 2023. We assumed these projects would be 
canceled or deferred and in any event, were assumed to not enter the market. The results of these simulations 
for the PJM region, (again without including the cost of a possible subsidy) are:  

o Beaver Valley 1 & 2 remain online and new entry of natural gas is discounted by 50 percent:  
$240 million increase in load payments from the base case 

o Davis-Besse and Perry remain online and new entry of natural gas is discounted by 50 percent:  
$164 million increase in load payments from the base case  

o Beaver Valley 1 & 2, Davis-Besse and Perry remain online and new entry of natural gas is  
discounted by 50 percent: $91 million decrease in load payments from the base case 

• Detailed tables in the report show the changes in emissions for each simulation case. 
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Background Information  

Ohio 
On April 22, 2019, the OCC sent a letter to PJM requesting that PJM analyze the following: 

1. If the Ohio nuclear power plants Perry and Davis-Besse were permanently shut down, what would be the 
expected impact on PJM’s wholesale capacity and energy market prices? 

2. If the Perry and Davis-Besse nuclear power plants were permanently shut down, what would be the 
expected impact on retail electric prices for Ohio consumers? 

Given the limited time to produce the requested analysis, PJM focused on the Energy Market and emissions impacts 
of the requested study scenarios. PJM also focused on wholesale market impacts of the retirement scenarios rather 
than retail, given the many assumptions that would be required in order to estimate the impacts on retail electric 
prices. However, it is reasonable to assume that retail price impacts would follow in the same direction as wholesale 
market impacts.  

Pennsylvania 
On April 29, 2019, the PA PUC sent a letter to PJM requesting that PJM analyze the impacts of nuclear generation 
retirements in Pennsylvania. The letter asked PJM to quantify the impacts of retired nuclear generation on wholesale 
power prices as well as on emissions – carbon monoxide, lead, ground-level ozone, particulate matter, nitrogen 
oxide, sulfur dioxide and carbon dioxide. 

The PA PUC asked PJM to model the following scenarios using calendar year 2023 as the base year and assuming 
in the base case that: 

1. TMI and Beaver Valley 1 & 2 remain online   
2. TMI, Beaver Valley 1 & 2 and the Ohio plants Perry and Davis-Besse remain online  

The PA PUC initially requested that PJM provide its analysis by May 17, 2019, if possible. To provide the analysis 
relatively close to that timeframe, an exhaustive analysis of each market could not be performed. Rather, PJM 
focused on the Energy Market and emissions impacts associated with the scenarios studied. 

On May 8, 2019, Exelon Generation announced that TMI Generating Station Unit 1 would shut down by  
September 30, 2019. For this study, PJM therefore assumed that TMI would be retired in all scenarios (See Table 1). 

PJM’s analysis is confined to wholesale power prices and does not consider the added cost to consumers that would 
result from the imposition of any subsidy or non by-passable charge at the retail level. 

Study Assumptions 
PJM uses PROMOD software to simulate energy market impacts in future years. The PROMOD production cost 
simulation tool models an hourly security-constrained generation commitment and dispatch. 
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For this study, PJM used the input parameters and forecast assumptions from the best-available market-efficiency 
base case agreed upon by the PJM Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee (TEAC). Details regarding the PJM 
market efficiency input assumptions can be found in the white paper posted with the materials for the May 2019 
TEAC, Market Efficiency Process Scope and Input Assumptions (2019 Mid-Cycle Update).  

Nuclear Retirements 
PJM considered the following retirement scenarios to evaluate the impacts of the combinations of nuclear unit 
retirements, as described in the Summary of Findings section: 

1. Announced retirements of Beaver Valley 1 & 2 are withdrawn only 
2. Announced retirements of Davis-Besse and Perry are withdrawn only 
3. Announced retirements of Beaver Valley 1 & 2, Davis-Besse and Perry are withdrawn 

PJM executed two sets of these scenarios. The first set of scenarios assumed that all planned new generation 
capacity (having executed an Interconnection Service Agreement) announced to come online between 2020 and 
2023 enters the market as scheduled. In the second set of scenarios, to account for the market’s potential reaction to 
out-of-market subsidies implemented in order to retain nuclear generation that would otherwise retire, PJM assumed 
that roughly 50 percent of natural gas capacity planned to come online between 2020 and 2023 did not enter the 
market. 

 Nuclear Units Included in the Study Table 1.

Name Area State Max. Cap.  
(MW) 

Davis-Besse:1 FirstEnergy ATSI OH     896  
Perry (OH):1 FirstEnergy ATSI OH  1,247  
Beaver Valley:2 Duquesne Light Company PA     903  
Beaver Valley:1 Duquesne Light Company PA     910  

Transmission Upgrades 
For each scenario, PJM modeled any new electric transmission system investments necessary to preserve a reliable 
electric transmission system, given the announced nuclear retirements in Pennsylvania and Ohio. Any such 
reinforcements were included in all of the scenarios, including those in which the nuclear units were assumed to have 
retired, as well as those in which the nuclear units were assumed to remain in operation. 

Planned Generation 
Planned generation in the scenarios was composed of all proposed generating units in the PJM queue with a 
planned in-service date by 2023 and an executed Interconnection Service Agreement. Pennsylvania nuclear power 
station TMI was retired in all scenarios. As indicated above, two sets of scenarios were executed for each nuclear 
unit retirement combination.  

The second set of scenarios, in which only half of the planned natural gas units is retained, is informative and based 
on a credible assumption because it can reasonably be expected that imposing additional out-of-market subsidies to 
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retain generation that would otherwise retire would have a chilling effect on new investment in the longer term. While 
PJM believes this is a reasonable expectation, we acknowledge that accurately forecasting how new investment will 
react to out-of-market intervention is difficult, at best. Therefore, in this report, PJM presents the second set of 
scenarios as a sensitivity showing the impact of a decrease in new entry by half of what is expected, so that readers 
of this report may interpolate the effects of various levels of new entry on the overall cost to consumers as well as 
emissions (see Table 2 and Table 3).  

 Assumed Retirements Table 2.

2023 Market Efficiency 
Base Case Retirements 
 

2023 Base Case 
All Announced PJM Nuclear 
Retirements Occur (MW) 

Beaver Valley  
1 & 2 Not Retired 
(MW) 

Davis-Besse + 
Perry Not 
Retired (MW) 

Beaver Valley 1 & 2 +  
Davis-Besse + Perry 
Not Retired (MW) 

Retired Coal  11,882  11,882  11,882  11,882  
Retired Gas  1,768  1,768  1,768  1,768  
Retired Nuclear  5,387  3,575  3,244  1,432  
Nuclear not Retired - 1,812  2,143  3,955  

 

 Assumed New Generation Additions* Table 3.

2023 Market Efficiency 
Base Case Additions 
 

2023 Base Case  
All ISA Units 
Included (MW) 

Generation 
Conditions as 
of End of 2019 
(MW) 

No Market Reaction 
(All New Gas Goes 
In-Service as 
Scheduled) (MW) 

Some Market Reaction 
(50% Planned Gas Does 
Not Enter the Market)** 
(MW) 

New Coal -      -    -    -    
New Gas  
(in-service 2018 and 2019) 11,415  11,415  11,415  11,415  

New Gas  
(in-service 2020 and beyond) 10,514  -    10,514  4,618  

Total New Gas 21,929  11,415  21,929  16,033  
New Wind 3,235  3,235  3,235  3,235  
New Solar 3,933  3,933  3,933  3,933  
*PJM assumed status quo for energy efficiency and renewables forecasts. 
**Assumption: 50 percent of new entrants do not materialize if nuclear units are kept in service (i.e., 5,896 MW – 50 percent of megawatts – 
capacity of 10,514 MW ISA units with in-service date of 2020 and beyond). 

 

Simulation Results 

Base Case 
The PJM base case includes the stated retirements of nuclear units in Pennsylvania and Ohio – TMI, Beaver  
Valley 1 & 2, Davis-Besse, and Perry and also includes new generation with a planned in-service date of 2023 and 
an executed Interconnection Service Agreement.  

This base case shows that under these conditions, when compared to today’s system, wholesale energy market  
net-load payments would decrease by $1.6 billion across the PJM region due to the significant quantity of new,  
more efficient generation that is expected to enter the market. Emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 
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4,300,000 tons, nitrogen oxides would decrease by 37,900 tons, and sulfur dioxide would decrease by 18,200 tons 
compared to the base case (see Table 4).  

The nuclear retirement scenario results are all compared to this base case. If a given nuclear retirement scenario 
indicates that net-load payments increase compared to the base case, that result could also be articulated as net-
load payments would not be expected to decrease as much from today. 

 Simulation Results Base Case Table 4.

Category Item Base Case End of 2019  
Case Change 

Nuclear Unit Status 

TMI (PA) Retired Retired 

  

Beaver Valley 1 & 2 (PA) Retired In-Service 
Perry (OH) Retired In-Service 
Davis-Besse (OH) Retired In-Service 

Nuclear Capacity Retired (MW)   3,955  1,432  
Planned New Gas Capacity (MW)   10,514                     -    

Delta in Effluent Tons 

Ohio CO2 (millions) 80.17 74.75  (5.4) 
Ohio SO2 (thousands) 87.09 87.85 0.8  
Ohio NOx (thousands) 48.13 48.18 0.1  
Pennsylvania CO2 (millions) 102.24 98.63  (3.6) 
Pennsylvania SO2 (thousands) 62.71 71.54 8.8  
Pennsylvania NOx (thousands) 86.20 108.94 22.7  
PJM CO2 (millions) 383.06 387.36  4.3  
PJM SO2 (thousands) 284.64 302.89 18.2  
PJM NOx (thousands) 247.01 284.95 37.9  

Delta in Load Payments ($ millions) 

AEP $4,409   $4,653  $244  
APS $1,718  $1,834  $116  
FE-ATSI $2,316  $2,435  $119  
DAY $591  $627   $36  
DEOK $901  $959   $58  
DUQ $471  $503   $31  
METED $526  $565   $40  
PECO $1,396  $1,494  $98  
PENELEC $579  $615  $36  
PLGRP $1,364  $1,474   $110  
Ohio $5,485  $5,790   $305  
Pennsylvania $5,271  $5,647   $375  
PJM  $26,797  $28,394   $1,597  

Delta in Load-Weighted LMP ($/MWh) 

AEP 32.39 34.20  $1.81  
APS 32.84 35.00  $2.17  
FE-ATSI 33.48 35.20  $1.72  
DAY 33.10 35.09  $1.99  
DEOK 32.07 34.13  $2.07  
DUQ 32.37 34.52  $2.14  
METED 32.43 34.86  $2.43  
PECO 32.85 35.15  $2.31  
PENELEC 32.09 34.15  $2.06  
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Category Item Base Case End of 2019  
Case Change 

PLGRP 32.17 34.76  $2.60  
Ohio 0.00 0.00  $0.00  
Pennsylvania 0.00 0.00  $0.00  
PJM 32.88 34.83  $1.96  

 

First Set of Simulations 
The first set of simulations was executed with the assumption that all new gas generators enter the market as 
scheduled (see Table 5). 

Beaver Valley 1 & 2 Retirement Withdrawn 
If the stated retirement of Beaver Valley 1 & 2 is withdrawn and the units remain online: 

Energy Market Impacts: Results show an annual decrease in net-load payments of $210 million from the base case 
for the entire PJM region. Of that decrease, $45 million would occur in Pennsylvania and $62 million would occur in 
Ohio. Said another way, load payments would decrease by an additional $210 million for the PJM region, $45 million 
for Pennsylvania and $62 million for Ohio from the base case if the Beaver Valley 1 & 2 units are retained and if all 
anticipated new generation entry into the market occurs as is expected today. This reduction in customer payments, 
however, is not netted against the cost of a potential subsidy to consumers in a particular state.  

Emissions Impact: In Pennsylvania, emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 2,100,000 tons, nitrogen 
oxides would decrease by 2,100 tons, and emissions of sulfur dioxide would decrease by 1,300 tons compared to the 
base case (or more than they otherwise would if Beaver Valley 1 & 2 retire). 

In Ohio, emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 1,500,000 tons, nitrogen oxides would decrease by 500 
tons, and sulfur dioxide would decrease by 700 tons (see Table 5).  

Davis-Besse and Perry Retirements Withdrawn 
If the stated retirements of Davis-Besse and Perry are withdrawn and the units remain online: 

Energy Market Impacts: Annual load payments would decrease by $277 million over the base case for the entire 
PJM region. Of that decrease, $50 million would occur in Pennsylvania and $95 million would occur in Ohio. Said 
another way, load payments would decrease by an additional $277 million from the base case for the PJM region, 
$50 million in Pennsylvania and $95 million in Ohio if the Davis-Besse and Perry units are retained and if all the 
anticipated new generation entry into the market occurs as is expected today. This reduction in customer payments, 
however, is not netted against the cost of a potential subsidy to consumers in a particular state.  

Emissions Impact: In Pennsylvania, emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 2,300,000 tons, nitrogen 
oxides would decrease by 2,000 tons and emissions of sulfur dioxide would decrease by 2,000 tons.  

In Ohio, emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 2,300,000 tons, nitrogen oxides would decrease by 1,700 
tons and sulfur dioxide would decrease by 2,600 tons (see Table 5).  
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Beaver Valley 1 & 2, Davis-Besse and Perry Retirements Withdrawn  
If the stated retirements of Beaver Valley 1 & 2, Davis-Besse and Perry are all withdrawn and the units remain online: 

Energy Market Impacts: Annual load payments would decrease by $474 million over the base case for the entire 
PJM region. Of that annual decrease, $95 million would occur in Pennsylvania and $155 million would occur in Ohio. 
Said another way, load payments would decrease by an additional $474 million for the PJM region, $95 million in 
Pennsylvania and $155 million in Ohio from the base case if Beaver Valley 1 & 2, Davis-Besse, and Perry are all 
retained and if all the anticipated new generation entry into the market occurs as is expected today. This reduction in 
customer payments, however, is not netted against the cost of a potential subsidy to consumers in a particular state.  

Emissions Impact: In Pennsylvania, emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 4,700,000 tons, nitrogen 
oxides would decrease by 5,000 tons and emissions of sulfur dioxide would decrease by 3,300 tons.  

In Ohio, emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 3,700,000 tons, nitrogen oxides would decrease by 2,400 
tons and sulfur dioxide would decrease by 3,500 tons (see Table 5).  

 Simulation Results Base Case (No Market Reaction Regarding New Entrants) Table 5.

Category Item       
Nuclear Units Status TMI (PA) Retired Retired Retired 

Beaver Valley 1 & 2 (PA) In-Service Retired In-Service 
Perry (OH) Retired In-Service In-Service 
Davis-Besse (OH) Retired In-Service In-Service 

Nuclear Capacity Not Retired (MW)   1,812  2,143  3,955  
Planned Gas Capacity Removed (MW)                  -                   -                   -    
Delta in Effluent Tons Ohio CO2 (millions) (1.5) (2.3)  (3.7) 

Ohio SO2 (thousands) (0.7) (2.6)  (3.5) 
Ohio NOx (thousands) (0.5) (1.7)  (2.4) 
Pennsylvania CO2 (millions) (2.1) (2.3) (4.7) 
Pennsylvania SO2 (thousands) (1.3) (2.0) (3.3) 
Pennsylvania NOx (thousands) (2.1) (2.0) (5.0) 
PJM CO2 (millions) (6.6) (8.1) (15.1) 
PJM SO2 (thousands) (2.9) (5.3) (8.5) 
PJM NOx (thousands) (3.7) (4.8) (9.7) 

Delta in Load Payments ($ millions) AEP  $(37.85)  $(52.48)  $(88.49) 
APS  $(20.91)  $(21.71)  $(42.19) 
FE-ATSI  $(39.11)  $(61.93)  $(99.63) 
DAY  $(4.20)  $(6.58)  $(10.55) 
DEOK  $(5.69)  $(8.75)  $(14.16) 
DUQ $(11.77) $(8.33)  $(19.53) 
METED  $(2)  $(3)  $(5) 
PECO  $(7)  $(8)  $(15) 
PENELEC  $(6) $(9)  $(15) 
PLGRP $(6) $(7)  $(14) 
Ohio  $(62)  $(95)  $(155) 
Pennsylvania  $(45)  $(50)  $(95) 
PJM  $(210)  $(277)  $(474) 

Delta in Load-Weighted LMP ($/MWh) AEP  $(0.28)  $(0.39)  $(0.66) 
APS  $(0.41)  $(0.42)  $(0.79) 
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Category Item       
FE-ATSI  $(0.57)  $(0.90)  $(1.45) 
DAY  $(0.24)  $(0.37)  $(0.60) 
DEOK  $(0.21)  $(0.33)  $(0.54) 
DUQ  $(0.82)  $(0.59)  $(1.37) 
METED  $(0.16)  $(0.18)  $(0.32) 
PECO  $(0.16)  $(0.18)  $(0.35) 
PENELEC  $(0.33)  $(0.51)  $(0.84) 
PLGRP  $(0.15)  $(0.16)  $(0.32) 
Ohio  $(0.37)  $(0.57)  $(0.93) 
Pennsylvania  $(0.28)  $(0.31)  $(0.58) 
PJM  $(0.26)  $(0.34)  $(0.58) 

 
Second Set of Simulations 
The second set of simulations was executed assuming that 50 percent of new gas does not enter the market (see 
Table 6). 

Beaver Valley 1 & 2 Retirement Withdrawn and 50 Percent of New Gas Does Not Enter Market 

If the stated retirement of Beaver Valley 1 & 2 is withdrawn and the units remain online: 

Energy Market Impacts: Results show an annual increase in load payments of $240 million over the base case for 
the entire PJM region. Of that increase, $43 million would occur in Pennsylvania, and $52 million would occur in 
Ohio. Said another way, load payments would increase by $240 million from the base case if the Beaver Valley  
1 & 2 units are retained, given the anticipated reduction in new entry that would otherwise occur. The load payment 
increases would result from by higher-cost marginal units setting the zonal locational marginal prices in the absence 
of expected new entrants we assumed will not enter due to the existence of the subsidies. This increase in customer 
payments does not include the cost of a potential subsidy to consumers in a particular state — the subsidy would be 
an additional cost on top of the increase in wholesale energy prices.  

Emissions Impact: In Pennsylvania, emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 2,800,000 tons, nitrogen 
oxides would increase by 3,000 tons, and emissions of sulfur dioxide would increase by 1,400 tons. Increases in 
nitrogen oxides and sulfur dioxide reflect coal generation, which is uneconomic in the base case, being dispatched 
when less new entry from natural gas occurs.  

In Ohio, emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 2,200,000 tons, nitrogen oxides would decrease by 300 
tons, and sulfur dioxide would decrease by 400 tons (see Table 6). 

Davis-Besse and Perry Retirements Withdrawn and 50 Percent of New Gas Does Not Enter Market 
If the stated retirements of Davis-Besse and Perry are withdrawn and the units remain online: 

Energy Market Impacts: Results show an annual increase in load payments of $164 million over the base case for 
the entire PJM marketplace. Of that increase, $39 million would occur in Pennsylvania, and $16 million would occur 
in Ohio. The analysis shows that load payments would increase by $164 million from the base case if the Davis-
Besse and Perry units were retained, given the anticipated reduction in new entry that would otherwise occur. The 
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load payment increases would result from higher-cost marginal units setting the zonal LMPs in the absence of 
expected new entrants that we assume will not enter due to the existence of the subsidies. This increase in customer 
payments does not include the cost of a potential subsidy to consumers in a particular state – the subsidy would be 
an additional cost on top of the increase in wholesale energy prices.  

Emissions Impact: In Pennsylvania, emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 3,000,000 tons, nitrogen 
oxides would increase by 2,700 tons, and emissions of sulfur dioxide would increase by 1,400 tons.  

In Ohio, emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 2,800,000 tons, nitrogen oxides would decrease by 800 tons 
and sulfur dioxide would decrease by 1,000 tons (see Table 6).  

Beaver Valley 1&2, Davis-Besse and Perry Retirements Withdrawn and 50 Percent of New Gas Does Not 
Enter Market  

If the stated retirements of Beaver Valley 1 & 2, Davis-Besse and Perry are all withdrawn and the units remain online: 

Energy Market Impacts: Results show an annual decrease in load payments of $91 million from the base case for 
the entire PJM marketplace. Of that annual decrease, $15 million would occur in Pennsylvania, and $56 million would 
occur in Ohio. Said another way, load payments would decrease by an additional $90 million for the PJM region, $15 
million in Pennsylvania and $56 million in Ohio from the base case if the Beaver Valley 1 & 2, Davis-Besse and Perry 
units were retained, even if a reduction in new entry were to occur. This is because the retention of all the nuclear 
plants and their associated energy production is sufficient to offset the impact of the reduced new entry. This 
reduction in customer payments, however, is not netted against the cost of a potential subsidy to consumers in a 
particular state.  

Emissions Impact: In Pennsylvania, emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 5,500,000 tons, nitrogen 
oxides would show very little change and emissions of sulfur dioxide would decrease by 300 tons.  

In Ohio, emissions of carbon dioxide would decrease by 4,000,000 tons, nitrogen oxides would decrease by 1,400 
tons and sulfur dioxide would decrease by 1,800 tons (see Table 6).  

 Simulation Results Base Case (50 Percent of New Entrants Don’t Enter Market) Table 6.

Category Item       
Nuclear Units Status TMI (PA) Retired Retired Retired 

Beaver Valley 1 & 2 (PA) In-Service Retired In-Service 
Perry (OH) Retired In-Service In-Service 
Davis-Besse (OH) Retired In-Service In-Service 

Nuclear Capacity Not Retired (MW)   1,812  2,143  3,955  
Planned Gas Capacity Removed (MW)   5,896  5,896  5,896  
Delta in Effluent Tons Ohio CO2 (millions)  (2.2)  (2.8)  (4.0) 

Ohio SO2 (thousands)  (0.4)  (1.0)  (1.8) 
Ohio NOx (thousands)  (0.3)  (0.8)  (1.4) 
Pennsylvania CO2 (millions)  (2.8)  (3.0)  (5.5) 
Pennsylvania SO2 (thousands) 1.4  1.4   (0.3) 
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Category Item       
Pennsylvania NOx (thousands) 3.0  2.7  0.0  
PJM CO2 (millions)  (4.1)  (5.2)  (12.5) 
PJM SO2 (thousands) 1.7  0.9   (3.0) 
PJM NOx (thousands) 3.8  2.9   (1.9) 

Delta in Load Payments ($ millions) AEP  $45.29   $27.98   $(17.17) 
APS  $15.67   $14.84   $(7.94) 
FE-ATSI  $13.67  $(10.85)  $(54.05) 
DAY  $8.20   $5.49   $0.15  
DEOK  $13.14   $9.88   $2.22  
DUQ  $0.08   $3.67   $(9.02) 
METED  $5   $5   $1  
PECO  $13   $12   $3  
PENELEC  $5   $2   $(5) 
PLGRP  $12   $11   $2  
Ohio  $52   $16   $(56) 
Pennsylvania  $43   $39   $(15) 
PJM  $240   $164   $(91) 

Delta in Load-Weighted LMP ($/MWh) AEP  $0.34   $0.21   $(0.13) 
APS  $0.27   $0.28   $(0.18) 
FE-ATSI  $0.20   $(0.16)  $(0.78) 
DAY  $0.46   $0.31   $0.00  
DEOK  $0.47   $0.34   $0.06  
DUQ  $0.00   $0.25   $(0.63) 
METED  $0.30   $0.28   $0.07  
PECO  $0.31   $0.30   $0.07  
PENELEC  $0.27   $0.09   $(0.28) 
PLGRP  $0.27   $0.27   $0.06  
Ohio  $0.31   $0.10   $(0.33) 
Pennsylvania  $0.27   $0.24   $(0.09) 
PJM  $0.29   $0.20   $(0.11) 

 

 Summary of all Simulation Results Table 7.

Category Item Scenarios 
Nuclear Units 
Status 

TMI (PA) Retired Retired Retired Retired Retired Retired Retired 
Beaver Valley 1&2 (PA) In-Service In-Service Retired In-Service In-Service Retired In-Service 
Perry (OH) In-Service Retired In-Service In-Service Retired In-Service In-Service 
Davis-Besse (OH) In-Service Retired In-Service In-Service Retired In-Service In-Service 

Nuclear 
Capacity not 
Retired (MW) 

  3,955  1,812  2,143  3,955  1,812  2,143  3,955  

Planned Gas 
Capacity 
Removed (MW) 

  10,514  -    -    -    5,896  5,896  5,896  
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Category Item Scenarios 
Delta in Effluent 
Tons 

Ohio CO2 (millions)  (5.4)  (1.5)  (2.3)  (3.7)  (2.2)  (2.8)  (4.0) 
Ohio SO2 (thousands) 0.8   (0.7)  (2.6)  (3.5)  (0.4)  (1.0)  (1.8) 
Ohio NOx (thousands) 0.1   (0.5)  (1.7)  (2.4)  (0.3)  (0.8)  (1.4) 
Pennsylvania CO2 (millions)  (3.6)  (2.1)  (2.3)  (4.7)  (2.8)  (3.0)  (5.5) 
Pennsylvania SO2 
(thousands) 8.8   (1.3)  (2.0)  (3.3) 1.4  1.4   (0.3) 

Pennsylvania NOx 
(thousands) 22.7   (2.1)  (2.0)  (5.0) 3.0  2.7  0.0  

PJM CO2 (millions) 4.3   (6.6)  (8.1)  (15.1) (4.1) (5.2)  (12.5) 
PJM SO2 (thousands) 18.2   (2.9)  (5.3)  (8.5) 1.7  0.9   (3.0) 
PJM NOx (thousands) 37.9   (3.7)  (4.8)  (9.7) 3.8  2.9   (1.9) 

Delta in Load 
Payments 
($millions) 

AEP  $244.18   $(37.85)  $(52.48)  $(88.49)  $45.29   $27.98   $(17.17) 
APS  $115.51   $(20.91)  $(21.71)  $(42.19)  $15.67   $14.84   $(7.94) 
FE-ATSI  $118.82   $(39.11)  $(61.93)  $(99.63)  $13.67   $(10.85)  $(54.05) 
DAY  $35.51   $(4.20)  $(6.58)  $(10.55)  $8.20   $5.49   $0.15  
DEOK  $58.44   $(5.69)  $(8.75)  $(14.16)  $13.14   $9.88   $2.22  
DUQ  $31.20   $(11.77)  $(8.33)  $(19.53)  $0.08   $3.67   $(9.02) 
METED  $40   $(2)  $(3)  $(5)  $5   $5   $1  
PECO  $98   $(7)  $(8)  $(15)  $13   $12   $3  
PENELEC  $36   $(6)  $(9)  $(15)  $5   $2   $(5) 
PLGRP  $110   $(6)  $(7)  $(14)  $12   $11   $2  
Ohio  $305   $(62)  $(95)  $(155)  $52   $16   $(56) 
Pennsylvania  $375   $(45)  $(50)  $(95)  $43   $39   $(15) 
PJM  $1,597   $(210)  $(277)  $(474)  $240   $164   $(91) 

Delta in Load-
Weighted LMP 
($/MWh) 

AEP  $1.81   $(0.28)  $(0.39)  $(0.66)  $0.34   $0.21   $(0.13) 
APS  $2.17   $(0.41)  $(0.42)  $(0.79)  $0.27   $0.28   $(0.18) 
FE-ATSI  $1.72   $(0.57)  $(0.90)  $(1.45)  $0.20   $(0.16)  $(0.78) 
DAY  $1.99   $(0.24)  $(0.37)  $(0.60)  $0.46   $0.31   $0.00  
DEOK  $2.07   $(0.21)  $(0.33)  $(0.54)  $0.47   $0.34   $0.06  
DUQ  $2.14   $(0.82)  $(0.59)  $(1.37)  $0.00   $0.25   $(0.63) 
METED  $2.43   $(0.16)  $(0.18)  $(0.32)  $0.30   $0.28   $0.07  
PECO  $2.31   $(0.16)  $(0.18)  $(0.35)  $0.31   $0.30   $0.07  
PENELEC  $2.06   $(0.33)  $(0.51)  $(0.84)  $0.27   $0.09   $(0.28) 
PLGRP  $2.60   $(0.15)  $(0.16)  $(0.32)  $0.27   $0.27   $0.06  
Ohio  $1.83   $(0.37)  $(0.57)  $(0.93)  $0.31   $0.10   $(0.33) 
Pennsylvania  $2.32   $(0.28)  $(0.31)  $(0.58)  $0.27   $0.24   $(0.09) 
PJM  $1.96   $(0.26)  $(0.34)  $(0.58)  $0.29   $0.20   $(0.11) 

  

 
 



From: Randa’in Samuel
To: Daws~,n. Laurel: Bal~ Brad: MkhaeIiaD~)pov~norohio.oov
Cc: Elis~. Scott
Subject: SEET exclusions and HB technical suggestions
Date: Wednesday, May 8, 2019 10:47:22 AM
Attachments: S~T Exdus4ons.odf

i-e 6 technkal suooesticqis.odf

Good morning:

The first attachment is a list of the items that the PUCO has excluded from the opera ion of the
Significantly Excessive Earnings Test (SEET). The important thing to remember about this list is that
the exclusions result in a computation that is different from the general method of computing
earnings on common equity. But for the exclusions, the SEET compu ation would show a higher
return on common equity. From a bigger picture perspective, utilites can avoid a SEET problem by
doing things like increasing expenses and increasing the amount of equi y. And these things would
tend to increase the electric bills customers pay.

The second attachment is the list of suggested sub HB 6 changes that we provided to the Ohio
House late yesterday. Most of the concerns we have identified can be easily addressed and should
be addressed in my opinion. Please note that our suggested changes include sunset language (the
program ends 12/31/30 unless the GA acts to extend). As we have seen with the current portfolio
mandates or requirements, it is very hard to change these programs, regardless of a legitimate need
to do so, once they are set in motion even. There was a sunset provisions in prior legislative
proposals more narrowly focused on nuclear generation.

Based on prior experience, I suspect that the House staff is under siege by stakeholders seeking this
or that amendment.

Please distribute to others on your team as you see fit. I don’t yet have everyone’s e-mail address.

I hope this is useful

Sam

5am Randaz.zo

PUCO and OPSB Chairman
Samuel Randazzot~oucoohio 2ev

(614) 466-3362 (office)
(614) 421 8951 (mobile)



SEET Exclusions 5/8/2019

Duke-Ohio
1. Purchase accounting recorded pursuant to the Duke Energy! Cinergy merger;
2. Refunds to customers pursuant to RC4928.143(F)
3. Revenue collected attributable to prior under-earnings;
4. Eliminate the impacts of its natural gas distribution business
5. Common Equity used in the calculation will be the beginning and ending average common

equity of Duke Energy Ohio on a stand-alone basis (i.e. equity associated with subsidiaries will
be excluded and common equity will be allocated between gas and electric service to the extent
practicable);

6. Equity will be adjusted to eliminate the acquisition premium recorded to equity pursuant to the
Duke/Cinergy Crop. Merger.

7. Extraordinary items

Dayton Power and Light
1. DMR rider revenue
2. Extraordinary items.
3. Refunds to customers pursuant to RC 4928.143(F)

Cleveland Electric and Illuminating, Ohio Edison and Toledo Edison
1. Pension and OPEB normalization
2. Shared Savings (energy efficiency programs)
3. DMR rider
4. Refunds to customers pursuant to RC 4928.143(F)
5. Affiliated Company earnings
6. Extraordinary items

Ohio Power
Income Adiustments

1. Remove phase in recovery rider (PIRR)
2. Refunds to customers pursuant to RC 4928.143(F)
3. Affiliate earnings
4. Extraordinary items.



Page 7, line 189

After with add transmission grid subiect to operational control of

‘Facility’ isn’t connected with PJM — transmission grid is connected.

.Pa~e 9, Line 238

(c) Ohio clean air program sunsets December 31 2030

Page 15 Line400

“(1) NET costs prudently incurred for contractual obligations. .

• EDUs sell the energy, capacity and ancillary services from long-term
contractual obligations into the respective PJM markets. This
language would ensure that EDUs recover their costs of such
contractual obligations minus any revenue received from PJM for
energy, capacity and ancillary services.

Page 15, Line 404

“(2) NET costs prudently incurred by an electric distribution...

• The EDUs bid the energy efficiency savings into the PJM capacity
markets and receive revenue for the energy savings. This language
would ensure that EDUs recover their costs minus any revenue
received from PJM.

Pacie 15, Line 408

°,including any NET costs to discontinue...”

Page 15, Line 411/412

‘Prudently incurred NET costs..

Page 16, Line 429 or there about

Suggestion to use the OATS (Generation Attributes Tracking System) to
operate as a registry for clean air credits — much like we do for RECS in
4928.65



Page 13, Line 344

“Chapter 119. SECTION 111.15 of the Revised Code to determine the
amount of time..

Page 17., Line 474

“this section, the authority shall adopt rules under Chaptor 119. SECTION
111.15..

Page 18, Line 486

“under Chapter 119. SECTION 111.15 of the Revised Code that are
necessary for..

Page 20, Lines 545-546

“of this section, the commission shall promulgate rules under Chapter 110.
of the Revised Codo as necessary to begin the. .

~ These four changes would allow the Commission and OAQDA to
complete the rulemakings in the required timeframes.

Page 20, Lines 559-561

“and commercial customers shall be decoupled to the base distribution
revenue and revenue resulting from implementation of section 4928.66 of
the Revised Code, EXCLUDING PROGRAM COSTS AND SHARED
SAVINGS, and recovered pursuant to

Page 21, Line 567

After mechanism, TO THE EXTENT IT FINDS THE APPLICATION TO BE
JUST AND REASONABLE BASED ON THE REQUIREMENTS WITHIN,
filed...

Page 21, Lines 576-578

“rates, The decoupling mechanism shall recover an amount equal to the
base distribution revenue and revenue resulting from implementation of
section 4928.66 of the Revised Code, EXCLUDING PROGRAM COSTS
AND SHARED SAVINGS, and”



o These changes would allow EDUS to recover lost distribution
revenue resulting from the implementation of energy efficiency and
peak demand reduction programs. Remaining program costs (and

• costs to terminate the energy efficiency and peak demand reduction
programs) could still be recovered through proposed section

• 4928.66(G). Additionally, would permit the PUCO to review the
applications for reasonableness to insure they meet the statutory
requirements.

Page 21, Lines 586-589

Strike the first sentence beginning (C) THE COMMISSION’S...

Change would prevent the opportunity for potential ‘double recovery’
problems.



From: Randazzo, Samuel
To: Elisar, Scott
Cc: Vogel, Anne; Turkenton, Tamara
Subject: RE: BlueScope
Date: Monday, July 29, 2019 5:34:05 PM

The Bluescope steel making facility was built by North Star BHP Steel, LLC in the late
90s. The facility originally obtain electricity from Toledo Edison through a reasonable
arrangement (see Case No. 95-0910-EL-AEC -
http://dis.puc.state.oh.us/TiffToPDf/F2IKH7IKHVH1V5R6.pdf ) that provided a
significant discount on its total electricity bill through an interruptible credit. The term
of the prior reasonable arrangement was 10 years. In that case, the PUCO said that it
would evaluate the appropriateness of recovery of the cost of the discount from
Toledo Edison’s other customers in a rate case proceeding (the discount was not paid
for by other customers).
In Case No 97-1585-EL-AEC, the PUCO approved another reasonable arrangement
for North Star Recycling Company to encourage North Star to expand in Ohio rather
than Michigan. The arrangement was viewed as a “competitive response”
arrangement which means the cost of the authorized discount fell on Toledo Edison
(was not picked up by customers).
http://dis.puc.state.oh.us/TiffToPDf/CA82WRN$B68PHXKT.pdf
Along the way, I asked Bluescope’s representatives if this facility had previously
received benefits through a reasonable arrangement. I was told that it had not
previously received benefits through a reasonable arrangement.
In the case of Ormet and Globe (and perhaps others), the PUCO has not been
welcoming to requests that the PUCO approve successive reasonable arrangements.
From: Randazzo, Samuel 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 4:53 PM
To: Elisar, Scott <Scott.Elisar@puco.ohio.gov>
Cc: Vogel, Anne <Anne.Vogel@governor.ohio.gov>; Turkenton, Tamara
<Tamara.Turkenton@puco.ohio.gov>
Subject: BlueScope
https://www.toledoblade.com/business/2018/08/13/Delta-North-Star-steel-plant-may-get-700M-
upgrade/stories/20180813112 (article from August 2018 regarding potential expansion project)
“In its presentation, BlueScope said the North Star facility’s profit margin is now at about 19.3
percent, compared to its peers’ average profit margin of 9.4 percent. According to Bloomberg News,
the Ohio plant is North America's most profitable steel mill.”

Sam Randazzo
PUCO & OPSB Chair
614.466.3362 (office)

614.421.8951 (mobile)
Samuel.Randazzo@puco.ohio.gov



Thomas C. SuUivcrn, JR.

December 9, 2021

Mr. Mark Naymik
WKYC-TV
1333 Lakeside Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114

Dear Mark,

I read with interest your article entitled “Lake Erie Wind Turbine Project Subject to Upcoming Ohio Supreme
Court Hearing,” and I also watched the video that you provided. I have to say that this is the most
comprehensive report that tries to be fair and balanced, out of all that I have seen on the LEEDCo Icebreaker
project. All I have seen typically favors only LEEDCo Icebreaker proponents.

This letter and the enclosures are for your review, and they represent the thoughts of tens of thousands of
Ohioans and citizens of other states and Canada, who are opposed to the Icebreaker project.

My own journey with the Icebreaker project started out with my attendance at a public meeting on the project
on November 21, 2013 at Cleveland Public Library. At the time, proponents of LEEDCo were heavily pushing
the project, and I made an inquiry as to whether or not they felt one of these wind turbines would snap like a
toothpick, in one of the years when the lake was frozen over and submitting millions of pounds of pressure from
the ice flows. My query was immediately challenged and called false by Lorry Wagner, President of LEEDCo
at the time, and their attorney. I was accused of being a “plant,” not faithfii.l to the project. As this alarmed me,
from that point on, I tried to study and learn as much as I could from the information available in the public
realm, regarding this proposed project, directly affecting Ohio’s gem, Lake Erie. Finally, in June of 2016, as
the project gained more steam in the approval process, I put together a lot of information that I had gathered and
started contacting important local state and federal leaders, to ask additional questions about this project. I also
started working with several grassroots Ohio organizations opposed to the project as well.

As the case is coming up once again for final approval, and if you will bear with me, I wanted to take you
through a number of outstanding issues and significant concerns surrounding OPSB Case # 16-187l-EL-BGN,
Project Icebreaker Wind Facility, as presented by Norwegian company, Fred Olsen Renewables. The below
asterisks and the enclosures that I have included with this letter, will hopefully provide you with more insight to
this project, and why, at a minimum, more information and a referendum by Ohio citizens under a full vote
should be considered, before this project is funded and approved.

Global Fresh Water Supply/Cleveland Water Crib

+ According to most any study that you read, 97.5% of the Earth’s surface is salt water, which you cannot
drink because you will die. 2.5% of the world’s water is fresh drinking water. 20% of the world’s fresh
drinicing water is located in the Great Lakes. Lake Erie today has 147 trillion gallons of fresh drinking
water and supplies millions of U.S. citizens, Clevelanders, and other residents in the surrounding area
with fresh drinking water. Many in the world today are saying that fresh water is the “new oil.” Our
gem, Lake Erie, is the 11th largest freshwater lake in the world, and it should be protected and kept
clean. The advocates for the industrial wind turbines in Lake Erie claim that this will be one of the
world’s first freshwater wind farms. This begs the question:. Why ha(’e all the other offshore wind



projects worldwide been in saltwater, brackish water, or the ocean? The simple answer is because
freshwater is that which people can drink, and they do not want to foul it up with hulking, bottom-
piercing, rusting, inefficient and monstrous wind towers, which can be susceptible to problems that can
ruin all of the supply of fresh drinking water, and wildlife habitats in the area in which they are placed.
Also, salt water, with the exception of the water in northerimwst seas, does not freeze. The fresh water
in Lake Erie will freeze over, as it always does every couple of years, which will potentially snap these
500-foot wind turbine poles like toothpicks. Who will clean up this type of massive pollution, eyesore,
and environmental disaster when this happens? The Icebreaker project itself calls for wind turbines to
be 8 miles offshore of Cleveland in Lake Erie, and unfortunately, halfway out to the site, sits the City of
Cleveland’s water intake crib. The Cleveland Water Crib provides 168 million gallons of drinking water
to Cleveland residents and millions of Ohioans every day. That is approximately 11 million citizens a
day. The Cleveland Water Crib is an impressive feat of civil engineering that was built to supply
millions of Ohioans with fresh water from Lake Erie. The Water Crib project was built from 1896 to
1903, approximately 3.5 miles off Cleveland, Ohio and in Lake Erie. At the time, Lake Erie and the
nearby shore ways and water intakes had been disastrously polluted by raw sewage, industrial waste,
and garbage that was being dumped into Lake Erie during the late 19th century through the early ~
century. The original engineering feat of the Cleveland Water Crib solved this problem at the time.

Lake Erie Started the EPA/Messing with Toxic Sludge

+ Today, Lake Erie is the shining example of the entire environmental movement in the United States. In
1969, the Cuyahoga River caught on fire and signaled to the local community, the Ohio government,
and the federal government that something should be done to finally clean up Lake Erie. From this
disaster, emerged the Clean Water Act, and the creation of the EPA itself in the early 1970’s. All of the
pollution from Cuyahoga River was sent out and placed in Lake Erie, and it is sitting at the bottom, at
the point where the massive suction boxes will be slammed into the lakebed, churning up this toxic
sludge of PCB ‘5, dioxins, mercury, methane gas, lead, magnesium, and God knows what other
concentrations of toxic sludge, that is currently settled, and undisturbed, in what is called “The Dead
Zone.” Once this dead zone area is disturbed, stirring up Lake Erie’s fresh water and sludge, what will
that look like and how will it affect the current quality of fresh water in the lake today? This, with the
turbines so close to the Cleveland Water Crib intake system.

Bird Slaughter

+ Recent bird studies in North America have shown alarming data that the number of birds is down by
29%, or 2.9 billion birds. These birds are missing since the last count in 1970. There is nothing in this
study attributed to the now 63,000 industrial wind turbines in operation in North America. These
monstrosities surely account for a portion of this avian slaughter. Rachel Carlson’ s prophetic call in her
book, “Silent Spring,” has moved from pesticides and habitat loss for birds, to the “whoosh-whoosh”
slaughter of birds, and the new public awareness that nature is vulnerable to human intervention, by the
placement of these industrial wind turbines throughout the US and Canada today. According to the
Nature Conservancy, the water basin of Lake Erie supports one of the largest bird migrations in North
America, with millions of birds migrating every year. The 500-foot high, 300-foot blade industrial wind
towers to be placed 8 miles out from the Cleveland shoreline, and spaced 20 miles apart off the shores of
East Cleveland, Lakewood, Rocky River, and Bay Village, will create a 20-mile killing field for all
species of birds, bats, and butterflies, that normally use this route for migration. AND - There can be no
count for this slaughter, as these beautiful creatures, once killed, will simply sink to the bottom of Lake
Erie, unaccounted for. The full scale of this project is for 1,200 industrial wind turbines, to be placed in
Lake Erie, which will completely industrialize and destroy, to the point of extinction, the unique species
of birds, bats, and butterflies, which cross Lake Erie on their migratory routes each year. Again, when
LEEDCo was asked about birds, bats, and butterflies in their application for the project, a LEEDCo



• study estimates that 21-42 birds would be killed per year, due to the Icebreaker project. This is an
outrageous statement, that in and of itself should disqualify this entire project.

Birds/Sandy Sullivan

+ Wind turbines in Wood County, Ohio are already killing bald eagles, as recently as January 2020, which
is under investigation by the ODNR. Killing bald eagles is against federal law, as the bald eagle is
federally protected under the Eagle Act, the Migratory Bird Treaty, and the Lacey Act. The nesting
habitats and populations of bald eagles along the north shore of Ohio is growing steadily. These great
birds, a great symbol of America, will be wiped out completely by this 20-mile killing field set up by
LEEDCo. I cany with me a strong love of birds that was instilled in me by my mother, Sandy Sullivan.
Along with being a great philanthropist for youth education in Northeast Ohio, Sandy was a true birder,
and she passed her love of birds to me in my youth. When I was 10 years old in the 1970’s, my mother
and I found an almost dead abandoned baby robin in our driveway. Over the next 6 weeks, we raised the
bird in a shoebox filled with straw in my bedroom, feeding it Alpo dog food from a medicine dropper.
When the young robin grew feathers and was healthy enough to fly, we took him to the Cleveland
Metroparks nature reserve, where he made a full recovery and was put back into the wild. Today, I live
on the shores of Lake Erie, in Bay Village, Ohio, just west of Huntington Beach Metroparks area. In the
spring of 2020, on the Bay Village shores of Lake Erie, right where the proposed Icebreaker will be
sitting offshore, we have experienced a birding season my wife, Mary, and I have not seen in years.
Along with the normal nesting of Sparrows, Robins, Goldfinch, Barn Swallows, Crows, Starlings,
Doves, Blue Jays, Redwing Blackbirds, Downey Woodpeckers, Hummingbirds, Seagulls, Wood Ducks,
Mallard Ducks, Canadian Geese, Loons, rare Kingfishers, Snow Geese, and big Whitetail Swallows.
Lurking in the air above are the raptor species, including Redtail Hawks, Turkey Vultures, Peregrine
Falcons, Bald Eagles, and for the first time, a pair of Ospreys, patrolling over the water and landmass.
At night, the Great Homed Owl rules. This is just a sampling of the birds that will be massacred with the
approval of this project.

Walleye Stocks/No Power Needed

+ Another major issue surrounding the fresh water will be the severe stress put on the world’s largest stock
of Walleye, Perch, and Steelhead Trout that thrive in Lake Erie today. The effects of this would be
devastating, poisoning the freshwater fishing industry, creating inedible fish that have ingested the toxic
sludge kicked up by these monstrous, hulking poles being slammed into the bottom of Lake Erie. First,
six 500-foot poles, and then 1,200 in total. Can you imagine the environmental disaster? The other
thing about this project, Mark, is that Ohio citizens do not need additional power sources at this time.
We have 2 of the largest clean, zero CO2-producing, emission-free nuclear power plants just miles from
where the project is being considered. To the east is the Perry Nuclear Power Plant, and to the west is
the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Plant. These 2 plants are 2 of the largest, clean, and green nuclear
power plants in North America, producing 776 GWH and 858 GWH of clean, storable, reliable energy
for millions of Ohioans and other U.S. residents in the surrounding states today. Newsflash: This is
clean, green energy with zero emissions. Also, online, due to fracking, are reliable, abundant, and
affordable sources of natural gas, for all Ohioans to use as energy. We do not need the power.

Submerged Land Lease/Local Support for 1.200 Wind Turbines/Conffict of Interest?

+ LEEDCo and Icebreaker have already been granted a submerged land lease by the State of Ohio and the
ODNR for a period of 50 years, to put industrial wind turbines on the bottom of our Lake Erie. This
lease agreement was initially approved by the ODNR in 2014, and was reapproved, amended, and
signed by Mary Mertz, Director of the ODNR, on December 30, 2019. AND, to put industrial wind
turbines on the bottom of Lake Erie, for 50 years, the price, going to the citizens and State of Ohio, the
owners of the lakebed through the Ohio Public Trust Doctrine, is: Roughly $7,900 per industrial wind



turbine, per year. That’s it! One day, the legacy of the destruction of Lake Erie will be referred to as the
ODNR’s or Mertz’s Lake Erie Folly, the beginning of the complete industrialization and destruction of
our natural gem, Lake Erie. Two of the project’s biggest proponents include Cleveland Foundation
President and CEO, Ron Richards, who, upon his arrival in Cleveland, looked directly at Lake Erie and
thought, what a great “fixed asset.” We could use the lake for a new electrical grid, powered by
industrial wind power. At a ceremony where she was accepting a $40M DOE grant for the project,
Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur said that it was the beginning of a new wind powered energy grid, along
the Southern shores of the Great Lakes, from Buffalo to Toledo initially, but then extending into Canada
and all points, as well. Thus, these 2 leaders, Richards and Kaptur, do not represent the people, but
instead their own interests, with the Cleveland Foundation itself donating $4M for the project, with Ron
Richards sitting as LEEDCo’s Chairman, and at the same time, President and CEO of the Cleveland
Foundation. Perhaps you could investigate this, Mark, to determine any possible conflict of interest
there. Richards wants to see thousands of lake-based wind turbines as an environmental asset, replacing
coal burning power plants, but he makes no mention as to the impact of industrializing Lake Erie, or
what happens to the birds, bats, and butterflies, and their surrounding habitats. There is also no
explanation as to how this vision fits into the Ohio Public Trust Doctrine, purporting Lake Erie to be for
the use of the citizens of Ohio. LEEDCo has now turned into a private/public partnership, which
apparently is now going to be bought by Fred Olsen Renewables, once LEEDCo and Icebreaker receive
the green light to proceed. With this purchase, the Lake Erie Submerged Land Lease, granted by the
Mertz ODNR, will transfer to Fred Olsen Renewables, or any other developer out there globally who
wants to own the rights to the bottom of our gem, Lake Erie. How is this possible? AND, who are the
LEEDCo shareholders? How much money will the LEEDCo shareholders receive for the sale of their
PPP? The LEEDCo PPP becomes the doorway for the developers to enter into, to secure the industrial
development of Lake Erie. Is this an open bid for 50-year development rights, for the bottom of Lake
Erie? AND, will any LEEDCo shareholders recuse themselves of any conflicts of interest, on any sale
of the PPP? A lot of big issues to unpack here, Mark.

Ohio Public Trust Doctrine

+ This project seems to violate the letter of the law of the Ohio Public Trust Dootrine, as it applies to
submerged Lake Erie lands in Ohio. Lake Erie is arguably Ohio’s greatest natural resource, and it is
vitally important to Ohio’s economy. The drinking water, commercial shipping, fishing, transportation,
and the billions of dollars a year attributed to Lake Erie tourism, are all rights in and to the waters of
Lake Erie, and the underlying lakebed, which are restricted by a common law principal known as the
Public Trust Doctrine. Essentially, the Public Trust Doctrine reserves rights for the submerged land of
Lake Erie, for public use and enjoyment, such as navigation, commerce, fishing, and recreation. In Ohio,
these rights are protected, determined, and enforced under Chapter 15 of the Ohio Revised Code, and in
accordance with the tenants under the Public Trust Doctrine, which state that the literal owners have
rights to the reasonable use of the waters of Lake Erie, in front of or flowing past lands for the purposes
of incidental use and enjoyment. This project surely pierces the Ohio Public Trust Doctrine, providing a
20-mile use in total of the lake and lakebed, along the shores of Lake Erie that will dramatically affect
tourism, swimming, fishing, drinking water, birdwatching, and the destruction of local wildlife within
this area, with no vote, and no voice from the public at all on this matter. This is no “small
demonstration project.” It will be the size of the Cleveland skyline.

Petition Against Icebreaker/Mono Bucket/Blight

+ Your article, Mark, and really, the point from the media, and from the proponents of this project make it
sound like there is only 1 person against this project, Sue Dempsey, who is a great advocate of puffing a
stop to this project. She is surely one along with other groups, opposing this through the courts. There
are other unreported grass roots efforts. For example, on April 27, 2020, ODNR Director Mary Mertz
and her fellow Board Members, along with Governor Dewine, received a 170-page petition, containing



6,729 signatures from Ohioans and Americans, signatures that were gathered over the past 3 years, to
stop the construction of the Icebreaker Wind Facility, and to demand that an Environmental Impact
Study (EIS) be performed. These signatures were gathered from the website:
https:/!www.saveourbeautifiullake.orw, and also collected face-to-face at the Cedar Point Boat Show, in
2019. Also enclosed for you, Mark, is a copy of the petition showing these signatures. The main concern
was that the project poised to be granted to billionaire Norwegian developer, Fred Olsen Renewables,
using their mono bucket construction method, in setting of the wind turbines into the lakebed of Lake
Erie. You should take note of Fred Olsen’s recent failure of his mono bucket method, on a
demonstration project in the German Norse Sea, in March of 2020. They are going to use this method
with Lake Erie as a guinea pig, knowing that this mono bucket procedure has been cancelled, on other
projects worldwide. Fred Olsen Renewables proposes the untested use of the mono bucket securing
process, at the bottom of Lake Erie, through what has been over 100 years of settled environmental
waste, sludge, PCB’s, and poisonous toxins, when disturbed, these things will end up in the Cleveland
Water Crib. The LEEDCo permit application should be withdrawn for this reason alone. This petition of
6,729 Ohioans and US citizens signing up against this project, shows that the issue of saving Lake Erie,
should be put out as a referendum, for the voters of Ohio to decide. We sent this information to
Cleveland.com, lead editor, Elizabeth Sullivan, and the entire group over there. They have never printed
or included in internet versions, any article or opinion piece that is anti-LEEDCo or Icebreaker. Their
view is that killing bald eagles and all kinds of other birds and waterfowl, as well as Lake Erie water
quality, is worth “free, green energy,” but clearly, with the destruction of Lake Erie, there is nothing free
about this project. Blight is one of the major reasons that offshore windfarms have been rejected near
major cities and in fresh water, as well as saltwater. These 500-foot monstrosities will feature towering
flashing red lights, which will obliterate any stargazing, and beautiflil nighttime views of Lake Erie that
now exist over Cleveland. This “small project” will be as big as the Cleveland skyline itself. There are
currently many states in America and local citizens who have understood the potential disastrous
implications of windfarms early on and have acted against them. For example, the “clean green” State of
Vermont, one of the world’s most environmentally friendly states, has rejected numerous wind turbine
farms for years because of the blight they cause on the landscape. In March 2015, The Northeastern
Vermont Association and Regional Planning Commission, which covers 21% of the state’s land, voted
in favor of a resolution to allow no fhrther development of industrial scale wind turbines, throughout the
entire state of Vermont, and surrounding region. Vermont state legislatures also introduced bills to ban
large wind turbine projects completely. Many similar proposals are being introduced in states like Iowa,
whose countryside is already terribly scarred, due to industrial wind turbines, to Maine, and small towns
across the USA. In the Providence of Ontario, Canada, there is a moratorium on the construction of wind
turbines on the Canadian side of Lake Erie, due to environmental concerns. Also, New York state’s
citizens are overwhelmingly opposed to wind turbines in Lake Erie, due to potential threats to fresh
drinking water, fish, and wildlife habitats.

JobsINEPA Report

+ On the jobs issue that Icebreaker will bring, the Unions have been duped. The proponents of this project
claim that this project will ereate over 500 jobs and pump money into the local economy. The LEEDCo
application with the NEPA Report of August 2017 states that the jobs for this project will only number
159 to construct the project, plus 9 more ifill-time jobs allotted to maintenance, after completion, for a
total of 168 jobs, with the majority of the workers from Fred Olsen leaving for Denmark or Europe upon
completion of the project. That leaves 9 full-time jobs, for maintenance positions. It is also interesting
that the NEPA report, under water quality, indicates that there is expected to be “short-term” impact on
local drinking water, and water supply. This, with all these huge poles and blades, made in China, and
with the suction-cup method being used to slam into the bottom of Lake Erie’s toxic sludge, dead zone,
and toxic blob area, which will find its way into the Cleveland Water Crib. The NEPA reference to
water quality is the only one that I have seen from any public information on this project. The citizens
need more information on this project.



Power DeaJJNo Break Even Ever

+ Mark, you were told that the LEEDCo goal is to provide power for 7,000 homes. This is a pipedream,
and down from 17,000 homes, which is what they claimed in 2016. Power from these industrial wind
turbines will provide a 500% increase in energy costs, through an unpublished deal with Cleveland
Public Power, who will initially provide this power to those who cannot afford it, the poor African
Americans on the near East side, and the poor Latin Americans on the near West side of Cleveland. And
once again, it will be mostly subsidized by Ohio taxpayers. So, at a starting cost of$ 170 million for the
Icebreaker project, and over $28 million per wind turbine, paid for by taxpayer money from Ohioans and
U.S. federal taxpayers, with the ultimate goal of having a total of 1,200 wind turbines, x $28 million,
equals $33.6 billion. This project, based on the electricity produced and used, will NEVER EVER break
even (don’t parrot the “wind is free” line). This will always be a loser, subsidized by the taxpayers, and
destroying our gem Lake Erie in the process. Some will get rich here for sure, but not the citizens of
Ohio, with a supposed reduction in power cost from wind.

Shipping Lanes

+ What would 1,200 500-foot towers do to the shipping lanes in Lake Erie, and the Great Lakes? No doubt
it would decimate the shipping industry, and all the onshore ports and businesses associated with the
Great Lakes shipping industry. You quote the port CEO, and LEEDCo-Icebreaker board member, Will
Freeman, as saying the bird issue is a red herring. This is false. He says that he is a supporter of
Icebreaker, but he does not explain how it is going to affect all the shipping lanes, his customers and the
shippers who use the Cleveland Port to go in and out to various points on Lake Erie. How will the great
iron ore ships navigate around these things, especially in stormy weather? The port of Cleveland itself
will be made almost useless, after these things go in. This is no small project. It is as big as the
Cleveland skyline. The pictures in the local PD representing this project are not one tenth the size of
these things. Also, with Mr. Freeman sitting on the Board of LEEDCo, you think he is speaking for
LEEDCo more than the Port of Cleveland, when supporting the project. Which hat are you wearing,
Mr. Freemen?

Cleveland Air Show

+ Additionally, Mark, are you a fan of the Cleveland Air Show, like the tens of thousands of Clevelanders
who have watched the show over the years? Attached is a letter on the project that I sent to the
Cleveland Air Show CEO, Board of Trustees, and ffiends. In the letter, I say with a heavy heart, as
someone who has watched and enjoyed the Cleveland Air Show from when I was a child to now, as well
as one who recognizes the millions of dollars that it brings to the city every year, that unfortunately,
approval of the Icebreaker Wind Facility, with the 6 500-foot towers and blades the size of football
fields, will, in effect, shut down the Cleveland Air Show for all future showings. There is no way that
the Navy’s Blue Angels, or the Airforce’s Thunderbirds, will even go near these things, on a set flight
path or otherwise. Icebreaker will doom the Cleveland Air Show, the memories of young and old
Clevelanders, and the millions of dollars the event generates for the city each year. Another casualty for
climate change, Mark?

Accountability/Civil 1~iphts/OPSB Testimony

•• So why does Cleveland get the honor of the first freshwater industrial wind farm? And why in Lake
Erie, the 11th largest freshwater lake in the world today? I know why. It is because it has been done
under the radar, and our local leaders, bureaucrats and politicians are selling us out in the name of green
energy. Of course, when the accountability comes, after these things get smashed up by the lake ice



ENCLOSURES REFERENCED IN LE11ER

TO MARK NAYMIK

DATED DECEMBER 9, 2021



Thomas C. Sullivan Jr.
29360 Lake Road

Bay Village, Ohio 44140

May 17, 2019

Governor Mike DeWine
R ifie Center, 30th Floor, 77
South High Street
Columbus, OH 43215-6117

RE: OPSB Case No.: 16-1871-EL-BGN
Project: Icebreaker Windpower Inc.
Location: In Lake Erie (submerged 60 feet deep) 5 6 nautical miles off the
coast of Cleveland, Ohio, Cuyahoga County.

Dear Governor DeWine,

I would like to congratulate you on your election. I was pleased to be part of the crowd that was
with you and President Trump, at the IX Center in Cleveland on Monday, November 5, 2018.

I am writing to you per the above OPSB Case No.: 16-1871 -EL-BGN, pending approval by the
Ohio Power Sitting Board to slam 6, 500’ poles into the bottom of Lake Erie, releasing decades
of carcinogens into the drinlcing water flowing into the Cleveland Water Crib, in the Dead Zone
of Lake Erie, where these monstrous poles, and environmental decimating project will occur, in
our beautififi Lake. Please take action with your team to put a stop to this project.

President Trump has already pledged $300 million to the Great Lakes, to assist in stopping fresh
drinking water problems. The government has additionally granted Flint, Michigan, $100 million
to fix their fresh water lead contamination issue, which happened because a government decision
in a fresh water drinking resource went horribly wrong, and hit the 96,000 citizens of Flint
Michigan directly.

Lake Erie’s 147 trillion gallons of fresh drinking water, is for the benefit of the citizens of Ohio,
per the Ohio Public Trust document. This fresh drinking water is at great risk with this project,
and to be followed by the $24 billion placement, at tax payer expense, of 1,600 similar 500’
industrial wind towers into Lake Erie, completely industrializing Lake Erie, and completely
destroying it, under your administration’s approval.
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The fresh drinking water supply will be directly affected, poisoning millions of Ohioans,
Americans and Canadian citizens, by these 6, 500’ industrial wind towers, with their blades, with
their flashing lights, this will make Lake Erie look like a giant airport, in the serenity of the
night. This “Pilot” project will be as large as the Skyline of Cleveland itself One of Leeedco’s
many lies is that the project will “Look like the size of a dime from the shore.” A Lie.

The slashing blades will kill thousands of migratory birds, bats and butterflies that use Lake Erie
as their migratory route today, and in the future.

I was pleased to have the opportunity to have lunch with you at the Cleveland Union Club in the
summer of 2017, to discuss my direct concerns with regards to this project, and the effect on the
168 million gallons of fresh drinking water, used by Cleveland Residents, and millions of
Ohioans every day, that is required from Lake Erie.

The other item of great affect will be the $Billions of dollars of Lake Erie Tourism, with this
pilot project, and bringing in over 1,600 industrial wind towers, to industrialize Lake Erie, to
destroy the beauty, wildlife and waters of Lake Erie, as well as the Ohio tourist industry on Lake
Erie. Please do not let this begin under your administration.

The Lake Erie Ohio Public Trust, through the ODNR, and through Leedco, has already granted,
without citizen review or transparency, a 50 year submerged land lease, to a Foreign Billionaire,
Fred Olsen, of Fred Olsen Renewables. This lease will allow a Norwegian Company to hold on
to Lake Erie and destroy the beautiful environmental habitat, and the fresh drinking waters that
millions crave every day for the next 50 years! How is this happening? Green Marxists say that
wind is free energy? Nothing is free! How can you call freedom giving the rights to the bottom
of our Lake Erie for 50 years, to a Foreign Billionaire free?

The “Pilot” project is said to also provide 500 to 1000 jobs and a potential manufacturing base
for 500’ industrial wind turbines in Ohio, which are currently made in China. The fact from the
NEPA report, is that the project planners expect only 157 jobs, 9 permanent, and most jobs will
go to out of the state and out of country workers. The opposition to this project has come directly
from grass roots Ohioans, who voted for you as Governor like myself Not the Coal industry.
LEEDCO is using a $50 million grant (of our tax dollars granted under the Obama
administration) to hire lawyers, industrialists, employ all types of political forces, and build their
own reports, and staff for this project, with the media in cahoots, similar to how they attack
President Trump, saying their opponents are with the Coal lobby, another Leedco lie.
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The very incredible thing about this Governor DeWine, your Ohio citizens do not need the
power. We have two of the largest nuclear power plants in all of North America, within 90 miles
of the proposed project. To the East the Perry Nuclear Power Plant, and to the West the Davis
Besse Nuclear Power Plant. This is clean zero CO2 producing, emission free power, that the far
Green Marxist leftist, who believe they are going to die in 12 years, are convinced that these two
Nuclear Power Plants will be tom down. Many in the Ohio EPA today also believe that these
Nuclear plants should be torn down. The same Ohio EPA who says that our Lake Erie drinking
water will be fine, after industrializing Lake Erie. They offer no explanation for this hypocrisy
vs. Nuclear Power.

Power from these industrial wind turbines will provide a 500% increase in energy costs, through
a secret deal with Cleveland Public Power, who will initially provide this power to those who
most cannot afford it, the poor African Americans on the near East side, and the poor Latin
Americans on the near West side of Cleveland, Ohio, and subsidized by taxpayers again. This
does not bother the Green Marxists who are for this project, as they are so hypocritical about not
caring about the cost, wildlife, the habitat, and the people in poverty, who will be directly
affected by this project, as long as it can be rammed through in the name of assisting with
climate change, which is undecided science. I am not going to teach my 11 and 13 year old sons,
that they are going to die in 12 years. This is ludicrous. Kill Lake Erie, to save the earth, they
say.

The other ironic thing about this project is that Lake Erie is already the shining example of the
environmental movement. In 1969 the Cuyahoga River caught on fire, and it signaled to the local
community, the Ohio government and the Federal government that something should be done.
From this disaster in Lake Erie emerged the Clean Water Act, and the EPA itself was created, in
the early l970s. All of this pollution from the Cuyahoga River was sent out and placed in Lake
Erie, and is sifting undisturbed at the bottom of Lake Erie. At this point in time, these 6, 500’
poles, with dozens of football field sized massive suction boxes, will be slammed to the bottom
of Lake Erie, and stir up this toxic sludge, and the Lake Erie floating toxic blob, which will go
directly into the Cleveland Water Crib. Can your administration take the chance of this disaster
occurring?

When this happens, as the fire bells went off in Flight, Michigan, with their lead poisoning water
problem, who is going to fix this problem for the people of Cleveland, and citizens of Ohio, 4
border states, and Canada? This fix will be more than $1 OOm, x 10, and who will be liable?

The other issue under severe stress will be the world’s greatest stock of walleye fisheries, and
perch and steal head trout. The effects of which would be devastating, poisoning the fresh water
fish industry, with inedible fish, ingested with toxic sludge, kicked up by these monstrous
hulking poles, ‘being slammed into the bottom of Lake Erie.
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All of the offshore industrial wind turbines today are in salt water, or brackish water, because
people do not drink salt or brackish water, because they will die, and only 2.5% of the world’s
surface water today is fresh water (fresh water is the new oil). Typically, salt and brackish water
will not freeze over in the watersheds where these things are placed off shore. Lake Erie will
freeze up completely, and these giant poles will be snapped in half with ice flows. Who is going
to be responsible to clean up all this decimation, filth and pollution of our great Lake Erie?

Governor DeWine, we have come down to decision time on this issue, and you are, other than
President Trump, the last one who is able to stop this project from occurring.

At the very least, this issue should go out to a State vote and referendum, for the entire State and
the people of Ohio to vote on and decide. This issue is being promoted by the Green Marxist
leftists, and people who want to be enriched at taxpayer expense, for another green crony
capitalist project. This does not make sense that LEEDCO, a not-for-profit organization, was
able to obtain ODNR approval, to transfer a 50 year submerged land lease for the bottom of our
Lake Erie, to a Foreign Billionaire, Fred Olson, and his for profit company, Fred Olsen
Renewables. A 50 year submerged land lease, already granted, to destroy the Lake Erie drinking
water, environmental habitat and beauty forever.

The reason Fred Olson Renewables is coming over to the USA, at the invitation of our Green
Marxist leftist climate change lobby, is because his projects are failing or being decommissioned
all over Europe at an alarming pace for him. These things have been placed on shore, and
offshore in salt water, throughout the entire European continent, with the decimation of wildlife,
beauty, triple energy prices, especially in Germany. The people in Germany have found
themselves in energy poverty, and are now scoffing at these hulking, ugly, inefficient, and never
to break even, government subsidized disasters, by building new coal plants for power.

Governor DeWine please put your hat in the ring to be the honorable decision maker, who stops
the destruction and disaster of Ohio’s beautifial gem and greatest natural resource, Lake Erie.

I have listed many items that are contained about this project on the website:
nolakeriewindfarm.org. Also these are additional websites: SaveOurBeautifulLake.org;
www.na-paw.org; and greatlakeswindtruth.org. We are a coalition of thousands of concerned
Ohio Citizens, not 2 people against this project, on behalf of Coal, another Leedco lie.

I have carbon copied your Director of ODNR, Ms. Mary Mertz and her assistant and ask them to
please post this letter, to the Ohio Power Sitting Board website page, for people looking for
information for or against, this project: OPSB Case No.: 16-1 871-EL-BGN; Project: Icebreaker
Windpower, Inc., in Lake Erie. And have copied President Trump, who has discussed the folly of
Industrial Wind Turbines during a recent rally in Indiana, and views like you, the trillions of
gallons of fresh water in Lake Erie today, as a matter of National Security.
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With the very most respect, and Congratulations once again on your successful election as
Governor, for the Great State of Ohio.

LONG LIVE ERIELHONEN!
The Iriqoian Indian name for Lake Erie.

Enclosure

cc: Mary Mertz. Director, Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Paula FaneIl, Ohio Department of Natural Resources
President Donald J. Trump, United States of America



Thomas C. Sullivan Jr.
29360 Lake Road

Bay Village, OH 44140

June 14, 2016

RoB PORTI..LAN
Senator Rob Portman UNITED STATES SENATOR

448 Russell Senate Office Building Onto

Washington, DC 20510
(202) 224-3350

ROB@PORTMA2tSENATE OOV WWW.P0RTMAN.SENATE.G0V

Dear Senator Portman,

“Help Me I’m Dying Lake Erie! It’s Cleveland - Who Cares?!”

“Imminent Disaster Awaits Industrializing Lake Erie with Thousands of Wind Turbines!”

r This note will highlight how the new wind farm that is currently being built in the fresh waters of
L. Lake Erie, will bring potential disaster to the people who rely on this water in the City of Cleveland

and surrounding areas in Northeast Ohio, Ohio, 4 border states and Canada. This wind farm will

L potentially bring a far worse clean drinicing water issue, than the current clean water drinking crises,which is currently affecting thousands of citizens in Flint, Michigan, with their lead water issue.

i~ Additionally this wind farm will kill thousands of species of migrating birds, that rely on the fresh
L waters and clean flying area across Lake Erie every year. Unfortunately the loss of these birds will

not be able to be counted, as they will sink and go to the bottom of Lake Erie. Additionally the wind
farm will kill the world’s greatest fresh water stocks for walleye and perch fishing in North America,

L and probably the world. Other fish will be affected as well, including the steelhead trout, whose
fishing is so prevalent in Lake Erie and the rivers surrounding Lake Erie.

The Worlds Fresh Water Status —2016

Today, according to most any studies that you read, 97~50~ of the earth’s surface water is salt water.
You can’t drink salt water, or you will die. 2.5°c of the world’s water is fresh drinking water. 2O°o of

r the world’s fresh drinicing water today is located in the Great Lakes. Lake Erie today has 147 trillion
L~ gallons of fresh drinking water, and supplies millions of US Citizens, Clevelanders, and other

residents surrounding Lake Erie’s 871 mile perimeter coastline, and 45 miles across to Canada, with
depths ranging from 5 feet deep, to nearly 2 10 feet deep.

Today many in the world are saying that, “fresh water is the new oil.” This is because of water

[ scarcity, and the world’s growing population’s thirst for fresh drinking water, either to live, for
crops, manufacturing, all types of industries, rural and urban life. Lake Erie is truly a Gem to be
protected and kept clean.



Why Build a Wind Farm in the Fresh Drinking Waters of Lake Erie?

F So the question is, why are environmental advocates for green energy pushing and pursuing a windfarm and the industrialization of Lake Erie? The current Lake Erie wind farm project, plans to build
6, 500 foot wind towers to start with, at a cost of $120M (with over 50M$ of this money coming
from US taxpayers) at $20M per wind tower. With this total of 6, 500 foot towers being put in place
at a total cost of $1 20M, the final goal of Lake Erie’s industrialization is for 1200 wind towers,

r possibly completely destroying Lake Erie’s fresh drinking water, wildlife, both in the air and in the
L water, and beauty, for a total, never to be re-paid by electricity used or other energy costs, and never

to break even, for a total cost of 1200 wind towers, X $20M, equaling $24 billion dollars, WOW!
And Why?

r The advocates for this wind farm say that they want to use Lake Erie as a clean energy field because
“this will be one of the world’s first fresh water wind farms.” This begs the question, why have all
the other offshore wind projects been in salt water, or brackish water, or in the ocean? Why have
there been no large scale fresh water wind farms? The answer is simple: Because it’s fresh water,
and people drink fresh water, and they don’t want to foul it up, with hulking, bottom piercing,
rusting, inefficient, monstrous wind towers, that can be susceptible to mining all of the fresh
drinking water, and wildlife habitats, in which these wind towers are placed.

Also, salt water does not freeze over. The fresh water in Lake Erie will freeze over, as it does every

L couple of years, which will potentially snap these 500 foot wind turbine poles like toothpicks. Whowill clean up this type of massive pollution, eyesore and enviromnental disaster, if this happens?

If Lake Erie drinking water turns into the next Flint, Michigan water issue, but on a much more
massive scale, who is going to be responsible? I guess the real answer to that question is, who cares?
This is being done to save the planet, remember? Also, it is being done off the shores of Cleveland,

L and who really cares about Cleveland, Ohio?

The “Cleveland Water Crib” and the Lake Erie “Dead Zone”

Not many people have been to the exact location on Lake Erie where they are currently going to put
up the 6, 500 foot towering windmills in Lake Erie, in 65 feet of water.

I’ve been out there, on the water in the exact location of the proposed wind towers on Lake Erie,
have you? Have you been out there Senator Brown? Have you been out there Governor Kasich?
Have you been out there Mayor Jackson? Have you been out there Congresswoman Kaptur? Have
you been out there Congressman Joyce? Have you been out there County Executive Budish?

I was out there at the site on August 29, 2015, on my Seadoo, watching the DOSECCA taking their

[ soil samples from the bottom of Lake Erie. There are a few issues with the location that allClevelander’s and politicians, who I am copying on this email, who have approved and funded this
project, with our tax dollars, should consider:
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The project itself sits about 6 to 7 miles offshore of Lakewood, Ohio, AND unfortunately half way

[ out to the site sits the City of Cleveland’s Water Intake Crib. You know, the Water Crib thatprovides 1 68 million gallons of drinking water to Cleveland residents and millions of Ohioans every
day, 11 million citizens a day.

Approximately 3 miles from this crib is where the 6 “$20M a piece, $50M in taxpayer funded wind
towers”, will be drilled and placed into the bottom of what’s known as “the Dead Zone of Lake
Erie.”

Now how deep are the footings, or the base boxes of the towers going to go down, when they are
drilled directly into what’s known as the Dead Zone, into the bottom of Lake Erie’s Bed Rock? Or

r placed in boxes that are fastened to settle on the bottom of Lake Erie, thnt 50 to 100 to 150 years of
toxic sludge, in the Dead Zone. We do know that the footings for the new Cleveland Browns
Stadium along the lake, on shore, had pilings of over 340 feet deep. So how deep does a company
from Norway mind you, not America, yes this US$ taxpayer funded project is going to a company

L from Norway, how deep is this Norway company going to have to drill into Lake Erie’s bottom, to
secure just one 400 foot to 500 foot tall wind tower, at 65 foot water depth, under the fresh drinking
waters of Lake Erie? The project will be done with pilings, or an unproven box method, that our
leaders are happy to experiment with, in our 147 trillion gallons of fresh drinking water, aka our
awesome natural resource, Lake Erie.

Now why do they call this area in Lake Erie the Dead Zone? It’s called the Dead Zone because of
what sludge sits there above and on the bottom of Lake Erie, after the years of abuse of Lake Erie

— during Ohio’s industrialization, from the mid to late 1800’s, to the early 1900’s, all the way to the
1970’s. This abuse continued until local residents, state governments, and the federal government
did an excellent job of cleaning up Lake Erie, which makes Lake Erie one of the cleanest fresh
drinking watersheds in the world today. So why mess with this fresh drinking water?

[ So back to the Dead Zone. How deep is the Dead Zone before you get to the bottom? What is in theDead Zone? The Dead Zone consists of layers of over 30, 50, 100, and by some counts 150 years of
cumulated carcinogens sitting on top of themselves, such as lead, magnesium, arsenic, mercury, and
many different hazardous toxic chemicals, that have finally settled down nicely, at the bottom of
Lake Erie after years of abuse, finally not harming Lake Erie’s current fresh drinking water.

What’s going to happen when this toxic sludge in the Dead Zone, is all hammered through and
pierced by the first of the 6 proposed wind towers? Not to even talk about the planned 1200 wind

L towers to ruin our water, kill the migratory birds, kill the fish stock, and destroy the beauty of LakeErie?

The thing about the current location in Lake Erie for this project, is all of this sludge, and all of this
toxic waste and chemicals that have built up in the Dead Zone over the past 100 years is potentially
going to be stirred up, and flow directly into the Cleveland Water Crib, thus polluting, toxifying, and
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poisoning millions of Ohio, New York, Indiana, Pennsylvania, and Michigan’s (all states who
boarder Lake Erie today), children, young adults, adults and elder people. This is not even
mentioning Canadian waters, for those Canadians who count on Lake Eries fresh water, plus the run
off of potentially contaminated Lake Erie water, flowing over Niagara Falls into Lake Ontario,
potentially contaminating all of Lake Ontario as well.

We are talking lead, mercury, PCBs, dioxins, magnesium, arsenic and potentially the release, and

r explosion of underwater Lake Erie natural gas wells, that will be pierced upon the drilling into the
Lake Erie bed rock, and in the Lake Erie Dead Zone today. Due to the industrial age, all of these
toxic chemicals have been deposited in Lake Erie, in one form or another, since the mid to late
1800’s, early 1900’s and to the 1970’s.

What public scientific studies have been completed to prove that a drinking water disaster will not
happen? None, Zero, that I have seen published. What are the findings of the DOSECCA’s soil
samples, taken from the bottom of Lake Erie in August 2015?

If this all goes foul, and the water goes foul, and flows into the Water Crib, and there are explosions
from gas wells, that kill 10 or 20 workers, if they are from Norway, or subcontracted US workers,
who, what politicians, what mayor, what congressman, what senators, what governor, what
corporations, LEEDCO, Who is going to be civilly and criminally liable to those citizens who are
directly affected? And to the taxpayers of the State of Ohio and the United States, who are funding
this project?

WHY Lake Erie and Cleveland. Ohio?

Now, our President Obama, during the White House correspondence dinner in the Spring of 2016
said, and I quote “It will be interesting to see what happens at the Republican National Convention

L in Cleveland this summer, if It (Cleveland) still exists after the convention”, to which there was
arousing laughs of amusement. That the President of the United States is able to insinuate that an
entire American city, under a joke to the national press and a goverrnnent audience, is about to
endure rioting and burning and destruction, of an American city, “if “It” still exists” after a major
national event. This discourse is unfathomable, disrespectful, and tells you what the President of the
United States thinks about Cleveland, what the Government thinks about Cleveland. This is
Government bureaucrats pushing this entire green agenda down the throats of the American people,
Clevelanders and Ohioans.

The bottom line is, that this fresh water wind farm, being constructed right in the middle of trillions

L of gallons of the people’s fresh drinking water habitat, is being done in Cleveland of course, becauseno one, either locally or on a national basis, gives a damn about Cleveland, Ohio!

I give a danm about Cleveland, Ohio! My kids have grown up drinking the water of Lake Erie. We
— see the beauty of Lake Erie, the most beautiful sunsets anywhere, we boat on Lake Erie, we fish in

Lake Erie, and we see the threat that this wind farm has to the thousands of migratory birds that
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cross Lake Brie every season, but most importantly the imminent threat to the fresh drinking water
for millions of Americans, and Canadians.

Of course, when the environmentalist who don’t live in Cleveland, and the Norwegian finn that
— doesn’t even exist in the United States, that’s receiving $50M of our tax dollars, to build these 6, 500

foot towering offshore wind turbines, that potentially will foul up our drinking water, of course
when they looked around the whole of the US, and said, where could we get away with doing this in

r the United States today? Let’s look at the map: Cleveland, Ohio, no one gives a damn about
Cleveland, Ohio. News flash, millions of people do. But Cleveland is the mistake by the lake, it’s a
national joke. Where can we get away with putting a monstrous wind farm, piercing the bottom of

F Lake Erie’s Dead Zone, potentially fouling up an entire fresh water drinking waterway, that is a freshwater supply for millions of American citizens? What fresh water habitat shall we use, so we can
prove that wind farms can exist is fresh water? Where can we get away with this, and where should
we do it? Answer, nobody cares about Cleveland, Ohio, do it in!to Cleveland, Ohio.

Back to the Cleveland Water Crib

Let’s talk about the Cleveland Water Crib. This impressive civil engineering feat was built to supply
millions with fresh water. The Cleveland Water Crib project was built from 1896 to 1903,

L. approximately 3 ½ miles off of Cleveland, Ohio in Lake Erie.

This Water Crib was built to catch fresh water, out in the middle of one of the largest fresh water
lakes in the world, Lake Erie, because at the time, all of the Lake Brie near shore water intakes had
been polluted by raw sewage, industrial waste, and garbage, that was being dumped into Lake Erie,
during the late 19th, into the 20th century. So the Water Crib was built 3 Va miles off the Cleveland
shoreline to deliver fresh drinking water to Ohioans.

The Water Crib intake, has a 10 foot tunnel on the bottom of Lake Erie, that runs 5 miles from the
Water Crib, with fresh water, to the Kirtland water intake, where it supplies 168 million gallons of
fresh water a day, to quench the thirst and wash the Babies of millions of Ohioans every day.

During the building of the Cleveland Water Crib, and the 5 mile tunnel to Kirtland, Ohio in 1896 to

L 1903, the men who built the crib and the tunnel had to drill some 350 feet into the bottom of Lake
Erie, to secure the Water Crib where it is today, and to build the 10 foot wide, 5 mile tunnel
extending to the Kirtland water intake area, to supply Lake Erie’s fresh drinking water to Ohioans.

What happened many times during the drilling to the bottom of Lake Erie? There were a number of

L explosions, and fires, that included methane and natural gas explosions, based on the drilling into the
— bottom of Lake Erie in unknown areas. The result, 38 brave men were killed during the building of

the Cleveland Water Crib, and the 5 mile tunnel to Kirtland, from 1896 to 1903. These men were
burned alive, or suffocated to death during construction.
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If drilling to the bottom of Lake Erie, in the late 19th Century, to build the current Cleveland Water
Crib, and the 5 mile fresh water tunnel to Kirtland, killed 38 men, what is the drilling to the bottom

[ of Lake Erie, to secure the tower bases, or boxes in the Dead Zone, starting with 6, 500 foot windtowers, going to result in today? How many men or women will die during this wind farm
construction, and who will be responsible for this? What toxic sludge will this stir up?

As discussed before, we know the drilling is going to go right through the industrial sludge of

[ potential PCBs, dioxins, mercury, methane gas, lead, magnesium and God knows what other
concentrations of sludge, that are CURRENTLY SITTING QUIETLY AND UNDISTURBED, at
the bottom of Lake Erie, in the Dead Zone.

Once this Dead Zone area is disturbed, and Lake Erie’s fresh water and this sludge is stirred up,

r what is this going to look like, and how will this affect the current quality of fresh water in Lake Erie
L today? Particularly with the proposed wind farm so close to the Cleveland Water Crib intake

system?

Who Will Bear the Responsibility?

What will this water look like and contain in toxicity compared to the water in Flint, Michigan? And
if this water is not potable or drinkable for millions of Clevelanders and Ohioans, Americans or
Canadians, and the People and their Children are harmed, who will be at fault? Will it be LEEDCO?
Cleveland Mayor Jackson? Senator Sherrod Brown? Governor John Kasich? Congresswoman
Kaptur? Congressman Joyce? County Executive Budish? And more?

[ Who has thrust this great honor upon Cleveland and Lake Erie, one of the world’s largest and most
reliable source of fresh drinking water resources in the world today, to host the first fresh water wind
farm in the United States upon us, and potentially destroy our beautiful natural resource, Lake Erie,

L the drinking water, the fish stocks, and the migrating birds, and the beautiful sunsets?

Beautiful Lake Erie Today —2016

Today Lake Erie provides drinking water daily to over II million people, that’s on a daily basis!
Lake Erie today has a shoreline of 871 miles, and holds on average 147 trillion gallons of fresh
drinking water. Remember only 2.5% of the world’s surface holds fresh drinking water today.

Lake Erie is one the most important natural resources in the Midwest, in the United States, Canada,
and the World today, for fresh drinking water.

Did I mention Canada? Do we realize that the same potential fouled up water, and the killed fish
stocks, migrating birds, will have the same effect on all of our friends up north in Ontario, Canada,
and the subsequent potential flow of toxic sludge over Niagara Falls, polluting Lake Ontario? Who
in the US Goverrnnent cares about Canada, the people of Ontario, and our Global citizens up north?
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Lake Erie is already experiencing major toxic algae blooms, from agricultural runoff, it’s polluting
the lake, and causing major problems with our drinking water. AND now we will also host this
potential burden of an off-shore wind fan~, in fresh drinking water as well? No Thank You!

Lake Erie — Is Already the Shining Example of the Environmental Movement

Lake Erie is the shining success of the environmental movement from the 1970’s, after local, state
and federal clean-up pollution efforts banded together, after the Cuyahoga River caught on fire in
1969 from a massive oil streak, caused by one of the local steel plants. This garnered Cleveland
national attention as being famous for having one of only two major rivers in world history catching

[ on fire: 1) the Cuyahoga River, and 2) the Nile River, when God set it afire, with flaming hail, aspart of one of the plagues to let Moses’ people free, out of Egypt. This worked out well for the Old
Testament Jewish people, however; the Cuyahoga River catching on fire did not work out so well
for Clevelanders. For years we have endured, as Clevelanders, the wrath of the nation, mistake by
the lake, the Cuyahoga River, the burning river, a lake and city so disgusting and so foul and so
polluted, that why would anyone want to live in Cleveland?

The incredible Environment Success, honor and the pride of the local Cleveland, Ohio State, and

Federal Government people and programs that cleaned up Lake Erie, from the disaster that it was inthe 1960’s and the 1970’s, is now in jeopardy. Why? By massive wind turbine poles, or untested

r boxes, piercing to the bottom of Lake Erie, just 3 miles from the Cleveland Water Crib, potentially
dredging up almost a centuries worth of carcinogens, too many to list, flowing into the Cleveland
Water Crib, and affecting our drinking water, and other US States, and Canadians drinking water.

If this occurs, “It” will be a natural disaster beyond comparison, certainly to Flint, Michigan, which
has gotten so much press, and empathy. In Flint, there is a search on to punish those responsible, not
only by the EPA, but also among the many leaders and politicians, who stood by so stupidly, and let

L~. Flint, Michigan’s fresh drinking water be poisoned with lead, right under the noses of Flint’s
citizens, and taxpayers.

LEEDCO Project Compared to Flint. Michigan

Is the EPA, local mayor, county executive, congressmen, senators, and governor going to sit by and
let this potential disaster happen to Cleveland, and Ohioans on a massive scale once again? What are
the consequences involved in the fouling up of Lake Erie’s fresh drinking water.

In Flint, Michigan 100,000 residents, 3 times a day have to traverse across town to get fresh bottled

[ water in big 5 gallon jugs, for drinking, for bathing, and to flilfill their daily ration. Why? They can’tdrink their tap water. Why is this? Because a government body let a taxpayer funded decision
happen, in Flint, Michigan, mostly under the radar, without input from its citizens, or what thoughts

[ could happen to their fresh water supply.
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The same question should go to LEEDCO and all of the sponsors, politicians and business leaders,
who would potentially foul up our own fresh drinking water supply from Lake Erie, by installing 6,
500 foot wind turbine tower poles, in the Lake Erie Dead Zone, bringing up sludge contaminated by
lead, mercury, PCBs, dioxins, magnesium, methane gas, and God knows what else, over the past
100 years. Who is going to answer for this potential natural disaster, and the human hardship that
this is potentially going to cause, to not 100,000 residents like in Flint, but potentially millions?

[ The EPA has responded to Flint by forcing their district manager in Flint, Michigan to resign. If thewind farm, near the Cleveland Fresh Water Crib intake for Cleveland, fouls up the awesome fresh

r drinking water that exists in Lake Eric today, who will take responsibility? Who will be fired? Voted
out of office? Face civil fines? Go to jail? Because of Flint, Michigan, US citizens and taxpayers
have eyes wide open!

Why Lake Erie?

[ So again the question has to be asked, why put a wind fann in one of the world’s largest freshdrinking water lakes, when the world today only has 2.5% of fresh water left on its entire surface?
The answer is to push for renewable energy sources as a nationwide plan, so that some of the tens of
thousands of wind turbines planned, by the renewable energy promoters in the United States, can be
proven to work in fresh water, where the water freezes, and then we will see if the towers gets

r cracked down, causing a further environment disaster. Basically a $50M+ taxpayer funded project in
L. 147 trillion gallons of American’s fresh drinicing water, to see if it works. WOW! I wonder where

else this $50M could be used for good use, maybe Cleveland Public Schools? Maybe to American

[ Veterans? Talk about government wasteful/useless spending, with no thoughts or scientific studieson the potential disaster of such a plan, in an area where the citizens have some of the most
abundant, green, low cost energy right on-line today.

And why was this area of the country chosen for this “$50M trial,” because again it’s Cleveland, and
no one cares!

Does Cleveland and North East Ohio Need This Additional Energy Source On-line — NO!

The biggest question is, why are we putting a wind farm in Lake Erie at all, when Ohioans have
some of the most abundant, green and low cost energy resources already on line?

There are 2 ZERO EMISSION producing Nuclear Power Plants within miles, on the shores of Lake
Erie already producing “green” low cost energy for millions of Americans. These 2 Nuclear Power
Stations are located just miles away from the proposed wind farm site in Lake Erie.

The Davis Bessie Nuclear Power Station to the West of Cleveland produces 776 GWH of energy,
L and the Perry Nuclear Power Station to the East of Cleveland provides 858 GWH of energy, (one of

the largest Nuclear Power Stations in the US), providing abundant energy to millions of residents of
Cleveland, Ohio, and other surrounding states, with zero emissions, providing power to tens of
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millions of American citizens, businesses, and industries throughout the Midwest, with a very low
cost sustainable, delivery and storage mode of energy. AND news flash, this is cleanlgreen energy —

ZERO EMISSIONS!

And why is First Energy in the process of closing 6 coal fired power plants, 4 locally in Cleveland
and Ohio? Ohio plants in Ashtabula, Oregon, and Eastlake, Ohio, killing 600 jobs, and affecting
thousands of families? Because these coal fired power plants do not meet new EPA regulations for
clean air. These EPA regulations (Which are currently under US Supreme Court scrutiny, due to the
EPA’s Overreach of existing law under the US Constitution) are designed to reduce emissions such
as mercury and other carcinogens. Could it be these same carcinogens, mercury and others are

{ lurking in the Dead Zone of Lake Erie, and will now come direct to Clevelanders via our drinkingwater supply for consumption?

[ So why is First Energy closing these coal plants, due to EPA government overreach? Why are they
forcing 600 people out of work and affecting thousands of families throughout Ohio, due to EPA
government overreach? And the local energy available is abundant and costs are down. Why?

L. Because many utilities have switched from coal to low emitting natural gas, without impacting
customer’s energy bills, and in fact lowering energy bills.

So with the abundance of natural gas, at the lowest cost levels in years, and 2 local Nuclear Power
plants nearby, why build a wind fann, in one of the largest fresh drinking water lakes in the world?
Because it’s Cleveland, and the Government can do it, whether or not “It” messes with Cleveland,
and the fresh drinking water that Lake Erie provides to millions of inhabitants throughout the City of
Cleveland, the State of Ohio, and many other local states. No one cares! That is if “It” all goes well?

If this project does not go as exactly planned, and fouls up Lake Erie’s drinking water, who will be
in line to take the fall?

So Again — Why Cleveland?

Not to get off point here, but look what the NFL did to the Cleveland Browns. How could they move
an NFL franchise overnight, the Browns, because they knew they could do it in a city where you

[ know you could get away with it, Cleveland, Ohio. But if Cleveland becomes the new Flint,
Michigan, who is going to pay the bill for the cleanup, who is going to be held civilly responsible $,

[ who is going to be held criminally responsible and go to jail, for fouling up trillions of gallons of
L. fresh drinking water? What politician will have to answer for Lake Erie, during their next re-election

campaign?

So Why Wind Farms in Fresh Drinking Water?

So why wind farms, in fresh thinking water? With a 500 foot pole, with turbines on it, and in the
middle of one of the world’s largest fresh drinking water lakes in the world, why not do it on land?
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A similar project for offshore wind, in Lake Ontario, Canada was defeated in 2007, by thousands of
local Ontario Canadian residents. Why did they reject their government proposed offshore wind
project? Because it was going to foul up their fresh water. And there was no scientific evidence or
research pointing to the facts otherwise. The other issues of the Ontario residents where the safety of
their local fish stocks, bird migration, and disruption of the beauty and views of the area, not to
mention the noise these huge turbines make when spinning. Try star-gazing, or watching the sun set,
with a loud Wump! Wump! Wump! noise reverberating across miles, of one of the World’s largest
resources of fresh drinking water.

So, without Lake Ontario to put up a fresh water wind farm, what do the government bureaucrats,

[ and renewable energy people, and their industry, and their leaders need? An example where a windfarm in fresh drinking water works. And where can this test case happen for North America’s first
major offshore wind farm, approved by politicians, and local leaders under their citizen’s noses?
Why of course, Lake Erie off the coast of Cleveland, Ohio. Why? Because we can screw Cleveland
and no one cares nationally. If it goes awry, who cares? No one. Not even the leaders of this region,

r who are acting plain stupid, by not seeing the potential obvious reasons, not to mess with Lake
Erie’s fresh drinking water. This is a potential Worldwide Enviromnental Disaster waiting to
happen.

Myself and thousands of other Ohioans and Canadians completely reject this decision to place this
wind farm in the fresh drinking waters of Lake Erie. With this in mind, I am sending this note, to the

F Plain Dealer, LEEDCO, Ohio Congressmen, Ohio Senators, both Ohio US Senators, Ohio’sGovernor and the head of the EPA, and other leaders and media involved. We’re going into this
project with eyes wide open. If Flint, Michigan happens in Cleveland, on a more massive scale

[ (XI000) many people will now know of the potential disasters, that can occur here on Lake Erie,
due to this wind farm project.

Wind Farm Project Hatched Under the Radar, Away From Citizen/Taxpayer Scrutiny and
Awareness

Now, what no one talks about, that I was privy to with about 50 other concerned citizens in
attendance, was a very lowly advertised public information meeting, at the Cleveland Public
Library, some 2 years ago about this project, put on by the sponsors of this project, so they could
check the public awareness box. Presented at this meeting was this $l2OM, partially tax funded, 6,
500 foot windmills going up in Lake Erie, at $20M per windmill. And this was explained at the

L meeting as the test project for what? It’s the test project to industrialize Lake Erie, by putting up
1200, 500 foot windmills at a cost of $24 billion! The next American “New Deal,” but this time for
green energy. Why? Because we need the power locally? No, that’s not the answer. Why? Because

L it’s Cleveland, Ohio and Lake Erie, and we can screw the Citizens, and their drinking water, and the
Sportsmen, and the fish stocks, and the bird migration in the name of clean energy! Yes, only in
Cleveland.
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We believe that this is completely moronic, ironic, unfounded thinking, with no reason, with no
payback, no supporting science, and a disaster waiting to happen!

Will there be a LBEDCO employee, or a government bureaucrat on video tape sometime in the

r future saying, “We knew from our studies that there was a chance to foul up the fresh drinking water
of Cleveland and Lake Erie, but if the citizens and taxpayers knew this, they never would have
approved or funded this wind fann project in the first place.”

Rise Up!

[ Ohio Citizens, I urge you to Rise Up in opposition to this wind farm, planned foolishly in one of theworld’s greatest and largest fresh drinking water Lakes in North America, and the world.

Lake Erie is the State of Ohio’s Greatest Natural Resource, and it must be protected!

Blight

-~ One of the other reasons that offshore wind farms have been rejected, mostly in salt water, has been
based on Blight and ruining of beautiful scenic waterways and views around the world. Why ruin the

L scenic beauty of Lake Erie with 500 foot skyscraper wind towers, Blighting Lake Erie and its
beauty? Can you imagine 1200 of these 500 foot wind mills all over Lake Erie?

“It” will create on Lake Erie, the clean energy equivalent and disaster of Lake Maracaibo, in
Venezuela.

There are many American states, and local citizens who have understood the potential disastrous

L implications of wind farms early on, and taken action against wind farms on their land. For example,
I- the State of Vermont, one of the world’s most environmentally friendly and green states, has

rejected numerous wind turbine farms for years because of Blight. In March 2015, the North Eastern

{ Vermont Association, a regional planning commission, which covers 21% of the state’s land area,voted in favor of a resolution to allow no further development of industrial scale wind turbines in the
entire region of the State of Vermont. Vermont’s state legislators are also introducing bills to ban
large wind projects completely. The State of Vermont is taking these measures, because they believe
that wind turbines create Blight and contradict the state’s main income of tourism. It also protects
Vermont’s rural dark skies ordinances, for stargazing. Many similar proposals are being introduced

L in states from Iowa to Maine, and in providences in Canada, across small towns, and to the state
levels, to ban wind turbines and wind farms outright. And these are wind farm projects going on
land, not even considering destroying fresh drinking water, fish stocks, and over water migrating

L bird’s entire flocks.
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Who Will Bear the Responsibility If Disaster Strikes!?

[ So why does Cleveland get the honor of the first fresh water wind farm, and why in Lake Erie, oneof the largest fresh water lakes in the world today? Because it’s been done under the radar and no
one cares. Again, it’s Cleveland, remember? (“It may not exist.”) Our local leaders, bureaucrats, and
politicians are selling us out, in the name of green energy, or they are just plain stupid, to be taking
such a risk, with their own careers, and the potential civil and criminal penalties, that may occur
from their approval of this misplaced green energy project, that could be a an Environmental
Disaster on a Global scale, waiting to happen?

[ On the campaign trail, Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton expressed outrage, andframed the Flint, Michigan water disaster as a civil rights issue. Will presidential candidate Hillary

r Clinton frame a similar disaster in Lake Erie, due to the building of 500 foot wind towers piercing
the Dead Zone of Lake Erie, fouling up Lake Erie’s drinking water, similar to the Flint disaster, will
she also frame this wind farm project as a civil rights issue?

What government officials should be held accountable personally, civilly, and their agencies to pay
the civil fines, and indict specific officials on a criminal basis, if Lake Erie’s fresh drinking water is

{ poisoned? Who will be held accountable for Lake Erie’s fresh drinking water to Cleveland, thesurrounding con-imunities, and the 11 million people that rely on Lake Erie’s fresh water daily, if it
is fouled up by this industrial “green” offshore wind farm?

Where is the Public Record of Who Will Profit from this US Taxpayer S50M Funded Project?

{ According to John Funk, from an article in the Cleveland Plain Dealer, the Norwegian Wind
Company to build the LEEDCO offshore turbine wind farm project, is Fred.Olsen Renewables Lake
Erie Energy Development Company. This is a Norwegian company, with experience in building in

L the North Sea, mostly salt water offshore wind farms.

[ The Plain Dealer article also states that Fred.Olsen will buy the non-profit LEEDCO assets, but forhow much $? The article does not state how much the Fred.Olsen Company will buy the LEEDCO
assets for. This is an undisclosed amount. How much taxpayer money is to be used for this purchase
of LEEDCO, and what specific executives of LEEDCO, and what affiliated parties, including
business people who invested in LEEDCO and politicians, will share if any, in the purchase price of
Fred.Olsen Renewables Company purchase of LEEDCO? Has LEEDCO donated money to the

L campaign funds of local, state or US representatives?

[ This could be a good investigative story to pursue by John Funk, or others at the Plain Dealer, or at
- the Wall Street Journal, or other media outlets copied here, just to make sure that $50M in American

taxpayer dollars $ are being used correctly, and no fraud or payoffs are involved, similar to what we

L have seen with other renewable green energy projects, that have received Billions of dollars S ofAmerican’s taxpayers money, with no accountability. This list includes Solyndra Solar’s owners,
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investors and executives as one example, and also the acclaimed Billionaire, who uses US$
taxpayer’s subsidies, for his fledgling electric car brand, Tesla.

This is Green Crony Socialism $1 - Follow the money!

50 Year Lease?

[ Does anybody know, that Fred.Olsen has a 50 year lease on Lake Erie from the State of Ohio? Was
this project and timeframe (50 years) granted by the Ohio State Legislature? Why does the

r Fred.Olsen Company need a 50 year lease, when they are going to build a pilot project of 6, 500 foot
wind turbines, located 8 to 10 miles northwest of Downtown Cleveland, to be completed by 2018?
Could it be that this 50 years is the timeframe needed for the future project to put up 1200, 500 foot

r wind turbines, to completely industrialize Lake Erie? 50 years? My God, what a disaster that would
L. be! Has this 50 year lease been granted by the State of Ohio for one half of Lake Erie, to a foreign

company based out of Norway? (The other half of Lake Erie is of course Canadian sovereign

property). How about some good old fashioned journalism here, or an Ohio Senate investigation ofthis project here? What says the Army Corp. of Engineers, or the Great Lakes Water Compact about
this project, and 50 year lease? What would 1200, 500’ towers do to the shipping lanes in Lake Erie
and the Great Lakes? Decimate the shipping industry, and the on-shore ports and businesses as well?

Which Direction Should These Massive Towers be Facing? — How to Store the Energy?

The other big question for the Fred.Olsen Company, is which direction are they planning to face
these huge wind turbines? A lot of times the wind coming across Lake Erie comes directly from the

L West. We know this because when you look at the weather map, and you want to see the weather
coming into Cleveland, you typically look to see what’s going on in Chicago west of here, and the

{ weather is somewhat the same coming to Cleveland. However; the wind comes a lot across LakeErie from the northeast, or easterly, so do you face 2, 500 foot towers West, and 2, 500 foot towers
East? Also when the water is dead flat on Lake Erie, you know the wind is coming directly from the
South, or that there is no wind at all.

If you look at the hulking wind turbines that are located off of 1-90 near Euclid, Ohio, many of them
are sitting idle even when the wind is blowing 20 mph. Why? Because the wind is not blowing in the
direction that they are sifting, to turn and generate any power. So these huge hulking towers much of
the time are just sitting there doing nothing. Not turning, not creating energy, and not storing energy,
even in very windy conditions. Just sitting there, looking Big and Ugly!

Guess what? Even when these wind towers are generating energy from a stiff breeze and turning,
they cannot be relied on to store excess energy, as there is no excess energy storage for the wind
turbine energy industry. The energy must be used inunediately, or it will simply vanish. This is a

L huge dirty secret of renewable energy. Wind energy has zero excess storage capacity. This is why
they need government subsidies, our tax $, because: There Is No Break Even on this costly energy,
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as it cannot be stored for future use, and the efficiency of when and where the energy is to be
produced, is not even known.

This Wind Farm Project Will Never Make Money $!

Now why does a company have to come all the way from Norway to do this wind farm project?

[~ Why not use First Energy or one of the great local American energy companies to do a similar
project? Surely they could sub-contract a foreign firm with experience to do this project. The answer
is because: There Is No Break Even to this project, and also the Potential Liability. The energy
produced and charged to consumers will never provide enough finds to pay for this project, let alone
generate a profit for the companies who run these turbines, Ever!

[ And what consumers are going to pay triple the cost for wind energy for their homes, when they can
get natural gas or Nuclear Power locally at 1/3 of the price? The answer: Very stupid consumers, or

r consumers who will have these energy price increases jammed down their throats. Remember
President Obama promised that “electricity prices would necessarily skyrocket... triple in costs...
under his administration.”

More of Lake Erie’s Bottom Sludge Kicked Up to the Surface

Now let’s talk about the proposed way in which the wind turbine energy will be transferred to the
shore, once these massive poles pierce the bottom of Lake Erie in the Dead Zone. 10 miles of cable
are to be placed on the bottom of Lake Erie, all the way to the shore. These cables sifting on the
bottom of Lake Erie are going to dredge up even more sludge, PCBs, dioxins, carcinogens, and
drinking water issues in all the areas that they touch, and where these cables are secured to the
bottom of Lake Erie. Think of the hundreds of miles of cable needed to be fastened to the bottom of

L Lake Erie, for 1200 wind towers!

In Summary

The Lake Erie wind farm project in itself is to be subsidized by me and you, the US taxpayers, with
our hard earned money going to a foreign corporation, that is potentially going to foul up the fresh
drinking water, in one of the World’s greatest fresh water natural resources, and largest reservoirs of
fresh drinking water in the world today, Lake Erie, all in the name of clean and green energy, makes
sense?

Fred.Olsen Company would be wise to study what happened to BP, after their Deep Water Horizon
L disaster. BP paid the US government 20B$ dollars, and almost went bankrupt! Tort law in America

is a little different (joke) than Tort law in Europe these days. And the US Government and
politicians of all stripes, business and green energy leaders of this project, once your friend and loyal
supporters, will quickly throw you and your entire company under the bus, and vanish themselves,
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when they are called upon to be responsible for their actions, should the Lake Erie wind farm project
turn into a fresh water drinking, and environmental disaster!

Attention all private and public servants receiving this note. Don’t be caught on the wrong side of
history with regards to striving for what you truly believe is the noble cause of clean and green
energy, on this project. Don’t allow this vision of clean and green energy to potentially destroy the
fresh drinking water, and potentially poisoning millions of Clevelanders, Ohioans and Americans,
destroying the natural beauty of one of the greatest natural resources in Ohio, and North America,
killing off the greatest walleye and perch fishery stocks in the world, and causing the deaths of

r thousands of migrating birds a year, possibly some near extinction, due to your complicity in the
[ proposed and ongoing Lake Erie wind farm pilot project, and full industrialization of Lake Erie, with

1200 wind turbines, from a 50 year lease, on OUR Great Lake Erie.

The full master plan of this project, is for the full industrialization of Lake Erie, as put forth by
LEEDCO, Fred.Olsen, and Cleveland local, Ohio State, and Federal Bureaucrats, and green energy
leaders, who have planned and approved this giant offshore wind farm, to be placed in the 147
trillion gallons of the fresh water shed of Lake Erie, where the water in Lake Erie “Is” for the
exclusive use for millions of American and Canadian citizens, for drinking, bathing, recreation and

[ business.

r This “clean” energy wind farn~ project, is set to start in 2016, and proceed for the next 50 years, and
will completely industrialize and destroy Lake Erie, with no cost break even, in a region that does
not even need the excess energy. And for what?! To prove that “It” can be done.

It’s not too late to do the right thing, and stop this potential disaster today! Back out now, before it’s
too late. Think Flint, Michigan times 1,000, and you being on the back end of that.

Thank you for your review of this globally important fresh drinking water and environmental habitat
issue.

Sullivan Jr.
Concerned Citizen from the shores of Lake Erie
Bay Village, Ohio

CC: Mayor Frank Jackson

[ Senator Sherrod BrownSenator Rob Portman
Governor John Kasich
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Honorable Gina McCarthy (head of the EPA in Washington, DC)
John Funk - Cleveland Plain Dealer
Elizabeth Mclntryre, Editor - Cram’s Cleveland Business
Matt Westerhold, Managing Editor - Sandusky News
Kurt Franck, Executive Editor/Vice President - Toledo Blade
Mike Connelly, Editor - The Buffalo News
President Barack Obama
Hillary Clinton
Donald Trump
Editor - Wall Street Journal
Denise Dufala, Newscaster - Channel 19 News
Senator Keith Faber, President - The Ohio Legislature
Senator Tom Patton — Ohio State Senate
Debra Sutherland, Mayor of Bay Village
Congresswoman Mary Kaptur, US Congress
Axmond Budish, Cuyahoga County Executive
Lorry Wagner, CEO of LEEDCO
David Danielson, DOE Assistant Secretary for Renewable Energy
David Brunt, CEO — Fred.Olsen Renewables
Congressman David Joyce
Joe Ruscitti, Editor-In-Chef— The London Ontario Canada Free Press
Peter Comings, Managing Editor - Westlife News
Ron Richard, President and CEO - The Cleveland Foundation
Dennis Prager, The Dennis Prager Show — Salem Communications Corp.
Mike Dewine, Ohio State Attorney General
Mike Trivisonno — WTAM 1100
Vince Grzegorek, Editor-in-Chief - Scene Magazine
Letters to the Editor — The Columbus Dispatch
Governor Rick Snyder, Chair — Conference of Great Lakes

Sources for note:
• Norwegian Wind Company to Build LEEDCO Off-shore Turbine Project — December 7,

2015, Cleveland Plain Dealer
• Pumped Dry The Global Crisis of Vanishing Groundwater — December 11, 2015, USA Today
• Series of Mistakes Tainted Flint Water — January 23, 2016, Wall Street Journal
• The Poisoning of An American City — Toxic Water, Sick Kids, And the Incompetent Leaders

Who Betrayed Flint — February 1, 2016, Time Magazine
• Green Europe is Killing 40,000 Poor People a Year - March 30, 2016, Breitbart.comlLondon
• Know It, Love It Cleveland Water Open House — May 7, 2016, Cleveland Water Works
• Australia Is Fretting Over Water — May 18, 2016, Wall Street Journal
• OK for Companies to Kill Thousands of Eagles — May 20, 2016, Wall Street Journal
• Oregon Ban Wrings Water-Bottling Plant — May 21, 2016, Wall Street Journal
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Wednesday, May 20, 2020 at 15:21:55 Eastern Daylight Time

r Subject: RE Ba d eagle kil e by w n turbine at Wood County site I Toledo Blade - Icebreaker Windpower
Inc. will be a Bird Killing Field, and fresh drinking water environmental disaster in Lake Erie

Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 at 2:36:02 PM Eastern Daylight Time

From: Steve Holmer

To: Tom Sullivan Jr., Mike Parr, Joel Merriman, Shawn Graff, kimberlylkaufman@gmail.com, Mark
Shieldcastle, dbauman~buckeye-express.com, Bishop Sheehan

Caution: This email originated from an external source. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Tom,

Thank you very much for your letter on Icebreaker.

We spoke with BSBO staff today, and will do so again tomorrow to discuss Icebreaker, as
well as next steps on eagles.

Will keep you posted on next steps.

Best,

Steve Holmer
fl Vice President of Policy
LI American Bird Conservancy

4301 Connecticut Ave. NW #451

fl Washington, D.C. 20008202-888-7490 skype: sholmerabc
sholmer~abcbirds.org

Connect with American Bird Conservancy

abcbirds.org Twitter I Instagram Facebook Bird Conservation Alliance ABC Videos

Original Message
From: Tom Sullivan Jr. [mailto:tcsjr~rpminc.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Steve Holmer <sho1mer~abcbirds.org>; Mike Pan <mparr~abcbirds.org>; Joel

U Merriman <JMerriman~abcbirds.org>; Shawn Graff <sgraff~abcbirds.org>;kimberly 1 kaufman~gmail.com; Mark Shieldcastle <markshie1dcast1e~bsbo.org>;

fl dbauman~buckeye-express.com
Subject: FW: Bald eagle killed by wind turbine at Wood County site Toledo Blade -

Icebreaker Windpower Inc. will be a Bird Killing Field, and fresh drinking water
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environmental disaster in Lake Erie

Dear Steve, Mike, Joel, Shawn, Kim, Mark and Dan,

You all have been identified to me as the top bird experts for Ohio and also nationally.

I wanted to send you a copy of my letter below, to ODNR Director Mary Mertz, and the
members of the OPSB.

This letter is for the OPSB to reject the final permit of Case#: 16-1 871-BON, Icebreaker
Wind Facility, to be Developed by Norwegian company Fred Olsen Renewables, in Lake
Erie, off the shores of North East Ohio.

This proposed project, among other issues, will lead to the slaughter of millions of birds in
the area living and migrating across Lake Erie.

This proposed “Demonstration Project” will be the size of the Cleveland skyline, stretching
from Cleveland to Bay Village in Lake Erie, which will create a bird, bat and butterfly
killing field of millions of uncountable creatures, as they sink to the bottom of Lake Erie.

The fUll scale of this proposed project, of 1600 industrial wind turbines, will produce
unthinkable carnage, and near local extinctions of many bird species.

Please contact the listed members of the OPSB below by email, to make your voice be
heard for the wellbeing of the bird populations in Ohio and nationally, by rejecting the
Icebreaker Wind power project.

The vote by the OPSB on this project is scheduled for tomorrow, Thursday May 21, please
email the OPSB members below today.

Thank you for all that you do, for the wellbeing of birds throughout Ohio, and North
America today.

Sincerely yours,

Tom

Thomas C. Sullivan, Jr.
Vice President of Corporate Development
RPM INTERNATIONAL NC.
2628 Pearl Road,
Medina, Ohio 44258
Phone: 330-273-8868
Fax: 330-225-8743
Cell: 216-272-9865
E-Mail: t~jxc~rpminc.com
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LEASE AMENDMENT 2
STATE OF OHIO

LAKE ERIE SUBMERGED LANDS LEASE
FILE NUMBER SUB-2356 Cu

This Lease Amendment 2 is made and entered into by and between the State of Ohio, acting
by and through the Ohio Department of Natural Resources pursuant to the provisions of Sections
1501.01, 1506.10, and I 506.11 of the Ohio Revised Code, and Lessee, Icebreaker Windpower Inc.,
whose address is 50 Public Square, Suite 200, Cleveland, Ohio 44113

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, the parties entered into the Lake Erie Submerged Lands Lease, File
Number SUB-2356-CU C’Lease”) dated January 29, 2014 and

WHEREAS, to accommodate force majeure circumstances under Section 28(d) of the
Lease that have affected a deadline required by Section 20 of the Lease, the parties
amended the Lease to change a date in Section 20 by Lease Amendment I dated
January 3,2019; and

WHEREAS, because the force majeure circumstances remain in effect at the time of
this writing, the parties desire to amend the Lease to again change the date in Section
20

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which
are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree:

Section 20 of the Lease is amended by deleting “December 31, 2019” and replacing
that date with “December 31,2020.”
Except as set forth in this Lease Amendment 2, the Lease is unaffected and shall
continue in full force and effect in accordance with its terms If there is conflict between
this Lease Amendment 2 and the Lease or any earlier amendment, the terms of this
amendment shall prevail.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Lease Amendment 2 to be executed by
their duly authorized officers

[Signatures follow on the iiext page]



STATE OF OHIO
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

By:

Pñnted Name: U

Title: 14 ~~ c~u ~J’ a
Date: (2—13 c/ic1

/ I

ICEBREAKER WINDPOWER INC.

By:

Printed Name: David P. Karpinski

Title: Assistant Vice President

Date: December 20, 2019
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The Public~Trust Doctrine
and Submerged Lake Erie
1. ands in ~JIIlO BY JOSEPHI H. SAPONARO & KE[LH{ H.

ake Erie is arguably Ohio’s greatest
natural resource and is vi ally

1’ important to Ohio’s economy ake
L Erie provides water for drinking,

commercial shipping, fishing, transportation
and recreational activities. In addition, Lake

[ Erie is the boundary line for more than 8,000lakefront property owners in Ohio,
Rights in and to the waters of Lake Erie

and the underlying lake bed are restricted
by the common law principle known as the
“Public Trust Doctrine. Essentially, the Public
Trust Doctrine reserves rights in submerged

L lands for public use and enjoyment such as
navigation, commerce, fishing and recreation,
and use by littoral owners (the rights of owners
of land abutting the Great Lakes are called
“littoral rights” and the owners enjoying those
littoral rights are “littoral owners”).

Pursuant to the Submerged Land Act in
L 1953, 43 U.S.C.A. Ch. 29, title to submerged

lands is owned by the federal government,
which subsequently transfers the right to lease

L the submerg d tands to the states that border
the body of water In Ohio, these rights are

protected, determined, and enforced under

L Chapter 5 of the Ohio Revised Code and inaccordance with the tenets of the Public Trust
Doctrine. Under the Public Trust Doctrine, the
littoral owners have rights to reasonable use of
the waters of Lake Erie in front of or flowing
past their lands for any purpose incidental to
the use and enjoyment of the waterfront land,

so long as it does not materially infringe on the
rights of others.

The specific rights of a littoral owners in Ohio
are derived through submerged land leases
entered into between the littoral owner and the
State ofOhio, under which the State grants public
or private littoral owners the special use of a
portion of the public trust lands the Lake Erie
submerged lands — for the use, development
or improvement of Lake Erie. These submerged
land leases are administered through the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources, Office of
Coastal Management The PublicTrust Doctrine
is the benchmark for the administration of
submerged land leases. Chapter 1501 of the
Ohio Administrative Code provides a five part
test to assist the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources in determining if a proposed use is
compatible with the Public Trust Doctrine. The
elements are
I. Whether the project prejudices the littoral

rights ofany owner of land fronting on Lake
Erie without permission of that owner.

2. Whether the project conforms to the
permitted uses as regulated by the local
government, where applicable.

3. Whether public uses such as navigation,
water commerce, and fishing in the affected
area would be destroyed or greatly impaired.

4. Whether the diminution of the area of
original use would be small compared to the
use of the entire area.

5. Whether the area has a history of use

including, but not limited to, services
rendered to the general public.

O.A.C. 1501-6-03 (Cx1-5).
There is a long-standing history of

jurisprudence surrounding the Public Trust
Doctrine and its application to submerged
lands along the Great Lakes. In the landmark
case illinois Central Railroad Co. i’. State of
Illinois, the Court described the nature of tide
to lands subject to the Public Trust Doctrine:

It is a title held in trust for the people of the
state, that they may enjoy the navigation of the
waters, carry on commerce over them, and
have liberty of fishing therein, freed from the
obstruction or interference of private parties.
The interest of the people in the navigation
of the waters and in commerce over them
may be improved in many instances by the
erection ofwharves, docks, and piers therein,
for which purpose the state may grant parcels
of the submerged lands; and, so long as their
disposition is made for such purpose, no
valid objections can be made to the grants...

146 U.S. 387,452 (1892).
In illinois, the United States Supreme

Court ruled that the Public Trust Doctrine
is applicable to the Great Lakes and obligates
the State to protect the public’s right to use the
public trust lands and waters. Id. at 452-54.

One result of the application of the Public
Trust Doctrine was a need to address the
boundaries of where a government’s control of
submerged land begins and private property
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ends, in response to multiple and conflicting

- - court decisions on the subject. Therefore,
F Congress passed the Submerged Land Act
[ in 1953, 43 U.S.C.A. Ch. 29, (the “Act”). The

Act defines submerged land as the floor of the

r first three nautical miles of navigable waters
measured from the shoreline, and reserved the
rights to those submerged lands to the federal

r government. 43 U.S.C.A. § 1312. The Act does
not, however, clearly identify where the natural
shoreline is located in order to determine the
area comprising submerged lands.

[ In Ohio, defining and identifying the natural
L. shoreline has proved problematic. Since 2004,

a battle has been raging in the Ohio courts
regarding the determination of the natural
shoreline of Lake Erie and the legality of
submerged land leases in general. The legal
battle began when littoral property owners in
Lake County filed an action against the Ohio

~- Department of Natural Resources (ODNR),

Director of Ohio Department of Natural
Resources, and the State of Ohio. See State ex

{ rd. Merrill v. Ohio Dept. of Natural Resources,
Lake Cty. CF. Case No.O4CVOO1O8O. The
litigation was triggered by ODNR’s attempts
to force the submerged land lease program on
private littoral owners, requiring them to pay
fees for development and/or improvements
on private lakefront land abutting Lake Erie.

One of the central issues in this dispute is the
determination of the natural shoreline. There
have been many rulings at the trial court and
appellate court levels, but in 2011 the Ohio
Supreme Court reaffirmed its decision in Sloan
v. Cleveland & Pittsburgh RR. Co (1916), 94
Ohio Si. 61:

More than 130 years ago, in Sloan v. Biemiller
(1878), 34 Ohio St 492, we determined that
when a real estate conveyance calls for Lake
Erie as the boundary the littoral owner’s
property interest “extends to the line at which
the water usually stands when free from
disturbing causes:’
State ex rd. Merrill v. Ohio Dept. of Natural

Resources, 201l-Ohio-4612, ¶ 49. It was the
Sloan decision cited by the Court that resulted
in the Fleming Act of 1917, ultimately codified
at §S1506.10- 1506.11 of the Ohio Revised
Code. Section 1506.10 of the Ohio Revised
Code defines the Lake Erie boundary lines,

“It is hereby declared that the waters of
Lake Erie consisting of the territory within
the boundaries of the state, extending from
the southerly shore of Lake Erie to the
international boundary line between the
United States and Canada, together with the
soil beneath and their contents
Section 1506.11 of the Ohio Revised Code

deals with the development and improvement
of lakefront land; specifically, §1506.11(A)
defines the term “territory” to mean,

“the waters and the lands presently
underlying the waters of Lake Erie and the
lands formerly underlying the waters of
Lake Erie and now artificially filled, between
the natural shoreline and the international
boundary line with Canada:’
In 2012, theLake CountyCourtof Common

Pleas in State ex rel. Merrill v. Ohio Dept. of
Natural Resources, Case No. O4CVOO 1080, on
remand from the Supreme Court of Ohio in
State ex rd. Merrill v. Ohio Dept. of Natural
Resources, 130 Ohio St.3d 30, 2011-Ohio-4612,
entered an Order establishing the following:
1. The farthest lnndward boundary of

the “territory” as that term appears in
R.C.1506.10 and 1506.11 is the natural
shoreline, a moveable boundary located
between the ordinary low and high water
marks consisting of the water’s edge when
free from disturbing causes, which means the
most landward place where the lake water
when undisturbed actually touches the land.

2. The proper interpretation of the phrase,
“lands formerly underlying the waters of
Lake Erie and now artificially filled” in
R.C. 1506.11 is all lands formerly beneath
the waters of Lake Erie, up to the landward
boundary where the lake water in the

absence of disturbance actually touches
the land, notwithstanding any subsequent
artificial filling of those lands, unless the
artificial fill is to remedy an avulsion or
reclaim land lost by avulsion.

3. The “natural shoreline” in R.C. 1506.10 and
1506.11 is the moveable boundary on the
shore where the lake water in the absence of
disturbance touches the land at any given time.

4. The line delineating the state’s public trust in
the waters ofLake Erie and private ownership
of the littoral upland is the natural shoreline,
that is, the most landward of either the low
water mark or the water’s edge wherever it
may be, when undisturbed by sudden, short-
term, dramatic, and perceptible causes.
Although the Trial Court in Merrill resolved

the “natural shoreline” debate in that case, this
debate is not over as other Ohio courts are
faced with this issue and whether or not to
follow Merrill,

Until the Ohio Supreme Court and/or the
Ohio General Assembly clearly define “natural
shoreline:’ littoral owners wanting to utilize
and/or develop the waters of Lake Erie must be
prepared to face the many challenges arising
out of the Public Trust Doctrine, submerged
land leases from the State of Ohio and
inconsistent interpretation by the Ohio Courts
of their littoral rights.

Joseph M. Saponaro is a Partner
at Dinn Hochman & Potter, LLC,
Hispracticefocuses on commercial
real estate and business
transactions. Joe is an active

member of the Cleveland Metropolitan Bar
Association, a committee member, speaker,
and past co-chair of the CMBA Real Estate Law
Institute, a member of the International
Council of Shopping Centers, a member of the
Ohio State Bar Association, and a member of
the American Bar Association. He has been a
CMBA member since 1999. He can be reached
at (440) 446-1100 orjsaponaro@dhplawcom.

Keith H. Raker is a Partner in the
Cleveland, Ohio office of Tucker
Ellis LLP and chairs the firm’s
real estate practice group. His
practice emphasizes real estate

development,financing and leasing. Keith has
been certified as a Specialist in Business,
Commercial and Industrial Real Property
Law by the Ohio State Bar Association and is
a member of the American, Ohio, and New
York Bar Associations. He has been a CMBA
member since 2000. He can be reached at
(216) 696-2468 or Keith.Raker@tuckerellis.com.



Thursday, June 18, 2020 at 09:51:45 Eastern Daylight Time

Subject: FW: Appeal of OPSB Approval of Case Number 16-1871 EL-BGN: Icebreaker Wind Facility on
May 21, 2020.

Date: Thursday, June 18, 2020 at 9:51:16 AM Eastern Daylight Time
From: Tom Sullivan Jr.
To: in o@cle e anda rshow.com
BCC: Sherri Lange, David Strang, johnlipaj@gmail.com, Anne Petersen
Attachments: Graffiti on Last 55th Street Bridge.pdf, Public Trust to lcebreaker.pdf

Dear Cleveland Airshow CEO, Board of Trustees, and Friends,

This email is sent with a heavy heart as someone who has watched and enjoyed the Cleveland Airshow as a

[ kid, and now many years of bringing my own Children down to the show every year, and knowing the millions$ of dollars brought into the city of Cleveland by the Airshow every year.

Please read the email below carefully.

Unfortunately with the approval of the Icebreaker Wind Facility by the OPSB, Case Number 16-1871-EL-BGN,
on May 21, 2020, six (6) five hundred (500) foot high industrial wind turbine towers, with blades the size of 2
football fields, will be slammed to the bottom of Lake Erie, right off the coast of Burke Lake Front Airport.

What does this mean? It means that no way no how the Navy Blue Angles, or Air Force Thunderbirds will
even go near these things, via flight path or otherwise.

Without your marque acts, I’m afraid the Cleveland Airshow is doomed. You are collateral damage to this
green energy boondoggle project.

Please contact Mayor Jackson, State Senator Matt Dolan, Governor Mike Dewine, the members of the OPSB
listed below, and Elizabeth Sullivan at Cleveland.com, and ask them why the Great Cleveland Airshow was
never considered, before the approval of these useless things, not needed for power, and wildlife killing,
water polluting machines in our Beautiful Lake Erie.

Don’t let them tell you it will be ok for the show, it won’t, wait till you see how freaking huge these things
are

Call the Navy and the Airforce and ask them. Unfortunately with these things it’s Goodbye Cleveland Airshow:
[I

Sincerely yours,

Tom

Thomas C. Sullivan, Jr.
29360 Lake Road,
Bay Village Ohio, 44140
Phone: 330-273-8868
Fax: 330-225-8743
Cell: 216-272-9865
E-Mail: tcsr c ,r rninc.com
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ADV

Imminent
Disaster Awaits
Industrializing
Lake Erie with
Thousands of
Wind Turbines!

Below is an open letter delivered to a cjroup
of politicians and media outlets itt june, 2016.
This note will hicjhliqht how the new wind
iarrii that is ctrnently beirtcr built in the fresh
waters of Lake Erie, will hr mg potential di-

saster to the people who rely on this water in
the City of Cloveland and surrounding areas
in Northeast Ohio, Ohio, 4 border states ano
Canada. TI, is wind farm will poteri tially bring

J a far worse clean drinking v:ater issue, than
the current clean water drinking crises, which
is currently a Pecting thousands of citizens in
Flint, Michigan, with their lean water issue.

Additionally this wind farnt ‘oil1 kill thousands

of species of nrig rating birch, that rely ott the
fresh waters and clean flying area across Lake
Erie evenj year Unfortunately tire loss of these

J birds on II riot he able to be counted, as they

will sink and go to the bottom of Lake Erie
Additionally the wirrd Urn, will kill the world’s
greatest fresh ‘va tar stocks for via lleye and
perch Esh ing in North America, and probably

J the world. Othei fish will be affected as well,
including the steeli,ead troLit, whose fishing
is so prevalent it, Lake Erie arid the rivers stir
rouuding Lake Erie.
The Worlds Fresh Water Stat us 20 i a
Today accordirrg to most any studies that you
read, 97 5% of the earth’s surface water is salt
water YoLr can’t drink salt water, or you will

die. 2.5% of tIre worlds water is fresh drinking
water 20% of the world’s hesh drinking water
today is locatdd hr the Grent Lakes. Lake Erie

today has 147 trillion gallons of fresh drinking
water, and supplies millions of US Cntizens,
Clevelanders, and other residents surrounding
Lake Erie’s 871 mile perimeter coastline, and
45 n,iles across to Canada, with depths rang
ing from Sleet deep, to nearly 210 feet deep.
Today nrany in the world are saying that,
“fresh water is the new oil”. This is because of
water scarcity, and the world’s growing popu
lation’s thirst for fresh drinking wateç either
to live, foi crops, manufacturing, all types of
industries, rural and urban life. Lake Erie is
truly a Gem to be protected arid kept clean.
Why Build a Wind Farm in the Fresh Drinking
Waters of Lake Erie?
So the qLrestion is, winy are envinontrenml
advocates for green energy pushing arid
~ursuirig a wtrrd farirt and the industrializatior,
of Lake Erie? Tire current Lake Eric-’.•vind farm
protect, plans to build 6, 500 foot wi:rd towers
to start cvith, at a cost of Si 2CM (with over
SOMiS of this money corner0 from US taxpay
er s) at S2OMi per ‘‘rind tower With this total of
6, 500 foot towers heir,g put in place at a to
tal cost of St 2CM, the final goal of Lake Erie’s
inc tistri a I ha t’o n is for 1 200 w i rid towers, pos
sibly con ipletely destroying Lake Erie’s fresh
dri ,kirtg c’’ater, wildlife, botin in the air anti ii,
Ire v’r, ter, a id her r ity, for a total, nra vet to be

re-paid by dcc t icity used or other energy
rosts, and ‘ever to break even, for a total cn
of 1200 ‘,vind towers, X S2OM, ecfuoling 524
billion dollars, V”OW’ And Why?

The advocates for this v.’ind farm say that
they want to Lrse Lake Erie as a clean energy
field hem use “this will be one of the v,’orld’s
first fresh water ~‘•dud fart ns “ This begs tite
question, why have all the other offshore
wind projects been in salt water, or hrackhh
water, or in the ocean? tA/by have there boen
to large scale fresh water wind farms? The

answer is simple: Because it’s fresh ‘,vetec a rid
peopLe drink fresh water, and thoy don’t want
to foul it up, with hulking, bottom percing,
rusting, inefficient, monstrous wind to’.vers,
that can he susceptible to ruining all of the
fresh drinking water, annd wildlife habitats, in
which, those c’,’i:ich towers are placed.
Also, salt water does not freeze o’er The
fresh water in Lake Erie ‘vilL reeze over, as i~
rloes every couple of yeas, which ‘‘i11 poteri
daIly snap these 500 foot “rind tr,. hine pole5
like tooti,n,icks. ~/~ho ‘. ‘nIl clean up thrs ryce of
massive pollution, eyesore and en’,iron,r,en,al
disaster, if this happens?
If Lake Erie drinking orate, turns into the nexr
Flint, Michigan water issue, hut on a much
more iTrassive scale, who is going to he
responsible? I guess the real aris’.ver to that
question is, who cares? This is being done to
save the planet, rernem nber? A ‘so, it is hems
done off the shores of Cleveland, and who
really cares about Clevelano, Ohio?
The “Cleveland V’/ater Crib” and the Lako Erie

Dead Zone.”

,n,,~,y,,’w.x,’//.’zy.ree’,##,’vn,z’,nrty.rva-,,r.w,,n/,’.-,’.wa -

To finish this open letter go to www.nolakeeriewindfarm.org
— for further information on opposition to this project and
issue go to www.saveourbeautifullake.org,
www.na-paw.org. and www.greatlakeswindtruth.org

To Express your opposition against this project contact
one or all of the local community leaders as listed, and Tell
Them - NOi On OPSB Case Number: 16-1871-EL-BGN, Proj
ectf Icebreaker Windpower Inc. Location: In Lake Erie 7-8
miles off the coast of Cleveland, Ohio,
Cuyahoga County

CONTACT YOUR LEADERS

Ohio Governor Mike DeV’!ine - 6iLZ56~3S55
Ohio Public Utilnties Char watt Sanr, Fandarco - 6 i4-466-3292
Ohio Departnie:it of Nrt:rral Resources Direcic:
Mann Menz - 6l’1-265-oSoS

Please reach the following Ohio Leaders by name, using the
Washington D.C. Congressional Switchboard at — 202-224-3121

Ohrio Set,,ttor Rob Portmarr
Oh ho Senator Shior rod Brown
Ohio Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur
Ohio Congressman Dave Joyce

& ALSO

Ohio State Senator Malt Dolan - 614-466-8056
Ohio State Representative Thomas E Patton -614- 466-4895

PLEASE CONTACT THESE OHIO POLITICIANS TO STOP.

“LONG LIVE ERIELHONAN”
-The I ruc1tioiamr Indian name, for Lake End

] ~‘,‘,‘JJ/C?/%i~’.~W%fl~•,’///7f/ -



• flows and the savagery of lake storms, and the water goes foul, and the bird population gets decimated,
these same proponents will run, hide, and take zero accountability, as is the way of the USA today.
Which people who are such big proponents of this project will put their own careers at risk, with
potential civil and criminal penalties associated with this misplaced green energy project, that portends
an environmental disaster on a global scale? Democratic Presidential candidate, Hilary Clinton,
expressed outrage at the Flint, Michigan water disaster in 2016, where 100,000 residents had to traverse
across town 3 times a day to get fresh bottled water, in 5-gallon jugs, because the local government body
let a taxpayer-funded decision happen, under the radar, which ruined Flint’s water supply virtually
overnight. Candidate Clinton called this a civil rights issue. When Lake Erie is tainted and destroyed,
from an industrial standpoint, will this also be a civil rights issue, demanding accountability? The full
master plan of this project, for the full industrialization of Lake Erie, has been put forth by LEEDCo,
Fred Olsen Renewables, the Cleveland Plain Dealer, and various Ohio State Senators like Matt Dolan,
who is running for U.S. Senate. Considering Lake Erie’s 147 trillion gallons of fresh drinlcing water,
which, according to the Ohio Public Trust Doctrine, is for the exclusive use of millions of Ohioans for
drinking, bathing, and recreational use, the impact here could be Flint, MI x 1000. We certainly do not
want to be on the back end of that. In July of 2018, I testified against this project, Case #16-1871-EL-
BGN, Icebreaker Wind Facility Application, at the Ohio Power Sitting Board general public meeting,
held in the main chambers at Cleveland City Hall. The OPSB members were supposed to be present to
listen to the public regarding the pros and cons of the project. Not one OPSB member showed up. Not
one board member. Instead, they sent two local magistrates to take dictation during the session. Also
enclosed for your review is a copy of my testimony, and the follow-up letter I sent to then OPSB
Chairman, Asim Haque. This is not only Sue Dempsey vs. the World and Icebreaker, there are tens of
thousands of Ohio citizens and voters opposed to this project.

My overall point here, Mark, is that this project is not good for Cleveland, local citizens, the State of Ohio, and
all the states and Canadian provinces that call Lake Erie home. Again, the very real and ironic part of the
Icebreaker project is that 50 years ago, when the Cuyahoga River caught fire, it brought the nation the Clean
Water Act, and the EPA itself, and now, in an ironic sick twist, the Ohio EPA, the ODNR, and the federal EPA
are at the forefront of destroying Lake Erie all over again! This time in the name of clean, green energy, and the
woke idea of the complete industrialization of Lake Erie itself This project must be stopped. Thank you for
your consideration and for reporting the grassroots opposition to LEEDCoflcebreaker, and your review of this
letter and the enclosed, relevant attachments.

LONG LIVE ERIELHONEN!
(The Iroquoiau Indian Name for Lake Erie)

Tom Sullivan
29360 Lake Road
Bay Village, OH 44140
tcsjr(~,rpminc. corn
216-272-9865

(or



CC:
Supreme Court Justices, State of Ohio:
ChiefJustice Maureen 0 ‘Connor
Justice Sharon L. Kennedy
Justice Patrick F. Fischer
Justice R. Patrick De Wine
Justice Michael P. Donnelly
Justice Melody J Stewart
Justice Jennifer Brunner
Politicians:
Mike DeWine Governor State ofOhio
Rob Portman Senator (R-OH)
Sherrod Brown Senator (13-OH)
PUCO:
Matthew Butler Program Administrator
Ohio Department ofNatural Resources:
Mary Mertz
North American Platform Against Wind Power:
Sherri Lange CEO
Great Lakes Wind Truth:
Suzanne Albright
American Bird Conservancy:
Steve Holmer
Mike Parr
Shawn Graff
Black Swamp Bird Observatory:
Kimberly Kaufman Executive Director
Mark Shieldcastle Research Director
Don Bauman
Save Our Beautiful Lake:
David Strang Founder
Lake Erie Marine Trade Association:
John Lipaj - President
ForLoveolWater.org:
Liz Kirkwood Executive Director
Dave Dempsey Senior Advisor
Media:
Elizabeth Sullivan Director ofOpinion, Cleveland. com
Columbus Dispatch
Info@clevelandairshow.com

Norm Schultz
Tom Wasilewski



JULY 19, 2018
Cleveland City Council Chambers

Against
OPSB/Ohio Power Sitting Board
Case Number: 16-1871-.EL-BGN
Project: Icebreaker Wind Facility

Applicant: Icebreaker Windpower, Inc.
Location: 8-9 Miles off Cleveland Coast

in Lake Erie, Cuyahoga County, Ohio



• Thomas C. Sullivan Jr.
29360 Lake Road *

Bay Village, Ohio 44140

July30, 2018

Mr. Chairman Asirn Haque
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
180 East Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Dear Mr. Chairman Asim Haque,

This Letter to you, and copied to all 2018 OPSB Voting Board Members, Non-Voting
Legislative Members, and individuals listed below, is a complete review of my Oral
Testimony, with Exhibits, provided and presented to: Two Judicial Magistrates and a Court
Reporter, at the OPSB Local Public Hearing, Held July 19, 2018, At Cleveland City Council
Chambers. Re: Public Hearing For or Against, Case Number: 16-1871 -EL-BGN, Project:
Icebreaker Windpower Inc. Facility, Applicant: icebreaker Windpower Inc. Location: Lake
Erie, Cuyahoga, County, 7-8 miles off the coast of Cleveland, Ohio.

Mr. Chairman, Over 200 members of the Public, that will be directly affected by this project,
attended this public hearing on this case, which was weU documented as to the place and
time, on July 19, 2018. Many of the Public Attendees, your constituents, and who you are
appointed to serve, were rather dumbstruck, that you, and no other OPSB Members showed

[ up, and attended this very important public hearing, regarding Ohio’s most important naturalresource, Lake Erie.

On your behalf a woman who identified herself as your Public Relations Officer, said you
were planning to attend this hearing, but missed a plane to attend at the last minute, and

F therefore you would not be attending. After seeing that no other OPSB Members did also not
L attend, I find her statement to me on your intention to attend this Public Hearing as False.

Also, myself and other members of the Public wonaered in awe, how deep our state taxes and

[ government spending extends, for someone in your position to have their very own PRperson, paid for by our state taxes.

And so, at this Public Hearing on July 19, 2018, the Public’s Sworn Testimony, and Exhibits
were given to: Two Judicial Magistrates, and a Court Reporter.
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All of the Testimony by the Public Attendees given Orally, after being Sworn In, with
Exhibits, and the submitted written testimony, was promised by the Judicial Magistrates, to
be completely reviewed, by the OPSB, regarding the Case, prior to any decision on the case

r be made, by the OPSB. Since no OPSB Members even bothered to show up for their
constituents at this Public Hearing on the case, many of the Public present at the meeting
doubt this promise.

With this in mind, in an attempt for a real review of my oral and written testimony, I have
provided enclosed to you Mr. Chairman, my entire Oral Testimony, and appropriate Exhibits,
copied with this letter to your entire Distinguished OPSB, for you ALL to hopefully review,
and have in mind, during your next Case Hearing on this proposed project, on August 6,
2018, which is closed to Public Testimony.

My Testimony focuses on Three (3) Major Issues Against placing 500’ Industrial Wind
Turbines, directly into the bottom of Our Great Lake Erie:

r Issue #1) Mr. Chairman - The very reason that there are no Global Fresh Water Industrial
[ Wind Turbine projects that exist, is that the World’s surface today is only 2.5% Fresh Water,

and this is the water that people drink, and need fresh water to live. All of the major offshore
industrial wind turbine projects Globally today are in salt water, because people don’t drink
salt water, or they will die. This project, so close to the Cleveland Water in-take crib (3-4
miles away), and being placed in the moving Toxic Blob area CLA-1, and Lake Erie Dead

[ Zone area, (see Exhibits) will push 50 to 100 years of PCB’s, toxic sludge, and magnesium,
among other dangerous chemicals, now sifting undisturbed on the bottom of Lake Erie, right

F into our drinking water, poisoning the 11th Largest Fresh Water Lake in the world today, and
L inducing cancer and birth defects to the 11 million people/citizens/and voters, who drink the

waters of Lake Erie every day. Please read this portion of my testimony with exhibits
carefully~ because this will brew up an issue for All of us that will equal the Flint Michigan
water Problem today, X 1000! Which I detail. Lake Erie fresh drinking water is already under
stress from the agricultural mn-off in the western basin, where the Federal Government has

L pledged $300m to assist in fighting this problem for our drinking water. The real irony here,
is that the very creation of the EPA itself; started with the Clean Air and Clean Water acts,

L that resulted from the City of Cleveland, the State of Ohio and the Federal Government,doing an excellent job cleaning up Our Lake Erie, after the Cuyâhoga River caught on fire in
1969. The newly formed United States EPA, with the Army Corps of Engineers, moved all

[ this toxic sludge and cancer-causing chemicals out to the bottom of Lake Erie. This Current
Industrial Wind Turbine Project will stir it all up again, with the placing of the Massive

[ Poles, suction bottom Boxes, of these hulking 500’ Towers in Lake Erie, and then theDredging Up of 11 miles for buried cables, on the bottom of Lake Erie, to reach the on-shore
power station. Again I urge you to read this part of my Testimony very carefully, with
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Exhibits, as you don’t want to be on the wrong end, of this Environmental Fresh Water
drinking Disaster, for millions of Ohioans. Because of the Flint issue, because of the western
basin run off issue, there will be no hiding from all those involved when this occurs, Again,
to Lake Erie.

Issue #2) Mr. Chairman - Does Cleveland and North East Ohio Need this Additional Power,

{ and Energy Source On-line? Short answer No. As you surely know, there are Two (2) ZeroCO2 Emissions producing Nuclear power plants, that are completely green, produce energy
for millions, and can actually store energy, which wind power cannot, just miles away from
the proposed site area of this project, on Lake Erie. The Davis Bessie and Perry Nuclear
Power stations, are among the largest Nuclear Power stations in North America today. And
they are not to be decommissioned, but stay operating because ofNational Security, recently

L decreed by our own DOE. North East Ohio also has a huge abundance of natural gas on line
right now, due to the Marcellus shale production throughout Ohio, making natural gas more
affordable than ever. Do we need more power in the area, the answer is a clear NO. In fact,
the proposed wind power, committed to be bought under a “secret contract” by Cleveland
Power, will increase electricity prices to those already in poverty, who will be forced to buy
this power at 3X plus the normal rates. This will be Economic Injustice for the poor on the
near east side, and near west side of Cleveland, adding energy poverty to their already daily

{ burdens, with no real Economic Justification for this project. Again, I urge you to review mytestimony, and read my exhibits on this important issue. We Don’t Need the Power.

[ Issue #3) Mr. Chairman - This Project is now what is referred to today, as Green Crony
Capitalism, let’s follow the money here? See my Testimony and Exhibit on the Ohio Public
Trust Doctrine, which designates Lake Erie’s use of fresh water, recreation, enjoyment and
tourism to the citizens of Ohio. Initially, The Public Trust Doctrine granted the rights for the

r ODNR, to provide 50 year sub-merged lease rights to non-profit LEEDCO, for the
development of the bottom of Lake Erie. LEEDCO, which was created in 2009, fought to be
a real project in 2013, and failed in 2014. At about this time, LEEDCO’s CEO and main
shareholder, Lorry Wagner met Norwegian billionaire Fred Olsen Jr., who’s companies have
successfhlly completed offshore wind projects, All in Salt Water, in the UK, Netherlands and
Norway. So are the ODNR rights granted to non-profit LEEDCO for exclusive 50 year rights
to develop the bottom of Lake Erie, to be transferred to the for profit FRED Olsen.
Renewables, when Fred Olsen Buys LEEDCO, and creates a new company called Icebreaker
Windpower Inc. A company that may not even exist today? I asked Lorry Wagner this
question in June 2018, at a CYC meeting, and also what Fred Olsen is paying him, and all the
LEEDCO shareholders, for his non-profit company, funded by our tax dollars, via DOE

[ grants. Lorry Wagner responded that the price being paid to him to purchase LEEDCO byFred Olsen was “confidential.” Lorry Wagner did confirm that he has signed a letter of intent,
an LOI, to sell LEEDCO to Norwegian firm Fred Olsen Renewables. Mr. Chairman, this is
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not legal to transfer these rights to develop the bottom of our Lake Erie to a foreign, for
profit, billionaire. And what is the price Fred Olsen is proposing on paying for LEEEDCO?
The Public demands to know. Whatever the price is here, This is the price to be paid for the

r bottom of Our Lake Erie! Is this “deal” and price, for the bottom of our Lake Erie, to
possibly to be known one day in the fUture as the OPSB’s Folly - Haque’s Folly? This pnce
will most likely make Lorry Wagner and his Shareholders all millionaires, all off US tax
payer subsidized DOE tax dollars$. All Fred Olsen, or any wind power developer
wants/needs is the land, dirt, sand or sludge, to begin their projects. Fred Olsen could

r probably give a damn about Lake Erie, our fresh Water, fish stocks, birds, bats, the Beauty.
Fred Olsen wants the rights, for this project, and the rights for the future development, and
entire Industrialization and Ruin of our Lake Erie, which under Green Crony Capitalism, will

r make Lorry Wager, and his other LEEDCO shareholders Millionaires. This is wrong and
completely abhorrent to the Public Trust Doctrine. Please review my testimony and Exhibits
in this area. One exhibit was made by wife and children, the story board I used to present this

[ point at the Public Hearing. You see I’m not a coal executive, or green energy company
owner, just an Ohio citizen who lives on the shores of Lake Erie, has 5 kids, a dog and a day

r job selling paint. But I can see clear as day how wrong this project is for Lake Erie. I can’t
L. believe the OPSB would not see this as well.

Mr. Chairman - Twill now provide you a final review, regarding the July 19, 2018 Public
Meeting on this case, since again you were not present: There were over 200 citizens of the

F public, who attended. The sign-up sheet that allowed those who wished to give oral
L Testimony, listed 70 people had signed up to speak, before the hearing began at 6pm. After 4

hours of testimony, the Cleveland police threatened to kick everyone out of the building by

[ 10:30pm. This allowed for a total of 46 individuals who stood up, among their fellowcitizens, and argued Against or For the project. The final tally, by my Mend who attended the
hearing next to me, included a total of 46 speakers who gave oral testimony. 18 speakers
were Against the project, and 28 speakers were For the project. In an interesting twist, Those
speakers who were For the project, were allowed to speak unabated, as long as they wanted,

- with no objections or cross examination. Those speakers who were Against the project,
- including my own testimony, where objected to, questioned, and their testimony cut short.

This was not done by the Magistrates, but by the two (2) LEEDCO lead attorneys on the

L case, lawyers present at the meeting. YES, LEEDCO paid lawyers, ironically probably paid
by our own tax dollars, showed up with a clear bias, and harassed, all throughout the Public
hearing, ONLY those citizens Against the project. Citizens Against the project, were objected

L to, cross examined, and asked for time cut off. This was for only those citizens who gave
Testimony Against the project. The LEEDCO lawyers, Ms. Christine M.T. Pink, and her
associate, who you will surely recognize the names, for the project in the case legal
documents, not once objected to, questioned, or asked for a time cut, on any person giving
testimony For the project. There was no council present to cross examine, question or cut the
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time, of those citizens For the project. This was very unfair and biased. I imagine this would

[ have been a more evened out Public hearing, if you, Chairman Haque, or even one of theOPSB members, voting or non-voting, were present, for this most important Public Hearing,

r held on this case- Most of the For project speakers were local councilmen, union officials,
people from the Cleveland Foundation, and LEEDCO Representatives. There was a large
rowdy Union contingent there. The Unions looking rightly for jobs, are led to believe from

{ LEEDCO and Lorry Wagner lies, that this project will create locally almost 500 new jobs.BUT if you look at the NEPA report on this project, under public records, DOE/EA-2045,
page 3-100, it clearly states, “the project will directly employ 159 jobs...it is anticipated that
many highly specialized jobs would come from outside the area.” Further stated is “the
operation and maintenance of the project, once complete, will generate nine (9) full time

r jobs.” Mr. Chairman, this is 159 + 9, for a total of 168 jobs, most from outside the area, and
gone after the initial project is done. The other jobs referred to in the report are listed as
“could create”, not firm jobs. It is clear the local Unions, in support of the project, have been
duped. The same NEPA report on the project is further interesting as it confirms the project
will be put up in the “Dead Zone” of Lake Erie (as earlier discussed), page 3-28. Also, the

r potential for Ice Hazards from Lake Erie freezing over, “would not be expected” to cause
L harm to the bases of the tower structures, based on “research and Modeling.” Not one real life

example or current project example with Ice Flows is given, this from NEPA report page 3-

F 76. And the Kicker in the NEPA report, page 3-104, is under “Water Resources Section”,“Lake Water Quality - Minor, Short-term Adverse Impact”, what does this mean? And
“Drinking Water Supply and Quality - No Impacts”, OK? Based on what? Are You ready to

L hang your vote, your reputation on that? The Cleveland Fnd had many attendees, and a few
speakers For the project, as they see a fantasy, where they describe Cleveland as this poor,
stuck in past, rust belt city, that will be miraculously transformed into the North American
hub, for industrial wind turbine production. This is a myth, because these towers, motors,
turbines, suction boxes, are all designed and made in Norway and Europe, and outside the
USA, by Fred Olsen’s companies. Do you think Fred is going to allow a bunch of Cleveland
companies, who have never even made a 500’ tower, or any specific wind turbine
component, supply this PLUMB project, and risk screwing it up? Not a chance. These
components will all be imported into the USA, along with Fred’s workers, to do this project.
Also, allegedly the CEO of the Cleveland Fnd, one of the founders of LEEDCO, and
presumably still a large shareholder, may make a HUGE amount of money, along with Lorry
Wagner, when LEEDCO is bought by FRED OLSEN RENEWABLES, by a still unknown
price$? Mr. Chairman, Finally, all those citizens who gave testimony Against the project,
where all normal citizens, seeing the issues I raised, plus numerous many more, dealing with
the decimation of millions of Birds, Bats, Fish stocks, helicopter, plane navigation issues,

L boating recreation, restrictions to parts of Lake Erie, and making Lake Erie look like a giantairport at night, with flashing lights and fog horns, and the blight to our sunrise and sunsets.
LEEDCO says the Turbines will be the size of a dime high, from the shoreline. This is a lie,
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as they will be as visible, as the 50 story buildings in downtown Cleveland from 20 miles

[ away. Also, the sound of Whomp, Whomp, Whomp, traveling across the water for miles andmiles, and countless other issues. Doom is what these Industrial Turbines will bring, and do

r bring wherever they are, BUT not in the world’s 11th largest fresh water lake. Mr. Chairman
I urge you, and the Distinguished OPSB Members, to not be caught on the wrong side of
history, on this most important National Security Issue. Vote No and Kill Case Number: 16-
1871 -EL-BGN, once and for ALL.

Long Live ERIELHONAN! The Iroquoian name for LAKE ERIE!

Bay Village, Ohio
44140

Enclosures:
• Testimony Presented by Thomas C. Sullivan Jr. — Local Public Hearing, July 19, 2018
• Exhibit: PD Article — May 28, 2016 — “Thousands of Turbines in the Lake.”
• Exhibit: Belt Magazine Article — May 9, 2016— Sediment Blob in Lake Erie CLA-1
• Exhibit: Lake Erie Water Department website 6/27/18 — Dead Zone and Manganese
• Exhibit: Minnesota Dept of Health website 6/27/18 — Manganese and Drinking Water
• Exhibit: Trump to Save Nuclear Plants — Cleveland.com 6/1/18 — “National Security”
• Exhibit: Cleveland Metropolitan Bar Journal — October 2014— The Public Trust

Doctrine and Submerged Lake Erie Lands in Ohio
• Exhibit: Presentation Board at July 19, 2018 Public Hearing — The Public Trust

Doctrine to Icebreaker Wind Power Inc.’s = Green Crony Capitalism

CC: Director Craig W. Butler — Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

[ Director David T. Daniels — Ohio Department of AgricultureDirector David Goodman — Ohio Development Services Agency
Director Lance Himes — Ohio Department of Health
Director James J. Zehringer — Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Mr. Jeffrey J. Lechak, P.E. — Public Member
Senator Troy Balerson — Ohio Senate
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Senator Sandra Williams — Ohio Senate
Representative Rick Carfanga — Ohio House of Representatives
Representative Michael Ashford — Ohio House of Representatives
Mike DeWine, Ohio Attorney General.
Honorable Andrew Wheeler, Acting Administrator of the United States EPA
Honorable Richard Perry, United States Secretary of Energy
Honorable Ryan Zinke, Secretary of the United States Department of Interior
President Donald 3. Trump
John Hageman, The Sandusky Register
David Strang, S aveOurBeautifulLake.org
Fred Hunger
John and Annette Lipaj
Sheri Lange and Michael Spencley
Thomas Wasilewski
Suzanne Aibright
Pete Kolodgy
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Testimony Presented with Exhibits for the Record by:

Thomas C. Sullivan Jr.

29360 Lake Road

Bay Village, Ohio 44140

OPSB I Ohio Power Sitting Board

Case Number 16-1871-EL-BGN

Project: Icebreaker Wind Facility

Applicant: Icebreaker Windpower Inc.

Location: Lake Erie Cuyahoga County

Status: Staff investigation

Local Public Hearing

July 19, 2018 at 6:00 PM

Cleveland City Council Chambers

Cleveland City Hall
2L,d Floor— Room 217

601 Lakeside Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio 44114
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No Lake Erie Wind Farm

• Personal introduction — Thomas C. Sullivan Jr.
• Recognition to the entire OPSB / Thanks for their time and service.

The Worlds Fresh Water Status 2018

• Mr. Chairman - #1 Key Issue

Today, according to most any studies that you read, 97.5% of the earth’s
surface water is salt water. You can’t drink salt water, or you will die. 2.5%
of the world’s water is fresh drinking water. 20% of the world’s fresh
drinking water today is located in the Great Lakes. Lake Erie today has 127
trillion gallons of fresh drinking water, and supplies millions of US Citizens,
Clevelanders, and other residents surrounding Lake Erie’s 871 mile
perimeter coastline, and 45 miles across to Canada, with depths ranging
from 5 feet deep, to nearly 210 feet deep.

Today many in the world are saying that, “fresh water is the new oil”. This
is because of water scarcity, and the world’s growing population’s thirst for
fresh drinking water, either to live, for crops, manufacturing, all types of
industries, rural and urban life. Lake Erie is truly Ohio’s Gem to be
protected and kept clean.

Why Build a Wind Farm in the Fresh Drinking Waters of Lake Erie?

• Mr. Chairman

So the question is why are environmental advocates for green energy
pushing and pursuing a wind farm and the industrialization of Lake Erie?
The current Lake Erie wind farm project, plans to build 6, 500 foot wind
towers to start with, at a cost of $1 20M (with over 50M$ of this money
coming from US taxpayers) at $20M per wind tower.
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• Mr. Chairman

The advocates for these industrial turbines say that they want to use Lake
Erie as a clean energy field because “this will be one of the world’s first
fresh water industrial turbine wind farms.” And that, “Lake Erie can become
the green version of Saudi Arabia.” This begs the question, why have all
the other offshore wind projects been in salt water, or brackish water, or in
the oceans, or seas? Why have there been no large scale industrial wind
turbine fresh water wind farms? The answer is simple: Because it’s fresh
water, and people drink fresh water, and they don’t want to foul it up, with
hulking, bottom piercing, rusting, inefficient, monstrous wind towers, that
can be susceptible to ruining all of the fresh drinking water, and wildlife
habitats, in which these industrial wind turbines are placed.

(Exhibit #1 — PD Article)

Mr. Chairman

Also, salt water does not freeze over. The fresh water in Lake Erie will
freeze over, as it does every couple of years, which will potentially snap
these 500 foot wind turbine poles like toothpicks. Who will clean up this
type of massive pollution, eyesore and environmental disaster, when this
happens?

• Mr. Chairman

Not many people have been to the exact location on Lake Erie where
LEEDCO is currently proposing to put up the 6, 500 foot towering industrial
wind turbines in Lake Erie, in 65 feet of water.

I’ve been out there, on the water in the exact location of the proposed
industrial wind turbines on Lake Erie.

I was out there at the site on August 29, 2015, on my Seadoo, watching the
DOSECCA vessel taking their soil samples from the bottom of Lake Erie.
The number 1 issue with the location that all Clevelander’s, Ohioans and
OPSB members should consider:
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The project itself sits about 6 to 7 miles offshore of Lakewood, Ohio, AND
unfortunately half way out to the site sits the City of Cleveland’s Water
Intake Crib. This Water Crib intake, among others in Lake Erie, provides
168 million gallons of drinking water to Cleveland residents and millions of
Ohioans every day, 11 million citizens a day.

Approximately 3 to 4 miles from this crib is where the 6 “$20M a piece,
$50M in taxpayer funded industrial turbine wind towers”, will be placed into
the bottom of Lake Erie.

Now how deep are the footings, or the base boxes of the towers going to
go down, when they are placed directly into the bottom of Lake Erie, in
boxes that are supposedly designed to settle on the bottom of Lake Erie,
thru 50 to 100 to 150 years of toxic sludge. So how deep does a company
from Norway mind you, not America, yes, this US$ taxpayer funded project
is going to a company from Norway, how much toxic sludge is this Norway
company going to have to push thru into Lake Erie’s bottom, to secure just
one 500 foot tall industrial wind turbine, at 65 foot water depth, under the
fresh drinking waters of Lake Erie? The project will be done With an
unproven box method, that LEEDCO and Fred Olsen from Norway are
happy to experiment with, in our 127 trillion gallons of fresh drinking water,
aka our awesome natural resource, Lake Erie.

• Mr. Chairman:

(Exhibit #2— Belt Magazine Article)

I’d like to submit for the record an article from Belt Magazine, of May 9,
2016, entitled Sediment Blob in Lake Erie. This article states that about 9
miles from the Cleveland shoreline, a moving blob of toxic sediment rests
on the bottom of Lake Erie, underneath roughly 60 feet of water.

They call this area in Lake Erie CLA-1. It has a name designated by the
EPA because of what sludge sits there on the bottom of Lake Erie, after the
years of abuse of Lake Erie, during Ohio’s industrialization, from the mid to
late 1800’s, to the early 1900’s, all the way to the 1970’s. This abuse
continued until local Ohio citizens, the Ohio State government, and the
Federal government did an excellent job of cleaning up Lake Erie. Today
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Lake Erie is one of the cleanest fresh drinking watersheds in the world. So
why mess with the 1 jth largest fresh water lake in the world?

• Mr. Chairman

The article states that CLA-1 consists of layers of over 30, 50, 100, and by
some counts 150 years of cumulated carcinogens sitting on top of
themselves, such as lead, magnesium, arsenic, mercury, PCB’s and many
different hazardous toxic chemicals, that have finally settled down nicely, at
the bottom of Lake Erie after years of abuse, finally not harming Lake Erie’s
current fresh drinking water. Most of all, these carcinogens have been
linked to cancer and birth defects, if consumed.

• Mr. Chairman

What’s going to happen when this toxic sludge is all mixed up by the first of
the C proposed monstrous wind turbines? And then the other 5 massive
poles?

• Mr. Chairman

The thing about the current location in Lake Erie for this project, is all of this
sludge, and all of this toxic waste and chemicals that have built up over the
past 100 years is going to be stirred up, and flow directly into the Cleveland
Waler Crib, thus polluting, toxifying, and poisoning millions of Ohio children,
young adults, adults and elder people. This is not even mentioning our
Border States and Canadian waters.

We are talking lead, mercury, PCBs, dioxins, magnesium, arsenic and the
release all of these toxic chemicals that have been deposited in Lake Erie,
in one form or another, since the mid to late 1800’s, early 1900’s and to the
1970’s.

When this all goes foul, and the water goes foul, and flows into the Water
Crib, what individuals, what corporations, LEEDCO, Fred Olsen
Renewables, what Billionaire from Norway, who is going to be civilly and
criminally liable to those citizens who are directly affected? And to the
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taxpayers of the State of Ohio and the United States, who are funding this
project? This project is a tort lawyers dream, waiting to be approved by
your OPSB. Are you willing to take this risk, with our fresh water supplies?

• Mr. Chairman

Once this toxic sludge, which is CURRENTLY SITTING QUIETLY, AND
UNDISTURBED, at the bottom of Lake Erie, is disturbed, and Lake Erie’s
fresh water and this sludge is stirred up, what is this going to look like, and
how will this affect the current quality of our fresh drinking water in Lake
Erie today? Particularly with the proposed industrial wind farm so close to
the Cleveland Water Crib intake system?

• Mr. Chairman

Who Will Bear the Responsibility?

What will this water look like and contain in toxicity compared to the water
in Flint, Michigan? And if this water is not potable or drinkable for millions
of Clevelanders and Ohioans, Americans or Canadians, and the People
and their Children are harmed, who will be at fault? Will it be LEEDCO?
Fred Olsen Renewables? Others?

Who has thrust this great honor upon Cleveland and Lake Erie, the world’s
11th largest, and most reliable fresh drinking water resource in the world
today?

Offshore industrial wind turbines should not be placed in the peoples
fresh drinking water. Keep them offshore, in salt water!

• Mr. Chairman

This will be a natural disaster beyond comparison, certainly to Flint,
Michigan, which has gotten so much press, and empathy. In Flint, there is a
search on to punish those responsible, not only by the EPA, but also
among the many leaders and politicians, who stood by unaware, and let
Flint, Michigan’s fresh drinking water be poisoned with lead, right under the
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noses of Flint’s citizens, and taxpayers. To this day July 19, 2018, Flint
Michigan has not had safe drinking water for 1,547 days, and counting. I
reference you to RVAFIint #SaveFlintChallenqe, a go fund me site to buy
bottled water for Flint, Michigan, children, mothers, fathers and the elderly.

In Flint, Michigan 100,000 residents, 3 times a day have to traverse across
town to get fresh bottled water in big 5 gallon jugs, for drinking, for bathing,
and to fulfill their daily ration. Why? They can’t drink their tap water. Why is
this? Because a government body (similar to the OPSB) let a taxpayer
funded decision happen, in Flint, Michigan, mostly under the radar, without
input from its citizens, or what thoughts could happen to their fresh water
supply.

• Mr. Chairman

The same question I pose to LEEDCO, to Fred Olsen, the Norwegian
Billionaire, who somehow has received/or not, 50 year exclusive rights, to
develop, the bottom of our Lake Erie. Who is going to answer for this
potential natural disaster, and the human hardship that this is going to
cause? Not for 100,000 residents like in Flint, but potentially millions of
Ohio citizens. -

When the industrial turbines are placed in Lake Erie CLA-1 area, and the
Lake Erie Dead Zone, 3 miles from the Cleveland Fresh Water Crib intake,
fouls up the fresh drinking water that exists in Lake Erie today, who will
take responsibility? Who will be fired? Voted out of office? Face civil fines?
Go to jail? Because of Flint, Michigan, US citizens and taxpayers have
eyes wide open!

• Mr. Chairman

Lake Erie fresh drinking water is already experiencing major toxic algae
blooms, from agricultural runoff. This pollution of the lake is already causing
major problems with our drinking water, already creating Dead Zones
where nothing can live, and in the Dead Zones, that water is dangerous
already to drink, with very high levels of manganese. As you may know,
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recently the Federal Government has provided $300M to assist with this
problem. AND now, must we further stress and burden our Lake Erie fresh
drinking water, with hulking off-shore industrial wind turbines, further
harming our drinking water as well? Mr. Chairman, I say No Thank You to
this project!

(Exhibit 2 Dead Zone Articles Here)

• Mr. Chairman

Lake Erie is already the shining success of the environmental movement
from the 1970’s, after local, state and federal clean-up pollution efforts
banded together, after the Cuyahoga River caught on fire in 1969 from a
massive oil streak, caused by one of the local steel plants.

• Mr. Chairman

It was the incredible Environment Success, the beginning of the EPA itself,
the honor and the pride of the local Cleveland, Ohio State, and Federal
Government people and programs, the clean air and clean water acts, that
cleaned up Lake Erie, from the disaster that it was in the 1960’s, and the
1970’s. Is this now to be put all in jeopardy. By massive wind turbine poles,
secured by untested boxes, to the bottom of Lake Erie, just 3 miles North
from the Cleveland Water Crib, dredging up almost a centuries worth of
carcinogens, flowing into the Cleveland Water Crib, and affecting our
drinking water, from the documented CLA-1 Zone, and Dead Zones, in 60
feet of water in Lake Erie? Is the OPSB ready to have the beginning of the
EPA in America, some 48 years ago, come full circle, with the dredging up
of all the toxic sludge the EPA displaced, to clean up Lake Erie in the first
place? This question sits hard with you and your OPSB members. We say
NO! Not in our great fresh water Lake Erie!
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• Mr. Chairman - #2 Key Issue

The other major question is, Does Cleveland and North East Ohio
Need This Additional Energy Source On-line?

This question is, why are we putting an industrial wind turbine farm in Lake
Erie at all, when Ohioans have some of the most abundant, green and low
cost energy resources already on line, available in the world today?

As you surely know, there are 2 ZERO CO2 EMISSION producing Nuclear
Power Plants within miles, on the shores of Lake Erie already producing
“completely green energy” for millions of Americans. These 2 Nuclear
Power Stations are located just miles away from the proposed industrial
wind turbine site in Lake Erie.

The Davis Bessie Nuclear Power Station to the ‘.~iE of Cleveland
produces 776 GWH of energy, and the Perry Nuclear Power Station to the
East of Cleveland produces 858 GWH of energy, (one of the largest
Nuclear Power Stations in the US), providing abundant energy to millions of
residents of Cleveland, Ohio, and other surrounding states, with zero CO2
greenhouse gas emissions, providing power to tens of millions of American
citizens, businesses, and industries throughout the Midwest, with the most
sustainable green delivery, and storage mode of energy, available today.
AND this is clean/green energy - ZERO EMISSIONS! Zero CO2 — Green
House Gases. (Exhibit: Trump keeps open Nuclear Power Plans for
National Security)

• Mr. Chairman

We also have an abundance of natural gas, via the Marcels Shale, and the
lowest energy costs in years. With this energy, plus the 2 local Nuclear
Power, Power plants nearby, why build an industrial wind turbine energy
source, in one of the largest fresh drinking water lakes in the world? When
we clearly don’t need the energy locally?! In fact, the power pledged to buy
from Cleveland, from these industrial turbines, will cost 3 times as much to
local Cleveland residents, who already live in poverty; No Economic Justice
or Economic Justification!
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• Mr. Chairman - #3 Key Issue

This is Green Crony Capitalism, let’s follow the money here?

The Norwegian Wind Company to build the LEEDCO offshore industrial
wind turbine project, is Fréd.Olsen Renewableth Lake Erie Energy
Development Company. This is a for profit Norwegian company, with
experience in building industrial wind turbine projects in the North Sea, the
U.K, and the Netherlands, ALL IN SALT WATER, offshore industrial wind
turbine projects. Here is a key question: Does the company Icebreaker
Windpower Inc. even exist?

For profit, Fred.Olsen plans to buy the non-profit LEEDCO assets, but for
how much $? How much is the Fred.Olsen Company going to pay for the
(non-profit) LEEDCO assets? This is an undisclosed amount. What specific
executives of (non-profit) LEEDCO, and what affiliated parties, including
business people, and shareholders in LEEDCO, will share in the purchase
price that Fred.Olsen Renewables Company pays for LEEDCO? This will
make the LEEDCO shareholders millionaires, off of a publicly funded, DOE
tax funded entity, LEEDCO, and Lorry Wagner, and the other shareholders,
Ron Richard of the Cleveland Foundation?

• Mr. Chairman

(Exhibit: Picture of poster board from hearing)

(Exhibit: Ohio Public Trust doctrine article)

This is Green Crony Capitalism. Like with everything, let’s try to follow the
money here. The Ohio Public Trust / (Ohio’s citizens’ rights of Lake Erie)
gives permission to the ODNR, to grant a 50 year sub-merged land lease to
(non- profit) LEEDCO, for LEEDCO to develop the bottom of Lake Erie.
Fred Olsen, a Norwegian Billionaire, plans to buy LEEDCO for how much
$? Does the 50 year exclusive rights granted to LEEDCO (a non-profit) by
ODNR via the Ohio Public Trust, to develop the bottom of our Lake Erie, go
to Fred Olsen, and his Icebreaker Windpower Inc. Company, a for profit
càmpany, when bought by a foreign billionaire? Will this transfer of
exclusive rights be approved and granted by the ODNR? And now the
OPSB? And what is the price it costs for a Norwegian Billionaire to buy the
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rights for the bottom of “our” Lake Erie (the Ohio Public Trust). According to
Lorry Wagner of LEEDCO, there has been an LOI signed, a letter of intent
for Fred Olsen Renewables to buy LEEDCO, and form Icebreaker
Windpower Inc. But since it is “confidential” — tell us all now in this public
hearing, representatives of LEEDCO, what is the price to sell the rights to
the bottom of our Lake Erie? Is it legal to sell these rights granted by the
Ohio Public Trust, to ODNR to LEEDCO (a non-profit), to Fred Olsen (a for
profit foreign Billionaire)? If not, is this hearing, is the Icebreaker
Windpower Inc. application not legal, and a waste of everyone’s time?

• Mr. Chairman

Does everybody know, that Fred.Olsen desires a 50 year exclusive lease to
develop the bottom of Lake Erie from the State of Ohio? Was this project
and timeframe (50 years) granted by the Ohio State Legislature? Why does
the Fred.Olsen Company need a 50 year lease, when they are only going
to build a pilot project of 6, 500 foot industrial wind turbines, located 8 to 10
miles northwest of Downtown Cleveland, to be started in 2018? This 50
years is the timeframe needed for the project to put up 1700, 500 foot wind
turbines, to completely industrialize Lake Erie? 50 years, at a cost to US
taxpayers of $348 ($20M a piece) a plumb project indeed. All any wind
turbine developer wants is the rights to the dirt, sand or sludge, that they
need to build their monstrous wind turbines on! Mr. Chairman,
distinguished OPSB members, Ohio Senators, and Ohio House of
Representatives, this project, which has now turned into a for profit
operation, and involves the outright sale of the bottom of Lake Erie, to a
foreign Billionaire, against the Ohio Trust Doctrine, should not be approved,
by the OPSB. In fact, should not the full Ohio Senate and Ohio House of
Representatives approve the sale, of the bottom of Ohio’s Lake Erie, to a
foreign billionaire from our Ohio Public Trust! Has this 50 year lease been
granted by the State of Ohio for one half of Lake Erie, to a foreign company
based out of Norway? (The other half of Lake Erie is of course Canadian
sovereign property).
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• Mr. Chairman

The Icebreaker Wind power Inc. project in itself is to be subsidized by
Ohio/Cleveland electricity customers and the US taxpayers, with our hard
earned money, going to a foreign Billionaire, that is going to poison the
fresh drinking water, in the World’s 1 1th largest fresh water natural lake,
Lake Erie. This to prove it can be done in fresh water, not salt water! This
project is not needed for the power, and is granting a plumb project to a
foreign billionaire, making the shareholders of LEEDCO millionaires. This
project should be stopped!

• Mr. Chairman

I urge you, and the OPSB Distinguishing Board, distinguished Ohio State
Senators, and Ohio State Congressional Representatives, don’t be caught
on the wrong side of history with regards to striving for what you MIGHT
truly believe is a noble cause of clean and green energy, on this project.
Don’t allow the poisoning of millions of Clevelanders, Ohioans and
Americans, destroying the natural beauty of one of the greatest natural
resources in Ohio, and North America, killing off the greatest walleye and
perch fishery stocks in the world, and causing the deaths of millions of
migrating birds and bats, possibly some to extinction.

. Mr. Chairman

The truth is all that Fred Olsen, the Norwegian Billionaire, wants are the
rights to the bottom of our Lake Erie legally, or illegally transferred to, his
new for profit company, Icebreaker Windpower Inc. as spelled out in the
secret LOI (letter of intent to purchase LEEDCO), from Lorry Wagner of
LEEDCO, and how much will Lorry Wagner and his shareholders reap from
this sale, 7 figures each? Certainly, millions of dollars will change hands
here! Mr. Chairman, it is up to the OPSB to save our 127 trillion gallons of
the fresh water shed Lake Erie, where the water in Lake Erie “Is” for the
exclusive use for millions of Ohioans, for drinking, bathing, recreation and
tourism, our Public Interest under the Public Trust.
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This “clean” energy industrial wind turbine project, is set to start in 2018,
and proceed for the next 50 years, and will completely industrialize and
destroy Lake Erie, with no cost break even, in a region that does not even
need the excess energy. And for what?! To prove that “It” can be done in
fresh water, BUT ALSO FOR A COMPANY FROM Norway, and non-profit
LEEDCO to make lots and lots of money, off the rights of all Ohioans and
our Public Trust!

• Mr. Chairman

It is not too late to do the right thing, and stop this potential disaster today!
Back out now, before it’s too late. Think Flint, Michigan times 1,000, and
you being on the back end of that, ask your OPSB if we need the power —

No, and Follow the Money!

Thank you all for your most important time and service on the OPSB, and
deep review of this globally important fresh drinking water, environmental
habitat, Ohio Citizen’s rights, and American National Security Issue!

Sincerely yours,

Thomas C. Sullivan Jr. July 19, 2018
29360 Lake Road
Bay Village, OH 44140
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tleveland wind project awarded $40 million DOE
grant to develop Lake wind farm

ri By John Funk, The Plain Dealer
Follow on Twitter
on May 27,2016 at 1:20 PM. updated May 28.2016 at 12:13 AM

1EVELAND, Ohio--The U.S. Department of Energy is awarding $40 million to the Lake Erie Energy Development Corp. to build a
~ix-turbine pilot wind farm in Lake Erie by the end of 2018.

[ The award caps a 10-year struggle that began as an idea in the mind of Cleveland Foundation President and CEO Ronn Richard
&~pon his arrival in Cleveland.

•he money will be delivered in three $13.3 million grants, provided LEEDCo. continues to meet engineering, permitting and
H5onstruction goals set by the DOE.

f ?, make the award, the DOE withdrew funding from two offshore ocean projects that had not kept up with the department’s;nterim engineering benchmarks.

J.S. Rep. Marcy Kaptur, the ranking member of the House Energy and Water Appropriations Subcommittee, announced the $40

Hnil1io~~ grant Friday morning on a patio at the Great Lakes Science Museum overlooking the lake.

Finlike so many previous LEEDCo hopeful announcements at the same location, this one had more of a tone of victory, instead of
Lierely another update.

~‘~1ayor Frank Jackson, Cuyahoga County Executive Arniond Budish and LEEDCo President Lorry Wagner spoke about solving the
~overcoming political obs’ Etesogettheproject this far. —

çmchard talked about jobs, about re-branding the city and about the intent of Ohio’s state lawmakers who are now trying to

L ermanently freeze the ~~enewabIe energ~,~d~dards.

satd the small win arm should be the beginning of a new wind powered energy grid along the southern shores of the

L ,reat Lakes from Bt~ffalo to Toledo initially but extending into Canada and points west as well-~

“T,~eis something that will be born here that is larger than this installation. What will be born is the concept of a new grid, not
~st for this region but for the entire Great Lakes,” she said.

isn’t every day that a place in America receives $40 million. I congratulate the collaboration that you have managed to achieve

Uere and the perseverance that allowed this project to both be funded and carried forward.’

Wagner said LEEDCo already has 15 local companies involved in the project and hopes to attract more. Fabrication and
ionstruction will create 500 jobs, he said.

~tp://www.oloveiand.oom/busineas/indeX.S5f/2OI~ Page 1 of 3
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‘Agreeing ~ith Kaptur, Wagner said the underlying goal of the project “is to position us to take hold of the future, whatever that
fltureis. whether it is manufacturing for the Atlantic coast or putting wind turbines in the lake, if we are not a leader in the

idustry. then we cannot control our future. This project is about leading the nation in clean energy.”

and Budish focused on the potential economic impact of the project, which from the very beginning has been seen as a
tay to jump-start manufacturing and create jobs.

~This is about positioning Cleveland and the region for the future.’ said Jackson. “We already have manufacturing of [turbine]
arts in this region. This will give us the ability to not only manufacture parts but to assemble turbines here. We want to position

Cleveland to be an exporter ... to provide this technology to North America.”

[ udish said the project “represents the best in collaboration” in this community and bet county and the city. So manypeople, so many organizations worked together to ake this happen,” he said.

f tudish recalled sitting in an office listening to ichard talkabout building hundreds, even thousands, of turbines in the lake an~j_
~ninking to himself, “I don’t know about this guy.”

— -S

E~chard_cr~t~ the bi-partisan efforts by not only Kaptur and Republican U.S. Rep. David Joyce, but also by DemocratJq,,~.
L~çrroc1Rr~~’~ublican Sen. Rob Portman. also credited~Gov. John Kasich~

JaIling Lake Erie “our greatest fixed asset,” Richard said thousands of lake-based wind turbines wquld bean envir2nmental asset
-- e use eyepepace coa - urning, a na jona securi y asse an a powe u econom~9 5 irnu us1

H think it will also change the brand of Cleveland to ‘Cleveland, powered by wind,” he said.

[‘Someday, I would like to see Cleveland off the grid, so that if we have a cyber attack, we will be immune--which will help us
[;•ttract more companies, especially defense industry companies.”

1Thchard also used the occasion to talk about the wisdom of state lawmakers who seem intent on permanently freezing Ohio’s

L enewable energy standards. Created in 2008, the standards would require that 12.5 percent of the electricity sold in the state be
- kenerated with renewable technologies.

[Ohio was first in flight ... and we need to be first in advanced energy. if you think of the Wright Brothers in 1903, if the state
--kgislature then had decided to not allow planes to take off or land in Ohio, it would not have prevented the aviation industry from
flccurring in the United States, it would just have ensured that it did not happen in Ohio,” he said.

ZIEEDC0’s decision to adopt the European-designed “Mono Bucket” foundation, which eliminates pile driving in the bedrock below
he lake bed, may have been crucial to the DOE’s decision to fully fund the project.

jjThe innovative Mono Bucket foundation will reduce installation time, costs, and environmental impacts compared to traditional
~foundations that require pile driving,” a DOE analysis states. “The Mono Bucket not only is a solution for the Great Lakes, but also

L las broader national applicability for offshore wind installations off the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts.”Li -

LEEDCo previously received three DOE grants totaling $107 million. The $40 million award will take the federal share to more
[ban $50 million.

The Cleveland Foundation has given LEEDCo, or its predecessor, $17 million.

Ljotal cost of the project to prove that a fresh-water wind farm can survive ice floe_s has been~

~EEDCo’s European artner, F’red.Olsen Renewables, the largest independent power producer in the United Kingdom and the fifth

L rgest in urope, is exp ted to raise the remaining $70 million through a combination of bank loans and private equity investors.

Lit /fwww.cle and.com a~ Page 2 of 3
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Sediment blOb in Lake Erie

Search Q

About nine miles from the Cleveland shoreline, a blob
of toxic sediment rests on the bottom of Lake Erie
underneath roughly 60 feet of water.
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Lake Erie’

Sediment
location
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The Blob Isn’t Toxic, but the Politics Are: The Story Behind
Lake Erie’s Mass of Sediment

/
ByKaileySherrick

If you believe the sensatio/al headlines, Cleveland has a “totc blob,” a

{ silent menace that sits j~t nine miles off the coast of Lake Erie, and is saidto be migrating toward~one of the city’s water supply pipes. Local news

r sources tell the story w/th lots of B—movie camp, but the real question
remains: Should Clevelanders worry? To answer that question, it’s important

- to understand what th4 so—called “toxic blob” is, and how it came to be in
the lake in the first Plake.

[ The “toxic bl~” really bn’t a blob at all. It’s not toxic sludge floating on the
surface like an oil slick. kather, it’s a mound of sediment measuriflg

p ately2 square rà~es, which rests in ~ hoftom of~~ area calle4.
-veredb~mee-tharr6u~

cli orthy, but much more accurate.

The_sediment~q.~dLedgQd frnmthe~uyahoga River prior to the 1972 Clean

U Water Act and dumped into the lake untreated, SQ Wis poisonous sediment
has bçç~hqç~fr~over for~y.ears. Once one of the most pollu~c4.kQdie~Q~ /

U water in the nation, the Cuyahoga River prompted not just the passage o9Ve

H~& 11

May 9th, 2016

K—’

—7
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Clyan Water Act, but also the formatign of ~l2e federal E~vi~onmeffi~L
Protection Agency as well as the Ohio EPA, and recent tests conducteQb~
both the state ~gçp~r and the US Army Corps of Ençineers found thea
sediment contains high concentrations of pollutants (both PCBs and PAH4
that are fatal to aquatic organisms like worms, crustaceans, and insects. In -

hy~ans, these chemicals could potentially cause cancer, if consumed.

Why are we just hearing about forty-year old Lake Erie sediment now?
Because a feud between two government agencies: the Ohio EPA and the US
Army Corps of Engineers (USAGE).

In 2015, the USAGE proposed a plan to dredge 180,000 cubic yards of
sediment from the Cuyahoga River channel, also known as the Cleveland
Harbor, and place 80 percent of the dredged material in open water, directly
on top of the sediment already existing in CLA-i. The USACE tested the
proposed sediment and deemed it safe for open water placement.

The USAGE’s open water placement of this sediment would serve multiple
purposes. First, it would obviously dredge the river and keep it up to federal
standards. Second, the safer sediment would effectively provide a “cap” to
the existing, toxic sediment, burying it deeper and taking away much of the
potential danger. (Please note that while the USAGE is not responsible for
the existing sediment at CLA—i, they are charged with maintaining it, as far
as! can tell.)

But the Ohio EPA continuously opposes and rejects these proposals.

Why is the Ohio EPA doing this? Because they claim in letters to the USAGE
that the levels of PCB and PAH in the proposed Cleveland Harbor sediment
exceeds the amounts shown in Lake Erie background sediment by a factor of
as much as 5. They also claim the harmful sediment of CLA-i is migrating, as

shown in their letter to the USACE from March 1st~

The USAGE disagrees. They are firm in their stance that the sediment is NOT
migrating, as its depth at 6o feet below the water’s surface prevents it from
being affected by currents or waves except in cases of extreme storm
activity. The Ohio EPA disagrees. They say the old sediment is migrating.

This debate has grown over the past year and a half, and become less about

6/27/18, 12:43 PM
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the safety of the sediment, old or new and more of a political brawl between
the two federal agencies. The reason Clevelanders are just now hearing about
this issue is mostly a matter of shade—throwing. Basically, the Ohio EPA is
using the media to pull us into their conflict with the USACE as they figure
out what to do with CIA—i. Alter the Flint wa4e~çri~is and the failings of
Michigan’s state government water entities, the national EPA seems to~
chomping at the bit to maintain its reputation, and the Ohio EPA is following
~othef lecal news
media. -

Politics aside, the question remains: should Clevelanders be worried about
the sediment? The short answer: not at the moment.

Cleveland Water has tested the raw water around their supply pipes and in
their treatment plants and deemed it safe, with no rise in the levels of PAR
or PCB. There is no scientific evidence to suggest that the sediment is
migrating towards Cleveland’s water supply, as shown in the USACE’ s reply
to the EPA’ s report on the supposed migration. If it becomes clear that
CIA—i needs to be cleaned completely, the money will come out of the
USACE’ s pocket, but it would be the EPA’s responsibility to act (although the
USACE would help out with technical details).

As long as the sediment is safe and stable, the question is aboutwhether it is
better to le~things stand e~e-p&aae&~We won’t know the answers until
the USACE and the EPA come to a mutual conclusion, or fight it out in court.
For now, Clevelanders don’t need to be brought into the political battle. We
should be made aware of the situation but not to the point where it could
incite panic over a situation that may never come to fruition.

For a related piece, see Recycling Cuyahoga River Sediment.

Kalley Sherrick is currently a graduate student at the NEOMFA (Northeast
Ohio Masters ofFine Arts), where she is studying to receive her MFA in
Creative Nonfiction. Additional pieces byKaileySherrick can be found here.
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Pay My Water BiLl C/customer-service/account-services) Report a ProbLem (/customer.service/CofltaCt/rePoTtaPrOtJtem)
Ask A Question (/customer-service/contact/ask-a-queStion)

Customer Service (/customer-service)

Who We Are (/who-we-are)

Work With Us (/work-with-us)

Your Water (/your-water)

Construction (/construction)

q

‘———————-,—————-——————

F
r Your Water (Iyour-water)
~ Lake Erie (/your-water/ Lake-erie)

L Water QuaLity & Treatment (/your-water/water-quality-and-treatmeflt)

n Water Distribution c/your-water/water-distribution)
~i Main Breaks C/your-water/main-breaks)

Lake Erie
[ike Erie is one of our region’s best assets. It provides our
Jinking water, and supports a variety of jobs and recreation
~portunities. We take our responsibiLity as a steward of
ike Erie seriousLy because the heaLth of the Lake affects us
fl
alL.

U
Cfeveland Water uses surface water drawn from Lake Erie as

source of our drinking watçr. The water that eventually
jds up in your home starts about 3 miles out in Lake Erie

being treated to ensure it is safe to drink.

a___,—i_———I ~‘ ~ I._,._.__I _‘ ——.

://www.clevelandwater.com/your-Water/Iakeerie

Infrastructure Projects (/your-water/infrastructure-proiects)
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kesh water. Lake Erie is the shaLlowest of the Great Lakes with an average depth of 62 feet. Because it is so shallow, it is
so the warmest Lake. Over 11 miLlion people in Ontario, Canada, and the United States make their home aLong the

shores of Lake Erie.

Lake Erie Facts:

• Length 241 miLes

• Maximum Width 57 miLes

• Average Depth 62 feet

• Maximum Depth 210 feet

• VoLume 127.6 triLlion gaLlons

• Surface Area 9,910 square miLes

• Drainage area 30,140 square miLes

• ShoreLine 811 miles

• Retention time 2.6 years

[Ike Erie is Constantly Monitored

-décause Lake Erie is so important to so many peopLe, we constantLy monitor changing environmental issues that might
{reaten the heaLth and vitality of this great resource.

tile Condition Webcam

[ see a Live view of the Lake and its current condition, cLick here!tpi/jcribcam,clevelandwater.comfview/viewer_index.5htmfld407233)..

What is the Lake Erie Dead Zone? Should I be concerned about invasive species?

... .J~ . ... J*. ~ i...

(/Lake-erie-tab-1)

During the Late summer, Lake Erie can form a “dead zone.” The dead zone is a Large area of low-oxygen water
located in Lake Erie’s central basin, approximateLy 45-55 feet below the surface. No fish can Live without oxygen;
thus the term dead zone. This water is coLder and has a Low p1-I. These conditions can aLso cause the water to
absorb manganese from the bottom of the Lake, which is not harmfuL to drink but can cause water discoloration.

How does the dead zone form?

- ://www.clevelanclwater.com/your-water/Iake-erie Page 2 of 4
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Changes in farming practices, especiaLly in western Ohio and eastern Indiana, have caused increasing amounts of
phosphorus to enter Lake Erie. The timing and amount of phosphorous that uLtimately reach the Lake each year are
affected by weather conditions. Heavy spring rains lead to more water runoff. The phosphorus is food for aLgae

[ Living in the top Layer of water and leads to huge algal blooms. As algae dies, it sinks to the bottom of the Lake.
~. These dead algae consume oxygen as they decompose — the Larger the bLooms of algae, the greater the

probabiLity that a dead zone wilL form. When the oxygen is gone, fish can no longer Live there and a dead zone has
formed.

How does this affect drinking water? )≤≥r~1 ~
U~gect1w right~i~tj~er conditions, dead zone~ can shift verticaLLy and horizontalLy in the L~!s~j~S reach °112

r of CleveLand Water’s [our intakes.~j1d W~~r isji[allan~in watching for dead zone water, and wiLL ad just its
~ treatment to deaL with it. Sus~ier can, attjm th~be extremely difficult to tr~pt, and the final treated water may

be impacted by eLevate4le~Ls orrnanganese~o~ the dead zone. If dead zone water does manage to reach the
distribution system and c tomers, it does not ave heaLth issues associated with it, but could have an unpleasant
color. CLeveLand Water wor hard to mi . çhese conditions and eliminate dead zone water from the

r distribution system. \\
[USTOMER SERVICE (/CLJSTOMER-SERVICE)
Lcount services (/customer.service/account.services)
Payment Options C/customer-service/payment-options)
[ater Rates (/customer-service/water-rates)
.Aiderstanding Your BiLl (/customer.service/understanding-your- II)
~‘ater Review Board (/water-review-board)

eveland Heights (JcLeveLand.heights.cLear-reads-prOject)
clear Reads / AMR (Jcustomer-service/cLear-reads)
[otect Your Home (/customer.service/protect-youri’iOme)
Ljntact Us (Jcustomer-service/contact~us)
FAQ5 (/customer-service/faq)

f OUR WATER (/YOUR-WATER~rake Erie (/your.water/lakeerie)

rater Quality & Treatment (/your.water/water-quaLity.and.treatment)
Later Distribution (/your-water/water-distribution)
i~ain Breaks C/your-water/main-breaks)

rastructure Projects C/your-water/infrastructure-projects)

~ Water QuaLity Report (/2OI7WQR.pd[)

[j 2016 Annual Report (/2016-annual-report.pdf)

~AfHO WE ARE (IWHO-WE-ARE)
[jtory (/who.we-are/history)
Leadership (/who-we-are/Leadership)

~ucation and Outreach (/who-we-are/community.outreach)
Jws (/blog)
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Manganese and Drinking Water
Summary
Manganese isa naturally occurring element in Minnesota rocks and soil. Our bodies require a small
amount of manganese but high amounts can be harmful to our health, especially for infants. Too much
manganese in drinking water may affect learning and behavior in infants. In older children and adults,
consuming high amounts of manganese in drinking water over time may cause neurological problems.
Some home-use filters may remove manganese in your water. Short-term bottled water use may reduce
exposure to manganese in drinking water, especially for infants.

Manganese
Manganese occurs naturally in rocks and soil and can be found in water, food, and air. It occurs naturally
in drinking water across Minnesota. Our bodies require some manganese to maintain health. Adults and
children get enough manganese from the foods we eat. Infants and children younger than one year old
get enough manganese from breast-milk, food, or formula.

Manganese in Minnesota Waters
Manganese occurs naturally in groundwater across Minnesota. Based on an MDH study, groundwater in
southeastern Minnesota tends to have low levels of manganese (below 50 micrograms per liter [pg/I]*).
Southwestern Minnesota tends to have higher levels—some over 1,000 pg/L. There are no clear
patterns in the other parts of the state.

Although public water systems are not required to test for manganese, some Minnesota community
public water systems test for manganese either before or after treating water. Based on test results and
treatment practices, MDH estimates about 90 percent of Minnesotans using community public drinking
water systems receive water with levels of manganese below 100 pg/L About 3 percent of Minnesotans
on community public water systems receive water with levels above 300 jig/I. You can contact your
public water system to find out if they test the water for manganese. If your public water system does
not test for manganese, you can arrange and pay for an accredited laboratory to test your water.

The only way to know if manganese is present in your private well is to test your water. If you have a
private well, you may want to test your drinking water, especially if an infant drinks your tap water. To
test your water, choose a laboratory that can test for manganese at: Environmental Laboratory
Accreditation Program (http://www.health.state.mn.us/labsearch).

*One microgram per liter (jig/I) is the same as one part per billion (ppb).

MDH Guidance Value
Based on available information, MUFf developed health-based guidance for manganese in drinking water
is at 100 pg/I.1MDH guidance values are developed to protect people who are most vulnerable to the
potentially harmful effects of a contaminant. A person drinking water at or below the guidance value
would be at l[ttle or no risk for harmful health effects. For infants that are not drinking tap water or
formula mixed with tap water, children over one year old, and adults, manganese in drinking water up
to 300 pg/I poses little or no health risk.



MANGANESE AND DRINKING WATER

PotentialH h Effects
Even tho our bodies need some manganese, to~jizwch manganese from drin water may be
harmf . New research shows that too much manganese in driiikTn~ water may affect Tes~nin~ and
be r in infahts. In older children and adults, drinking water with high amounts of man~ese

can cause problems with memory, attention, and motor skills... Health effects in chilSçen~..
t usually cbvious an have oniy been measured in large studies of school-aged childrç5~ \

nfants are at g~~ter risk from manganese in drinking water than children and adults because:..\
— —~‘—-

their brains are developinij~2jdI
‘ tbe~bsorb more manganese and are less able to remove manganese from their bodies ant

• they drink more water and eatsnore food based on body weight.
L Formula-fed infants get enough manganese from formula to meet their dietary needs. Howe r, they

may get too much manganese (above the recommended amount for nutrition) in their bod s when

[ rmula is mixed with water that contains manganese.Bre t-milk is best for infants and it contains healthy amounts of manganese. Acc ing to the Institute
of Me e, breast-milk, food, and formula should be the only sources of m anese for newborns and
infants youn than one year old.

Filtering Drinking Water

[ In some cases, you may want to filter your drinking water to reduce the amount of manganese. If infantswill be regularly drinking tap water or formula mixed with tap water, use a filter if manganese is
detecled above 100 ~1g/L. If only children and adults will be drinking tap water, use a filter if manganese
is detected above 300 ~ig/L.

Short-Term Bottled Water Use
You.may choose to reduce your exposure to manganese by using bottled water. For infants up to one
year oldWho are regularly drinking water or formula mixed with water, you should use bottled water
that is labeled as distilled or purified because manganese levels will be below the health-based guidance
of 100 ~1g/L for infants. Other bottled water is likely to have manganese levels less than 300 ~ag/L and
should be suitable for household members over one year of age.

Health Risk Assessment Unit
The MDH Health Risk Assessment Unit evaluates the health risks from contaminants in drinking water
sources and develops health-based guidance values for drinking water. MDH works in collaboration with
the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and the Minnesota Department of Agriculture to understand
the occurrence and environmental effects of contaminants in water.

References
1. Minnesota Department of Health. Toxicological Summary for: Manganese. March 2018.
~

Minnesota Department of Health MARCH 2018
Health Risk Assessment Unit . . .To obtain this information in a
health.risk@state.mn.us
www.health.state.mn.IJS different format, cal!: 651-201-4899.
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Trump to save coal, nuclear plants
that are unable to compete

Updated June 1, 2018 at 6:22 PM;

6-7 minutes

CLEVELAND, Ohio - The Trump Administration is moving to
temporarily save old coal and nuclear plants like those owned
by FirstEnergy.

According to wire reports, the president has asked Secretary
of Energy Rick Perry to create a “strategic electric generation
reserve” loosely patterned after the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve created more than 40 years ago to stockpile crude oil
for national security.

Under a tentative plan, the Department of Energy would, for
the next two years, create and maintain a list of endangered
coal and nuclear power plants.

Grid managers would be required to buy power from these

plants, though it would be more expensive than power from
the growing fleet of gas turbines and wind farms.

The administration’s reasoning is that the large coal and
nuclear plants not only operate around the clock but also are
“fuel secure” and therefore add stability, or at least backup, to

6/5/18, 12:27 PM
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gas plants that do not store fuel onsite and, in theory, could be
disrupted.

“Unfortunately, impending retirements of fuel-secure power
facilities are leading to a rapid depletion of a critical part of our
nation’s energy mix, and impacting the resilience of our power
grid,” White House spokeswoman Sarah Sanders said in a
statement.

That is one of the arguments FirstEnergy Solutions,
FirstEnergy’s power plant subsidiary, made when it appealed.
to the DOE in March, asking the agency to invoke its authority

~under the Federal Power Act to keep the more expensive
power plants operating.

That reasoning was dismissed at the time, not only by
competitors but also buy PJM Interconnection, grid manager
in Ohio, 12 other states and the District of Columbia.

PJM Friday repeated its argument that the administration’s
move was unnecessary and warned that federal intervention
into wholesale markets would lead to price increases.

7here is no need for such a drastic action. Our analysis of the
recently announced planned deactivation of certain nuclear
plants has determined that there is no immediate threat to

system reliability. Markets have helped to establish a reliable
grid with historically low prices. Any federal intervention
would be damaging to the markets and therefore costly to
consumers.”

The Ohio Consumers’ Counsel was also quick to point out that

6/5/18, 12:27 PM
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Qke Erie is arguably Ohio’s greatest

- natural resource and is -vitally

F important to Ohio’s economy. Lake
L * Erie provides water for drinking,

commercial shipping, fishing, transportation

r and recreational activities. in addition, Lake
Erie is the boundary line for more than 8,000

- lakefront property owners in Ohio.

r - Rights in and to the waters of Lake Erie
and the underlying lake bed are restricted
by the common law principle knowa as the

- - “Public Trust Doctrine:’ Essentially, the Public
Trust Doctrine reserves rights in submerged

L lands for public use and enjoyment such as
navigation, commerce, fishing and recreation,
and use by littoral owners (the rights of owners
of land abutting the Great Lakes are called

—- “littoral rights” and the owners enjoying those
- littoral rights are “littoral owners”).

Pursuant to the Submerged Land Act in
1953, 43 U.S.C.A. Ch. 29, title to submerged
lands is owned by the federal government.
which subsequently transfers the right to lease
thesubmerged t~nds to the states that border
the body of water. Jn Ohio, these rights are

F protected, determined, and enforced under

L Chapter 15 of the Ohio Revised Code, and in
accordance with the tenets of the Public Trust
Doctrine. Under the Public Trust Doctrine, the
littoral owners have rights to reasonable use of

U the waters of Lake Erie in front of or flowing
past their lands for any purpose incidental to
the use and enjoyment of the waterfront land,

so long as it does not materially infringe on the
rights of others.

The specific rights of a littoral owners in Ohio
are derived through submerged land leases
entered into between the littoral owner and the
State ofOhio, under which the State grants public
or private littoral owners the special use of a
portion of the public trust lands — the Lake Erie
submerged lands — for the use, development
or improvement of Lake Erie. These submerged
land leases are administered through the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources, Office of
Coastal Management The PublicTrust Doctrine
is the benchmark for the administration of
submerged land leases. Chapter 1501 of the
Ohio Administrative Code provides a five-part
test to assist the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources in determining if a proposed use is
compatible with the Public Trust Doctrine. The
elements are:
I. Whether the project prejudices the littoral

rights of any owner of land fronting on Lake
Erie without permission of that owner.

2. Whether the project conforms to the
permitted uses as regulated by the local
government~ where applicable.

3. Whether public uses such as navigation,
water commerce, and fishing in the affected
area would be destroyed or greatly impaired.

4. Whether the diminution of the area of
original use would be small compared to the
use of the entire area.

5. Whether the area has a history of use

including, but not limited to, services
rendered to the general public.

O.A.C. 1501-6-03 (C)(1-5).
There is a long-standing history of

jurisprudence surrounding the Public Trust
Doctrine and its application to submerged
lands along the Great Lakes. In the landmark
case Illinois Central Railroad Ca v. State of
Illinois, the Court described the nature of title
to lands subject to the Public Trust Doctrine:

It is a title held in trust for the people of the
state, thatthey mayenjoythe navigation of the
waters, carry on commerce over them, and
have liberty of fishing therein, freed from the
obstruction or interference of private parties.
The interest of the people in the navigation
of the waters and in commerce over them
may be improved in many instances by the
erection ofwharves, docks, and piers therein,
for which purpose the state may grant parcels
of the submerged lands; and, so long as their
disposition is made for such purpose. no
valid objections can be made to the grants...

146 U.S. 387,452 (1892).
In illinois, the United States Supreme

Court ruled that the Public Trust Doctrine
is applicable to the Great Lakes and obligates
the State to protect the public’s right to use the
public trust lands and waters. Id. at 452-54.

One result of the application of the Public
Trust Doctrine was a need to address the
boundaries of where a government’s control of
submerged land begins and private property
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ends in response to multiple and conflicting
- court decisions on the subject. Therefore,

[ Congress passed the Submerged Land Act
~. in 1953, 43 U.S.C.A. Ch. 29, (the “Act”). The

Act defines submerged land as the floor of the

F first three nautical miles of navigable waters
[ measured from the shoreline, and reserved the

rights to those submerged lands to the federal

r government. 43 U.S.C.A. 5 1312. The Act does

[ not however, clearly identifywhere the natural
--‘ shoreline is located in order to determine the

area comprising submerged lands.

[ In Ohio, defining and identifying the natural, shoreline has proved problematic. Since 2004,
a battle has been raging in the Ohio courts
regarçling the determination of the natural

L shoreline of Lake Erie and the legality of
~‘ submerged land leases in general. The legal

battle began when littoral property owners in

[ Lake County filed an action against the Ohio
‘-‘ Department of Natural Resources (ODNR),

- Director of Ohio Department of Natural

L Resources, and the State of Ohio. See State ex,~ tel. Merrill v. Ohio Dept. of Natural Resources,
Lake Cty. C.P. Case No.04CV001080. The

F litigation was triggered by ODNR’s attempts
L to force the submerged land lease program on
“ private littoral owners, requiring them to pay

fees for development and/or improvements
on private lakefront land abutting Lake Erie.

One of the central issues in this dispute is the
determination of the natural shoreline. There
have been many rulings at the trial court and
appellate court levels, but in 2011 the Ohio
Supreme Court reaffirmed its decision in Sloan
v. Cleveland & Pittsburgh RR. Co (1916), 94
Ohio St. 61:

More than 130 years ago, in Sloan v. Bie,niller
(1878), 34 Ohio St 492, we determined that
when a real estate conveyance calls for Lake
Erie as the boundar)c the littoral owner’s
property interest “extends to the line at which
the water usually stands when free from
disturbing causes?’
State ex rel. Merrill v. Ohio Dept. of Natural

Resources, 2011-Ohio-4612, ~ 49. It was the
Sloan decision cited by the Court that resulted
in the Fleming Act of 1917, ultimately codified
at 551506.10- 1506.11 of the Ohio Revised
Code. Section 1506.10 of the Ohio Revised
Code defines the Lake Erie boundary lines,

“It is hereby declared that the waters of
Lake Erie consisting of the territory within
the boundaries of the state, extending from
the southerly shore of Lake Erie to the
international boundary line between the
United States and Canada, together with the
soil beneath and their contents
Section 1506.11 of the Ohio Revised Code

deals with the development and improvement
of lakefront land; specifically, 51506.11(A)
defines the term “territory” to mean,

‘~..the waters and the lands presently
underlying the waters of Lake Erie and the
lands formerly underlying the waters of
Lake Erie and now artificially filled, between
the natural shoreline and the international
boundary line with Canada?’
In 2012, the Lake County Court ofCommon

Pleas in State ex ret. Merrill v. Ohio Dept. of
Natural Resources, Case No. O4CVOO1OSO, on
remand from the Supreme Court of Ohio in
State ex rel. Merrill v. Ohio Dept. of Natural
Resources, 130 Ohio St.3d 30,201 1-Ohio-4612,
entered an Order establishing the following:
1. The farthest landward boundary of

the “territory” as that term appears in
R.C.1506.lO and 1506.11 is the natural
shoreline, a moveable boundary located
between the ordinary low and high water
marks consisting of the water’s edge when
free from disturbing causes, which means the
most landward place where the lake water
when undisturbed actually touches the land.

2. The proper interpretation of the phrase,
“lands formerly underlying the waters of
Lake Erie and now artificially filled” in
R.C. 1506.11 is all lands formerly beneath
the waters of Lake Erie, up to the landward
boundary where the lake water in the

absence of disturbance actually touches
the land, notwithstanding any subsequent
artificial filling of those lands, unless the
artificial fill is to remedy an avulsion or
reclaim land lost by avulsion.

3. The “natural shoreline” in R.C. 1506.10 and
1506.11 is the moveable boundary on the
shore where the lake water in the absence of
distuthance touches the land at any given time.

4. The line delineating the state’s public trust in
the waters ofLake Erie and private ownership
of the littoral upland is the natural shoreline,
that is, the most landward of either the low
water mark or the water’s edge wherever it
may be, when undisturbed by sudden, short-
term, dramatic, and perceptible causes.
Although the Trial Court in Merrill resolved

the “natural shoreline” debate in that case, this
debate is not over as other Ohio courts are
faced with this issue and whether or not to
follow Merrill.

Until the Ohio Supreme Court and/or the
Ohio General Assembly clearly define “natural
shoreline:’ littoral owners wanting to utilize
and/or develop the waters of Lake Erie must be
prepared to face the many challenges arising
out of the Public Trust Doctrine, submerged
land leases from the State of Ohio and
inconsistent interpretation by the Ohio Courts
of their littoral rights.

Joseph M. Saponaro is a Partner
at Dinn Hochman & Potter, LLC.
Hispracticefocuses on commercial
real estate and business
transactions. Joe is an active

member of the Cleveland Metropolitan Bar
Association, a committee member, speaker,
andpast co-chair of the CMBA Real Estate Law
Institute, a member of the International
Council of Shopping Centers, a member of the
Ohio State Bar Association, and a member of
the American Bar Association. He has been a
CMBA member since 1999. He can be reached
at (440) 446-1100 or jsaponaro@dhplaw.com.

Keith H. Raker is a Partner in the
Cleveland, Ohio office of Tucker
Ellis LLP and chairs the firm’s
real estate practice group. His

P practice emphasizes real estate

development financing and leasing. Keith has
been certified as a Specialist in Business,
Commercial and Industrial Real Property
Law by the Ohio State Bar Association and is
a member of the American, Ohio, and New
York Bar Associations. He has been a CMBA
member since 2000. He can be reached at
(216) 696-2468 or Keith.Raker@tuckerellis.com.
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From: Tom Sullivan Jr.
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 12:33 PM
To: Dan.mccarthy@governOr.OhiO.90V matthew.butler@puco.ohio.gov; Matt Butler OPSB;

samuel.randazzo@puco.ohio.gov; Dorothy.Pelanda@agri.OhiO.g0V
workforce@owt.ohio.gov; Laurie.stevenson@epaohio.gov;
DirectorAmyActon@odh.ohiO.g0V mary.mertz@DNR.state.oh.US
Greg.Murphy@dot.state.oh.uS

Cc: David Strang John Lipaj; Sherri Lange
Subject: Pettion - Save our Beautiful Lake - 6,729 s gnat e f Ohio and US citizens opposing

OPSB case 16-1871-EL-BGN, Iceb eaker W nd ac lity, by Norweg an company Fred
Olsen Renewables

Attachments: Binderl .pdf

Dear Chairman Randazzo, Mr. McCarthy, Mr. Butler, Ms. Pelanda, Ms. Mihalik, Ms. Stevenson, Dr. Acton,
Ms. Mertz and Governor DeWine,

Please find attached to this email, a 170 page petition containing 6,729 signatures, gathered from Ohioans
and Americans over the past 2 years, to stop the Icebreaker Wind Facility and demand an (EIS),
Environmental Impact Study be performed. These signatures were gathered from the website
https://www.saveo urbea utifulla ke .0 rgJ.

We citizens reject OPSB Case Number “16-1871 -EL-BGN: Icebreaker Wind Facility,” to be submerged 60
feet deep in Lake Erie, 5-6 miles off the coast of Cleveland, OH in Cuyahoga County, and to be developed by
Norwegian billionaire and his company, Fred Olsen Renewables.

Please submit this email letter, with the attached 170 pages of 6,729 signatures, to the case file, opposing
OPSB Case Number “16-1871-EL-BGN: Icebreaker Wind Facility.”

L These signatures call for the rejection of the Icebreaker Wind Facility, and for an Environmental Impact Study
(EIS) to be completed on the project, based on the detrimental and disastrous effects that the project will have

r on the fresh drinking water supply, the wildlife, including the fish below and millions of avian species (birds,
L bats and butterflies) flying above and over Lake Erie, and for the overall general beauty of Ohio’s greatest

natural resource.

L The project, proposed to be granted to billionaire Norwegian developer, Fred Olsen, should take note of the
recent failure of the “Mono Bucket Demonstration Project” in the German North Sea in March 2020. The

r Northland Power demonstration offshore project utilizing this mono bucket procedure has been cancelled. Fred
L Olsen Renewables proposes the untested use of the mono bucket securing process at the bottom of Lake

Erie, through what has been over 100 years of settled environmental waste and sludge, that if disturbed, will

r wind up directly in the Cleveland water crib, ruining and polluting with poisonous toxins, the fresh drinking
L water supply for millions of Ohioans in the process.

The Icebreaker project application submitted to the OPSB was done entirely as a result of a tcchnical study,
L which includes imperfections, omissions, and errors in the assessment of harm to wildlife and fresh drinking

water, and the permit application should be withdrawn.



The demonstration project structures will tower over 550 feet in the air — approaching the height of the Terminal
Tower — and will blight the Cleveland skyline and the lakeshore, and ruin the beauty of Lake Erie.

Somehow a Norwegian billionaire and his company have been granted a 50 year submerged land lease to the
bottom of Lake Erie, by the ODNR, to develop this project with no regard to the Ohio Public Trust Doctrine,
which reserves the rights of all Ohio citizens for public use and enjoyment, navigation, commerce, fishing and
recreation on Lake Erie, to be uninfringed.

The Icebreaker Wind facility is the beginning of the proposed generation of 5000 megawatts of electricity,
through the further construction of 1500 to 1600, 550’ industrial wind turbines, to be placed over hundreds
of miles throughout the waters of Ohio’s half of beautiful Lake Erie. This is unbelievable to even consider, and
will completely destroy Ohio’s greatest natural resource. Do you want to be remembered for this disaster
occurring on your watch?

Since the future wind turbines in Lake Erie follow this initial project of the construction of Icebreaker, the
OPSB must consider the long-term impacts to the environment before approving Icebreaker’s certificate.

The 6,729 signatures represented in the 120 page petition attached to this email requests the rejection by the
State of Ohio of the issuance of the certificate, for the Icebreaker project to move forward, until an
environmental impact study is fully completed, using objective facts regarding the direct detrimental and
destructive effects the entire proposed project will have, on Ohio’s greatest natural resource, the 1 ~ largest
fresh water lake in the world, Lake Erie.

The Province of Ontario in Canada has placed a moratorium on the construction of wind turbines in
Lake Erie on the Canadian side, due to environmental concerns. New York State’s citizens are

r overwhelmingly opposed to wind turbines in Lake Erie due to the potential threats to the fresh drinking water.
L The State of Ohio should not make a decision affecting the future of Lake Erie until all of the facts and

consequences are thoroughly reviewed.

Please consider the attached 6,729 signatures of Ohioans and Americans who are vehemently opposed to the
issuance of a certificate, for construction of the Icebreaker project in Lake Erie today.

With utmost respect to your important obligations in balancing the needs of power and energy vs.
environmental impacts for the entire State of Ohio, and America today, we thank you for your most important

consideration with regards to the denial of OPSB Case Number “16-1 871-EL-BGN: Icebreaker Wind Facility,”
L which will save Ohio’s gem and greatest natural resource, Lake Erie, from the utter destruction that will ensue

with the start and completion of this proposed project.

LONG LIVE ERIELHONEN!
(The Iroquoian Indian Name for Lake Erie)

Sincerely yours,

Tom

Thomas C. Sullivan, Jr.

L 29360 Lake RoadBay Village, OH 44140
Cell: 216-272-9865 E-Mail: http://nolakeeriewindfarm.org/

CC: David Strang - Founder - Save Our Beautiful Lake http://saveourbeautifullake.org/
2



John Lipaj - President -. LEMTA - Lake Erie Marine Trade Association

Sherri Lange - CEO - North American Platform Against Wind Power http://www.na-vaw.or~/
Co-Founder Great Lakes Wind Truth http :/Iwww. greatlakeswindtruth. org/
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YOU CAN 1-IELP US SAVE

LakeErie.
protect our Great Lake from Project lcehr C
wincilariti development project on L~k Cr

Name Stale Postal Code

Patrick Zangardi US 2019-05-21

Vanessa Zangardi Cleveland 4-4129 US 2019-05-21

JOHN 11PM Cleveland 44111 US 2019-05-22

Mat Lipaj North Olmated 44145 US 2019-05-22

Craig Graham Port Orange 32123 US 2019-05-22

Devran Ogut Temecula CA 92591 US 2019-05-22

Frank Kern Cleveland 44143 US 2019-05-22

Mark Corson Bay VIllage 44140 US 2019-05-22

Daniel Houdek North Royalton 44133 us 2019-05-22

William Barnwell Streeteboro 01-I 44241 US 2019-05-22

Kenneth Distler Sheffield Lake 44054 US 2019-05-22

Norman Krotseng Lakewood 44107 us 2019-05-22

Lewis Kuhn VERMILION 44089 US 2019-05-22

Kerry McCullough Elyna 44035 us 201 9-05-22

Ernest Michaud Avon lake 44012 us 2019-05-22

Doug Mekinda Eastlake 44095 US 2019-05-22

Joyce Young Avon Lake 44012 US 201 9-05-22

Margaret Weber Detroit 48228 US 2019-05-22

Cecily Lederer Bay Village 44140 US 20190522

Edward Miller Bay Village 44140 US 2019-05-22

Mat Fisher Westerville 43082 us 2019-05-22

Diane Czinger Westlake 44145 US 2019.05-n

Thomas Carleton Cleveland 44130 US 2019-05-22

Henry Krzemien Cleveland 44111 US 2019-05-22

Dave Norris Lakewood 44107 US 2019-05-22

Debi Romano BayVillage 44140 US 2019-05-22

Kate Keane Bay Village 44140 US 2019-05-22

David Gray Ravenel 29470 US 2019-05-22

Scott Richards Columbus 43230 us 2019-05-22

Don ORourke siclelrshores Ml 48080 US 2019-05-22



43081 US 201 9-05-22

7575 US 2019-05-22

44114 US 201 9-05-22

44060 us 201 9-05-22

44236 US 2019-05-22

Avon Lake 44012 US 2019-05-22

North Olmated 44070 us 2019-05-22

Cincinnati 45224 US 2019-05-22

Broadview Heights 44147 US 2019-05-22

Marbiehead 43440 Us 2019-05-22

Avon Lake 44012 US 2019-05-22

Cieveiand 44144 US 2019-05-22

North oimsted 44070 US 2019-05-22

Valley City 44280 US 2019-05-22

imperial 63052 Us 2019-05-22

CLEVELAND OH 44111 US 201 9-05-22

Cieveland OH 44114 US 2019-05-22

North Royaiton 44133 US 2019-05-22

Cieveiand OH 44144 US 2019-05-22

Valiey Oily 44280 US 2019-05-22

Vaiiey City 44280 US 201 9-05-22

US 2019-05-22

92584 US 2019-05-22

Wooster 44691 US 2019-05-22

Westiake 44145 US 2019-05-22

Cievaland 44116 US 2019-05-22

Cieveiand 44113 US 201 9-05-22

Mission V’ojo 92691 US 2019-05-22

Phiiadeiphia VA 19i36 Us 2019-05-22

85202 US 2019-05-22

Cieveland 444102 Us 2019-05-22

Cincinnati 45213 US 201 9-05-22

Vermilion 44069 US 201 9-05-22

Deihi US 2019-05-22

Brunswick OH 44212 Us 201 9-05-22

Oklahoma City 73149 US 2019-05-22

Omaha 68164 US 2019-05-22

Omaha 68107 US 2018-05-22

Vermihon 44089 US 2019-05-22

Avon Lake 44012 US 2019-05-22

Wasterviiiie

Westwood

Cleveland

Mentor
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Commerce
Township

Florissant

Hunting Valley

stanley

Bay Village

Independence

Westlake

Bay Village

Bed lord

Chicago

Tampa

Arcadia

Bay Village

Cleveland

Wadsworth

San Francisco

Eastlake

Chicago

Mayeradale

Tern ecu Ia

California

Somerset

Rocky RIver

Powell

Cleveland

Chicago

Paineaville

Wobum

Mentor

Rocky Mount

San FrancIsco

Spokane

Billings

Port Clinton

48382 US

63033 US

44022 US

28164 uS

44140 US

44131 US

44145 US

44140 Us

44146 Us

60616 US

33624 US

91006 US

44140 US

44128 Us

44281 Us

94165 US

44095 US

60636 US

80218 US

15552 US

92592 Us

95820 US

42503 US

30308 US

48911 US

76040 US

27217 US

44116 US

43065 US

44145 US

60602 US

44077 US

1801 US

44060 US

27804 US

94110 US

99205 US

59102 US

43452 US

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

201 9-05-22

2019-05 -22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

201 9-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

201 9-05-22

2019-05-22

201 9-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

201g-05-22

20 19-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

201 9-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-22

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

NC

OH

IL

CA

KY

Ml

Burlington
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Elyrla

Lynchburg

cleveland

Vermilion

Concord

La rain

Timberlake

Mentor

North Olmsted

Maple Heights

Marysvllle

Bedford

Mentor

Eastlake

Painesv!Ile

Olmsted Falls

New Albany

Chagrin Falls

Willoughby

Painesville

Medina

Richmond

~ Painesville

Columbus

North Olmsted

Huron

Cleveland

Egg Harbor
Township

Cleveland

Eastlako

Painesville

Largo

Cleveland

~ Llvonla

44111 uS

44095 us
44077 Us
33771 US

44102 us
48154 US

25213 us
97206 US

44077 US

201 9-05-23

20 19-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

44035 US 201 9-05-23

24502 US 2019-05-23

44113 US 2019-05-23

44089 US 201 9-05-23

44060 US 201 9-05-23

44052 US 2019-05-23

44095 US 201 9-05-23

44060 us 201 9-05-23

44070 US 201 9-05-23

44137 US 2019-05-23

43040 US 2019-05-23

44146 US 2019-05-23

44060 US 2019-05-23

44141 US 2019-05-23

48073 US 201 9-05-23

44138 US 2019-05-23

47150 US 2019-05-23

44023 US 2019-05-23

44094 US 201 9-05-23

44077 Us 201 9-05-23

44256 US 2019-05-23

23220 US 2019-05-23

44240 US 2019-05-23

46073 US 2019-05-23

44256 US 201 9-05-23

44077 US 2019-05-23

US 201 9-05-23

44070 US 201 9-05-23

44857 US 2019-05-23

44102 US 2019-05-23

8234 US 2019-05-23

OH

OH

OH Usa

H

I

ri.

L

OH

OH

OH

Portland

Palnesvllle
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OH

FL

OH

Norcross 30093 us 201 9-05-23

Cleveland 44129 us 2019-05-23

Berea 44017 us 201 9-05-23

Cleveland 44143 US 2019-05-23

Bay VIllego 44140 US 2019-05-23

Lakewood 44107 US 2019-05-23

Oldsmar 34677 us 2019-05-23

North Ridgeville 44039 us 201 9-05-23

Willoughby 44094 us 2019-05-23

Painosvllle 44077 us 2019-05-23

Hudson 44236 U5 2019-05-23

Cincinnati 45208 us 2019-05-23

uS 201 9-05-23
Avon 44011 US 2019-05-23

Lakewood 44107 us 201 9-05-23

~ Berea 44017 us 201 9-05-23

~ Denver CO 802DB us 201 9-05-23
I Aurora OH 44202 us 2019-05-23

~ Wadsworth 44281 us 201 9-05-23
~ Solon 44139 Us 201 9-05-23

~ Spring 77380 us 201 9-05-23

~ Eastlake OH 44095 us 2019-05-23

4 chardon OH 44024 US 2019-05-23

J Madison OH 44057 US 2019-05-23
j Strongsville 44136 us 2019-05-23

~ Cedar Knolls 7927 US 2019-05-23

i Fremont 43420 US 2019-05-23

~ Pen~t 4.4081 US 2019-05-23

us 201 9-05-23

44134 us 2019-05-23

68588 us 201 9-05-23

44012 us 2019-05-23

44094 US 201 9-05-23

44192 us 2019-05-23

54915 US 2019-05-23

L89RY UK 2019-05-23

44094 US 2019-05-23

Us 2019-05-23

44136 US 2019-05-23

76004 US 2019-05-23

OH

Strongsvillo

Arlington
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Lyn dhu rat

Cleveland

Chicago

Rosemount

Stow

Clinton

Cleveland

Columbus

Ashland

Valley City

Brunswick

Rocky River

Cuyahoga Falls

Sandusky

Lakeside
Marblehead

Brunswick

Cleveland

New Franklin

Olmsted Falls

Cleveland

Cleveland

44124 us
44124 US

44102 US

us
44224 us
44216 us
44128 US

43214 us
44805 US

44280 US

44212 US

44116 US

44223 Us
44056 us
44233 us

44212 us
16001 us
44194 us
44319 us
44138 us
44144 us
44109 US

44060 US

45414 us
43452 US

44224 us
44116 U5

44140 us
45424 us
44145 US

44106 US

44136 U5

44312 US

44060 us
44126 us
44054 US

84121 us
44321 Us

16506 US

48212 U5

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

20 19-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

201 9-05-23

20 19-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

Port Clinton

r

r
r

1*

FL

Rocky River

Bay Village

Dayton

Westiake

Cleveland

Cleveland

Akron

Mentor

Cleveland

Sheffield Lake

salt Lake CIty

Akron

ErIe

Hamtramck
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Cuyahoga Falls

Port Clinton

Brecksville

Downey

Westerville

Dublin

North Royalton

Ferndale

Paine sville

Cleveland

Cleveland

Twlnsburg

Columbus

Avon Lake

sheffield lake

Bay Village

Youngstown

Cleveland

44089 US

44109 uS
16502 US

44011 US

44139 us
44039 us
44146 US

44138 us
44054 US

43065 U5

43028 Us

43452 US

43225 U5

15066 U5

44830 U5

44116 Us

44870 us
44089 us
44116 us
44554 US

44662 us
44839 us
44223 us
43452 Us

44141 uS
90239 us
43081 us
43016 Us

44133 us
48220 us
44077 US

44130 Us

44130 us
44087 US

43211 US

44012 US

44054 US

44140 U5

44512 US

44135 uS

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

20] 9-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

20 19-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

201 9-05-23

201 9-05-23

North Ridgeville

Cleveland

Olmsted Falls

Sheffield Lake OH

Port Clinton

Columbus

New Srighton

Fostoria

rocky river

Sandusky

VermilIon

Rocky RIver

New Washington

Ml

OH

7
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Painesyllle 44077 uS 201 9-05-23

Mineral City 44656 us 2019-05-23

Avon OH 44011 us 201 9-05-23

Cleveland 44127 us 201 9-05-23

Cleveland 44111 US 2019-05-23

Cleveland 44111 US 2019-05-23

Twinsburg 44087 US 201 9-05-23

Marysvllle8otklns 45306 us 2019-05-23

Orem 84058 US 2019-05-23

Grove City 43123 us 2019-05-23

North ridgeviNe 44039 US 201 9-05-23

LambertviNe 48144 US 2019-05-23

BroadviewHeights 44147 US 2019-05-23

Greensburg 15601 us 2019-05-23

WESTLAKE 44145 US 2019-05-23

CLEVELAND 44113 US 2019-05-23

Northwood 43619 us 201 9-05-23

Canton 44708 US 2019-05-23

Itasca 60143 US 2019-05-23

Akron 44319 US 2019-05-23

Mansfield 44906 US 2019-05-23

44662 us 2019-05-23

Cuyahoga Falls 44221 US 2019-05-23

Coshocton 43812 US 2019-05-23

North Olmsted 44070 U5 2019-05-23

Beachwood 44122 US 2019-05-23

North Olmsted 44126 US 201 9-05-23

44041 US 2019-05-23

45335 Us 2019-05-23 L
44256 US 2019-05-23

Vermilion 44089 Us 201 9-05-23

Naples FL 34117 us 2019-05-23

Palnesville 44077 Us 2019-05-23

Akron 44333 us 201 9-05-23

Sireetaboro 44241 US 2019-05-23

Avon 44011 US 2019-05-23

Allison Park 15101 US 2019-05-23

Cincinnati 45249 us 201 9-05-23

Rocky River 44116 US 2019-05-23

Lakeside- 43440 US 201 9-05-23
Marblehead

Jamestown

8



Cambridge

Youngstown

Medina a

North Olmsted

Sarasota

North Ridgevillo

Port Clinton

Akron

Cleveland

Barberton

New Holland

Mlnster

SOLON

Palnesvllle

Rocky River

Columbus

Cleveland

Cleveland

Huron

Cleveland

Cleveland

Columbus

Ede

Graytown

Rocky River

44077 US

44116 US

44012 US

44113 us

43228 US

10461 US

44077 us

44147 US

44116 us

44131 us

44131 US

45242 US

4411 Us

44301 US

43725 US

44509 us

44256 U5

44070 US

34233 US

44312 Us

44039 US

43452 US

44312 Us

44134 US

44203 US

43145 Us

43452 US

44139 US

44077 US

44116 US

43215 US

44118 US

44109 US

44839 US

44144 US

44105 Us

43211 US

16502 US

43432 US

44116 US

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

20 19-05-23

201 9-05-23

201 9-05-23

20 19-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

20 19-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

20 19-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

Palnesellie

Rocky River

Avon Lake

Cleveland

Columbus

Bronx

Painesville

Broadview Heights

Rocky River

Independence

Independence

CIncinnati

Fairview park

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH
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OH

OH

OH

rn

44011 US 2019-05-23

44089 us 2019-05-23

44870 us 201 9-05-23

43026 us 2019-05-23

43452 us 201 9-05-23 fl
43611 us 2019-05-23

60451 us 2019-05-23

44108 us 2019-05-23 r
41011 us 2019-05-23 H
44074 us 201 9-05-23

44060 us 201 9-05-23

44720 us 201 9-05-23

44114 us 20I9-05-23

44464 us 2019-05-23

44140 us 2019-05-23

46230 us 2019-05-23

44060 us 2019-05-23 [
us 2019-05-23

43040 us 201 9-05-23

43570 us 2019-05-23 [
48105 us 2019-05-23

44107 us 2019-05-23

44903 us 2019-05-23

44333 us 2019-05-23

44116 us 2019-05-23 1—’
44111 us 2019-05-23 [
44683 us 2019-05-23

us 2019-05-23

44212 us 2019-05-23

44839 us 2019-05-23

44017 us 2019-05-23

44107 us 2019-05-23

44811 us 2019-05-23

44012 us 2019-05-23

43055 us 201 9-05-23

43452 us 2019-05-23

48230 us 2019-05-23 L
44146 us 2019-05-23

44133 us 2019-05-23

44124 us 2019-05-23 L

Lakewood

Bollevue

Avon take

Newark

Port Clinton

Grosse Pointe
Park

Bedford

North Royalton

Cleveland

10 [



Mansfield

Columbus

Rocky River

North Royalton

Rocky River

Temple city

San Jose

OH

44904 US

43215 Us
44256 US

16503 US

44116 us
44133 us
44116 US

91790 U5

95133 US

44107 us
43558 US

44130 US

44212 us
44097 us
44202 US

44256 us
44140 Us

44140 us
44102 US

12211 US

us

44870 US

us
45385 U5

44107 Us

44077 Us

44133 Us
44666 US

43612 US

44145 US

US

44333 US

44216 Us

43420 US

44116 US

44116 US

44202 US

44116 US

32123 US

44035 US

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05—23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

201 9-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-0 5-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

201 9-05-23

2018-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

201 9-05-23

201 9-05-23

201 9-05-23

2019-05-23

201 9-05-23

44077-2190

44095-1151

11
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44870 us 2019-05-23

14222 us 2019-05-23

43611 us 2019-05-23

44024 us 201 9-05-23

44089 us 2019-05-23

44134 us 2019-05-23

44094 us 201 9-05-23

Weslland 48165 us 2019-05-23

Brunswick 44142 us 2019-05-23

Klsslmmee us 201 9-05-23

Cleveland 44143 us 2019-05-23

Wadsworth 44281 us 2019-05-23

Miami 33458 us 2019-05-23

Fremont 43420 us 201 9-05-23

Avon 44011 us 2019-05-23

RockyRiver 44116 us 2019-05-23

Mansfield 44906 us 2019-05-23

richmond 40475 us 2019-05-23

Lorain 44053 us 2019-05-23

Attica 43440 us 2019-05-23

Dayton 45430 us 2019-05-23

Port Clinton 43452 us 201 9-05-23

Bay Village 44140 us 201 9-05-23

Akron 44321 us 2019-05-23

Dayton OH 45419 us 201 9-05-23

Mansfield 44907 us 201 9-05-23

Wadsworth 44281 us 2019-05-23

44060 us 2019-05-23

44333 us 201 9-05-23

16506 us 2019-05-23

Port Clinton 43452 us 2019-05-23

North Royalton 44133 us 2019-05-23

44139 us 2019-05-23

43611 us 2019-05-23

Saint Clair Shores 48080 us 2019-05-23

Columbus 43235 us 2019-05-23

Fredonia 14063 us 2019-05-23

Crestline 44827 us 201 9-05-23 L
Avon Lake 44012 us 2019-05-23

Franklin 16323 us 2019-05-23

L

OH

OH

PA

12



Circiovule 43113 US 2019-05-23

Reynoldsburg 43068 US 2019-05-23

Cleveland OH 44144 US 2019-05-23

Rocky River 44116 US 2019-05-23

Painesville 44077 us 2019-05-23

Louisville 44641 us 201 9-05-23

Oak Harbor 43449 us 201 9-05-23

Cleveland 44192 US 201 9-05-23

Port Clinton 43452 US 2019-05-23

Zanesville 43701 US 201 9-05-23

Westlake 44145 US 2019-05-23

Kansas City NW. 67151 US 2019-05-23

Mansfield 44905 us 2019-05-23

Rochester 14534 us 201 9-05-23

Berea 44017 Us 2019-05-23

Northfield 44067 US 2019-05-24

RockyRiver 44116 US 2019-05-24

Syracuse 132012 US 2019-05-24

DetroIt 48235 US 201 9-05-24

Erie 16508 US 2019-05-24

RockyRiver 44116 US 2019-05-24

Canfiold 44406 Us 2019-05-24

Breeksville 4-4141 US 2019-05-24

Westlake 44145 US 2019-06-24

Wooster OH 44691 US 2019-05-24

Mentor 44060 US 2019-05-24

North Rldgeville 44039 US 2019-05-24

Chendlersvilfe 43727 US 2019-05-24

Sandusky 44870 US 201 9-05-24

Grosse Pointe 48236 US 201 9-05-24

Granville 43023 US 2019-05-24

Bayvfllage 44140 US 2019-05-24

Painesville 44077 US 2019-05-24

Huron 45839 US 201 9-05-24

Chardon 44024 US 2019-05-24

Mansfield 44903 US 201 9-05-24

Long Island City 11101 US 201 9-05-24

Cleveland OH 44130 US 2019-05-24

Mentor OH 44060 US 201 9-05-24

Lskewood 44107 US 2019-05-24

13



Monroeville OH 44847 US 201 9-05-24

Rockyfliver 44116 US 2019-05-24

Dublin 43016 U5 2019-05-24

toledo OH 43611 US 2019-05-24

Massillon 44646 U5 201 9-05-24

Newton Falls 44444 U5 2019-05-24

Painesyille 44077 US 201 9-05-24

Independence 44131 us 2019-05-24

Toledo OH 43611 US 201 9-05-24

East Amherst NY 14051 US 201 9-05-24

Hllilard 43026 Us 201 9-05-24

Rocky River 44115 US 201 9-05-24

Wadsworth 44281 US 201 9-05-24

North Royalton 44133 US 201 9-05-24

~ Aliquippa 15001 Us 201 9-05-24

Royal Oak 48073 US 2019-05-24

Ravenna 44265 US 2019-05-24

White Lake MI 48386 US 201 9-05-24

Strongsvllle 44149 US 2019-05-24

440060 us 201 9-05-24

Cleveland 44102 US 2019-05-24

Lakewood 44107 US 2019-05-24

Columbus 43215 US 2019-05-24

21114 US 2019-05-24

Northfiold 44035 US 2019-05-24

Fremont 43420 US 201 9-05-24

~ Willoughby 44094 US 201 9-05-24

Akron 44333 Us 2019-05-24

Brookfield 53045 US 201 9-05-24

Mgoia 46703 US 2019-05-24

Mentor 44060 US 201 9-05-24

Buffalo 14222 US 2019-05-24

llpp City 45371 US 2019-05-24

Palnesville 44077 US 201 9-05-24

Westlako 44145 Us 2019-05-24

Westlake 44145 US 2019-05-24

Avon Lake 44012 US 2019-05-24

Conneaut Lake 1631 6-2929 Us 201 9-05-24

~ Mentor 44060 US 2019-05-24

Marblehead 43440 US 201 9-05-24

En

r
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43435 US 2019-05-24

32p43 us 201 9-05-24

44145 US 2019-05-24

43440 us 2019-05-24

45429 us 201 9-05-24

43606 us 2019-05-24

44060 us 2019-05-24

43560 us 201 9-05-24

27330 us 2019-05-24

16417 us 2019-05-24

44301 us 201 9-05-24

44060 us 2019-05-24

44060 us 2019-05-24

44060 us 201 9-05-24

Bedford 44146 us 2019-05-24

Mentor 44060 US 2019-05-24

Santa Monica 90403 US 201 9-05-24

Whitehouse 43571 US 2019-05-24

Bay Village 44140 US 201 9-05-24

RockyAlver 44116 US 2019-05-24

Parma 44129 US 2019-05-24

Bailey 80421 us 201 9-05-24

Las Vegas 89169 US 2019-05-24

Chagrin Falls 44023 US 2019-05-24

Painesville 44077 U5 2019-05-24

Twinsburg 44087 us 2019-05-24

Mentor 44a60 uS 2019-05-24

Erie 16506 US 2019-05-24

Merritt Island 25952 US 2019-05-24

Burton 44021 US 2019-05-24

Part Clinton 43452 U5 2019-05-24

Cleveland 44118 US 2019-05-24

Dearborn 48126 us 2019-05-24

Port Clinton 43452 US 201 9-05-24

Mentor 44060 uS 2019-05-24

Sylvania 43560 US 2019-05-24

45150 US 201 9-05-24

44145 US 2019-05-24

44807 us 2019-05-24

14706 us 2019-05-24

OH

OH

Mentor on the lake

OH

NV

OH

OH

FL

OH

OH

15
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Vernillon 44089 US 201 9-05-24

Painesville 44077 us 2019-05-24

Buffalo 14216 US 201 9-05-24

Fort Wayne 46825 US 201 9-05-24

FaiMew Park 44126 US 2019-05-24

North Olmsted 44070 us 201 9-05-24

Cleveland 44126 US 2019-05-24

Catawba Island OH 43452 US 2019-05-24

ChulaVista si~io US 2019-05-24

Tampa 33605 Us 2019-05-24

Daly City 94015 Us 2019-05-24

Athens 45701 US 2G19-05-24

Kisslmmee 34744 US 2019-05-24

Westlake 44145 Us 2019-05-24

Port Clinton 43452 US 2019-05-24

Nutley 7110 US 2019-05-24

Pacolma 91331 US 2019-05-24

Geneva 44041 US 2019-05-24

Colorado Springs 80923 us 201 9-05-24

Newton Center 02461-21 24 U5 201 9-05-24

costa mesa 92626 US 2019-05-24

Sylvania OH 43560 US 201 9-05-24

Temperance 48162 US 201 9-05-24 L
Kernersville NC 27284 US 2019-05-24

Port ClInton 43452 Us 2019-05-24

44601 US 2019-05-24

Rocky River 84116 Us 2019-05-24

Port Clinton 43452 US 2019-05-24 n
Willoughby 44094 US 2019-05-24 L
Whitehouse 43571 US 2019-05-24

Hattiesburg 39402 US 2019-05-24

Maumee 43537 US 2019-05-24

Put In Bay OH 43456 US 2019-05-24

Kuwait Kuwait 2019-05-24

Cincinnati 45242 Us 2019-05-24

Toledo 43612 US 2019-05-24

Chagrin Falls 44022 US 201 9-05-24

Kent OH 44240 Us 2019-05-24

Seven Hills 44131 US 2019-05-24

Trenton 48183 US 201 9-05-24

16 L
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Boydton

Buffalo

Rocky River

Strongsv0le

Stow

Brunswick

Independence

Wyandotte

Gates MIII

Per~sburg

Sarberton

Lorain

Erie

Wooster

Avon Lake

Marblehead

Livonia

Toledo

Rocky River

Stow

40515 us

44230 ~5

us
44023 us
43560 us
14127 us
44105 us
43452 us

4 us
44861 us
14075 us
28365 us
34655 us
44081 us
43446 us
44226 us
43456 us
45209 us
48146 us
43410 us
23917 us
14221 us
44116 us
44149 us
44224 us
44212 us
44131 us
48192 Us
44040 us
43551 U5

44203 us
44053 us
iesos us
44691 US

44012 us
43440 US

48154 us
43614 us
44116 us
44224 us

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

20 19-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

4344p

Lexington

Doylestown

Chagiin Falls

Orchard Park

Cleveland

Port Clinton

New Port Richey

Middle Bass

munroe falls

Put-in-Bay

Cincinnati

Lincoln Park

NY

OH

NY

OH

OH

17
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Louisvtie 40219 US 2019-05-24

Chardon 44024 us 2019-05-24

Lakewcod 44107 US 2019-05-24

Avon OH 44011 US 2019-05-24

Lakewood 44107 US 2019-05-24

Monroe Ml 48162 US 2019-05-24

Lorain 44052 us 2019-05-24

RockyAlver OH 44116 us 2019-05-24

Dearborn 48126 US 2019-05-24

Broadview Heights 44147 US 201 9-05-24

Uniontown 44685 US 2019-05-24

Sterling Heights 48312 US 201 9-05-24

Cleveland 44129 US 2019-05-24

WesteMlie 43082 US 2019-05-24

Sandusky 44870 US 2019-05-24

Beyvillage 44140 US 2019-05-24

Satellite Beach FL 32937 US 201 9-05-24

Peninsula 44264 US 201 9-05-24

Mansfield 44902 US 2019-05-24

Lakewood 44107 US 2019-05-24

Wellington 44090 US 201 9-05-24

Painesville 44077 US 201 9-05-24

Sylvania 43560 US 201 9-05-24

44060 US 2019-05-24

delaware 43015 US 2019-05-24

Valley City 44280 US 201 9-05-24 L
Madison OH 44057 US 2019-05-24

cleveland OH 44109 US 2019-05-24

Port Clinton 43452 US 201 9-05-24

43528 US 2019-05-24

33602 US 201 9-05-24

Columbus 43026 US 201 9-05-24

Toledo 43623 US 201 9-05-24

Marysville 43040 US 201 9-05-24

Toledo OH 43617 US 2019-05-24

Mentor On The OH 44060 US 201 9-05-24

US 201 9-05-24

Valley city 44280 US 201 9-05-24

Strongavllle 44149 US 2019-05-24

Hilliard 43026 US 201 9-05-24 L

18
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44035 Us

44147 us

48866 us

49009 US

iooii us

43449 us

44212 us

44203 US

44053 us

44012 us

45661 US

44133 us

43452 us

44060 us

43235 us

44647 us

44109 us

43235 us

48162 US

43235 us

43460 us

29033 US

45869 us

43452 us

44224 us

43452 us

48145 us

44130 us

43420 Us

44140 US

44107 US

93551 Us

43452 US

30005 Us

44111 US

44113 U5

44111 US

43560 US

44011 U5

43452 Us

2019-05-24

20 19-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

201 9-05-24

Elylia

Broadview Heights

Ovid MI

I<alamazoo

New York

Oak Harbor

Brunswick

Barberton

OH

OH

CA
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43021 US 201 9-05-24

45458 us 2019-05-24

44022 us 2019-05-24

43560 US 201 9-05-24

33326 uS 2019-05-24

45469 us 2019-05-24

44212 us 2019-05-24

48157 us 2019-05-24

43231 us 2019-05-24

44143 us 2019-05-24

44107 us 2019-05-24

Lexington 40503 us 2019-05-24

Broadview Heights 44147 us 201 9-05-24

Toledo 43537 us 201 9-05-24

Bellevue 44811 U5 2019-05-24

Maurnee 43537 us 2019-05-24

Massillon OH 44646 us 2019-05-24

Toledo 43620 us 2019-05-24

Denver 80221 US 2019-05-24

Pittsburgh 15222 U5 2019-05-24

Pittsburgh 15222 US 2019-05-24

Pittsburgh 15220 US 201 9-05-24

Wyandotte Ml 48192 us 201 9-05-24

Port Clinton 43452 us 2019-05-24

Columbus 43221 us 2019-05-24 r

Maumee 43537 us 2019-05-24

43614 us 2019-05-24

OH 44035 U5 2019-05-24

44212 us 2019-05-24

44050 us 2019-05-24

43440 US 2019-05-24

48044 us 201 9-05-24

44212 us 2019-05-24

14604 us 2019-05-24

1904 US 2019-05-24

45371 us 201 9-05-24

48183 us 2019-05-24

43452 us 201 9-05-24

43212 US 2019-05-24

16509 us 2019-05-24

Chagrin Falls

Sylvania

Fort Lauderdale

OH

HTS

OH

20



Port Clinton

Mckinney

Lebanon

Port Clinton OH

Independence

Beavercreek

Cleveland

OH

01-1

OH

OH

43452

44622

45412

43452

75010

44059

43452

44131

45432

44126

48161

12771

44060

22315

44147

43019

44092

44094

44134

43611

43614

45192

44095

44133

43240

43611

44286

46525

48146

44130

44060

45242

44108

32003

43452

44136

44883

43612

43420

us
us
us
us
us
US

us
us
us
Us
Us
us
Us
US
us
Us
US
us
us
Us
us
us
us
us
us
us
us
us
us
US
Us
us
US
us
us
us
us
us
us
us

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

20 19-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

20 19-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

20 19-05-24

201 9-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

20 19-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

20 19-05-24

20 19-05-24

2019-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

2019-05-24

201 9-05-24

201 9-05-24

201 9-05-24

Alexandria

Cleveland

Fred eric ktown

Willoughby Hills

Willoughby

Cleveland

Toledo

Toledo

Wyandotte

willowiok

North Royalton

Columbus

Toledo

Madison

Richfield

Fort Wayne

Lincoln Park

Cleveland

Mentor

Cincinnati

Bratenahi

Tampa

Port Clinton

Strong svilIe

Tittin

Toledo

OH

OH
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H
West Saiom

Commerce
Township

Republic

Jacksonville

Richmond height

Bioomvlile OH

Green Springs

iLWheaton

Olmsted Falls

Marysville

Columbus

Canton

Cleveland

Arroyo Grande

Swanton

Fremont

Palm Coast

Mantua

Sandusky

Sandusky

Bellevue

New Washington

Fremont

Cleveland

Caldwell

44287 US 201 9-05-24

48382 US 2019-05-24

44867 US 201 9-05-24

32255 US 2019-05-24

44143 US 2019-05-24

44811 US 2019-05-24

43055 us 2019-05-24

44836 US 201 9-05-24

48089 US 2019-05-24

60189 US 2019-05-24

44138 US 2019-05-24

43040 US 201 9-05-24

43420 US 2019-05-24

4470? US 2019-05-24

44119 US 2019-05-24

93420 US 2019-05-24

43556 US 2019-05-24

43420 US 2019-05-24

32164 US 2019-05-24

44255 US 2019-05-24

44870 Us 201 9-05-24

44870 US 201 9-05-24

48811 US 2019-05-24

44857 US 2019-05-24

43420 US 2019-05-24

44111 Us 2019-05-24

7006 US 201 9-05-24

44238 US 2019-05-24

44116 US 2019-05-24

43420 US 201 9-05-24

44811 US 2019-05-24

44074 US 201 9-05-24

48912 Us 201 9-05-24

43528 US 2019-05-24

44094 US 201 9-05-24

43611 Us 2019-05-24

48157 US 2019-05-24

44111 US 2019-05-24

44281 US 201 9-05-24

16501 US 2019-05-24

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

Ml

OH

PA

22
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Garden City NY

Mentor OH

Painesville

Cuy&~oga Falls

Mansfield

North Royalton OH

Grandville

OH

OH

1l530 us
44060 Us

44077 US

44221 US

44906 us
44133 us
49418 us
44118 US

43026 us

48118 us

44116 us

85296 us

44089 us

44122 us

44811 us

44145 Us

44120 us

44138 us

44883 US

44867 Us

44089 us

95035 us

44094 us

48227 Us

45208 us

43202 US

33803 us

48879 US

45338 US

20002 US

53181 Us

43230 us

44116 US

43040 Us

44140 us

23693 Us

44060 US

44060 US

93702 US

44107 Us

2019-05-24

201 9-0 5-24

2019-05-25

20 19-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

201 9-0 5-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019 -0 5-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

2019-05-25

201 9-05-25

2019-05-25

201 9-05-25

201 9-05-25

20 19-05-25

OH

Willoughby

Detroit

CincinnatI

Columbus

Lakeland

saint Johns

Lewiaburg

Wash

Twin Lakes

Columbus

Rocky River

Maiysvillo

Bay Village

Yorktown

Mentor

Mentor

Fresno

Lakewood

OH

23
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Southileld 48066 US 2019-05-25

Sanford 27330 US 2019-05-25

Lnmbertvjlle 45144 us 2019-05-25

Seattle goioi us 2019-05-25

Rocky River OH 44116 us 2019-05-25

Erie 16508 US 2019-05-25

Port Clinton 43440 US 201 9-05-25

Philadelphia 19119 US 2019-05-25

Rocky River 44116 US 2019-05-25

Hedgesvllle 25427 US 201 9-05-25

Berlin heights 44814 US 2019-05-25

Cleveland 44119 US 2019-05-25

Westlake 44145 US 2019-05-25

Centerville 45459 US 201 9-05-25

North Olmsted OH 44070 US 2019-05-25

Cleveland Heights 44118 US 2019-05-25

Canal Fulton 44614 US 201 9-05—25

Marblehead 43440 Us 2019-05-25

Toledo 43515 US 2019-05-25

Lakewood 44107 US 2019-05-25

Hamtramok 48212 US 2019-05-25

madoc kok2ko Canada 2019-05-25

North Versailles 15137 US 2019-05-25

Rocky River OH 44116 US 201 9-05-25

WIlmington 45177 US 2019-05-25

Chesterland 44026 US 201 9-05-25

43611 Us 2019-05-25

44017 US 2019-05-25

US 201 9-05-25

Philippines 201 9-05-25

Beachwood 44124 US 2019-05-25

Columbia 65203 US 201 9-05-25

Rocky River 44116 US 201 9-05-25

Strongsville 44136 US 2019-05-25

92014 US 2019-05-25

Harlingen TX 78550 US 2019-05-25

Lakewood 44107 Us 2019-05-25

44320 US 2019-05-25

Saint Louis 63116 US 201 9-05-25

Mechaniosville 23111 US 2019-05-25

24



43011 US 2019-05-25

10433 US 201 9-05-25

44094 US 2019-05-25

44256 US 2019-05-25

44256 US 201 0-05-25

44663 US 2019-05-25

South Africa 2019-05-25

44149 US 2019-05-25

44012 US 2019-05-25

11354 US 2019-05-25

WR49ES UK 2019-05-25

Tn20 6h1 UK 201 9-05-25

44060 US 2019-05-25

14221 US 2019-05-25

Gaithersburg 20576 US 2010-05-25

Columbus 43232 Us 2019-05-25

ness-shire 1V40 8DH UK 2019-05-25

Lake City 32024 US 201 9-05-25

KnoxvIlle 37921 US 2019-05-25

Alqon 44319 US 2019-05-25

Columbus 43230 US 201 9-05-25

Swanton 43558 US 2019-05-25

Cheshire Sk7 688 UK 201 9-05-25

Milford 48381 US 2019-05-25

Cluj-Napoca Romania 2019-05-25

Dover 19904 US 201 9-05-25

Ancaster L8S 4L8 Canada 2019-05-25

Stamford 6905 US 201 9-05-25

6905 US 2019-05-25

Rutland 5701 US 2019-05-25

Stamford 6805 US 2019-05-25

Waipahu 96797 US 2019-05-25

Rockyriver 44116 US 2019-05-25

Rocky River 44116 US 201 9-05-25

Mayfietd Hts 44124 US 2019-05-25

CincInnati 45208 US 201 9-05-25

Secaucus 7094 US 2019-05-25

Bradwell NR31 8HJ UK 201 9-05-25

Westlake 44145 US 201 9-05-25

OH

New Philadelphia

Vereeniging

Strongsville

Avon Lake

OH

OH

25
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74889 Germany 2019-05-25

3884 US 2019-05-25

Micronesia 201 9-05-25

wn86te UK 2019-05-25

43440 Us 2019-05-25

45805 US 2019-05-25

14202 Us 2019-05-25

28004 spain 2019-05-25

45069 US 201 9-05-25

OH 44090 US 2019-05-25

OH 44126 US 2019-05-25

43065 US 2019-05-25

blO6pn UK 201 9-05-25 r
44129 US 2019-05-25

44133 US 2019-05-25

98632 US 2019-05-25

44035 US 2019-05-25

US 2019-05-25

Brantford N3T4PS Canada 2019-05-25

Palnesvllle OF-I 44077 US 2019-05-25

North Olmsted 44070 US 201 9-05-25

Amherst 44035 US 201 9-05-25

Kahuku 96731 US 2019-05-25 L
Honolulu 95805 US 201 9-05-25

Sandusky OH 44870 US 2019-05-25 El
Saint Petersburg 33707 US 201 9-05-25 L
Wyandotte 48192 US 2019-05-25

Littleriversouth 29566 US 2019-05-25
carolina

Warren 44481 US 2019-05-25

Kenton 43326 US 2019-05-25

EastStroudsburg 18301 US 2019-05-25

Honolulu 96825 US 201 9-05-25

Layton 64041 US 2019-05-25

Little Rock 72211 US 2019-05-25

Teliord 18969 US 2019-05-26

Cleveland OH 44124 US 2019-05-26

Elyria 44035 US 201 9-05-26

Glenside 19038 US 2019-05-26

Yuba City 95991 US 2019-05-26

~

SKELMERSDALE

Lakeside
Marblehead

Lima

Buffalo

Madrid

West Chester

Wellington

Fairview Park

Columbus

manchester

North Royalton

Longview
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Cleveland 44124 US 2019-05-26

San Jose 95120 us 2019-05-26

Englewoad 45322 us 201 9-05-26

Oliver Spñngs 37840 us 2019-05-26

Hamburg 14075 us 2019-05-26

Waipahu 96797 US 201 9-05-26

Ashlabula 44004 US 2019-05-26

Strongsvilie 44136 us 2019-05-26

San Mtonio 78252 us 2019-05-26

Pampanga Philippines 201 9-05-26

Pendieton 97801 US 2019-05-26

27705 us 2019-05-26

43209 us 2019-05-26

30045 us 2019-05-26

us 2019-05-26

30577 us 201 9-05-26

44124 us 2019-05-26

45431 us 2019-05-26

sagInaw 48603 us 2019-05-26

Southfield 48086 us 2019-05-26

Mims 32754 US 2019-05-26

Hudsonyards iisso us 2019-05-26

Dover 19904 U5 201 9-05-26

Strongsvllla 44133 us 2019-05-26

Piano 75025 us 201 9-05-26

Pontypridd CF37 5EU uK 2019-05-26

Newyork 10118 us 2019-05-26

Kailua 96734 us 2019-05-26

Honolulu 96826 us 2019-05-26

Avon Lake 44012 us 2019-05-26

us 2019-05-26

Lancaster lal 3ht UK 2019-05-26

Chardon 44024 us 2019-05-26

FRENCHTOWN 59834 US 2019-05-26

Mentor 44060 us 2019-05-26

44060 us 201 9-05-26

29063 us 2019-05-26

32726 US 2019-05-26

43452 us 2019-05-26

columbus

Lawrencevilie

Birmingham

FL

27



43420 US 2019-05-26

27540 US 2019-05-26

48163 US 2019-05-26

Avon Lake 44012 us 2019-05-26

Westiake 44070 US 2019-05-26

Lincoln Park 48146 US 2019-05-26

Vermilion 44089 US 201 9-05-26

Cleveland 44134 US 2019-05-26 [
Carnegie 15106 Us 2019-05-26

Newport 48166 US 2019-05-26

Birchwood 37308 US 2019-05-26

Rocky River 44116 US 201 9-05-26

Cleveland 44129 US 2019-05-26

Sandusky 44870 US 2019-05-26

Sarasota 34238 US 201 9-05-26

Kindred 58021 US 2019-05-26

Akron OH 44319 US 201 9-05-26

Marion 43302 U5 2019-05-26

El Onrado Hills 95762 US 2019-05-26 r
44060 US 201 9-05-26 L
90059 Us 2019-05-26

OH 43449 US 2019-05-26

FL 32804 US 201 9-05-26

43612 US 2019-05-26

OH 44094 US 2019-05-26

Canada 2019-05-26

30012 US 2019-05-26

FY7 UK 2019-05-26

8801 Netherlands 2019-05-26

44303 US 2019-05-26

Westminster 29693 US 2019-05-26

KEAAU 96749 US 2019-05-26

Waverly 45690 US 2019-05-26

Honolulu 96816 US 2019-05-26

Sandusky 44870 US 2019-05-26

Charlotte 26211 US 2019-05-26

Elmwood Park 60707 US 2019-05-26

saltsburg 15681 US 2019-05-26

Elmwood Park 60707 US 2019-05-26

Greenland 3840 US 2019-05-26

Ml

TN

SC

28



OH

OH

57770 US

Canada

92104 US

95472 us

45458 Us

44256 us

44145 us

7874 US

45415 US

10573 uS

45856 us

UK

41017 US

48161 US

44060 US

7734 US

44060 US

96712 US

96816 us

44143 US

44256 US

44135 US

44811 US

44690 US

41071 us

44811 US

44870 us

44611 Us

1830 Us

44077 us

94306 us

44060 US

75026 US

37721 US

50023 Us

44836 US

2119 US

43449 US

44818 US

2019-05-26

201 9-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

201 9-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

201 9-05-26

2019-05-26

201 9-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

201 9-05-26

201 9-05-26

2019-05-26

201 9-05-26

201 9-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

201 9-05-26

201 9-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

2019-05-26

201 9-05-26

2019-05-26

201 9-05-26

201 9-05-26

2019-05-26

201 9-05-26

201 9-05-26

2019-05-26

ROM 050

LL1I

OH

OH

OH

OH

Oil

Monroeville

B(oomville
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Mlamlsburg 45342 US 2019-05-26

Rancho 91737 US 2019-05-26
Cucemonga

Dover OH 44622 US 2019-05-26

Vashon 98013 US 201 9-05-27

Whitewright 75491 US 201 9-05-27

New Franklin 44216 us 2019-05-27

Albuquerque 87120 US 2019-05-27

Mentor 44060 Us 2019-05-27

Oakland Gardens 11364 US 2019-05-27

Manchester 40962 US 201 9-05-27

Marshtield 2050 US 2019-05-27 [
Tipp City 45371 us 2019-05-27 L..

Las Vegas 89129 us 2019-05-27

Pensacola 32507 us 2019-05-27

East Syracuse i3041 us 2019-05-27

Pittsburgh 15226 US 2019-05-27

44313 US 2019-05-27

88011 US 2019-05-27

44301 us 2019-05-27

Fort Pierce FL 48141 us 201 9-05-27

sunbuiv 43074 US 201 9-05-27

43466 us 2019-05-27

Vermilion OH 44089 Us 2019-05-27

shaker Heights 44122 US 201 9-05-27

Cleveland 44134 US 2019-05-27

SaintLouis 63118 us 2019-05-27

Willingboro 8046 us 201 9-05-27

Ur mum 2346 Antarctica 2019-05-27

Columbus 43226 Us 2019-05-27

Spartanburg 29303 U5 2019-05-27

Sofia Bulgaria 2019-05-27

Columbus 43207 US 2019-05-27

Norwalk 44857 US 2019-05-27 r
Cleveland 44111 US 201 9-05-27 L
waimanlo 96795 US 2019-05-27

Medine OH 44256 US 2019-05-27

rocky river OH 44116 U5 2019-05-27

brook park OH 44142 US 2019-05-27

Columbus 43214 U5 2019-05-27

Canal Fulton 28409 U5 2019-05-27

30
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44110 US 2019-05-27

55423 US 2019-05-27

15243 us 2019-05-27

15243 us 2019-05-27

44133 us 2019-05-27

44857 us 2019-05-27

GL2 JR 2019-05-27

45245 us 2019-05-27

44212 us 201 9-05-27

mb laO Canada 2019-05-27

43780 US 201 9-05-27

14590 US 2019-05-27

NY 14304 US 2019-05-27

44302 us 2019-05-27

NY 12966 us 2019-05-27

44035-7413 US 2019-05-27

KP260LW UK 2019-05-27

Murfreesboro 37130 US 2019-05-27

Warren 48089 US 2019-05-27

Senecaville 43760 us 2019-05-27

Delaware 43082 US 2019-05-27

Charlotte 28269 us 2019-05-27

Akron 44312 US 2019-05-27

Rochester NY 14612 US 2019-05-27

North Royalton 44133 us 201 9-05-27

Rochester NY 14612 US 2019-05-27

Buffalo 14228 US 201 9-05-27

Bayvillage 44140 US 2019-05-27

Tarlac City PhIlippines 2019-05-27

Cleveland 44129 US 2019-05-27

Derby De236nb UK 201 9-05-27

Columbus 43212 Us 2019-05-27

Manchester M28 OJF UK 201 9-05—27

Fair Haven 7704 US 2019-05-27

Macedonia 44056 Us 2019-05-27

44883 US 2019-05-27

57W Canada 2019-05-27

OH 44839 US 2019-05-27

Slovenia 201 9-05-27

16412 US 2019-05-27

Cleveland

Minneapolis

Pittsburgh OH

Pittsburgh PA

North Royalton

OH

Saskatoon

Huron

Ljubljana

Edinboro PA
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r

44883 US 201 9-05-27

61049 US 2019-05-27

44256 US 201 9-05-27

95377 US 2019-05-27

30265 US 2019-05-27

36861 US 2019-05-27

84119 US 2019-05-27

P7J 1E9 Canada 2019-05-27

Austria 2019-05-27

Chicago 60617 US 2019-05-27

Toronto MaN Canada 2019-05-27

Dexter 50070 US 2019-05-27

Birmingham 88 lry UK 2019-05-27

Bosham Po18 8ns UK 2019-05-27

Hatfield Peverel CM3 2HH UK 2019-05-27

Salt Lake City 84123 US 201 9-05-27

baltimore 21211 US 2019-05-27

Cleveland OH 44120 US 2019-05-27

North Olmsted 44070 US 2019-05-27

Altimeter L-6150 Luxembourg 2019-05-27

North Oimated OH 44070 US 2019-05-27

MIS 163 Canada 201 9-05-27

44116 US 2019-05-27

44870 US 2019-05-28

8008 US 2019-05-28 r
6043 Netherlands 2019-05-28 L

46161 US 2019-05-28

48185 US 2019-05-28

7481 US 2019-05-28

10462 US 2019-05-28

44145 US 2019-05-28

48197 US 2019-05-28 —;

33547 US 2019-05-28

14006 US 2019-05-28

14006 US 2019-05-28

11385 US 2019-05-28

2500 Philippines 2019-05-28

92672 US 2019-05-28

45356 US 2019-05-28

14111 US 2019-05-28

~

OH

IL

IA

Angola NY

Angola NY

Ridgewood

Caiapan

San Clemente

Piqua

North Collins
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92115 us 2019-05-28

48138 us 2019-05-28

89460 us 2019-05-28

us 2019-05-28

LaM iso Canada 2019-05-28

iio~ us 2019-05-28

93291 us 2019-05-28

48879 us 2019-05-28

98661 us 2019-05-28

95963 us 2019-05-28

14223 us 2019-05-28

1091 Netherlands 2019-05-28

90024 us 2019-05-28

Philippines 201 9-05-28

14048 us 2019-05-28

9170 Italy 201 9-05-28

NY 14006 us 2019-05-28

Montenegro 2019-05-28

Norway 2019-05-28

14006-9421 us 2019-05-28

Gransmoor Y025 8HX uK 2019-05-28

Centerburg 43011 us 2019-05-28

SuffaIo NY 14227 us 2019-05-28

north collins NY 14111 us 2019-05-28

Casstown OH 45312 us 2019-05-28

Leeds 1s17 Sag uK 2019-05-28

Rochester 14643 us 2019-05-28

North Ridgevilie 44039 us 2019-05-28

Angola 14006 us 2019-05-28

Carey 43316 us 201 9-05-28

Angola 14006 us 2019-05-28

Gibsonburg 43431 us 2019-05-28

CincInnati 45202 us 2019-05-28

lakeview 14085 us 2012-05-28

Fort Lee 7024 us 2019-05-28

Riyadh Saudi Arabia 201 9-05-28

Moulton 35650 us 2019-05-28

MountVernon 43050 us 2019-05-28

69483 Germany 201 9-05-28

35806 us 2019-05-28

San Diego

Grosse lie

Gardnervlile

NY

NY

NY

NY
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r
mar 21114 US 2019-05-28

Serea 40403 US 201 9-05-28

LakeView 14085 us 2019-05-28

Palm beach 33418 us 2019-0528
gardens

Fort Myers 33967 US 2019-05-28 1
Cleveland 44118 US 2019-05-28

Lexington 27295 us 2019-05-28

Cleveland 44192 us 2019-05-28

Limoges 87000 France 2019-05-28

Consett DH87BQ Uk 2019-05-28

Euclid 44117 us 2019-05-28

Cuaynabo Us 2019-05-28

Bloomfield Hills 48301 US 201 9-05-26

Humboldt 66749 US 2019-05-28

Eastiake 44095 U5 2019-05-28

Westlake 44145 US 2019-05-28

14222 us 2019-05-28

Slovenia 2019-05-28

63130 Us 2019-05-28

NY 14006 us 2019-05-28

7719 us 2019-05-28

44060 Us 201 9-05-28

14085 US 2019-05-28

Serbia 2019-05-26

44145 us 2019-05-28

660 U5 2019-05-28

3052NJ Netherlands 2019-05-25

74133 us 2019-05-28

Tcnawanda 14150 U5 2019-05-28

SayVillage 44140 us 2019-05-26

VILLEURBANNE 69100 France 2019-05-28 [
Mentor 44060 U5 201 9-05-28

Phoenix asosi us 201 9-05-26

Brentwood 37027 US 2019-05-28

Orchard Park NY 14127 US 201 9-05-28

Weimar CA 95736 U5 201 9-05-28

Netherlands 201 9-05-28

12498 us 2019-05-26

98036 Us 2019-05-28

46208 US 2019-05-28
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NY

Woodstock

Brler
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Finland 2019-05-28

34787 US 2019-05-28

82061 Germany 2019-05-28

16123 US 2019-05-28

14225 us 2019-05-28

48235 U5 2019-05-28

8081 US 2019-05-28

14225 US 2019-05-28

33169 us 2019-05-28

730 us 201 9-05-28

44134 US 2019-05-28

44145 US 2019-05-28

15213 US 2019-05-28

14006 us 2019-05-28

44072 US 201 9-05-28

44131 us 2019-05-28

US 2019-05-28

OH 43440 US 2019-05-28

15218 U5 2019-05-28

Italy 2019-05-28

OH 44135 US 2019-05-28

N4K Canada 201 9-05-28

57560 France 2019-05-28

15235 Us 2019-05-28

43619 US 2019-05-28

44012 U5 2019-05-28

89156 US 2019-05-28

47362 US 201 9-05-28

33114 US 2019-05-28

US 2019-05-28

44144 US 2019-05-26

44256 US 201 9-05-28

45241 US 201 9-05-28

33971 US 2019-05-28

6043 Netherlands 201 9-05-28

45036 US 2019-05-28

44116 US 2019-05-28

12309 US 2019-05-28

55446 US 2019-05-29

14047 Us 2019-05-29

Sicklerville

Cheektowaga

IN

OH

OH

~oermond

Lebanon

Rocky River

Schenectady

Plymouth

Derby
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33024 US 2019-05-29 r
44130 US 2019-05-29

33139 us 2019-05-29

91910 us 2019-05-29

14052 US 2019-05-29

80538 us 2019-05-29

44883 US 201 9-05-29

94597 us 201 9-05-29

45840 US 201 9-05-29

43452 us 2019-05-29

us 2019-05-29

6001 US 2019-05-29

Singapore 2019-05-29

80537 uS 2019-05-29 r
Qatar 2019-05-29

PhIlippines 2019-05-29

1011 Netherlands 2019-05-29

B15 UK 2019-05-29

14450 Indonesia 2019-05-29

OH 44133 U5 201 9-05-29

ASS48LE UK 201 9-05-29

Poland 201 9-05-29

[1
580 8E8 UK 2019-05-29 L

91331 US 2019-05-29

78n1n8 Canada 2019-05-29

32778 U5 2019-05-29 L
60074 us 2019-05-29

1200-181 Portugal 2019-05-29

44140 us 2019-05-29

50036 US 2019-05-29

15690 US 2019-05-29

44870 us 201 9-05-29

85194 US 201 9-05-29

89178 US 2019-05-29 L
Ireland 2019-05-29

32608 us 2019-05-29

Ireland 2019-05-29

43147 us 201 9-05-29

77055 us 2019-05-29

43420 us 2019-05-29

~

NY

OH

Parkstownship

Sandusky

Casa grande

Las Vegas

Gainesville

TX
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48187 US 201 9-05-29

14075 us 2019-05-29

11520 US 2019-05-29

15213 us 2019-05-29

400007 India 201 9-05-29

15210 US 2019-05-29

44212 us 2019-05-29

46804 US 2019-05-29

Philippines 2019-05-29

44136 us 2019-05-29

45162 US 2019-05-29

44095 US 201 9-05-29

44107 US 201 9-05-29

4043 Us 2019-05-29

44303 US 201 9-05-29

15642 Us 201 9-05-29

Ecuador 2019-05-29

0N2 UK 201 9-05-29

60091 US 2019-05-29

37343 US 2019-05-29

Jakarta 62 Indonesia 2019-05-29

queen creek 85143 US 2019-05-29

Lambertville 48144 US 2019-05-29

New Braunfels 76130 US 201 9-05-29

Fort Collins 80528 US 201 9-05-29

Waterford Ireland 2019-05-29

Eflicolt CIty 21043 US 2019-05-29

Medina 44256 US 2019-05-29

Hazelwood 63042 US 201 9-05-29

Kapolel 96707 US 2019-05-29

Salt Spring Island, VSK 2C4 Canada 2019-05-29
SC

‘Waterford Ireland 2019-05-29

Bethesda 20617 Us 2019-05-29

Waverly 45690 US 2019-05-29

anaheim 92804 US 2019-05-29

MIliwood 25262 US 201 9-05-29

Olmsted Falls 44138 US 2019-05-29

75225 US 2019-05-29

95008 US 2019-05-29

44138 Us 2019-05-29

Canton

Hamburg

Freeport

Pittsburgh

Mumbai

Pittsburgh

Bn,nswick

Fort Wayne

Quezon City

Strongsvllle

OH

WV
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24401 US 2019-05-30

21601 US 2019-05-30

44145 us 2019-05-30

us 2019-05-30

44092 us 201 9-05-30

44320 us 201 9-05-30

44107 US 201 9-05-30

60609 US 2019-05-30

NY 14228 Us 2019-05-30

36830 Us 2019-05-30

77406 US 2019-05-30

72601 US 201 9-05-30

slip NY 11751 us 2019-05-30

10590 Us 201 9-05-30

78155 US 2019-05-30

LOG 1MO Canada 2019-05-30

98057 US 2019-05-30

89523 Us 2019-05-30

96817 us 201 9-05-30

19809 Us 2019-05-30

PhIlippines 201 9-05-30

us 2019-05-30

Beaumont 5066 Australia 201 9-05-30

Harrogate HG2 UK 2019-05-30

Fort Mill 29715 US 2019-05-30

Lake View 14085 US 2019-05-30

Metro Manila Philippines 2019-05-30

Mahwah 7430 US 201 0-05-30

Fredeilcksburg 22407 US 2019-05-30

Halmstad Sweden 2019-05-30

Hjo Sweden 201 9-05-30

st louis 63141 US 201 9-05-30

Jacksonville 32218 US 201 9-05-30

Akron 44321 US 201 9-05-30

Reading 19606 US 201 9-05-30

Bellevue OH 44811 US 2019-05-30

Columbus 43011 US 2019-05-30

Mississauga lety3y9 Canada 2019-05-30

Cleveland 44111 US 2019-05-30

Marietta 30062 US 201 9-05-30
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Staunton

l Easton

Westlake

Wicklitte

Akron

Lakewood

Chicago

Amherst

Auburn

Richmond

Harrison

slip

south Salem

Seguin

Mount Albert

honolulu

Wilmington

Cotabato City



Federal Way

Cuyahoga Falls

Sao Paulo

Dunkirk

Hagerstown

Bridg water

San Francisco

Isabela

Lakewood

Little Pock

Lakewood

Lakewood

Lakewood

MILTON

Clinton

Omaha

Renton

Anaheim

Las Piedras

Houston

Lexington

Boulder

Cleveland

Bronx

Lakewood

The Dalles

South Bend

San Diego

Scotland

Washington

98023 US

44221 us
Brazil

45836 us
21742 us

uk
94102 us

662 us
98498 us
72206 us
44107 us
14220 us
84123 us
34233 us
90096 us
96130 us
90804 us
85142 us
28206 us
78379 us
85742 Us
44107 us
44107 us
12547 us
47842 us
68197 us
98058 us
92825 us

us
77055 us
40513 us
80305 us
44143 us
10463 us
44107 us
97058 us
45612 us
92129 us
72141 us
20016 us

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

201 9-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

201 9-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

201 9-05-30

201 9-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

201 9-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-30

2019-05-31

2019-05-3 1

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-SI

201 9-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

ta64qw

Salt Lake City

Sarasota

Los Angeles

Susarwille

Long Beach

Queen Creek

Charlotte

CA
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r
8050 US 201 9-05-31

15520 MexIco 2019-05-31

Chagrin FaIls 44022 us 201 9-05-31

Huntsville 77340 US 201 9-05-31

FortThomas 41075 us 2019-05-31

Westminster 80031 U5 2019-05-31

Littleton 80123 US 2019-05-31

Kansas City 66109 us 201 9-05-31

SnowCamp 27349 US 2019-05-31

Houston 77071 US 201 9-05-31

MIami 33131 US 2019-05-SI

Allen 75013 U5 2019-05-31

Meridian 83646 US 201 9-05-31

Omaha 68105 US 2019-05-31

Hatley 544-40 US 2019-05-31

Santa Paula 93060 Us 201 9-05-31

Andover 44003 US 2019-05-31

US 201 9-05-31

Saint Joseph 49085 Us 2019-05-31

Nottingham NG4 IJJ UK 201 9-05-31

I San Jose 95138 US 2019-05-31

Orland park 60463 Us 2019-05-31

Brooklyn OH 44144 US 2019-05-31

6082 US 2019-05-31

Washington D.C. US 2019-05-31

45424 US 2019-05-31 L
Israel 2019-05-31

45840 US 201 9-05-31 L
75219 Us 2019-05-31

Cleveland 44124 US 201 9-05-31

Huron 44839 U5 2019-05-31

Berea 44017 US 201 9-05-31

kenmore 14217 US 2019-05-31

Banská Byslrica slovakla 20I9-05-31

Kingwood 26537 US 2019-0541

Mankato 56001 US 201 9-05-31

Port Clinton 43452 US 201 9-05-31

94603 U5 2019-05-31

2615 Portugal 2019-05-31
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Hollywood

Topeka

Topeka

Topeka

Tinley Park

San Antonio

Algeria

Now York

Poplar Grove

PhIladelphia

Borryton

Grove City

Oceanside

Roynoldsburg

Blooming ton

Yorktown

flagler beach

Saint Paul

CA

OH

33021 US

66609 US

66614 US

66605 uS

60477 US

78244 US

Algeria

11106 us

Mexico

61065 US

19067 us

66409 US

45431 us

43123 us

us

43069 us

32725 U5

55420 us

78164 US

32136 US

55112 US

28045 Philippines

19120 US

45805 Us

44836 U5

44040 Us

32136 US

44212 Us

44114 Us

64078 US

20910 Us

90703 US

32110 Us

20619 US

45833 US

43351 US

45216 US

45605 US

6378 US

77002 Us

20 19-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

20 19-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-al

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05 -31

2019-05-al

2019-05-al

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

201 9-05-31

2019-05-31

201 9-05-31

20 19-05-31

2019-06-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-3 1

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

2019-05-31

201 9-05-31

2019-05-31

20 19-05-31

2019-06-01

2019-06-Cl

2019-06-01

Philadelphia

Uma

I Green springs

Cleveland

Flagier Beach

Bnjnswick

Cleveland

Peculiar

Silver Spring

Cerritos

Palm Coast

California

Deiphos

Upper Sandusky

Cincinnati

Uma

Mystic

Houston
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Evans 30809 US 2019-06-al
Green springs 44836 US 2019-06-01

Newark 7114 us 2019-06-01

Cleveland OH 44111 US 2019-06-01

Shepherdsville 40165 us 2019-06-Cl

Cleveland 44121 US 201 9-06-01

San Antonio 78233 us 201 9-06-01

Cleveland 44143 US 201 9-06-01

Tampa 33626 US 201 9-06-01

Marion 29571 US 201 9-06-01

West Jordan 84088 Us 2019-06-01

Washington 20012 US 2019-06-01

Frankfort 66427 US 201 9-06-01

London 43140 US 2019-06-01

Glendale 85307 US 201 9-06-01

Willoughby 44094 uS 201 9-06-01

Woodmere 11598 US 2019-06-01

Trabuco Canyon 92679 US 201 9-06-01 -z

Baldwin Park 91706 US 201 9-06-01

Arlington 22192 US 2019-06-01

Perkasie 18944 US 201 9-06-01

Youngstown 44512 US 2019-06-01

98503 US 201 9-06-01

49908 US 2019-06-01

South Euclid 44121 US 201 9-06-01

Palm Coast 32164 US 201 9-06-01

Cleveland 44118 US 201 9-06-01

47106 US 201 9-06-01 -t

Port Clinton 43452 US 201 9-06-01

Flagler Beach 32136 Us 2019-06-01

61726 US 2019-06-01

Needham 2492 US 201 9-06-01

Columbus 43215 US 2019-06-01

Dallas 75204 US 201 9-06-01

Fremont 43420 US 201 9-06-01

Hlaleah 33012 US 2019-06-01

Houston 77005 US 2019-06-01

Springfield 22150 US 201 9-06-01

Oswogo 60543 US 2019-06-01

Orlando 32801 US 201 9-06-01
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Cloarwater

North Qimsied

Palm Coast

Norcross

Jamestown

Santa Ma

Upper burrell

Middleburg Hts

S area

North Royalton

F-larleysvllle

Lutz

Cleveland

Richland

Cincinnati

Moorpark

Palm Coast

Sarasota

55901 US

32118 US

44233 US

43619 US

44321 US

33317 US

18901 US

44139 US

37620 US

44064 US

44256 US

5201 US

44081 US

46307 US

75024 US

33767 US

44070 US

32137 US

30093 US

14701 US

92712 US

15068 US

44130 US

44017 US

44133 US

19438 US

33549 US

44122 US

99352 US

45240 US

93021 US

32164 US

34243 US

80226 US

77036 US

44039 US

48212 US

78704 US

32174 US

44053 US

2019-06-01

201 9-06-01

2019-06 -0 1

20; 9-06-01

2019-06-01

2019-06-01

2019-08-01

2019-06-01

201 9-06-01

2019-06-01

2019-06-01

201 9-06-01

2019-06-01

2019-06-al

20 19-06-01

2019 -0 6-0 1

2019-06-01

2019-06-01

2019-06-01

2019-06-01

2019-06-01

2019-06-al

2019-06-01

201 9-06-01

2019-06-al

20 19-06-01

2019-06-01

2019-06-01

2019-06-al

2019-06-02

2019-06-02

2019-06-02

2019-06-02

201 9-06-02

201 9-06-02

2019-06-02

2019-06-02

2019-06-02

2019-06-02

2019-06-02

Rochester

Daytona Seach

l-Iinckley

Northwood

Crmond Beach

LORPJN
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Rahway 7065 us 2019-06-02
Naples FL 34110 us 2019-06-02

Twin Falls ID assoi us 2019-06-02

Wichita 67211 us 2019-06-02

Sutton SM1 4DG 131< 201 9-06-02 P
Columbus 43224 us 2019-06-02

stone Mountain 30063 us 201 9-06-02

Milan 44646 us 2019-06-02

Cleveland 44130 us 2019-06-02

Philadelphia 19103 us 2019-06-02

Chicago 60640 us 2019-06-02 [7
West Chester 45069 us 201 9-06-02

sarasota 34243 us 2019-06-02

Peoria 65345 us 2019-06-02

Augusta 4330 us 2019-06-02

Orange Park 32067 US 2019-06-02

Harrison 45030 us 2019-06-02

Palm Coast 32164 us 201 9-06-02

Schaumburg 60193 us 2019-06-02

safety Harbor 34695 us 2019-06-02

Bratenahl 44123 us 2019-06-02

Lancaster 43130 us 2019-06-02

44256 us 2019-06-02

7175 US 2019-06-02

5aint Paul 55129 us 2019-06-02

PhoenIx 85017 us 2019-06-02

Batesville 72501 US 2019-06-02

Fremont 94565 us 2019-06-02

League city 77573 us 201 9-06-02

Hackensack 7601 us 2019-06-02

seattle 98144 U5 2019-06-02

51iongsville 44136 us 2019-06-02

Deachwood 44122 us 2019-06-03

Baxter 40806 us 2019-06-03

Poop 29018 US 201 9-06-03

Cleveland 44120 us 2019-06-03

Miami Beach 33139 us 2019-06-03

Cayce 29033 US 2019-06-03 —~

Fort Lauderdale 3315 us 2019-06-03

Columbus 43235 us 2019-06-03
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Fort Worth

San Mselmo

Middle River

Bloomfield

Fredericksburg

From ont

Mckinney

Sandusky

Modesto

Duluth

San Mtonlo

Toledo

Strongsvllle

Palm Coast

Sandu sky

Sandusky

Saiem

Columbus

Canton

OH

OH

45245 us 2019-06-03

63125 U5 201 9-06-03

33125 us 2019-06-03

75041 us 2019-06-03

76129 us 2019-06-03

94960 us 2019-06-03

21220 US 2019-06-03

40701 US 201 9-06-03

47025 us 2019-05-03

44113 US 2019-06-03

8619 US 2019-06-03

US 2019-06-03

7003 us 201 9-06-03

2240? US 2019-06-03

43420 US 2019-06-03

75070 us 201 9-06-03

44870 Us 2019-06-03

95353 US 201 9-06-03

30096 us 2019-06-03

76228 us 201 9-06-03

43606 US 2019-06-03

44136 Us 2019-06-03

32164 us 201 9-06-03

44670 US 2019-06-03

44870 Us 2019-06-03

444460 us 2019-06-03

43065 US 2019-06-03

44720 us 2019-06-03

27613 us 2019-06-03

29526 us 201 9-06-03

60543 us 2019-06-03

19074 us 2019-06-03

44256 Us 2019-06-03

13807 Us 2019-06-03

85138 us 2019-06-03

43125 Us 2019-06-03

37923 US 2019-06-03

2301 Us 201 9-06-03

44839 Us 2019-06-03

44128 Us - 2019-06-03

Malicopa

Groveport

Knoxville

Bra ekton

Huron

Cleveland

OH
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Bayonne

Hilisdale

Vista

Las Vegas

Roselle

Baldwinsville

Lockport

Middle town

Alanson

Canoga Park

Eu loss

Manassas

[1

r

H
El.

44130 us 2019-06-03

48235 us 2019-06-03

10514 us 2019-06-03

38003 Spain 201 9-06-03

7002 us 2019-06-03

49241 us 201 9-06-03

92083 us 2019-08-03

89128 us 2019-06-03

60172 us 2019-06-03

13027 us 2019-06-03

60441 us 201 9-06-03

45042 us 201 9-06-03

49706 us 2019-06-03

91304 us 2019-06-03

76039 us 201 9-06-03

20109 U5 2019-06-03

us 2019-06-03

44140 US 2019-06-03

63128 us 2019-06-03

89101 us 2019-06-03

43449 us 201 9-06-03

97321 us 2019-06-03

20170 us 2019-06-03

97381 us 201 9-06-03

27540 U5 201 9-06-03

74133 us 2019-06-03

33071 us 2019-06-03

45248 us 201 9-06-03

32905 us 2019-06-03

79907 U5 2019-06-04

77002 us 201 9-06-04

21144 us 2019-06-04

35640 us 2019-06-04

10031 us 2019-06-04

84123 us 201 9-06-04

45449 us 2019-06-04

32926 us 2019-06-04

55443 us 201 9-06-04

18062 us 2019-06-04

us 201 9-06-04AE
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63628 US 201 9-06-04

90011 US 2019-06-04

6824 us 201 9-06-04

saosi us 2019-06-04

48212 us 2019-06-04

420 us 201 9-06-04

45212 us 2019-06-04

77263 us 2019-06-04

44060 us 2019-06-04

11421 us 2019-06-04

25428 us 201 9-06-04

jacksonville 217568 us 2019-06-04

Miami Beach 33139 US 2019-06-04

East Lansing 48623 US 2019-08-04

Leesburg 34748 U5 201 9-06-04

Rowlott 75088 US 201 9-06-04

Richmond 77469 US 2019-06-04

Bronx 10451 US 2019-06-04

saint Peters 63376 us 201 9-06-04

San Antonio 76250 US 2019-06-04

MapleValley 98038 us 2019-06-04

Cleveland 44121 US 201 9-06-04

SpringvalsSouth 3172 Australia 2019-06-04

West Bloomfield 48322 US 2019-06-04
Township

St.louis 63119 Us 2019-06-04

43811 US 2019-06-04

6614 US 2019-06-04

44118 US 2019-06-04

7869 Us 2019-06-04

US 201 9-06-04

Port Clinton 43452 us 2019-06-04

Fort Lauderdale 33334 US 2019-06-04

54730 us 2019-06-04

Qatar 2019-06-04

Plantation 33325 US 2019-06-04

seven Fields 16046 US 2019-06-04

Lakewood 44107 US 2019-06-04

Chester 21619 US 2019-06-04

Atlanla 30325 Us 201 9-06-04

Franklin 37069 US 2019-06-04

Bonne Tene

Los Angeles

Fairfield

Menomonee Falls

Hamtramck

Santa Fe

Cincinnati

Houston

Mentor

Wood hay en

OH
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[7

30308 US 2019-06-04

Uruguay 2019-06-04

98057 US 201 9-06-04

11717 us 2019-06-04

44012 us 2019-06-04 —

19904 us 2019-06-04

44122 US 2019-06-04

Harllngen 78552 us 2019-06-04

Wooster 44691 us 201 9-06-04

Olmsted Township 44138 us 2019-06-05

Hendersonville 37075 US 2019-06-05

Mderson 29621 Us 2019-06-05

Wooster 44691 us 2019-06-05

Milwaukee 53225 us 201 9-06-05

Northfield 44067 US 2019-06-05

Flaglor beach 32136 US 201 9-06-05

Bronx 10463 us 2019-06-05

Pewaukea 53072 US 2019-06-05

Cincinnati 45230 us 201 9-06-05

BRENTWOOD 63144 US 2019-0-6-05

Newark 7114 US 201 9-06-05

93277 us 2019-06-05

22401 US 201 9-06-05 [
14047 us 2019-06-05

14047 us 2019-06-05

44281 US 201 9-06-05

34770 US 2019-06-05

20817 US 2019-06-05 —

43026 us 2019-06-05

78240 us 2019-06-05

Guam 201 9-06-05

14047 US 2019-06-05

44333 us 2019-06-05

28582 us 2019-06-05

44202 US 2019-06-05

44333 us 201 9-06-05

32110 us 201 9-06-05

21215 us 2019-06-05

32904 us 2019-06-05

2889 US 2019-06-05

MD

San Antonio

I Barrigada
Derby

Akron

North Myrtle
Beach

NY

Aurora

Akron

Bunnell

Baltimore

Melbourne

Warwick
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77479 us

14052 Us

32801 us

19124 US

77002 us

80521 us

14217 us

38117 us

75925 us

78620 US

32174 us

83530 us

32176 us

66062 us

28117 Us

42776 us

92503 us

79912 us

90003 us

Guam

60102 US

44108 us

us

78628 US

Guam

90266 US

33317 uS

90266 us

44870 Us

Gu&n

91765 us

US

19063 us

44077 US

42071 US

40165 us

40165 U5

32750 US

32750 us

45204 US

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06 -05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

201 9-06-05

20 19-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

201 9-06-05

201 9-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-05

2019-06-06

2019-06-06

201 9-06-06

2019-06-06

201 9-06-06

201 9-06-06

2019-06-06

201 9-06-06

201 9-06-06

NY

PA

Longwood

Cincinnati

FL
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H

OH

Tern pa

Bel Air

Rocky River

Berlin

Manatield Depot

Orlando

Glen Cove

FL

Bicknell

Sunbuiy

Oklahoma City

High Point

North Royalton

Chagrin Falls

BROOKLYN

Chagrin Falls

Park City

85284 us 201 9-06-06

21014 t)5 2019-06-06

44116 us 2019-06-06

21611 us 2019-06-06

6251 us 2019-06-05

32801 us 2019-06-06

11542 us 2019-06-06

47512 us 2019-06-06

43074 us 2019-06-06

73123 us 2019-06-06

27266 us 2019-06-06

75206 us 2019-06-06

44133 us 2019-06-06

44023 us 201 9-06-05

us 201 9-06-06

11203 us 2019-06-06

44023 us 2019-06-06

84098 us 201 9-06-05

44011 us 201 9-06-06

44012 us 2019-06-06 L
35213 us 2019-06-06

33147 us 2019-06-06 1*,
43123 us 201 9-06-06 L
29732 us 2019-06-06

r~
11725 us 2019-06-06

44143 us 2019-06-06

us 201 9-06-06 -—

98201 us 2019-06-05

37918 us 2019-06-06

6053 us 2019-06-07

26201 us 2019-06-07 F
78222 us 201 9-06-07

92703 us 2019-06-07

32110 us 2019-06-01

78751 us 2019-06-07

85308 us 201 9-06-07

40004 us 201 9-06-07

41352 Germany 201 9-06-07

48184 us 2019-06-07

92867 us 2019-06-07

TN

CA

H50



Sliver Spring

Mount Pleasant

Snohomish

Cleveland

Washington

Reynoldsburg

Tallahassee

Orangevale

New Baltimore

20904 US 2019-06-07

48858 US 2019-06-07

98290 US 201 9-05-07

44121 US 2019-06-07

20015 US 2019-06-07

74369 US 201 9-06-07

US 201 9-06-07

80135 US 2019-06-07

61081 US 2019-06-07

43066 US 2019-06-07

32309 US 2019-06-07

56104 US 2019-06-07

95662 Us 2019-06-07

48047 US 201 9-06-07

85382 US 2019-06-07

600-8106 Japan 201 9-06-07

60637 US 2019-06-07

62604 US 2019-06-07

IL 60169 Us 2019-06-08

11729 US 2019-06-08

20011 US 2019-06-08

AZ 85042 US 2019-06-08

61244 US 2019-06-08

77004 US 2019-06-08

44670 US 2019-06-08

45208 US 201 9-06-08

33169 US 2019-06-08

76004 US 201 9-06-08

92663 US 201 9-06-08

16509 US 201 9-06-08

55118 US 2019-06-08

92646 US 2019-06-08

38632 Spain 2019-06-08

33162 US 2019-06-08

93662 US 2019-06-08

55257 Germany 2019-06-08

70454 Us 201 9-06-08

14468 US 2019-06-08

25314 US 201 9-06-08

OH 43113 US 2019-06-08

Chicago

Casper

Hoffman Estates

Deer Park

Washington

Phoenix

East moline

Houston

San du sky

Cincinnati

Miami

Ariington

Newport Beach

Saint Paul

Huntington Beach

Ponchatouia

Charleston

Circie~IIe
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34746 US 201 9-06-08

25314 US 2019-06-08

91352 us 2019-06-08

UK 201 9-06-08

34690 US 201 9-06-08

Avon 44011 US 2019-06-OS

Lockeford 95237 US 2019-06-08

Batavia 14020 US 2019-06-08

Lebanon 45036 US 201 9-06-08

madison 53181 US 2019-06-09

Mesquite 75161 US 201 9-06-09

Sugar Land 77479 us 2019-06-09

Painesvllle 44077 US 2019-06-09

Cleveland 44120 US 2019-06-09

Bonita Springs 34135 US 201 9-06-09

FortWorth 76244 US 2019-06-09

Crescent city 95531 US 201 9-06-09

Scottsburg 47170 US 2019-06-09

Port-of-Spain Trinidad & Tobago 2019-06-09

US 201 9-06-09 C
US 201 9-06-09

US 201 9-06-09

Finland 2019-06-09

29710 US 2019-06-09

31069 US 2019-06-09

31326 US 2019-06-09

25159 US 2019-06-09

29072 US 201 9-06-09 r
2703 US 2019-06-09 L

30319 US 2019-06-09

Minneapolis 55425 US 201 9-06-09

North Augusta 29841 US 2019-06-09

Rlncon 31326 US 201 9-06-09

CedaiCreek 78612 US 2019-06-09

Port Clinton 43452 US 2019-06-09

Mentor 44060 US 201 9-06-09

Rincon 31326 US 2019-06-09

Lauderhill 33319 US 2019-06-09

Guyton 31312 US 2019-06-09

Rincon 31326 US 201 9-06-09

Kissimmee

Charleston

Sun Valley

OH

NY
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Morganton

Lexington

Olmsted Falls

La Habana

Surnn,eMlIe

Lombard

Warrington

Toxarkana

Harrison chartor
Township

Lang home

78026 us

31329 US

31326 Us

31322 us

44050 US

34683 US

44280 us

96033 us

31312 US

31326 Us

60453 US

31326 us

31329 Us

77048 Us

44253 Us

Qatar

Qatar

46902 Spain

40166 US

85023 US

95476 US

43452 US

44670 US

Qatar

10013 us

75270 us

us

28655 US

64067 US

44136 us

Cuba

29483 Us

60148 US

UK

75501 US

48045 us

19047 us

31326 Us

48038 Us

Egypt

2019-06-09

2019-06-09

2019-06-10

2019-06-10

2019-06-10

2019-06-10

2019-06-10

2019-06-10

2019-06-ID

2019-06-ID

2019-08-10

2019-06-10

2019-06-10

201 9-05-10

201 9-0 5-10

2019-06 -1 0

2019-06-10

2019-06-10

2019- 06-1 0

2019-06-ID

201 9-06-10

2019-06-10

2019-06-ID

2 019-08-10

2019-06-10

201 9-06-10

2019-06-10

2019-06-10

20 19-06-10

2019-06-ID

201 9-0 6-10

2019-06-10

2019-06 -10

2019-06-10

2019-06-10

2019-06-10

2019-0 6-1 0

201 9-0 6-10

2019-06-10

2019-06-10

WA4
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47802

89149

95296

22003

20165

30120

33173

19311

31620

31407

7094

38501

44138

28645

92020

13760

84058

63081

64051

97322

25213

38574

60435

81739

37110

15444

7094

14521

27215

43614

44023

32537

28711

13209

14609

33916

I-IS

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

Qatar

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

2019-06-10

2019-06-10

2019-06-Il

2019-06-il

2019-06-11

2019-06-Il

2019-06-Il

2019-06-11

2019-06-11

2019-06-11

2019-06-Il

2019-06-11

201 9-06-I I

2019-06-Il

2019-06-1 1

2019-06-11

2019-06-11

2019-06-11

2019-06-Il

201 9-0 6-1 1

201 9-06-Il

2019-06-11

2019-06-11

2019-06-Il

2019-06-11

2019-06-11

2019-06-11

2019-08-11

2019-06-11

201 9-06-1 1

201 9-06-Il

2019- 06-1 1

2019-06-11

20 19-06-11

201 9-06-11

2019-06-11

2019-06-Il

2019-06-11

2019-06-Il

2019-06-il

21 230-3317

H

H

H

L

L.

Baltimore

Doña

Sheboygan

Lees Summit

Albany

Winlield

Monterey

Lansing

Munioh

100 abondance

Mcminnville

Moscow

Secauctis

Ovid

Burlington

Toledo

Chagrin Falls

Black Mountain

Syracuse

Rochester

Fort Myers
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14609 us 2019-06-11

31326 US 201 9-06-11

44286 us 2019-06-11

60609 us 2019-06-11

3444 us 2019-06-Il

60073 us 2019-06-Il

23322 us 2019-06-Il

43413 us 2019-06-Il

95386 IJS 2019-06-11

80917 us 2019-06-Il

us 2019-06-Il

90601 us 201 9-06-lI

31326 us 2019-06-11

AR 72058 us 2019-06-12

48197 us 2019-06-12

5301 us 2019-06-12

84119 us 2019-06-12

44130 us 2019-06-12

94112 us 2019-06-12

60014 us 2019-06-12

89086 us 2019-06-12

91755 us 2019-06-12

us 2019-06-12

US 2019-06-12

Seguin 76155 us 2019-06-12

Miami 33172 us 2019-06-12

N/A N/A us 2019-06-12

Monterey Park 91754 us 2019-06-12

Bucuresti 51963 Romania 2019-06-12

Mountain View 94043 us 201 9-06-12

Crowely 70526 U5 201 9-06-12

Willoughby Hills 44092 US 201 9-06-12

syracuse 13204 us 2019-06-12

Taiwan 2019-06-12

30066 us 2019-06-12

20646 us 2019-06-12

46259 us 2019-06-12

12866 us 2019-06-12

21236 us 2019-06-12

44041 us 2019-06-12

Rochester

Rlncon

Richfield

Chicago

Dublin NH

Round Lake

Chesapeake

Waterford

Colorado springs

CA

Greenbrier

Ypsilanti

Brattieboro

salt Lake City

Cleveland

San Francisco

Crystal lake

North Las Vegas

Monterey Park

Indianapots
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34116 us 2019-06-12

Marlcopa 85138 US 2019-06-12

Sandusky 44870 us 2019-06-12

Port ClInton 43452 US 2019-06-12

Porrysburg 43551 US 201 9-06-12

Cuyahoga Falls 44223 US 2019-06-12

Huron 44839 US 2019-06-12

Strongsville 48235 US 2019-06-12

5TPEmR5BuRG 33715 US 2019-06-12

Casper 82604 us 2019-06-12

south saint Paul 55075 US 201 9-05-12

Houston 77042 US 201 9-06-12

Kent 44242 US 2019-06-12

Fostoria 44830 US 2019-06-12

Wickliffe 44092 us 2019-06-12

Macedonia 44056 US 2019-06-12

Port Clinton 43452 us 2019-06-12

Saint Cloud 38769 US 201 9-06-12

Cleveland 44106 us 2019-08-12

Los Angeles 91020 us 2019-06-12

85643 US 2019-06-12

Albert Lea 56007 US 201 9-06-12

Saint Paul 55124 us 201 9-06-12 [
Albuquerque 67110 US 2019-06-12 C

Chardon 44024 US 2019-06-12 r
Dayton OH 45440 us 201 9-06-12 L
Waterbury 6704 us 2019-06-12

46123 U5 2019-06-12

Daloarnbre 70528 US 201 9-06-12

Hattiesburg 39401 US 2019-06-12

Wilmington 19802 us 2019-06-12 H

Ashburn 20147 us 2019-06-12

Vermilion 44089 US 2019-06-12

Woodridge 60517 us 201 9-06-12

WesteMlie 43082 us 2019-06-12 L
North Olmsted OH 44070 US 2019-06-12

Grafton 44044 us 2019-06-12

Albuquerque aiiio Us 2019-06-12 L
Marcus Hook 19061 US 2019-06-12

Tulsa 74103 us 2019-06-12
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Navaroles

Riverside

Federal Way

Kent

Brooklyn

Milleraburg

Maryville

Canoga Park

Port Clinton

Dearborn

Lombard

Riverside

New York

Fairfax

Parker

Calhoun

Charlotte

Bay Village

Jacksonville

Toledo

Bronx

Schaumburg

8270 Spain 201 9-06-12

92505 US 201 9-06-12

98003 US 2019-06-12

96030 US 201 9-06-12

11204 US 2019-06-12

6119 US 2019-06-12

80017 US 2019-06-12

44089 US 2019-06-12

33126 Us 2019-06-12

48162 US 2019-06-13

34744 Us 2019-06-13

18042 US 2019-06-13

44654 Us 2019-06-13

37804 US 201 9-06-13

91304 US 2019-06-13

43452 US 201 9-06-13

48124 US 2019-06-13

60146 US 2019-06-13

92503 US 2019-06-13

10013 U5 2019-06-13

22032 US 201 9-06-13

80138 US 2019-06-13

30701 US 2019-06-13

28226 US 2019-06-13

44140 US 2019-06-13

32244 US 2019-06-13

43620 US 2019-06-13

10469 US 2019-06-13

60159 US 2019-06-13

75270 US 2019-06-13

28358 US 2019-06-IS

7013 US 2019-06-13

2703 US 2019-06-13

44870 US 201 9-06-13

43227 Us 2019-06-13

17603 US 2019-06-13

85042 US 2019-06-13

28078 US 2019-06-13

78216 US 2019-06-13

95121 US 2019-06-13

IL

PA

Huntersville

San Antonio

San Jose
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1-lollisler

Wilmington

Indianapolis

Kalisp oil

Oceans~de

Find lay

Valencia

Berikon

Montebello

Hanoi

Fayetteville

Honolulu

Sumerduck

Fort Worth

Arlington

Stanton

H
r

[1

H

43212 US

31326 US

30337 US

44670 us
ssioi us
45420 U5

44870 us
80204 U5

95023 U5

90748 us
46239 us
59901 us
92056 us
45840 US

91355 us
Switzerland

90640 us
VIetnam

28303 Us
96805 us
23742 US

76179 U5

76006 U5

90680 US

45056 US

43452 Us

30097 us
54401 US

44870 us
48180 US

44012 Us
44870 US

33411 us
44089 us
10118 U5

Taiwan

44870 U5

60194 us
8880 U5

2019-06-13

2019-06-13

2019-06-13

2019-06-13

201 9-0 6-13

201 9-06-13

2019-06-13

2019-06-13

201 9-06-1 3

2019-06-13

20 19-06-13

2019-06-13

201 9-0 6-13

2019-05 -1 3

2019-06-13

2019-06-13

2019-06-13

2019-06-13

20 19-06-13

2019-06-13

2019-06-13

20 19-06-13

2019-06-13

20 19-06-13

201 9-06-13

2019-06-la

20 19-06-13

2019-06-13

20 19-06-13

2019-06-13

2019-06-13

20 19-06-13

2019-06-13

2019-06-13

2019-06-13

2019-06-IS

201 9-06-13

201 9-06-13

2019-06-13

Avon lake

sandusky

West Palm Beach

Vermilion

New York
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43016 US 2019-06-13

33614 us zois-os-ia

63112 us 2019-06-13

2148 us 2019-06-13

90014 us 2019-05-13

44102 us 2019-06-IS

44145 us 2019-06-13

10013 us 2019-06-13

10954 Us 2019-06-13

US 2019-06-13

78633 us 2019-06-Ia

Taiwan 2019-06-13

Houston 78805 US 2019-06-13

Macoml~ 48044 US 2019-06-13

Honolulu 96701 US 2019-06-13

Norwalk 44857 us 201 9-06-13

Elk Grove VIllage 60007 US 201 9-06-13

St. Louis 63146 US 2019-06-13

Abingdon 24211 US 2019-06-13

SanAntonio 28244 US 2019-06-13

Rochester 14622 US 2019-06-13

Holyoke 1040 US 2019-06-13

Sandusky 44870 US 2019-06-13

Altamonle springs 32714 US 201 9-06-13

Jollet 60432 Us 2019-06-13

San Antonio 78230 US 2019-06-13

Greenville 45331 US 2019-06-13

Casco 4015 US 2019-06-13

Canton 44706 US 2019-06-13

Sallston spa 12020 US 201 9-06-13

Rosevllle 48066 US 201 9-06-13

Vermilion 44089 US 2019-06-13

Pennsburg 18073 US 2019-06-13

43460 US 2019-06-13

8757 US 2019-06-13

646 Us 201 9-06-13

39047 US 2019-06-14

46222 US 2019-06-14

14616 US 2019-06-14

Brandon

Indianapolis

Rochester
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37129 US 2019-06-14

51041 US 2019-06-14

US 2019-06-14

Germantown 45327 US 2019-06-14

Waipahu 96797 US 2019-06-14

Saint Paul 55124 US 2019-06-14

Hoopeston 60942 US 2019-06-14

San Marcos 92069 US 2019-06-14 [
Boos Raton 33486 US 2019-06-14

Stafford 77477 US 2018-06-14

Daly CIty 94015 US 2019-06-14

Dallas 75204 US 2019-06-14

Enola 17025 US 2019-06-14

EdIson 8828 US 2019-06-14

Saint Charles 60175 US 2019-06-14

US 2019-06-14

66860 US 2019-06-14

48073 US 2019-06-14

US 2019-06-14

Brianvood 11435 US 2019-06-14

Auburn 62615 US 2019-06-14

Newport 37821 US 2019-06-14

San Francisco 94102 US 2019-06-14

US 2019-06-14

7601 US 2019-06-14

43452 US 2019-06-14

1040 US 2019-06-14 —

44116 US 2019-06-14 L
43523 US 2019-06-14

49270 US 2019-06-14

14564 US 2019-06-14

2770 US 2019-06-14

44310 US 2019-06-14

~Venice 34285 US 2019-06-14

Moultrie 31788 US 2019-06-14

Newport 3773 US 2019-06-14

Pompano Beach 33068 US 201 9-06-14

~lttIer 90605 US 2019-06-14

Santa Cruz 95060 US 201 9-06-14

Fort Worth 76131 US 2019-06-14

Murtreesbcro

Orange City

Minnesota

Hac ken sack

Port Clinton

Holyoke

Rocky River

CA
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43612 US 2019-06-14

40065 us 2019-06-14

28209 us 2019-06-14

20176 us 2019-06-14

85006 US 2019-06-14

ao~ia us 2019-06-14

43912 us 2019-06-14

44221 us 2019-06-14

28209 us 2019-06-14

44484 Us 2019-06-14

Guam 2019-06-14

44055 US 2019-06-14

96950 Northern Mariana 201 9-06-14
Islands

Guam 2019-06-14

28412 us 2019-06-14

44149 U5 2019-06-14

30316 us 2019-06-14

46825 US 2019-06-14

20772 US 2019-06-14

82095 U5 201 9-06-15

85044 U5 2019-06-15

48335 us 2019-06-15

77037 Us 2019-06-15

Guam 2019-06-15

Smallwood 12778 us 2019-06-15

Painesyllle 44077 Us 201 9-06-15

Barrigada Guam 201 9-06-15

Milpitas 95035 us 2019-06-15

Vigo Guam 201 9-06-15

Steubanvillo 43953 U5 2019-06-15

MissianViojo 92691 Us 2019-06-15

Columbus 43220 US 2019-06-15

Barrigada Guam 2019-06-15

I Barrigada Guam 2019-06-15
Lees Summit 64081 us 201 9-06-IS

San Diego 92139 US 2019-06-15

Guam 201 9-06-15

30319 us 2019-06-15

96792 US 2019-06-15

30034 us 2019-06-IS

Toledo

Shelby~lIle

Charlotte

Leesburg

Phoenix

Colorado Springs

Bridgeport

Cuyahoga Falls OH

Charlotte
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Oak lawn

Plaflsburgh

Pompano Beach

Guam 2019-06-15

NewYorkclty US 2019-06-15

Ylgo Guam 2019-06-15

Barrigada Guam 2019-06-15

Brockport 14420 US 2019-06-IS

Shawnee 74801 us 2019-06-15

Washougal 98671 US 2019-06-15

Fairport 14450 US 2019-06-IS

olathe 66061 US 2019-06-15

Belleiiue 68123 US 2019-06-15

Pot ClInton 43452 US 2019-06-15

Hastings 49055 US 201 9-06-15

43613 Us 2019-06-15

43560 Us 2019-06-15

98166 US 2019-06-15

Guam 2019-08-15

78045 us 2019-06-15

60465 us 2019-06-15

12901 US 2019-06-15

33063 us 2019-06-15

75063 us 2019-06-IS

Agana Heights Guam 2019-06-15

Richfield 44285 US 2019-06-15

New york US 2019-06-15

Sandusky 44870 US 201 9-06-15

Mobile AL 36610 US 201 9-06-15

Wheaton 60189 US 2019-06-15

Des Moines 50310 US 201 9-06-15

Greensboro 27407 US 201 9-06-15

Atlanta 30350 US 2019-06-15

Moses Lake 98837 US 2019-06-15

Yakima 98902 US 2019-06-15

Walanee 96792 US 2019-06-15

Bethlehem 18020 US 2019-06-15

Decatur 46733 US 2019-06-IS

Swanton 43558 US 2019-06-16

Lakeland 33813 US 2019-06-16

WATERTOWN 13601 US 2019-06-IS

Royal Oak 48067 US 201 9-06-16

Dana Point 92629 Us 2019-06-16

r•~:.

Li

~
~
Li
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44665 US 2019-06-16

58102 US 2019-06-16

16505 US 2019-06-IS

90065 US 2019-06-IS

13126 US 2019-06-16

96818 US 2019-06-16

14519 US 2019-06-16

7018 US 2019-06-16

97405 us 2019-06-16

97206 US 201 9-06-16

Northern Ma-lana 201 9-06-16
Islands

Guam 201 9-06-16

Guam 2019-06-16

Guam 2019-06-16

44105 US 2019-05-16

Guam 2019-06-16

77002 Us 2019-06-16

90022 US 2019-06-16

95670 Us 2019-06-16

80701 us 201 9-06-16

97080 US 2019-06-16

Guam 2019-06-16

Us 2019-06-16

Guam 2019-06-IS

Guam 2019-06-16

Guam 2019-06-16

Guam 2019-06-16

13039 US 2019-06-16

Guam 2019-06-16

Guam 2018-06-16

63028 US 2019-06-16

44089 US 2019-06-16

Northern Mañana 201 9-06-16
Islands

88111 US 2019-06-16

90503 Us 2019-06-16

44890 Us 2019-06-16

Guam 2019-06-16

44114 US 2019-06-16

84606 US 2019-06-16

OH

Cleveland

Provo
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‘rigo

Grosse lie

Seattle

San Pedro

Ylgo

Barrigada

Vermilion

Brecksvilie

Chino Hills

Minneapots

Columbus

Boca Raton

Saddle River

Corpus Christi

North fort Myers

Boynton Beach

rigo

Barrigada

Clyde

Cleveland

‘Ylgo

Auburn

Huffman

Omaha

Cavite

Central Square

Bethesda

Madison

Marietta

Santa Monica

Wilmington

Foothill Ranch

San Carlos

Middieburg
Heights

l Waddeil

Ashland

Guam

48138 US

98112 US

90731 US

Guam

Guam

44089 us
44141 us
91709 US

55427 U5

43227 us
33431 us

7458 us
78414 us
33903 US

33436 us
85205 US

Guam

Guam

Guam

43410 US

44134 US

Guam

13021 US

77336 us
68137 U5

Philippines

13036 us
20817 uS
53705 Us

30066 Us
90405 US

28403 Us
44202 us

US

92610 US

94070 Us

44130 Us

85355 US

41101 US

2019- 06-1 6

2019-06-17

201 9-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2 019-06-17

2019-0 6-1 7

2019-05-17

2019-05-17

2019-06-I?

2019-06-17

201 9-0 6-1 7

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

201 9-06-1 7

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2 019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

201 9-0 6-17

20 19-06-17

2019-06-17

201 9-0 6-1 7

201 9-06-17

20 19-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

201 9-06-17

201 9-0 6-17

2019-06-17

201 9-06-17

2019-06-17 L

MI

OH

FL

GA

r

~
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Watertown

Corpus Christi

Elmira

Minneapolis

Barker

Fishkill

Tacoma

Banigada

Taylor

Naples

Lakeland

Oak Park

Sti]lwater

Miramar

Hedgesville

43113 us
44107 us
45377 us
55411 us

6884 us
70810 US

13029 US

92804 us
18901 us
33169 US

34117 US

aa~os us
44870 us
44089 us
35055 us
44139 us

8003 US

76104 US

17405 US

us
2144 US

iosao us
28110 US

us
13601 us
78410 us
14901 us
55431 us
14012 us
12524 US

98405 us
Guam

76574 us
34104 US

33801 Us
48237 us
74074 us
33027 US

25427 US

80222 US

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

201 9-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-1 7

201 9-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

20 19-06-17

2019-05-17

201 9-06-17

2019-05-17

2019-06-17

201 9-06-1 7

2019-06-17

2019-05-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

201 9-06-17

2019-05-Il

20 19-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

20 19-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-I?

201 9-06-17

20 19-06-17

2019-06-17

2019-06-17

201 9-06-18

2019-06-IS

Clrcle~illle

LakewoDd

Vandalia

Minneapolis

Weston

Baton Rouge

Brewerton

Anaheim

Northampton

Miami
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FE

Fairfax 22180 US 2019-06-18

Paramount 90723 us 2019-06-IS

Sacramento 95834 US 2019-06-18 F
Newton Center 2459 05 201 9-06-18

Riverside 92505 us 2019-06-IS

Vermilion 44089 us 2019-06-18

Wake Forest 27587 us 2019-06-IS

Miami 33179 05 2019-06-lB F
Winston-salem 27107 US 2019-06-18

Oakva!o 24739 US 2019-06-18

Salem 3079 us 2019-06-16

El Paso 79912 05 2019-06-18

Yuba City 95993 us 2019-06-18

Westsalem 44287 us 2019-06-18

Hamburg NY 14075 05 2019-05-18

Long Beach us 2019-06-IS

Chicago 60602 us 201 9-06-18 r
saint Petersburg 33704 us 2019-06-18

1-tutchinson 67502 US 2019-06-18

Overland Park 66204 us 201 9-06-18

34480 05 2019-06-18

Greensboro 27406 us 201 9-06-18

WEST 43358 05 2019-06-18
MANSFIELD

Milos City 59301 us 201 9-06-18

bozeman 59718 us zoia-os-is
Dayton 45449 us 201 9-06-18

Houston 77002 us 201 9-06-18

Gainesville 32653 US 2019-06-18

Medina 44256 US 201 9-06-15

uS 2019-06-18

Lincoln 95648 us 201 9-06-18

Chicago 50520 us 201 9-06-18

aurora 80011 05 2019-06-18

Simpsonville 29550 05 2019-06-18

Philadelphia 19138 us 2019-06-18

Fremont 43420 US 2019-06-IS

Redlands 92373 05 2019-06-16

Sylvania 43560 05 2019-06-18

45323 05 2019-06-IS

43528 US 2019-06-IS
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OH

Cleveland 44118 US 201 9-06-lB

~ Perrysburg 43552 Us 201 9-06-18

Maumee 43537 US 2019-06-18

Toledo 43614 US 2019-06-18

Chicago 606057 US 2019-06-18

Holland 43528 US 201 9-06-18

Columbus 43212 US 2019-06-18

Perrysburg OH 43551 US 2019-06-18

SebastIan 32958 Us 2019-06-18

Maumee 43537 US 2019-06-18

BoIse 83704 US 201 9-06-18

Toledo 43614 US 2019-06-IS

i Springfield 45502 US 201 9-06-18

Jenera 45841 US 201 9-06-18

~ Maumee 43537 US 2019-08-18

Maheim 92801 US 2019-06-18

Pomona 91768 US 2019-06-18

Rochester US 2019-06-18

Murfreesboro 37128 US 2019-06-IS

Toledo OH 43620 US 2019-06-IS

WiLloughby 44094 US 201 9-06-18

75228 US 2019-06-18

Fayetteville 28303 US 2019-06-18

Cleveland 44192 US 201 9-06-18

Hanford 93230 US 2019-06-18

Asheville 28801 US 201 9-06-18

Denver 80204 US 2019-06-16

NorthLittle rock 721 14 US 2019-06-18

Jeffersonville 47130 US 2019-06-18

Hurricane 25528 US 2019-06-18

Coopersville 49404 US 2019-06-18

West Babylon 11704 US 2019-06-IS

Willoughby 44094 US 201 9-06-18

Hillburn 10931 US 2019-06-16

Norwalk 44857 US 201 9-06-lB

Eaton OH 45320 US 201 9-06-18

~ Jacksonville 32255 US 201 9-06-IS

Jamestown 31643 US 2019-06-18

85749 US 2019-06-16

27513 US 2019-06-18
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Thomasvllle

New York

TUCUMCARI NM

Fort Lauderdale

Columbus

I Bronx

Nederland

Wyandanch

Buffalo

New York

Lakewood

Dallas

Waxhaw

Bowling Green

Brockton

Madison

Gainesville

Gregory

Memphis

Tucson

Nashville

Calexico

43514 us

31757 us

10011 us

88401 us

33325 us

43230 us

43614 us

10460 us

80465 us

11798 us

14221 us

10118 us

44107 us

75230 us

28173 us

43402 us

2302 us

44057 us

32507 us

57533 us

38107 us

85704 us

37221 us

92231 us

us

98012 us

71418 us

30165 us

72801 us

92231 us

33441 us

us

44203 us

92231 us

92596 us

76092 us

92231 us

us

95020 us

43614 us

20 19-06-18

201 9-0 6-18

2019-06-18

2019-06-18

201 9-06-19

20 19-05-19

2019-05-19

2019-06-19

201 9-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-05-19

201 9-06-19

20 19-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-05-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

201 9-06-19

201 9-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

201 9-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

201 9-06-19

201 9-06-19

2019-06-19

2019-06-19

201 9-06-19

F,

Li

L.~:~~~::;

F —

Li

nisseilville

Calexico

Deerlield Beach

Rio de Janeiro Ri

Gliroy

Toledo
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Hazard

Chardon

Uniontown

Hiaieah

Laramie

Belmont

SOUTH WALES.
CARDIFF

Scottdale 15663 US 2019-06-19

Toledo 43614 US 201 9-05-19

Buffalo(and 14141 US 2019-06-19
vicinity)

Maumee 43537 US 2019-05-19

Columbia 65202 U5 2019-06-19

Applevalley 92307 US 2019-06-19

Hurricane 26526 US 2019-06-19

beavercreek 45430 us 2019-05-19

Plant City 33563 US 201 9-06-19

49341 US 2019-06-19

44135 US 2019-06-19

22407 Us 2019-06-19

43443 US 2019-06-19

Newport News 23601 US 201 9-06-19

43004 US 2019-06-19

Norlh Olnisted 44070 US 2019-06-19

Avon 44011 US 2019-06-19

New Sloomfield 17068 US 2019-06-19

Columbus 43215 US 2019-06-19

Batavia 45103 US 2019-05-IS

Parkville 21234 US 2019-05-19

Killeen 76549 US 2019-06-19

Lawrencevilla 30043 US 2019-06-19

Toledo 43623 US 2019-06-19

San Clemente 92673 US 201 9-06-19

Williernaton 27892 US 2019-06-19

Chicago 60602 US 2019-06-19

New Ul,n 56073 US 201 9-06-19

Wellington 44090 US 201 9-06-19

Valatie 12106 US 2019-06-19

East Brunswick 8816 U5 2019-06-19

I Irvine 92612 US 2019-06-19

41701 US 2019-06-19

44024 Us 201 9-06-19

44685 U5 201 9-06-19

33012 Us 2019-06-19

82072 US 2019-06-19

3216 US 2019-06-19

UK 2019-06-19CF3 ONH

Cleveland

Fredericksburg

OH

OH

01-I
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Dyersburg 38024 1)5 2019-06-19

Aurora 60504 us 2019-06-19

Fayetteville 72701 US 2019-06-19

Fabius 43063 US 2019-05-19

Watertown 5795 us 2049-06-19

Carthage 13649 us 2019-06-19

CoeurDAlene 83815 US 2019-05-19

Toronto M4J 3y4 Canada 201 9-06-19

Indianapolis 46201 us 2019-06-19

Mahwah 7430 US 2019-06-19

Brooklyn NY us 204 9-06-19

Plain City 43065 us 2019-06-19

Auckland New Zealand 2019-06-19

Temple City 91780 US 2019-06-19

McMinnville 97128-6134 us 2019-06-19

Clifton 7014 US 2019-06-19

Stamford 6902 US 2019-06-19

Aurora aoois us 2019-06-19

Hurricane 25526 US 201 9-06-19

Camden 29020 US 2019-06-19

Colorado Springs oo~o~ us 2019-06-19

Hicksville 11601 US 2019-06-19

Los Angeles 90011 us 201 9-06-19

Tustln 92782 us 2019-05-19

Penysburg 43551 US 2019-06-19

Eldred 12732 US 201 9-06-19

Seattle 98166 US 2019-06-19

North Babylon 11703 US 2019-06-19

BelItiower 90706 US 2019-06-19

us 2019-06-19

Brooklyn i 1202 US 201 9-05-19

Olmsted Township OH 44138 US 2019-06-20

AshevIlle 28804 US 201 9-06-20

CIcero 60804 us 2019-06-20

Mesquite 75149 US 2019-06-20

Brooklyn i 1207 US 201 9-06-20

Clinton Township 48038 US 2019-06-20

~stHartford 6107 Us 2019-06-20

Temple City 91780 U5 2019-05-20

PuyaNup 98374 US 2019-06-20

r

H
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Sylvania 43560 us 2019-08-20

Aurora 80010 us 201 9-06-20

Ontario 91762 us 2019-06-20

San Marcos 92078 US 2019-06-20

Mahwah 7430 US 2019-06-20

Salt Lake City 84104 us 2019-06-20

Scarsdale 10583 US 2019-06-20

Pittsburgh 15233 US 2019-06-20

Brunswick 4011 US 2019-06-20

Covington 41011 US 2019-06-20

Norwalk 44857 us 2019-06-20

Cape Coral 33909 Us 201 9-06-20

Elmsford 10523 US 2019-06-20

Rolling Hills 90274 us 2019-06-20
Estates

Libarty Township 45044 Us 201 9-06-20

Buffalo 14207 US 2019-06-20

Pittsburgh 15236 US 2019-06-20

Hicksville 11801 US 2019-06-20

us 2019-06-20

Odessa 79756 US 2019-06-20

Mesquite 75149 US 2019-06-20

SalIda 61201 US 2019-06-20

Trenton 48183 US 201 9-06-20

Phoenix 85014 us 2019-06-20

Orchard Park 14127 US 2019-06-20

Denver 80238 US 2019-06-20

LakB Elsinore 92532 US 2019-06-20

US 2019-06-20

Maumee OH 43537 Us 201 9-06-20

Ronkonkoma NY 11779 US 2019-06-20

South Gate 90280 US 2019-06-20

73160 US 2019-06-20

36081 US 201 9-06-20

LasVegas 89144 US 2019-06-20

Harlingen 78552 us 201 9-06-20

Wenatchee 98801 us 2019-06-20

San fransisco 17780 US 2019-06-20

Bay shore 11706 US 201 9-06-20

Van Nuys 91405 US 2019-06-20

Pacoima 91331 US 2019-06-20
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Hudson

Hull

Toledo

Mangilao

Merdliville

Clarence

Tiffin

Tamuning

Nibs

West Babylon

Broomfield

Tecumseh

West New York

Salt Lake City

Bardejov

tray

Riverside

Wooster

Brooklyn

Pine bush

Seattle

Bet Air

Cornelius

Leoben

Lindon

Somerset

Kingsbury

Cambridge

Lawrence

44236 US

UK

43611 US

Guam

46410 US

14031 US

44863 US

Guam

44446 US

11704 US

80023 US

74873 Us

7093 Us

84121 US

8501 Slovakia

12182 US

92503 Us

44691 US

11233 US

12566 Us

98102 US

21014 Us

97113 US

Austria

84042 US

42503 Us

93631 Us

43725 US

66044 US

13501 Us

Pakistan

10452 US

14221 Us

45202 US

51310 Pakistai

43215 US

90255 US

Norway

75229 US

53705 US

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

201 9-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

201 9-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

201 9-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

201 9-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-05-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

20 19-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

20 19-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

2019-06-20

201 9-06-20

2019-06-20

HU12 OBJ

OH

(N

OH

OH

EL

E

L
[

OH

Columbus

Huntington park
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Middleb ore

wien

West Babylon

Naugatuck

The Colony

Gauteng

Milwaukee

6T64 lAW

MD

40965 us 201 0-06-20

AustrIa 2019-06-20

11704 us 2019-06-20

6770 us 2019-06-20

75056 us 201 9-06-20

South Africa 201 9-06-20

53202 us 2019-06-20

44060 us 201 9-06-20

78664 us 2019-06-20

44149 US 2019-06-20

13820 us 2019-06-20

90016 U5 2019-06-20

19149 us 2019-06-20

UK 201 9-06-20

25143 us 2019-06-20

6450 us 201 9-06-20

14221 us 2019-06-20

77087 us 2019-06-20

US 201 9-06-20

73065 us 201 9-06-20

33018 US 2019-06-20

6239 us 2019-06-20

21227 us 2019-06-20

91732 us 2019-06-20

72116 us 2019-06-20

78633 US 201 9-06-20

78045 US 201 9-06-20

32174 us 2019-06-20

85259 US 201 9-06-20

44136 us 2019-05-20

US 2019-06-20

64118 US 2019-06-20

20005 us 2019-06-20

21114 us 2019-06-20

20715 US 201 9-06-20

60610 us 2019-06-21

10461 US 2019-06-21

95050 US 201 9-06-21

7114 US 2019-06-21

77002 US 2019-08-21

Newcastle

Hialeal,

Danielson

Halethorpe

El Monte

North UtIle Rock

Georgetown

Laredo

Ormond Beach

Kekaha

Strongsville
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Miami

Newark

Wailuku

Sheffield Lake

Hudson

Valley Stream

Woodhaven

North Bergen

Placentia

Indianapolis

Chagrin Falls

33182 US 2019-06-21

14613 us 2019-06-21

96793 U5 201 9-06-21

44054 us 201 9-06-21

44236 us 2019-06-21

iisso us 2019-06-21

11421 us 2019-06-21

7047 us 201 9-06-21

92870 us 201 9-06-21

46260 US 201 9-06-21

44023 U5 201 9-06-21

48159 us 2019-06-21

14210 us 2019-06-21

38843 U5 2019-06-21

6787 us 201 9-06-21

68352 us 2019-06-21

97038 us 201 9-06-21

27501 US 201 9-06-21

43229 us 2019-06-21

98B01 us 201 9-06-21

72601 US 2019-06-21

76864 us 201 9-06-21

97477 us 2019-06-21

us 2019-06-21

77901 US 2019-06-21

11580 US 2019-06-21

UK 201 9-06-21

us 2019-06-21

43402 US 201 9-06-21

43402 US 2019-06-21

1906 us 2019-06-21

53718 us 2019-06-21

29730 us 2019-06-21

UK 201 9-06-21

14202 us 2019-06-21

44125 US 2019-06-21

70469 Germany 201 9-06-21

77388 us 2019-06-21

~ioii us 201 9-06-21

44221 us 2019-06-21

r
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Pendleton

Westlake

Riverside

New Boston

Duluth

Medford

1-lolley

CD

97801 US 2019-06-21

44145 us 2019-06-21

us 2019-06-21

92505 US 2019-06-21

48164 us 201 9-06-21

30097 U5 201 9-06-21

97504 us 2019-06-21

14470 us 2019-06-21

80302 us 201 9-06-21

27834 us 201 9-06-21

89503 US 2019-06-21

22655 us 2019-06-21

6289 Switzerland 201 9-06-21

32114 us 2019-06-21

11413 us 2019-06-21

8859 us 2019-06-21

49424 Us 201 9-06-21

us 201 9-06-21

11233 us 2019-06-21

17603 Us 2019-06-21

98374 US 2019-06-21

34983 US 2019-06-21

3110 Us 2019-06-21

6109 us 2019-06-21

90034 US 201 9-06-21

97405 us 2019-06-21

26301 us 2019-06-21

60532 Us 2019-06-21

44084 us 201 9-06-21

2740 US 2019-06-21

12020 Us 2019-06-21

84037 us 2019-06-21

48603 US 201 9-06-21

US 2019-06-21

10467 US 2019-06-22

97038 Us 201 9-06-22

94591 us 2019-06-22

93631 Us 2019-06-22

78738 05 201 9-06-22

92649 US 2019-06-22

Brooklyn

Lancaster

Puyallup

Port SaInt Lucie

Bedford

Wethersfield

Los Angeles

Eugene

Clarksburg

Lisle

Rock Creek

New Bedford

Ballston Spa

Kaysville

Saginaw
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[7
r

11233 US 2019-06-22

79912 us 2019-06-22

44060 US 2019-06-22

95376 us 2019-06-22

Charleston 25313 us 2019-06-22

Cold Springs 41076 us 2019-06-22

Portland 97222 US 201 9-06-22

Long Beach 90803 US 2019-06-22

Gardena 90247 US 201 9-06-22

Corpus Christi 78417 US 2019-06-22

Coos Bay 97420 US 2019-06-22

Sterling Heights 48310 US 2019-06-22

Nowtown 11237 US 2019-06-22

Midlothian 23112 US 2019-06-22

Bronx 10467 us 2019-06-22

US 2019-06-22

Sandusky 44870 US 2019-06-22

Lewlsvllte 15067 US 2019-06-22

Thousand Oaks 91362 US 2019-06-22

Seattle 96125 US 2019-06-22

Zilina Slovakia 201 9-06-22

Makawao 96768 US 201 9-06-22

Arlington 22204 US 201 9-06-22

Minneapolis 55449 us 201 9-06-22

Euclid OH 44132 Us 2019-06-22

Strongsville 44136 US 2019-06-22

Slovakia 2019-06-22

37206 US 201 9-06-22

Palau 2019-06-22

24117 US 2019-06-22

77450 Us 2019-06-22

12521 US 2019-06-22

2451 US 201 9-06-22

50702 US 2019-06-22 H
K2B Canada 201 9-06-22

28311 US 2019-06-22

52246 US 2019-06-22

78570 US 201 9-06-22

92627 US 2019-06-22

62565 US 2019-06-22
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Reno

Buffalo

Dallas

Boston

San Juan

Portland

Sharpsburg

Missoula

Boynton Beach

Barrigada

Orlando

San Antonio

Hollywood

Cleveland

Jacksonville

Belle mead

Durham

Hicksville

Vermilion

Independence

Strong sville

Wilmington

Columbia

Glen Mills

Dlmsted Falls

Louisville

Albany

Las Vegas

Des Moines

89506 US

14210 us
75217 us

2215 us
us

97209 us
30277 U5

59808 us
33426 us

Guam

32817 us
78073 us
33029 us
44130 us
75409 us
91710 us
97420 us
60638 us
97233 US

us
38128 US

Guam

Guam

44077 us
96754 us
32216 U5

8502 U5

27713 US

11801 us
44089 us
44131 us
44136 us
19806 U5

21045 Us
19342 us
44138 us
40216 us
97322 US

89119 us
50315 us

2019-06-22

2019-06-22

2019-06-22

20 19-06-22

2019-06 -2 2

2019-06-22

201 9-06-22

2019-06-22

2019-06-22

2019-06-22

2019-06-22

201 9-05-22

20 19-06-22

201 9-06-22

201 9-06-22

2019-06-22

2019-06-22

201 9-06-23

2019-05-23

2019-06-23

2019-06-23

2019-06-23

2019-06-23

201 9-05-23

2019-06-23

2019-06-23

20 19-06-23

2019-06-23

2019-06-23

2019-06-23

2019-06-23

2019-06-23

2019-06-23

2019-06-23

201 9-0 6-23

201 9-06-23

2019-05-23

201 9-06-23

20 19-06-23

2019-06-23

Memphis

Hagatna

Hagatna

Pain esville
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Sheffield Lake

roanoke

Park ridge

Dallas

Conneaut Lake

Marlboro

CO

Casstown

B ro o ml le Id

Hope Mills

Honokea

Marina del Roy

Lakewood

Indianapolis

Meridian

Monrovia

OH

44054 us 2019-06-23

24014 us 2019-06-23

60068 us 2019-06-23

75218 us 2019-06-23

16318 us 2019-06-23

7746 us 2019-06-23

37321 us 201 9-06-23

us 2019-06-23

Northern Mariana 201 9-06-23
Islands

45312 us 2019-06-23

80021 us 201 9-06-23

28348 us 201 9-06-23

96727 us 2019-06-23

90292 us 201 9-06-24

44107 us 2019-06-24

46205 us 201 9-06-24

39305 us 201 9-06-24

giois us 2019-06-24

44035 us 2019-06-24

us 2019-06-24

71023 us 2019-06-24

Canada 201 9-06-24

36207 us 2019-06-24

11214 us 2019-06-24

98055 us 2019-06-24

77573 us 2019-06-24

96744 us 201 9-05-24

44035 us 201 9-06-24

us 2019-06-24

55411 us 2018-06-24

94602 us 2019-06-24

44116 us 2019-06-24

us 2019-06-24

UK 2019-06-24

94501 us 201 9-06-24

7081 us 201 9-06-24

Guam 201 9-06-24

43569 us 2019-06-24

77377 us 201 9-06-24
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Sheffield 441 US 2019-06-24

Santa Fe 87507 US 201 9-06-24

‘riga Guam 2019-06-24

Chicago 60602 us 201 9-06-24

Lake Placid 12946 US 201 9-06-24

AustIn 78747 US 201 9-06-24

‘riga Guam 2019-06-24

Wilmington 60481 Us 201 9-06-24

Killingly 6241 Us 2019-06-24

Miami 33102 Us 2019-06-24

Chesterland 44026 US 2019-06-24

Avon 44011 Us 2019-06-24

Evanston 60201 Us 2019-06-24

Hollywood 33025 US 2019-06-24

Surprise 85374 Us 2019-06-24

Weston 33331 US 2019-06-24

Banners Ferry 83805 US 2019-06-24

Oakville L6H Canada 2019-06-24

lakevlew 14085 US 2019-06-24

Can) 60013 US 201 9-06-24

Denham springs 70726 US 201 8-06-24

I Concord 94519 Us 2019-06-24
Lafayette 80026 US 2019-06-24

Arlington Heights 60004 US 201 9-06-24

Downers Grove 60515 U5 2019-06-24

96720 US 2019-06-24

3866 US 201 9-06-24

76133 US 201 9-06-24

89101 US 2019-06-24

85035 US 2019-06-24

32704 US 2019-06-24

55057 US 2019-06-24

32807 US 2019-06-24

45459 Us 2019-06-24

11230 05 2019-06-24

92037 US 2019-06-24

98223 Us 2019-06-24

44126 US 2019-06-24

32217 US 2019-06-24

45862 US 201 9-06-24

NV

Arlington

Cleveland

Jacksonville

Mendon
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23083 US 2019-06-24

97862 US 201 9-06-24

35043 US 2019-06-24

84043 us 2019-06-24

21045 US 2019-06-24

85013 US 2019-06-24

60602 us 201 9-06-24

53533 us 2019-06-24

92630 US 2019-06-25

45011 us 2019-06-25

95037 US 2019-06-25

Northern Mariena 201 9-06-25
Islands

Castle Rock 98611 us 2019-06-25

IndianapolIs 46240 US 2019-06-25

Ludlow 1056 Us 2019-06-25

0_C. us 201 9-06-25

Riverside 92507 US 2019-06-25

Commack 11725 us 2019-06-25

Hollywood 33023 US 201 9-06-25

PIttsburgh 15276 US 2019-06-25

Germantown 53022 US 2019-06-25

Hillsboro 97124 US 2019-06-25

Orange Park 32065 us 2019-06-25

Media 19063 US 201 9-06-25

Fort Lauderdale 33327 Us 2019-06-25

Chardon 44024 US 2019-06-25

Woodhaven 11421 US 2019-06-25

75207 US 2019-06-25

US 2019-06-25

2542B US 2019-06-25

82007 US 2019-06-25

Guam 2019-06-25

86025 Us 201 9-06-25

23225 US 201 9-06-25 L
60644 US 2019-06-25

49721 Us 201 9-06-25

89178 US 2019-06-25

96743 US 2019-06-25

97501 US 2019-06-25

Guam 201 9-06-25
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Jetersvllle

Milton-Freewater

Chelsea

CA

Cheyenne

Barrigada

Holbrook

Richmond

Chicago

Cheboygan

Las Vegas

Kamuela

Medford

Ylgo



96756 US 2019-06-25

55124 us 2019-06-25

iiooao us 2019-06-25

96915 Guam 201 9-06-25

98012 us 2019-06-25

48326 us 2019-06-25

96740 us 2019-06-25

Guam 2019-06-25

96771 us 2019-06-25

49319 us 2019-06-25

us 2019-06-25

13476 us 2019-06-25

14621 us 2019-06-25

Hungary 201 9-06-25

48045 US 201 9-06-25

44601 us 2019-06-25

sosoi us 2019-06-25

44236 us 2019-06-25

OR 97222 us 2019-06-25

1568 us 2019-06-25

48084 us 201 9-06-25

Georgetown 78626 us 2019-06-25

Cleveland 44113 US 2019-06-25

Orlando 32835 us 2019-06-25

Viburnum 65566 us 2019-06-25

Reston 20191 us 2019-06-25

Oostburg ssoio US 2019-06-25

Oumont 7628 us 2019-06-25

Orlando 32816 US 2019-06-25

Mason 45040 us 2019-06-25

London 40741 Us 2019-06-25

Menomonie 54751 US 2019-06-25

West Linn 97068 US 2019-06-26

LouIsville 40228 US 2019-06-25

us 2019-06-25

7746 us 2019-06-25

30736 us 2019-06-25

44266 us 2019-06-25

60817 us 2019-06-25

19004 us 2019-06-25

mountain view

Cedar springs

Harrison Township Ml
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76549 us 2019-06-25
Kearny 7032 us 201 9-06-25

Barrigada Guam 2019-06-25

Mission ~ejo 92691 us 201 9-06-25

Wonderland 11666 us 2019-06-25

Maumee 43637 US 201 9-06-25

La Habra 90631 us 201 9-06-25

Plymouth Meeting 19462 us 2019-06-25

swan Lake 59911 US 201 9-06-25

Dayton 45417 us 2019-06-25

Aurora 60505 us 2019-06-25

Livonia 48150 US 2019-06-25

Tracy 56175 us 2019-06-25

Santa Maria 93458 US 201 9-06-25

NY 11237 US 2019-06-25

Minneapolis 55401 US 2019-06-25

34482 US 201 9-06-25

59103 us 2019-06-25

38573 us 2019-06-25

95112 US 2019-06-25

76208 us 2019-06-25

New Philadelphia 4953 us 201 9-06-25

Femdale 98248 US 2019-06-25

Chicago 60537 US 201 9-06-25

Kansas City MO 64157 US 2019-06-25

Boiling springs NC 28017 US 2019-06-25

LosAngeles 90003 US 2019-06-25

Philadelphia 19115 US 201 9-06-25

Sebastian 32958 US 2019-06-25

Smithtown 11787 uS 2019-06-25

76210 US 201 9-06-25 [
48446 US 201 9-06-25

sasss US 2019-06-25

Us 201 9-06-25

Houston 77089 us 2019-06-25

Columbia 29211 Us 2019-06-25

Salinas 93906 US 201 9-06-25

Slmpsonville 29681 US 201 9-06-25

Twlnsburg 44087 US 2019-06-25

El Cajon 92019 US 201 9-06-25
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Tyler 75701 us 2019-08-25

Philadelphia 19124 U5 2019-06-25

Hollywood 33020 US 2019-06-25

lrvingtcn 7111 us 2019-06-25

Hurst 76054 us 2019-06-25

us 2019-06-25

Corpus Christi 78416 us 2019-06-25

Shawnee 66226 US 201 9-06-25

Los Angeles 90042 US 2019-06-25

Hercules 94547 us 201 9-06-25

Arlington 76010 U5 2019-06-25

Coatesviille 19320 us 201 9-06-25

Santa Fe 875GB us 2019-06-25

Coachella 92236 Us 201 9-06-25

Houston 77037 us 2019-06-25

Glen Gardner 8626 US 201 9-06-25

Port Chester 10583 US 2019-06-25

Chicago 60637 us 2019-06-25

Portland 97240 us 201 9-06-25

Millbury 1527 us 2019-06-25

MIami 33169 U5 201 9-08-25

Colorado springs 50916 us 2019-06-25

Des Plaines 60018 us 2019-06-25

ktesia 90701 Us 2019-06-25

Walled Lake 48390 us 201 9-06-25

Chicago 60619 US 201 9-06-25

Naples 34119 US 2019-06-25

Louisville 40228 US 2019-06-25

Houston 77012 us 2019-06-25

New London 44851 US 201 9-06-25

Highland Lks 7422 1J5 2019-06-25

Aurora 80013 Us 2019-06-25

Dayton 45419 US 2019-06-25

Boone 50036 U5 2019-06-25

Denver 80208 US 201 9-06-25

Chuiavists 91910 us 2019-06-25

Flagstaff 86004 us 2019-06-25

Bangor 54614 US 2019-06-25

Spencer 51301 US 2019-06-25

Phoenix 85029 US 2019-06-25
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8059 iS 201 9-06-25

48221 us 201 9-06-25

35824 us 2019-06-25

90631 us 201 9-06-25

45764 US 2019-06-25

30157 us 2019-06-25

44266 us 201 9-06-25

11746 US 2019-06-25

43326 us 2019-06-25

Los Angeles 91423 us 201 9-06-25

Douglas 85607 us 2019-06-25

Santa Rita 96915 us 2019-06-25

Flagstaff 86002 us 2019-06-25

Palm Harbor 34683 us 2019-06-25

Fort Lauderdale 33326 us 2019-06-25

Houston 77066 us 2019-06-25

Rochester 14650 us 2019-06-25

Valparaiso 46383 us 2019-06-25

upper Darby 19082 us 2019-06-25

Van Nuys 91406 us 2019-06-25

Hickory 28601 us 2019-05-25

Chicago 60620 us 201 9-06-25

Manitowoc 54220 us 2019-06-25

Providence 2906 us 2019-06-25

Ypsilanti 48197 us 2019-06-25

Newport News 23601 us 201 9-06-25

san Jose 95127 us 2019-06-25

Longview 98632 us 2019-06-25

Saint Paul 55119 us 2019-06-25

Avcndate 85323 us 2019-06-25

Rochester 48307 us 2019-06-25

Westwego 70094 us 2019-06-25

Wausau 54401 us 2019-06-25

RIchmond 23225 us 2019-05-25

Memphis 38116 us 2019-06-25

Panama City 32407 us 2019-06-25
Beach - -

45690 US 2013-05-25

Centerville 15429 us 201 9-06-25

Boonevllle 38829 us 2019-06-25

Colorado springs 80906 us 201 9-06-25
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Mount Ephraim

Detroit

Huntsville

La Habra

Nelsonville

Ravenna

Huntington station



5262 US 201 9-06-25

28307 us 2019-06-25

11375 US 2019-06-25

92626 US 2019-06-26

44056 us 2019-06-26

36201 US 2019-06-26

75034 US 2019-06-26

44672 us 201 9-06-26

11219 us 2019-06-26

37130 us 2019-06-26

11202 us 2019-06-26

78613 us 201 9-06-26

US 2019-06-26

Anaheim 92604 us 2019-06-26

Faziers Bottom 25062 us 2019-06-26

Glendale 05306 U5 2019-06-26

Kennesaw 30152 us 2019-06-26

SouthLakeTahoe 96150 US 2019-06-26

Auckland 892 New Zealand 2019-06-26

Walpahu 96797 US 2019-06-26

Smitbville 37166 US 2019-06-26

LouisvIlle 80027 US 2019-06-26

Dallas 75227 US 2019-06-26

Charlotle 28262 us 201 9-06-26

Brooklyn 11229 us 2019-06-26

Colorado Springs 80904 Us 201 9-06-26

US 2019-06-26

Columbus 43085 US 201 9-06-26

Honolulu 96819 US 2019-06-26

Georgia 30297 US 201 9-06-26

Clerniont 52135 US 2019-06-26

Brooklyn iiii us 2019-06-26

Gilbert 85295 US 2019-06-26

Slrongsville 44136 US 2019-06-26

Charleston 25315 US 2019-08-26

Perris 92571 Us 201 9-06-26

West Haven 6516 US 2019-06-26

Covington 30016 Us 2019-06-26

OueensVillage 11428 US 2019-06-26

ShelbØlle 37160 US 201 9-06-26

Shaftsbury

Fort Bragg

Forest Hills

Costa Mesa

Macedonia

McKenzie

Brooklyn

Murfreesboro

Brooklyn

Cedar Park
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Klttannlng

Virginia Beach

Mauston

Okeniah

Lake Jackson

San Antonio

Fayettevillo

In ad snap o us

Opel~ka

Chicago

locust valley

Apopka

Wallingford

Durham

Santa Ana

Lake Charles

Port Aransas

Bayonne

Cucamonga

Suwanee

16201 US

23456 us
53946 US

74859 us
77566 U5

78213 us
28304 us
46222 US

36801 US

60608 us
11560 US

32712 us
6492 us

27707 US

92701 us
96720 US

70605 Us
76373 us

7002 US

91739 US

30024 us
44601 US

43228 us
Guam

75035 US

3853 U5
48708 US

48813 us
1040 us
2648 US

76110 US

74369 uS
58257 US

98849 US

94582 US

Guam

22039 US

43026 us
33629 US

91331 Us

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

20 19-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

r

Li
Mirror Lake

Bay City

Charlotte

Holyoke

Marstons Mills

Fort Worth

Welch

Mawille

Riverside

San Ramon

Hagatna

Fairfax Station

Hilliard
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~1

Roseco

DeForest

Chicago

Camarillo

Miami

Clove rdale

Wichita Falls

Newark

Suflnwale

Kerrville

Big spring

Fullerton

Spring Hill

La Follette

Palmyra

Queen Creek

Philadelphia

Manteca

59071

53532

60007

93011

33169

46120

76306

43055

94086

72310

79720

92833

85710

34608

37766

22963

85142

19131

95336

32789

77088

77901

98092

99654

33703

40004

78130

45140

98532

80759

45385

93611

38063

27609

77488

32210

93536

77471

49036

US

US

US

US

Us

Us

US

US

US

Us

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

Us

US

US

Us

US

US

US

Us

US

Us

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

20 19-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06 -2 6

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-00-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-25

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-00-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

20 19-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-25

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

St. Petersburg

Bardstown

New Braunfels

Loveland

Chehalia

Yuma

Xenia

Clovis

ripley

Ralefgh

Wharton

Jacksonville

Lancaster

Rosenberg

Coidwater
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30114 us 2019-06-26

96741 us 201 9-06-26

74136 us 2019-06-26

90605 us 201 9-06-26

37777 Us 201 9-06-26

oo~i~ us 2019-06-26

84532 us 2019-06-26

55110 us 2019-06-26

84107 us 2019-06-26

32550 us 2019-06-26

90603 us 201 9-06-26

Rancho Cordova 95670 us 201 9-06-26

Gulfport 39503 us 2019-06-26

Bowling Green ICY 42101 Us 201 9-06-26

Claremont 91711 us 2019-06-26

Alexandria 22312 us 2019-06-26

Las Vegas 89110 Us 2019-06-26

Cleveland 44128 U5 2019-06-26

Apison 37302 US 2019-06-26

Portland 97222 us 2019-06-26

Bedford 76021 US 2019-06-26 —

Brooklyn 11236 U5 2019-06-26

Deerfield 3037 us 2019-06-26

Miami 33142 us 2019-06-26

Pompano Beach 33063 US 201 9-06-26

Novi 48375 us 2019-06-26 [
Olyphant 18447 US 2019-06-26 —

U5 2019-06-26 r
San Antonio 78242 US 2019-06-26

23831 U5 2019-06-26 —

Brooklyn 11214 us 2019-06-26

Staten Island 10312 U5 2019-06-26

43017 US 201 9-06-25

17543 US 2019-06-26

43017 us 2019-06-26 L
Wheeling 26003 US 201 9-06-26

Myrtle Beach 29579 us 2019-06-26

Arlington 76010 us 2019-06-26

Toledo 43611 US 2019-06-26

Fontana 92336 us 201 9-06-26
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Louisville

Colorado springs

Saint Paul

Salt Lake City

mlramar Beach



Holliston

Southern Pines

Norwalk

Red lion

Maiden

Philadelphia

Souderton

Bolder

Little Chute

Pacoirna

Tinley Park

Watertown

Canton

Miami

Myrtle Beach

Hercules

Bonita

Lodi

Lebanon

Philadelphia

Winona

Tahoe City

2919 US

68410 US

34237 US

47441 US

20747 us
16511 us
32547 US

78541 us
55398 us
48845 us
14217 us
44001 us
55901 us
48236 us

73115 us
44278 us
34788 us
72364 US

1746 US

28388 Us

6851 US

17356 US

2148 Us

19149 US

18964 US

3059 US

54140 US

91331 US

60477 US

57201 US

28715 US

33138 US

29572 US

94547 US

91902 US

7644 U5

45036 US

19123 US

55867 US

96145 US

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

20 18-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-05-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

20 19-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

Johnston

Nebraska City

Sarasota

Disttict Heights

Fort Walton Beach

Edinbur~

Zimmetnian

fort wayne

Rochester

Grossa Pointe
Woods

Oklahoma City

Tallrnadge

Wirlderrnere

OH
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37801 US 201 9-06-26

33174 us 2019-06-26

53548 US 2019-06-26

92234 Us 2019-06-26

Sliliman Valley 61010 uS 2019-06-26

Mount SinaI 11766 US 201 9-06-26

Minneapolis 55407 us 2019-06-26

Akron 44303 US 2019-06-26

Hawthorne 7506 US 201 9-06-26

Wakefield ISBn US 2019-06-26

Broken Arrow 74011 US 2019-06-26

Miami 33165 US 2019-06-26

Mahopac 105.41 US 2019-06-26

Manchester 6040 US 2019-06-26

Morristown 7960 US 2019-06-26

Two Rivers 54241 US 2019-06-26

Cameron 64429 Us 201 9-06-26

Houston 56567 US 2019-06-26

Chattanooga 37421 US 201 9-06-26

Ablngdon 24210 US 2019-06-26

Londondeny 3053 US 2019-06-26

Marquette 49855 US 2019-06-26

60561 US 201 9-06-26

Leesburg 31763 US 2019-06-26

Sun Prairie 53590 US 2019-06-26

San Antonio 78213 US 201 9-06-26

Pottstown 19465 US 2019-06-26

Huntington Station 20904 US 201 9-06-26

ENzabethtown 42701 US 2019-06-26

72634 US 2019-06-26

Grand Island 65801 US 201 9-06-26

93720 US 2019-06-26

East Syracuse 13057 US 201 9-06-26

Houston 77063 US 2019-06-26

Ocala 34470 US 2019-06-26

Madison 53715 US 2019-06-26

LosAnge~es 90001 US 2019-06-26

Smithtown 11787 US 2019-06-26

aix en provence ision US 2019-06-26

Washington 20011 US 201 9-06-26

JanesviNe

Cathedral City

r

r
r

Li.
Li

L

Li
~
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Malvern

Redondo Beach

Delaware

Red Wing

New Braunfels

Chicago

Somerset

Redmond

Harrodsburg

OH

19355

90277

19996

55125

78130

60608

42501

98052

30084

40330

15946

33614

32256

45690

19141

97267

91762

43103

91935

12084

98023

7026

70954

30180

55430

92311

29651

1020

19350

54166

37205

74012

8205

16438

78373

92712

92801

48210

42437

US

US

US

Us

US

Us

US

US

US

Us

Us

Us

US

Us

Us

US

Us

Us

US

US

Us

US

US

Us

Us

US

US

Us

us

Us

Us

us

Us

US

US

Us

US

us

US

Us

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-25

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-08-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

2019-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

201 9-06-26

Jacksonville

Waverly

Philadelphia

Portland

Ontario

Ash yule

San diego

Nbany

Pacific

Garfield

San angelo

Villa rica

Minneapolis

Barstow

Greer

Chicopee

West Grove

Shawano

Nashville

broken arrow

Absecon

Union City

Port kansas

Santa Aria

Anaheim

Central Avenue

Morganrueld
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50276 US 201 9-06-26

68104 US 2019-06-26

92694 us 2019-06-26

75040 us 2019-06-26

91765 us 2019-06-26

97220 US 2019-06-26

77002 US 2019-06-26

89039 us 2019-06-26

60046 us 2019-06-26

63101 us 2019-06-26

55014 US 2019-06-26

Dolrnar 12054 US 2019-06-26

Escondido 92027 US 2019-06-26

Downey 90241 US 2019-06-26

Hollywood 33025 us 201 9-06-26

Jacksonville 32246 us 201 9-06-26

Hendersonvllle 37075 US 2019-06-26 r
Dayton 45458 us 2019-06-26 L~
Moody 35004 US 2019-06-26

Chicago 60659 us 201 9-06-26

Hollidaysburg 16648 us 2019-06-26

Hartford 53027 US 201 9-06-26

Citrus HeIghts 95621 us 2019-06-26

Bridgeport 98613 us 2019-06-26

PIano 75075 U5 2019-06-26

Cambridge 21613 US 2019-06-26

san Francisco 94110 us 201 9-06-26

Yorktown heights 10598 us 2019-06-26

25801 US 2019-06-26

92120 US 2019-06-26

60517 us 2019-06-26

11225 US 2019-06-26

56367 us 2019-06-26

Schwenksville 19473 us 2019-06-26

Saint Michael 55376 us 2019-06-26

Palnsville 44077 us 2019-06-26

Havertown 19083 us 2019-06-26

New York 10606 us 2019-06-26

Cornelius 26031 US 2019-06-26

San Diego 92012 US 2019-06-26
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Eloy 85131 US 2019-06-26

Fort Worth 76119 US 2019-06-26

Rockwood 37854 US 2019-06-26

Wellford 29305 US 2018-06-26

Hilo 96720 US 2019-06-26

Cincinnati 45227 US 201 9-06-26

Orlando 32803 US 201 9-06-26

Chandler 55224 US 201 9-06-26

Salt Lake City 04106 Us 201 9-06-26

Rosiclare 62982 US 201 9-06-26

Houston 77005 US 2019-06-26

Lindenhurst 11757 Us 2019-06-26

13753 Us 2019-06-26

11373 US 2019-06-26

79925 US 2019-06-26

91342 US 2018-06-26

Attleboro 2703 US 2019-06-26

San Leandro 94577 US 201 9-06-26

Downey 90242 US 201 8-06-26

Georgetown 78626 Us 201 9-06-26

North Las Vegas 89086 Us 2019-06-26

Oaklie 29909 Us 2019-06-26

Tampa 33615 US 2019-06-26

North Reading 1864 US 201 9-06-26

Dayton 45424 Us 201 9-06-26

Philadelphia 19107 Us 2019-06-26

Brooklyn 11212 US 2019-06-26

33156 Us 2019-06-26

19096 US 2019-06-26

96775 US 201 9-06-26

79927 US 2019-06-26

72904 Us 201 9-06-26

US 2019-06-26

44281 Us 2019-06-26

75041 Us 2019-06-26

20874 US 201 9-06-26

99654 US 2019-06-26

92154 US 201 9-06-26

75409 US 2019-06-26

96519 US 2019-06-26
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Nope

CA

Mountain View

Memphis

Tamuning

Indianapolis

No where

Eagle Pass

FaIrfield

Gainesville

Cypress

Las Vegas

Minneapolis

Lutz

MillIani

Royal Oak

Sacramento

Van Dyne

Atlanta

Broadway

Eugene

Delano

Wapakon eta

Syosset

Columbus

34292 US 201 9-06-26

59634 us 2019-06-26

19805 US 2019-06-26

44138 us 2019-06-26

43215 us 2019-06-26

39046 us 201 9-08-26

96771 us 201 9-06-26

38125 US 2019-06-26

96913 US 2019-06-26

46224 us 201 9-06-26

us 2019-06-26

78852 us 201 9-06-26

94534 us 2019-06-26

20155 U5 201 9-06-26

77433 us 201 9-06-26

69107 us 2019-06-25

55454 US 201 9-06-26

33559 us 2019-06-26

96789 US 201 9-06-26

48073 US 201 9-06-26

95842 us 2019-06-26

54979 Us 201 9-05-26

30319 US 2019-06-26

22835 us 2019-06-26

97405 us 201 9-06-26

93215 us 2019-06-26

45895 us 201 9-06-26

11781 US 2019-06-26

43230 Us 2019-06-26

60209 US 2019-05-26

60110 us 2019-06-26

95020 US 201 9-06-26

32162 us 2019-06-26

43207 us 201 9-06-26

17241 US 2019-06-26

27703 us 2019-06-27

26041 US 2019-06-27

89101 US 2019-06-27

7857 us 201 9-06-27

fl

rz
[

L

U

U
Moundsvllle

Las Vegas

Netcong
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Pasadena

Vancouver

Houston

Nacogdoches

Denver

Waianae

Alea

The Villages

Houston

Roan oke

Ocala

Brandon

Remsen

Honolulu

Salt Lake City

Quakertown

Honokilu

Concord

West Chester

Enumclaw

Honolulu

Evansville

Cochranvllle

El Matte

Howell

Atlanta

Los Angeles

Bay Shore

77502 US

98683 us

77055 US

us

80208 us

96792 us

96701 us

32163 us

77449 us

76262 us

34472 us

33511 us

51050 us

96815 us

us

84107 us

18507 us

47586 us

96789 us

93706 US

46201 us

sioci us

44278 us

77018 us

60629 us

60423 US

45458 us

18951 Us

96805 us

94520 Us

45069 Us

98022 US

96826 US

47712 Us

19330 Us

91732 Us

48843 Us

30307 Us

90012 US

11706 US

201 9-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

201 9-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

201 9-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

201 9-06-27

2019-06 -27

2019-06-27

201 9-06-27

201 9-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

201 9-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

201 9-06-27

2019-06-27

20 19-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

201 9-06-27

2019-06-27

2018-06-27

201 9-06-27

201 9-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

2019-06-27

75961-7804

PA
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Wilkes Barre

Gresham

Los Angeles

75270 US 201 9-06-27

28211 US 2019-06-27

29063 Us 2019-06-27

31709 US 201 9-06-27

33619 us 2019-06-27

18702 U5 2019-06-27

97030 us 201 9-06-27

~oos~ us 2019-06-27

44440 US 201 9-06-27

93535 US 2019-06-27

6514 us 2019-06-27

54913 US 2019-06-27

33602 US 201 9-06-27

Lake Villa 60046 U5 201 9-06-27

Now York icon us 2019-06-27

~ Leonard 75452 us 201 9-06-27

Dayton 45432 us 201 9-06-27

Inglewood 90304 US 2019-06-27

Riverside 92503 us 201 9-06-27

Brockton 2302 US 2019-06-27

Haughton 71037 us 2019-06-27

Nlpomo 93444 us 201 9-06-27

Baton Rouge 70817 US 2019-06-27

Kansas CIty 64138 us 201 9-06-27

Lakeville 55044 us 201 9-06-27

san Jose 95116 us 2019-06-27

Spokane 98465 us 201 9-06-27

lr.ine 92604 US 201 9-06-27

i Los Alamitos 90720 US 2019-06-27
Trussville 35173 us 201 9-06-27

Redding 96003 us 201 9-06-27

84067 US 2019-06-27

Ewa Beach 96706 Us 201 9-06-27

Post Falls 83854 U5 2019-06-27

Claremore 74017 US 2019-06-27

Houston 77002 US 201 9-06-27

Hagatna Guam 201 9-06-27

Berwlck 18603 US 201 9-06-27

Reddlng 96013 US 201 9-06-27

Portervillo 93257 US 201 9-06-27

H

[1;
IL]
1.1:

11
Li

ILL
L

ILL
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Green Cove 32043 us 201 9-06-27
Springs

Monoure 27559 US 2019-06-27

Stlckney 60402 US 2019-06-27

JacksonvIlle 32225 us 2019-06-27

Thomasville 27360 US 2019-06-27

Mllllani 96789 us 201 9-06-27

Clifton Park 12065 US 201 9-06-27

San CarIes 94070 us 2019-06-27

wilton 95693 US 2019-06-27

San Diego 92117 us 2019-06-27

Uvaldo 78801 us 2019-06-27

Hell 66666 US 2019-06-27

Lexington Park 20653 US 201 9-06-27

Kansas City 64155 Us 2019-06-27

MIss 60714 US 2019-06-27

Rochester 14621 US 2019-06-27

Bourbonnals 60914 US 2019-06-27

45640 US 201 9-06-27

South lake tahoe 96150 US 2019-06-27

Freehold 7728 US 2019-06-27

Westlslip 11795 US 2019-06-27

93230 Us 2019-08-27

Charleston 29416 US 201 9-06-27

Missouri City 77486 US 2019-06-27

Brownsville 78521 US 2019-06-27

Bakersfield 93301 US 2019-06-27

Anaheim 92825 US 201 9-06-27

I Waimanalo 96795 Us 2019-06-27
Barrigada Guam 201 9-06-27

Shopherdsville 40165 US 2019-06-27

Canyon Country 91387 US 2019-06-27

Hagatna Guam 2019-06-27

Mililani 96789 US 201 9-06-27

Honolulu 96819 US 201 9-06-27

Honolulu 96817 US 2019-06-27

Honolutu 96817 US 2019-06-27

Wahlawa 96786 US 201 9-06-27

Waianae 96792 US 2019-06-27

Ewa Beach 96706 US 2019-06-27

Henderson 89014 US 2019-06-27
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Kansas City 66103 US 2019-06-27

Wahiawa 96786 US 2019-06-27

MillIani 96769 us 2019-06-27

Mililani 96789 U5 201 9-06-27

Wahiawa 96797 US 201 9-06-27

Keauhou 96739 us 2019-06-27 {
Waipahu 96797 US 201 9-06-27

Phoenix esooi us 2019-06-27

Niagara FaIls 14304 US 201 9-06-27

Hagatna Guam 2019-06-27

Mesa 65204 us 201 9-06-27

Simpsonville 29680 US 201 9-06-27

Honolulu 96817 us 2019-06-27

us 2019-06-27

96786 US 2019-06-27

96826 us 201 9-06-27

30310 us 201 9-06-27

44107 US 2019-06-27

93268 us 2619-06-27

44266 US 2019-06-27

96720 us 201 9-06-27

Riverview 33578 US 2019-06-27

Bowling Green 43402 US 201 9-06-27

Keauhou 96739 Us 201 9-06-27

Cenlerville 45459 US 2019-06-27

West Lafayette 47906 us 2019-06-27

Port Clinton 43452 US 201 9-06-27 L
Dayton 45430 Us 201 9-06-27

Marysviile 43040 Us 2019-06-27

Massiilon 44646 US 201 9-06-27

Patra 26225 05 2019-06-27

Ft. Myers FL 33908 US 2019-06-27

MUtani 96789 05 2019-06-27

Kapoiei $9670.00 US 201 9-06-27

Honolulu 96615 US 201 9-06-27

Lancaster 93535 05 2019-06-27

Honolulu 96817 US 201 9-06-27

Long Beach 90802 US 201 9-06-27

Philippines 2019-06-27

94536 US 201 9-06-27

Wahlawa

Honolulu

— I
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96795 US 2019-06-27

40069 US 2019-06-27

us 2019-06-27

96793 us 2019-06-27

96732 us 2019-06-27

96805 us 2019-06-27

96819 us 2019-06-27

~siao us 201 9-06-27

96762 Us 2019-06-27

92211 US 2019-06-27

Aland Islands 2019-06-27

96797 US 201 9-06-28

96740 Us 201 9-06-28

Ni 1UD UK 201 9-06-28

96766 US 2019-06-28

96746 Us 201 9-06-28

96805 Us 201 9-06-28

96744 US 201 9-06-28

96765 Us 2019-06-28

48329 US 2019-06-28

96797 Us 2019-06-28

Guam 2019-06-28

48236 US 201 9-05-28

83-110 Poland 2019-06-28

Czech Republic 2019-06-28

Guam 201 9-06-28

96720 US 201 9-06-28

60069 US 201 9-06-28

39110 Us 2019-06-28

63197 Mexico 2019-06-28

44839 US 2019-06-28

74011 US 2019-06-28

81507 US 2019-06-28

40045 US 201 9-06-28

48801 US 201 9-06-28

igi 2sq UK 201 9-06-28

45069 US 201 9-06-28

45895 US 2019-06-28

Ml

Escondido

Kahului

Honolulu

Honolulu

West Chester

Wapalconeta
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Fl
Fl.

19406 US 2019-06-28 Fl
44004 us 2019-06-26

43532 05 2019-06-29 Fl
Guam 201 9-06-23

46307 us 2019-06-29

Philippines 201 9-06-29 r
46342 us 2019-06-29

Philippines 201 9-06-29

43202 us 201 9-06-29

2234 Australia 2019-06-29

bIl 211 ui< 2019-06-29

Guam 201 9-06-29

Bulgaria 2019-06-29

Grenada 2019-06-29

45371 us 2019-05-29

7511 Netherlands 201 9-06-29

43081 us 2019-06-29

123 Netherlands 2019-06-29

M3m Canada 201 9-05-29

N5V 3N4 Canada 2019-06-29

127106 Russia 2019-06-29

K2H Canada 2019-05-29

L3T Canada 2019-08-29

GImOaS Canada 201 9-06-29

L6W Canada 2019-06-29

AOJIBO Canada 2019-06-29

2124 us 2019-06-29

47230 US 2019-06-29

T3L Canada 2019-06-29

84058 us 2019-06-29

741 74 Sweden 2019-06-29

KBV Canada 2019-06-30

Guam 2019-06-30

Guam 201 9-06-30

17403 us 2019-06-30

M5G Canada 2019-06-30

N2G Canada 201 9-06-30

v6gln2 Canada 2019-06-30

4520815 Portugal 2019-06-30

~

OH

Philadelphia

Sayb rook

Liberty center

Ta mu n in 9

Crown Point

Ouezon City

Lake County

City of San
Fernando

Columbus

Bolton

Hagatna

Burgas

Toronto

London

Moscow

Trenton

Barrigada

Barrigada

York

Toronto

Kitchener

Vancouver
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45697 US 2019-06-30

918171390014 Qatar 2019-06-30

IndIa 201 9-06-30

45804 us 2019-06-30

44067 us 2019-06-30

560066 India 201 9-06-30

90066 us 2019-06-30

N6E2H4 Canada 2019-06-30

Akron 44319 us 2019-06-30

Henderson 89074 Us 201 9-06-30

lpswich (P1 UK 2019-06-30

Cleveland 44212 US 2019-06-30

Clearwater 33765 Us 2019-06-30

Athens 35613 US 2019-07-01

Lutherville 21093 US 2019-07-01
ilmonium

Vancouver V6L Canada 201 9-07-01

Willoughby 44094 US 2019-07-01

Warren 44454 US 201 9-07-01

‘~igo Guam 2019-07-01

Barrigada Guam 2019-07-01

PhilippInes 2019-07-01

Guam 2019-07-01

96817 US 2019-07-01

14113 US 2019-07-01

Philippines 2019-07-01

43009 Us 201 9-07-01

Philippines 2019-07-01

Guam 2019-07-01

Erecksville 44141 US 201 9-07-01

Cleveland 44111 US 201 9-07-01

Palm City 34990 US 201 9-07-01

Kensington Wa UK 201 9-07-01

Sacramento 95815 US 2019-07-UI

Cleveland 44109 US 2019-07-UI

Hamtramck 48212 US 2019-07-01

Westerville OH 43081 Us 2019-07-01

4650-021 Germany 2019-07-01

Tirane Albania 2019-07-01

Dublin 43016 US 2019-07-01

Sandusky 44670 US 2019-07-01

H

OH
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Harlingen

Mount Vernon OH

Athens

Cantield OH

Quezon City

Englewood

Garden Grove

Muntinlupa

Muntlnlupa City

Avon Lake

Cheseaux

H ag sin a

Tamuning

alba

Douglasvillle

Davao City

Helsinki

New Philadelphia OH

Cleveland

Camp Lejeune

Los Angeles

Cleveland

tigo

Va nd aIls

Vicksburg

Fort Wayi,e

Elyrla

Houston

78550 us

43050 us

45701 us

44406 Us

Philippines

45322 us

92841 us

Philippines

PhilIppines

44012 us

Swteriand

Guam

12051 Bahrain

30134 Us

Philippines

54500 Finland

44663 us

Portugal

27613 US

41822 us

Guam

Guam

Guam

Northern Mariana
Islands

44044 us

48212 us

Guam

44312 US

41831 us

44111 us

28547 US

90064 us

44140 us

2019-07-01

2019-07-UI

201 9-07-01

2019-07-02

201 9-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

201 9-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-02

2019-07-03

2019-07-03

2019-07-03

201 9-07-03

201 9-07-03

2019-07-03

2019-07-03

2019-07-03

2019-07-03

2019-07-03

2019-07-03

2019-07-03

2019-07-03

201 9-07-04

2019-07-04

2019-07-04

201 9-07-04

r

H

I

H

n

OH

2840-213
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us
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45377

39180

46825

44035
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Brand on

Vicksburg

Rocky River 01-I

Vermilion

EAGLE LAKE,

Seminary

Lima OH

Columbus OH

Beipre

Singapore

CA

OH

OH

39047 US

39180 US

44116 US

44089 US

39183 US

39479 us
45805 US

43224 US

us
45714 Us

Singapore

45701 us
US

43140 us
9300 Switzerland

UK

90443 Germany

HR6

NE 4693EG

02100

4SO7CG

73000

30625

63526

95110

France

Germany

Germany

France

US

2019-07-04

2019-07-04

2019-07-04

2019-07-04

2019-07-04

2019-07-05

2019-07-05

2019-07-05

2019-07-05

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

201 9-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

201 9-07-06

201 9-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

201 9-07-06

2019-07-06

201 9-07-06

2019-07-06

201 9-07-06

201 9-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

201 9-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

Erlensee

Paris

Poe rtvliet

Saint quentin

Schoondijke

Lan aken

Villiers-en
Désoeuvre

Muttenz

Paris

Hessle

Zdroisko

Hamoir

Orleans

ENG Hu139DS

France

Netherlands

3620 Belgium

94440 France

Switzerland

75011 France

UK

Poland

Belgium

45000 France

53881 Germany

Slovenla

5523 Australia

UK

5543 Belgium

UK

57639 Germany

ENG TwlSluh

Chatham ENG ME59LJ
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CA

ENG NEI OFA

4941JT Netherlands 2019-07-06

Hungary 2019-01-06

ENG bb96tt UK 2019-07-06

26019 Spain 2019-07-06

66542 Germany 201 9-07-06

38100 Germany 2019-07-06

96089 US 201 9-07-06

25746 Germany 201 9-07-06

61673 Germany 2019-07-06

24534 Germany 201 9-07-06

UK 2019-07-06

28239 Germany 2019-07-06

ENG NEll err UK 2019-07-06

3961 Netherlands 2019-07-06

6811h1 Netherlands 2019-07-06

641642 Netherlands 2019-07-06

ENG TR12 6RA UK 201 9-07-06

36433 Germany 201 9-07-06

VT 5301 US 2019-07-06

26524 Germany 201 9-07-06

38230 France 2019-07-06

54000 France 201 9-07-06

1663 Argentina 2019-07-06

Ex363bl UK 201 9-07-06

44839 US 201 9-07-06

1540002 Japan 2019-07-06

4026 Philippines 2019-07-06

SwItzerland 2019-07-06

91210 France 2019-07-06

Greece 201 9-07-06

45883 Germany 2019-07-06

34474 Germany 201 9-07-06

TX 78942 US 201 9-07-06

82515 Germany 2019-07-06

25746 Germany 201 9-07-06

53117 Germany 2019-07-06

44139 US 201 9-07-06

50309 Costa Rica 201 9-07-06

OH 44212 US 2019-07-06

ENG rm9sht UK 2019-07-06

EL

U

U

EL

Giddings

Wolfratshausen

Heide
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Netherlands 201 9-07-07

45440 US 201 9-07-07

201 9-07-07

zuldsingelsg

84110 France

Netherlands

CA

Vaison-la-8omaine

Middelburg

IL

Crestview FL

Berlin DE

Kirchdorf an der
Krems

95236

7003

5750

61913

37120

29570

3100

75001

32539

12163

4560

US

Spain

Norway

US

Germany

Spain

Austria

France

US

US

Austria

201 9-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

20I9-07-06

2019-07-06

201 9-07-06

201 9-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

201 9-07-05

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

201 9-07-06

2019 -07-0 6

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

2019-07-06

201 9-07-06

2019-07-06

201 9-07-06

201 9-07-06

2019-07-06

201 9-07-07

2019-07-07

2019-07-07

2019-07-07

2019-07-07

2019-07-07

2019-07-07

201 9-07-07

2019-07-07

Belgium

Montreal H8N 2T6 Canada

lasvegas NV 89141 US

Stadskanaal 9502 Netherlands

Brugga, Vlaams 8830 Belgium
Gewest, Belgi~s

Puerto de In Cruz 35400 Spain

Mayen 56727 Germany

Tokyo 190-0031 Japan

Alma GOB 5V3 Canada

grand blanc Ml 46439 US

Guntersdorf 2042 Austria

Heath 43055 US

~ Haltiesburg MS 39402 USLorain 44052 US

Reno PA 16343 US

Luxembourg Luxembourg

Pierrelatte 26700 France

East Hampton 6424 US

Hastings 3915 Australia

washington court 43160 US
house

Valencla 27002 SpaIn

5665PT

CT

Belgium
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r
8082 AustrIa 2019-07-07

20094 Italy 2019-07-07

75012 France 2019-07-07

700023 India 2019-07-07 -~

66000 France 2019-07-07

BuenosAires 1663 Argentina 2019-07-07

Ridderkerk 2984 AC Netherlands 2019-07-07

Round Lake IL 60073 US 2019-07-07

Minneapolis MN 55442 US 2019-07-07

Brugge 8310 Belgium 2019-07-07

Port Clinton 43452 US 2019-07-07

new castle 19720 US 2019-07-07

Cincinnati 45247 US 201 9-07-07

Cincinnati 45245 Us 201 9-07-07
1 Cincinnati OH 45215 US 2019-07-07

Cincinnati 45205 us 201 9-07-07

Spruce Grove t7x3x9 canada 2019-07-08

Hamburg 14075 US 2019-07-08

44011 US 201 9-07-08

CA i6wCbS US 201 9-07-08

80333 Germany 201 9-07-08

43300 Malaysia 2019-07-08 F
NON 1 CO canada 2019-07-08

8500 Portugal 2019-07-08

44128 Us 2019-07-08

44133 US 2019-07-08

48231 US 2019-07-08

Monticello 84535 US 2019-07-08

Cleveland 44124 US 2019-07-08

Haarlem 2024rr Netherlands 201 9-07-08

Dayton OH 45458 Us 2019-07-08

Raymond 43057 US 2019-07-08

Staig 89195 Germany 2019-07-08

clev&and 44129 Us 201 9-07-08

SaoPaulo Brazil 2019-07-08

cleveland OH 44111 Us 201 9-07-08

lakewood OH 44107 US 2019-07-08

Espoo Finland 300 Finland 2019-07-08

SherIdan 82801 US 2019-07-08

Kirchbach

via xx settembre
11 corsico
mileno

paris

Calcutta

CE
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Euclid

a hij an

Sunbury

Aurora

Chesterland

Chesterland ohio OH

GA

Independence

Medina

South Point

Lehigh acres

Marietta

Avon

oberlin

Cincinnati

Huntington Beach

Port Clinton

Mentor

OH

OH

OH

44123 US

Iran

43074 us
44202 us
44026 US

44026 us

44131 U5

44256 U5

45680 us
33973 us
30067 us
44011 U5

44074 us
45247 U5

92647 us
43452 US

44060 us
43302 Us

44256 US

43551 US

37854 US

75137 US

34786 US

44124 US

Indonesia

48187 US

43907 Us
44089 US

43228 US

41071 US

14215 US

44035 US

49028 Us

43201 US

44012 US

48001 US

Canada

44111 US

44056 US

43215 US

201 9-07-08

2019-07-08

2019-07-08

2019-07-ag

2010-07-09

2019-07-09

2019-07-09

201 9-07-09

2019-07-09

2019-07-09

2019-07-09

201 9-07-09

2019-07-09

2019-07-09

2019-07-09

2019-07-09

2019-07-09

201 9-07-09

2019-07-09

2019-07-10

2019-07-10

2019-07-10

201 9-07-10

2019-07-IC

2019-07-10

2019-07-10

2019-07-10

2019-07-10

2019-07-10

2019-07-10

201 9-07-10

201 9-07-10

2019-07-10

20 19-07-10

2019-07-10

2019-07-10

2019-07-10

201 9-07-10

2019-07-11

2019-07-11

Elyrla

Bronson

Columbus

Avon Lake

Algonac

Québec

Cleveland

Macedonia

C~umbus

636 1b2
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MI

WV

in:

OH

Owenton

Worcester

anaheim

Santa Ma

Port Clinton

Grand Rapids

Edinboro

Cleveland

La Rue

Erie

Toledo

Bella Vista

Toledo

Cleveland

Sussex

Zanesvllle

Zanesville

Warren

Chesterland

Bellevue

Southileld

Republic

Bloomfield Hills

r

20192 US 2019-07-Il

48145 US 2019-07-11

25526 US 2019-07-12

43403 US 2019-07-12

43607 US 2019-07-12

44202 US 2019-07-12 1
92808 US 2019-07-12

45898 US 2019-07-12

72703 US 2019-07-12

US 2019-07-12

40659 US 2019-07-12

1604 US 2019-07-12

92805 US 201 9-07-13

92701 US 2019-07-13

43452 US 2019-07-13

49504 US 201 9-07-13

16412 US 2019-07-13

44129 US 2019-07-13

43332 US 2019-07-13

43611 US 2019-07-13 [
43611 US 2019-07-la L
72715 US 2019-07-13

43656 US 2019-07-13 F
44192 US 2019-07-14 U

53089 US 2019-07-14

43701 US 2019-07-14

US 2019-07-14

44-485 US 2019-07-14

44026 US 201 9-07-15

44811 US 2019-07-16

48086 US 2019-07-16

44867 US 201 9-07-16

48301 US 201 9-07-16

10000 CroatIa 2019-07-16

43449 US 2019-07-16
~

44004 US 2019-07-16

Spain 2019-07-16

46007 Spain 201 9-07-16

44145 US 2019-07-16

48212 US 2019-07-16 L

OH

WI

OH Zanesville

Ml

OH

Oak Harbor

Ashtabula OH

Valencla

We 51 lake

Hamtramck
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OH 44145

43328

45231

46026

29014

45236

43783

43988

43224

44102

43206

43511

15143

44056

53711

44149

48133

45240

45840

45701

80203

48088

28277

6897

60450

43623

43606

60615

43613

43469

43214

44221

98604

94065

43537

4.8E+49

48161

77580

46103

44057

US

US

US

Spain

Spain

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

MI

OH

20 19-07-17

2019- 07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-Il

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

20 19-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-1 7

2019-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-li

2019-07-17

2 019-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-1 7

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

20 19-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

20 19-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

WA

Mont Belvieu TX

Mn Arbor

Madison OH
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Orrville

Raclne

Lorain

-nifin

Toledo

Cleveland

Lambertville

Dunkirk

Tiffin

Cincinnati

Willoughby

Jamestown

Bruceton Mills

Seattle

Port Clinton

Hunlingtown

Medina

Cnvington

Avon Lake

Cottonwood

Columbus

Louisville

Oak Harbor

Joshua Tree

Chillicothe

Cincinnati

Sandusky

Independence

43560 us

44870 US

43615 us
15010 US

44266 US

2809 us
44667 US

45771 US

44830 US

44883 us
43614 US

44120 us
48144 U5

45836 us
44883 us
45238 US

44094 us
14701 us
26525 us
98118 us
43452 us
20639 us
44256 U5

41011 US

43078 US

77058 us
45064 US

44256 US

45806 Us

44830 US

44012 U5

86326 US

43201 Us

44641 US

43449 Us

92252 US

45601 US

45231 Us

44870 Us
44131 US

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

20 19-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

20 19-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-0 7-17

201 9-07-17

201 9-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

20 19-07-17

201 9-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-17

201 9-07-17

Sylvania

Sandusky

Toledo OH

Beaver Falls

Rsvenna

OH

r
[1::

[Z.

r
L

ri•
Li

r

Li

1.-I
Li

[

L

OH

OH
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Rochester

Wadsworth

Tiff in

Bronx

Deimont

Fort Wayne

Fresh Meadows

Port Clinton

Longmont

Terre Haute

Perrysburg

Weeki Wachee

Sylvania

Slow

Oak Harbor

Tiflin

Erie

Grand Rapids

SHEFFIELD

Tiff in

Toledo

Lakewood

North Olmsted

Cleveland

Cleveland

Fairfield

~kron

Pinokney

48307 US

44281 uS
44883 US
10455 US

15626 us
46815 US

11366 us
43452 U5

80503 us
47807 us
43551 US

34613 us
43560 US

44224 us
85013 us
80263 us
43016 US

77551 us
43528 us
43449 us
15658 us
44134 us
43035 us
44011 us
49243 us
43449 us
44883 us
16505 US

49506 us
44054 US

44883 us
43615 US

44107 us
44070 us
44102 US

44132 us
45014 us
44303 Us

48169 us
44139 us

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-1 7

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-I?

201 9-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019-07-17

2019~07-l7

2019-07-17

OH

TX
OH

OH
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r
43560 US 2019-07-17

US 2019-07-l7

44146 us 2019-07-l7

44804 us 2019-07-li

44254 US 201 9-07-17 r
38506 US 2019-07-17

44124 US 2019-07-17

44118 us 2019-07-17

44321 U5 201 9-07-17

Oeshler US 201 9-07-17

Columbus 43202 US 2019-07-17

Wooster 44691 US 2019-07-17

Ounkirk 45836 US 2019-07-17

Langeloth PA 15054 U5 2019-07-17

Curtios 43412 US 2019-07-17

Rossburg 45362 US 20l9-07-17

Vancouver 98683 US 2019-07-17

Bowling Green OH 43402 US 2019-07-17

Port Clinton 43449 US 2019-07-17

Ashland City 37015 US 2019-07-17 [
Toledo 43613 U5 2019-07-17

Whittaker 48190 US 2019-07-17

Gehanna 43230 US 2019-07-17

Toledo OH 43620 US 2019-07-17

Columbus Grove 45830 US 201 9-07-17

Houston 77030 US 2019-07-17 {
US 201 9-07-17

44203 US 2019-07-17 r
6897 U5 2019-07-17

44867 US 2019-07-17

43512 US 2019-07-17

44811 US 2019-07-17

43537 US 2019-07-17

44883 US 2019-07-17

14613 US 2019-07-17

Ml 49617 US 2019-07-17

45238 US 2019-07-17

45701 US 2019-07-17

44118 US 2019-07-17

44691 US 2019-07-17

112 [

Sylvania

Cleveland OH 44135-3413

Walton Hills OH

OH 43516-9505

OH

CT



43537 US 2019-07-17

44530 US 2019-07-17

44074 US 2019-07-17

43452 US 2019-07-17

63125 us 2019-07-17

44106 us 2019-07-17

43953 us 2019-07-17

44089 us 2019-07-17

8724 us 201 9-07-17

7094 US 2019-07-17

34114 Us 2019-07-17

48377 US 2019-07-17

42071 US 2019-07-17

43021 us 2019-07-17

43231 US 2019-07-17

14843 us 2019-07-17

OH 45840 US 2019-07-17

43420 US 2019-07-17

16064 US 201 9-07-17

89408 US 2019-07-17

18014 US 2019-07-17

Elyrla OH 44035 US 2019-07-17

Louisville 40220 US 201 9-07-17

Lexington 40509 US 2019-07-17

Mechanicsburg 17050 US 2019-07-17

Port Clinton 43452 US 2019-07-17

Louisville 40204 US 2019-07-17

Broadview Heights 44147 US 201 9-07-17

CIncInnati 45255 US 201 9-07-17

Euclid 44132 US 2019-07-17

Royal Oak 48073 US 201 9-07-17

Westlako 44145 US 2019-07-17

silver Spring 20904 US 2019-07-17

Canton 46167 US 2019-07-17

Oscoda 48750 US 201 9-07-17

43606 US 2019-07-17

Modesto 95357 US 201 9-07-17

Rocky River 44116 US 2019-07-17

NashvIlle 37211 US 2019-07-li

Vernilllion 57069 US 2019-07-17

Maumee

Fostorla

Oberlin

Port Clinton

Saint Louis

Cleveland

wintersville OH

Vernilkon

Brick

Sacaucus

TN
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Lakewood

LouIsville

Columbus

Columbus

Columbus

Strasburg

I Cwnbrldge

Fostoria Lebanon

Tiflin

Toledo

Mentor

Saint Clair

Cleveland

OH

OH

AR

OH

OH

TX

TX

OH

MI

44107 US 2019-07-17

40206 US 2019-07-17

43210 US 2019-07-17

43212 US 2019-07-17

43230 US 2019-07-17

44680 us 2019-07-17

49301 us 2010-07-17

43725 US 2019-07-17

44830 US 2019-07-17

44883 US 2019-07-17

43611 US 2019-07-17

44060 US 2019-07-17

48079 us 2019-07-17

44094 US 2019-07-17

US 2019-07-17

44107 US 2019-07-17

72056 US 2019-07-17

43723 US 2019-07-17

75234 US 2019-07-11

44903 US 2019-07-I?

45067 US 2019-07-17

43605 US 2019-07-17

43537 us 2019-07-17

45371 US 2019-07-17

96720 US 2019-07-17

44116 US 2019-07-17

43452 U5 2019-07-17

44907 US 2019-07-I?

44060 US 2019-07-17

75028 US 2010-07-17

78744 US 2019-07-17

44311 US 2019-07-17

15243 US 2019-07-17

84321 US 2019-07-17

43113 US 2019-01-Il

43214 US 2019-07-17

48116 US 2019-07-17

43449 US 2019-07-17

41042 US 2019-07-17

44870 US 20l0-07-l7

r
r
F:

~

L

I
L
F:..1

Circioville

COLUMBUS

Brighton

Oak Harbor

Florence

Sandusky
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newton falls OH 44444 US 201 9-07-17

BatavIa OH 45103 US 2019-07-17

Massillon 44646 us 201 9-07-17

Columbus OH 43221 US 2019-07-17

Toledo OH 43613 US 2019-07-17

Somerset 42501 us 201 9-07-17

Lucasville OH 45646 us 201 9-07-17

Levittown PA 19056 US 2019-07-17

Maumee 43537 U5 2019-07-17

Westervillo 43051 US 201 9-07-17

Marblehead 43440 Us 201 9-07-17

Delaware 43015 U5 2019-07-17

perrysburg 43551 US 201 9-07-17

Cleveland 44125 US 2019-07-17

44255 US 2019-07-17

North Olmsted 44070 US 201 9-07-17

llpp City 45371 US 201 9-07-17

Oak Harbor 44023 us 201 9-07-17

Georgetown 40324 US 2019-07-17

Munroa Falls 44262 US 2019-07-17

Hawaii Kai 96825 US 201 0-07-17

Columbus 43231 US 2019-07-17

Richmond VA 23238 us 2019-07-17

Orion 61273 Us 201 9-07-17

Middle Grove NV 12850 US 2019-07-17

Cuyahoga Falls OH 44221 us 201 9-07-17

Napoleon 43545 U5 2019-07-17

Loveland OH 45140 us 2019-07-17

Cincinnati 45885 US 2019-07-17

Columbus 43215 US 2019-07-17

Twentynine Palms 92277 Us 201 9-07-17

33928 US 2019-07-17

45807 US 2019-07-17

44095 US 2019-07-17

45807 us 2019-07-17

LaSalle Ontaño N9J 2C4 Canada 2019-07-17

Toledo 43623 US 2019-07-17

Cincinnati 45014 Us 2019-07-17

44305 Us 2019-07-17

43614 US 2019-07-17

CA

OH
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45424 US 2019-07-17

6520 US 2019-07-17

Amherst 44001 US 2019-07-17

Royal Oak 48073 US 2019-07-17

Millersburg 44654 Us 2019-07-17

Brunswick OH 44212 US 201 9-07-17

North Ridgeville OH 44039 U5 201 9-07-17

Brooklyn 11237 US 2019-07-17

Cleveland 44144 US 2019-07-17

Toledo OH 43612 US 2019-07-17

Xenia OH 45355 Us 2019-07-17

Newton Falls 44444 US 201 9-07-17

Port Clinton 434 US 2019-07-17

Copley 44321 US 2019-07-17

Colorado springs 80219 Us 201 9-07-17

Kailua koan 96740 US 2019-07-17

Bowling Green 43402 US 2019-07-17

Jupiter US 2019-07-17

Olmsted Falls 44012 US 201 9-07-17

Glen Rock PA 17327 US 2019-07-17

Louisville KY 40204 US 201 9-07-17

Macomb Ml 48044 US 2019-07-17

Put in bay 43456 US 2019-07-17

Porrysburg 43551 US 2019-07-Il

Westervllle 43081 US 2019-07-17

Genoa OH 43430 US 2019-07-17

Columbus 43214 US 2019-07-17

44624 US 2019-07-17

Oak Harbor OH 43449 US 201 9-07-17

Findlay 45840 US 2019-07-17

Salt Lake City 84123 US 201 9-07-17

Chardon 44024 US 201 9-07-17

Mentor 44060 US 2019-07-17

Covington 41011 US 201 9-07-17

Lyons OH 43533 US 2019-07-17

Vandalia 45377 Us 2019-07-17

bellingham 98225 US 201 9-07-17

Alliance OH 44601 US 2019-07-17

Oxford 45056 US 201 9-07-17

~ Frankfort 49602 US 201 9-07-17

H

U

L

L
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43342 us 2019-07-17

45652 us 2019-07-17

3827 us 2019-07-17

44212 us 2019-07-17

44830 us 2019-07-17

44105 us 2019-07-17

43614 us 2019-07-17

Penysburg 43551 us 2019-07-17

Dover 7801 us 2019-07-17

Columbus 43065 us 201 9-07-17

CIncinnati 45238 us 2019-07-17

Marblehead 43440 us 2019-07-li

Pancho Palos 90275 us 201 9-07-17
Verdes

Cincinnati 45224 us 201 9-07-17

Kaneohe 96744 us 2019-07-17

Broomfield 80020 U5 2019-07-17

Beachwood 44122 us 2019-07-17

Wilmington 45177 us 2019-07-17

WilkinsTwp. 15235 us 2019-07-17

tampa 33634 us 2019-07-17

Vm~dalia 45377 us 201 9-07-17

Northwood 43619 us 2019-07-17

Ewa beach 96706 US 2019-07-17

Rochester 14626 U5 2019-07-17

Temperance 48182 U5 2019-07-17

45701 us 2019-07-17

45889 us 2019-07-17

45429 us 2019-07-17

45424 us 2019-07-17

Milwaukee 53213 us 2019-07-17

Port Washington 11050 us 2019-07-17

43055 U5 2019-07-17

Theodore 36582 us 201 9-07-17

houston 77568 us 2019-07-17

Cuyahoga Falls 44221 U5 201 9-07-17

LIma 45801 us 2019-07-17

Cleveland 44113 us 2019-07-17

Cleveland 44192 us 2019-07-17

Mentor 44060 us 201 9-07-17

Honolulu 96819 Us 201 9-07-18

Prospect

McDermott

East Kingston

Brunswick

Pembervilie

Cleveland

OH

NJ

FL

OH

OH

OH

OH
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Kailua-Kona

Dayton

Jewett

Lexington

YellDw Springs OH

North Versailles

Maumee

NJ

OH

Mauniee

Brick

Newbernj

kaneohe

Cleveland

Wooster

Wadsworth

Cleveland

Dayton

Bedford

Toledo

Hunlingtown

Youngstown

Pickerington

Rocky River

Rocky River

Madison

Titusville

us 2019-07-18

45440 us 2019-07-18

43986 us 2019-07-18

40503 us 2019-07-18

45387 us 2019-07-18

44035 us 2019-07-IS

15137 US 2019-07-18

43537 us 201 9-07-18

27713 us 2019-07-18

92509 us 2019-07-IS

43440 us 201 9-07-18

43201 US 2019-07-18

44662 us 201 9-07-18

43537 us 2019-07-18

8724 us 2019-07-18

29127 us 2019-07-la

96744 us 2019-07-18

44135 us 2019-07-18

44691 ~5 2019-07-lB

44281 US 2019-07-18

44111 us 2019-07-18

45419 us 2019-07-IS

44146 us 2019-07-18

43623 us 2019-07-18

20639 us 2019-07-18

44511 us 2019-07-18

43147 us 2019-07-18

44116 us 2019-07-18

44116 us 2019-07-18

53726 us 2019-07-18

32780 us 2019-07-la

45840 us 201 9-07-18

93125 us 2019-07-18

44053 us 2019-07-18

44107 us 2019-07-18

20639 us 2019-07-18

30078 us 2019-07-la

44116 Us 2019-07-18

22901 us 2019-01-18

43452 us 2019-07-18

F

Lii;

~

L

OH
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Troy

Circieville

Las Vegas

Johnstown OH

Port Clinton

Mansfield

Chardon

Chicago

Put-in-Bay OH

OH

OH

45373 us 2019-07-16

43113 us 2019-07-16

98014 us 2019-07-18

43031 us 2019-07-la

43452 us 2019-07-18

44903 us 2019-07-18

44026 us 2019-07-18

60647 us 2019-07-18

43456 us 2019-07-18

43616 05 2019-07-18

85745 us 2019-07-18

45385 us 2019-07-18

96797 us 2019-07-18

44136 us 2019-07-18

44677 us 2019-07-18

48089 us 2019-07-IS

44140 us 2019-07-18

44012 us 2019-07-18

43616 us 2019-07-18

us 201 9-07-18

983 us 2019-07-18

43085 us 2019-07-18

25309 us 2019-07-IS

44124 us 2019-07-18

43512 us 2019-07-IS

44060 us 2019-07-18

43125 us 2019-07-16

94043 us 2019-07-18

43017 us 2019-07-18

45219 us 2019-07-18

44060 us 2019-07-18

30341 us 201 9-07-18

95062 us 2019-07-18

44333 us 201 9-07-16

44883 us 2019-07-18

43452 us 201 9-07-18

11223 us 2019-07-18

43950 us 2019-07-18

44142 us 2019-07-18

45419 us 2019-07-18

Carolina

Worthington

south charleston

Cleveland

Defiance

Mentor

Groveport

Mountain View

Dublin

Cincinnati

Mentor

Atlanta

Santa Cruz

GA

CA

OH

I
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r

n
17552 US 2019-07-IS

95124 us 2019-07-18

43551 us 2019-07-18

96817 us 2019-07-18

44203 us 201 9-07-18

95240 US 2019-07-IS

48103 us 2019-07-IS

45840 us 201 9-07-18

96770 us 2019-07-18

48223 us 201 9-07-15

98063 us 2019-07-18

OH us 201 9-07-18

43469 us 201 9-07-18

22032 us 2019-07-IS

49002 us 2019-07-18

93277 us 201 9-07-18

30008 us 2019-07-18

43420 us 2019-07-IS

OH 44140 us 2019-07-18

48079 Us 2019-07-18

us 2019-07-IS

85737 us 2019-07-18

34293 us 2019-07-18

43607 us 2019-07-18

6003] us 2019-07-18

OH 45601 us 2019-07-18

IN 46514 us 2019-07-18

44089 Us 201 9-07-18

45044 us 2019-07-18

43085 us 2019-07-18

43460 Us 2019-07-18

43201 us 2019-07-18

OH 44107 us 2019-07-18

2015 Australia 2019-07-18 L
49688 us 2019-07-18

Tubac, AZ 85646 US 201 9-07-18

Rancho 91739 Us 2019-07-18
Cucarnonga

Parma Heights 44130 us 2019-07-18

LDS Angeles 90008 us 201 9-07-18

120

L

Mount Joy

San Jose

whitehouse

Honolulu

Barberton

Lodi CA

Ann kbor Ml

OH

OH

OH



MI

43062 US 2019-07-15

32553 US 2019-07-18

Sunbury OH 43074 US 2019-07-IS

Norwood 13668 US 2019-07-18

j Groveport OH 43125 US 201 9-07-15

Las Vegas 89183 US 2019-07-15

Queens 11418 US 2019-07-18

Kailus Kona 96740 US 2019-07-18

North Olmsted 44070 Us 2019-07-18

Salt Lake City 84101 Us 2019-07-18

Kailua kona 96740 US 2019-07-18

Mililani 96759 US 201 9-07-18

Plymouth 48170 US 2019-07-18

LasVegas 89131 Us 2019-07-18

Cleveland 44121 US 2019-07-18

Charlevoix Ml 49720 US 201 9-07-18

Kailua-Kona 96740 US 201 9-07-lB

Pittsburgh 15224 US 2019-07-18

~ Louisville 40243 US 201 9-07-18
New York 10029 US 201 9-07-15

96797 Us 2019-07-IS

Kailua Kona 96740 US 2019-07-18

Orangeburg 29115 US 2019-07-18

Honolulu 96526 US 201 9-07-15

96746 US 2019-07-18

Kailua Kona 96740 US 201 9-07-18

US 2019-07-18

San Carlos 94070 US 201 9-07-IS

Anchorage 99508 US 2019-07-18

Ewa Beach 96706 US 201 9-07-15

Kaunakakai 96748 US 201 9-07-18

Makawao 96768 Us 201 9-07-18

London UK 2019-07-18

Kallua-Kona 96740 US 2019-07-18

RIchmond 48062 US 2019-07-IS

Kailua Kona 96740 US 201 9-07-18

Waianae 96792 US 2019-07-18

Honolulu 96505 US 2019-07-IS

Uvermore 94551 US 2019-07-18

Dayton 46415 US 2019-07-18

ENG WiG 6EF
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Fairview Park

Wadsworth

Las Vegas

Brighton

Os Forest

44126 US 2019-07-18

44281 US 2019-07-16

89119 US 2019-07-18

48116 US 2019-07-18

53532 U5 2019-07-18

us 201 9-07-18

44136-5219 Us 2019-07-IS

us 2019-07-18

Lake Milton OH 44429 US 2019-07-18

C&nbridgo 43725 U5 201 9-07-lB

hudson OH 44236 us 2019-07-18

Wakeman OH 44889 us 2019-07-IS

walton 41094 US 2019-07-18

Alanson 49706 us 2019-07-la

Maumee 43537 Us 201 9-07-18

PoweLl 43065 Us 2019-07-18

Howell 48843 US 2019-07-IS

RaleIgh 27607 US 2019-07-18

Port Clinton 43452 US 2019-07-18

Kailua Kona 96740 US 2019-07-18

~ Spencer 44275 US 2019-07-18

1Sandusky 44870 US 2019-07-18

Red(ordTwp. Ml 48239 US 2019-07-18

Somerset 8873 US 2019-07-IS

Delaware OH 43015 US 201 9-07-18

96762 US 2019-07-18

44124 US 2019-07-IS

44124 U5 2019-07-18

43449 US 2019-07-IS

44236 US 2019-07-18

OakPark 48237 US 2019-07-18

Beaveroreek. 45430 US 2019-07-18

Uniontown 44685 US 201 9-07-18

Tallmadge 80209 Us 2019-07-IS

Alexandria 22307 US 2019-07-18

Akron OH 44314 US 2019-07-18

Athens OH 45701 US 2019-07-IS

Vqesterville 43081 US 2019-07-18

Toledo 43612 US 2019-07-18

Gypsum 43433 Us 2019-07-18
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80141 US 2019-07-IS

45243 US 2019-07-18

48188 US 2019-07-18

44310 US 2019-07-18

43001 US 2019-07-18

60643 US 2019-07-18

40504 us 2019-07-18

44240 U5 2010-07-18

43623 us 201 9-07-18

46970 us 2019-07-18

44094 US 2019-07-18

43537 US 2019-07-18

44118 US 2019-07-18

45804 US 2019-07-18

43123 us 2019-07-IS

TN 37066 US 201 9-07-18

74006 U5 2019-07-18

OH 44113 us 2019-07-18

45432 US 2019-07-18

Carbondale 62901 US 2019-07-IS

Prospect KY 40059 US 2019-07-18

Detroit 48205 US 2019-07-18

Cleveland OH 44120 US 201 9-07-18

Hilliard 43026 US 201 9-07-18

Escanaba 49829 US 2019-07-18

Port Clinton 43452 US 2019-07-18

Greenville OH 45331 US 2010-07-IS

Columbus 43220 US 2019-07-18

Toledo 43612 US 2019-07-IS

Rutherfordton 28139 US 2019-07-18

Las Vegas 89101 US 2019-07-18

Tallmadge 44278 US 2019-07-18

Loveland 45140 US 2019-07-IS

Cleveland 44118 US 2019-07-18

Cleveland 44118 US 201 9-07-18

Cleveland HeIghts 44118 US 201 9-07-18

45806 US 2019-07-IS

Ann Arbor 48104 US 2019-07-18

Cleveland Heights 44118 US 2019-07-18

72525 US 2019-07-18

Las Vegas

Cincfnnali OH

Canton

Akron

Alexandria

Chicago

Lexington KY

Willoughby

Maumee

Cleveland Heights
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Green Valley

San Jose

Port Orange

Cleveland

Morgantown

Defiance

Birdsboro

Slrongsville

Omaha

Schaumburg

West Miltin

West Hollywood

Alliance

Wichita

Powell

Cleveland

Guilford

Dayton

Bud ington

Toledo

85614

95120

32128

44111

26508

43512

21742

44136

68137

60159

45383

90069

44601

67230

43065

44144

6437

45415

43614

44224

43701

44145

43465

44903

44039

43068

37421

16505

49024

44070

96727

16510

33327

96716

7065

44136

11764

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

Canada

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

20 19-07-18

201 9-07-1 6

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

20 19-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-IS

2019-07-18

20 19-07-16

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019 -0 7-1 8

2019-07-18

2019- 07-1 8

2019-07-18

20 19-07-18

20 19-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-IS

2019-07-18

2019-07-IS

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-IS

201 9-07-18

2019-07-IS

201 9-0 7-1 8

2019-07-IS

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-16

Zanesville

Westlake

Walbridge

Mansfield

North Ridgeville

Reynoldsburg

Chattanooga

r

LI.

LI

11*

Portage

North Olmsted

I-Ionokaa

Erie

Fort Lauderdale

Hanapepe

Rahway

Strongsville

Selden
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Midland

Erie

Portland

AKRON

Airon

Fairfield

Eugene

Toledo

Westerville

Nekoosa

Bay City

Pataskala

Ocala

Tacoma

Mayfield Vdlage

Portland

al~on

76020 US

us

44094 us

93644 Us

Poland

22042 us

5443 us

96752 US

32708 US

97420 us

19970 us

45440 us

44070 US

89014 US

5489 us

32226 us

96720 US

45424 US

92392 us

15601 us

44092 US

44118 us

43016 us

48640 us

16506 Us

97218 US

44718 us

44303 US

45014 US

97402 US

43614 US

43082 us

54467 us

48708 Us

43062 us

34473 us

98387 us

44040 us

97202 US

44333 us

2019-07-IS

201 9-0 7-18

2019-07-IS

2019-07-18

201 9-07-18

201 9-07-18

20 19-07-18

201 9-07-1 8

201 9-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-IS

201 9-07-18

2019-07-18

201 9-07-18

2019-07-18

201 9-07-18

20 19-07-18

2019-07-18

201 9-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

201 9-07-18

2019-07-IS

2019-07-18

2019-07-IS

20 19-07-18

2019-07-IS

2019-07-18

2019-07-IS

201 9-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-1 B

20 19-07-16

20 19-07-18

2019-07-IS

2019-07-18

CA

OH

VT

OH

MI

WI

Ml
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HicksviIlo

Auburn

Aba

Syracuse

North Ridgeville OH

Maumee

Bebletontaine

Middleton

Carterville

OH

WI

OH

OH

OH

NY

r
1 .1

r
F

Li

IL;
H
Li

~

43526 US

48611 US

96701 us

13204 us

44039 us

43537 us

43311 us

53562 us

62918 us

91758 us

43220 US

43611 US

48224 us

84601 us

43611 Us

12549 us

43015 US

43452 US

43435 Us

36024 Us

78413 US

98118 Us

45314 Us

33772 US

88101 US

96789 US

48331 us

97267 Us

43402 US

96706 US

54741 US

48695 Us

96797 Us

43015 us

34472 US

96822 US

77071 Us

44111 US

43214 US

44145 US

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-IS

201 9-0 7-1 8

2019-07-IS

2019-07-IS

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-IS

20 19-07-18

2019-07-18

2 019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-IS

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

201 9-07-18

2019-07-IS

2019-07-16

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019- 07-1 6

201 9-07-18

201 9-07-18

201 9-07-18

201 9-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-IS

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-18

2019-07-IS

2019-07-18

2019-07-16

CedaMile

Seminole

Cbovis

Mililani

Farm lngton

Portland

Bowling Green

Ewa Beach

Fairchild

Williamston

Waipahu

Delaware

Ocala

Honolulu

Houston

cleveland

Columbus

Westlake

OH
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45429 us 2019-07-18

77554 US 2019-07-18

96819 us 2019-07-IS

43701 us 2019-07-18

40047 us 2019-07-18

44028 us 2019-07-18

22153 us 2019-07-IS

96772 us 2019-07-18

96740 us 2019-07-18

96797 us 2019-07-18

45383 us 2019-07-18

44302 us 2019-07-18

33172 US 2019-07-18

Normandy 63121 US 2019-07-18

Boos Raton 33431 US 201 9-07-18

Minneapolis 55440 US 201 9-07-18

KalIua Kona 96740 Us 201 9-07-18

North Sioux City 57049 US 201 9-07-18

Vandalia 45377 Us 2019-07-IS

San Diego 92117 US 2019-07-18

CapeCoral 33909 US 2019-07-18

Maybrook 12543 US 2019-07-18

Maumee 43537 US 201 9-07-18

Munroe Falls OH 44262 U5 201 9-07-19

kahulul 96732 us 2019-07-19

Mantua 44255 US 201 9-07-19

Columbus 43214 US 2019-07-19

Las Vegas 89031 US 2019-07-19

10469 us 2019-07-19

96793 US 2019-07-19

44141 US 2019-07-19

28803 US 2019-07-19

77568 US 2019-07-19

15204 us 2019-07-19

31313 US 2019-07-19

43065 us 2019-07-19

Wadsworth 44281 Us 2019-07-19

Matthews 28105 Us 2019-07-19

Jersey City 7302 US 2019-07-19

Parma Heights 44130 US 2019-07-19

Galveston TX

Honolulu

Zanesville

Mount Washington

Columbia Station

Springfield

OH

OH
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Lakewood 44107 us 2019-07-19

Mattapoisett 2739 us 201 9-07-19

Buckeye Lake 43008 us 2019-07-19 [
Columbus OH 43235 us 2019-07-19

Cleveland 44124 iS 2019-07-19

Los Angeles 90064 us 201 9-07-19

Pleasanton 94568 US 2019-07-19

Cleveland 77328 U5 2019-07-19

Honolulu 96826 US 201 9-07-19

Baltimore MD 21218-2911 us 2019-07-19

Deny 3038 US 2019-07-19

Kahului 95733 US 201 9-07-19

Pros 74060 us 2019-07-19

Waianae 96792 us 201 9-07-19

San Francisco 94112 us 2019-07-19

Honolulu 96817 US 2019-07-19

Springfield 22152 U5 2019-07-IS

Cleveland 44134 us 2019-07-19

West Covina 91790 us 201 9-07-19

44202 us 2019-07-19 F
saint Charles 60175 US 2019-07-IS

Portland 97211 US 2019-07-19

Huntington 25701 U5 2019-07-19

US 2019-07-19

Ewa Beach 96706 us 201 9-07-19

44130 us 201 9-07-19

Cleveland 44112 us 2019-07-19

us 2019-07-19

District Heights 20747 Us 2019-07-19

Las Vegas 89103 us 2019-07-19

Kaneohe 96744 us 201 9-07-19

Wahiawa 96786 U5 2019-07-19

Rocky River OH 44116 US 2019-07-IS

Manhattan 66502 us 2019-07-19

Netarts 97143 us 2019-07-19

Cleveland 44109 us 2019-07-19

Northwood 43619 US 2019-07-19

Lakewood 44107 us 201 9-07-19

san Diego 92105 us 2019-07-19

Tacoma 98464 us 2019-07-19
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Yona Guam 2019-07-19

Redondo Beach 90276 US 2019-07-19

Brooklyn 11212 US 2019-07-19

Wilmington 45177 US 2019-07-19

Cuyahoga Falls 44221 us 2019-07-19

HONOLULU 96817 US 2019-07-19

Kaunakakal 96746 US 2019-07-19

Franklin 37064 US 2019-07-19

Canton 30115 US 2019-07-19

Dunedin 34698 US 201 9-07-19

Waianae 96792 US 2019-07-19

Ewa Beach 96706 US 201 9-07-19

Kaneohe 96744 US 2019-07-19

Waipahu 96797 US 201 9-07-19

East Palo Alto 94303 US 2019-07-19

Waipahu 96797 US 2019-07-19

San Bernardino 92410 US 201 9-07-19

Ewa Seach 96706 US 201 9-07-19

Ewa Beach 96706 US 2019-07-19

96749 US 2019-07-19

78753 US 2019-07-19

Honolulu 96619 US 201 9-07-19

~ Nassau US 2019-07-19
bangalore 560035 US 2019-07-19

San Antonio 78293 US 201 9-07-19

Honolulu 96822 US 2019-07-19

Fontana 92336 US 201 9-07-19

Casper 82604 US 2019-07-19

Talluiah 71282 US 2019-07-19

Hun 96720 US 201 9-07-19

Bay VUlage 44140 US 2019-07-19

Kahului 96732 US 2019-07-19

Hulo 96720 US 2019-07-19

Durham 27707 US 201 9-07-19

~ Honolulu 96818 US 2019-07-19

Alameda 94501 US 2019-07-19

SilverSpring 20904 US 2019-07-19

Wahiawa 96786 US 2019-07-19

84604 US 2019-07-19

Springfield 97478 US 2019-07-19
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96816 us 2019-07-19

94965 us 201 9-07-I 9

96740 us 2019-07-19

79763 us 201 9-07-19

96792 us 2019-07-19

43616 us 2019-07-19

96797 us 2019-07-19

96825 us 2019-07-19

96720 us 2019-07-19

96797 us 2019-07-19

96725 us 2019-07-19

94305 us 2019-07-19

96822 us 2019-07-19

26003 us 2019-07-19

96789 us 2019-07-19

96792 us 2019-07-ID

91355 us 2019-07-19

96766 us 2019-07-19

Honolulu 96826 us 2019-07-19

HUo 96720 us 201 9-07-19

Pahoa 96776 us 2019-07-19

Kaneohe 96744 us 2019-07-19

Bowling Green 43402 us 2019-07-19

Manchester 3102 us 2019-07-19

Honolulu 96519 us 2019-07-19 H
Holgate OH 43527 us 201 9-07-19 L

saint Paul 55105 us 2019-07-19

Salem 44460 us 2019-07-19

Oceanside 11572 us 2019-07-19

Kissimmee 34758 us 2019-07-19

Port Austin 48467 us 201 9-07-19

Galloway 43119 us 2019-07-19

Concord 3301 us 2019-07-19

Galloway 43119 us 2019-07-19

West Chester 45069 us 2019-07-19

44805 us 2019-07-19

45036 us 2019-07-19

45840 us 2019-07-19

West Jefferson OH 43162 us 201 9-07-19

Memphis 38106 us 201 9-07-19

Honolulu

sausallto

Kailua-Kona

Odessa

Walanae

Oregon

Waipahu

Honolulu

Ml
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NY

Slatington

Columbia

Rochester

Grand Rapids

Grand Prairie

West lake

WaLe rvilkr

Honolulu

Stone Mountain

Key West

Los Angeles

South Grafton

Niederwald

Louisville

Everett

18080 us

29203 us

14624 us

49525 us

75053 us

44145 us

43566 us

96816 us

30083 us

14843 us

44485 us

33040 us

ooois us

1560 us

78640 us

40205 us

98208 us

us

91915 us

45431 us

96712 us

45365 us

21403 us

20723 us

us

43215 us

43212 us

Canada

44720 us

11566 us

97024 us

44024 us

10703 us

48073 us

45459 us

43460 us

60031 us

43560 us

45371 us

39618 us

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-IS

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

201 9-0 7-1 9

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

20 19-07-19

201 9-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-IS

2019-07-19

201 9-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-IS

201 9-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-IS

20 19-07-19

2019-07-19

2019-07-IS

2019-07-19

2019-07-19

Chula Vista

Dayton

haleiwa

Sidney

Annapolis

Laurel

Cape tovm

Columbus

Columbus

uxbddge

Canton

Merrick

Fairview

Chardon

LOP

Cl-i
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ri.

us 2019-07-19

44145 us 2019-07-19

43456 US 2019-07-10

49441 US 2019-07-19

43062 us 2019-07-19

44139 us 2019-07-19

Fairborn 01-i 45324 us 201 9-07-19

Avon Lake 44012 us 2019-07-19

Brooklyn 11211 U5 2019-07-19

Madison 44057 us 201 0-07-10

Flndlay 45840 U5 201 9-07-19

Aurora 80247 US 2019-07-19

Key Biscayna 33149 US 201 9-07-19

BayShore 11706 us 2019-07-10

Honolulu 96819 us 2019-07-19

Oakwood vig, OH 44146 Us 2019-07-19

KingsviLle N9Y Canada 2019-07-19

Walpahu 96797 us 2019-07-20

Grovecity PA 16127 us 2019-07-20

CENTERVILLE 45459 us 2019-07-20 [1
Wooster 44691 US 201 0-07-20

Wakeman 4-4889 US 2019-07-20

Waianae 96792 US 2019-07-20

Los Angeles us 2019-07-20

23117 us 2019-07-20

Chagrin Falls 44139 US 201 9-07-20

HoIl~ood 33024 US 2019-07-20

Chagrin Falls OH 44022 us 2019-07-20

Tujunga 91042 US 2019-07-20

Honolulu 96817 US 2019-07-20

43026 US 201 9-07-20

76549 US 201 9-07-20

Gahanna OH 43230 us 2019-07-20

Vallejo 94591 US 2019-07-20

West Sacramento 95691 US 2019-07-20

Berlin Center 44401 US 2019-07-20

Makawao 96768 Us 201 9-07-20

Merchantville 8094 US 2019-07-20

Troy 48084 US 201 9-07-20

Greenville OH 45331 US 201 9-07-20
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OH 44865 us 2019-07-20

16509 us 2019-07-20

43068 us 2019-07-20

94518 us 2019-07-20

44118 us 2019-07-20

NOC I HO Canada 2019-07-20

59601 us 2019-07-20

KY 41011 us 2019-07-20

Kolkata 700054 India 201 9-07-20

43082 us 2019-07-20

44883 us 201 9-07-20

49221 us 2019-07-20

44313 us 2019-07-20

46173 us 2019-07-20

15136 us 2019-07-20

OH 43050 us 201 9-07-20

44333 us 201 9-07-20

76574 us 2019-07-20

South El Monte 91733 us 201 9-07-20

New York 10011 us 2019-07-20

Wadsworth 44281 US 201 9-07-20

Avon 44011 u.s. Outlying Islands 2019-07-20

Moreland Hills OH 44022 us 2019-07-20

sycamore 44882 us 2019-07-20

Lomln 44055 us 201 9-07-20

Houston 77002 us 201 9-07-20

AJ<ron 44305 us 2019-07-20

Philadelphia 19107 us 2019-07-20

Columbus OH 43202 us 201 9-07-20

Ewa Beach 96706 us 2019-07-20

Ewa Beach 96705 US 2019-07-20

Kissimmee 34759 us 2019-07-20

44224 U5 2019-07-20

New Brunswick 8901 US 201 9-07-20

96789 us 2019-07-20

44883 us 2019-07-20

44052 us 2019-07-20

Fayetteville 30215 uS 2019-07-20

Cleveland OH 44130 us 201 9-07-20

Saginaw 48638 US 2019-07-20

Plymouth

Ounmore

Reynoldsburg

Concord

Euclid

Markdale

Missoula

Covington

Weslorvitle

Tiflin

Addan

kron OH

Rushville

McKees Rocks

Mount Vernon
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Redwood

Naples FL

Columbus

Cayey

Erie

Huntington Beach CA

New York

Louisville

Strongsvllle

Cardington OH

M43 7ER

NC

H
F
Li

72764 US

79606 US

96797 US

43452 us
86426 us
76705 us
95470 U5

34108 US

43291 US

us
16510 us
92646 US

10028 US

40220 us
44149 uS
43315 us

us
us

44807 US

ul<
27707 us
43619 us
43015 us
44145 US

32563 us
48089 us
37040 us
28081 us

4009 us
44255 us

us
92337 us
95032 us
46135 us
96021 US

1701 us
42134 us
85374 us
43616 US

90640 us

2019-07-20

2019-07-20

2019-07-20

2019-07-20

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-0 7-2 1

20 19-07-21

2019-07-21

201 9-07-21

2019-07-21

20 19-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

201 9-07-21

201 9-07-21

2019-07-21

201 9-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

201 9-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

201 9-07-21

2019-07-21

201 9-07-21

201 9-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

OH

OH OH 44903

Clarksville

<annapolis

Bridgton

Medlna

Mansfield

Fontana

Los Gatos

Greencastle

Corning

Framingham

Franklin

Surprise

Oregon

Montebello
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96771 us

96816 US

89106 us

2889 us

91701 US

19968 us

20010 us

2035 US

55118 us

44024 us

33624 us

76311 us

44281 us

45638 us

29209 us

762023 us

8096 us

1752 uS

89118 us

44060 US

15005 UB

96732 US

44140 US

44004 us

55023 US

37048 us

49068 us

92411 us

93257 Us

96706 Us

95205 US

43054 Us

68022 us

us

97540 US

43081 US

96712 us

48235 U5

49406 US

OH

AZ

Woodbury

Marlborough

Las Vegas

Mentor

Bade,,

Kahului

Bay Village

Ashtabula

Phoenix

Poriland

Marshall

San bernadino

PorteMlle

Ewa Beach

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

201 9-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

201 9-07-21

2019-07-21

201 9-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

20 19-07-21

2018-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

201 9-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-21

2019-07-22

201 9-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

linden

Talent

WesteM lie

haleiwa

Detroit

Fennvilie

07036-1753
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five Mew

Royal Oak

Fairfield

Laguna Hills

Mario opa

Land 0 Lakes

South Windsor

Honolulu

Hudsonville

Caddo Mills

Greer

Oreer

Wellington

Germantown

AIhol

Alexandria

Saint Albans

Charlottesville

Chicago

Fairbanks

Alexandria

Chicago

Andover

Lang Beach

Sandusky

Cincinnati OH

NM

44003 US

90513 US

44670 US

45231 US

36535 US

33579 US

48073 US

94533 US

92653 US

85136 US

34638 US

6074 US

96817 US

49426 US

75135 US

29650 US

29651 US

44090 US

45327 US

1331 US

22304 US

25177 US

22901 US

US

99712 US

22309 US

60602 US

45404 US

98111 US

44147 US

30016 US

43812 US

US

44030 US

46236 US

14086 US

87124 US

US

23515 US

44094 US

201 9-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

201 9-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

201 9-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

201 9-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

201 9-07-22

201 9-07-22

2019-07-22

201 9-07-22

201 9-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

201 9-07-22

2019-07-22

201 9-07-22

Cleveland

Covington

Coshocton

[1

U

Vt

U

IL

Conneaut

Grosse Pointe

Lancaster

Rio Rancho
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North Baltimore

Yorba Linda

Garfield Heights

Southfield

29710 US

48390 us
63010 us

us
43560 us

6460 US

44838 us
43148 us
45238 us

2125 US

sosos us
20307 us
32566 us

7734 us
11030 us
70094 us
44236 us
41071 us
44839 us
gsoos us
44811 us
34242 us
32801 US

us
33463 U5

44847 U5

16835 us
44847 us
44811 Us

33771 us
89044 us
60477 us
48231 us
11235 US

4096 US

33612 us
45872 US

92865 us
44125 us
48086 us

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

201 9-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

20 19-07-22

2019-07-22

201 9-07-22

2019-07-22

201 9-07-22

201 9-07-22

201 9-01-22

201 9-07-22

201 9-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-22

2019-07-23

2019-07-23

2019-07-23

20 19-07-23

2019-07-23

201 9-07-23

2019-07-23

2019-07-23

2019-07-23

2019-07-23

2019-07-23

2019-07-23

201 9-07-23

2019-07-23

2019-07-23

2019-07-23

2019-07-23

201 9-07-23

2019-07-23

Clover

Novi

Arnold

Fostoria

Sylvania

mIllard

3 Hayesville OH

Pleasantville

Cincinnati
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F:
North Canton 44720 US 2019-07-23

Cleveland 44129 us 2019-07-23

Round Rock 78664 us 2019-07-23

Murfreesboro 27855 us 201 9-07-23

North Las Vegas NV 89031 us 2019-07-23

Bremerton 98312 US 2019-07-23

Brunswick 44212 U5 2019-07-23

Honolulu 96819 us 2019-07-23

Normal 61761 US 201 9-07-23

Elyria 44035 us 2019-07-23

Mt Pleasant 15666 us 2019-07-23

Kent 44240 us 2019-07-23

Galthersburg 20878 US 2019-07-23

US 2019-07-23

43830 US 201 9-07-23

11355 uS 2019-07-23

22314 us 2019-07-23

OH 44146-2116 us 2019-07-23

34953 us 201 9-07-23

48089 us 201 9-07-23 F
30307 us 2019-07-23

21204 us 2019-07-23

Gahanna 43230 us 201 9-07-23

CLEVELAnD 44121 us 2019-07-23

Las Vegas 89139 us 201 9-07-23

714 us 2019-07-23

Maple shade 8052 us 201 9-07-23
Township

14215 US 2019-07-23

44060 1J5 2019-07-23

Chandeleur 70085 us 201 9-07-23
islands

Glastonbury 6033 us 2019-07-23

Westlake 44145 us 2019-07-23

LA CA 91367 us 201 9-07-23

Brooklyn 11224 us 2019-07-23

Fairfield 45015 us 2019-07-23

Powell 43065 us 2019-07-23

LANCASTER 75134 us 2019-07-23

Hazard 41701 US 2019-07-23

Middletown 19709 us 2019-07-23
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Nashport

Flushing

Alexandria

Bedford

Port Saint Lucie

I Warren



94303 US 2019-07-23

Us 2019-07-23

10028 us 2019-07-23

14218 US 2019-07-23

30052 us 2019-07-23

12450 us 2019-07-23

19047 us 2019-07-23

75134 Us 2019-07-23

27516 us 2019-07-23

12553 us 2019-07-23

33142 US 2019-07-24

32765 Us 2019-07-24

89148 Us 2019-07-24

32839 us 2019-07-24

93230 Us 2019-07-24

1175 Us 2019-07-24

1915 Us 2019-07-24

‘vigo Guam 2019-07-24

Boston 2110 Us 2019-07-24

Del roy 93616 US 201 9-07-24

Oak harbor 98217 US 2019-07-24

Boca Raton 33486 US 201 9-07-24

Covinglon 70433 US 201 9-07-24

Lthiaina 96761 U5 201 9-07-24

Redwood FaIls 56253 US 2019-07-24

Cleveland 44125 US 2019-07-24

Haledon 7508 US 2019-07-24

Brighton 2135 US 201 9-07-24

Barrigada Guam 2019-07-24

watertown 2472 US 2019-07-24

43614 US 2019-07-24

11779 US 2019-07-24

45208 us 2019-07-24

34606 Us 2019-07-24

Guam 2019-07-24

Bellevue 44811 US 201 9-07-24

CiintonTownship 48038 US 2019-07-24

Gatesmills 44040 US 2019-07-24

Fort Lauderdale 33301 US 2019-07-24

MorenoValley 92553 U5 2019-07-24

New York

Buffalo

loganville

Paragould AR

Langhorne

Lancaster

Chapel Hill

new windsor
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j7,

44431 US 2019-07-24

44106 US 2019-07-24

92804 US 201 9-07-24

32205 us 2019-07-24

92075 us 201 9-07-24

92057 us 201 9-07-24

78573 us 201 9-07-24

55082 us 2019-07-24

98354 us 2019-07-24

11367 us 2019-07-24

32712 us 2019-07-24

45052 us 2019-07-24

49401 us 2019-07-24

30062 us 201 9-07-24

48238 us 2019-07-24 L..

44319 us 2019-07-24

55792 us 201 9-07-24

64014 us 2019-07-24

89033 us 2019-07-24 -~

97267 tJS 201 9-07-24

48180 US 2019-07-24

45005 us 201 9-07-26

Wooster 44691 US 2019-07-25

Cumming 30041 US 201 9-07-25

Everett 2149 US 2019-07-25 H
Alhan,bra 91776 US 2019-07-25 L~
Oak Lawn 60453 us 2019-07-25

Bexley OH 43209 US 201 9-07-25

Pompano Beach 33067 us 2019-07-25

Chicago 60652 US 2019-07-25

Bronx 10460 us 201 9-07-25

Corinth TX 76210 U5 201 9-07-25

Brecksville 44141 US 2019-07-25

south shields NE33 UK 201 9-07-25

Woodstock 60098 US 2019-07-25

Curnming 30041 US 2019-07-25

us 2019-07-25

18433 U5 2019-07-25

44907 us 201 9-07-25

L
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Anaheim

Jacksonville

Solana Beach

Oceanside

Mission

Stillwater

Milton



us 2019-07-25

Pompano Beach 33060 US 2019-07-25

Gumming 30040 US 2019-07-25

Krum 76249 US 2019-07-25

Gumming 30040 us 201 9-07-25

Watklnsvllle 30677 US 2019-07-25

Tiffin 44883 us 201 9-07-25

Morriaville 27560 US 2019-07-25

buffalo 14226 US 2019-07-25

Wilhee 54498 US 2019-07-25

CI&ks~lIe 47129 us 2019-07-25

Irmo 29063 US 201 9-07-25

Baliston Lake 12019 US 2019-07-25

Cleveland 44102 us 2019-07-25

Independence 64052 US 2019-07-25

Gumming 30041 US 2019-07-25

Sylvania 43560 US 2019-07-25

Deerfield Beach 33441 US 201 9-07-25

Gumming 30041 US 2019-07-25

Glendale 91205 US 2019-07-25

KnoxvIlle 37922 US 2019-07-25

Oklahoma City 70038 Us 2019-07-25

Washington 20018 US 2019-07-25

45014 US 2019-01-26

US 2019-07-26

North Olmated 44070 US 201 9-07-26

Bridgeport 76426 Us 201 9-07-26

Blue Ridge 30513 US 2019-07-26

Reseda 91335 US 2019-07-26

Loudon county 1234 US 2019-07-26

Watkinsvillle 30677 US 2019-07-26

Mentor 44060 US 2019-07-28

Ogden US 2019-07-26

Church hill 37642 US 201 9-07-26

Washington 20011 US 2019-07-26

Yazco City 39194 US 2019-07-26

43813 US 2019-07-26

98168 US 2019-07-26

Easthampton 1062 US 201 9-07-26

Sebastian 32976 US 2019-07-26
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r
r
r

8723 US 201 9-07-26

11201 us 2019-07-26

10522 us 2019-07-26

53061 us 201 9-07-26

56377 us 2019-07-26

53092 us 2019-07-26

7094 us 201 9-07-26

79915 us 2019-07-26

92602 US 2019-07-26

92308 US 2019-07-26

76901 US 2019-07-26

32413 US 2019-07-26

43440 US 201 9-07-26

45840 us 2019-07-26

8092 us 2019-07-26

7039 us 201 9-07-26

92627 US 2019-07-26

5394B us 2019-07-26

43015 US 201 9-07-26

92505 us 2019-07-26

7095 US 201 9-07-26

84088 us 2019-07-26

Tahlequah OK 74465 US 2019-07-26

Hardeeville 29927 Us 2019-07-26

Manhasset 11030-2600 US 2019-07-26

BANGOR 4401 US 2019-07-26

Twentynine Palms 92277 US 2019-07-26

44720 Us 2019-07-26

Baldwin Park 91706 US 201 9-07-26

saint Paul 55145 us 2019-07-27

Sarasota 34241 US 2019-07-27

Janesvilth 53548 US 2019-07-27

harrison twp. 48045-2826 US 2019-07-27

Palm Bay 32907 US 2019-07-27

Matthews 28104 US 2019-07-27

Saint Louis 63150 US 201 9-07-27

Ooltewah 37363 US 2019-07-27

Roy 84067 US 2019-07-27

San jose 95127 US 2019-07-27
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Stafford Township

Livingston

Costa mesa

Mauston

Delaware

Riverside

Woodbridge

West Jordan



Garden Grove 92840 US 2019-07-27
Fort CollIns 80521 US 2019-07-21

North Easton 2356 us 2019-07-27

San Jose 95123 us 201 9-07-27

Cerritos 90703 Us 2019-07-27

seattle 98116 U5 2019-07-27

Walton 41094 U5 2019-07-27

Los Angeles 90096 us 2019-07-27

Dalton 1226 US 2019-07-27

Avon Lake 44012 us 2019-01-27

Elizabethton 37643 us 2019-07-27

JacksonvIlle 32205 US 2019-07-27

Avon Lake 44012 US 201 9-07-27

RockyRiver 01-i 44116 US 2019-07-27

Louisville 40207 us 2019-07-27

19355 US 2019-07-27

Lynchburg 24502 us 2019-07-27

Greensburg 47240 us 2019-07-27

Chesterfield 23832 us 201 9-07-27

salt Lake City 84138 us 2019-07-27

Trenton 8690 U5 2019-07-27

Juneau AL 98166 us 2019-07-27

Elizabeth 7206 us 2019-07-27

Colorado Springs 80920 US 2019-07-27

Mount Vernon 40456 US 2019-07-27

sidney OH 45365 us 201 9-07-27

Bucharest Romanla 2019-07-27

Detroit 48221 U5 201 9-07-27

VermIlion 44089 us 2019-07-27

Roslindale 2131 U5 2019-07-27

Dudley 1571 us 201 9-07-27

Hanover 17331 us 2019-07-27

Roanoke IN 46783 U5 2019-07-27

43506 US 2019-07-27

59044 us 2019-07-27

Columbus 43220 U5 2019-07-27

Las Vegas 89101 us 201 9-07-27

Greenville 16125 US 2019-07-27

Fontana 92336 US 2019-07-27

Norfolk 23502 US 2019-07-27
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48212 US 2019-07-27

10009 US 2019-07-27

96766 us 201 9-07-27

79912 US 2019-07-27

77002 US 201 9-07-27

14221 US 2019-07-27

91801 US 2019-07-27

90014 US 2019-07-27

44333 US 2019-07-26

92679 US 2019-07-28

85029 US 201 9-07-26

26301 Us 2019-07-28

77037 Us 201 9-07-28

US 2019-07-28

43224 US 2019-07-28

12307 US 2019-07-26

48150 Us 2019-07-28

12528 US 2019-07-28

60062 US 2019-07-28

85258 US 2019-07-28

85824 US 2019-07-28

8861 US 201 9-07-28

21206 Us 2019-07-28

27697 US 201 9-07-28

33480 US 2019-07-28

43613 Us 2019-07-28

7062 US 201 9-07-28

44811 US 2019-07-28

43449 US 201 9-07-28

44857 US 201 9-07-28

US 2019-07-28

44811 US 2019-07-28

44883 US 2019-07-28

33458 US 201 9-07-28

44839 US 2019-07-28

25601 US 201 9-07-28

84058 US 2019-07-28

44857 US 2019-07-28

4270 US 2019-07-28

44883 US 2019-07-28

r

L

F

in.
In

[

F1

r
U

F

L

F.
U..

[
1.

F..
L

F

OH

OH

OH

Jupiter

Huron

Logan

Orem

Norwalk

Otisfield

Tiff in
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46143 US 2019-07-28

44060 US 201 9-07-28

33169 US 2019-07-28

44410 US 2019-07-28

72076 US 2019-07-28

19067 US 2019-07-28

44839 US 2019-07-28

7840 US 2019-07-28

33572 US 2019-07-28

95928 US 2019-07-28

43326 US 2019-07-28

43537 US 2019-07-28

44024 US 2019-07-28

11570 US 2019-07-28

44074 U5 2019-07-28

88240 US 2019-07-28

48044 US 201 9-07-28

44039 US 2019-07-28

60605 US 2019-07-28

98206 US 201 9-07-28

Wenatchee 98801 US 2019-07-28

Tucson 85705 U5 2019-07-28

Brooklyn 11211 US 2019-07-28

West Palm Beech 33411 US 201 9-07-28

Newport News 23601 US 2019-07-28

lend o lakes 34639 US 2019-07-28

Vermilion 44089 US 201 9-07-28

Detroit 48231 US 2019-07-28

Newcarlisle 45344 US 2019-07-28

WinterPark 32789 US 2019-07-28

Ovledo 32766 US 2019-07-28

Fort Collins 80525 US 2019-07-28

l Berea 44017 US 201 9-07-29

Lakewood OH 44107 US 201 9-07-29

Beverly Hills 90210 US 2019-07-29

Chicago 60602 US 201 9-07-29

45459 US 2019-07-29

48237 US 2019-07-29

Searoy AR 72143 US 2019-07-29

MinneapolIs 55454 US 2019-07-29

Greenwood

Mentor on the
Lake

Miami

Cortland

Jacksonville

Morrisville

Huron

Hackettstown

Apollo Beach FL

Maumee

Chardon

Rook~Illle Centre

Macorob

North Ridgeville

Chicago
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r

75189 us 2019-07-29

84003 us 2019-07-29

46220 us 201 9-07-29

35 us 2019-07-29

96734 us 2019-07-29

Bay Village 44140 us 2019-07-29

Norwalk 90650 us 2019-07-29

Cuperllno 95122 us 2019-07-29

Los Angeles 90096 us 2019-07-29

Collinsvitle 74021 us 2019-07-29

5t. Charles 60175 us 2019-07-29

Margate 33063 U5 2019-07-29

Long Beach 90805 us 2019-07-29

SnelIville 30039 US 2019-07-29

Jackson Heights 11372 us 2019-07-29

Acity Azip us 2019-07-29 —~

Falmouth 2540 U5 201 9-07-29 r
Charlotte 28207 us 2019-07-29

New Rochelle 10801 US 201 9-07-29

hialeah asois us 2019-07-29

saint Charles 63304 us 2019-07-29

Centreville 20120 us 2019-07-29

brunswick 44212 US 2019-07-29

Independence OH 44131 us 2019-07-29

Port Clinton 43452 us 2019-07-29

Fort Benning 31905 U5 201 9-07-29

Lady Lake 32158 U5 2019-01-29

Silver Spring 20910 US 2019-07-29

11103-2004 US 2019-07-29

Deerfield Beach 33441 us 2019-07-29

U5 201 9-07-29 r
sarasota 34232 us 201 9-07-29 L
Anchorage 99517 US 2019-07-29

Austin 78735 us 201 9-07-29

Macomb 48044 U5 2019-07-29 Li
York 17403 US 2019-07-29

Toms River 8755 us 201 9-07-29

San Jose 95127 us 2019-07-29

San Antonio 7782 us 2019-07-29

Ritlman 44270 us 2019-07-29

Royao City

American fork

Indianapolis
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I
Bay Village

Monterey Park

San Diego

Pompano Beach

Colllngswood

Mu rriet a

Appleton

Wilmington

Dublin

Los Angeles

Denver

Shippensburg

Franklort

Muifreesboro

KY

44140 US

91755 US

92130 us
33064 us

8108 U5

92563 us
54911 US

igsoi us
43017 us
91406 US

80222 us
44256 US

17257 us
10950 us
92620 us
90630 US

40601 US

37127 Us

34119 US

95134 US

32771 U5

14057 us
98188 us
66441 us
48507 US

95376 U5

53073 us
54956 us
96815 uS

7328 US

44127 us
6096 US

43235 US

39158 us
~eaio us
42603 us
76017 US

8724 us
32305 us
43138 US

201 9-07-29

2019-07-29

2019-07-29

2019-07-29

2019-07-29

2019-07-29

2019-07-29

2019-07-29

2019-07-29

201 9-07-29

201 9-07-29

2019-07-29

2019-07-29

201 9-07-29

2019-07-29

2019-07-29

2019-07-29

201 9-07-29

2019-07-29

2019-07-29

201 9-07-29

201 9-07-30

2019-07-30

2019-07-30

2019-07-30

201 9-07-30

201 9-07-30

201 9-07-30

2019-07-30

2019-07-30

2019-07-30

201 9-07-30

2019-07-30

201 9-07-30

2019-07-30

2019-07-30

2019-07-30

201 9-07-30

201 9-07-30

201 9-07-30

Eden

Seattle

Junction City

Flint

Tracy

Milwaukee

Neenah

Honolulu

apeldoorn

Cleveland

Woodbury

Columbus

Ridgeland

Brernerton

Somerset

Arlington TX

TALLAHASSEE
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r

Now Hope

Chapel Saint
Leon ard a

Madison

P824 507

South Charleston

Pomona

Washington Court
House

AZ

Maple Heights

Waverly

Aiken

Union

Fort Wayne

Placerville

Syria

West Palm Beach

Whither

Puyailup

Albertson

10807 US 201 9-07-30

UK 2019-07-30

53705 US 201 9-07-30

3431 US 201 9-07-30

45368 US 2019-07-30

10455 US 2019-07-30 [
91766 US 2019-07-30

43160 US 201 9-07-30

85756 US 201 9-07-30

62948 US 2019-07-30

44137 US 2019-07-30

50677 US 201 9-07-30

US 201 9-07-30

29804 US 201 9-07-30

7901 US 201 9-07-30

46602 US 201 9-07-30

95667 US 201 9-07-30

44035 US 201 9-07-30

33417 US 2019-07-30

9~605 US 201 9-07-30

98374 US 2019-07-30

11507 US 2019-07-30

US 2019-07-30

90247 US 201 9-07-30

12111111 US 2019-07-30 [
11217 US 2019-07-3D

32259 US 2019-07-30

US 201 9-07-30

70047 US 201 9-07-30

19971 US 2019-07-30

20005 US 201 9-07-30 L
77089 US 2019-07-30

80205 US 2019-07-30 L
2301 US 2019-07-31

44483 US 2019-07-31

45825 US 2019-07-31

Northern Mariana 2019-07-31
islands

44052 US 2019-07-31

L.

Gardena

Nowhere to go

Brooklyn

Jacksonville

Miliersburg

Destrehan

flehoboth Beach

Washington

Houston

OH 44654-9703
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Washington

Ponte Vedra
Beach

Carroilton

Des Moines

Dothan

Plymouth

Aimont

dover

Austin

Jonesboro

Mlngton

Bloomlngburg

76660 uS

1201 US

92805 us

60446 US

29577 US

69703 Us

44129 US

40065 US

us

us

us

US

Us

Us

Us

US

Us

us

Us

Us

us

us

Us

us

Us

Us

us

Us

75006 US

50317 us

36303 US

55447 US

48003 US

2030 US

76049 US

72401 US

98223 Us

45385 U5

32808 US

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

201 9-07-31

201 9-0 7-31

2019-07-31

201 9-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-SI

2019-07-3 1

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-3 1

20 19-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

201 9-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-3 1

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

201 9-07-31

2019-07-31

201 9-07-31

2019-07-31

201 9-07-31

2019-07-3 1

2019-07-31

2019-07-31

2019-07-al

MA

PliugeMile

Pittsfield

Anaheim

Mokena

Myrtle Beach

Carson City

Pa rm a

Shelbsnlille

Nelsonville

Waukegan

Monticello

Clermont

Los Angeles

45764

60087

39654

34714

90009

33018

44313

35072

89113

25271

44120

26164

44446

43078

60005

27697

48094

32082

Ml
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Vacaville

Los Angeles

83709 US 201 9-07-31

95686 us 2019-07-31

~ooii us 201 9-07-31

7032 us 2019-07-31

Mañana 45750 us 2019-07-31

Orlando 32839 us 2019-07-31

spring 77379 05 201 9-08-01

Melbourne 32935 us 201 9-08-01

Maybee 48159 US 2019-06-01

Norrislown 19401 US 2019-08-01

Derby 14047 05 2019-08-01

Sharon Hill 19079 U5 2019-08-01

Springfield 45503 us 2019-08-01

Findlay 45840 US 2019-06-01

Granada Hills 91344 Us 201 9-08-01

Dallas 164 US 201 9-08-01

Taylor 48180 us 2019-08-UI

Longview 75604 OS 201 9-08-01

Brooklyn 11226 US 2019-08-01

Durham 27703 US 2019-08-01

Derry 03038-1204 US 2019-08-01

Brooklyn 11218 US 2019-OS-Cl

85381 U5 201 9-08-01

WinterGarden 34787 US 2019-08-01

Columbus 43215 us ~oia-os-oi

MontIcello 55362 US 201 9-08-01

OS 2019-08-01

38570 us 2019-08-01

89014 US 2019-08-01

30274 us 2019-08-01

14047 us 2019-08-01

93445 us 2019-08-01

Melrose 2176 us 2019-08-01

Virginia Beach 23462 US 2019-08-Cl

Ponce 731 us 2019-08-01

sound Beach 11789 us 2019-06-01

SilIwell 74960 US 2019-08-01

Miami 33160 US 2019-08-01

Ocala 34472 us 2019-08-01

Decatur 30035 us 2019-08-01
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45419 us 2019-08-01

2609 us 2019-06-01

us 2019-08-cl

44465 us 2019-08-01

7668 us 201 9-08-01

60636 us 2019-08-01

59808 us 201 9-08-01

68762 us 201 9-08-01

30066 us 2019-08-01

10002 us 2019-08-01

us 201 9-08-01

78623 us 2019-08-UI

31322 us 2019-08-01

45377 us 2019-08-01

90602 us 201 9-08-01

Hollister 95023 us 201 9-08-01

BensenvNle 60106 us 2019-08-01

Anderson 46013 us 2019-06-01

Pottstown 19464 us 2019-08-01

DE LEON SPGS 32130 us 2019-08-01

Mentor 44060 us 2019-08-02

Jackson 29114 us 2019-08-02

salem 97303 us 201 9-08-02

VERNAL 84078 us 2019-08-02

Columbus 43212 us 2019-08-02

Greenlawn 11740 us 2019-08-02

North Bond 98045 us 201 9-08-02

Yorkville 60560 us 201 9-08-02

Roanoke 24012 us 2019-08-02

Lolhian 20711 us 2019-08-02

Cleveland 44192 us 2019-08-02

us 2019-08-02

73010 us 2019-08-02

75056 us 2019-08-02

31404 us 2019-08-02

80424 us 201 9-08-02

94541 us 2019-08-02

54656 us 201 0-08-02

45324 us 2019-08-02

us 2019-08-02
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Cheektowaga

Redding

Holton

Vicksburg

Lam pas as

Pompano Beach

Madison

San Antonio

Littlaton

Los Angeles

Bloomington

Norfolk

14225 us 201 9-08-02

48184 US 2019-08-02

92801 US 2019-08-02

US 201 9-08-02

96003 US 2019-08-02

49425 us 2019-08-02

49097 US 201 9-08-02

76550 us 2019-08-02

33068 US 2019-08-02

53715 US 2019-08-02

78258 US 2019-08-02

80120 US 2019-08-02

91306 US 2019-08-02

47401 US 2019-08-02

23505 US 201 9-08-02

US 2019-08-02

78660 US 2019-08-02

34109 US 2019-08-02

98108 US 2019-08-02

60851 US 201 9-08-02

98166 US 2019-08-02

6608 US 201 9-08-02

29588 US 201 9-08-02

78373 US 2019-08-02

30307 US 2019-08-02

44107 US 2019-08-02

1520 US 2019-08-02

21244 US 2019-08-02

10314 US 2019-08-02

43026 US 2019-08-02

98208 US 2019-08-02

84870 US 201 9-08-02

95616 US 201 9-08-02

68803 US 201 9-08-02

27023 US 2019-08-02

15317 US 2019-08-03

60050 US 201 9-08-03

8105 US 201 9-08-03

44124 US 2019-08-03

US 201 9-08-03

L

L

~
[

Lakewood

Holden

Windsor Mill

New York

Hilliard

Everett

rnldvale

Davis

Grand Island

1355 Williams
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66006 us 2019-08-03

eoii i us 2019-08-03

US 2019-08-03

us 201 9-08-03

us 201 9-08-03

98144 us 2019-08-03

80233 us 2019-08-03

39110 us 2019-08-03

45202 us 2019-08-03

89053 us 2019-08-03

44420 us 2019-08-03

11413 us 2019-08-03

28657 us 2019-08-03

Brooklyii 11238 us 2019-08-03

VirginiaBeach 23451 us 2019-08-03

Los Angeles 90018 US 2019-08-03

San Diego 92107 US 201 9-08-03

New York 8263872 U5 2019-08-03

New Bloomfield 65063 Us 2019-08-03

Bloomington 47401 US 2019-08-03

Sioux City 51104 us 201 9-08-04

Columbus 43085 us 201 9-09-04

Duluth 30096 us 2019-08-04

Boston 2120 US 201 9-09-04

Covington 30016 Us 2019-08-04

Staten Island 10303 us 2019-08-04

Menomonee Falls 53051 US 2019-08-04

Decatur 35601 us 201 9-08-04

CenteMlle 31028 Us 2019-08-04

Greensburg 15601 us 2019-09-04

Pico Rivera 90660 US 201 9-08-04

Hlndman 41822 Us 201 9-08-04

Gainesville 32611 us 201 9-08-04

Harrlsonburg 22802 us 2019-08-04

80128 US 2019-08-04

Conyers 30013 US 2019-08-04

Honolulu 96826 US 2019-08-04

Covington 30016 US 201 9-08-04

New York 10038 Us 201 9-08-04

West Fargo 58078 US 201 9-08-04

Baldwin Catt

Denver

Fairfax

Dallas

seattle

I Longmcnt

MadIson

cincinnati

Henderson

ND
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Austin

Boynton beach

Kalaheo

Miami Beach

Anahola

Prescott Valley

Pompano Beach

Jacksonville

Haiku

MN

78739 us

33436 US

96741 us

33140 US

96702 us

86314 us

33068 us

32222 us

33136 US

30016 us

78155 us

96725 us

96701 us

us

96746 us

96752 us

us

55027 us

90247 us

89142 us

95472 us

44060 us

96741 us

97426 us

10708 us

77386 us

99208 us

90650 us

93109 us

92691 us

93109 us

46219 us

53916 us

96746 us

68116 us

42109 us

53219 us

96778 us

6851 us

77040 us

2019-08-04

2019-08-04

2019-08-04

2019-08-04

2019-08-04

2019-08-04

2019-08-05

2019-08-05

20 19-08-05

201 9-08-05

201 9-08-05

2019-06-05

201 9-08-05

2019-08-05

2019-08-05

2019-08-05

2019-08-05

201 9-0 8-05

2019-08-05

2019-08-05

20 19-08-05

2019-08-05

2019-08-05

2019-06-05

2019-08-05

2019-08-05

2019-08-05

2019-08-05

2019-08-05

2019-08-05

201 9-08-05

2019-06-05

2019-08-05

20 19-06-05

201 9-06-05

2019-08-05

201 9-08-05

2019-06-05

2019-08-05

2019-08-06

goodhue

C ard en a

Las Vegas

Sebaslopol

Mentor

Kalaheo

Creswell

Bronxville

spring

spokane

Norwalk

santa barbara

Mission Viejo

Santa Barbara

Indianapolis

Beaver dam

r

[1:
[1:

H
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Zanesvilie

Sterling

LThue

Land 0 Lakes

Crystal River

Tampa

Bardstown

Peppereli

Raidwinsviile

Ormond Beach

Elizabeihtown

Aipena

Los Mgeles

San Francisco

Los Angeles

Pittsburgh

Ingieside

Staten island

Chicago

22554 US

63366 US

90043 us

95065 US

83861 us

85318 US

21122 us

95006 US

33032 us

32205 us

14606 us

63109 US

Us

6269 US

45701 Us

93450 Us

33010 Us

37579 Us

66062 US

43701 us

Us

96766 us

34639 Us

34425 Us

33647 us

40004 US

1463 us

13027 us

32174 US

42701 us

49707 Us

90009 US

94114 Us

90096 US

15237 us

46235 Us

Us

60041 U5

10314 US

60608 US

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

201 9-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

201 9-08-06

201 9-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

201 9-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

201 9-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

2019-08-06

Stafford

OFalion

Los Angeles

Santa Gun

Saint Manes

Glendale

Pasadena

Campbell

77406-2315

CA
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32065 US 201 9-08-06

22554 US 201 9-08-06

48980 Spain 2019-08-06 [
95453 Us 2019-08-06

2000 Australia 2019-08-06

10461 US 2019-08-06

48120 US 2019-08-06

94560 US 2019-08-06

33025 US 2019-08-07

60111 US 2019-08-07

14750 US 201 9-08-07

20784 US 2019-08-07

28779 US 2019-08-07

92704 US 2019-08-07

US 2019-08-07

22554 US 201 9-08-07

23834 US 201 9-08-07

37214 US 2019-08-07

32533 US 2019-08-07

41501 us 201 9-08-07

41858 Us 2019-08-07

95422 US 2019-08-07

28601 US 201 9-08-07

48212 US 2019-08-07

89101 US 2019-08-07

47304 US 2019-08-07 [
20903 US 201 9-08-07

43551 US 2019-08-07

63116 Us 2019-08-07

44839 US 201 9-08-07

Perryaburg 43551 US 2019-08-07

Pompano Beach 33076 US 2019-08-07

Maya Landing 8330 US 2019-08-07

Phoenix 85035 US 2019-08-07

Bkk 86110 Thailand 201 9-08-07

Altamonte Springs 32714 US 201 9-08-07

Seattle 98106 US 2019-08-07

Knoxville 37923 US 201 9-08-07

Paterson 7501 US 2019-08-07

San Diego 92101 US 2019-08-07
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45246 us 2019-08-07

38614 US 2019-08-a?

91340 us 2019-08-07

32601 us 2019-08-07

30022 us 2019-08-a?

37216 us 2019-08-07

4401? us 2019-08-07

7644 us 2019-08-07

37115 us 2019-08-a?

14221 us 2019-08-07

95210 us 2019-08-a?

32162 us 201 9-08-07

98225 us 2019-08-07

30301 us 2019-08-07

52420 Croatia 201 9-08-08

Stroudsburg 18360 us 201 9-08-08

Baltimore MD 21218 us 201 9-08-08

Milwaukee 52131 US 201 9-08-08

Brooklyn 11224 US 2019-08-08

Spokane 99207 US 201 9-08-08

Fort Lee 7024 us 2019-08-08

Newcomerstown 43832 us 2019-08-08

North Brunswiok 892 us 201 9-08-08

AstorIa 11103 us 2019-08-08

North Brunswick 8902 us 201 9-08-08

Danville 17821 us 2019-08-08

Wichita 67208 us 201 9-08-08

Bellovue OH 44811 us 201 9-08-08

fliverview 33578 us 2019-08-08

Port Byron 13140 Us 2019-08-08

Paterson 7503 us 201 9-08-08

arlington 76017 US 2019-08-08

83713 U5 2019-08-08

10118 us 2019-08-08

43601 US 201 9-08-08

47401 us 2019-08-08

92707 us 2019-08-08

us 2019-08-08

54915 us 2019-08-08

1056 us 2019-08-08

Cincinnati

Clarksdale

San Fernando

Gainesville

Alpharetta

Nashville

Berea
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41807 us 2019-08-09

43204 us 2019-08-09

23508 us 201 9-08-09

48346 us 201 9-08-09

44143 us 2019-08-09

35242 us 2019-08-09

75206 us 2019-08-09

6au Claire 54701 US 201 9-08-09

Harrisburg 17111 us 2019-08-09

Cedartown 30125 U5 2019-08-09

Vero Beach 32962 us 201 9-08-09

Mountain View 94043 us 2019-08-09

Fredonia 14063 us 201 9-08-09

saint Cloud 56303 us 201 9-08-09

Lighthouse Point 33064 us 2019-08-09

Sapulpa 74066 us 2019-08-09

Midlothian 23112 Us 2019-08-09

marblehead 1946 us 2019-08-09

New York 10025 us 2019-08-09

Staten Island 10312 us 201 9-08-09

New-York City 10304 us 2019-08-09

Commerce 48390 US 201 9-08-09
Township

Los Angeles 90020 us 201 9-08-09

Brooklyn 11207 us 2019-08-09

Cincinnati 45215 us 2019-08-09

Sacramento 95838 US 2019-08-09

97701 us 2019-08-09

Hollywood 33024 us 2019-08-09

Carbondale 18503 us 2019-08-10

pinehurst 28374 us 2019-08-10

Berkeley 94704 us 201 9-08-10

BapHayn Russia 2019-08-10

Gainesville 32608 U5 2019-08-10

Orlando 33824 us 2019-08-10

Ingiewood 90301 us 2019-08-10

Washington 20005 us 201 9-08-10

Tacoma 98466 us 2019-08-10

Saint Slmons 31522 us 2019-08-10
Island

Irving 75063 us 2019-08-10
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Terre Haute

Columbus

Nortolk

Ciarkston

Richmond Heights

Birmingham



Lakewood

Orlando

New York

Irvine

Tinlon Falls

Hixson

city

Greer

San Antonio

Tucson

Cleveland

Weehawken

Matthews

WilIenh all

Houston

Farrnington

WvI3Sdg

97365 US

28778 US

31404 US

37047 us

45069 Us

44107 US

32816 US

iooo~ us

92697 us

7753 us

37343 us

90445 us

29650 us

78231 uS

85718 us

44109 us

7086 us

28105 us

UK

77099 us

48331 us

US

55301 US

84054 Us

42069 US

35553 US

12414 US

11377 Us

6770 US

17110 us

Us

34705 Us

77377 US

60647 US

17033 Us

43015 Us

Us

55076 US

48009 US

Albartville

North Salt Lake

2019-08-10

20 19-08-10

2019-08-IC

2019-08-10

2019-08-10

20 19-08-10

2019-08-10

2019-08-10

2019-08-10

201 9-0 8-10

2019-08-10

201 9-08-1 0

2019-08-10

2019-08-10

2019-0 8-1 0

20 19-08-10

2019-08-10

2019-08-10

2019-08-10

2019-08-10

2019-08-10

2019-08-11

2019-08-Il

201 9-0 8-1 1

20 19-08-11

2019-08-11

201 9-08-lI

201 9-08-1 1

2019-08-11

2019-08-Il

2019-05-11

20 19-08-11

2019-05-Il

2019-08-11

2019-08-Il

201 9-08-11

2019-08-12

2019-08-12

201 9-08-12

Double Springs

Catskill

Woodside

Naugeluck

Harrisburg

Astatula

Tom ba II

Chioago

Hershey

Delaware

Riverside

Inver Grove
Heights

Birmingham
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8520 Argentina 2019-08-12

78664 US 2019-08-12

94014 us 2019-08-12

33165 us 2019-08-12

us 201 9-08-12

90278 us 2019-08-12 [
AZ 85032 us 2019-08-12

1746 US 2019-08-12

37403 us 2019-08-12

43215 us 2019-08-12

2460 us 2019-08-12

32563 us 2019-08-12

us 2019-08-12

77042 us 2019-08-12

us 2019-08-12

77380 us 2019-08-12

33013 us 2019-08-12

Hagercity 54014 us 2019-08-12

Fargo 58103 US 2019-08-12

durant 74701 us 201 9-08-13

Jacksonville 32225 us 2019-08-13

Chicago 60014 us 2019-05-13

Minneapolis 55440 US 201 9-08-13

Hornet 92544 us 2019-05-13

Tampa 33626 us 201 9-08-13

Tracy 95391 us 2019-08-13

Clayton 27520 us 2019-08-13

Bayamon 956 us 2019-08-13

South Send 46635 us 2019-08-13

Elk Grove 95757 us 2019-08-13

Auburn Hills 48326 us 2019-08-13

45459 us 2019-08-13

27310 us ~oig-os-ia

us 2019-08-13

96766 us 2019-08-13

Greensboro 27402 us 2019-08-13

North Uberty 52317 us 2019-08-13

Studio City 91604 US 2019-08-13

Maple Grove 55369 us 201 9-08-13

Hagatna Guam 2019-08-13
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San Antonio Oeste

Round Rock

Daly City

Miarni

Redondo Beach

Phoenix

Chattanooga

Columbus

Newtonvilie

Gulf Breeze

Greensboro



Richmond

La Quinta

Spring

Seatlie

Sacramento

Maiden

Sprlngvitle

Brookfleid

Gaffney

Gen-nantown

Loves Park

Saint Louis

Calabasas

Omaha

Blank

Galveston

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

US

40503 US

79912 US

84092 US

46804 US

33524 US

93630 US

23229 US

92253 US

77379 US

96125 US

95838 US

2148 US

84663 US

1506 US

29341 US

20874 US

61111 US

63122 US

91302 US

68164 US

99999 US

77550 US

2019-06-13

2019-08-13

2019-06-13

201 9-06-13

20 19-08-13

201 9-08-13

2019-08-13

2019-08-13

2019-06-13

201 9-0 8-13

2019-08-13

201 9-08-13

2019-08-13

201 9-08-13

2019-08-13

2019-08-13

201 9-0 8-13

2019-08-13

2019-08-13

2019-08-13

2019-08-13

2019-08-13

201 9-0 6-13

2019-08-13

2019-08-13

2019-08-13

20 19-08-14

2019-08-14

2019-08-14

2019-08-14

2019-08-14

201 9-08-14

201 9-06-14

201 9-08-1 4

201 9-08-14

2019-08-14

2019-08-14

201 9-08-14

2019-08-14

201 9-08-14

Kahulul

Exeter

Mentor

Los Angeles

Las Vegas

Wrentham

Monroe

Kent City

Waxhaw

Sumter

Liberty Hill

Atlanta

Carrollton

96732

3833

44064

90066

89101

2093

28110

49330

28173

29150

78642

30349

30117

76534

62535

96746

10455

IL
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Saint Paul

Saratoga

Saint Paul

Los A(amos

Southgate

Moon township

Lakeview

Murfreesboro

Summitville

Saint Paul

rialto

Hooksett

Cleveland

Dallas

Dayton

Dallas City

Murrieta

Milford

Gainesville

Norwalk

California

Fort Lauderdale

West Fargo

Las Vegas

I Miami

Levittown

r
r

LI

Li

55112 US

95070 US

55104 US

87544 US

48195 US

44333 us
isios us
14085 us
37129 US

43016 US

46070 us
55105 US

92377 Us

3106 Us

44132 US

75212 US

45324 Us

62330 US

92563 US

45150 US

20155 US

90650 Us

20619 Us

33334 US

58078 Us

88102 Us

33186 US

19055 US

80013 US

US

80013 US

27587 US

US

38502 US

94804 US

45463 US

7860 US

29403 US

95828 US

44511 US

2019-08-14

201 9-08-14

2019-08-14

20 19-08-14

2019-08-14

201 9-08-14

20 19-08-14

2019-05-14

20 19-08-14

2019-08-14

2019-05-14

2019-08-14

2019-05-14

2019-08-14

2019-08-IS

2019-08-15

20 19-08-15

2019-08-15

2019-08-15

2019-08-15

201 9-08-1 5

2019-08-IS

2019-08-IS

20 19-08-15

2019-08-15

2019-08-15

2019-08-15

2019-08-15

201 9-08-1 5

20 19-08-15

2019-08-15

2019-08-15

2019-08-15

201 9-0 8-1 5

201 9-08-15

201 9-0 8-15

201 9-0 8-1 6

2019-08-16

2019-08-16

2019-08-18

OH

NY

Wake Forest

Coo kevillo

Richmond

Otisville

Newton

Charleston

Sacramento

Austintown
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North Royalton 44133 US 2019-08-16

Atlanta 30022 US 2019-08-16

Wales 53183 US 2019-08-16

Columbus 43228 US 2019-06-16

Carson 90745 US 2019-08-16

Rackwall 75032 US 2019-08-16

NewYork iooi~ us 2019-08-16

Royal Oak Ml 48073 us 2019-08-16

Fort Wayne 46815 US 2019-08-17

Port saint Lucle 34953 us 201 9-08-17

Stockton 95212 us 201 9-08-17

91335 US 2019-08-17

Fort Myers FL 33905 Us 201 9-08-17

Richland 39218 US 2019-08-17

Martinez 94553 Us 2019-08-li

Royerstord 19468 US 2019-08-17

Marysuillo 98270 US 2019-08-17

Portland 97225 US 2019-08-17

Centerton 72719 US 2019-08-17

Edgewood 96371 US 2019-08-17

FENTON 48430 US 2019-08-17

Cambridge 2139 US 2019-08-17

Fullerton 92833 US 2019-08-17

Battle Ground 96604 US 201 9-08-17

Cypress 77429 US 2019-08-17

Miami 33155 US 2019-08-17

Campbell 95008 US 2019-08-17

Belchertown 1007 US 2019-08-17

FortWorth 76179 US 2019-08-17

Modesto 95354 US 2019-08-17

orlando 32835 US 201 9-08-17

Hernando S8632 US 2019-08-17

Kingston 18704 US 2019-08-17

80236 US 2019-08-17

Lee’s Summit 64061 US 201 9-08-17

46356 US 2019-08-17

Sioux Falls 57103 US 201 9-08-17

96756 Us 2019-08-17

Racino 53403 US 2019-08-17

San Mtonio TX 78250 US 2019-08-17
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44116 US

38002 Us

98901 US

7728 US

80218 us

8084 US

2110 US

us

70343 Us

70343 us

44310 US

77024 US

70343 US

2343 us

us

97045 US

90250 US

77502 US

us

53546 US

48080 US

44077 US

65270 US

~oos~ us

19952 US

50168 Us
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Case No. 20-1629-EL-RDR
Compliance Audit of the 2020 Delivery Capital Recovery (DCR) Riders of
Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, and

The Toledo Edison Company

DISCLAIMER
In the context of this report, Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc. (Blue Ridge) intends the word

audit as it is commonly understood in the utility regulatory environment: as a regulatory review, a
field investigation, or a means of determining the appropriateness of a financial presentation for
regulatory purposes. The word is not intended in its precise accounting sense denoting an
examination of booked numbers and related source documents for financial reporting purposes.
Neither is the term audit in this case an analysis of financial-statement presentation in accordance
with the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The reader
should distinguish regulatory reviews, such as those that Blue Ridge performs, from financial audits
performed by independent certified public accountants.

Blue Ridge provides this document and the opinions, analyses, evaluations, and
recommendations for the sole use and benefit of the contracting parties. Blue Ridge intends no third-
party beneficiaries and, therefore, assumes no liability whatsoever to third parties for any defect,
deficiency, error, or omission in any statement contained in or in any way related to this document
or the services provided.

Blue Ridge prepared this report based in part on information not within its control. While it is
believed that the information that has been provided is reliable, Blue Ridge does not guarantee the
accuracy of the information relied upon.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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Case No. 20-1629-EL-RDR
Compliance Audit of the 2020 Delivery Capital Recovery (DCR) Riders of
Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, and

The Toledo Edison Company

ORGANIZATION OF BLUE RIDGE’S REPORT
Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc. (“Blue Ridge”), the auditor selected for the 2020 review of

the Delivery Capital Recovery (DCR) rider of The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company (CE, CEI,
or CECO), Ohio Edison Company (OE or OECO), and The Toledo Edison Company (TE or TECO),
collectively referred to as “FirstEnergy” or “Companies,” organized this report of its audit activity and
conclusions according to the following major sections:

• Executive Summary: This section provides a summary of Blue Ridge’s observations, findings,
conclusions, and recommendations that are presented in more detail in the body of the
report.

• Summary of Blue Ridge Recommendations: This section contains a listing of adjustments and
recommendations resulting from the current Rider DCR audit.

• Overview of Investigation: This section includes discussion of these topics: background;
project purpose; project scope; audit standard; information reviewed; description of the
Rider DCR Compliance Filings reviewed; and a brief summary of the variance analyses,
transactional testing, and other analyses performed by Blue Ridge.

• Status of Recommendations of Prior Compliance Audits: This section presents the current
status of the Companies implementation of recommendations from prior DCR Rider audits.

• Findings and Recommendations: This section documents Blue Ridge’s analysis that led to our
observations, findings, and recommendations regarding the components that comprise Rider
DCR. In several instances, Blue Ridge used information in this report obtained from prior DCR
year audits. We labeled such information to identify its source and provide the data within
the workpapers supporting this report.

• Appendices

The overall scope of this audit was to determine whether the Companies implemented their DCR
rider, approved by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO or “Commission”), and whether the
implementation is in compliance with the Combined Stipulation agreement set forth in the Opinion
and Order issued in Case No. 14-1297-EL-SSO et al. The overall scope divides into the following
individual elements:

• Review Cases 10-388-EL-SSO, 12-1240-EL-SSO, and 15-1297-EL-SSO and related stipulation
agreements.

• Review Cases 19-1887-EL-RDR, 18-1542-EL-RDR, 17-2009-EL-RDR, 16-2041-EL-RDR, 15-
1739-EL-RDR, 14-1929-EL-RDR, 13-2100-EL-RDR, 12-2885-EL-RDR, and 11-5428-EL- RDR
regarding Compliance Audit of the DCR Rider.

• Read all applicable testimony and workpapers.
• Obtain and review all additions, retirements, transfers, and adjustments to current date

value of plant-in-service that have occurred for the actual year ending November 30, 2020.
An effort shall be made to include within the review the plant balances as of December 31,
2020.

• Obtain and review all appropriate documentation relating to the Companies’ compliance
with the Commission-approved DCR Rider.

• Review the Companies 2019 internal audits concerning controls which would affect the DCR.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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Case No. 20-1629-EL-RDR
Compliance Audit of the 2020 Delivery Capital Recovery (DCR) Riders of
Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, and

The Toledo Edison Company

• Obtain and review all appropriate documentation relating to compliance with Findings in
the Commission’s Finding and Order in Case Nos. 14- 1929-EL-RDR and 15-1739-EL-RDR.
The audit shall also review all appropriate documentation relating to the issues identified in
the Auditor’s Reports in Case Numbers 16-2041-EL-RDR, 17-2009-EL-RDR, 18-1542- EL
RDR, and 19-1887-EL-RDR to determine if the issues raised have been addressed pursuant
to the Auditor’s recommendation, and if not the impact of the Companies not addressing the
identified concerns.

From the scope requirements for this audit Blue Ridge separated those elements performed in
preparation for the review as a whole from those specifically intended for audit tasks. Blue Ridge
developed a list of objectives to ensure we fulfilled all scope requirements for the audit. The following
list provides the Blue-Ridge-developed objectives along with their review areas. The report presents
these objectives in the locations associated with their discussion.

Objective: Review the Companies’ compliance and status of Commission findings and orders
(including DCR Audit report recommendations) in prior cases.
Report Section: Status of Recommendations of Prior Compliance Audits

Objective: Review and update the processes and controls identified during the last audit that
affect the costs in Rider DCR to validate that FirstEnergy exhibits reasonable management
practices associated with the investment funded by Rider DCR.
Report Subsection: Processes and Controls

Objective: Review the Companies’ internal audits and SOX compliance which would affect Rider
DCR.
Report Subsection: Processes and Controls

Objective: Perform a variance analysis to determine the reasonableness of any changes in plant
in service balances, including additions, retirements, transfers, and adjustments.
Report Subsection: Variance Analysis

Objective: Determine whether capital additions recovered through Riders LEX, EDR, and AMI
have been identified and excluded from Rider DCR. Determine whether capital additions
recovered through any other subsequent rider authorized by the Commission to recover
delivery-related capital additions have been identified and excluded from Rider DCR.
Report Subsection: hEX, EDR, AMI, and General Exclusions

Objective: Determine whether the Companies’ recovery of the incremental change in Gross Plant
is not unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to the Companies at the
time such expenditures were committed.
Report Subsection: Gross Plant in Service

Objective: Determine whether the Companies’ recovery of the incremental change in
Accumulated Reserve for Depreciation is not unreasonable based upon the facts and
circumstances known to the Companies at the time such expenditures were committed.
Report Subsection: Accumulated Reserve for Depreciation

Objective: Determine whether the Companies’ recovery of the incremental accumulated
deferred income taxes (ADIT) is not unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances
known to the Companies at the time such expenditures were committed.
Report Subsection: Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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Objective: Determine whether the Companies’ recovery of the incremental depreciation expense
is not unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to the Companies at the
time such expenditures were committed.
Report Subsection: Depreciation Expense

Objective: Determine whether the Companies’ recovery of incremental property taxes is not
unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to the Companies at the time
such expenditures were committed.
Report Subsection: Property Tax Expense

Objective: Determine whether the Companies’ recovery of allocated Service Company plant in
service, accumulated reserve, ADIT, depreciation expense, and property tax expense is not
unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to the Companies at the time
such expenditures were committed.
Report Subsection: Service Company

Objective: Determine whether the Companies’ recovery of Commercial Activity Tax (CAT)
associated with the revenue requirement is not unreasonable based upon the facts and
circumstances known to the Companies at the time such expenditures were committed.
Report Subsection: Commercial Activity Tax and Income Taxes

Objective: Determine whether the Companies’ recovery of associated income taxes associated
with the revenue requirement is not unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances
known to the Companies at the time such expenditures were committed.
Report Subsection: Commercial Activity Tax and Income Taxes

Objective: Determine whether the Companies’ implementation of the Tax Cuts and jobs Act of
2017 is consistent with what was approved by the Commission on July 17, 2019, in Case No.
18-1656-EL-ATA.
Report Subsection: Tax Cuts and Jobs Act Effect

Objective: Determine whether the Companies return on and of plant in service associated with
distribution, subtransmission, general, and intangible plant including allocated general plant
from FirstEnergy Service Company, is not unreasonable based upon the facts and
circumstances known to the Companies at the time such expenditures were committed.
Report Subsection: Return

Objective: Determine whether the Companies’ revenue requirement calculation for Rider DCR is
not unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to the Companies at the
time such expenditures were committed.
Report Subsection: Rider DCR Calculation

Objective: Develop an understanding of the projection methodology used by the Companies for
plant in service, property taxes, Commercial Activity Tax, and Income Tax.
Report Subsection: Projections

Objective: Determine the impact of all findings to Rider DCR revenue requirements.
Report Subsection: Overall Impact of Findings on Rider DCR Revenue Requirements

In addition, this report includes a Confidential addendum regarding disclosed vendor payments
in light of the recent allegations surrounding FirstEnergy Corp. addressed in Case No. 17-974-EL-
UNC: In the Matter of the Review of Ohio Edison Co., Cleveland 81cc. Ilium. Co., and Toledo Edison Co.’s

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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Compliance with R.C. 4928.17 and Ohio Adm. Code 49.1:1 -37, Entry November 4, 2020. The
Commission directed Blue Ridge to expand the scope of its review in this proceeding to determine
whether any funds collected from ratepayers were used to pay the vendors and, if so, whether the
funds associated with those payments should be returned to ratepayers through Rider DCR or
through an alternative proceeding.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

Ohio’s electric law, Senate Bill 221, requires electric utilities to provide consumers with a
standard service offer (SSO) consisting of either a market rate offer (MRO), Section 4928.142 Revised
Code, or an electric security plan (ESP), Section 4928.143 Revised Code. The Companies filed an
application for approval ofan ESP in Case No. 10-388-EL-SSO (“ESP II Case”). A majority of the parties
in the case entered into an original stipulation and two supplemental stipulations (collectively,
“Combined Stipulation”), and after a hearing, the Commission issued an Opinion and Order approving
the Combined Stipulation in its entirety on August 25, 2010.

As part of its Opinion and Order, the Commission approved the establishment of the Rider DCR,
effective January 1, 2012, to be updated and reconciled quarterly. The Opinion and Order allowed the
Companies the opportunity to recover property taxes, Commercial Activity Tax, and associated
income taxes, and to earn a return on and of plant in service associated with distribution,
subtransmission, and general and intangible plant, including allocated general plant from
FirstEnergy Service Company, which was not included in the rate base determined in the Opinion
and Order of January 21, 2009, in Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR (last rate case). On April 13, 2012,
FirstEnergy filed an application for its next ESP, which was largely an extension of the Combined
Stipulation, which the Commission approved with modifications on July 18, 2012, in Case No. 12-
1230-EL-SSO (“ESP Ill Case”). The Rider DCR was extended with modifications by Order dated March
31, 2016, and reaffirmed on October 12, 2016, in Case No. 14-1297-EL-SSO (“ESP IV Case”) through
May 31, 2024.

The Commission ordered an annual audit review of its Rider DCR for the purpose of determining
whether the amounts for which recovery is sought are not unreasonable in light of the facts and
circumstances known to the Companies at the time such expenditures were committed. The
agreement also stipulated that, at the Commission’s discretion, either an independent third-party
auditor or the Commission’s Staff would conduct the annual audit review.

The Commission’s Request for Proposal (RFP) sought proposals to audit and attest to the
accuracy and reasonableness of FirstEnergy’s compliance with its Commission-approved Rider DCR
since the Companies’ last Rider DCR Compliance Audit. Blue Ridge submitted a proposal and was
selected to perform the DCR year 2020 compliance audit. Blue Ridge also performed all the past Rider
DCR compliance audits, covering plant in service since the last distribution rate case. (The multiple
audits covered the period June 1, 2007, through November 30, 2019).

PURPOSE OF PROJECT

As defined in the RFP, the project includes the following purposes:

• Audit and attest to the accuracy and reasonableness of FirstEnergy’s compliance with its
Commission-approved Rider DCR with regard to the return earned on plant in service since
the Companies’ last Rider DCR Compliance Audit.

• Identify capital additions recovered through Riders LEX, EDR, and AMI, or any other
subsequent rider authorized by the Commission to recover delivery-related capital additions,
to ensure they are identified and excluded from Rider DCR.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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Identify, quantify, and explain any significant net plant increase within individual accounts.

PROJECT SCOPE

The audit, as defined in the RFP, will address the following project scope:

Determine if FirstEnergy has implemented its Commission-approved DCR Rider and is in
compliance with the Combined Stipulation agreement set forth in In the Matter of the
Application of Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, and The
Toledo Edison CompanyforAuthority to Establish a Standard Service Offer Pursuant to Section
492&143, Revised Code, in the Form of an Electric Security Plan, Case No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, et
al., Opinion and Order (Case No. 14-1297).

As required by the RFP, Blue Ridge reviewed appropriate information associated with the
stipulation and prior cases associated with the implementation of Rider DCR. During the course of
the audit, Blue Ridge reviewed the compliance filings, developed transactional testing using
statistically valid sampling techniques, and performed other analyses to allow Blue Ridge to
determine whether the costs included in the Rider DCR were not unreasonable.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

OVERALL IMPACT OF FINDINGS ON RIDER DCR REVENUE REOUIREMENTS

Blue Ridge’s review found several items that have an impact on Rider DCR Revenue
Requirements, including vegetation management expenditures that should not be charged to plant,
over accrued AFUDC, inclusion of LTIP, retirements not timely recorded, and depreciation charged
to full amortized assets. The flow-through of these adjustments impacts the DCR as shown in the
following table. While some of the adjustments have de minimus effects, we have, nevertheless,
included all adjustments to provide record of the total impact.

Table 1: Impact of Blue Ridge’s Findings on Rider DCR Revenue Requirement
Adjil Description CE’ OE TE Tonal

As Filed $ 156,441,204 $ 144,514,272 $ 40,062,907 $ 361,036,383
I Capitalized Vegetation Management Expense- CECO . Various WOOs (1,686,259) - - (1.686.259)
2 CapItalized Vegetation Management Expense-DECO~ Various ~VOWs - (1,025521) - (1.025521)
3 Capitalized Vegetation Mannagement Expense- TECO . Various WOO’s - - (402.349) (402,349)
4 AFUOC OverAccrooed - DECO - WOO 13300165 . (31.007) . (31.007)
S AFUOC OverAccrsoed — DECO - WOO 14431541 - (11.373) - (11371)
6 AFUDC OverAccrued -TECO - WOO 1F-TW-000025-1 . . (1.406) (1.406)
7 LTIP-Stociz- CECO, OECO,TECD (09.959) (104.226) (34.414) (228.599)
8 Retirements Not Recerded . CECO - WOO 15599597 (6) . . (6)
9 Retirements Not Recorded . DECO~ WOO IF-OE-000135-i . (792) . (792)
10 Retirements Not Recorded -DECO- WOO IF-OE-000131-1 - (29.541) . (29.541)
it Retirements Not Recorded - DECO - WOO EF-OE-000132-1 . 2383 - 2303
12 Retirements Not Recorded - OECD . WOO iF-OE-000136-1 . (740) . (740
53 Retirements Not Recorded - OECO . WOO iltOE.000117.) . (429) - (429
14 Reilremtn ta Not Recorded - OECO . WOO IF-SC-080247-1 . ~,582) . (1,502
15 Retirements Not Recorded CECO . WOO 14861458 (52.688) . . (52,600)
16 Retirements Not Recorded . CECO . WOO CE-00160)-DO-MSTIsI (23,726) . - (23,720)
17 Retirements Not Recorded . OECO . WOO 16616511 - (156) - (156)
18 Retirements Not Recorded . TECD ‘ WOO 15776111 - . (2$2t) (2.821)
19 Retirements Not Recorded - TECO ‘ WOO 15997031 - . (537) (537)
20 Depreciation on FutyAmortized Assets - CECO (4358) . . (4,158)
21 Reeoiatnny Liab(ityTCiA- CECD (795,662) - ‘ (795,662)
22 Reeuiatnny LiabilityTCiA- OECO . (1331,512) . (1331512)
23 Reguiatoey LiabilityTCiA- TECD . - (158,722) (158.722)
24 Capitalized MARCs User Radio Fees - CECO - WOO CE-80827-TQ (9.813) . - (9.813)

Impact olAli Adiuslnnents (2.662,272) (2.534.496) (600,249) (5.797,016)
Recommended Rider OCR Revenue Requirements $ 153,798,932 $ 161.979,776 S 39.462.659 $ 355,241.367
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PROCESSES AND CONTROLS

Blue Ridge was able to obtain an understanding of the Companies’ processes and controls that
affect each of the categories within Rider DCR.

In accordance with the recent ruling in Case No. 17-2009-EL-RDR, Blue Ridge continues to
believe that the Companies’ vegetation management (VM) policies and processes are in conflict with
FERC Uniform System of Accounts. As ordered in that case, the Companies were instructed to
implement the recommendations set forth in the 2017 Audit Report, which includes adjusting its
current accounting policy regarding the capitalization of certain clearing activities. Therefore, Blue
Ridge continues to recommend that the Companies revise their VM Accounting Policy to be consistent
with the FERC Uniform System of Accounts.

In review of Sarbanes-Oxley audits conducted over the scope period, Blue Ridge found one audit
with a significant finding related to the payment of invoices through the non-purchase order process
without valid contracts. The payment authority control was circumvented. The Companies have not
yet completed remediation testing on this issue, and this issue could have implications related to the
DCR. Blue Ridge recommends that, once the Companies complete remediation testing, the auditor of
the next DCR audit review the results.

Based on information reviewed, and except for the recommendations noted above, Blue Ridge
concludes that the Companies’ controls were adequate and not unreasonable.

VARIANCEANALYSIS

FirstEnergy’s responses regarding the variances in plant account balances were largely as a
result of normal work order activity and are not uncommon among utilities. The only exception was
a timing issue regarding retirements Blue Ridge found during its examination. We address the issue
in the Gross Plant in Service section below. Our variance analysis results showed the change in total
plant balances for each of the Companies to be not unreasonable.

RIDER LEX, EDR. AMI, AND GENERAL EXCLUSIONS

Blue Ridge reviewed the Companies’ exclusion for capital additions recovered through
Commission-approved Riders LEX, EDR, and AMI. We also reviewed other subsequent riders
authorized by the Commission that recover delivery-related capital additions to ensure they have
been excluded from the DCR. These other riders included Experimental Company Owned LED Light
Program and the Government Directive Recovery Rider (Rider GDRJ. We also reviewed other general
exclusions, such as land leased to ATSI and Generation, to ensure they were properly excluded. Blue
Ridge found that the Companies’ exclusions were not unreasonable.

GROSS PLANT IN SERVICE

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following gross plant-in-service incremental
change for each company from the time of the prior audit.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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Table 2: Incremental Change in Gross Plant from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company S 3,282,389,260 5 3,386,822,782 S 104,433,522
Oluc Edison Company 3,728,185,289 3,843,708,376 115,523,087
The Toledo Edison Company 1,262,294,764 1,298,295,163 36,000,399
Total $ 8,272,869,313 $ 8,528,826,321 $ 255,957,008

The Companies provided a list of work orders that support gross plant in service for December
2019 through November 2020. Blue Ridge selected a statistically valid sample of work orders (added
additional work orders using professional judgment) for detailed transactional testing.

For the most part, Blue Ridge found that our observations and findings from the testing steps
were met with justifications that proved to be not unreasonable.

Blue Ridge found that with the exception of vegetation management (VMJ, plant in service was
appropriately associated with distribution, subtransmission, and general and intangible plant.

As discussed in the Processes and Controls section above, Blue Ridge found fault with the
classification of capital work regarding VM. Blue Ridge has calculated the impact to the DCR and has
applied the appropriate adjustments.

Blue Ridge found that, based on the description of the work performed and the Companies’
explanations, all work orders in the sample were closed to the proper FERC accounts except for the
VM work orders discussed above that are, in our opinion, not capital charges and, therefore, should
not be included in the FERC 300 accounts.

Blue Ridge reviewed the justifications for all work orders in the sample, exclusive of blanket,
multi-year projects, transfers, and adjustments, and found the justifications for all project work
orders not unreasonable. In addition, the explanations for transfers and adjustments were not
unreasonable.

Additionally, Blue Ridge found no anomalies in its review of proper approval level for work
orders / projects.

During work order testing, the Company mentioned one work order which had been incorrectly
capitalized up until September 2020. The charges were adjusted off the project and into operations
expense. There is a minimal effect reducing revenue requirements.

Also during work order testing, Blue Ridge found several adjustments to revenue requirements
necessary. Three work orders had not been closed timely after the work was complete. Blue Ridge
also found that long-term incentive plan (l,TIP) costs were included, and Blue Ridge recommends
removal since L,TIP’s focus is on shareholder interests. Seven work orders were replacement work
orders that had no retirement nor cost of removal charges. Five replacement work orders had
retirements not recorded. Blue Ridge also found two work orders with negative cost of removal.

Additionally, field verification was performed for 13 selected projects. All 13 projects selected
were confirmed to be installed and used and useful.

Blue Ridge found that the Companies have reduced the number of backlogged work orders. Blue
Ridge recommends that the Companies make a concerted effort to continue to reduce the volume of
backlog work orders, both in quantity and dollar value, to return to the 2018 level.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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Insurance recoveries can reduce gross plant and should be taken into consideration in the
calculation of the DCR. FirstEnergy stated that there were no insurance recoveries charged to capital
for the Companies from December 1, 2019, through November 30, 2020.

ACCIJMULA TED RESERVE FOR DEPRECIA UON

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following accumulated reserve for depreciation
(“reserve11) incremental change from the prior audit for each company.

Table 3: Incremental Change in Reserve for Depreciation from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company S (1,459,339,899) $ (1,536,057,216) $ (76,717,317)
Ohio Edison Company (1,522,980,899) (1,596,214,657) (73,233,757)
The Toledo Edison Company (664,513,182) (696,858,526) (32,345,344)
Total $ (3,646,833,980) $ (3,829,130,398) $ (182,296,418)

As discussed above, Blue Ridge found adjustments to gross plant that also required adjustments
to the reserve balances to ensure that net plant is appropriately reflected in the DCR. The specific
adjustments are discussed in Gross Plant in Service subsections. The impacts of these findings are
discussed in this report’s subsection Overall Impact of Findings on Rider DCR Revenue Requirements.

ACCIJMULA TED DEFERRED INCOME TAxEs

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following accumulated deferred income taxes
(ADIT) incremental change from the prior audits for each company.

Table 4: Incremental Change in ADIT from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company 5 (443,087,058) S (447,711,028) S (4,623,971)
Ohio Edison Company (524,038,117) (538,163,075) 114,124,958)
The Toledo Edison Company (137,423,190) (140,998,0711 (3,574,881)
Total $ (1,104,548,365) $ (1.126.872,174) $ (22,323,810)

In Case No. 19-1887-EL-RDR, Blue Ridge found that the total ADIT offset in rate base did not
appropriately reflect the EDIT balances resulting from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (TCJA), as
ordered in Case No. 18-1604-EL-UNC. The Companies’ disagreed with the finding and the PUCO has
yet to decide the issue. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act Effects subsection of this report discusses the issue
in further detail.

Apart from the unresolved EDIT balances, Blue Ridge found the standard ADIT items, resulting
from typical book tax differences, consistent with prior filings, related to plant in service, and not
unreasonable.

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include incremental depreciation expense for each company
from the prior audit as shown in the following table.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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Table 5: Incremental Change in Depreciation Expense from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company S 105,851,498 S 108,460,056 5 2,608,559
Ohio Edison Company 111,354,161 113,668,175 2,314,014
The Toledo Edison Company 41,096,571 41,802,713 706,141
Total $ 258,302,230 S 263,930,944 $ 5,628,714

Blue Ridge found that the calculation of depreciation expense was consistent with the
methodology used in the last distribution rate case. Blue Ridge verified the mathematical accuracy of
the depreciation expense calculations and, with the exception of FERC account 398, found them to be
appropriate. CEI account 398 reflects a zero, as opposed to negative, net book value on an actual
basis, which indicates the related assets are to be accounted for as though they have a finite life. This
treatment and logic are consistent with the Companies’ handling of intangible account 309.3. Blue
Ridge recommends (1) an adjustment to reduce CEI’s annual depreciation expense and (2) the
Companies review and rectify the formulas for all amortizing accounts by the next filing date.

The depreciation accrual rates used in the Rider DCR are based upon balances as of May 31,
2007. The Companies updated the depreciation study using plant as of December 31, 2013, and
provided the updated study to the Commission Staff on June 1, 2015. Since the last depreciation study
was based on balances from eight years ago, Blue Ridge had recommended in the DCR year 2018
audit that the Companies perform a deprecation study. As stipulated in Case No. 16-381-EL-UNC,
FirstEnergy has agreed to perform a Depreciation Study by June 30, 2023. The Commission has
approved the Stipulation in that case.

PROPERTY TAx EXPENSE

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following incremental property tax expense for
each company from the prior audit

Table 6: Incremental Change in Property Tax Expense from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company S 113,625,090 S 117,757,093 S 4,132,003
Ohio Edison Company 95,504,386 101,682,413 6,178,028
The Toledo Edison Company 33,797,539 33,725,127 172,412)
Total $ 242,927,015 $ 253.164,634 $ 10,237.619

Blue Ridge found that the calculation of property tax is not unreasonable. As the Rider DCR uses
plant-in-service balances to develop the property tax component of the revenue requirements, any
revisions to gross plant should be flowed through the Rider DCR model to ensure the appropriate
amount of property tax is included within the DCR.

SERVICE COMPANY

Blue Ridge found nothing that would indicate that Service Company costs included within Rider
DCR are unreasonable.

COMMERGAL ACTIVITY TAX AND INCOME TAxES

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following incremental commercial activity tax
(CAT) for each company. The CAT is calculated based on the statutory 0.26 percent.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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Table 7: Incremental Change in CAT from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company $ 369,231 $ 392,830 S 23,599
Ohio Edison Company 385,594 415,056 29,463
The Toledo Edison Company 98,642 100,300 1,658
Total $ 853,467 $ 908.186 $ 54,719

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following incremental income tax expense for
each company.

Table 8: Incremental Change in Income Tax from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company S 7,078,426 S 7,432,384 5 353,958
Ohio Edison Company 8,933,745 9,355,624 421,879
The Toledo Edison Company 1,125,713 1,121,161 (4,553)
Total $ 17,137,884 $ 17,909,169 $ 771,285

Blue Ridge found that the commercial activity tax and income tax expense were calculated
consistently with prior filings and are not unreasonable. Any adjustments discussed in other
subsections of this report will impact the final commercial activity tax and income tax included within
the Rider DCR.

TAx CUTSAND IOBSACT EFFECT

In the 2017 DCR Report, Blue Ridge expressed concerns regarding the Companies’ treatment of
excess accumulated deferred income taxes (EDIT) arising from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Acts (TCJAJ.
Blue Ridge recommended (1) that the amount by which the ADIT balance is revalued is also the
amount by which the Companies’ must set up a regulatory liability to refund the excess deferred taxes
to ratepayers because the tax future obligation to the federal government decreased by 40% and (2)
that the Companies apply the average rate assumption method (ARAM) consistent with
normalization requirements to update the regulatory liability to address the timing differences for
the property reversal.

On November 9, 2018, the Companies filed a Stipulation and Recommendation in Case No. 18-
1604-EL-UNC (“Stipulation”) which resolved the question about the treatment of the excess deferred
income tax balances resulting from the TCJA that was raised by Blue Ridge in the above
recommendation. The Companies implemented the Stipulation beginning with the October 1, 2019,
Rider DCR Compliance Filing pursuant to an Opinion and Order dated July 17, 2019.

Under the Stipulation, Rider DCR rate base will reflect the gross normalized property EDIT
balance as of December 31, 2017, and the net non-normalized property EDIT balance as of the
measurement period.

1) Normalized Property: Amortization of the normalized property EDIT balance in accordance
with ARAM and the related cumulative reserve will be accounted for in a new credit
mechanism. The cumulative reserve in the credit mechanism will accrue a return in the same
manner as Rider DCR to make the Companies whole for the gross normalized property EDIT
in Rider DCR rate base.
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2) Non-Normalized Property: Amortization of the non-normalized property EDIT balance over
10 years will flow back to customers via the new credit mechanism, while both the gross
balance and cumulative reserve will be accounted for in Rider DCR.

The actual amount of the EDIT flowing back to customers will reflect the “final, audited balances” as
of December 31, 2017. The treatment of the EDIT balances will commence effective January 1,2018,
and will continue until the balances have been fully amortized.

During the investigation of the 2019 DCR Compliance Filing, Blue Ridge compared the property-
related EDIT values to the balances in the Stipulation agreed to by the Parties and approved by the
Commission. They did not tie out as they had been expected to. In response to data requests, the
Companies presented various adjustments, some of which on net reduce the total liability owed to
customers. The Companies’ revisions also reflected reclasses between EDIT categories that should
have a net-zero impact on the total liability subject to refund, albeit they do impact the period over
which the amortizing credits flow back to customers through the new credit mechanism.

When asked if the revised balances were reflected in the TCJA case record and, if not, how the
Companies obtained authorization to update the balances, the Companies gave this reply:

The Stipulation and Recommendation filed in Case No. 18-1656-EL-ATA et al. states
that the actual amount of EDIT flowing back to customers will reflect the final, audited
balances, including a federal and state tax gross up, as of December 31, 2017. The
Companies filed compliance tariffs on July 26, 2019, in Case No. 18-1656-EL-ATA
reflecting updated balances.

Blue Ridge found the Companies’ response to lack clarity, casting doubt on the actual meaning
of “final, audited balances.” PricewaterhouseCoopers performed the external audit of the December
31, 2017, financial statements, and they issued an unqualified opinion on February 20, 2018—
months prior to the Stipulation, filed on November 9, 2018, as well as the Supplemental Stipulation,
filed on January 25, 2019. Since no specific true-up provisions exist in the Stipulation to adjust to the
2017 filed tax returns and other later known variables, Blue Ridge recommends restoring the EDIT
balances to reflect those agreed to within the settlement and allowing parties to consider the
Company’s changes, such as the assertion that there is no EDIT associated with AFUDC equity, within
the next Rider TSA annual filing. With respect to the reclass adjustments, Blue Ridge is neutral on
their adoption since they have no impact on the total agreed upon liability to be refunded to
customers. The EDIT categories with varying amortization periods are judgmental to some extent
and an audit opinion would not render such definitional determinations official or correct,

Blue Ridge recommends reversing all EDIT adjustments, except for reclasses between
normalized and non-normalized property, so that the Total Property EDIT reflected in Rider DCR
matches the Total Property EDIT as of December 31, 2017, in the Stipulation. The scope of Blue
Ridge’s current investigation is limited to the property-related EDIT balances in Rider DCR. Blue
Ridge, therefore, has not and cannot validate that the reclass from property to non-property was
appropriately reflected in the new credit mechanism.

Thus, the treatment of EDIT in Rider DCR from the prior investigations has been resolved per
the Stipulation agreed to by the Parties and approved by the Commission in Case No. 18-1604-EL-
UNC. The property-related EDIT balances, normalized and non-normalized, are accounted for
between the Rider DCR and new credit mechanism. However, Blue Ridge recommends the
normalized and non-normalized property EDIT balances under total ADIT be restated. The
appropriate adjustments to revenue requirements have been identified.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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RETURN

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following calculated return on rate base at 8.48%
for each company.

Table 9: Incremental Change in Return on Rate Base from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company $ 40,052~616 S 42,010,930 $ 1,958,314
Ohio Edison Company 51,498,355 53,886,806 2,388,451
The Toledo Edison Company 6,442,848 6,449,647 6,799
Total S 97,993,818 $ 102.347.382 $ 4,353,564

Although the adjustments discussed in other subsections of this report will affect the final return
included within the DCR, Blue Ridge found that the calculation of the return component of the DCR is
not unreasonable.

RIDER DCR CALCULATION

The Compliance Filing Summary Schedules pull together the various components allowed within
Rider DCR and calculate the revenue requirements based upon the actual November 30, 2020, and
estimated February 28, 2021, balances. The Annual Rider DCR Revenue is compared to the
Commission-approved Revenue Cap in the Companies’ filings.

Although Blue Ridge found that the balances used in the Rider DCR calculations should be
adjusted, Blue Ridge found that the Rider DCR revenue requirement calculation is not unreasonable.

The Annual Rider DCR Revenue, through November 30,2020, is under both the aggregate annual
cap and the allocated annual cap by company.

PROIEcTI0Ns

The Compliance Filings include projections for the first two months in 2021. To develop the first
quarter 2021 estimates, the Companies used estimated plant-in-service and reserve balances as of
February 28, 2021, the most recent (December 2020) forecast from PowerPlan. The estimated
February 28, 2021, plant and reserve balances were then adjusted to reflect current assumptions
(including project additions and delays), to incorporate recommendations from prior Rider DCR
Audit Reports, and to remove the pre-2007 impact of a change in pension accounting.

Blue Ridge found that the projected amounts included through February 2021 are not
unreasonable. In addition, the projected amounts will be reconciled to the actual amounts, and the
Rider DCR revenue requirementwill be adjusted to actual in the next quarter’s Rider DCR Compliance
Filings.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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SUMMARY OF BLUE RIDGE RECOMMENDATIONS
Table 10: Impact of Blue Ridge’s Findings on Rider DCR Revenue Requirement

AdjO Description tEl 01 ‘tE Total
As Filed $ 156461,204 $ 164,514,272 5 40.062,907 $ 361,030,363

I Capitalized Vegetation Management Expense’ CECO - Various WOO’s 11,686,259) ‘ . (1,606259)
2 CapItalized Vegetation Management Expense - Otto’ Varigus Wok’s - 11,025,521) - (1.025,521)
3 Capitalized Vegetation Management Expense’ TECO - Varloaa Wok’s - ‘ (402,349) (402,349)
4 AFOOt OvorAccrued - OECO - WOO 13300165 . (33.0071 - (31,807)
5 AFUOC OeerAccrued - OECO - WOk 14431541 - (11,3731 - (11,373)
6 AFUDC OverArcnaed - ‘IECO - Wok IF-TW-001025-1 - - (1,4061 (1,406)
7 LTIP-Sttck- CECO.OECO.TECO (89.959) (104,226) (34,414) (228.599)
8 Rc tlremeo ts Not Recorded . CECO- WOk 15599597 (6) ‘ - (6)
9 Retirements Not Recorded -OttO- WOO lF-OE-000135~1 . (792) ‘ (792)
10 Retirements Not Recorded -OttO- WOO IF-OE-0l0131-I . (29.541) ‘ (29.541)
II Retirements Not Rectrdod - OttO . WOO lF-OE-000132-I . 2,383 ‘ 2,383
12 ReOlremellls Not Recorded - OECO - Wok lF’OE’000136’1 - (7401 ‘ (740)
13 Reoiremesta Not Recorded - ogCO - Wok lz~O~~000137_1 . (429) - (429)
14 Retlremesta Net Recorded - OttO - WOk lF’SC-000247-1 . (1,582) - (1.5821
15 Re tiremes ta Not Recorded - CECO - Wok 14861458 (52.688) - - (52,688)
16 Retirements Not Recorded CECO Wok CE-001603-l3O-MS’l’M (23,726) ‘ (23,726)
37 Retirements Not Recorded - OECO - WOO 16616531 ‘ (156) ‘ 1156)
IS Rktiremenls Not Recorded - TECO - WOk 15776111 - - (2,821) (2,821)
19 Retirements Nat Recorded - TECO - WOk 15997031 . . (537) (537)
20 Oepreclatian on FuiiyMiortizod Maccs’ CECO (4,1581 - . (4,158)
21 Rogulatooy LiabilityTCiA- CECO (795,662) - - (795,662)
22 Roeaiatoty UabiiityTCJA- OttO . (1333.512) . (1,331,512)
23 Regulatory LiabittyTtjA- ‘rICO - . (158,222) (158,722)
24 (spitalized MARts Usor Radio Fees’ CECO - Wok Ct’00827-TQ (9,813) . ‘ (9.813)

Impact of All Adjusianenis (2,662,272) (2.534.496) (600,249) (5,797,016)
Recommended Rider OCR Revenue Requirements $ 153,796,932 S 161.979.776 $ 39,462,659 5 355,241,367

For the DCR Year 2020 assessment, Blue Ridge summarizes its adjustments as follows:

Adiustment #1: Blue Ridge recommends that capital costs associated with certain vegetation
management capital cost codes be disallowed because they do not conform to FERC accounting.
Blue Ridge has estimated the impact to the current DCR revenue requirements for CEI to be
$(1,686,259).

Adjustment #2: Blue Ridge recommends that capital costs associated with certain vegetation
management capital cost codes be disallowed because they do not conform to FERC accounting.
Blue Ridge has estimated the impact to the current DCR revenue requirements for OE to be
$(1,025,521J.

Adjustment #3: Blue Ridge recommends that capital costs associated with certain vegetation
management capital cost codes be disallowed because they do not conform to FERC accounting.
Blue Ridge has estimated the impact to the current DCR revenue requirements for TE to be
$(402,349).

Adjustment #4: Blue Ridge found OE work order 13300165 was not closed timely after the
work was complete. Blue Ridge has estimated the impact to the current DCR revenue
requirements to be $(31,007).

Adjustment #5: Blue Ridge found OE work order 14431541 was not closed timely after the
work was complete. Blue Ridge has estimated the impact to the current DCR revenue
requirements to be $(11,373).

Adjustment #6: Blue Ridge found TE work order lF-TW-000025-1 was not closed timely after
the work was complete. Blue Ridge has estimated the impact to the current DCR revenue
requirements to be $(1,406).
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Adjustment #7: Blue Ridge found that the Companies included LTIP compensation in the DCR.
Due to the LTIP’s focus on shareholder interest (which can be detrimental to customers), Blue
Ridge recommends that all the costs of the LTIP included in Rider DCR be removed. Removing the
L.TIP costs results in a total DCR revenue requirement impact of $(228,599).

Adjustment #8: Replacement of assets in which retirements had not been recorded. CE work
order 15599597 would impact the revenue requirements by $(6).

Adjustment #9: Replacement of assets in which retirements had not been recorded. OE work
order 00013 1-1 would impact the revenue requirements by $(792).

Adjustment #10: Replacement of assets in which retirements had not been recorded. OE work
order 000132-1 would impact the revenue requirements by $(29,541).

Adjustment #11: Replacement of assets in which retirements had not been recorded. OE work
order 000135-1 would impact the revenue requirements by $2,383.

Adjustment #12: Replacement of assets in which retirements had not been recorded. OE work
order 000136-1 would impact the revenue requirements by $(740).

Adjustment #13: Replacement of assets in which retirements had not been recorded. OE work
order 000137-1 would impact the revenue requirements by $(429).

Adjustment #14: Replacement of assets in which retirements had not been recorded. OE work
order 000247-1 would impact the revenue requirements by $(1,582).

Adjustment #15: Replacement of assets in which retirements had not been recorded. CE work
order 14861458 would impact the revenue requirements by $(52,688).

Adjustment #16: Replacement of assets in which retirements had not been recorded. CE work
order 001603 would impact the revenue requirements by $(23,726).

Adjustment #17: Replacement of assets in which retirements had not been recorded. OE work
order 16616511 would impact the revenue requirements by $(156).

Adjustment #18: Replacement of assets in which retirements had not been recorded. TE work
order 15776111 would impact the revenue requirements by $(2,281).

Adjustment #19: Replacement of assets in which retirements had not been recorded. TE work
order 15997031 would impact the revenue requirements by $(537).

Adjustment #20: CEI FERC account 398 reflects a zero, as opposed to negative, net book value
on an actual basis, which indicates the related assets are to be accounted for as though they have
a finite life. This treatment and logic are consistent with the Companies’ handling of intangible
account FERC 309.3. Blue Ridge recommends (1) an adjustment to reduce CEI’s annual
depreciation expense by $4,147 and (2) the Companies review and rectify the formulas for all
amortizing accounts by the next filing date. The adjustment has an effect on revenue requirements
of $(4,158).

Adjustment #21: The treatment of EDIT in Rider DCR from the prior investigations has been
resolved per the Stipulation agreed to by the Parties and approved by the Commission in Case No.
18-1604-EL-UNC. The property related EDIT balances, normalized and non-normalized, are
accounted for between the Rider DCR and new credit mechanism. Blue Ridge recommends the
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normalized and non-normalized property EDIT balances under total ADIT be restated. The CE
adjustment would impact revenue requirements by $(795,662).

Adjustment #22: The treatment of EDIT in Rider DCR from the prior investigations has been
resolved per the Stipulation agreed to by the Parties and approved by the Commission in Case No.
18-1604-EL-UNC. The property related EDIT balances, normalized and non-normalized, are
accounted for between the Rider DCR and new credit mechanism. Blue Ridge recommends the
normalized and non-normalized property EDIT balances under total ADIT be restated. The OE
adjustment would impact revenue requirements by $(1,33 1,512).

Adiustment #23: The treatment of EDIT in Rider DCR from the prior investigations has been
resolved per the Stipulation agreed to by the Parties and approved by the Commission in Case No.
18-1604-EL-UNC. The property related EDIT balances, normalized and non-normalized, are
accounted for between the Rider DCR and new credit mechanism. Blue Ridge recommends the
normalized and non-normalized property EDIT balances under total ADIT be restated. The TE
adjustment would impact revenue requirements by $(158,722).

Adjustment #24: Work Order CE-000827 had an in-service date prior to the scope period. In
September 2020 an adjustment was made to reverse charges representing MARCs Radio user fees
that had been incorrectly capitalized up until September 2020. The charges were adjusted off the
project and into operations expense. The adjustment was $(610,734) offset by invoice charges
during the period of $198,063. The MARCs Radio user fees have been capitalized and included in
the DCR since May 2018. The Companies adjustment to the Rider DCR revenue requirement will
be included in a future Rider DCR filing for the cumulative revenue requirement impact. Blue
Ridge has estimated the impact to the current DCR revenue requirement to be $(9,813). The total
estimated CE DCR quarterly revenue requirement impact is $(134,947).

Beyond the above adjustments, for the DCR Year 2020 assessment, Blue Ridge summarizes its
recommendations as follows:

Recommendation #1: In review of Sarbanes-Oxley audits, Blue Ridge found one audit with a
significant finding related to the payment of invoices through the non-purchase order process
without valid contracts. The payment authority control was circumvented. Remediation testing
on this issue is not yet complete, and this issue could have implications related to the DCR. Blue
Ridge recommends that once the remediation testing is complete that the results be reviewed in
the next DCR audit

Recommendation #2: Absent a Commission policy on the determination of capital and
expense vegetation management activity, Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies revise their
VM Accounting Policy to be consistent with the FERC Uniform System of Accounts.

Recommendation #3: During work order testing, Blue Ridge found 10 work orders, or 29% of
the work orders that had estimates and 16% of the total work orders, had incomplete work order
unit estimates that resulted in those work orders not being able to close to Completed
Construction Not Classified (CCNC). This appears to be incomplete project estimates. The controls
in place related to moving dollars from Construction Work in Progress (CWIP) to CCNC properly
blocked the work orders from closing. None of the work orders appear to be blankets. They all are
specific work orders. Since the work orders are declared in service, over accrual of AFDUC is not
an issue. This issue appears to be one of process. Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies
determine why the estimates were incomplete and lacked utility accounts and what can be done
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to mitigate this type of error in the future. Not closing the work orders to CCNC timely also delays
the possibility of unitizing the work orders and increases the work order backlog.

Recommendation #4: Blue Ridge found that several work orders within the scope period did
not have retirements and/or cost of removal recorded. Blue Ridge recommends that the DCR
revenue requirements be adjusted to reflect the retirements and COR that were not recorded on
in-serviced work orders as of December 31, 2020. As the delays in recording retirements and cost
of removal is a timing issue, we recognize that the effect on the DCR revenue requirements is self-
correcting. However, to ensure that the DCR revenue requirements reflects the recording of
retirements, we recommend that the Companies demonstrate in the next audit how those
retirements and COR included in this report were individually adjusted for the DCR revenue
requirement.

Recommendation #5: For several work orders that Blue Ridge found were significantly over
bud&et, the Companies explained their variances as due to competitive bidding and the fact that
Overheads and AFUDC were not included in the original budget While Blue Ridge understands
that AFIJDC and overheads may or may not be included in the original estimates, which may
depend on the nature of the work order, the management of costs resides primarily with each
Project Manager. Therefore, Blue Ridge recommends that the project managers make a more
concerted effort to monitor total project costs to ensure the project costs remain in line with the
total project cost estimate.

Recommendation #6: Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies continue to reduce the
volume of backlog work orders, both in quantity and dollar value, to return to the 2018 level.
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OVERVIEW OF INVESTIGATION
The FirstEnergy Service Company, on behalf of the three Ohio-regulated operating companies—

The Cleveland Electric illuminating Company (CE, CEI, or CECO), Ohio Edison Company (OE or OECO),
and The Toledo Edison Company (TE or TECO), collectively referred to as “FirstEnergy” or
“Companies”—prepared and submitted Compliance Filings regarding the Commission-approved
Delivery Capital Recovery (DCR) Rider for actual plant in service through November 30, 2020, and
estimated plant in service through February 28, 2021. Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc. (“Blue
Ridge”) was retained to perform a compliance audit of the filings.

BACKGROUND

Ohio’s electric law, Senate Bill 221, requires electric utilities to provide consumers with a
standard service offer (550) consisting of either a market rate offer (MRO) or an electric security plan
(ESP). The ESP was originally established in Case No. 08-935-EL-SSO (ESP I). Subsequently, in Case
No. 10-388- EL-SSO (ESP II), an original stipulation and two supplemental stipulations (collectively,
the Combined Stipulation) were entered into by a majority of the parties, and, after a hearing, the
Commission issued an Opinion and Order approving the Combined Stipulation in its entirety with
several modifications.

As part of its Opinion and Order approving the Combined Stipulation in ESP II, the Commission
approved the establishment of the Delivery Capital Recovery (DCR) Rider, effective January 1,2012,
to be updated and reconciled quarterly. The Opinion and Order allowed the Companies the
opportunity to recover property taxes, Commercial Activity Tax, and associated income taxes and to
earn a return on and of plant in service associated with distribution, subtransmission, general, and
intangible plant including allocated general plant from FirstEnergy Service Company, which was not
included in the rate base determined in the Opinion and Order of January 21, 2009, in Case No. 07-
551-EL-AIR (last concluded rate case).

In Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO (ESP Ill), the Commission approved the extension of the Combined
Stipulation through May 31, 2016. Most recently, in Case No. 14-1297-EL-SSO (ESP IV), the
Commission approved the ESP through May 31,2024. In that case, the Companies agreed to continue
the Delivery Capital Recovery (DCR) Rider under the same terms and conditions as before (including
the annual audit), with modifications related to the continuation of the process through May 31,
2024, and to increase annual revenue caps. Annual revenue cap increases are stipulated as $30
million for the period of June 1, 2016, through May 31, 2019; $20 million for the period of June 1,
2019, through May 31, 2022; and $15 million for the period of June 1,2022, through May 31, 2024.

The Commission ordered an annual audit review of its Rider DCR for the purpose of determining
whether the amounts for which recovery is sought are not unreasonable in light of the facts and
circumstances known to the Companies at the time such expenditures were committed. The
agreement also stipulated that at the Commission’s discretion, either an independent third-party
auditor or the Commission’s Staff would conduct the annual audit review.

The Commission’s Request for Proposal (RFP) sought proposals to audit and attest to the
accuracy and reasonableness of FirstEnergy’s compliance with its Commission-approved Rider DCR
since the Companies’ last Rider DCR Compliance Audit. Blue Ridge submitted a proposal and was
selected to perform the 2020 compliance audit. Blue Ridge also performed the 2011, 2012, 2013,
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2014,2015,2016,2017,2018, and 2019 Rider DCR compliance audits, covering plant in service since
the last distribution rate case (those audits covered June 1, 2007, through November 30, 2019).

Excerpts of the Rider DCR provisions within the Opinion and Orders and Combined Stipulation
are included within Appendix A. Appendix B contains a list of abbreviations and acronyms used
within this report.

PURPOSE OF PROJECT

As defined in the RFP, the project includes the following purposes:

• Determine if FirstEnergy has implemented its Commission-approved DCR Rider and is in
compliance with the Combined Stipulation agreement set forth in Case No. 14-1297-EI,-SSO.

• Audit and attest to the accuracy and reasonableness of FirstEnergy’s compliance with its
Commission-approved Rider DCR with regard to the return earned on plant in service since
the Companies’ last Rider DCR Compliance Audit.

• ldenti~’ capital additions recovered through Riders LEX, EDR, and AMI, and any other
subsequent rider authorized by the Commission to recover delivery-related capital additions
to ensure they are excluded from Rider DCR.

• Identify, quantify, and explain any significant net plant increase within individual accounts.

PROJECT SCOPE

The audit as defined in the RFP will address the following project scope:

• Obtain and review all additions, retirements, transfers, and adjustments to current date value
of plant in service that have occurred for the actual year ending November 30, 2020. This will
be included in the December 31, 2020, quarterly filing. An effort shall be made to include
within the review the plant balances as of December 31, 2020.

• Obtain and review all appropriate documentation relating to the Companies’ compliance with
the Commission-approved DCR Rider.

• Review the Companies 2020 internal audits concerning controls which would affect the DCR.

• Obtain and review all appropriate documentation relating to compliance with Findings in the
Commission’s Finding and Order in Case Nos. 14-1929-EL-RDR and 15-1739-EL-RDR. The
audit shall also review all appropriate documentation relating to the issues identified in the
Auditor’s Reports in Case Numbers 16-2O41-EL-RDR, 17-2009-EL-RDR, 18-1542-EL-RDR,
and 19-1887-EL-RDR to determine if the issues raised have been addressed pursuant to the
Auditor’s recommendation, and if not, the impact of the Companies not addressing the
identified concerns.

AUDIT STANDARD

Blue Ridge used the following standard during the course of the audit: “The audit shall include a
review to confirm that the amounts for which recovery is sought are not unreasonable. The
determination of whether the amounts for which recovery is sought are not unreasonable shall be
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determined in light of the facts and circumstances known to the Companies at the time such
expenditures were committed.”

INFORMATION REVIEWED

Blue Ridge reviewed the following information outlined in the RFP:

• Case Nos. 20-1468-EL-RDR, 20-1469-EL-RDR, and 20-1470-EL-RDR filings

• Case Nos. 10-388-EL-SSO, 12-1230-EL-SSO, and 14-1297-EL-SSO and related stipulation
agreements

• Case Nos. 11-5428-EL-RDR, 12-2855-EL-RDR, 13-2100-EL-RDR, 14-1929-EL-RDR, 15-1739-
EL-RDR, 16-2041-EL-RDR, 17-2009-EL-RDR, 18-1542-EL-RDR, and 19-1887-EL-RDR
Compliance Audits of the DCR Rider

• Applicable testimony and workpapers

• All appropriate documentation relating to compliance with Findings in the Commission’s
Finding and Order in Case Nos. and contained in the Stipulation in Case Nos. 14-1929-EL-RDR
and 15-1739-EL-RDR and relating to the issues identified in the Auditor’s Reports in Case
Nos. 16-2041-EL-RDR, 17-2009-EL-RDR, 18-1542-EL-RDR, and 19-1887-EL-RDR

During the audit process, Blue Ridge requested and was provided additional information. A list
of the data requested is included as Appendix C. Electronic copies of the information obtained was
provided to Staff.

RIDER DCR COMPLIANCE FILINGS REVIEWED

On January 5, 2021, the Companies filed various schedules, bill impacts, and tariff pages that
provide the detailed calculations related to plant in service, accumulated depreciation reserve,
income taxes, commercial activity taxes, property taxes, rate base, depreciation expense, and the
resulting revenue requirement related to the Rider DCR. These schedules included actual amounts
through November 30, 2020, and projected balances for the three months ended February 28, 2021.

The following table summarizes Rider DCR Revenue Requirements requested by each of the
FirstEnergy operating companies.

Table 11: Rider DCR Revenue Requirements Actual 11/30/20 and Projected 2/28/212

Revenue Requirements
. Actual Proj ected

Operating Company 11/30/20 2/28/21 Total

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company S 151,088,293 S 5,372,911 S 156,461,204
Ohio Edison Company 159,637,074 4,877,198 164,514,272
The Toledo Edison Company 38,576,948 1,485,960 40,062,907
Total $ 349,302,31S $ 11,736,069 $ 361,038,383

1 Case No. 10-0388-EL-SSO Second Supplemental Stipulation, July 22, 2010, page 4.
2WP V&V FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—Confidential.
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VARIANCE ANALYSES, TRANSACTIONAL TESTING, AND OTHER ANALYSES

To identify, quantify, and explain any significant net plant increases within the individual
accounts, Blue Ridge performed account variance analyses. The Companies were asked to explain
any significant changes. The results of the analyses are included under the subsection labeled
Variance Analysis.

In addition, Blue Ridge selected a sample from the population of work orders that support the
gross plant in service for detailed transactional testing. The sample was selected using a statistically
valid sampling technique. Additional work orders were selected based on professional judgment. The
results of the transactional testing are included in the subsection labeled Gross Plant in Service. Blue
Ridge also selected several projects for field verification to determine whether the assets have been
installed according to the work order scope and description and whether they are used and useful in
rendering service to the customer.

Blue Ridge also performed various analyses, including mathematical verifications and source
data validation, of the schedules that support the Rider DCR Compliance Filings. The report addresses
each component of the Rider DCR, and the results of these analyses are included within each
component’s subsection.

A list of Blue Ridge’s workpapers is included in Appendix D. Electronic copies were provided to
the Staff of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio and the Companies.
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STATUS OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF PRIOR COMPLIANCE AUDITS

Review the Companies’ compliance and status of Commission findings and orders (including
DCR Audit report recommendations) in prior cases.

Blue Ridge performed the Rider DCR compliance audits for DCR years 2016, 2017, 2018, and
2019, covering the periods from December 1 to November 30 of each year. The Commission has
recently ruled, finding in favor of Blue Ridge’s recommendations regarding the Companies’activity
regarding DCRyears 2016 and 2017, butthe PUCO has notyet ruled in regard to DCRyears 2018 and
2019.~ The recommendations for each year are included in Appendix A of this report. FirstEnergy’s
responses to the recommendations and Blue Ridge’s comments on the Companies’ responses for Case
Nos. 16-2041-EL-RDR, 17-2009-EL-RDR, and 18-1542-EL-RDR may be found in the DCR compliance
audit reports for those years.

The DCR compliance audit that covered capital additions from December 1, 2018, through
November 30, 2019, included several findings and recommendations and was filed in Case No. 19-
1887-EL-RDR. Regarding adjustments, the Companies have accepted the first nine adjustments Blue
Ridge recommended.~ Adjustments #10 through #14, which regard Vegetation Management and
Excess Deferred Income Taxes (EDIT), are addressed in the recommendations listed below.
Following each recommendation is FirstEnergy’s response regarding the recommendation’s status5
and Blue Ridge’s associated comments based upon observations from this compliance audit.

1. Recommendation 1,2019 DCR Report, pp.24—25, InternalAudits: Based on recommendation
S of the 2018 DCR Report, an internal audit that had not yet completed at the time the audit
report was issued was recommended for review in the current audit after completion. That
internal audit related to CREWS Modernization Pre-Implementation has not yet concluded.
Blue Ridge continues to recommend that the internal audit results be reviewed by the DCR
auditors when they become available.

FirstEnerev Resnonse: Assessment of the CREWS Modernization Pre-Implementation was
completed by the Companies’ external auditor, PwC, and reviewed by internal auditors. It
noted no significant findings.

Blue Rid&e Comments: Blue Ridge is satisfied with the actions taken. No additional work is
necessary.

2. Recommendation 2, 2019 DCR Report, pp. 40—41,42, and 62, Vegetation Management (VM):
In both the 2017 DCR Audit and the 2018 DCR Audit, Blue Ridge had recommended that the
vegetation management costs charged to the DCR associated with capital task codes 05, 36,
14, and 30 be excluded from the DCR due to the Companies policy “Accounting for the
Clearing of Transmission and Distribution Corridors” being in conflict with FERC accounting
requirements. In both those audits, after reviewing the treatment of those costs in Rider DCR,
the Companies disagreed with Blue Ridge, believing their inclusion was appropriate. In the
current audit, Blue Ridge expanded the review of VM to include detail that supports selected

3 Case Nos. 16-2041-EL-RDR and 17-2009-EL-RDR Commission Finding and Order, June 16, 2021.
~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-9-—Confldential.

All FirstEnergy status remarks are obtained from FirstEnergy’s response to 2021 Data Request BRC Set 1-
INT-9—Confidential.
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contractor charges to determine whether the Companies have sufficient documentation to
support the inclusion of charges as capital in the DCR. The review was also intended to check
whether the Companies are following their stated policies for time sheet field activity
verification and if those policies are adequate to support the inclusion of VM charges to
capital. In Blue Ridge’s opinion, the Companies did not provide sufficient detailed
documentation to support the inclusion of capital charges in the DCR or to support
verification of work according to current VM policies. Review of the VM issue in the prior DCR
audits and the current one focused on the specific task codes designated for capital work.
Therefore, regarding VM, Blue Ridge includes the following recommendations for the current
audit:

a. Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies supplement their VM policies and
procedures to provide more detail in support of the time sheet task codes used by
contractors. The form of that support can be schematics, drawings, or pictures. A
simple method would be to take a before and after picture in support of work
performed and charged to the above-mentioned task codes.

b. Blue Ridge recommends that the Commission address and define vegetation
management capital and expense activity on a global basis for all electric utilities in
Ohio to eliminate any bias on how VM costs should be recorded (capital versus
expense) that is created based on how those costs are recovered.

c. Absent a Commission policy on the determination of capital and expense vegetation
management activity, Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies revise their VM
Accounting Policy to be consistent with the FERC Uniform System of Accounts.

FirstEnergv Response: As provided in the Comments filed 7/27/2020 in Case No. 19-1887-
EL-RDR, the Companies believe, “The capitalization of certain vegetation management
expenditures is consistent with the Companies’ longstanding accounting policy and is fully
within the Commission’s discretion to approve.”

Blue Ridge Comments: In accordance with the ruling in Case No. 17-2009-EL-RDR, Blue Ridge
continues to believe that the Companies’ vegetation management policies and processes are
in conflict with FERC Uniform System of Accounts. As ordered in that case, the Companies
were instructed to implement the recommendations set forth in the 2017 Audit Report, which
includes adjusting its current accounting policy regarding the capitalization of certain
clearing activities. Therefore, Blue Ridge continues to recommend that the Companies revise
their VM Accounting Policy to be consistent with the FERC Uniform System of Accounts.

3. Recommendation 3, 2019 DCR Report, p. 66, Cost Overruns 15% and Greaten Blue Ridge
recommends that the Companies further enhance and refine their project estimating process.

FirstEneruv Response: The Companies continue to review and enhance their project
estimating process, including actions taken in 2020.

In 2020, CEI put a Portfolio Control Process in place that will enhance controls on spending
and lend additional visibility prior to the jobs being released to the field. The process brings
financial discipline and enhanced business planning by requiring a Change Management
Approval Form to be created and approved by leadership when a project that is >$20K has:

• Budget Variances>10%
• Schedule Deferral
• Labor Source Changes
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Scope Changes

OE has had a Control Process similar to CEI’s in place prior to 2020. In 2020, OE created a
process to work with the Companies’ Economic Development group to identify new business
to include in the forecast. If there is a high probability that these jobs will occur, then there
will be a specific RPA added to the forecast.

In 2020, TE continued to monitor its process for approving scope changes on projects. If a
project in TB is changed in scope and dollars, approval is required from the engineering
manager and additional approval may be required from the director.

Blue Ridge Comments: Blue Ridge found that the Companies’ changes demonstrate
enhancement and refinement of the project estimating process, which should be continued.

4. Recommendation 4, 2019 DCR Report, p. 81, Cost Categories: Blue Ridge recommends that,
since the software capitalization process by which fees between capital and maintenance are
split is activated by a vendor which is not an independent source of information, Internal
Audit should review the process to determine that the split of charges between capital and
expense is not unreasonable.

FirstEnerev INITIAL Response: In 2020, Internal Auditing continued to review the Companies’
capitalization process, including software expenditures, through audits and SOX controls.
Internal Auditing regularly performs audits of capital and operation and maintenance (O&M)
expenses, and the Companies have documented various policies to ensure accounting for
expenditures (e.g., capital or expense) are appropriate and in compliance with generally
accepted accounting principles. These audits verify the appropriateness of capital or O&M
expenditures accounting through substantive testing of system data and to confirm
compliance with the Companies’ capitalization policies. In general, capital expenditures
which result in additions or improvements of a permanent character, which add value to
property, should be capitalized. Ordinary repairs and replacements of parts of a unit of
property should be expensed. Also, there are various Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) controls relating
to the capitalization of expenditures, and testing of such controls is performed as part of the
Companies’ SOX compliance program.

Blue Ridge INITIAL Comments: Blue Ridge recognizes that GAAP has specific accounting for
the four phases of software projects which determines what is capital and expense. The
recommendation refers specifically to how the vendor fees are determined to be capital or
expense. Since the software vendors work for, and are paid by, the Company, the Company
has some leverage when it comes to negotiating this area. Vendor fees can be substantial, and
therefore their disposition can be material. Blue Ridge requested clarification concerning (1)
whether the split of vendor fees between capital and expense determined were determined
in the same manner as the project stages, (2) the actual determination if not based on the
project stages, and (3) whether the split of vendor fees between capital and 0&M was audited
by the Companies’ Internal Auditing.6

PirstEnergv SUPPLEMENTAL Resuonse: The Companies responded regarding the three
clarification items noted above:

6 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 5-INT-Ol.
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(1) The split of vendor fees between capital and expense is not determined in the same
manner as the project stages.

(2) Per its software capitalization policy, FirstEnergy capitalizes a portion of annual
maintenance contracts based on the percentage of the fee that is for new product
development and existing product enhancements, as determined by the vendor through
a survey response. When the vendor of a product with significant annual costs is
unwilling to provide a survey response, an analysis of internal product upgrade
implementations is performed in order to arrive at a capital and O&M split percentage
that serves as a proxy for the unavailable vendor cost splitting percentages.

(3) The split of vendor fees between capital and O&M had not been audited by the Companies’
Internal Auditing. However, as part of the Capital and O&M Internal Audit to be
performed in 2022, an objective will be added to evaluate software vendor fees for proper
capitalization. Additionally, FirstEnergy’s outside auditor’s regular review of Property
Plant and Equipment includes testing over software capitalization work orders, including
the split of capital and Q&M for vendor fees, and no major issues have been identified.

Blue Ridge SUPPLEMENTAL Comments: Blue Ridge acknowledges the Companies’ response that
it plans to add an objective to evaluate software vendor fees for proper capitalization to its
next internal audit of Capital and O&M scheduled for 2022. Based on our review of the
Companies’ response during this year’s audit, Blue Ridge recommends that, because by its
nature an internal audit is limited to specifics of what is reviewed (rather than an on-going
year-after-year audit process), the Companies should create a documented process (e.g.,
checklist) by which the Companies or the vendor (as described in (2) above) determine the
split between capital and expense. That document, then, would be subject to Internal Audit
review of the capital/expense split in vendor costs.

5. Recommendation 5, 2019 DCR Report, p.82, Work Orders in Service but not Unitized: Blue
Ridge found five work orders that, as of November 30, 2019, were in-service, but not unitized.
The Companies stated that they will be manually unitized and the retirement will be recorded
at the time of unitization. At that time, retirement estimates are reviewed, assets are
identified, and the appropriate retirements are booked. While Utility Plant in Service was
overstated as of November 30, 2019, by the retirement amounts not recorded, the Companies
were unable to provide a retirement estimate prior to unitization. The Companies stated, and
Blue Ridge recommends, that an adjustment be made to the Rider DCR revenue requirement
in a future Rider DCR filing to reflect the retirements when the actual amount is known.

FirstEnergv Response: An adjustment for the cumulative revenue requirement impact was
included in the Companies’ January 5,2021, Rider DCR Compliance filing. See BRC Set 1-INT-
009 Attachment 1 Confidential.

Blue Ridge Comments: Blue Ridge is satisfied with the actions taken. No additional work is
necessary.

6. Recommendation 6, 2019 DCR Report, p. 89, Work Order Backlog: Blue Ridge recommends
that the Companies make a concerted effort to reduce the volume of backlog work orders
both in quantity and dollar value.

FirstEnergv Response: The Companies continue to work on reducing the volume of backlog
work orders. See response to BRC Set 1-INT-037 and BRC Set 1-INT-038, which shows the
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current volume of backlog. The current backlog shows a 29% decrease in work orders and
15% decrease on the balance from the previous year.

Blue Ridge Comments: Blue Ridge found that the Companies have made a concerted effort to
reduce the volume of backlog work orders. However, as stated in Blue Ridge’s
recommendation for this year’s audit, the Companies should continue to work on reducing
the volume of backlog work orders, both in quantity and dollar value, to return to the 2018
level.

7. Recommendation 7, 2019 DCR Report, p. 94, Depreciation Expense: In verifying the
mathematical accuracy of the depreciation expense calculations, Blue Ridge found that CEI
and OE stopped depreciating FERC account 390.3—Leasehold Improvements on an actual
basis in recognition that the leasehold improvements had been fully amortized. However, the
Companies continued to accrue depreciation in account 390.3 on an estimated basis. This
action was incorrect; however, no adjustment is necessary since the estimated expense was
corrected through the normal reconciliation process in the Companies’ April 2, 2020, Rider
DCR Compliance Filing. Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies rectify the inconsistent
formula between actual and estimated calculation by the next filing date.

FirstEnerev Response: The Companies have corrected the inconsistent formula between
actual and estimated depreciation calculation for account 390.3. See the Companies’ January
5, 2021 Rider DCR Compliance Filing.

Blue Rid2e Comments: Blue Ridge is satisfied with the actions taken. No additional work is
necessary.

8. Recommendation 8, 2019 DCR Report, p. 104, EDIT: Blue Ridge recommends reversing all
EDIT adjustments, except for reclasses between normalized and non-normalized property,
so that the Total Property EDIT reflected in Rider DCR matches the Total Property EDIT as of
December 31, 2017, in the Stipulation.

FirstEnerev Response: As provided in the Comments filed 7/27/2020 in Case No. 19-1887-
EL-RDR, the Companies believe, “The Companies’ December 31, 2017, EDIT balances
reflected in Rider DCR match the implementation filing for the Tax Cuts and lobs Act of 2017
and are consistent with the terms of the Stipulation and Recommendation approved by the
Commission on luly 17, 2019, in Case No. 18-1604-EL-UNC (“Stipulation”).”

Blue Ridge Comments: The issue remains before the Commission awaiting a decision.
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

• Determine if the Companies implemented their Commission-approved DCR Rider and if the
Companies are in compliance with the Combined Stipulation agreement set forth in the Opinion
and Order issued in Case No. 14-1297-EL~-SSO et al.

The purpose of the audit is to determine whether the Companies implemented their
Commission-approved Rider DCR and whether the Companies are in compliance with the Combined
Stipulation agreement set forth in the Opinion and Order issued in Case No. 14-1297-EL-SSO. This
section begins with an overview of the process and control policies and procedures that affect the
plant balances and expense categories that feed into the Rider DCR calculations. The section also
includes various variance analyses and provides the reviews of any significant changes in net plant
by individual FERC account. In addition, the subsection labeled “Gross Plant in Service” contains the
results of the transactional testing and field verification.

Each component of Rider DCR is investigated separately. The specific exclusions are addressed
in Riders LEX, EDR, AMI, and General Exclusions and are followed by our analysis of gross plant in
service; accumulated reserve for depreciation; accumulated deferred income taxes; depreciation
expense; property tax expense; allocated Service Company; Commercial Activity Tax (CAT) and
income taxes; and the return component. The report concludes with a review of the calculation of
revenue requirements, followed by a review of the projections for the first quarter 2020.

Authority to Recover Components ofRider DCR

Blue Ridge reviewed the Commission Opinion and Order in Case No. 10-388-EL-SSO, dated
August 25, 2010, the Combined Stipulation, and the Rider DCR relevant testimony and hearing
transcripts. The Opinion and Order and Combined Stipulation from Case No. 10-388-EIrSSO (as
modified and reaffirmed in Case Nos. 12-1230-EL-SSO and 14-1297-EL-SSO7) provide the authority
for what should be included within Rider DCR. The Combined Stipulation includes this direction in
Section B.2:

Effective January 1, 2012, a new rider, hereinafter referred to as Rider DCR (“Delivery
Capital Recovery’), will be established to provide the Companies with the
opportunity to recover property taxes, Commercial Activity Tax and associated
income taxes and earn a return on and of plant in service associated with distribution,
subtransmission, and general and intangible plant including allocated general plant
from FirstEnergy Service Company that supports the Companies, which was not
included in the rate base determined in the Opinion and Order of January 21, 2009 in
Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR et al. (“last distribution rate case”).8

The net capital additions included for recognition under Rider DCR will reflect gross
plant in service not approved in the Companies’ last distribution rate case less growth

Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO Commission Opinion and Order, July 18,2012, pages 10—11, and Case No. 14-
1297-550 Commission Opinion and Order, March 31, 2016.
B Case No. 10-0388-EL-SS0 Stipulation and Recommendation, March 23, 2010, page 13.
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in accumulated depreciation reserve and accumulated deferred income taxes
associated with plant in service since the Companies last distribution rate case.9

The filing shall show the Plant in Service account balances and accumulated
depreciation reserve balances compared to that approved in the last distribution rate
case. The expenditures reflected in the filing shall be broken down by the Plant in
Service Account Numbers associated with Account Titles for subtransmission,
distribution, general and intangible plant including allocated general plant from
FirstEnergy Service Company that supports the Companies based on allocations used
in the Companies’ last distribution rate case. Net capital additions for Plant in Service
for General Plant shall be included in the DCR so long as there are no net job losses at
the Companies as a result of involuntary attrition as a result of the merger between
FirstEnergy Corp. and Allegheny Energy, Inc. For each account title the Companies
shall provide the plant in service and accumulated depreciation reserve for the period
prior to the adjustment period as well as during the adjustment period. The filing shall
also include a detailed calculation of the depreciation expense and accumulated
depreciation impact as a result of the capital additions. The Companies will provide
the information on an individual Company basis.1°

PROCESSES AND CONTROLS

• Review and update the processes and controls identified during the last audit that affect the
costs in Rider DCR to validate that FirstEnergy exhibits reasonable management practices
associated with the investment funded by Rider DCR.

• Review the Companies’ internal audits and SOX compliance which would affect Rider DCR.

Blue Ridge did not perform a management audit but did review FirstEnergy’s processes and
controls to ensure that they were sufficient so as not to adversely affect the costs in Rider DCR.
Beginning from a basis of last year’s review of the 2019 FirstEnergy Rider DCR processes and
controls, Blue Ridge reviewed documents relied upon for that audit supplemented with changes to
those processes and controls that the Companies have made since that audit. Based on the documents
reviewed, Blue Ridge was able to update its understanding of the Companies’ processes and controls
that affect each of the plant balances and expense categories within Rider DCR. Blue Ridge concluded
that FirstEnergy exhibits reasonable management practices associated with the investment funded
by Rider DCR. Our only concern relates to vegetation management discussed later in this section.
Furthermore, by reviewing internal audit reports conducted on various areas of the Companies’
operations, Blue Ridge found that the Companies have processes in place to evaluate whether cost
controls were adequate and that no significant internal control deficiencies noted in the internal
audits resulted in a diminished view of the Companies preparation or costs included in the DCR.

The following is a summary of the areas Blue Ridge reviewed.

9 Case No. 10-0388-EL-SS0 Stipulation and Recommendation, March 23, 2010, page 14.
‘° Case No. 10-0388-EL-SS0 Stipulation and Recommendation, March 23, 2010, page 15.
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Policies and Procedures

Blue Ridge reacquainted itself with the policies, procedures, and process flow diagrams
associated with the various processes that affect the categories that feed into the Rider DCR
calculations. Furthermore, we requested post-2019 modifications to those policies, procedures,
and/or process flow diagrams to determine whether any concerns were raised in connection to the
impact of those changes on the Rider DCR calculations. As mentioned under recommendation 3 in
section Status of Recommendations of Prior Compliance Audits, in 2020, CEI put a Portfolio Control
Process in place that will enhance controls on spending and lend additional visibility prior to the jobs
being released to the field. Other than that, an additional retirement unit added in 2020, and some
minor enhancements to the Enterprise Sourcing of Materials and Services procedure, the Companies
stated that no significant changes to procedures or policies were incorporated in 2020.11

The policies, procedures, and process flow diagrams reviewed related to the following areas:

1. Plant Account
a. Capitalization
b. Preparation and approval of work orders
c. Recording of CWIP including the systems that feed the CWIP trial balance
d. Application of AFUDC
e. Recording and closing of additions, retirements, cost of removal, and salvage in

plant
f. Unitization process based on the retirement unit catalog
g. Application of depreciation
h. Contributions in Aid of Construction (CIAC)

2. Purchasing/Procurement
3. Accounts Payable/Disbursements
4. Accounting/Journal Entries
5. Payroll (direct charged and allocated to plant)
6. Taxes (Accumulated Deferred Income Tax, Income Tax, and Commercial Activity Tax)
7. Insurance Recovery
8. Property Taxes
9. Service Company Allocations
10. Budgeting/Projections
11. IT Projects

As a result of our review, Blue Ridge notes the following regarding processes that affect the Rider
DCR.

Capitalization rl.a above): PlantAssets, including CWIP, Unitization, and Depreciation 11.c, I.e. If liii:
Accounting Entries, including Accounts Payable and Payroll (3. 4. 5)12

The Companies regard Capitalization as the procedure by which the total value of a capital asset
of specified qualifications is assigned to its Balance Sheet classification of “Property, Plant and
Equipment.” This value is expensed to the Income Statement over its expected life by means of

~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-011.
‘2WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, a, Attachment 1, Capitalization Policy—
Confidential.
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depreciation expense. Specifically, the Capitalization policy states, “Costs which result in additions or
improvements of a permanent character which add value to the property shall be capitalized if a) the
useful life is greater than one year and b) costs are greater than $1,000 (excluding computer
software). Computer software shall be capitalized for costs greater than $5,000. .. . All other costs
shall be expensed.”13

The Capitalization Policy also holds the relevant policies for plant additions, retirements,
removal cost, and salvage applicable to Rider DCR. The policy provides the qualifications for capital
additions, which include extensions, enlargements, expansions, or replacements made to an existing
asset. Once an asset is capitalized, the Companies track it using the Continuing Property Records
(CPR). This CPR is a PowerPlanl4 ledger that contains a full audit trail for all plant transactions
(additions, retirements, adjustments, inter and intra company transfers, etc.). Retirements (classified
as such according to specific criteria) are accounted for by crediting their original cost to its plant
account The Retirement Unit Catalog is a listing within PowerPlant of all retirement units. Based on
a specific set of criteria, these units are identified as retirement units to differentiate between
replacements or additions chargeable to plant accounts (capital) and those chargeable to
maintenance accounts (expense).

Construction work in process (CWIP) is the account to which capitalized costs are charged
during the construction phase. Following construction, when the asset is ready to be placed into
service, the cost is transferred to the completed construction not classified account (CCNC). Finally,
after unitization, the asset is transferred to electric plant in service (EPIS).

FirstEnergy indicated that the retirement unit Safety Demonstration Equipment was added to
Capitalization in 2020. No other significant procedural or policy changes occurred in 2020.15

Prenaration andApyroval of Work Orders’6

Blue Ridge had reviewed both the Work Management Process flow diagram as well as the
CREWS (Customer Request Work Scheduling System) Work Request Type Narratives. Elements such
as project size and contractor involvement affect the process for managing the work. According to
the CR (Customer Request) in the CREWS name, the system would seemingly include only work
specifically initiated by request of customers. However, the system does include routine preventive
and corrective maintenance as well.

The CREWS Work Request Type Narratives categorize work based on area (e.g., Distribution,
Forestry, Meter, Substation) and then by more specific activity within those categories.

1~ WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, a, Attachment 1, Capitalization Policy—
Confidential.
14 ~~PowerPlan” is a commercially available computer software application used in plant accounting.
~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-Oll and 012.
16WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, b, Attachment 1, Work Management
Process—Confidential and WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, b, Attachment 2,
CREWS Work Request Narratives—Confidential.
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Contributions in Aid ofConstruction (CIA C)”

Regarding Contributions in Aid of Construction, Blue Ridge had examined the Companies’
Invoicing Process Flow Chart that follows work initiation, authorization, scheduling, and completion
in accordance with funding—invoicing, payment, and recording.

Application 0fAFUDCI8

FirstEnergy has a policy in place to account for capitalized financing costs during construction.
Three conditions must be met: (1) expenditures for the asset must have been made; (2) activities
necessary to prepare the asset for its intended use must be in progress; and (3) interest cost must be
incurring. Interest capitalization ceases when any of these conditions ceases or, of course, when
construction is complete.

Capital Spares

Blue Ridge reviewed the Companies’ capital spares policy in last year’s audit and found that it
was comprehensive and complete and that it contains all the essential requirements and approval
processes we expected to see.19 The Company made no updates to the policy in 2020.20 The use of
spares, among other things, mitigates disruption of service. The Companies move compatible spare
transformers between FirstEnergy entities to and from Ohio when the need arises.21

Purchasinp/Procurement22

Blue Ridge had reviewed FirstEnergy’s procedure by which the Companies’ Supply Chain
prepares, reviews, approves, and processes procurement documents for all materials, equipment,
and services. The procedure applies to all business units and operating companies within
FirstEnergy. The procedure identifies minimum requirements, exceptions, responsibilities, and
actual process steps. Process steps include justifications, requisitions, approvals, buyer activity,
sourcing strategy, bidding process, award, execution, and order maintenance.

The Companies stated that to comply with the new NERC CIP ruling “CIP — 13 Cyber Security —

Supply Chain Risk Management,” minor enhancements were made to the Enterprise Sourcing of
Materials and Services procedure.23

17Wp FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, e, Attachment 1, Invoicing Process Flow
Chart—Confidential.
16WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, d, Attachment 1, Accounting For
Capitalized Financing Costs During Construction—Confidential.
“FirstEnergy’s response to 2019 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-10.
20 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 3-INT-6.
21 FirstEnergy’s response to 2019 audit Data Request BRC Set 15-INT-4, ~5, ~6, ~7.
22 WP FE response to 2016 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-013, b, including Attachment 3, Procedure for
Enterprise Sourcing of Materials and Services—Confidential.
23 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-li.
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Taxes [Accumulated Deferred Income Tax. Income Tax, and CommercialActivity Taxi24

In its Accounting for Income Taxes procedure, the Companies stated that tax reporting and
disclosing of both current and future income taxes in their financial statements is in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles.

Insurance Recovery25

According to the Companies, Insurance Risk Management (IRM) coordinates all large property
and non-subrogation insurance recoveries. IRM oversees the process from notification to them by
field personnel when an event occurs, through evaluation, claim, gathering of costs and expenses, and
settlement, and finally culminating in ensuring proper accounting of recoveries.

Property Taxes26

Blue Ridge examined the FirstEnergy desktop procedure for Ohio Property Tax returns. The
procedure addresses steps taken in producing property tax schedules.

Service Company Allocations2’

According to the Stipulation in Case 10-388-EL-SSO and continued in Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO
and Case No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, expenditures reflected in the quarterly filing will be “broken down by
the Plant in Service Accounts Numbers associated with Account Titles for subtransmission,
distribution, general and intangible plant, including allocated general plant from FirstEnergy Service
Company that supports the Companies based on allocations used in the Companies’ last distribution
rate case.”28 The most recent base distribution rate case is Case No. 07-0551-EL-AIR.

Budgeting/Protections29

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include three months of projected data through the end of
February 2020. The estimate is based on the most recent [December 2019) forecast from PowerPlant
adjusted to reflect current assumptions, to incorporate recommendations from prior audits, and to
remove the cumulative pre-2007 impact of a change in pension accounting.3° Blue Ridge reviewed
the Companies’ capital budget process to understand whether that process was sound and results in
reasonable projections of expected capital expenditures that would be included in the Rider DCR.
Blue Ridge sought to understand the Companies’ processes and practices for justif~,ing and approving
the capital funds that would be expended on FirstEnergy’s transmission, distribution, general, and
intangible gross plant The policies, procedures, and process flow diagrams, showing key controls

24WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, m, Attachment 1, Income Tax Policy and
Procedure—Confidential.
25 WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, a—Confidential.
26 WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, n, Attachment 1, Ohio Property Tax
Returns—Confidential.
27 WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, i—Confidential.
20 Case No. 10-0388-EL-SSO Stipulation and Recommendation, March 23, 2010, page 15.
29WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, c, Attachment 1, Creating Multi-Year
Enterprise Capital Portfolio—Confidential; WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, c,
Attachment 2, FE Capital Portfolio Development and Capital Management Procedure—Confidential; and WP
FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, c, Attachment 3, Energy Delivery Capital
Allocation Process—Confidential.
~° DCR Filings: CE 12-30-16 DCRFiling.pdf, OE 12-30-16 DCR Filing.pdf, and TE 12-30-16 DCR Filing.pdf.
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related to, among other things, capital budgeting and projections, was reviewed. Blue Ridge also
reviewed whether the cost controls were adequate and reasonable.

Based on past cost overruns of 15% and greater, in the 2019 DCR Rider Audit, Blue Ridge
recommended that the Companies further enhance and refine their project-estimating process. As
noted under recommendation 3 in section Status of Recommendations of Prior Compliance Audits,
in 2020, CEI put a Portfolio Control Process in place that will enhance controls on spending and lend
additional visibility prior to the jobs being released to the field. The process brings financial discipline
and enhanced business planning by requiring a Change Management Approval Form to be created
and approved by leadership when a project that is >$20K has these criteria:

• Budget Variances>10%
• Schedule Deferral
• Labor Source Changes
• Scope Changes

OE has had a Control Process similarto CEI’s in place priorto 2020. In 2020, QE created a process
to work with the Companies’ Economic Development group to identil~, new business to include in the
forecast. If there is a high probability that these jobs will occur, then there will be a specific RPA added
to the forecast.

In 2020, TE continued to monitor its process for approving scope changes on projects. If a project
in TE is changed in scope and dollars, approval is required from the engineering manager and
additional approval may be required from the director.

The budgeting activity of the Companies, with regard to its impact on Rider DCR, rests within a
well-documented process flow. Capital Portfolio development and capital management highlight the
process steps from business unit initiation, through decision points, and to the final consolidation
and approvals necessary to complete the process. The Capital Planning cycle is aligned with the
Integrated Business Planning calendar. The Capital Management Group guides the process, including
entering the business units’ settled capital target into the capital planning database, allowing the
business units to structure their portfolios accordingly.

FirstEnergy’s capital budgeting is known internally as “Multi-Year Enterprise Capital
Portfolio.”31 Individual business unit programs drive the approval of the capital budgets at the
business unit level.32 In addition, the procedure for creating and acquiring approval for the capital
portfolio states, “Business Units will utilize internal review and approval processes to analyze and
create a prioritized Capital Portfolio.”33

In formation Technology

FirstEnergy manages Information Technology (IT) projects through a formalized process. The
process includes standardized templates to describe and manage the three basic management

31 WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, c, Attachment 1, Creating Multi-Year
Enterprise Capital Portfolio—Confidential.
32 WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, c, Attachment 2, FE Capital Portfolio
Development and Capital Management Procedure—Confidential.
33 WP FE response to 2011 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-003, c, Attachment 1, Creating Multi-Year
Enterprise Capital Portfolio — Section C.2—Confldential.
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categories for IT projects: charter (establishment), scorecard (status, health, issues, and risks), and
changes (through change requests). IT’s Project Management Office meets biweekly to review IT
projects. During these biweekly reviews, the scorecard is used to help track the actual spend on the
projects relative to the original budget.

IT project cost definition begins with project estimates for labor and other-than-labor costs.
These estimates become the initial budget for the project. The project manager controls the project’s
refinement as the project scope is finalized. The project manager manages this refinement through a
change control process in which justification for changes (resource hours, cost, and schedule) must
be provided and approvals for the changes must be received from senior IT management. While a
requested change may be for a specific project, the review and approval process also takes into
consideration any impacts on the overall portfolio for IT projects. If changes to an individual project
are approved, FirstEnergy manages the project according to the new forecast (both cost and
schedule).34

Development ofRider DCR Compliance Filings

The Rider DCR schedules are compiled and calculated using Microsoft Excel® spreadsheets by a
Rates Analyst within the FirstEnergy Service Company’s Rates and Regulatory Affairs Department.
The Analyst coordinates the gathering of the data and performs the calculations and relies on the
provider of the information for accuracy. The Rider DCR Compliance filings are comprised of a
number of schedules. The schedules and information sources are summarized as follows:35

• Revenue Requirements Summary — calculated by the Rates Department
• DCR Revenue Requirement Calculation — gross plant, reserve, ADIT, depreciation, and

property tax expense roll up from detailed schedules; commercial activity tax (CAT) and
income tax rates are provided by the Tax Department; and revenue requirements are
calculated by the Rates Department

• Plant in Service — Plant Accounting
• Reserve for Depreciation — Plant Accounting
• Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes (ADIT) Balances — Tax Department
• Depreciation Accrual Rates — Plant Accounting provides the gross plant balances; accrual

rates are based upon the rates established in Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR, et al.
• Property Tax Calculations — Tax Department
• Summary of Exclusions — primarily from Plant Accounting
• Service Company Allocation Summary — gross plant, reserve, ADIT, depreciation and

property tax expense roll up from detailed schedules; allocations are based upon last
distribution rate case, Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR, et al.

• Service Company Depreciation Accrual Rates — rates are based upon the weighted
average of the approved depreciation rates for the three Ohio Operating Companies

34WP FE response to 2013 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-032—-Confidential.
~ Summary of the process repeats process as recorded in previous Rider DCR Compliance Audit Reports. See
Compliance Audit of the 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014,2015,2016,2017,2018, and 2019 Delivery Capital
Recovery (DCR) Riders of Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, and The
Toledo Edison Company.
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• Service Company Property Tax Rate — rates are based upon the weighted average of the
property tax rates for the three Ohio Operating Companies; True Value Percentages &
Capitalized Interest Workpaper — Tax Department

• Intangible Depreciation Expense — intangible plant balances provided by Plant
Accounting; accrual rates are based on the last distribution rate case, Case No. 07-551-
EL-AIR, et al.

• Rider DCR/Rate Design — the Case No. 1O-388-EL-SSO Combined Stipulation provides the
rate design for Rider DCR

• Billing Units — Forecasting group in the Rates Department (The most recent forecast was
used)

• Typical Bill Comparisons — prepared by the Rates Department to reflect the updated rates
for Rider DCR

• Rider DCR Tariff — prepared by the Rates Department to reflect the updated rates for
Rider DCR

After the Analyst prepares the Rider DCR schedules, they undergo a two-tiered review process.
A peer Analyst completes the initial review. The Director of OH Rates and Regulatory Affairs (who is
also trained to prepare the Rider DCR filings) completes the second review prior to submission to the
Commission. The Vice President of Rates and Regulatory Affairs reviews the filing as needed.

Only one change has been made to this development process in 2020: to incorporate the impact
on the Rider DCR revenue requirements of specific recommendations that came out of the audit of
the 2019 Rider DCR in Case No. 19-1887-EL-RDR (see section Prior Compliance Audit
Recommendations Status above).36

Tree Trimming and Clearing and Grading ai”Land

Policies regarding vegetation management (tree trimming and clearing and grading of land) are
of importance in the DCR discussion because of the capital and expense accounting determination.
The state of Ohio has adopted FERC accounting for regulatory purposes. Therefore, the
determination of capital and expense should be in conformance with the Code of Federal Regulations
(1SCFR).

The Companies stated that FirstEnergy management, in conjunction with their external auditors,
developed and approved the policy Accounting for the Clearing of Transmission and Distribution
Corridors (“VM Accounting Policy”). This policy establishes the means by which the Companies
differentiate between capital and O&M activity.

However, in its compliance audit of the 2017 DCR Rider and in all subsequent DCR Riders
(including the current), Blue Ridge found the VM Accounting Policy to be in conflict with FERC
regulation.

Specifically, Blue Ridge noted the broad leeway under the Companies’ policy section 1.3 to
remove any tree or limb outside a corridor for any reason and assign it as capital cost. Blue Ridge
recommended that the statement be better defined since the activity described was not done in
conjunction with the initial or expansion work for a corridor, and therefore, appeared to be
(according to FERC regulation) maintenance expense.

36 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-lO.
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Furthermore, for trees within the corridor, the policy’s section 1.3 directs the charge for limb
and tree removal of trees overhanging 15 feet or more above distribution and sub-transmission
conductors to capital even though it is not an activity of initial or expanded corridor clearing. Blue
Ridge recommended the Companies revise their VM Accounting Policy to remove the conflict with
FERC regulations.

The issue has been addressed in Case No. 17-2009-EL-RDR (although still under review in Case
Nos. 18-1542-E[~-RDR and 19-1887-EL-RDR). In Case No. 17-2009-EL-RDR, the Commission ruled
that the Companies implement the recommendations set forth in the 2017 Audit Report, which
includes adjusting its current accounting policy regarding the capitalization of certain clearing
activities. Therefore, Blue Ridge continues to recommend that the Companies revise their VM
Accounting Policy to be consistent with the FERC Uniform System of Accounts.

Internal Audit and SOX Compliance

Blue Ridge reviewed the list of 47 internal audits completed or in progress in 2020 regarding
controls that would affect Rider DCR.~~ Of those, we specifically reviewed findings of 27 of the audits
which had examination elements that could affect the DCR reporting information or process.3° For
the majority of these, Blue Ridge found the conclusions and the Companies’ responses not
unreasonable. However, Blue Ridge found one of these audits that had significant findings which
warranted concern. This audit was a 2020 third quarter Sarbanes-Oxley internal control assessment
over financial reporting, which identified five control deficiencies. Two are significant deficiencies,
two are control deficiencies, and one is a material weakness. The audit identified internal controls
that were not operating effectively to prevent or detect material financial statement errors in a timely
manner. However, no errors were discovered, and the nature of the weakness had to do with the
proper communication. Therefore, a restatement of prior period financial statements was not
required. Thus, Blue Ridge was satisfied that no detrimental effect resulted to the preparation of costs
included in the DCR.

Blue Ridge reviewed the list of Sarbanes-Oxley compliance work completed or in progress in
2020’s from which we chose 17 audits for further review.46 Two audits resulted in significant
findings.4’ The audit of General Accounting resulted in a significant finding related to document
posting and approval. The Company addressed the finding by implementing a new control, and Blue
Ridge does not believe this issue has any impact on the DCR.

The Accounts Payable audit also resulted in a significant finding related to the payment of
invoices through the non-purchase order process without valid contracts. The payment authority
control (L,OSA) was circumvented. Remediation testing on this issue is not yet complete, and this
issue could have implications related to the DCR. Blue Ridge recommends that, once the remediation
testing is complete, the results be reviewed in the next DCR audit.

37 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-014, Attachment 1—Confidential.
~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 3-1NT-003, Attachment 1—Confidential.
39 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-OlS, Attachment 1—Confidential.
40 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 4-INT-002, Attachment 1—Confidential.
41 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 11-INT-002.
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Except as indicated above, Blue Ridge is satisfied that for all the Companies’ audits and
remaining SOX compliance work which we reviewed, no detrimental effect can be attributed to the
DCR process or cost.

Conclusion—Processes and Controls

Blue Ridge was able to obtain an understanding of the Companies’ processes and controls that
affect each of the categories within Rider DCR. Furthermore, except for the SOX audit deficiency that
is still in remediation testing, we were satisfied with actions taken with regard to internal and SOX
audits. Also, except for the continuing questions of both the VM issue and the EDIT issue (see the
discussion of EDIT in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act Effect in this report), we were satisfied with the
process and control of the prior Rider DCR recommendations.

For the SOX audit deficiency, Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies conclude remediation
testing and report on the effectiveness of the remediation in the next DCR audit.

Blue Ridge continues to believe that the Companies’ vegetation management policies and
processes are in conflict with FERC Uniform System of Accounts. Blue Ridge understands that on
September 29,2020, Case No. 18-1542-EL-RDR was consolidated with Case No. 19-1887-EL-RDR and
that the issues are pending a Commission ruling. However, the issue has been addressed in Case No.
17-2009-EL-RDR. In that case, the Commission ruled that the Companies should implement the
recommendations set forth in the DCR year 2017 Audit Report, which includes adjusting its current
accounting policy regarding the capitalization of certain clearing activities. Therefore, Blue Ridge
continues to recommend that the Companies revise their VM Accounting Policy to be consistent with
the FERC Uniform System of Accounts.

Based on information reviewed and except for the recommendations immediately above, Blue
Ridge concludes that the Companies’ controls were adequate and not unreasonable.

VARIANCE ANALYSIS

• Perform a variance analysis to determine the reasonableness of any changes in plant in service
balances including additions, retirements, transfers, and adjustments.

Examining the differences of account balances associated with Rider DCR calculations supports
the determination of the trustworthiness of the DCR development. In the current audit of the DCR
year 2020, Blue Ridge evaluated several changes and variances in account balances:

• 2020 Plant Additions, Retirements, Transfers, and Adjustments
• Year-to-Year DCR Filing Plant-In-Service Balances
• Year-to-Year DCR Filing Reserve Balances
• Year-to-Year DCR Filing Service Company Balances
• End-of-year 2020 DCR Filing to 2020 FERC Form 1 Plant-in-Service Balances
• 2020 Work Order Population totals to 2020 DCR FilingYear-to-Year Plant-In-Service Activity

2020 Plant Additions. Retirements, Transfers, and Adjustments

Blue Ridge began its account variance analyses by examining the plant additions, retirements,
transfers, and adjustments in order to understand changes to the unadjusted plant balances. In its
investigation, Blue Ridge asked a multi-part data request regarding certain account changes of
concern.
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FirstEnergy responded with the requested account detail.42 Our review of the detail, including
understanding accounting entries and activity purposes, resulted in satisfaction regarding most of
our concerns. Follow-up questions were asked for further clarification. FirstEnergy’s responses43
assured us that the additions, retirements, transfers, and adjustments were not unreasonable.
However, Blue Ridge noted a timing issue regarding retirements.44 We address the issue in the Gross
Plant in Service section of this report under Project Testing, step TB.

Year-to- Year DCR Filing Plant-in-Service Balances

To support identif~’ing, quanti~ing, and explaining any significant net plant increases within
individual accounts, Blue Ridge compared plant-in-service account balances (FERC 300-series
accounts) from DCR year-end November 30, 2019, with the year-end November 30, 2020, filing.

The following table is a summary schedule of the net plant changes by classification of plant (i.e.,
Transmission, Distribution, General, and Intangible Plant). As this table shows, FirstEnergy’s
operating companies increased gross plant (including allocation of Service Company Plant) by $104.4
million, $115.5 million, and $36.0 million for CE, OF, and TE, respectively. These increases represent
a year-over-year percentage increase of 3.2%, 3.1%, and 2.9% for CE, OE, and TE, respectively. The
increases did not reveal significant increases in any specific FERC account.

42 FirstEnergy’s responses to 2020 audit Data Requests BRC Set 3-INT-001, 002, and 005, including
Attachments - Confidential.
43 FirstEnergy’s responses to 2020 audit Data Requests BRC Set 9-INT-17 and 18 and Set 11-INT-9.
44 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 11-INT-9.
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The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
2 Transmission
3 Distribution
4 General
5 Other
6 Service Company Allocated
7 Total Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company

8 Ohio Edison Company
9 Transmission
10 Distribution
II General
12 Other
13 Service Company Allocated
14 Total Ohio Edison Company

15 The Toledo Edison Company
16 Transmission
17 Distribution
18 General
19 Other
20 Service Company Allocated
21 TotalToledo Edison Company

S

S

22 FirstEnergy Ohio Operating Companies ________________________________ ______________ ________

Year-to-Year DCR Fl/ma Reserve Balances

In our analysis of specific reserve account variances from November 30, 2019, through
November 30, 2020, Blue Ridge found five accounts which increased greater than expected: Account
370 for all three of the Companies and OE’s FERC accounts 391 and 392.

Blue Ridge requested and the Companies provided additional information for these accounts to
determine the activity that caused the increases. Based on our review of the Companies’ responses,
Blue Ridge is satisfied that the activity resulting in the increases is not unreasonable.46

Year-to-Year DCR Filing Service Company Balances

Blue Ridge evaluated the change in Service Company balances through the evaluation of
additions, retirements, transfers, and adjustments and through our work-order-testing activity
discussed in the associated chapter of this report.

45WP BRCS FE DCR CF Variance 2021—Confidential.xlsx, tab—PIS Summary.
46 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 6-INT-001 - Confidential.
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Table 12: Adjusted Plant Change from 11/30/2019 to 11/3O/2020~~

(a) (b) (c) (d)
—~ Adjusted Adjusted

~ Line Account Title Balance Balance Difference %
~ No. 11/30/19 : 11/30/20 (c)-(b) (d)I(b)

(e)

$ 447,668,592
2,484,683,535

164,095,030
72,106,860

113. 835,242

$ 450,954,190
2,571,158,062

168,729,939
76,219,215

119,761,375

5 3,285,598
86,474,527
4,634,909
4,112,355
5,926,133

0.7%
3.5%
2.8%
5.7%
5.2%

3,282,389,259 S 3,386,822,781 5 104,433,522 3.2%

5 212,460,022 S 213,094,880 $ 634,858 0.3%
3,074,882,308

199,737,081
103,157,756
137,948,125

3,728.185.292 $ 3.843,708,374 S 115,523,082

3,170,010,608 95,128,300 3.1%
206,330,463 6,593,382 3.3%
109,142,875 5,985,119 5.8%
145,129,548 7,181,423 5.2%

3.1%

5 24,723,636 $ 24,662,224 $ (61,412) -0.2%
1,067,008,518 1,096,831,059 29,822,541 2.8%

76,778,776 77,595,581 816,805 1.1%
33,061,024 35,322,330 2,261,306 6.8%
60,722,810 63.883,971 3,161,161 5.2%

S 1,262,294,764 S 1,298,295,165 5 36,000,401 2.9%

S 8,272,869,315 S 8,528,826,320 $ 255,957,005 3.1%
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End-af-year 2020 DCR Filing to 2020 FE’RC Form I Plant-in-Service Balances

Blue Ridge requested and received from FirstEnergy a reconciliation between the 2020 plant-
in-service account balances in the Companies’ DCR Compliance Filings and their 2020 FERC Forms
1. Blue Ridge requested this reconciliation to ensure the DCR balances, with the appropriate
adjustments, correctly correlated to what was reported on the FERC Forms 1. FirstEnergy provided
a spreadsheet comparing the balances and offering the explanations for the differences. After
examination, Blue Ridge found the explanations not unreasonable and, with those explanations,
found that the balances from the 2020 end-of-year DCR filings matched the balances of the 2020
FERC Forms 1, giving additional confidence that the end year DCR balances could be relied upon.4’

Blue Ridge had also requested this comparison in last year’s audit which verified the beginning
balance for this year.4°

Work Order totals to DCR Filing Year-ta-Year Plant-in-Service Activity

Blue Ridge requested a reconciliation comparing the population of work orders in the scope
period with the DCR balances. The reconciliations were provided for all three operating companies
and the service company.49 After examination and clarifying calculations regarding adjustments and
exclusions, Blue Ridge found that the work order totals aligned with the DCR filing balances.

Conclusion—Variance Analysis

FirstEnergy’s responses regarding the variances in plant account balances were largely as a
result of normal work order activity and are not uncommon among utilities. The only exception was
the retirement timing issue addressed in the Gross Plant in Service section of this report. The change
in total plant balances for each of the Companies was not unreasonable.

RIDER LEX, EDR, AMI, AND GENERAL EXCLUSIONS

• Determine if capital additions recovered through Riders LEX, EDR, and AMI have been
identified and excluded from Rider DCR. Determine whether capital additions recovered
through any other subsequent rider authorized by the Commission to recover delivery-related
capital additions have been identified and excluded from Rider DCR.

The Combined Stipulation (reaffirmed in Case Nos. 12-1230-EL-5505° and 14~1297~EL~SSOS1)
requires that capital additions recovered through Commission-approved Riders LEX, EDR, and AMI,
or any other subsequent rider authorized by the Commission to recover delivery-related capital
additions, will be identified and excluded from Rider DCR and the annual cap allowance.52

The Schedule within the Rider DCR Compliance Filings labeled “Summary of Exclusions per Case
No. 14-1297-EL-SSO” identifies the capital additions recovered through Riders LEX, EDR, and AMI,
and other general adjustments that have been excluded from Rider DCR. The summary also includes

47 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-006, Attachment 1—Confidential.
48 FirstEnergy’s response to 2019 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-002, Attachment 1—Confidential.
~9 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-005, Attachment 1—Confidential.
~° Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO Commission Opinion and Order, July 18,2012, pages 10—11.
51 Case No. 14-1297-EL-SSO Commission Opinion and Order, March 31, 2016, page 119.
52 Case No. 10-0388-EL-SSO Stipulation and Recommendation, March 23, 2010, page 14.
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exclusions related to the Experimental Company-Owned LED Program. The other general
adjustments include exclusions for net plant related to land leased to ATSI, FirstEnergy’s
transmission subsidiary.

Line Extension Recovery Rider gRider LEX?

Rider LEX includes deferred line extension costs during the period January 1, 2009, through
December 31, 2011, including post-in-service carrying charges.53

The Companies’ Rider DCR Compliance Filings state, “As implemented by the Companies, Rider
LEX will recover deferred expenses associated with the lost up-front line extension payments from
2009—2011. These deferred expenses are recorded as a regulatory asset, not as plant in service on
the Companies’ books. Therefore, there is no adjustment to plant in service associated with Rider

The work order sample testing included specific criteria to review project descriptions to ensure
that the work orders did not include line extension work that should have been included in the Rider
LEX. Blue Ridge found that the sample did not include any LEX work orders.55

Economic Development Rider (Rider EDR(Qu)

Rider EDR(g) includes the cost of the electric utility plant, facilities, and equipment installed to
reliably support the Cleveland Clinic Foundation’s major expansion plans at its Main Campus located
at 9500 Euclid Avenue in Cleveland, Ohio. Also included within the rider are the depreciation and
taxes over a five-year period on a service-rendered basis, starting June 1, 2011.56 FirstEnergy further
stated that the capital additions associated with the Cleveland Clinic project recovered through Rider
EDR(g) are excluded from Rider DCR pursuant to the ESP 2 Order in Case No. 10-388-SSO and
continued in Case Nos. 12-1230-EL-SSO and 14-1297-EL-SSO.

The Companies’ Rider DCR Compliance Filings stated that the exclusions related to Rider EDR(g)
are determined by the WBS CE-000303.57 The Rider EDR(g) gross plant and reserve balances are
shown separately in the Companies’ workpapers to demonstrate that they are appropriately
excluded from the balances that are recovered under Rider DCR. The following table shows the
incremental change from 2019 to 2020 in the amount of Rider EDR(g) excluded from Rider DCR.58

Table 13: Incremental Change in Rider EDR(g) Exclusions from 2019 to 2020

Actual 11 30/2019 Actual 11/30/2020 ChangeCompany Gross Reserve Gross Reserve Gross Reserve

CEI $ 201,259 $ 9,630 $ 207,171 $ 13,049 $ 5,911 $ 3,419

The Companies are projecting a decrease in the forecasted period ending February 28, 2021, as
shown in the following table.59

53 Case No. 08-0935-EL-SSO Stipulation and Recommendation, Section B.3, page 16.
~‘ CR, OE, and TE Rider DCR Compliance Filings dated 1/5/21, pages 19 and 44.
55 Additional Validation Testing from Sampled Work Orders, Testing Criteria Tib.
56 Case No. 10-0388-EL-SSO Stipulation and Recommendation, Section F.2, pages 27-28.
57 CEI, OE, and TE Rider DCR Compliance Filings dated 1/5/2021, pages 19 and 44.
5~WP V&V FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—Confidential.
59 CEI, OE, and TB Rider 13CR Compliance Filings dated 1/5/2021, pages 19 and 44.
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Table 14: Incremental Change in Rider EDR(g) Exclusions from 11/30/2020 to 2/28/2021

Actual 11 30/2020 Estimated 2/28/21 ChangeCompany Gross Reserve Gross Reserve Gross Reserve

CE! $ 207,171 $ 13,049 $ 207,171 $ 13.905 $ - $ 856

The work order sample testing included specific criteria to review project descriptions to ensure
that the work orders did not include work for the Cleveland Clinic Foundation. No work for the
Cleveland Clinic Foundation was identified within the sample.60 However, we did find Cleveland
Clinic work orders in the work order population totaling $5,911. The Companies stated (and Blue
Ridge confirmed) that these work orders are reflected in the November 30, 2020, plant balances but
are identified as an exclusion and removed.61

Advanced Metering Infrastructure Rider fRider AM!)

Rider AMI includes FirstEnergy’s Smart Grid Modernization Initiative. With the approval of the
stipulation in Case Nos. 16-481-EL-UNC et al., Rider AMI now includes recovery of investments
associated with both the CEI Smart Grid Pilot and Grid Mod 1.

CEI Smart Grid Pilot

The Companies’ Rider DCR Compliance Filings state that only CEI has an AMI project, so this
exclusion does not affect OE or TE. Specific depreciation groups in PowerPlant and WBS CE-004000
determine exclusions related to Rider AMI.62 The Companies show Rider AMI gross plant and reserve
balances separately in the their workpapers to demonstrate that they are appropriately excluded
from the balances that are recovered under Rider DCR.

The Summary of Exclusions in the Compliance filings lists the following amounts associated with
Rider AMI that were excluded from Rider DCR.

Table 15: Rider AMI Gross Plant and Reserve Reported as Excluded from Rider DCR as of 11/30/2020

FERC Account CEI
Gross Reserve

303-SGMl $ 1,022,979 $ (529,413~
362-SGMl $ 5,406,256 $ 3,336,163
364-SGMl $ 163,082 $ 98,816
365-SGMl $ 1,794,147 $ 1,504,299
367-SGMl $ 11,080 $ 6,579
368-SGMl $ 171,766 $ 140,934
370-SGMl $ 17,032,394 $ 11,996,904
397-SGMl $ 3,342,435 $ 2,709,503
Grand Total $ 28,944,139 $ 19,263,785

The table above identifies a portion of the AMI that is excluded from the DCR.63 There are
additional excluded amounts found within the documentation that support the DCR gross plant and

60 Additional Validation Testing from Sampled Work Orders, Testing Criteria Tic.
61 WP BRC Set 1-INT-002 Attachment 1 - Confidential - Exclusions against population.
62 CEI Rider DCR Compliance Filing dated 1/5/2021, pages 19 and 44.
63 CEI Rider DCR Compliance Filing dated 1/5/2021, pages 19 and 44.
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reserve balances and reflect charges to various AMI work orders that were identified during the 2013
Rider DCR Audit Costs have continued to be recorded to these work orders since 2013. As part of the
2019 Audit, Blue Ridge recommended that the Companies modify the Summary of Exclusions to
reflect the total amount of AMI plant that they actually exclude. The Companies added another table
to include the AMI work orders identified in the 2013 DCR Audit. These additional amounts,
presented in the table below, reflect balances that are included in WBS CE-00400 and Non-SGMl
depreciation groups.64

Table 16: Rider AMI Work Orders Identified in 2013 DCR Audit Excluded from the nCR as of
11/30/2020

CEIEERC Account
Gross Reserve

303 $ 572,687 $ 697,875
352 $ 105,588 $ 16,828
353 $ - $ -

355 $ (814) $ (115)
356 $ (447) $ (68)
358 $ . $ -

361 $ 478,108 $ 81,870
362 $ (742,649) $ 160,677)
364 $ 46,578 $ 35,534
365 $ 599,247 $ 184,637
367 $ 3,701 $ 245
368 $ (407,755) $ (113,734)
369 $ 734 $ 73
370 $ (264,909) $ 189,305)
373 $ 13,036 $ 3,899
390 $ 194,648 $ 3,677
391 $ 3,974,798 $ 2,852,350
397 $ 2,074,680 $ 991,889
Grand Total $ 6,647,232 $ 4,604,978

Grid Mod 1

The Companies filed a Distribution Platform Modernization (DPM) Plan in Case No. 17-2436-EL-
UNC on December 4, 2017. On July 17, 2019, the Commission approved a Stipulation and
Recommendation authorizing recovery of the costs associated with the DPM. The Companies’ first
phase of a grid modernization plan (“Grid Mod I”) includes attributes from both the grid
modernization business plan and the DPM Plan. The Stipulation states that recovery of capital costs
of the Grid Mod I assets will be through the Rider AMI.65

The Companies have incurred costs for Grid Mod 1 with charges recorded to FERC accounts 355,
356, 362,364,365,366,367,368,369,370,371,373,391.2,394, and 39766 FirstEnergy may recover
the costs associated with these FERC accounts through the DCR. During Blue Ridge’s 2018 audit of

64 CEJ Rider DCR Compliance Filing dated 1/5/2021, pages 19 and 44.
65 Case No. 16-481-EL-UNC et. al., Stipulation dated November 9, 2018, pages 10—11.
66 WP ERC Set 1-INT-026 Attachment 2 — Confidential GM1.
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the DCR, the Companies explained the control/process mechanism they would use to identi~’ Grid
Mod I capital projects versus those recovered through the DCR:

Similar to the current process for exclusions related to Riders AMI and
EDR(g), Grid Mod I will have its own funding project and work orders that will
be tracked separately from the work in Rider DCR and clearly identifiable to
be excluded from the Rider DCR calculations.

Prior to each Rider DCR filing, the Companies review actual and forecasted
work order detail and will be able to locate and exclude activity related to Grid
Mod I, based on the funding project and work orders assigned.6~

The Summary of Exclusions schedule includes the following explanation of how the Companies
exclude Grid Mod 1 activity:

All plant in-service activity associated Grid Mod I is recorded in distinct
funding projects that are separate from the plant in-service activity included
in Rider DCR. As explained on Schedules 82.1 and 83, the starting balances
used for Rider DCR already exclude all Grid Mod I activity, consistent with
Case No. 16-481-EL-IJNC, et. al.~8

The Companies have excluded the following charges related to Grid Mod 1 from the starting
balances used in Rider DCR.

Table 17: Grid Mod 1 Excluded from Rider DCR69

11/30/19 11/30/20 Change
Company Gross Reserve Gross Reserve Gross
CEI $374,004 $6,699 $46,839,172 $7,197,428 $46,465,168
OC $1,445,313 $7,048 $57,298,439 $6,832,290 $55,853,126
TE $414,807 $7,876 $19,679,549 $3,028,108 $19,264,742
Total $2,234,124 $21,623 $123,817,160 $17,057,827 $121,583,036

As part of Blue Ridge’s work order sample testing, we reviewed project descriptions to ensure
work orders included in the DCR did not include AMI-related work. Blue Ridge found that the sample
did include one AMI-related work order (CECO 996263—Comm/Net Network Construction).~° The
AMI work order had been excluded from the DCR, but the balances were included in the Population
because they reside in Rider DCR depreciation groups. Nevertheless, they were excluded from the
Rider DCR balances.”

67 FirstEnergy’s response to 2018 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-003, d.
6fl Rider DCR Compliance Filings dated 1/5/2021, pages 19 and 44.
69WP BRC Set 1-INT-026 Attachment 2—Confidential GM1.
~° Additional Validation Testing from Sampled Work Orders, Testing Criteria Tic.
71 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
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1 Residential Distribution Credit
2 Transmission and Ancillary Service Rider
3 Alternative Energy Resource
4 School Distribution Credit
5 Business Distribution Credit
6 Hospital Net Energy Metering
7 Peak Time Rebate Program — CE
8 Universal Service
9 State kWh Tax
10 Net Energy Metering
11 Grandfathered Contract — CE
12 Delta Revenue Recovery
13 Demand Side Management
14 Reasonable Arrangement
15 Distribution Uncollectible
16 Economic Load Response Program
17 Generation Cost Reconciliation
18 Fuel
19 Delivery Service Improvement
20 PIPP Uncollectible
21 Non-Distribution Uncollectible
22 Experimental Real Time Pricing

23 Experimental Critical Peak Pricing
24 CEI Delta Revenue Recovery — CE
25 Experimental Company Owned LED Lighting Program
26 Generation Service
27 Demand Side Management and Energy Efficiency
28 Deferred Generation Cost Recovery
29 Deferred Fuel Cost Recovery
30 Non-Market-Based Services
31 Residential Deferred Distribution Cost Recovery
32 Non-Residential Deferred Distribution Cost Recovery
33 Residential Electric Heating Recovery
34 Residential Generation Credit
35 Phase-In Recovery
36 Distribution Modernization
37 Government Directives Recovery Rider
38 Ohio Renewable Resources Rider
39 Commercial High Load Factor Experimental Time-of Use Rider
40 Residential Critical Peak Pricing Rider
41 Tax Savings Adjustment Rider
42 Legacy Generation Resource Rider
43 Conservation Support Rider
44 County Fairs and Agricultural Societies Rider (New Rider)

The Companies received Commission approval and implemented a new rider: County Fairs and
Agricultural Societies Rider (Rider CFA).~~ Blue Ridge reviewed the new rider and found that it does
not recover delivery-related capital additions.

Experimental Company-Owned LED Light Program

The Experimental Company-Owned LED Lighting Program costs are recovered through the
Tariff program, originally approved in Case No. 14-1027-EL-ATA on November 20, 2014, and
continued by Commission Order in Case 16-47O-EL-ATA on October 12, 2016.76 The Companies
provided a list of the work order numbers and the FERC accounts that are used to record
Experimental Company Owned LED Lights. The list included 168 work orders with charges recorded

72 Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO Commission Opinion and Order, July 18, 2012, pages 10-11.
~ Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO Commission Opinion and Order, July 18, 2012, pages 10-11, and Case No. 14-
1297-SSO Commission Opinion and Order, March 31, 2016.
~ Case No. 10-0388-EL-SSO Stipulation and Recommendation, March 23, 2010, page 14.
75 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-028.
76 FirstEnergy’s response to 2017 audit Data Request BRC Set 11-INT-004.
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Other Riders

In addition to Riders LEX, EDR, and AMI, the Combined Stipulation (reaffirmed in Case Nos. 12-
123O~EL~SSO72 and 14-1297-EL-5SO73) requires that the Companies identifS’ capital additions
recovered through any other subsequent rider, authorized by the Commission to recover delivery-
related capital additions, and exclude them from Rider DCR and the annual cap allowance.’~ In
addition to the Riders DCR, LEX, EDR, and AMI, the Companies’ tariffs include the following riders:
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to FERC accounts 364, 365, 367, 368,369,373, and 373.3.77 The Companies have excluded these costs
from Rider DCR as shown in the following table.78

Table 18: Exclusions Related to the Experimental Company-Owned LED Program as of 11/30/2020
CEI OE_____________

FERC Account
Gross Reserve Gross Reserve Gross Reserve

364 $ 3.451 $ 145 $ 103 $ 3 $ 72.709 $ 2,252
365 $ 4.976 $ 119 $ 2.461 $ 58 $ (35.292) $ (1.121)
367 $ 3,785$ 119$ - $ - $ 14,980$ 541
368 $ - $ - $ - $ - $ (410)$ 131
369 $ - $ - $ - $ - $ (215)$ 6
373 $ 40.956 $ 2.233 $ 57.739 $ 2,417 $ 166.969 $ 8,611

373.3 LED $ 1.203.451 $ 34,884 $ 345,155 $ 18,465 $ 1.693.588 $ 35,393
Grand Total S 1.256.618 $ 37.501 $ 405.458 $ 20,943 $ 1.912.328 $ 45.813

The following table shows the change in the amounts excluded for Experimental Company
Owned LED Lights from 11/30/19 to 11/20/20.

Table 19: LED Excluded from DCR
Actual 11/30/19 Actual 11/30/20 change

Company Gross Reserve Gross Reserve Gross Reserve
cm $ 318,132 $ 17.429 $ 1,256,618 $ 37,501 $ 938,486 $ 20,072
OE $ 122,105 $ 7,224 $ 405,458 $ 20,943 $ 283,353 $ 13,719
TE $ 427,168 $ 13.092 $ 1.912.328 $ 45,813 $ 1,485,160 $ 32,721
Grand Total $ 867,405 $ 37,745 $ 3,574,404 $ 104,257 $ 2,706,999 $ 66,512

Costs associated with these FERC accounts are also recoverable through the DCR. Blue Ridge
identified the Experimental Company-Owned LED Light Program work orders in the population of
work orders included in the DCR. The Companies excluded more through the DCR than was included
in the 12/1/19 through 11/30/20 work order population as summarized in the following table.79

Table 20: Comparison of Incremental Excluded Amounts vs WO Population — Experimental Company
Owned LED Program

CECO 10116.31330 LED St. 04.io Tariff I
OSCO 101/6-37330 LED 51 CIlioTariff

ItCO 10116-37330 LED 51 04.10 Tariff
:TotM 37330 Attoteit’ S l,3~ó.719

IS
Is
I~

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.

13/30/20 Afl
TI Cc Toni

FERC Accow. D~ Conpunce D~ Complbnce D~ Coflbnc. D~ Camplt’r.c.
FINEC ExdIsioll FWeig Egdwln FlilI Esdislois Filing Exdinions

aung. fmon annie lion C.rn*. hon Olanie koch
2019-2020 FEll,. popfltlon 20192020 Fili~ Pofldo.. 2019-2020 Fill,. PopdetIoci 2039-3010 FiliFg Pophtion

36400-PoIe,TowertMd Fixturee $ 69392 $ 80.329 $ 103 $ (1451 S 2,057 $ 3,343 $ 11.552 $ 83,527
36500-Ovtrhd Conduct,, De’dcee 5 (366741 $ (36.6501 $ 2461 $ 2,461 S 4,013 5 30,671 $ (30.200) $ (3,512)
36100 -UndocrndConductr.DevIce S 4433 $ (1,096) S $ S (01 $ (0) $ 4,432 S (1.096)
36800 LIneTrando,flerI S 3221) $ (1.635) $ S $ - $ (5,221) $ (7,635)
36900-Sevice $ (592) $ 070) $ . S $ - S 592) $ (970)
373n-Strtet Lltt-n0331330 5 94103 S 24,068 . $ 5MG 5 124,539 $
37310-Street Lltt.Oh, UgUn 5 (23.944) 21,940 5 7.201 $ 1,397
31320-Street Light’ (SIP $ 3,694 $ S - $ 3,694
Toti LtD Exiudmi accountslett 37330 $ 528,440 $ 12,034 $ 27,352 S 27,949 $ 11,119 $ 41,211 S 164,511 $ 81,203

S

S 926,068

255.903 S

926.968

926,969

256(03

1,3 59,119

2,542,486

Told LED Excludes Accounts I $ 1485,159 I $ 12,0341 $ 293,353 I $ 27,949 1$ 939,486 1$ 41,223 15 2.706.999 15 81.20,1

77 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-29 Attachment 9—Confidential.
78 CEI, OE, and TE Rider DCR Compliance Filings dated 1/5/21, page 19 and 44.
79WP FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 Data Request BRC Set 10-INT-001—Confidential.
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Blue Ridge was able to identify $81,205 of LED work within the Population based on Work Order
Number, FERC accounts, and Company. We did not identify any FERC 37330 — Street Light — LED
accounts within the Population.

Blue Ridge was unable to specifically identify the $164,511 of activity excluded within the non
37330 FERC accounts filed within the DCR Compliance filing for the period 12/1/19 through
11/30/20. The Company excluded more than $83,306 more than what Blue Ridge was able to identify
within the population.

Government Directive Recovery Rider (Rider GDR)

Government Directive Recovery (GDR) Rider has the potential to impact the Rider DCR in the
future. Rider GDR recovers costs associated with federal or state government mandates enacted after
August 4, 2014. No activity has occurred on Rider GDR to date.°° The Companies stated that to the
extent the Rider GDR is populated in the future, any costs included for recovery would exclude capital
additions or other components that are currently being recovered through Rider DCR.81 The GDR
projects would have their own funding projects and work orders.82

Conclusion—Other Riders

The work order sample testing included specific criteria to review project descriptions to ensure
that the work orders did not include projects related to Experimental Company Owned LED Light
Program and Rider GDR. Blue Ridge found no project costs related to LED or GDR in the work order
sample.

General Exclusions

Consistent with Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR, the Companies removed land leased to ATSI,
FirstEnergy’s transmission subsidiary, from Rider DCR. The amounts are not jurisdictional to
distribution-related plant in service and were excluded accordingly from each operating company.

Table 21: ATSI Land Lease (FERC Account 350) Excluded from Rider DCR°3

Company Actual 11/30/20 Estimated 2/28/2 1
Gross Reserve Gross Reserve

CEL $ 56,320,866 $ - $ 56,320,866 $ -

OF 86,092,924 - 86,092,924
TE 15,628,438 - 15,628,438 -

Total $158,042,228 $ - $158,042,228 $ -

The ATSI Land Lease exclusion changed by the incremental activity (i.e., additions, retirements,
transfers, and adjustments) recorded in FERC Account 350. Blue Ridge reconciled the change from
the prior year’s balance to the recorded activity and found no exceptions.84

88 WP FirstEnergy’s response to 2016 audit Data Request BRC Set 10-INT-001—Confidential.
81 WP FirstEnergy’s response to 2016 audit Data Request BRC Set 10-TNT-001—Confidential.
82 WP FirstEnergy’s response to 2018 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-005.
83 CEI, OF, and TE Rider DCR Compliance Filings dated 1.5.202 1, page 19 and page 44.
84 CEI, OE, and TE Rider DCR Compliance Filings dated 1.5.2021, page 19 and page 44; FirstEnergy’s response
to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-025.
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The work order sample testing included specific criteria to review project descriptions to ensure
that the work orders did not include ATSI Land Lease amounts. One work order related to ATSI Land
Lease was identified within the sampIe.~~ The Companies explained that the ATSI Exclusions included
in the Rider DCR compliance filing are associated with land leased to ATSI and contained in FERC
account 350. The activity contained in work order L1094 in the population is associated with asset
transfers to OE:86

• Transfer of Boardman-Pidgeon Land to ATSI, per Real Estate record of ownership:
$(897,324)

• Transfer Fairlawn Building #5 assets to ATSI, per intercompany transfer agreement:
$(963,530).

The above transfers represent credits to the DCR based on Transfer of Fairlawn Building #5
assets to ATSI under the intercompany transfer agreement We reviewed the cost detail and
determined that the accounts credited are, in fact, related to Land and Structures. Therefore, those
transfers are not unreasonable.

Generation

The work order sample testing included specific criteria to review project descriptions to ensure
that the work orders did not include generation amounts. Blue Ridge found no generation amounts
included within the sample work orders that should have been removed.

Conclusion—Rider LEX, EDR, AM), and General Exclusions

The Companies’ exclusion of capital additions recovered through other Commission-approved
Riders is not unreasonable.

GROSS PLANT IN SERVICE

Determine if the Companies’ recovery of the incremental change in Gross Plant are not
unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to the Companies at the time such
expenditures were committed.

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following gross plant-in-service incremental
change for each company from the time of the prior audit.

Table 22: Incremental Change in Gross Plant from 11/30/19 to 11/30/2087

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company S 3,282,389,260 $ 3,386,822,782 S 104,433,522
Ohio Edison Company 3,728,185,289 3,843,708,376 115,523,087
The Toledo Edison Company 1,262,294,764 1,298,295,163 36,000,399
Total $ 8,272,869,313 $ 8,528,826,321 $ 255,957,008

Actual and Estimated Schedules B-2.1 support the incremental change in gross plant in service
for transmission, distribution, and general plant. Other plant includes intangibles that are supported

85 Additional Validation Testing from Sampled Work Orders, Testing Criteria Tic.
86 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 9-JNT-OO5.
87 V&V FE OCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—Confidential.
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on separate schedules within the filings. The plant balances developed on these schedules are used
throughout the Rider DCR revenue requirement calculations.

The Companies did not have any large construction and/or replacement programs in 2020. Each
company had normal, recurring replacement programs, including Pole Replacements, Underground
Cable Replacement, Feeder Repair/Replacement, Worst Performing Circuit/CEMI Program, and
Downtown Network Upgrades.88

Mathematical Verification

Blue Ridge performed mathematical checks on the calculations included in the actual and
estimated schedules that support gross plant and also verified that gross plant balances rolled
forward to the revenue requirement calculation correctly. We did not identify anything in the
mathematical computations as unreasonable.89

Source Data Validation

Blue Ridge traced the values used for actual November 30, 2020, and estimated February 28,
2021, gross plant-in-service balances to source documentation. 90 The actual plant-in-service
balances were adjusted to remove the cumulative pre-2007 impact of a change in pension accounting
(discussed below), to incorporate applicable adjustments associated with recommendations from
the Rider DCR Audit Reports filed in 2013_2020,91 and to remove all balances associated with Grid
Mod I as approved by the Commission in Case No. 16-481-EL-UNC et al. (as discussed in the Exclusion
section of this report).

Chanoe in Pension Accounting

Schedule B-2.1 includes a note that plant in service is adjusted to remove the cumulative pre
2007 impact of a change in pension accounting. In the prior audit, FirstEnergy explained the
adjustment as follows:

Effective in the fourth quarter of 2011, FirstEnergy Corp. (FE) elected to change its
method of recognizing actuarial gains and losses for its defined benefit pension plans
and other postretirement plans (OPEB). Previously, FE recognized actuarial gains and
losses as a component of Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income (AOCI) within
the Consolidated Balance Sheets on an annual basis. Actuarial gains and losses that
were outside a specific corridor were subsequently amortized from AOCI into
earnings over the remaining service life of affected employees within the related
plans. Under the new methodology, which is preferable under GAAP, FE has elected
to immediately recognize net actuarial gains and losses in earnings, subject to capital
labor rates, in the fourth quarter of each reporting year as gains and losses occur and
whenever a plan is determined to qualify for a re-measurement during a reporting
year. The cumulative impact of this change in accounting methodology was reflected
in FE’s 2011 year-end financial results. Net plant in service was impacted by the

88 PirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-019.
89 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021 — Confidential.
90 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-001, Attachment 3—Confidential.
91 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-001, Attachments 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9—
Confidential.
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appropriate capitalized portion of actuarial gains and losses recognized as a result of
this accounting methodology change.92

Blue Ridge found FirstEnergy’s explanation to be not unreasonable. In addition, Blue Ridge
compared the Change in Pension Accounting amounts from year to year and found that the amounts
were the same.93

Validation of Work Order Ponulation

The Companies provided a list of work orders that support gross plant in service for December
2019 through November 2020.~~ Blue Ridge validated that the work order amounts reconciled to the
Companies’ DCR filing gross plant balances.95 Blue Ridge sorted the work order population by work
order number and reviewed the population for work order numbers that represent plant that is
specifically excluded from Rider DCR. Blue Ridge’s findings are discussed in the Rider LEX, EDR, AMI,
and General Exclusions section. In addition, the population was scanned for unusual transactions and
included them as judgment samples if not selected in the statistical sample.

Transaction Testing ofSampled Work Orders

In addition to global evaluations of the population, Blue Ridge selected work orders for
additional detail testing. Using probability-proportional-to-size (PPS) sampling techniques96 and
professional judgment Blue Ridge selected 63 work orders representing 165 FERC cost line items
for detailed transactional testing. The following table provides the number of work orders and FERC
cost line items in the population and the number in Blue Ridge’s sample.

Table 23: Work Orders and FERC Cost Line Items in Population and Sample by Company97

FERC FERC
Cost Cost % Sample of

Work Line Work Order Work Line Work Order Population
Orders Items Amounts Orders Items Amounts

Cleveland Electric 20,226 29,272 $97,961,564 16 52 $18,713,558 19%
Ohio Edison 27,036 43,783 $107,482,736 21 69 $15,700,081 15%
Toledo Edison 10,299 15,436 $32,963,688 14 25 $8,162,697 25%
Service Company 119 130 $41,703,965 12 19 $769,241 2%

Total 57,680 88,621 $280,111,953 63 165 $43,345,577 15%

The testing of work orders included review of project justifications, project actual versus
budgeted cost variance explanations, reasonableness of the in-service dates in comparison to the
estimated in-service dates, proper charge of the actual detailed cost to the proper FERC account
AFUDC charge on the work order (and if so, that it was appropriate), timeliness of recording of asset
retirements for replacement work orders, and appropriate charge of cost of removal. The results of

92 WP FE response to 2011 Audit Data Request BRC Set 14-INT-0O1.
93 WP FEOH 2020 Pre-Date Certain Pension Impact Analysis 2012-2020 - CONFIDENTIAL.
94 FirstEnergy’s response to Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-002, Attachment 1—Confidential.
9~ WP BRC Set 1-INT-0O1 Att 1, Aft 3, 1-INT-002, 1-INT-OOS RECONCILLIATION (2019 vs 2020).

96WP FEOH 2020 Sample Size Calculation Work Orders through 11-30-20 — CONFIDENTIAL.
9~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-002 and WP FEOH 2020 Sample Size

Calculation Work Orders through 11-30-20 - CONFIDENTIAL.xlsx.
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the detailed transaction testing performed on the work order sample are included in the
workpapers.98 Specific observations and findings about the testing are listed below.

Description ofProjects

The Companies provided descriptions of the projects included in the work order sample. In
general, the projects may be categorized according to the following types of additions and
replacements.

1. Installation of underground and overhead conduit, conductors, and devices, including
installation on customer premises

2. Meters
3. Station equipment
4. Street lighting
5. Structures and improvements
6. Office furniture and equipment
7. Line transformers
8. Poles, towers, and fixtures
9. Services
10. Miscellaneous intangible plant (software)
11. Communication equipment
12. Store Equipment
13. Tools, Shop, Garage Equip
14. Laboratory Equipment
15. Clearing, Grading of land
16. Power-Operated, Stores, Transportation, and Data-Processing Equipment

Project Testing

To satisfy the review of these areas of focus, Blue Ridge formulated the objective criteria into the
following transactional testing steps, labeled Ti through T9. Blue Ridge’s observations and findings
against the criteria follow.

Ti: Project Type (The work is appropriately includable in Rider DCR)
T1A: Is the work related to FE, CE, OF, or TE?
T1B: Does the work order / project include plant in service associated with distribution,

subtransmission, general, or intangible plant (including general plant from First
Energy Service Company that supports the Companies)?

TiC: Does the DCR work order / project include any of the following excluded items?
AMI—Advanced Metering Infrastructure Rider
LEX—Line Extension Cost Recovery Rider
EDR(g)—Economic Development Rider
LED—Experimental Company Owned LED program
GDR—Government Directive Recovery Rider
GEN—Generation
ATSI—Land Lease

98 WP FEOH 2020 Sample Work Order Testing Matrix-Confidential.
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T1D: Is the work order / project specific, blanket, multi-year, or other (provide
description)?

TiE: Is the work order/ project an addition replacement, non-project allocation, or other
(provide description)?

T2: Capital Scope
T2A: Is the scope of work properly classified as capital and charged to the proper FERC

300 account(s) as dictated by the FERC code of accounts (CFR 18)?
T3: Justification

T3A: For specific or multi-year work orders / projects (i.e., not blankets), does the project
have detailed justification that supports that it was necessary and not unreasonable?

T4: Approval/ Budget
T4A: Did the work order / project have proper level of approval?
T4B: Does the work order / project have an approved budget?
T4C: Are the work order/ project costs +1-15% of the approved budget?
T4D: Are explanations and approvals provided for cost overruns 15% and greater over

the approved budget?
T5: In-Service Dates

TSA: Is the actual in-service date in line (at or before) with the estimated in-service date?
TSB: Was the work order/ project in service and closed to IJPIS within a reasonable time

period from project completion, and if not was AFUDC stopped?
T6: Continuing Property Records

T6A: Do the Continuing Property Records support the asset completely and accurately?
T7: Cost Categories

T7A: For work orders / projects, are the cost categories (Payroll, M&S, etc.) not
unreasonable and support the work order total?

T7B: For “other” (referring to Tid above), are the description and costs not unreasonable?
TB: Replacement projects

T8A: Were assets retired?
T8B: Was the date of retirement in line with the asset replacement date?
TBC: Is the amount of the retired asset not unreasonable?
T8D: Was salvage recorded?
TBE: Was cost of removal charged? Is the amount not unreasonable?

T9: Field Verification
T9A: Is the project a candidate for field verification?

The results of the detailed transactional testing performed on the work-order sample are
included in the workpapers. Specific observations and findings about the testing are listed below.

Ti: Project Type (The work is appropriately includable in Rider DCR)
T1A: Is the work related to FE, CE, OE, or TE?
T1B: Does the work order / project include plant in service associated with distribution,

subtransmission, general, or intangible plant (including general plant from First
Energy Service Company that supports the Companies)?

Blue Ridge found that with the exception of vegetation management discussed below, plant in
service was associated with distribution, subtransmission, general, and intangible plant.
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Tree Trimming and Clearing and Grading ofLand

Blue Ridge’s sample included four work orders related to vegetation management (VM or
“Tree Trimming”):

1. CECO Work order: CE-900186-VMPL-DIST—Total Project—$10,488,121. Project
Description: For 2021, this program covers a total of 2,346 circuit miles of vegetation
management and will encompass the planned removal of overhanging branches and off
corridor trees. Includes all contractor dollars.

2. OECO Work order: OE-900186-VMPL,-DIST—Total Project—$7,151,079. Project Description:
2021 5101 miles planned OE-D-VEG Mgmt Program 2018 - 4986 Miles Planned OE-D-VEG
Mgmt Program 2017 . 5143 Miles Planned QE-D-VEG Mgmt Program 2016 - 3953 Miles
Planned OE-D-VEG Mgmt Program 2015 - 4568 Miles Planned

3. TECO Work order: TW-900186-VMPL-DIST—N-Vegetation Management Planned
Distribution—$2,499,444. Project Description: Routine Vegetation Management along
overhead distribution conductors.

4. TECO Work order: TW-900189-VMUPL-DIST—Total Project*_$27,847. Project Description:
Routine Vegetation Management along overhead distribution conductors.~9

Because of our concerns regarding the proper coding of VM costs and whether these costs
should be recovered through the DCR as capital, Blue Ridge identified all the VM work orders in
the population.

Table 24: Vegetation Management Work Orders’°°

Total Activityin Total in Activitycodes %ofoisallowed codesto
Company Work Order FERC Plant Account Populaiton (5,14, 30, and 36) Total Activity

ctco CE-900186-VMPL-DIST 36510 ‘Clearing, Gradingoftend $10,488,121 $8,151,638 78%
cE-900187-VMPL-suBT 35620- clearing, Grading of Land $296,381 $183,078 62%

36510 -clearing, Gradingofland -$1
cE-900189-vMuPL-DlsT 36510 -clearing, Gradingofland $489,563 $204,631 42%
cE-900190-vMUpL-SUBT 36510-clearing, GradingofLand $213,533 $784 0%
CN-900187.VMPL-SUBT 36500-Overhdconductr,Devices -$1 $0 0%

36510 -clearing, GradingofLand $1
ofco OC-900186.VMPL-D1ST 36510-clearing,GredingofLend -$730 $0 0%

‘OE-900186-VMPL-DIST 36510 -clearing, GradingofLand $7,151,079 $6,209,765 87%
oE-900187-VMPL.SUBT 35620 -clearing, GradingofLand $102,284 $95,774 94%
OE-900188-VMPL-TRAN 35620 -clearing, GradingofLand $614 $0 0%
OE~9O0189-VMUPL-DlST 36120 -clearing, GradingofLand $172,938 $184,234 98%

36510-clearing, GradingofLend $15,919
OE-900190-VMUPL-SUBT 35620-clearing, GradingofLand $2,239 $2,230 100%

rIco “IW-SOOlSS-VMPL-DIST 36510 -clearing, Grading ofLand $2,499,444 $2,138,707 86%
TW-900187-VMPL.SUBT 35620 -clearing, GradingofLand $6,188 $321 0%

36510 -clearing, Gradingofland -$6,188
flW.900189-VMUPL.DlS 36510 -clearing, GradingofLand $27,847 $26,156 94%

GrandTotal $21,459,231 $17,197,318 80%

As discussed in the Processes and Controls section of this report, Blue Ridge found the
Companies’ policy Accounting for the Clearing ofTransmission and Distribution Corridors at odds

“First Energy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC 2-INT-0O1.
~°° WP BRC Set 1-INT-002 Attachment 1 — Confidential against BRC Set 1-INT-036 — Confidential — Veg
Management.
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with the FERC Uniform System of Accounts. The Companies use task category codes to determine
whether work should be charged to expenses or capital. Review of the VM issue in prior DCR audits
and the current audit focused on specific task codes designated for capital work that we believe
do not conform to FERC accounting. We identified the following cost category codes used that we
believe are inappropriate to be charged to capital:

• Cost Category 05—Off Corridor or removal of on corridor tree with overhang
• Cost Category 36—Cut Tree in the Clear Off Corridor No Future Maintenance Required.
• Cost Category 14—Overhead Limb Removal
• Cost Category 30—Property Owner Notification Capital

We obtained the VM charges for each cost code and compared the 2020 balances to the 2018
and 2019 balances, as shown in the following table.

Table 25: Vegetation Management Work Orders Charged to Cost Codes, 05, 14, 30, and 36101

OPCO Cost Category 2018 Costs 2019 Costs 2020 Costs Cumulative
CE 5 $344,191 $68,764 $41,842

14 $7,994,679 $6,583,812 $8,176,939 $22,755,430
30 $301,176 $179,820 $208,625 $689,621

36 $245,751 $218,070 $112,725 $576,546

CEI Total $8,885,797 $7,050,466 $8,540,131 V $24,476,394
OE 5 $373,704 $157,686 $380,040 $911,430

14 $5,643,274 $6,010,477 $4,517,180 $16,170,931

30 $569,619 $555,933 $522,026 $1,647,578

36 $651,051 $486,610 $1,072,757 $2,210,418
GE Total $7,237,648 $7,210,706 $6,492,003 - $20,940,357

11 5 $47,426 $35,817 $39,932 $123,175

14 $1,648,963 $2,185,779 $1,863,744 $5,698,486

30 $175,977 $162,379 $148,187 $486,543

36 $67,415 $70,198 $113,321 $250,934
TETotal $1,939,781 $2,454,173 $2,165,184 $6,559,138

Grand Total $18,063,226 $16,715,345 $17,197,318 $51,975,889

Total ofVM in Population by Year $18,617,389 $19,713,562 $21,459,231 $59,790,182

Blue Ridge recommends that $17,197,318 of capital costs associated with the above cost codes
be disallowed because they do not conform to FERC accounting. Blue Ridge has estimated the
impact to the current DCR revenue requirements:

ADJUSTMENT #1: Reduction to CECO Revenue Requirements of $1,686,259
ADJUSTMENT #2: Reduction to OECO Revenue Requirements of $1,025,521
ADJUSTMENT #3: Reduction to TECO Revenue Requirements of $402,349

101 WP BRC Set 1-INT-002 Attachment 1 — Confidential against BRC Set 1~INT-036 — Confidential — Veg
Management, FirstEnergy’s response to Data Request 2019 BRC Set 15-INT-003 and FirstEnergy’s response
to 2018 Data Request BRC Set 16-INT-001.
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In addition, Blue Ridge continues to recommend the Companies enhance the VM procedures
to include more support for the time sheet task codes charged.

TiC: Does the DCR work order / project include any of the following excluded items?
AMI—Advanced Metering Infrastructure Rider
LEX—Line Extension Cost Recovery Rider
EDR(g)—Economic Development Rider
LED—Experimental Company Owned LED program
GDR—Government Directive Recovery Rider
GEN—Generation
ATSI—Land Lease

DCR—Distribution Capital Rider

Blue Ridge reviewed the sample to ensure that each of the 63 work orders / project tested
should be included within the DCR. Blue Ridge found three work orders that were not related to
the DCR.

1. AMI/Grid Mod 1 work order (996263) a negative addition

2. Auto retirement work order (ZZ_Life_Auto) that includes some AMI/Grid Mod 1
retirements that were transferred out of the DCR

3. Accounting work order (L1094) that was primarily used for transfers of assets
between companies or for a transaction not directly associated with a Project
Management work order

Blue Ridge found that that these work orders reflected transfers or reductions to the DCR plant
balances and were not unreasonable.

AMI—Advanced Metering Infrastructure Rider and Grid Mad 1

Blue Ridge reviewed the project descriptions for each work order that had FERC account
within the sample to ensure that those descriptions excluded AMI or SmartGrid102 projects. Blue
Ridge confirmed that AMI work orders were properly excluded from Rider DCR, but the sample
did include one AMI/Grid Mod 1 work order (996263) as a negative addition. 103

The $(831,533.76) of activity was included in Rider DCR depreciation group in FERC 39120-
Data Processing Equipment and, therefore, was properly excluded from the Rider DCR plant
balances.10~

LEX—Line Extension Cost Recovery Rider

Blue Ridge reviewed the project scope for each work order that had FERC account 360,
Distribution Plant—Land and Land Rights, to ensure that each does not include line extension
work charged. Blue Ridge confirmed that LEX work orders were properly excluded from Rider
DCR. Blue Ridge found that the sample did not include any LEX work orders.105

102 PirstEnergys response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-029, part b - Confidential.
103 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-029, part j - Confidential.
104 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Sets 1 INT-09-16.
~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-029, part d - Confidential.
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EDR(a)—Economic Development Rider

Blue Ridge did not find any work order descriptions in the sample that indicated the work was
done in connection with the Cleveland Clinic Foundation and EDR(g).’°6

LED—Experimental Company Owned LED propram

Blue Ridge reviewed project descriptions and FERC accounts to determine that the sample did
not include any LED program work.107

GDR—Government Directiye Recovery Rider

The Companies stated that there has been no activity on Rider GDR to date.108 Blue Ridge
found no work orders / projects in the sample related to GDR.

GEN—Generation Work

Blue Ridge found no work orders / projects in the sample related to generation.109

ATSI Land Lease

Blue Ridge reviewed the project scope for each work order that had FERC account 350 — Land
& Land Rights to ensure that each does not include ATSI Land Lease. Blue Ridge found one
accounting work order (L1094) that was primarily used for transfers of assets between companies
or for a transaction not directly associated with a Project Management work order. The work
order recorded six transfers. Two of the transfers were to transfer land and buildings to ATSI. The
other four transfers were to transfer spare circuit breakers to other substations.110

T1D: Is the work order I project specific, blanket, multi-year, or other (provide
description)?

Blue Ridge identified the following breakdown:

Table 26 Specific, Blanket Program etc. as a % of Sample’11

Work orders % of Sample Activity Cost
AMI 1 2% -$831,534
Specific 19 30% $12,299,895
Blanket 22 35% $7,768,252
Program 5 8% $1,380,563
Capital Related Overhead adjustments 3 5% $5,196,520
Part of Capital Portfolio 13 21% $17,531,881
Total 63 100% $43,345,576

106 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-029, part c - Confidential.
107 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-029, part k- Confidential.
100 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-029.
109 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-029, part a- Confidential.
110 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-005.
~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001, AttachmentS — Cost Detail.
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TiE: Is the work order / project an addition, replacement, non-project allocation, or other
(provide description)?

Blue Ridge identified the following breakdown:

Table 27 Additions, Replacements, etc. as a % of SamplellZ

Project Type Work Orders % of Sample Activity Cost
AMI 1 2% -$831,534
Addition 31 49% $43,157,332
Addition/ Replacement 2 3% $175,909
Replacement 26 41% -$4,352,651
Capital 3 5% $5,196,520
Total 63 100% $43,345,576

T2: Capital Scope
T2A: Is the scope of work properly classified as capital and charged to the proper F’ERC

300 account(s) as dictated by the FERC code of accounts (CFR 18)?

The Companies provided descriptions of the type of work included in specific work orders/
projects in the sample. Blue Ridge evaluated the information to determine whether the work
orders / projects in the sample were appropriately classified as capital and charged to the proper
Intangible, Distribution, and General Equipment FERC 300 accounts. Blue Ridge found eleven
work orders with capital accounts charged. The scope of work is capital, but the accounts vary
depending on the type of work. The work order detail is not unreasonable.

Blue Ridge found six work orders that needed further review in order to determine whether
the work was capital.

1. CECO Work order: 14861458—ESSth St Broadway to Superior - CEI UG—$738,285

2. CECO Work order: 15599597—2018 Cleveland Resurf Proj - CEI UG MH—$89,885

Companies’ response for #1 and #2 above: The selected work orders capture costs for
the manhole casting adjustments made within the City of Cleveland. In 2015, the City
of Cleveland modified their requirements and dimensions for the manhole
adjustments that resulted in a 400% cost increase per manhole. The Companies were
required to adjust and reset the manhole-castings required by the City of Cleveland.
Most manholes within CEI are more than 60 years old. Due to these requirements, in
the event a manhole was not replaced entirely, the manhole adjustments were deemed
to be capital due to the increased scope of the manhole adjustments and the result of
extending its useful life.113

The Company describes what is involved with adjusting and resetting of the manhole
castings when it does not involve the replacement of the entire underground manhole
structure:

112 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001, AttachmentS — Cost Detail.
113 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 10-INT-001.
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Saw cut and remove existing pavement/concrete around manhole casting
7.5’x7.5’. Remove existing courses of brick. Install new courses of brick/neck
rings, install new casting frame and cover, install new dowel pins. Concrete
encase new casting area 7.5’x7.5’ to adhere to City of Cleveland specifications.

All casting was replaced at all manholes worked on in this sample. Only under special
circumstances are the castings not replaced. Manhole covers and castings are not a
unit of property or tracked in property records with a vintage, etc. However, due to the
scope of work involved, the size of the new casting, and the work extending the useful
life of the manhole, the Companies created a construction unit to capitalize this work
in their Engineering Accounting System. Zero manhole castings were reused; 115 were
replaced. Zero manhole structures were replaced. The work performed under this
program is specific to manhole castings.114

Blue Ridge found this activity is capital in nature. This work order was also reviewed
during the course of the field audit that is included in Work Order Testing step T9.

3. FECO Work order: ITS-SC.000590-1—Hybrid Cloud Computing Project - Cap—
$5,093,699

Companies’ response to #3 above: The following data processing equipment was
purchased for the Hybrid Cloud Computing Project:

• Thirty-two (32) HP Blade servers and associated components
• Two (2) IBM Flashsystem V9000 flash storage systems115

Blue Ridge found this activity is capital in nature.

4. OECO Work order: 16080601—Equip Investigate/Repair - Circuit Break—$350,424

Companies’ response to #4 above: Work Order # 16080601 is an order to replace a
capital asset (breakers). The order was in-service in September 2020 and is currently
sitting in the non-unitized bucket. Once the order is unitized, the assets / units of
property will be identified.”6

Blue Ridge found this activity is capital in nature.

5. OECO Work order: 16405672—Equip Investigate / Repair - Regulator—$96,499

Companies’ response to #5 above: Work Order #16405672 is also an order to replace
a capital asset (regulators). The order was placed in-service in April 2020 and is
currently in the non-unitized bucket. Once the order is unitized the assets / units of
property will be identified.”7

Blue Ridge found this activity is capital in nature.

6. TECO Work order: 15830443—L.ivis Park 55- Alcatel 7705-8 router—$344,646

114 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 12-INT-005.
“5 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 10-INT-004.
“~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 10-INT-002.
“7 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 10-INT-002.
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Companies’ response to #6 above: Work Order 15803443 was established as part of
FirstEnergy’s Legacy Circuit Replacement (LCR) project to address the rapidly rising
costs of leased analog circuits associated with communication solutions for data
acquisition. The focus of this project is to replace leased analog circuits used across
FirstEnergy’s footprint including replacement at Levis Park in TECO. The solution at
Levis Park was multiprotocol label switching or MPLS utilizing the Alcatel 7705-8
router.118

Blue Ridge found this activity is capital in nature.

Based on the single-line descriptions and the FERC accounts charged, Blue Ridge was able to
determine the charges to these blanket work orders should be capital:

1. CE-001603-DO-MSTM—Total Distribution Line—$980,220
2. OECO Work order: OE-003666-DF-MSTM—--OE MSTM 7 6/10/2020—$249,337
3. TECO Work order: PA207665230—PO FW: Pole 0006024-2 FOLLOW UP TO LINE—

$18,325

Blue Ridge found four vegetation management work orders with certain work codes that are
not considered capital by FERC. Further information on the four can be found in Section T1B
above.

T3: Justification
T3A: For specific or multi-year work orders / projects (i.e., not blankets), does the project

have detailed justification that supports that it was necessary and not unreasonable?

Blue Ridge reviewed the justification for all work orders in the sample, exclusive of blanket
multi-year projects, transfers, and adjustments, and found all project work orders included
justifications that were not unreasonable. In addition, the explanations for transfers and
adjustments were not unreasonable. The nature of the blanket projects is what would typically be
expected for core work of an electric utility.

T4: Approval/Budget
T4A: Did the work order / project have proper level of approval?

In 2020, CEI put a Portfolio Control Process in place that will enhance controls on spending
and lend additional visibility prior to the jobs being released to the field. The process brings
financial discipline and enhanced business planning by requiring a Change Management Approval
Form to be created and approved by leadership when a project that is greater than $20,000 has
these conditions:

• Budget Variances >10%
• Schedule Deferral
• Labor Source Changes
• Scope Changes

OE has had a Control Process similar to CEI’s in place since prior to 2020. In 2020, OE created
a process to work with the Companies’ Economic Development group to identi~r new business to

118 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 10-INT-003.
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include in the forecast. If there is a high probability that these jobs will occur, there will be a
specific RPA added to the forecast.

In 2020, TE continued to monitor its process for approving scope changes on projects. If a
project in TB is changed in scope and dollars, the engineering manager must approve, and the
director may also need to approve.119

T4B: Does the work order / project have an approved budget?

For more information, see Testing Step T4A above.

T4C: Are the work order / project costs ~1. 15% of the approved budget?

In summary, Blue Ridge found the following calculated results:

• 30%—19 projects over budget by greater than 15%
• 30%—19 projects were over/under budget by less than 15%
• 16%—b projects were underbudget by greater than 15%
• 24%—lB projects did not have budgets (emergent work, accounting work orders, or

storm work)

T4D: Are explanations and approvals provided for cost overruns 15% and greater over
the approved budget?

As listed below, the Companies provided explanations for the 19 work orders that were over
budget by more than 15%. The explanations included highway relocations by the ODOT, projects
that spanned multiple years or phases, emergent work, changes in scope, additional labor
required, cost collectors that were underestimated, more failures than budgeted, competitive
bidding and technological advances.120 While we did not find anything that we believe required an
adjustment, we do believe some of the cost overruns could have been avoided by better upfront
planning.

1. CECO Work order: 12873413—Review ODOT routes & comment on CEI UG
a. Project Description: ODOT Opportunity Corridor is a transportation and economic

development project aimed at connecting 1-490 to the University Circle area. The
estimated $331 MM in funding is from State and Federal sources. FE involvement
consists of relocating pole lines and underground facilities for the new roadway from
the I-490/E.SBth. intersection to the E.lOSth./Chester Ave. intersection. This 0C3
request covers facility relocations at the Kinsman Rd intersection as follows:2021
overhead work estimate: $190,000. 2021 underground work estimate: $230,000

b. Actual: $7,897,459
c. Budget: $5,320,817
d. Variance: $2,576,641
e. % Variance to Budget: 48%
f. Reason for overrun: Project was delayed due to portions of the state funding not being

available in the initial / anticipated timeline. Additionally, the project involved more
underground work than initially planned. By nature underground work is more costly

119 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit BRC Set 1-INT-009.
120 Further detail can be found in Blue Ridge’s Detailed Transactional Workpapers.
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and time consuming than overhead work. To offset the initial delays and due to the
increased underground work additional contractor crews were needed. Contractor
crews have a higher hourly rate than internal crews.121

2. CECO Work order: 14861458—E5Sth St Broadway to Superior - CR1 JiG
a. Project Description: Manhole casting adjustments are required for sections of

roadway being re-paved. The amount of adjustment is determined by the finish
elevation of the street surface. The number of manhole adjustments necessary each
year are dependent on the municipalities and their roadway improvement budgets
and usually numbers between 250 and 300.

b. Actual: $1,695,848
c. Budget: $789,506
d. Variance: $906,342
e. % Variance to Budget: 115%
f. Reason for overrun: This selection is a cost collector for manhole casting adjustments.

These adjustments are required when sections of roadway are repaved or expanded.
The amount done each year is dependent on each municipality, their budgets,
workload, and timelines. In this instance material and contractor costs were higher
due to more adjustments done than budgeted. The budget is a projection using
historical actuals as a guideline and 2020 workload increased by 50% over 2019.122

3. CECO Work order: 15599597—2018 Cleveland Resurf Proj - CR1 UG MH
a. Project Description: Manhole casting adjustments are required for sections of

roadway being re-paved. The amount of adjustment is determined by the finish
elevation of the street surface. The number of manhole adjustments necessary each
year are dependent on the municipalities and their roadway improvement budgets
and usually numbers between 250 and 300.

b. Actual: $1,695,848
c. Budget: $789,506
d. Variance: $906,342
e. %Varianceto Budget: 115%
f. Reason for Overrun: This selection is a cost collector for manhole casting

adjustments. These adjustments are required when sections of roadway are repaved
or expanded. The amount done each year is dependent on each municipality, their
budgets, workload, and timelines. In this instance material and contractor costs were
higher due to more adjustments done than budgeted. The budget is a projection using
historical actuals as a guideline and 2020 workload increased by 50% over 2019.123

4. CECO Work order: CE-700439-2018R1—lT Customer Service Tech Updates 2018 Ri
a. Project Description:
b. Actual: $1,859,590
c. Budget: $693,779
d. Variance: $1,165,811
e. % Variance to Budget: 168%

121 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
122 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
123 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
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f. Reason for Overrun: Additional OTL and Internal Labor was required for Stress Test
execution and implementation of NICE Call Recording Development Environment to
support project goals and critical priority defect resolution with Vendors for platform
stability, load testing, and functional issues.124

5. CECO Work order: CE-700564-2019-—IT Head-End Infrastructure for IP SCADA
a. Project Description:
b. Actual: $13,905
c. Budget: $8,638
d. Variance: $5,267
e. % Variance to Budget: 61%
f. Reason for Overrun: Additional OTL and Internal Labor was required to complete

system testing.125

6. CECOWorkorder: PA2O6595861—PO FW: CircuitjY-HO16JY (401200016) 201
a. Project Description: Replace UG network and ducted cables at failure.
b. Actual: $9,976,807
c. Budget $7,682,753
d. Variance: $2,294,053
e. % Variance to Budget: 30%
f. Reason for Overrun: This selection represents the cost collector for underground

network and ducted cable failures. Work is done when equipment fails, annual costs
are a projection. Due to the age of the underground equipment failures are trending
upward. Underground failures occurred at a rate higher than budgeted. Budget is
based on historical actuals and failures have increased 20% since 2017.126

7. FECO Work order: ITS-SC-000563-1—Windows 10 Update Cycle - CAP
a. Project Description:
b. Actual: $679,444
c. Budget: $347,137
d. Variance: $332,307
e. % Variance to Budget: 96%
f. Reason for Overrun: Resources needed to implement design and new processes were

underestimated. Discovered integrated processes that needed to be redesigned to
support Windows 10.127

8. OECO Work order: 13300165—Mantua Sub-2012 SCADA Installations on D
a. Project Description: Install SCADA Control and telemetering of watts, vars, amps, and

volts on (6) distribution exit breakers and (2) transfer breakers. Install transformer
telemetering where not already available. The scope also extends to include adaptive
relaying where applicable. Now scheduled 1st quarter 2017

b. Actual: $3,993,037
c. Budget: $664,557

124 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
125 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
126 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
127 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
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d. Variance: $3,328,480
e. % Variance to Budget: 501%
ft Reason for Overrun: The WBS project budget included this multi-year SCADA

installation order that experienced scope increases due to technological advances in
the equipment being installed causing higher material costs than originally assumed.
Due to the increase, overall costs of this project exceeded the initial budget for this
work. This particular work order is for the SCADA installation at Mantua Sub.128

9. OECO Work order: 14431541—CARROLL SUB INSTALL SCADA
a. Project Description: Install SCADA Control and telemetering of watts, vars, amps, and

volts on the distribution exit breakers at Carrol Sub. Replace breakers per field
personnel request. (10 2014)

b. Actual: $1,009,777
c. Budget: $465,885
d. Variance: $543,89
e. % Variance to Budget: 117%
f. Reason for Overrun: The WBS project budget included this multi-year SCADA

installation order that experienced scope increases due to technological advances in
the equipment being installed causing higher material costs than originally assumed.
Due to the increase, overall costs of this project exceeded the initial budget for this
work. This particular work order is for the SCADA installation at Carroll Sub.129

10. OECO Work order: 15800631—MED-303-14.94 PID 94440
a. Project Description: OE - Forced - N-Highway Relocation-OH Facility
b. Actual: $2,484,079
c. Budget: $1,784,958
d. Variance: $699,12
e. % Variance to Budget: 39%
f. Reason for Overrun: This project was covered by the capital blanket budget. This

Blanket grouping is used when we have been notified of Highway Relocation ODOT
projects. This particular order is to relocate poles for the Medina 303 road widening
project. Costs are higher because we received more projects than usual from ODOT.
The budget is based on historical actuals and during this time period OE received 2
times the amount of ODOT projects than prior years.’3°

11. OECO Work order: 16080601—Equip Investigate/Repair - Circuit Break
a. Project Description: Program to gather the costs and planning of failed breakers. This

RPA is used to capture costs related to projects for replacing failed substation
breakers.

b. Actual: $2,132,200
c. Budget: $1,419,434
d. Variance: $712,766
e. % Variance to Budget: 50%

128 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
130 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
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f. Reason for Overrun: This specific project for the Oakhill Riverbend Break is included
in the WBS project budget for the Failed Breaker program. Cost for these programs
are higher due to experiencing more failures than budgeted. The budget is based on
historical actuals, however the during the audit time period, there were 30% more
orders received on an annual basis.131

12. OECO Work order: 16405672—Equip Investigate / RepairS Regulator
a. Project Description: Program to gather the costs and planning of failed substation

regulators, as opposed to defaulting to a blanket. This RPA is used for 2016 to present
projects for replacing failed substation regulators (orders that exceed $50K, in
general).

b. Actual: $2,885,981
c. Budget: $1,591,034
d. Variance: $1,294,947
e. % Variance to Budget: 81%
f. Reason for Overrun: This specific order for the HANVILLE EAST B PHASE Regulator

is linked to the larger project WBS for the Substation Failed Regulator program. Costs
are higher due to experiencing more failures than budgeted. The budget is based on
historical actuals and there is an 85% increase in the audit time period vs the 3-year
average.132

13. OECO Work order: lF-OE-000131-1—OE - Elyria Remove UST/Add AST
a. Project Description: OE - Elyria Remove Underground Storage Tank/Add

Aboveground Storage Tank
b. Actual: $317,119
c. Budget: $250,000
d. Variance: $67,119
e. % Variance to Budget: -27%
f. Reason for Overrun: The variance is due to competitive bidding and the fact that

Overheads and AFUDC were not included in the original budget. See BRC Set 2 INT
001 Attachment 3 where contract costs totaled $240,785.133

14. OECO Work order: lF-OE-000132-1—OE - Massillon SC Remove UST/Add AST
a. Project Description: OE - Massillon SC Remove Underground Storage Tank/Add

Aboveground Storage Tank
b. Actual: $463,477
c. Budget: $275,000
d. Variance: $188,477
e. % Variance to Budget: -69%
f. Reason for Overrun: The variance is due to competitive bidding and the fact that

Overheads and AFUDC were not included in the original budget. See BRC Set 2 INT
001 Attachment 3 where contract costs totaled $322,478.134

131 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
132 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
133 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-QOl.
134 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-QOl.
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15. OECO Work order: IF-5C-000247-i—SvcCo - Fairlawn Remittance Ctr Reno
a. Project Description: SvcCo - Fairlawn Remittance Ctr Reno
b. Actual: $550,879
c. Budget: $350,000
d. Variance: $200,879
e. % Variance to Budget: 57%
f. Reason for Overrun: The variance is due to competitive bidding and the fact that

Overheads and AFUDC were not included in the original budget. See BRC Set 2 tNT-
001 Attachment 3 where contract costs totaled $270,825.~~~

16. OECO Work order: OE-700626-SW19—IT New Credit Card Vendor
a. Project Description:
b. Actual: $160,826
c. Budget: $85,278
d. Variance: $75,548
e. % Variance to Budget: 89%
f. Reason for Overrun: Higher than estimated costs due to additional requirements from

customer team and delayed delivery from vendor. 136 Delays to workorder OS-
700626-SWig and subsequent extension of the timeline were due to factors beyond
the Companies’ control. Negotiations between the Companies and the processor of
the credit card transactions regarding pricing and terms & conditions delayed the
signing of the contract which adversely impacted the originally planned timeline.’37

17. TECO Work order:15776ii1—SB Order for Defiance SW Ckt Switcher
a. Project Description: Replace Circuit Switchers at TEPerform engineering only for

i38kVSouthwest Defiance Circuit Switcher 13200 and 138kV Fayette Circuit
Switcher 13340.

b. Actual: $2,456,951
c. Budget: $2,067,707
d. Variance: $389,244
e. % Variance to Budget: 19%
f. Reason for Overrun: For this project the scope was expanded after the budget was set

up to include several different circuit switcher sets that were similar in age and level
of breakdown as the original Switchers identified. These additional circuit switcher
sets drives the variance from original budget as well as delay in in-service time.
Additional scope is for the Fayette and Defiance Switchers and also included
installation which was not covered in the original budget amount and did not include
overhead estimates, which are aprox. 55% of typical project costs (
$465.904.64+124,000) *155% = $914,352.19 . The other two switcher sets were
$543,430 for Fayette and 609,925 for Defiance including overheads. There was
additional site work needed for installation which drove the unfavorable variance.138

18. TECO Work order: 16095825—Residential Development

135 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request nRC Set 2-INT-00i.
136 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-00i.
137 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set i0-INT-007.
138 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
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a. Project Description: TB-Blanket-New Business-Residential Overhead
b. Actual: $291,917
c. Budget: $180,823
d. Variance: $111,094
e. % Variance to Budget: 61%
f. Reason for Overrun: This blanket is budgeted in tandem with Blanket TW-900624

New Business- Residential Overhead. The values for the same time period are as
follows: Actuals $0 Budget -$180,823, variance -$180,823. The combined variance is
$(111,094). This is due in part to more new Residential projects completed during
the time period than was anticipated.139

19. TECO Work order: 16622904—Equip Investigate/Repair - Transformer 0
a. Project Description: Replace Failed East Archbold #2 TR (69-12.47 kV, 22 MVA. This

is a high priority project as Mobile # S is currently in service at this location in place
of the failed transformer. Identified a 28 MVA replacement transformer which is
located at MetEd. Also replace two ITE breakers (engineer now but breakers could
be physically replaced later). The existing transformer has no oil pit.

b. Actual: $3,177,558
c. Budget: $2,771,303
d. % Variance to Budget: 406,255
e. % Variance to Budget: 15%
f. Reason for Overrun: This was an emergent project, due to the failure of a major

transformer at the substation. Temporary service was made by using a mobile
transformer unit. The capital portfolio for the region was reviewed and other cuts
were made to try to offset this emergent need. Part of the funding for the Failure came
from the Forced Failures blanket TW-900083 and part from Substation Failures
Blanket TW-800030. The original estimated cost was $938,000, which does not
include overheads. There was additional funding request of $365,000 when it was
determined that there would be more foundation work needed on site than originally
anticipated. In the Actual Total shown, There is also the cost of $809,903.51 for the
capital spare replacement that was captured under Order 16327926, which will be
transferred back to another OpCo in PowerPlant.140

Blue Ridge found that, except for numbers 13—15, the Companies’ responses were not
unreasonable. For numbers 13—15, Blue Ridge understands that AFUDC and overheads may or
may not be included in the original estimates, which may depend on the nature of the work order.
However, the management of costs resides primarily with each Project Manager. Therefore, Blue
Ridge recommends that the project managers make a more concerted effort to monitor total
project costs to ensure the project costs remain in line with the total project cost estimate.

TB: In-Service Dates
T5A: Is the actual in-service date in line (at or before) with the estimated in-service date?

139 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
140 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-001.
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Blue Ridge found that 29 work orders / projects in our sample were blankets or other types
ofwork orders, such as emergent projects, storms, and adjustments, that would not typically have
estimated in-service dates.

Of the 34 work orders / projects with estimated in-service dates, ten, or approximately 16%,
had in-service dates before December 31, 2019 (the scope period covered by this audit).

1. CECO Work Order: 13509122—NB USA Waste Inc., Geneva Landfill (PJM
a. Actual: $628,039
b. In-Service Date: 12/13/13
c. Companies’ explanation: there was a charge against the project in March 2020 for the

final completion of engineering records/drawings from Burns & McDonnell. The CIAC
Spillover process then ran in August 2020 for the total negative amount on the project
which debited CWIP and credited RWIP. Since the project is in-service, the debit
moved from 107 CWIP to 106 Plant in Service Not Classified. As 108 RWIP is included
in the Accumulated Depreciation balances used for Rider DCR, the impact of these
entries to Rider DCR net plant balances is zero.’41

d. Blue Ridge found the Companies’ explanation not unreasonable.

2. CECO Work Order: 15599597—2018 Cleveland Resurf Proj - CEI UG MH
a. Actual: $89,885
b. In-Service Date: 1/9/19
c. Companies’ explanation: See #10 below.
d. See Blue Ridge’s conclusion after #10 below.

3. CECO Work Order: CE-000827-TQ—lmplement New Mobile Radio System
a. Actual: -$412,671
b. In-Service Date: 12/14/17
c. Companies’ explanation: The amount of ($412,671) is not a cost reimbursement

(CIAC), it is classified as “Other Direct Costs” per BRC Set 2-INT-003 Attachment 1. In
September 2020 an adjustment was made to reverse charges representing MARCs
Radio user fees that had been incorrectly capitalized up until September 2020. The
charges were adjusted off of the project and into operations expense. The Companies
will include an adjustment to the Rider DCR revenue requirement in a future Rider
DCR filing for the cumulative revenue requirement impact. The adjustment was
($610,734) offset by invoice charges during the period of $198,063.142 AFUDC was
incurred only in the first month of the project, December 2017, in the amount of
$77.08. AFUDC stopped accruing as of the in-service date, which was also December
2017. The over accrual of AFUDC was $77.08.143

d. Blue Ridge found that the MARCs Radio user fees have been capitalized and included
in the DCR since May 2018. The Companies stated it will include an adjustment to the
Rider DCR revenue requirement in a future Rider DCR filing for the cumulative
revenue requirement impact. Blue Ridge has estimated the impact to the current DCR

141 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-007.
142 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-008.
‘43 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 11-INT-003.
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revenue requirements to be $(9,813) [ADJUSTMENT #24] The total estimated CE
DCR quarterly revenue requirement impact is $(134,947).

4. CECO Work Order: IF-CE-000092-1—CE - Woodland Substation Rpl Roof
a. Actual: $428,007
b. In-Service Date: 12/31/18
c. Companies’ explanation: See #10 below.
d. See Blue Ridge’s conclusion after #10 below.

5. OECO Work Order: IF-OE-000131-1—OE - Elyria Remove UST/Add AST
a. Actual: $436,786
b. In-Service Date: 3/27/19
c. Companies’ explanation: The earlier date is when the WBS was originally created, and

the later date was when it was as marked as TECO in SAP.144
d. Blue Ridge found the Companies’ explanation not unreasonable. See the additional

discussion after #10 below.

6. OECO Work Order: lF-OE-000132-1—OE - Massillon SC Remove UST/Add AST
a. Actual: $622,765
b. In-Service Date: 6/21/19
c. Companies’ explanation: The earlier date is when the WBS was originally created, and

the later date was when it was as marked as TECO in SAP.14~
d. Blue Ridge found the explanation not unreasonable. See the additional discussion

after #10 below.

7. OECO Work Order: IF-OE-000135-1—OE . Fairlawn 6 Rpl Fence Enclosure
a. Actual: $107,247
b. In-Service Date: 10/29/18
c. Companies’ explanation: See #10 below.
d. See Blue Ridge’s conclusion after #10 below.

8. OECO Work Order: lF-SC-000247-1—SvcCo - Fairlawn Remittance Ctr Reno
a. Actual: $694,310
b. In-Service Date: 9/28/17
c. Companies’ explanation: See #10 below
d. See Blue Ridge’s conclusion after #10 below.

9. TECO Work Order: IF-TW-000025-1—TE - Holland Replace Office Roof
a. Actual: $392,419
b. In-Service Date: 5/1/18
c. Companies’ explanation: The earlier date is when the WBS was originally created, and

the later date was when it was as marked as TECO in SAP.146
d. See Blue Ridge conclusion after #10 below.

10. TECO Work Order: TW-700527-2017R1—IT ARCOS Callout Implementation 2017R1
a. Actual: $35,972

144 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 10-INT-005.
145 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 10-TNT-005.
146 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 10-INT-005.
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b. In-Service Date: 1/8/18

Companies’ explanation for items 2 and 4—10: The work orders had incomplete work order
unit estimates, on which the original in-service dates provided by the Companies were based.
This was due primarily to missing utility accounts in the estimates that resulted in errors
when the work orders were in-serviced, and therefore they could not be moved from 107
CWIP to 106 Plant in Service Not Classified. The work order unit estimates were corrected in
January 2020 and the Automatic Non-Unitization process was completed to move the
amounts into 106, which is why the activity is in the scope of this audit period.147

None of the work orders over accrued AFUDC by virtue of remaining in CWIP. PowerPlan
stops calculating AFUDC based on the in-service date, so even though the projects didn’t
automatically move from 107 to 106, no further AFUDC accrued.148

One work order did accrue a nominal amount ofAFUDC, but that was based on an adjustment
and not because the work order remained in CWIP longer than it should have.

• Blue Ridge conclusion: 10 work orders, or 29% of the work orders that had estimates, and
16% of the total work orders had incomplete work order unit estimates that resulted in those
work orders not being able to close to completed construction not classified. This appears to
be incomplete project estimates. The controls in place related to moving dollars from CWIP
to CCNC properly blocked the work orders from closing. None of the work orders appear to
be blankets. They all are specific work orders. Since the work orders are declared in service,
over accrual of AFDUC is not an issue. This appears to be more of a process issue.

Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies determine why the estimates were incomplete
and lacked utility accounts and what can be done to mitigate this type of error in the future.
Not closing the work orders to CCNC timely also delays the possibility of unitizing the work
orders and increases the work order backlog. The work order backlog is discussed in another
area of this report.

Of the 34 work orders / projects with estimated in-service dates, seven, or approximately
11%, had in-service dates that were over 90 days delayed from the estimates and accrued AFUDC.

1. CECO Work Order: 13509122—NB USA Waste Inc., Geneva Landfill (PJM
a. Total: $628,039
b. Need Date: 12/31/12
c. In-Service Date: 12/13/13
d. # days delayed: 347
e. Reason for delay: Construction delayed due to customer lead time.
f. Blue Ridge: Explanation is not unreasonable

2. CECO Work Order: CE-700564-2019—IT Head-End Infrastructure for IP SCADA
a. Total: $13,905
b. Need Date: 12/31/19
c. In-Service Date: 11/14/20
d. # days delayed: 319

‘47 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-013.
148 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 11-INT-007.
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e. Reason for delay: Additional time was needed to complete the project due to more
than estimated testing and verification activities that needed to be performed.

f. Blue Ridge: Explanation is not unreasonable

3. OECO Work Order: 13300165—Mantua Sub-2012 SCADA Installations on D
a. Total: $1,008,602
b. Need Date: 8/1/18
c. In-Service Date: 4/29/20
d. # days delayed: 637
e. Reason for delay: Project was deferred due to reallocation of labor resources.
f. Blue Ridge: see Work Order Testing Step SB for further discussion,

4. OECO Work Order: 14431541—CARROLL SUB INSTALL SCADA
a. Total: $950,148
b. Need Date: 12/31/19
c. In-Service date: 8/19/20
d. # days delayed: 232
e. Reason for delay: Project was deferred due to reallocation of labor resources.
f. Blue Ridge: see Work Order Testing Step SB for further discussion.

5. TECO Work Order: 15776111—SB Order for Defiance SW Ckt Switcher
a. Total: $985,830
b. Need Date: 5/31/19
c, In-Service date: 12/5/19
d. # days delayed: 188
e. Reason for delay: This particular work was delayed due to additional work required

that was identified after the project began.
f. Blue Ridge: This project was reviewed during the field verification and found to be

prudent.

6. TECO Work Order: 16622904—Equip Investigate/Repair - Transformer 0
a. Total: $2,322,875
b. Need Date: 11/5/19
c. In-Service Date: 10/20/20
d. # days delayed: 350
e. Reason for delay: This RPA was created with the need date only one month after the

project was identified. This did not take into account the need to go through the
transfer process for the transformer nor the needed work at the site prior to
installation

f. Blue Ridge: Explanation is not unreasonable.

7. TECO Work Order: lF-TW-000025-1—TE - Holland Replace Office Roof
a. Total: $392,419
b. Need Date: 12/31/17
c. In-Service Date: 5/1/18
d. # days delayed: 121
e. Reason for delay: n/a; However, the project did not start according to the original

schedule due to delay in contract issuance and contractor ability to mobilize.
f. Blue Ridge: see Work Order Testing Step SB for further discussion.
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TSB: Was the work order / project in service and closed to UPIS within a reasonable time
period from project completion, and if not, was AFUDC stopped?

Blue Ridge found three work orders / projects that were not closed timely after the work was
complete and recommended adjustments.

1. OECO Work Order: 13300165—Mantua Sub-2012 SCADA Installations on D
a. # days delayed: 637
b. Total: $1,008,602
c. Need Date: 8/1/18
d. AFUDC Accrued: $208,617.38 will be made in March 2021.
e. Companies’ explanation: After further review, it was determined that the assets were

ready for their intended use as of May 2017 but were not in-serviced because of other
SCADA communication delays. During this delay, between May 2017 and April 2020,
AFUDC continued to accrue. The work order should have been in-serviced as of May
2017 since the assets were ready for their intended use. A manual AFUDC adjustment
in the amount of $208,617.38 will be made in March 2021. The Companies will
include an adjustment to the Rider DCR revenue requirement in a future Rider DCR
filing for the cumulative revenue requirement impact.’49

f. Blue Ridge: As a result of the delay in placing the project in service, AFUDC was over
accrued and plant in service is overstated. Blue Ridge has estimated the impact to OB
DCR revenue requirement to be $(31,007). [ADJUSTMENT #4].

2. OECO Work Order: 14431541—CARROLL SUB INSTALL SCADA
a. # days delayed: 232
b. Total: $950,148
c. Need Date: 12/31/19
d. AFUDC Accrued: $78,369.72 will be made in March 2021.
e. Companies’ explanation: After further review, it was determined that there was a

period between May 2016 and March 2019 where the project was delayed due to
funding constraints and issues with communications equipment. The project should
have been flagged as suspended and the AFUDC would have been suspended during
this period as well. A manual AF(JDC adjustment in the amount of $78,369.72 will
be made in March 2021. The Companies will include an adjustment to the Rider DCR
revenue requirement in a future Rider DCR filing for the cumulative revenue
requirement impact.’5°

f. Blue Ridge: As a result of failure to suspend the project, AFUDC was over accrual and
plant in service is overstated. Blue Ridge has estimated the impact to OE DCR revenue
requirement to be $(11,373). [ADJUSTMENT #5].

3. TECO Work Order: IF-TW-000025-1—TE - Holland Replace Office Roof
a. # days delayed: 121
b. Total: $392,419
c. Need Date: 12/31/17

‘4~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-003..
‘~° FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-003..
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d. AFUDC Accrued: $11,052.38, which should be reversed in March 2021
e. Companies’ explanation: Based on the timing of the last significant invoice and the

fact that internal work was largely completed by December 2017, the asset (the new
root) should have been placed in-service in that month, rather than in May 2018. It
appears that the work order closing was delayed due to human error and/or
employee turnover. For those reasons the Companies intend to remove the AFUDC
incurred in 2018 of $11,052.38, which should be reversed in March 2021. The
Companies will include an adjustment to the Rider DCR revenue requirement
reconciliation in a future Rider DCR filing. 151 The amount of over-accrued
depreciation was $15,455.71. The Companies will make an adjustment for these
items for the cumulative Rider DCR revenue requirement impact in a future Rider
DCR filing.152

f. Blue Ridge: As a result of the delay in placing the project in service, AFUDC was over
accrual and plant in service is overstated. Blue Ridge has estimated the impact to TE
DCR revenue requirement to be $(1,406). [ADJUSTMENT #6].

T6: Continuing Property Records
T6A: Do the Continuing Property Records support the asset completely and accurately?

The support for the continuing property records encompasses the scope and justification for
each project, the detail that supports the cost, the retirement, and cost of removal detail, if
appropriate, and the application of the proper FERC accounts. Blue Ridge found that, while we are
recommending several adjustments to plant-in-service balances, in general, the Companies’
continuing property records supported the assets.

T7: Cost Categories
T7A: For work orders / projects, are the cost categories (Payroll, M&S, etc.) not

unreasonable and support the work order total?
T7B: For “other” (referring to TiE above), are the description and costs not unreasonable?

Blue Ridge reviewed the sampled work orders and found that the cost categories are not
unreasonable with the exception of the inclusion of FirstEnergy’s Long-Term Incentive
Compensation (FE LTIP). The Company included costs in the DCR related to FE LTIP.

According to the FirstEnergy’s 2021 Proxy Statement, FirstEnergy has a long-term incentive
program that is described as “Variable cash and equity compensation designed to reward the
achievement of longer-term goals and drive shareholder value and growth” and that is awarded
to Named Executive Officers (NEOs).’53 The FE LTIP is comprised entirely of performance-
adjusted RSUs with two-thirds of the earned award payable in Company stock and one-third of
the earned award payable in cash.’54 The 2018—2020 FE LTIP was comprised of the following two
performance measures, which were weighted equally: Cumulative Operating EPS and Average
Capital Effectiveness.155 These performance measures support continued financial improvement

‘~‘ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set i0-INT-006.
152 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 11-INT-008.
153 FirstEnergy 2021 Proxy Statement and Notice of Annual Meeting of Shareholders, page 37.
154 FirstEnergy 2021 Proxy Statement and Notice of Annual Meeting of Shareholders, page 42.
155 FirstEnergy 2021 Proxy Statement and Notice of Annual Meeting of Shareholders, pages 42—43.
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and increase focus on earnings across the Company’s Regulated Distribution and Regulated
Transmission businesses. According to the Companies, the performance measures create a direct
line of sight for executives to balance the value of investments with the earnings they produce and
drive shareholder value. In addition, Average Capital Effectiveness measures the financial
effectiveness of investment in operational assets over the performance period. A high ratio
indicates the business generates larger returns on its investment in operational assets and vice
versa. 156

The L,TIP rewards behavior that promotes the interest of shareholders. Excessive focus on
increasing profitability and share price growth can harm customers. Investments included in the
Rider DCR can be based on decisions to retire and replace assets that are financially driven rather
than risk driven.

For example, between rate cases, during periods of slow revenue growth, a company may
reduce expenses to maintain profitability. While reducing expenses can and should benefit
ratepayers, taken to an extreme, it can harm customers. For example, expenses can be reduced to
increase profitability by deferring utility plant maintenance (resulting in safety issues or outages).
Further, expenses can be reduced by failing to adequately staff Customer Services, which could
lead to difficulties in, for example, accessing customer service to report leaks or outages. Customer
services would also have long wait times for other inquiries or complaints if the company were
understaffed in order to reduce costs and drive up profitability.

Due to the LTIP’s focus on shareholder interest (which can be detrimental to customers), Blue
Ridge recommends that all the costs of the 1,TIP included in Rider DCR be removed. Removing the
LTIP costs reduces the plant in service. Blue Ridge has estimated the impact to CEl DCR revenue
requirement to be $(89,959), QE DCR revenue requirement to be $(104,226), and TE DCR revenue
requirement to be $(34,444). [ADJUSTMENT #7].

T8: Replacement projects
T8A: Were assets retired?

Blue Ridge identified 23 replacement work order/ projects. Seven of those replacement work
orders / projects that had no retirement nor cost of removal charges. Blue Ridge requested
additional information and found that because these work orders / projects were not fed by a
work management system, manual intervention was required. While the recording of retirements
and cost of removal appears to be a timing issue, Blue Ridge is recommending adjustments to the
DCR revenue requirements to ensure the proper recognition on the Rider DCR revenue
requirements.

1. CECO Work Order: 15599597—2018 Cleveland Resurf Proj - CEI UG MR
a. Total: $89,884.91
b. Estimate of COR: $5,197.56
c. Estimate of Retirement: $2,902.23’~~
d. Companies’ explanation: Work order is not yet unitized and will be manually unitized

(since not fed by a work management system) and the cost of removal estimate will
be updated and the retirement recorded at the time of unitization. The Companies

156 FirstEnergy 2021 Proxy Statement and Notice of Annual Meeting of Shareholders, pages 42—43.
‘57 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 11-INT-O05.
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will include adjustments for the cumulative revenue requirement impact as part of
the reconciliation in a future Rider DCR filing once unitized.158

e. Blue Ridge recommends that, when the actual retirements and cost of removal are
known, they be recorded. Based on the Company’s estimate, Blue Ridge estimates the
effect on CE DCR revenue requirements to be $(6) [ADJUSTMENT #8].

2. OECO Work Order: IF-OE-000131-1—OE - Elyria Remove UST/Add AST
a. Total: $436,786
b. Companies’ explanation: Work order was manually unitized in December 2020

(since not fed by a work management system). The cost of removal estimate was
updated and a retirement of $150,661 was recorded.’59

c. COR: $7,201.92
d. COR Date: 12/2020160
e. Blue Ridge recommends that retirements and cost of removal be recorded. Blue Ridge

estimates the effect on OE DCR revenue requirements to be $(792) [ADJUSTMENT
#9].

3. OECO Work Order: lF-OE-000132-1—OE - Massillon SC Remove UST/Add AST
a. Total: $622,765
b. Companies’ explanation: Work order was manually unitized in December 2020 (since

not fed by a work management system). The cost of removal estimate was updated
and a retirement of $5,637.52 was recorded.’61

c. COR: $11,784.96
d. COR Date: 12/2020162
e. Blue Ridge recommends that retirements and cost of removal be recorded. Blue Ridge

estimates the effect on OE DCR revenue requirements to be $(29,541) [ADJUSTMENT
#101.

4. OECO Work Order: lF-OE-000135-1—OE - Fairlawn 6 Rpl Fence Enclosure
a. Total: $107,247
b. Estimate of COR: $8,447.15
c. Estimate of Retirement: $2,476.49163
d. Companies’ explanation: Work order is not yet unitized and will be manually unitized

(since not fed by a work management system) and the cost of removal estimate will
be updated and the retirement recorded at the time of unitization. The Companies
will include adjustments for the cumulative revenue requirement impacts as part of
the reconciliation in a future Rider DCR filing once unitized.164

e. Blue Ridge recommends that, when the actual retirements and cost of removal are
known, they be recorded. Based on the Company’s estimate, Blue Ridge estimates the
effect on OE DCR revenue requirements to be $2,383 [ADJUSTMENT #11].

~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-OlO.
~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-OlO.
160 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 11-INT-004.
161 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-010.
162 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 11-INT-004.
163 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 11-INT-005.
164 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-OlO.
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5. OECO Work Order: IF-OE-000136-1—OE - Fairlawn 4 Replace Roof Rf03
a. Total: $256,760
b. Companies’ explanation: Work order was manually unitized in December 2020

(since not fed by a work management system). The cost of removal estimate was
updated and a retirement of $12,535.04 was recorded.165

c. COR: $7,911.20
d. COR Date: 12/2020166
e. Blue Ridge recommends that, when the actual retirements and cost of removal are

known, they be recorded. Based on the Company’s estimate, Blue Ridge estimates the
effect on OE DCR revenue requirements to be $(740) [ADJUSTMENT #12].

6. OECO Work Order: lF-OE-000137-1---OE - Fairlawn 4 Replace Roof Rf04
a. Total: $463,839
b. Companies’ explanation: Work order was manually unitized in December 2020 (since

not fed by a work management system). The cost of removal estimate was updated
and a retirement of $25,632.08 was recorded.167

c. COR: $19,696.16
d. COR Date: 12/2020168
e. Blue Ridge recommends that retirements and cost of removal be recorded. Blue Ridge

estimates the effect on OE DCR revenue requirements to be $(429) [ADJUSTMENT
#13].

7. OECO Work Order: lF-SC-000247-1—SvcCo - Fairlawn Remittance Ctr Reno
a. Total: $694,310
b. Companies’ explanation: Work order was manually unitized in December 2020 (since

not fed by a work management system). The cost of removal estimate was updated
and a retirement of $38,373.72 was recorded.169

c. COR: $8,491.50
d. COR Date: 12/2020”°
e. Blue Ridge recommends that retirements and cost of removal be recorded. Blue Ridge

estimates the effect on OE DCR revenue requirements to be $(1,582) [ADJUSTMENT
#14].

Blue Ridge recommends that the next DCR audit include a review of the previous seven work
orders to ensure that the retirements and Cost of removal were recorded and that the
estimates were trued up to actual.

T8B: Was the date of retirement in line with the asset replacement date?

For the retirements that were recorded, Blue Ridge reviewed the retirement and cost of
removal dates against the in-service dates and found that the dates fell within the scope period of
November 30, 2019, to December 31, 2020, and therefore are not unreasonable.

~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-OlO.
166 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 11-INT-004.
167 FirstEnergys response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-OlO.
168 FirstEnergys response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 11-INT-004.
169 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-OlO.
170 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 11-INT-004.
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T8C: Is the amount of the retired asset not unreasonable?

Retired assets are based on the original cost of the asset retired. We found nine work orders
in which retirements had not been recorded.

1. CECO Work Order: 13509122—NB USA Waste Inc., Geneva Landfill (PJM
a. Total: $628,039
b. Retirements Recorded: $0
c. Retirements to be Recorded: unknown
d. Cost of Removal Recorded: $(602,226)
e. Companies’ explanation: Retirements were recorded in March 2016.171 In a follow-up

response, the Companies’ indicated that no retirement has been recorded yet as the
work order is not yet unitized. The work order will be manually unitized (since not
fed by a work management system), and the retirements will be recorded at the time
of unitization.172

f. Blue Ridge recommends that, when the actual retirements are known, they be
recorded and that the next audit confirm that the DCR revenue requirements was
adjusted.

2. CECO Work Order: 14861458—ESSth St Broadway to Superior - CEI UG
a. Total: $738,285
b. Retirements Recorded: $0
c. Retirements to be recorded: $292,591.72173
d. Cost of Removal Recorded: $(63,501)
e. Plant in service is overstated by $292,591.72.
f. Companies’ explanation: Retirements recorded in March 2021.174
g. Blue Ridge recommends that retirements be recorded. Blue Ridge estimates the effect

on CE DCR revenue requirements to be $(52,688) [ADJUSTMENT #15].

3. CECO Work Order: CE-001603-DO-MSTM—Total Distribution Line
a. Total: $980,220
b. Retirements Recorded: $0
c. Retirements to be recorded: $ 118,310
d. Cost of Removal Recorded: $477,735
e. Plant in service is overstated by $118,310
f. Companies’ explanation: Work order was unitized in December2020 and retirements

of $118,309.56 were recorded.’75
g. Blue Ridge recommends that retirements be recorded. Blue Ridge estimates the effect

on CE DCR revenue requirements to be $(23,726) [ADJUSTMENT #16].

4. OECO Work Order: 16616511—Relocate Service
a. Total: $14,159
b. Retirements Recorded: $0

171 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-012.
172 FirstEnergys response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 11-INT-006.
173 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 11-INT-006.
174 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-012.
‘-~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-012.
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c. Retirements to be recorded: $971
d. Cost of Removal Recorded: $2,290
e. Plant in service is overstated by $971
f. Companies’ explanation: Work order was unitized in December 2020 and retirements

of $970.58 were recorded.176
g. Blue Ridge recommends that retirements be recorded. Blue Ridge estimates the effect

on OE DCR revenue requirements to be $(156) [ADJUSTMENT #17].

5. TECO Work Order: 15776111—SB Order for Defiance SW Ckt Switcher
a. Total: $985,830
b. Retirements Recorded: $0
c. Retirements to be recorded: $16,590
d. Cost of Removal Recorded: $23,059
e. Plant in service is overstated by $16,590
f. Companies’ explanation: Work order was unitized in May 2020 and no retirements

were recorded in error. Retirements of $16,590.16 have been recorded in March
2O21.’~~

g. Blue Ridge recommends that retirements be recorded. Blue Ridge estimates the effect
on TE DCR revenue requirements to be $(2,821) IADJUSTMENT #18].

6. TECO Work Order: 15997031—Commercial
a. Total: $409,329
b. Retirements Recorded: $0
c. Retirements to be recorded: $2,993
d. Cost of Removal Recorded: $2,876
e. Plant in service is overstated by $2,993
f. Companies’ explanation: Work order was unitized in December 2020 and retirements

of $2,992.98 were recorded.178
g. Blue Ridge recommends that retirements be recorded. Blue Ridge estimates the effect

on TE DCR revenue requirements to be $(537) [ADJUSTMENT #19].

Blue Ridge found an additional three work orders that, as of November 30, 2020, were in
service, but not unitized. The Companies stated that they will be manually unitized and the
retirement will be recorded at the time of unitization.179

7. OECO Work Order: 16080601—Equip Investigate/Repair - Circuit Break
a. Total: $350,424
b. Retirements Recorded: $0
c. Retirements to be recorded: unknown
d. Cost of Removal Recorded: $4,492
e. Plant in service is overstated by an undetermined amount.
f. Companies’ explanation: Work order is not yet unitized and will be manually unitized

(since not fed by a work management system) and the retirements recorded at the

176 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-012.
177 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-012.
178 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-012.
‘79 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-012.
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time of unitization. The Companies will include adjustments for the cumulative
revenue requirement impacts as part of the reconciliation in a future Rider DCR filing
once unitized.18° In a follow-up response, the Companies indicated that no retirement
has been recorded yet as the work order is not yet unitized. The work order will be
manually unitized (since not fed by a work management system), and the retirements
will be recorded at the time of unitization.18’

g. Blue Ridge recommends that, when the actual retirements are known, they be
recorded and that the next audit confirm that that the DCR revenue requirements was
adjusted.

8. OECO Work Order: 16405672—Equip Investigate / Repair - Regulator
a. Total:
b. Retirements Recorded: $0
c. Retirements to be recorded: unknown
d. Cost of Removal Recorded: $3,250
e. Plant in service is overstated by an undetermined amount.
f. Companies’ explanation: Work order is not yet unitized and will be manually unitized

(since not fed by a work management system) and the retirements recorded at the
time of unitization. The Companies will include adjustments for the cumulative
revenue requirement impacts as part of the reconciliation in a future Rider DCR filing
once unitized.’82 In a follow-up response, the Companies’ indicated that no retirement
has been recorded yet as the work order is not yet unitized. The work order will be
manually unitized (since not fed by a work management system), and the retirements
will be recorded at the time of unitization.183

g. Blue Ridge recommends that, when the actual retirements are known, they be
recorded and that the next audit confirm that that the DCR revenue requirements was
adjusted.

9. OECO Work Order: 16477291—Repairs associated with MH S Fire in You
a. Total: $253,966
b. Retirements Recorded: $0
c. Retirements to be recorded: unknown
d. Cost of Removal Recorded: $96,816
e. Plant in service is overstated by an undetermined amount
f. Companies’ explanation: work order is not yet unitized and will be manually unitized

(since not fed by a work management system) and the retirements recorded at the
time of unitization. The Companies will include adjustments for the cumulative
revenue requirement impacts as part of the reconciliation in a future Rider DCR filing
once unitized.’84 In a follow-up response, the Companies’ indicated that no retirement
has been recorded yet as the work order is not yet unitized. The work order will be

‘~° FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-012.
~ FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 11-INT-006.
‘°~ FirstEnergys response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-012.
183 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 11-INT-006.
184 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 9-INT-012.
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manually unitized (since not fed by a work management system), and the retirements
will be recorded at the time of unitization.’85

g. Blue Ridge recommends that, when the actual retirements are known, they be
recorded and that the next audit confirm that that the DCR revenue requirements was
adjusted.

Blue Ridge Comments and Recommendations: Several of the work orders within the scope
period of January 1,2020, through December 31, 2020, did not have retirements and/or Cost of
Removal recorded. The Company process is that they do not record retirements when the work
orders are placed in service, which means transferred from FERC 107 (CWIP) to FERC 106-
(CCNC). The retirements and COR are recorded when the work order is unitized, which means
transferred from FERC 106 to FERC 101. Therefore, the timing of when the projects are added to
plant versus when the retirements and COR are recorded creates an overstatement of plant at any
given time.

For purposes of the DCR that overstatement would be when work orders are in service and
not unitized within the same calendar year or DCR scope period. This process makes the timely
unitization of work orders more critical. To the extent retirements are delayed Utility Plant is
overstated, which creates an over accrual of Depreciation. This process also brings to the forefront
the importance of maintaining a current work order backlog and not allowing work orders to
linger waiting to be unitized.

Blue Ridge recommends that the DCR revenue requirements be adjusted to reflect the
retirements and CORthat were not recorded on in-serviced work orders as of December 31,2020.
As the delays in recording retirements and cost of removal is a timing issue, we recognize that the
effect on the DCR revenue requirements is self-correcting. However, to ensure that the DCR
revenue requirements reflects the recording of retirements, we recommend that the Companies
demonstrate in the next audit how those retirements and COR included in this report were
individually adjusted for the DCR revenue requirement.

T8D: Was salvage recorded?

Salvage is captured in most instances on an aggregate basis. Scrap is sold from a separate
work order to avoid individual scrap transactions and additional paperwork. This procedure is
normal for utilities. Salvage is applied to the work order, using cost element 650974—Sale of
Property-Proceeds, and amounts in this cost element settle 100% to GL1O8 for both blanket and
specific work order projects.186

T8E: Was cost of removal charged? Is the amount not unreasonable?

For specific work orders, all costs charged to the work order are derived from
CWIP/RWIP/Expense based on the current work order estimate in PowerPlan. Charges to the
work orders are grouped by charge type (Material, Labor, Equipment, Contractor, and CIAC) and
settled to construction work and process, cost of removal, or expense based on the work order
estimate. These estimates are either sent by a work management system like CREWS or are
manually entered by the work order creator. At completion of the work, an as-built is entered to

189 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request Set 11-INT-006.
186 FirstEnergy’s response to 2019 audit Data Request BRC Set 6-INT-001.
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reflect how the work was completed in the field. Blanket work orders have a settlement rule that
does not change and is set based on the type of work.’87

Blue Ridge found two work orders with negative cost of removal.

1. CECO Work Order: 13509122—NB USA Waste Inc., Geneva Landfill (PJM
a. Retirements Recorded: $0
b. Cost of Removal Recorded: $(602,226)
c. Companies’ explanation: In the event that the CIAC amount exceeds the total plant

cost and drives the plant balance negative, a process is run called CIAC Spillover that
will move the negative CWIP balance from 107 CWIP to 108 RWIP. Any time another
charge comes into 107 CWIP, the CIAC Spillover reverses and PowerPlant will wait
until three months has passed with no other charges before running again and
moving the negative balance from 107 CWIP to 108 RWI P. In March 2020, the final
engineering drawings and records (the As-Built) were completed by Burns &
McDonnell and charged to the project This triggered the reversal of the CIAC
Spillover and in August 2020, when three months had passed with no further charges,
the process ran again, resulting in a debit to 107 CWIP. Because this project was in-
serviced, the debit balance moved to 106 Plant in Service Not Classified, which is the
amount included in BRC Set 2-INT-001 Attachment 3•188

d. Blue Ridge Comment: A credit of a CIAC to RWIP has the same impact as a credit of
CIAC to Utility plant. Both reduce net plant. Therefore, no adjustment is necessary.

2. CECO Work Order: 14861458—ESSth St Broadway to Superior - CEI UG
a. Retirements Recorded: $0
b. Retirements to be recorded: $292,591.72189
c. Cost of Removal Recorded: $(63,SO1)
d. Blue Ridge found that the retirements would have been booked at the same time as

Cost of Removal and in the scope period. Explanation is not unreasonable.

T9: Field Verification
T9A: Is the project a candidate for field verification?

Field Inspect!ons

Blue Ridge selected thirteen projects for field verification from the work order sample. The
purpose of the field verification was to determine whether the assets have been installed per the
work order scope and description and whether they are used and useful in rendering service to the
customer. The work order/project selection criteria were assets that can be physically seen and were
installed within the scope period of this review. Due to the physical restrictions related to the COVID
19 pandemic, physical inspections were performed virtually. Blue Ridge’s engineer, with assistance
from FirstEnergy representatives, conducted “desk-top” field verifications on April 1 and 12, 2021,
to accommodate various subject-matter expert and project manager availability. Blue Ridge was
provided with information for each work order / project. The Companies provided supporting
documentation, including schematics, one-line diagrams, project justification statements,

187 FirstEnergy’s response to 2019 audit Data Request BRC Set 6-INT-001.
188 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-007.
‘~° FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 11-INT-006.
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photographs, and other detailed information of the installed assets. The completed review and
supporting documentation are included as workpapers with this report.

The following projects were inspected:

1. CECO Work Order: 12873413—Review ODOT routes & comment on CEI UG
a. Project Description: ODOT Opportunity Corridor is a transportation and economic

development project aimed at connecting 1-490 to the University Circle area. The
estimated $331 MM in funding is from State and Federal sources. FE involvement
consists of relocating pole lines and underground facilities for the new roadway from
the l-490/E.SSth. intersection to the E.105th./Chester Ave. intersection. This OC3
request covers facility relocations at the Kinsman Rd intersection as follows:2021
overhead work estimate: $190,000. 2021 underground work estimate: $230,000

b. Total: $1,960,749
c. Actual: $7,897,459
d. In-Service Date: 10/28/20
e. Project justification statement, including alternatives considered: Relocation of pole

lines and underground facilities for a new roadway from -490/E.55 to E. 105 in
support of ODOT’s Opportunity Corridor, a transportation and economic
development project aimed at connecting interstate 490 to the University Circle
neighborhood.

f. Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
i. Labor: $19,395

ii. Contractor: $973,334
iii. Material: $0
iv. Other: $0

g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent, used and
useful.

2. CECO Work Order: 13509122—NB USA Waste Inc., Geneva Landfill (PJM
a. Project Description: WM Renewable Energy, L.L.C., has proposed the addition of 6.4

MW of methane fired generation to the 36 kV circuit from the Sanborn Substation.
The generation facility will be located at 4339 Tuttle Road in Ashtabula County, Ohio.
The plant will interconnect with The Illuminating Company approximately 1.6 miles
to the north, along the Norfolk Southern Railroad tracks north of S. Ridge Road.
Geneva Landfill is approximately 8.0 electrical miles from the Sanborn Substation. -

cust reinitiated project new estimate requested 1-25-12.
b. Total: $628,039
c. Actual: $(776,697)
d. In-Service Date: 12/13/13
e. Project justification statement, including alternatives considered: WM Renewable

Energy, L.L.C., proposed the addition of 6.4 MW of methane fired generation to the 36
kV circuit from the Sanborn Substation. The generation facility will be located at 4339
Tuttle Road in Ashtabula County, Ohio. The plant will interconnect with The
Illuminating Company approximately 1.6 miles to the north, along the Norfolk
Southern Railroad tracks north of S. Ridge Road. Geneva Landfill is approximately 8.0
electrical miles from the Sanborn Substation.

f. Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
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i. Labor: $38,702
ii. Contractor: $56,190
iii. Material: $73,008
iv. Other: $292

g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent, used and
useful.

3. CECO Work Order: 14861458—E55th St Broadway to Superior - CEI UG
a. Project Description: Manhole casting adjustments are required for sections of

roadway being re-paved. The amount of adjustment is determined by the finish
elevation of the street surface. The number of manhole adjustments necessary each
year are dependent on the municipalities and their roadway improvement budgets
and usually numbers between 250 and 300.

b. Total: $738,285
c. Actual: $1,695,848
d. In-Service Date: 1/13/20
e. Project justification statement, including alternatives considered: Adjust manhole

castings per municipalities’ schedules. Manhole casting adjustments are required for
sections of roadway being re-paved.

f. Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
i. Labor: $152,003

ii. Contractor: $339,477
iii. Material: $68,394
iv. Other: $0

g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent, used and
useful.

4. CECO Work Order: PA2O6595861—PO FW: Circuit JY-HO16JY (401200016) 201
a. Project Description: Replace UG network and ducted cables at failure.
b. Total: $105,469
c. Actual: $9,976,807
d. In-Service Date: 8/24/20
e. Project justification statement, including alternatives considered: Replace

underground network and ducted cables at failure. Work is done when equipment
fails.

f. Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
i. Labor: $30,758

ii. Contractor: $25,843
iii. Material: $5,557
iv. Other: $0

g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent, used and
useful.

5. OECO Work Order: 13300165—Mantua Sub-2012 SCADA Installations on D
a. Project Description: Install SCADA Control and telemetering of watts, vars, amps, and

volts on (6) distribution exit breakers and (2) transfer breakers. Install transformer
telemetering where not already available. The scope also extends to include adaptive
relaying where applicable. Now scheduled 1st quarter 2017
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b. Total: $1,008,602
c. Actual: $3,993,037
d. In-Service Date: 4/29/20
e. Project justification statement including alternatives considered: Install SCADA and

telemetering of watts, vars, amps and volts on three distribution exit breakers and
one transfer breaker to improve reliability.

f. Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
i. Labor:$138,622

ii. Contractor: $79,428
Hi. Material: $159,988
iv. Other: $620

g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent, used and
useful.

6. OECO Work Order: 14431541—CARROLL SUB INSTALL SCADA
a. Project Description: Install SCADA Control and telemetering of watts, vars, amps, and

volts on the distribution exit breakers at Carrol Sub.Replace breakers per field
personnel’s request. (10 2014)

b. Total: $950,148
c. Actual: $1,009,777
d. In-Service Date: 8/19/20
e. Project justification statement including alternatives considered: Install SCADA

control and telemetering of watts, vars, amps, and volts on the distribution exit
breakers at Carrol substation to improve reliability.

f. Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
i. Labor:$249,380

ii. Contractor: $100,055
Hi. Material: $128,553
iv. Other: $23,078

g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent, used and
useful.

7. OECO Work Order: 16284137—Stone Rd reconductor for load balance.
a. Project Description: Reconductor and add a second phase to 1.2 miles West Medina -

York between Erhart road and Beck road and revise protection. Crews # OE-19-
190828-O9O553Order# 16208137

b. Total: $206,309
c. Actual: $253,907
d. In-Service Date: 3/17/20
e. Project justification statement, including alternatives considered: Reconductor and

add a second phase to 1.2 miles West Medina - York between Erhart Road and Beck
Road and revise protection.

C Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
i. Labor: $69,991

ii. Contractor: $30,188
iii. Material: $11,649
iv. Other: $277
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g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent, used and
useful.

8. OECO Work Order: 16477291—Repairs associated with MH 5 Fire in You
a. Project Description: OE - Blanket - Condition - formerly Fix it now
b. Total: $253,966
c. Actual: $1,135,972
d. In-Service Date: 3/19/20
e. Project justification statement, including alternatives considered: A fire occurred in

MH-5 at the intersection of W Federal & S Phelps St in Youngstown, OH on Thursday
2/20/20. The fire in MH-5 destroyed and outage all cables in the manhole. Secondary
and two primary 4kV circuits were affected in MH-5.

f. Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
i. Labor: $91,195

ii. Contractor: $5,138
iii. Material: $16,268
iv. Other:$212

g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent, used and
useful.

9. OECO Work Order: IF-OE-000132-1—OE - Massillon SC Remove UST/Add AST
a. Project Description: OE - Massillon SC Remove Underground Storage Tank/Add

Aboveground Storage Tank
b. Total: $622,765
c. Actual: $463,477
d. In-Service Date: 6/21/19
e. Project justification statement, including alternatives considered: Remove

underground storage tanks for environmental closure and replace with aboveground
storage tanks.

f. Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
i. Labor:$918

ii. Contractor: $270,825
iii. Material: $200,425
iv. Other: $0

g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent, used and
useful.

10. OECO Work Order: IF-SC-000247-1—SvcCo - Fairlawn Remittance Ctr Reno
a. Project Description: SvcCo - Fairlawn Remittance Ctr Reno
b. Total: $694,310
c. Actual: $550,879
d. In-Service Date: 9/28/17
e. Project justification statement, including alternatives considered: Business Unit

required workstation reconfiguration to support growth within department, align
work adjacencies to improve performance, and improve work environments to
promote safety and D&I.

f. Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
i. Labor:$0
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ii. Contractor: $322,478
iii. Material: $0
iv. Other: $100

g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent, used and
useful.

11. TECO Work Order: 15776111—SB Order for Defiance SW Ckt Switcher
a. Project Description: Replace Circuit Switchers at TEPerform engineering only for

l38kVSouthwest Defiance Circuit Switcher 13200 and 138kV Fayette Circuit
Switcher 13340.

b. Total: $985,830
c. Actual: $2,456,951
d. In-Service date: 12/5/19
e. Project justification statement, including alternatives considered: These early circuit

switchers were built in the 1960s and 197Os. They have a history of mechanical
problems and interrupter leaks. S&C stopped making any replacement parts for these
models in 2000 and we have essentially exhausted any of our spare parts for these
very early switchers, so any component failures will result in a lengthy outage until a
different interrupting device is procured and reengineered to fit in the location.

f. Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
i. Labor: $119,070

ii. Contractor: $215,161
iii. Material: $91,845
iv. Other: $15,475

g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent, used and
useful.

12. TECO Work Order: 16055475—Underground Cable Rejuvenation
a. Project Description: Distribution Reliability Blanket.
b. Total: $955,430
c. Actual: $31,627
d. In-Service Date: 10/22/20
e. Project justification statement, including alternatives considered: Outages as a result

of multiple Underground Residential Developments (URD) Cable failures. Work was
performed to reduce outages and minimize cable repair work under emergency
circumstances in the region. This program is used to fund unanticipated cable
replacement projects in situations where repair is either not possible or is
impractical. The program is limited to (URDs). Alternatives considered: Not replacing
the cable and continuing to repair cable faults as they occur, often at premium time
when they occur after normal working hours and using silicon injections. However,
numerous splices in the existing cable makes this option impractical. Recommended
solution - Replace sections of cable in UG locations that have experienced 3 or more
failures, have a deteriorated neutral, or have other indicators of unexpected cable
failure where repairs can no longer be performed. Also inject silicon compound into
the URD cables at locations where there is indication of insulation deterioration.

f. Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
i. Labor: $14,366

ii. Contractor: $502,224
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iii. Material: $6,605
iv. Other: $0

g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent, used and
useful.

13. TECO Work Orde: 16622904—Equip Investigate/Repair - Transformer 0
a. Project Description: Replace Failed East Archbold #2 TR (69-12.47 kV, 22 MVA. This

is a high priority project as Mobile # 5 is currently in service at this location in place
of the failed transformer. Identified a 28 MVA replacement transformer which is
located at MetEd. Also replace two ITE breakers (engineer now but breakers could
be physically replaced later). The existing transformer has no oil pit.

b. Total: $2,322,875
c. Actual: $3,177,558
d. In-Service Date: 10/20/20
e. Project justification statement including alternatives considered: Replace Failed East

Archbold #2 TR (69-12.47 kV, 22 MVA. This is a high priority project as Mobile # 5 is
currently in service at this location in place of the failed transformer.

f. Direct Costs (not including Overheads, AFUDC, other):
i. Labor:$275,728

ii. Contractor: $506,838
iii. Material: $828,994
iv. Other: $16,947

g. Comments: Blue Ridge found that the work order is considered prudent used and
useful.

The assets of all thirteen projects selected for field verification were confirmed to be installed
and used and useful.

Work Order Backlog

Blue Ridge found that the Companies have reduced the number of backlogged work orders by
29% and the associated backlog dollars by 17% from the from the prior 2019 audit.19° Most of the
work orders are Distribution (84%) and individually would not be material to the accumulated
reserve for deprecation on an aggregate basis; however, the distribution work orders in the backlog
total $22.8 million, which remains significant. Blue Ridge was unable to quantify the potential impact
on the accumulated reserve for depreciation.

Table 28: Backlog over 15 Months of Work Order Unitization191

Unitization Unitization
Description Backlog Backlog $

as of 12/31/16 4,032 $62,191,009
as of 12/31/17 3,039 $39,928,597
as of 12/31/18 1,403 $14,122,115
as of 12/31/19 3,308 $42,355,007
As of 12/31/20 2,347 $35,902,687

191 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set-1-INT-037 and 038—Confidential.
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In general, a backlog could create problems with recording the replacement of assets that are still
in the backlog and have not been unitized. Retirements and Cost of Removal are not recorded for
manually unitized work orders until the work order is unitized. Therefore, the longer the backlog,
the more the delay. Blue Ridge found that the delayed unitization resulted in retirements and/or Cost
of Removal not being appropriately reflected in the Rider DCR.

Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies continue to make a concerted effort to reduce the
volume of backlog work orders, both in quantity and dollar value, to return to the 2018 level.

Insurance Recoveries

Insurance recoveries can reduce gross plant and should be taken into consideration in the
calculation of the DCR. FirstEnergy stated that there were no insurance recoveries charged to capital
for the Companies from December 1, 2019, through November 30, 2020. There are also no insurance
recoveries pending for the Companies.’92

Conclusion—Gross Plant in Service

Blue Ridge’s review of gross plant through transactional testing and field inspection of the work
order sample had several findings that impact the gross plant included in the Rider DCR. The impacts
of these findings are discussed in the Overall Impact of Findings on Rider DCR Revenue Requirements
subsection of this report.

ACCUMULATED RESERVE FOR DEPRECIATION

• Determine if the Companies’ recovery of the incremental change in Accumulated Reserve for
Depreciation are not unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to the
Companies at the time such expenditures were committed.

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following accumulated reserve for depreciation
(“reserve”) incremental change from the prior audit for each company.

Table 29: Incremental Change in Reserve for Depreciation from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20193

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company $ (1,459,339,899) S (1,536,057,216) S (76,717,317)
Ohio Edison Company (1,522,980,899) (1,596,214,657) (73,233,757)
The Toledo Edison Company (664,513,182) (696,858,526) (32,345,344)
Total $ (3,646,833,980) $ (3,829,130,398) $ (182,296,418)

The Actual and Estimated Schedules B-3 support the incremental change to the reserve, which
provide the reserve for accumulated depreciation balances by FERC account for distribution,
subtransmission, general, and intangible plant and for allocated Service Company general and
intangible plant A separate schedule supports the intangible gross plant balances.

192 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-020 and 21.
193 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021 — Confidential.
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Mathematical Verification

Blue Ridge performed mathematical checks on calculations included in the actual and estimated
schedules that supported the reserve and checked whether the reserve rolled forward to the revenue
requirement calculation correctly. No exceptions were noted.’94

Source Data Validation

Blue Ridge traced the values used for the actual November 30, 2020, and estimated February 28,
2021, reserve balances to the source documentation. The actual and estimated balances reconciled
to the supporting documents.

Impact ofChange in Pension Accounting

In similar treatment as to the Gross Plant schedules, the Companies modified the reserve
balances to remove the cumulative pre-2007 impact of a change in pension accounting.

Additional Validation Testing

In addition to reconciling the reserve to supporting documentation, Blue Ridge performed
additional analysis to validate the reserve balances. Assets are placed in service primarily as (1) an
addition of new assets (for example, a new residential sub-division) or (2) a replacement of existing
assets. When assets are replaced, the existing assets are retired. Gross plant in service and the
depreciation reserve is reduced to reflect that the assets are no longer in service on the books of the
Companies. When assets are replaced, the Companies incur cost of removal and, in some cases,
receive salvage for the old assets. Thus, the reserve has three components: (1) accumulated
depreciation, (2) cost of removal, and (3) salvage. Cost of removal represents the cost of dismantling,
demolishing, tearing down, or otherwise removing retired utility plant. Salvage represents the
amount received for property retired.

The retirement of assets does not affect net plant in service since the original cost retired reduces
gross plant in service and also reduces the reserve. However, the recording of cost of removal
decreases the reserve and, therefore, increases net plant in service. Salvage increases the reserve
and, therefore, decreases net plant in service.

Of the 63 sampled work orders Blue Ridge obtained as part of the validation testing, 32 work
orders were for replacement work, including blanket and project work orders. The Companies
provided the cost of the new assets, retirement data, cost of removal, and, if appropriate, salvage for
each work order from the PowerPlan Asset Accounting system. Salvage is captured in most instances
on an aggregate basis. Scrap is sold from a separate work order to avoid individual scrap transactions
and additional paperwork. This procedure is normal for utilities.

Conclusion—Accumulated Reserve for Depreciation

As discussed in testing steps Ti through T9 above, Blue Ridge found adjustments that should be
made to the reserve balances to ensure that net plant is appropriately reflected in the DCR. The
impacts of these findings are discussed in this report’s subsection Overall Impact of Findings on Rider
DCR Revenue Requirements.

‘~ WP V&V — FE 13CR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021 — Confidential.
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ACCUMULATED DEFERRED INCOME TAxES

• Determine if the Companies’ recovery of the incremental accumulated deferred income taxes
(ADIT) is not unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to the Companies at
the time such expenditures were committed.

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following accumulated deferred income taxes
(ADIT) incremental change from the prior audits for each company.

Table 30: Incremental Change in ADIT from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20195

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
TheClevelandElectridllluminatingCompany $ (443,087,058) S (447,711,0281 S (4,623,971)
Ohio Edison Company (524,038,117) (538,163,075) (14,124,958)
TheToledo Edison Company (137,423,190) (140,998,071) (3,574,881)
Total S (1,104,548,365) $ (1,126,872,174) $ (22,323,810)

The standard ADIT schedules include the FERC 281 and 282 Property Accounts. The Companies’
ADIT includes the allocation portion of the ADIT attributed to the Service Company.

Requirement to ReflectADiT in Rider DCR

The Opinion and Order and Combined Stipulation from Case No. 10-388-EL-SSO provide the
requirement to reflect Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes (ADIT) within Rider DCR. The Combined
Stipulation includes this direction in Section 8.2:

The net capital additions included for recognition under Rider DCR will reflect gross
plant in service not approved in the Companies’ last distribution rate case less growth
in accumulated depreciation reserve and accumulated deferred income taxes
associated with ulant in service since the Companies’ last distribution rate case196
[emphasis added].

During the 2011 audit, Staff further clarified that the treatment of ADIT in the Rider DCR was
intended to be the same methodology approved in the last distribution rate case.197

Mathematical Verification

Blue Ridge performed mathematical checks on the calculations included on the actual and
estimated Companies’ and Service Company’s ADIT Schedules and verified that ADIT rolled forward
to the revenue requirement calculation correctly. No exceptions were noted.’98

195 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.202 1 — Confidential.
196 Case No. 10-0388-EL-SSO Stipulation and Recommendation, March 23, 2010, page 14.
197 Blue Ridge’s Compliance Audit of the 2011 Delivery Capital Recovery (DCR) Rider, submitted April 12,
2012, page 52.
198WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021 — Confidential,
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Source Data Validation

The book-tax differences supporting the Companies’ and Service Company’s ADIT balances (not
including excess deferred income taxes) reconciled to the values reflected in the revenue
requirement calculation.

The Companies provided a list of the items included in ADIT for each distribution company and
the Service Company. 199 Blue Ridge found the majority of dollars included in ADIT based on
temporary differences associated with (1) book and tax depreciation, (2) Section 263A overheads
and indirect costs that are required to be expensed for book purposes but capitalized for tax
purposes, and (3) repairs that, for book purposes, are capitalized and depreciated over the life of the
asset and, for tax purposes, are allowed to be deducted as repairs. The Companies excluded deferred
taxes in CWIP, ADIT associated with future use and non-utility property, ATSI land leases, capital
lease vehicles, and Smart Meters/Grid/Software. The Companies also exclude the ADIT associated
with Pension Restatement (cumulative 2006). In prior audits, the Companies provided explanations
for the items that were not clearly identified as being related to plant in service or were not readily
apparent that they should be included in the DCR.20° Similar items were included in this year’s filings.
Blue Ridge found that the Companies’ explanations regarding how each of the items was related to
plant in service or should otherwise be included in the DCR to be not unreasonable.

With respect to the normalized and non-normalized property related excess deferred income
tax (EDIT) balances included in total ADIT, the Companies did not adopt Blue Ridge’s recommended
adjustments from the prior audit in Case No. 19-1887-EL-RDR. In response to Blue Ridge’s finding
that the reflected values did not tie as expected to the approved Stipulation in Case No. 19-1887-EL-
RDR, the Companies countered,

Blue Ridge’s misunderstanding of the Stipulation fails to recognize that the
Stipulation plainly labels all of the balances reflected therein as “illustrative.” While
those balances were based upon the Companies’ financial reporting for 2017, but
were subject to adjustment and therefore were not final. These preliminary balances
were used in the Stipulation because they were the best available balances at that
time, and they were labeled as “illustrative” in recognition that they were not the
actual final balances.20’

At this time, Blue Ridge maintains its finding and recommendation from the prior audit because
(1) the other Parties to the Stipulation filed comments objecting to the Companies’ claim that the
specified balances were intended to be “illustrative” and (2) the PUCO has not yet rendered a
decision. To reconcile to the total property-related EDIT balances reflected in the Stipulation, Blue
Ridge recommends the following adjustments, which increase the ADIT offset in rate base by
$23,397,318 as of November 30,2020, and $22,885,159 as of February 28, 2021. These adjustments
were computed by carrying forward the prior ending balances and annual amortization Blue Ridge

‘99 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set-1-INT-001, Attachment 009—Confidential.
200 FirstEnergy’s response to 2018 audit Data Requests BRC Set-8-INT-002, BRC Set 13-INT-00S—
Confidential, BRC Set-8-INT-003—Confidential, BRC Set-13-INT-006—Confidential, and BRC Set-8-INT-004-—
Confidential.
201 Comments of Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company and The Toledo Edison
Company in Case No. 19-1887-EL-RDR, dated 7/27/2020, page 2.
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computed in Case No. 19-1887-EL-RDR. See the Tax Cuts and jobs Act Effects subsection for a detailed
discussion.

Table 31: Recommended Adjustments to Total ADIT in Rider DCR

Line Description CE! OE TE Total
1 Normalized Property EDIT- 11/30/20 and 2/28/21 (As Filed) $ 138,603.679 S 148.975.974 $ 42.541.350 S 330,121,003
2 Normalized Property EDIT - BRC-Recommended $ 143,769.758 $ 152,187,557 $ 42.970,005 S 338,927,321
3 Difference 5 5.166,079 $ 3,211.583 S 428.656 $ 8,806.318

— I
4 Non-Normalized Property EDIT - 11/30/20 (‘As Filed) 5 46.122,573 5 56,357.311 5 14,573.778 5 117,053.661
5 NormalizedPropertyEDlT-BRc-Recommended S 49,011.123 5 66,853,610 $ 15.779,929 S 131,644.662
6 Difference $ 2.888.550 S 10,496,300 $ 1.206,151 5 14,591,000

— I I I
7 Non-NormalIzed Property EDIT - 02/28/21 (As Filed) 5 44.496,128 $ 54,362,087 S 14.061,324 S 112.919,539
8 Normalized Property EDIT- 8RC-Recommended 5 47,281,318 $ 64,494,071 $ 15,222,990 S 126.998,380
9 Difference $ 2,785.191 $ 10.131.984 $ 1.161,666 $ 14,078,841

— I I
10 Adjustmentto Total ANT -Actual 11/30/20 (Lines 3 + 6) 5 8,054,629 $ 13,707,883 $ 1,634,807 $ 23.397,318
11 Adjustment to Total ALIT - Estimated 02/28/21 (Lines 3 + 9) $ 7,951,270 $ 13,343.567 $ 1,590,322 $ 22,885,159

Blue Ridge estimates these effects in correcting the ADIT balances:

ADJUSTMENT #21: Reduced CE DCR revenue requirements by $(795,662)
ADJUSTMENT #22: Reduced OE DCR revenue requirements by $(l,331,512)
ADJUSTMENT #23: Reduced TE DCR revenue requirements by $[158,722)

Conclusion—Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes

In Case No. 19-1887-EL,-RDR, Blue Ridge found that the total ADIT offset in rate base did not
appropriately reflect the EDIT balances resulting from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (TCJA), as
ordered in Case No. 18-1604-EL-UNC. The Companies’ disagreed with the finding and the PUCO has
yet to decide the issue. The Tax Cuts and jobs Act Effects subsection of this report discusses the issue
in further detail.

Apart from the unresolved EDIT balances, Blue Ridge found the standard ADIT items, resulting
from typical book tax differences, are consistent with prior filings, are related to plant in service, and
are not unreasonable.

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE

• Determine if the Companies’ recovery of the incremental depreciation expense is not
unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to the Companies at the time such
expenditures were committed.

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include incremental depreciation expense for each company
from the prior audit as shown in the following table.
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Table 32: Incremental Change in Depreciation Expense from 11/30/19 to 11/30120202

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company S 105,851,498 5 108,460,056 5 2,608,559
Ohio Edison Company 111,354,161 113,668,175 2,314,014
The Toledo Edison Company 41,096,571 41,802,713 706,141
Total $ 258,302,230 $ 263,930,944 $ 5,628,714

Schedule 8-3.2 for each operating company provides the calculated depreciation expense based
on the plant investment. The depreciation (usually referred to as amortization) calculations
associated with Other Plant FERC 303 accounts were performed on Schedule Intangible Depreciation
Expense Calculation.

Mathematical Verification

The Companies stated the methodology to calculate depreciation expense for OE, CEI, and TB
was approved in Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR and must continue to be used in Rider DCR in order to
properly calculate incremental depreciation expense. For the Service Company, the Companies did
not have an approved methodology for calculating depreciation expense. The Companies created the
Service Company depreciation expense schedules for Rider DCR based on net plant in service, which
has consistently been used in all Rider DCR filings since inception203

Blue Ridge verified the mathematical accuracy ofthe depreciation expense calculations and, with
the exception of FERC account 398, found them to be appropriate. CEI account 398 reflects a zero, as
opposed to negative, net book value on an actual basis, which indicates the related assets are to be
accounted for as though they have a finite life. This treatment and logic are consistent with the
Companies’ handling of intangible account 309.3.204 Blue Ridge recommends (1) an adjustment to
reduce CEI’s annual depreciation expense by $4,147 and (2) the Companies review and rectify the
formulas for all amortizing accounts by the next filing date. [ADJUSTMENT #20 reduces CE DCR
revenue requirements by $4,158.]

The Rider DCR uses gross plant-in-service balances consistent with the last distribution rate case
to develop the depreciation expense component of the revenue requirements. Any revisions to gross
plant should be flowed through the Rider DCR model to ensure that the appropriate amount of
depreciation expense is included within the DCR.

The plant balances used to calculate the depreciation were linked to the plant schedules and no
exceptions were noted. The calculated depreciation expense on Schedule 8-3.2 and the Intangible
Depreciation Schedule rolled forward to the revenue calculation correctly.205

Source Data Validation

The depreciation accrual rates used were from the approved depreciation study as part of Case
No. 07-551-EL-AIR. The PUCO Staff presented the results of its study in its Staff Report issued on

202 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.52021 — Confidential.
203 FirstEnergy’s response to 2017 audit Data Request BRC Set 11-INT-012.
204 CEI Rider DCR Compliance Filing dated 1/5/2021, pages 14 and 39.
205 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Piling 1.5.2021 — Confidential.
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December 4,2007. The PUCO Order in Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR was issued on January 21, 2009, and
directed the Companies to use the accrual rates proposed by the Staff.206

Blue Ridge compared the depreciation accrual rates used in the Rider DCR sub-transmission,
distribution, and general plant depreciation calculations to the rates within Staffs Reports.207 The
accrual rates used by CE were not unreasonable.

Conclusion—Depreciation Exoense

Blue Ridge found that the calculation of depreciation expense was consistent with the
methodology used in the last distribution rate case. However, when amortizing accounts reach zero
net book value, the Companies should cease to accrue expense because, unlike depreciating accounts,
certain general assets and intangibles are assumed to have a finite life. The Rider DCR uses gross
plant-in-service balances consistent with the last distribution rate case to develop the depreciation
expense component of the revenue requirements. Any revisions to gross plant should be flowed
through the Rider DCR model to ensure that the appropriate amount of depreciation expense is
included within the DCR.

The depreciation accrual rates used in the Rider DCR are based upon balances as of May 31,
2007. The Companies updated the depreciation study using plant as of December 31, 2013, and
provided the updated study to the Commission Staff on June 1, 2015.208 Since the last depreciation
study was based on balances from eight years ago, Blue Ridge had recommended in the DCR year
2018 audit that the Companies perform a deprecation study. As stipulated in Case No. 16-381-EL-
UNC, FirstEnergy has agreed to perform a Depreciation Study by June 30, 2023. The Commission has
approved the Stipulation in that case.

PROPERTY Tix EXPENSE

• Determine if the Companies’ recovery of incremental property taxes are not unreasonable
based upon the facts and circumstances known to the Companies at the time such expenditures
were committed.

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following incremental property tax expense for
each company from the prior audit.

Table 33: Incremental Change in Property Tax Expense from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20209

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company $ 115,625,090 S 117,757,093 S 4,132,003
Ohio Edison Company 95,504,386 101,682,413 6,178,028
The Toledo Edison Company 33,797,539 35,725,127 (72,412)
Total $ 242,927,015 $ 253,164,634 $ 10,237,619

206 FirstEnergy’s response to 2018 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-022.
207 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021 — Confidential.

208FirstEnergy’s response to 2015 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-012—Confidential.
209 V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021 — Confidential.
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The Actual and Estimated Schedules C-3.10 support the incremental calculation of personal and
real property taxes based upon the gross plant for the three operating companies. A separate
schedule supports the property tax associated with the Service Company plant in service.

Mathematical Verification

Blue Ridge performed mathematical checks on the calculations and validated that the calculation
to roll the calculated property taxes forward to the revenue requirement performed correctly. No
exceptions were noted.21°

Source Data Validation

Blue Ridge found the workpapers were well organized and fully sourced. Property tax rates were
calculated using the most recent (2020) Ohio Annual Property Tax Return filings and the State of
Ohio Assessment.211 The actual property tax rates were applied to the estimated plant balances to
determine the estimated property taxes. The change in property tax rates from 2019 to 2020 were
not unreasonable as shown in the following table.

Table 34: Property Tax Rates 2019 and 2020

Description CE OE TE
2019 Property Tax Rates 1.78% 0.93% 1.16%
2020 Property Tax Rates 1.79% 0.94% 1.10%
Difference 2020-2019 0.01% 0.01% -0.05%
% change 0.3 9% 0.9 6% 4.59%

Con clusion—Pronerty Tax Exoense

Blue Ridge found that the calculation of property tax is not unreasonable. As the Rider DCR uses
plant-in-service balances to develop the property tax component of the revenue requirements, any
revisions to gross plant should be flowed through the Rider DCR model to ensure the appropriate
amount of property tax is included within the DCR.

SERVICE COMPANY

• Determine if the Companies’ recovery of allocated Service Company plant in service,
accumulated reserve, ADIT, depreciation expense, and property tax expense are not
unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to the Companies at the time such
expenditures were committed.

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following Service Company incremental plant in
service, accumulated reserve, ADIT, depreciation expense, and property tax expense for each
company.

210 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2 021 — Confidential.
211 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-1, Attachment 11-Confidential.
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Table 35: Change in Service Company Rate Base and Expense from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20212

Depreciation Expense
Property Tax Expense

Total Expenses

Actualll/30/19
Gross Plant
Reserve
ADIT

Rate Base

$

S

3,786,311
60,783

3,847,094

$ 113,835,242
65,969,842
(5,157,535)

$

S

S

4,588,337
73,659

4,661,996

137,948,125
79,943,749
(6,250.017)

S

S

S

2,019,721
32,423

2,052,144

60,722,810
35,190,106
(2,751,169)

5 28,283,873

$ 2,314,207
32,319

5 2,346,525

$

S

$

10,394,369
166,865

10.561,234

312,506,177
181,103,697
(14,158,721)

5 145,561,200

$ 11,909,921
1 66,326

5 12,076,246

5 16,268,717
17,539,201
13,53 4, 9 68

Description CEI OE TE Total
Actual 11/30/20
Gross Plant $ 119,761,375 $ 145,129,548 $ 63,883,971 $ 328,774,893
Reserve 72,358,769 87,685,996 38,598,133 198,642,898
ADIT (227,212) (275,340) (121,201) (623,753)

Rate Base $ 47,629,817 $ 57,718,892 $ 25,407,038 $ 130,755,748

Depreciation Expense $ (552,063) $ (669,003) $ (294,486) $ (1,515,552)
Property Tax Expense 197 238 105 540

Total Expenses $ (551,867) $ (668,765) $ (294,381) $ (1,515,012)

The Compliance Filings include actual November 30, 2020, and estimated February 28, 2021,
schedules that present Service Company general and intangible gross plant, reserve, ADIT, and
incremental depreciation and property tax expense that are then allocated to the Companies based
upon the allocation factors agreed to within the Combined Stipulation.

Depreciation Expense
Property Tax Expense

Total Expenses

Incremental
Gross Plant
Reserve
ADIT

Rate Base

S 53.022,934

$ 4,338,374

S
60,587

4,398,961

S 5,926,133
6,388,927
4,930,323

S (5,393,117)

S 64,254,393

5 5,257,340
73,420

S 5,330,760

$

5

7,181,423
7,742,247
5,974,677

(6,535,501)

$ 3,161,161
3,408,027
2,629,968

S (2,876,835) S (14,805,453)

Authority to Include Service Company Costs and Support for Allocation Factors

The Opinion and Order and Combined Stipulation from Case No. 10-388-EL-SSO (reaffirmed in
Case Nos. 12~1230~EL~SSO213 and 14-1297-EL-SSO2’4) provide the authority for the Service Company
allocation factors used within Rider DCR. The Combined Stipulation includes this direction in Section
B.2:

212Wp V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 15.2021—Confidential.
213 Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO Commission Opinion and Order, July 18, 2012, pages 10—11.
214 Case No. 14-1297-EL-SSO Commission Opinion and Order, March 31, 2016, page 119.
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The expenditures reflected in the filing shall be broken down by the Plant in Service
Account Numbers associated with Account Titles for subtransmission, distribution,
general and intangible plant, including allocated aeneral plant from FirstEnerev
Service Company that supports the Companies based on allocations used in the
Companies’ last distribution rate case.215 (Emphasis added.)

The following allocation factors were used in Case No. 07~55 1~EL~AlR216 and were appropriately
used in accordance with the Combined Stipulation to allocate Service Company costs in Rider DCR:

Table 36: Service Company Allocation Factors

CEI OE TE Total
Allocation Factors 14.21% 17.22% 7.58% 39.01%

Mathematical Verification

Blue Ridge performed mathematical checks on the calculations included within the Service
Company schedules and verified that allocated items rolled forward to the operating companies’
schedules correctly as incremental changes from the values used in the last distribution rate case.217

Source Data Validation

The Actual November 30, 2020, and Estimated February 28, 2021, general and intangible gross
plant balances, reserve, and ADIT were reconciled to their source documentation.218

The Service Company depreciation accrual rates and the property tax rates are based upon the
weighted average of the Companies’ rates using the authorized allocation factors. The approach is
not unreasonable.

Additional Validation Testing

As discussed in the Gross Plant subsection of this report Blue Ridge performed additional
validation testing using selected sample work orders. Service Company work orders were included
within the performed testing.

Conclusion—Service Company

Blue Ridge found nothing that would indicate that Service Company costs included within Rider
DCR are unreasonable.

215 Case No. 10-0388-EL-SS0 Stipulation and Recommendation, March 23, 2010, page 13.
216 WP FE response to 2011 Audit Data Request BRC-10-10 and 10-11.
217 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021 — Confidential.
218WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021 - Confidential.
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COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY TAx AND INCOME TAXES

• Determine if the Companies’ recovery of Commercial Activity Tax (CAT) associated with the
revenue requirement are not unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to
the Companies at the time such expenditures were committed.

• Determine if the Companies’ recovery of associated income taxes associated with the revenue
requirement are not unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to the
Companies at the time such expenditures were committed.

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following incremental commercial activity tax
(CAT) for each company. The CAT is calculated based on the statutory 0.26 percent.

Table 37: Incremental Change in CAT from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20219

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company $ 369,231 S 392,830 S 23,599
Ohio Edison Company 385,594 415,056 29,463
The Toledo Edison Company 98,642 100,300 1,658
Total $ 853,467 $ 908,186 $ 54,719

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following incremental income tax expense for
each company.

Table 38: Incremental Change in Income Tax from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20220

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company S 7,078,426 S 7,432,384 S 353,958
Ohio Edison Company 8,933,745 9,355,624 421,879
The Toledo Edison Company 1,125,713 1,121,161 (4,553)
Total $ 17,137,884 $ 17,909.169 $ 771,285

Rider DCR Actual and Estimated Summary Schedules include the calculation for the commercial
activity tax and income taxes.

Authority to Include Commercial Activity Tax and Income Tax in Rider DCR

The Opinion and Order and Combined Stipulation from Case No. 1O-388-EL-SSO (reaffirmed in
Case Nos. 12~123O~EL~SSO221 and 14~1297~EL~SSO222) provide the authority for the recovery of
income taxes and commercial activity tax within Rider DCR. The Combined Stipulation includes this
direction in Section B.2:

Effective January 1, 2012, a new rider, hereinafter referred to as Rider DCR (Delivery
Capital Recovery”), will be established to provide the Companies with the

219 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—Confidential.
220 V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—Confidential.
221 Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO Commission Opinion and Order, July 18, 2012, pages 10—11.
222 Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO Commission Opinion and Order, July 18, 2012, pages 10—11, and Case No. 14-
1297-SSO Commission Opinion and Order, March 31, 2016.
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opportunity to recover property taxes, Commercial Activity Tax and associated
income taxes223 (emphasis added).

Mathematical Verification

Blue Ridge performed mathematical checks on the calculation of the commercial activity tax and
income tax expense included in the Summary Schedules of the Compliance Filings.224 No exceptions
were noted.

Source Data Validation

FirstEnergy appropriately applied the Commercial Activity Tax (CAT) rate of 0.26% to gross
receipts calculated within the Compliance Filings.

The following table shows the composite income tax rates used in the Companies’ filings. The
composite tax rates should reflect the effective tax rate for federal income tax and the Ohio and
municipalities’ tax rates as of December 31, 2020. Blue Ridge validated that the 2020 rates reflected
in the revenue requirement matched the rates in the Companies’ tax provision system.225 The 2020
composite income tax rates are not unreasonable. The rates were applied to equity return component
of the DCR revenue requirement for the actual measurement period.

Table 39: Effective Income Tax Rates Reflected in Companies’ Filings for 2020 and 2021226

Description CEI OE TE
2020 Effective Income Tax Rates
LocalEffectiveTaxRate 2.00% 1.58% 1.61%
Federal Income Tax Rate 21% 21% 21%
2020 Effective Income Tax Rate 22.58% 22,25% 22.27%
2021 Effective Income Tax Rates
LocalEffectiveTaxRate 2.00% 1.58% 1.61%
Federal Income Tax Rate 21% 21% 21%
2021 Effective Income Tax Rate 22.58% 22.25% 22.27%
Difference 0 00% 0 00% 0 00%

Conclusion—CommercialActivitv Tax and Income Taxes

Blue Ridge found that the commercial activity tax and income tax expense were calculated
consistently with prior filings and are not unreasonable. Any adjustments discussed in other
subsections of this report will impact the final commercial activity tax and income tax included within
the Rider DCR.

223 Case No. 10-0388-EL-SSO Stipulation and Recommendation, March 23, 2010, page 13.
224 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—Confidential.
225 FirstEnergy’s response to 2020 audit Data Request BRC Set 7-INT-003—Confidential.
226 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—Confidential.
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TAx CUTS AND JOBS ACT EFFECT

• Determine if the Companies’ implementation of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, is consistent
with what was approved by the Commission on July 17, 2019, in Case No. 18-1656-EL-ATA.

In the 2017 DCR Report, Blue Ridge expressed concerns regarding the Companies’ treatment of
excess accumulated deferred income taxes (EDIT) arising from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Acts (TCJA).
Blue Ridge recommended (1) that the amount by which the ADIT balance is revalued is also the
amount by which the Companies’ must set up a regulatory liability to refund the excess deferred taxes
to ratepayers because the tax future obligation to the federal government decreased by 40% and (2)
that the Companies apply the average rate assumption method (ARAM) consistent with
normalization requirements to update the regulatory liability to address the timing differences for
the property reversal.

On November 9, 2018, the Companies filed a Stipulation and Recommendation in Case No. 18-
1604-EL-UNC (“Stipulation”) which resolved the question about the treatment of the excess deferred
income tax balances resulting from the TCJA that was raised by Blue Ridge in the above
recommendation. The Companies implemented the Stipulation beginning with the October 1, 2019,
Rider DCR Compliance Filing pursuant to an Opinion and Order dated July 17, 20 19.227

Under the Stipulation, Rider DCR rate base will reflect the gross normalized property EDIT
balance as of December 31, 2017, and the net non-normalized property EDIT balance as of the
measurement period.

3) Normalized Property: Amortization of the normalized property EDIT balance in accordance
with ARAM and the related cumulative reserve will be accounted for in a new credit
mechanism. The cumulative reserve in the credit mechanism will accrue a return in the same
manner as Rider DCR to make the Companies whole for the gross normalized property EDIT
in Rider DCR rate base.228

4) Non-Normalized Property: Amortization of the non-normalized property EDIT balance over
10 years will flow back to customers via the new credit mechanism, while both the gross
balance and cumulative reserve will be accounted for in Rider DCR.229

The actual amount of the EDIT flowing back to customers will reflect the “final, audited balances” as
of December 31, 2017.230 The treatment of the EDIT balances will commence effective January 1,
2018, and will continue until the balances have been fully amortized.231

Source Data Validation

During the investigation of the 2018 DCR Compliance Filing, Blue Ridge issued data requests to
ascertain the value of EDIT liability owed to customers. The language was very specific in identifying
the “final, audited balances” as quoted below.232

227 FirstEnergy’s response to 2019 audit Data Request BRC Set 5-INT-00S—Confidential.
228 Case No. 18-1604-EL-UNC Stipulation and Recommendation, November 9, 2018, TCJA Resolution (a).
229 Case No. 18-1604-EL-UNC Stipulation and Recommendation, November 9, 2018, TCJA Resolution (b).
230 Case No. 18-1604-EL-UNC Stipulation and Recommendation, November 9, 2018, TCJA Resolution (c).
231 Case No. 18-1604-EL-UNC Stipulation and Recommendation, November 9, 2018, TCJA Resolution (d).
232 FirstEnergy’s response to 2018 audit Data Request BRC Set 6-INT-003.
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Data Request:

Reference the Stipulation and Recommendation filed on November 9, 2018, in Case
No. 18-1604-EL-UNC at page 9. a.

EDIT Amount. The actual amount of EDIT flowing back to customers will reflect the
final, audited balances, including a federal and state tax gross up, as of December 31,
2017.

1. Please provide “the final, audited balances” owed to customers, before
and after federal and state tax gross up, as of December 31, 2017.

Resuonse:

1. See BRC Set 6-INT-002 Attachment 1 Confidential

The following table summarizes the information provided in the Companies’ response to 2018
BRC Set 6-INT-002 Attachment 1.

Table 40: Final, Audited EDIT Balances as of December 31,2017—CONFIDENTIAL233

Descriptiou CE! OE TE Total
After-Tax
Normalized Property $ (173,640.455) $ (157,240,782) $ (42,962,870) $ (373,844,107)
Non-Normalized Property (39,321,477) (89,328,343) (22,284,682) (150,934,501)
Non-Property 13,955,944 48,702,820 10,195,533 72,854,297
Total $ (199,005,987) $ (197.866.305) S (55,052,019) $ (451,924,311)

Avg. Tax Rate
Normalized Property 22.9% 22.5% 21.6%
Non-Normalized Property 19.8% 23.1% 23.5%
Non-Property 22.4% 22.1% 21.9%

Pre-Tax
Normalized Property $ (225,096,763) $ (202,870,343) $ (54,795,596) $ (482,762,701)
Non-Normalized Property (49,050,345) (116,207,017) (29,136,313) (194.393,675)
Non-Property 17,987,082 62,482,883 13.046,373 93,516,338
Total $ (256,160.025) $ (256,594,476) $ (70,885,536) $ (583,640,038)

The “final, audited balances” provided in the response matched those presented in Appendix A of the
Stipulation filed on November 9, 2018, as well as the Supplemental Stipulation filed on January 25,
2019.

During the investigation of the 2019 DCR Compliance Filing, Blue Ridge compared the property-
related EDIT values to the balances in the Stipulation agreed to by the Parties and approved by the
Commission. They did not tie out as expected. In response to data requests, the Companies presented
various adjustments, some of which on net reduce the total liability owed to customers. The
Companies’ revisions also reflected reclasses between EDIT categories that should have a net-zero

233 FirstEnergy’s response to 2018 audit Data Request BRC Set 6-INT-002, Attachment 1—Confidential.
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impact on the total liability subject to refund, albeit they do impact the period over which the
amortizing credits flow back to customers through the new credit mechanism.

The table below presents the Companies’ adjustments, which include true-ups to the actual 2017
federal and state tax returns, exclusion of AFUDC equity, which the Companies represented has no
associated EDIT, and reconciling differences between the tax provision calculation and PowerTax, a
module within the Companies’ plant accounting system.

Table 41: Companies’ Adjustments to Property EDIT Balances as of December 31, 2017234

Description CEI OE TE Total
Normalized Property EDIT - 12/31/17 Stipulated $173,640,455 $157,240,782 $ 42,962,870 $373,844,107

PriorRateChangeDifferences (4,578.827) (3.319,535) 773,840 (7,124,522)
ReturntoAccuralAdjustment-Federal 1,504,585 1,642,652 377,663 3,524.901
Return to Accrual Adiustnient - State (1.922.384) (1.235.812) (1.551.330) (4,709,526)
Reclass Nuclear Item to Non-Normalized Property EDIT (27,347,558) - - (27.347,558)
Reclass Legacy Items to Non-Normalized Property EDIT (2,523,139) (5,053.225) 7,136 (7,569,228)
Other (169,454) (298,888) (28,829) (497,171)

Normalized Property EDIT - 12/31/17 FE Adjusted $138,603,679 $148,975,974 $ 42,541,350 $330,121,003
Non-Normalized Property EDIT - 12/31/17 Stipulated $ 39,321,477 $ 89,328,343 $ 22,284,682 $150,934,501

PriorRateChangeflifferences 651.080 (1.281,139) 163.117 (466,942)
Return to Accural Adjustment - Federal (3,797,495) (5,393,127) (659,021) (9.849,643)
Return to Accrual Adjustment - State (479,881) (682,920) (784,683) (1,947,484)
Reclass Nuclear Item to Non-Normalized Property EDIT 27,347,558 - - 27.347.558
Reclass Legacy Items to Non-Normalized Property EDIT 2,523,139 5,053,225 (7,136) 7,569,228
Reclass to Non-Property EDIT (264,377) (691,405) (3.819) (959,601)
Exclude AFUDC Equity (No Associated EDIT) (404,924) (6.570,080) (419,798) (7,394.802)
Transferring Items from Tax Provision into PowerTax 174.876 440,089 (391,741) 223,224
Other (13,646) (394,033) 316,546 191,133)

Non-Normalized Property EDIT- 12/31/17 FEAdjusted $ 65,057,807 $ 79,808,952 $ 20,498,148 $165,364,907

Total Property Related EDIT - 12/31/17 Stipulated $212,961,931 $246,569,125 $ 65,247,552 $524,778,608
Total Property Related EDIT - 12/31/17 FEAdjusted $203,661,486 $228,784,927 $ 63,039,497 $495,485,910

As summarized in the table below, the Companies’ property-related EDIT adjustments reduce the
total liability owed to customers as of December 31, 2017, by $28,333,097. There is also a reclass
adjustment from non-normalized property to non-property which reduces the total property related
EDIT balance as of December 31, 2017, in Rider DCR by $959,601. Subject to check, the reclass to
non-property should have a net zero impact on the total liability owed to customers,

Table 42: Companies’ Adjusted Property EDIT Balance in Rider DCR as of December 31,2017

Description CEI OE TE Total
Normalized Property EDIT $ 173,640,455 $ 157,240,782 $ 42,962,870 $ 373.844.107
Non-Normalized Property EDIT 39,321,477 89,328,343 22,284,682 150,934,501
Total Property EDIT - 12/31/17 Stipulated $212,961,931 $246,569,125 $ 65,247,552 $524,778,608

Adjustments to Liability Owed to customers (9,036,069) (17,092.793) (2,204.235) (28,333,097)
Reclasses to Non-Property Catego~~i (264.377) (691.405) (3,819) (959,601)
Reclasses within Property catego~ - - - -

Total Property EDIT- 12/31/17 lEAd justed $203,661,486 $228,784,927 $ 63,039,497 $495,485,910

234 FirstEnergy’s responses to 2109 audit Data Request BRC Set 5-1NT-010, Attachment 1—Confidential and
BRC Set 16-INT-QOS, Attachment 1—Confidential.
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When asked if the revised balances were reflected in the TCJA case record and, if not, how the
Companies obtained authorization to update the balances, the Companies gave this reply:

The Stipulation and Recommendation filed in Case No. 18-1656-EL-ATA et al. states
that the actual amount of EDIT flowing back to customers will reflect the final, audited
balances, including a federal and state tax gross up, as of December 31, 2017. The
Companies filed compliance tariffs on July 26, 2019 in Case No. 18-1656-EL-ATA
reflecting updated balances.235

Blue Ridge found the Companies’ response to lack clarity, casting doubt on the actual meaning
of “final, audited balances.” PricewaterhouseCoopers performed the external audit of the December
31, 2017, financial statements, and they issued an unqualified opinion on February 20, 2018—
months prior to the Stipulation, filed on November 9, 2018, as well as the Supplemental Stipulation,
filed on January 25, 2019. Since no specific true-up provisions exist in the Stipulation to adjust to the
2017 filed tax returns and other later known variables, Blue Ridge recommends restoring the EDIT
balances to reflect those agreed to within the settlement and allowing parties to consider the
Company’s changes, such as the assertion that there is no EDIT associated with AFUDC equity, within
the next Rider TSA annual filing. With respect to the reclass adjustments, Blue Ridge is neutral on
their adoption since they have no impact on the total agreed upon liability to be refunded to
customers. The EDIT categories with varying amortization periods are judgmental to some extent
and an audit opinion would not render such definitional determinations official or correct.

Blue Ridge recommends reversing all EDIT adjustments, except for reclasses between
normalized and non-normalized property, so that the Total Property EDIT reflected in Rider DCR
matches the Total Property EDIT as of December 31, 2017, in the Stipulation. The scope of Blue
Ridge’s current investigation is limited to the property related EDIT balances in Rider DCR. Blue
Ridge therefore has not and cannot validate the reclass from property to non-property was
appropriately reflected in the new credit mechanism. The following table presents the result of Blue
Ridge’s recommendation.

235 FirstEnergy’s responses to 2019 audit Data Request BRC Set 16-INT-007(a).
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Table 43: Blue Ridge Recommended Property-Related EDIT Balances as of December 31, 2017

Description tEl OE TE Total
Normalized Property EDIT - 12/31/17 Stipulated $ 173,640.455 S 157.240.782 $ 42.962.870 $ 373844d07

Adjustments to Liability Owedto Customers (5,166.079) (3,211,583) (428,656) (8,806,318)
Reclasses to Non-Normalized Property Category (29,870,697) (5,053.225) 7,136 (34,916.786)

NormalizedPropertyEDlT-12/31/l7FEAdjusted S 138.603.679 S 148.975,974 5 42.541,350 $ 330.121.003
Reverse: Adiustments to Liability Owed to Customers 5,166,079 3,211.583 428,656 8.806.318

Nonnalized Property EDIT - 12/31/17 BRC-Rcmd $143,769,758 $152,187,557 $ 42,970,005 $338,927,321

Non-Normalized Property EDIT - 12/31/17 Stipulated $ 39,321,477 $ 89,328,343 $ 22,284,682 $150,934,501
Adjustments to Liability Owed to Customers (3.869.990) (13,881,210) (1.775.579) (19.526.779)
Reclass to Non-Property Category (264,377) (691,405) (3,819) (959,601)
Reclasses from Normalized Property Categoiy 29,870.697 5.053,225 (7.136) 34,916,786

Non-Normalized Property EDIT- 12/31/17 FE Adjusted $ 65,057,807 $ 79,808,952 $ 20,498,148 $165,364,907
Reverse: Adjustments to Liability Owed to Customers 3,869,990 13.881,210 1.775,579 19,526,779
Reverse: Reclass to Non-Property Category 264,377 691,405 3,819 959,601

Non-NormalizedPropertyEDlT-12/31J17BRC-Rcmd. $ 69,192,173 $ 94,381,568 $ 22,277,546 $185,851,287

Total Property EDIT - 12/31/17 Stipulated $212,961,931 $246,569,125 $ 65,247,552 $524,778,608
Total Property EDIT- 12/31/17 BRC-Rcmd. $212,961,931 $246,569,125 $ 65,247,552 $524,778,608

Conclusion—Tax Cuts and lobs Act Effect

The treatment of EDIT in Rider DCR from the prior investigations has been resolved per the
Stipulation agreed to by the Parties and approved by the Commission in Case No. 18-1604-EL-UNC.
The property related EDIT balances, normalized and non-normalized, are accounted for between the
Rider DCR and new credit mechanism. Blue Ridge recommends the normalized and non-normalized
property EDIT balances under total ADIT be restated as shown in the table below.

Table 44: Blue Ridge Recommended Property-Related EDIT Balances in Rider DCR Compliance Filing

Description CEI OE TE Total
Normalized Property EDIT - 12/31/17 BRC-Rcmd. $ 143,769,758 $152,187,557 $ 42,970,005 $338,927,321

Non-Normalized Property EDIT-12/31/17 BRC-Rcmd. $ 69,192,173 $ 94,381,568 $22,277,546 $185,851,287
RevisedAmortization -01/01/2018 thru 11/30/20 (20,181,051) (27.527.957) (6,497,618) (54,206,625)

Non-NornializedPropertyEDlT-11/30/2OBRC-Rcmd. $ 49,011,123 $ 66,853,610 $15,779,929 $131,644,662
RevisedAmortization - 12/01/2019 thru 02/29/21 (1,729,804) (2,359.539) ~556,939) (4.646.282)

Non-NormalizedPropertyEDlT-02/28/2IBRC-Rcmd. $ 47,281,318 $ 64,494,071 $15,222,990 $126,998,380

The reconciliation of the total property related EDIT balances to the amounts agreed to in the
Stipulation would increase ADIT by $23,397,318 as of November 30, 2020, and $22,885,159 as of
February 28, 2021, as shown in the following tables. The adjustments reduce Rider DCR revenue
requirements for CE by $(795,662) [ADJUSTMENT #21], for QE by $(1,331,512) [ADJUSTMENT
#22], and for TE by $(158,722). [ADJUSTMENT #23].

Table 45: Recommended Adjustment to ADIT in Rider DCR Actual 11/30/20

Description CEI OE TE Total
Nornnlized Property EDIT - 11/30/20 and 2/28/21 (As Filed) $ 138.603,679 S 148,975,974 $ 42,541,350 $ 330,121,003
NormalizedPropertyEfllT-BRC-Recommended $ 143.769,758 S 152,187,557 S 42,970,005 S 338,927,321

~ Difference $ 5,166,079 S 3,211,583 S 428,656 S 8,806,318

Non-Normalized Property EDIT - 11/30/20 (As Filed) $ 46.122,573 $ 56.357,311 $ 14.573.778 $ 117.053.661
Normalized Property EDIT - BRC-Recommended $ 49,011,123 S 66.853.610 $ 15.779.929 $ 131.644.662

Difference $ 2,888,550 S 10,496.300 S 1,206,151 5 14,591,000

Mjustnmntto Total ADIT-Actual 11/30/20 $ 8,054,629 $ 13,707,883 $ 1,634,807 S 23,397,318
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Table 46: Recommended Adjustment to ADIT in Rider DCR Estimated 2/28/21

Description - CEI OE - fl Total
Normalized Property EDIT - 11/30/20 and 2/28/21 (As Filed) $ 138,603679 $ 148.975,974 $ 42,541,350 $ 330.121.003
NormalizedPropertyEfllT-BRC-Recomrneoded $ 143,769758 S 152.187,557 S 42,970,005 5 338.927.321

Difference $ 5.166,079 $ 3,211,583 S 428,656 $ 8,806.318
. I

Non-Normalized Property EDIT - 02/28/21 (As Filed) $ 44.496,128 $ 54.362,087 5 14,061,324 S 112,919.539
NormalizedPropertyEDlT-BRC-Recornrnended $ 47,281.318 $ 64.494,071 $ 15.222,990 S 126,998,380

Difference $ 2,785,191 $ 10,131,984 $ 1.161,666 5 14,078,841

AdjustmenttoTotalADlT-EstimatedO2/28/21 $ 7.951,270 S 13.343.567 $ 1.590.322 $ 22,885,159

RETURN

Determine if the Companies return on and of plant-in-service associated with distribution,
subtransmission, and general and intangible plant, including allocated general plant from
FirstEnergy Service Company are not unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances
known to the Companies at the time such expenditures were committed.

The Rider DCR Compliance Filings include the following calculated return on rate base at 8.48%
for each company.

Table 47: Incremental Change in Return on Rate Base from 11/30/19 to 11/30/20236

Company 11/30/2019 11/30/2020 Incremental
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company S 40,052,616 S 42,010,930 $ 1,958,314
Ohio Edison Company 51,498,355 53,886,806 2,388,451
The Toledo Edison Company 6,442,848 6,449,647 6,799
Total $ 97,993,818 $ 102,347,382 $ 4,353,564

The Rider DCR Summary Schedule includes the calculation for the rate of return and the return
on plant using the calculated rate base.

Authority to Collect a Return on Plant-in-Service in Rider DCR

The Combined Stipulation and Order in Case No. 1O-0388-EL-SSO (and reaffirmed in Case Nos.
12-1230-EL-SSO and 14-1297-EL-SSO237) provides the capital structure, cost of debt, and return on
equity that is allowed in Rider DCR Revenue Requirements. The Combined Stipulation includes this
direction in Section B.2:

The return earned on such plant will be based on the cost of debt of 6.54% and a
return on equity of 10.5% determined in the last distribution rate case utilizing a 51%
debt and 49% equity capital structure. 238

236 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—Confidential.
237 Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO Commission Opinion and Order, July 18, 2012, pages 10-11, and Case No. 14-
1297-550 Commission Opinion and Order, March 31, 2016.
238 Case No. 10-O388-EL-SSO Stipulation and Recommendation, March 23, 2010, page 14.
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Mathematical Verification

The rate of return and the return on plant is calculated correctly in accordance with the
Combined Stipulation.239

Source Data Validation

The capital structure and rates used within Rider DCR agree with the stipulated amounts.

Conclusion—Return

Although the adjustments discussed in other subsections of this report will affect the final return
included within the DCR, Blue Ridge found that the calculation of the return component of the DCR is
not unreasonable.

RIDER DCR CALCULATION

• Determine if the Companies’ revenue requirement calculation for Rider DCR are not
unreasonable based upon the facts and circumstances known to the Companies at the time such
expenditures were committed.

The Compliance Filing Summary Schedules pull together the various components allowed within
Rider DCR and calculate the revenue requirements based upon the actual November 30, 2020, and
estimated February 28, 2021, balances. The Annual Rider DCR Revenue is compared against the
Commission-approved Revenue Cap in the Companies’ filings.240

Mathematical Verification

The various actual November 30, 2020, and estimated February 28, 2021, components, including
gross plant, reserve, ADIT, depreciation, and property tax expense, were discussed in other
subsections of this report and roll forward into the revenue requirements. Blue Ridge found no
exceptions.

Annual Cap

Recovery through the DCR is subject to annual caps. The annual cap has been modified several
times since the inception of the Rider DCR. The cap for the filing under review is a composite from
two stipulations approved by the Commission.

The Stipulation in Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO modified the annual cap of the Rider DCR Revenue
collected effective June 1, 2014, as follows:

For the twelve-month period from June 1, 2014, through May 31, 2015, that Rider
DCR is in effect, the revenue collected by the Companies shall be capped at $195
million, for the following twelve-month period, the revenue collected under Rider
DCR shall be capped at $210 million.2~’

239 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—Confidential.
240 CEI, OE, and TE Rider DCR Replacement Compliance Filings dated 1/5/21, page 57.
241 Case No. 12-12-1230-EL-SS0 Opinion and Order, July 18,2012, page 10.
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The Stipulation in Case No. 14-1297-EL-SSO modified the annual cap of the Rider DCR Revenue
collected as follows:

The revenue caps for the Delivery Capital Recovery Rider (Rider DCR) will increase
annually to $30 million for the period of June 1, 2016, through May 31, 2019; $Z2
million for the period of June 1,2019, through May 31, 2022; and $15 million for the
period of June 1,2022, through May 31, 2024 [emphasis added].242

The Companies appropriately applied the annual caps in the stipulations in Case Nos. 12-1230-
EL-SS0 and 14-1297-EL-SSO that resulted in an annual cap for the 2020 DCR as follows:

Table 48: Companies’ Calculation ofAnnual Cap Prior to Under (Over) Recovery Adjustment243

12 months 6/1/15 -5/31/16 $ 210,000,000
12 months 6/1/16 - 5/31/17 30,000,000
12 months 6/1/17 - 5/31/18 30,000,000
12 months 6/1/18 - 5/31/19 30,000,000
12 months 6/1/19 - 5/31/20 20,000,000
12 months 6/1/20 - 5/31/21 $ 20,000,000

Prorated for seven months 11,666,657
$ 331,565,667

Over/Under Recovery

The Stipulations in Case Nos. 10-388-EL-SS0 and 12-1230-EL-SSO contain similar language
addressing over or under recoveries against the annual caps as follows:

For any year that the Companies’ spending would produce revenue in excess of that
period’s cap, the overage shall be recovered in the following cap period subject to
such period’s cap. For any year the revenue collected under the Companies’ Rider
DCR is less than the annual cap allowance, the difference between the revenue
collected and the cap shall be applied to increase the level of the subsequent period’s
cap?44

The annual cap analysis included in the January 5, 2021, filing included revenues through
November 30, 2020. Using the actual annual revenue, the Companies have a cumulative under
recovery of $15,847,315 as shown in the following table.245

242 Case No. 14-1297-EL-SSO Opinion and Order, March 31, 2016, page 25,
243 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—Confidential.
244 Case No. 10-0388-EL-SSO Opinion and Order, August 25, 2010, page 12 and Case No. 12-12-1230-EL-SSO
Opinion and Order, July 18, 2012, page 10.
245Wp V&V—FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—Confidential.
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Table 49: Annual DCR Revenues vs. Annual Cap through November 30, 2020246

Period Annual Cap Annual Revenue Under (Over) Cum Under (Over)
2012 $ 150,000,000 $ 128,616,253 $ 21,383,747 $ 21,383,747
2013 $ 165,000,000 $ 185,631,927 $ (20,631,927) $ 751,820
2014 $ 188,750,000 $ 191,709,557 $ (2,959,557) $ (2,207,737)
2015 $ 203,750,000 $ 207,078,057 $ (3,328,057) $ (5,535,794)
2016 $ 227,500,000 $ 216,681,105 $ 10,818,895 $ 5,283,099
2017 $ 257,500,000 $ 262,678,121 $ (5,178,121) $ 104,978
2018 $ 287,500,000 $ 291,199,888 $ (3,699,888) $ (3,594,910)
2019 $ 311,666,667 $ 309,630,496 $ 2,036,171 $ (1,558,739)

lTD 11/30/2020 $ 331,666,667 $ 314,260,613 $ 17,406,054 $ 15,847,315

In addition to the total cap, the Companies have individual annual caps that limit recovery
through the Rider DCR. The following table shows the Companies’ revenue to the aggregate annual
cap (adjusted for the cumulative under [over] recovery) and the allocated Companies’ caps. Blue
Ridge confirmed the Actual Revenue through November 30, 2020, included in the Companies’
filing.247 Each of the operating companies’ DCR revenues through November 30,2020, are below the
annual cap.

Table 50: 2020 Annual DCR Revenue to Aggregate and Allocated Caps through November 30, 2020248

Aggregate
Period Annual Cap CEI OE TB

%ofAggregateAnnuaI~ap 70% 50% 30%
2020 Annual Cap $ 331,666,667
2019 Cumulative Under (Over) $ (1,558,739)
Adjusted 2020 Annual Cap $ 330,107,927 $ 231,075,549 $ 165,053,964 $ 99,032,378
Annual Revenue Through 11/30/2020 $ 314,260,613 $ 139,314,953 $ 137,484,483 $ 37,461,177
Under (Over) 2020 Revenue Cap $ 15,847,315 $ 91.760,595 $ 27,569,480 $ 61,571,200

Conclusion—Rider DCR Calculation

Although Blue Ridge found that the balances used in the Rider DCR calculations should be
adjusted, Blue Ridge found that the Rider DCR revenue requirements calculation is not unreasonable.

The Annual Rider DCR Revenue through November 30, 2020, is under both the aggregate annual
cap and the allocated annual cap by company.

PROJECTIONS

Develop an understanding of the projection methodology used by the Companies for plant-in
service, property taxes, Commercial Activity Tax, and Income Tax.

The Compliance Filings include projections for the first two months in 2021. To develop the first
quarter 2021 estimates, the Companies used estimated plant-in-service and reserve balances as of

246WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—Confidential.
247 FirstEnergy’s response to Data Request BRC Set 7-INT-00 1—Confidential.
248 WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Piling 1.5.2021—Confidential.
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February 28, 2021, the most recent (December 2020) forecast from PowerPlan. The estimated
February 28, 2021, plant and reserve balances were then adjusted to reflect current assumptions
(including project additions and delays), to incorporate recommendations from prior Rider DCR
Audit Reports, and to remove the pre-2007 impact of a change in pension accounting.249

Authority to use Projected Data

The Opinion and Order and Combined Stipulation from Case No. 10-388-EL-SSO and continued
in Case Nos. 12-12-1230-EL-SSO and 14-1297-EL-SSQ provide the authority to include estimated
balances in Rider DCR. The Combined Stipulation includes this direction in Section B.2:

The quarterly filings will be based on estimated balances as of August 31, November
30, February 28, and May31, respectively, with any reconciliation between actual and
forecasted information being recognized in the following quarter. 250

Mathematical VerifIcation and Source Validation

The actual and estimated schedules in the Compliance Filings used the same format and
calculations for each of the components and the revenue requirements calculations. Blue Ridge
reviewed the estimated February 28, 2021, schedules while performing specific tasks in each of the
previous subsections. Specific observations and findings are discussed in the appropriate
subsections.

Conclusion —Projections

Blue Ridge found that the projected amounts included through February 2021 are not
unreasonable. In addition, the projected amounts will be reconciled to the actual amounts, and the
Rider DCR revenue requirement will be adjusted to actual in the next quarter’s Rider DCR Compliance
Filings.

OVERALL IMPACT OF FINDINGS ON RIDER DCR REVENUE REQUIREMENTS

• Determine the impact of all findings to Rider DCR revenue requirements.

Blue Ridge’s impact of our recommendations is summarized in the following table.

249 FirstEnergy’s response to Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-001, Attachment 3—Confidential.
250 Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO Stipulation and Recommendation April 13, 2012, page 22.
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Table 51: Impact of Blue Ridge’s Findings on Rider DCR Revenue Requirement25’
AWe Description CEI OE TE Total

As Filed $ 156,461,204 $ 164,514272 $ 40.062,907 S 361,038,383
1 Capitalized Vegetation Management Expense - CECO - Various WOO’s (1,686,259) - (1,686,259)
2 Capitalized Vegetation Management Expense - OECO - Various WOO’s - (1,025,521) - (1.025.521)
3 Capitalized Vegetation Management Expense - TECO - Various WOO’s . - (402,349) (402,349)
4 AflJOC OverAtcrued - OECO - WOO 13300165 - (31,007) - (31,007)
5 AFIJOC OverAccrued - OECO-WO# 14431541 . (11,373) - (11,373)
6 AFUDC Over Accrued - TECO - WOO IF-TW-000025-1 - (1,406) (1.406)
7 LTIP-Stock- CECO,OECO,TECO (89,959) (104.226) (34,414) (228,599)
8 Retirements Not Recorded - CECO - WOO 15599597 (61 - - (6)
9 Retirements Not Recorded - OECO - WOO IP-OE-000135-1 - (792) - (792)
10 Retirements Not Recorded - OECO - WOO IF-OE-000131-1 . (29,541) - (29,541)
11 Retirements Not Retarded - OECO - WOO IF-OE-000132-1 - 2,383 - 2,383
12 Retirements Not Recorded - OECO - WOO IF’OE-000136-1 . (740) - (740)
13 Retirements Not Retarded - OECO - WOO IF-OE-000137-1 ‘ (429) - (429)
14 Retirements Not Recorded - OECO - WOO iF-SC-000247-1 - (1,582) - (1,582)
15 Retirements Not Recorded - CECO - WOO 14861450 (52,688) - - (52,608)
16 Retirements Not Recorded - CECO - WOO CE-0o5603-OO-MSTM (23.726) - - (23.726)
17 Retirements Not Recorded - OECO - WOO 16616511 ‘ (156) - (156)
18 Retirements Not Recorded -TECO -WOO 15776111 . (2.821) (2,821)
19 Retirements Not Recorded . TECO - WOO 15997031 - (537) (537)
20 Depredation on FoliyAsnortized Assets - CECO (4,158) ‘ ‘ (4,158)
21 Regulatory Lability TCIA - CECO (795.662) - - (795,662)
22 Reguiaiosy Liability TCJA- OECO - (1331,512) - (1,331,512)
23 Regulatory Liability TCIA - TECO . . (158,722) (158,722)

24 Capitalized MARCo liserRadio Fees’ CECO - WOO CE-00827-TQ (9,813) - - (9,813)

Impact ofAli Adjuaeonenls (2,662,272) (2,534,496) (600,249) (5.797.016)
Recommended Rider OCR Revenue Requirements $ 153,798,932 $ 161,979,776 5 39,462,659 $ 355.241,367

251 WP Impact of Adjustments BRC Set 1-INT-OO1 Attachment 1- FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021—
Confidential RLxlsx
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APPENDIX A: RIDER DCR EXCERPTS WITHIN ORDER AND COMBINED STIPULATION

The following cases are relevant to the Delivery Capital Recovery Riders reviewed and discussed
in this report.

• 10-0388-EL-SSO
• 12-1230-EL-SSO
• 14-1297-EL-SSO
• 11-5428-EL-RDR
• 12-2855-EL-RDR
• 13-2100-EL-RDR
• 14-1939-EL-RDR
• 15-1739-EL-RDR
• 16-2041-EL-RDR
• 17-2009-EL-RDR
• 18-1542-EL-RDR — No Commission Finding and Order
• 19-1887-EL-RDR — No Commission Finding and Order

Excerpts from Commission Opinions and Orders and Stipulations specifically related to Rider
DCR in the above cases are provided below.

Case No. 1O-388-EL-SSO
Combined Stinulation

The Combined Stipulation are comprised of the following documents:

• Original Stipulation Agreement included with the Companies’ Application dated March
23, 2010

• First Supplemental Stipulation Agreement dated May 13, 2010 which modified the terms
of the original stipulation

• Second Supplemental Stipulation dated July 19, 2010

The key sections related to the scope of this audit from the Combined Stipulation follow:

B. Distribution
Section 2 Effective lanuary 1, 2012, a new rider, hereinafter referred to as Rider DCR
(“Delivery Capital Recovery”), will be established to provide the Companies with the
opportunity to recover property taxes, Commercial Activity Tax and associated
income taxes and earn a return on and of plant in service associated with distribution,
subtransmission, and general and intangible plants including allocated general plant
from FirstEnergy Service Company that supports the Companies, which was not
included in the rate base determined in the Opinion and Order of January 21, 2009 in
Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR et al. (‘last distribution rate case”). The return earned on
such plant will be based on the cost of debt of 6.54% and a return on equity of 10.5%
determined in the last distribution rate case utilizing a 51% debt and 49% equity
capital structure. The net capital additions included for recognition under Rider DCR
will reflect gross plant in service not approved in the Companies’ last distribution rate
case less growth in accumulated depreciation reserve and accumulated deferred
income taxes associated with plant in service since the Companies’ last distribution
rate case. Rider DCR shall be adjusted quarterly to reflect in-service net capital
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additions and encourage investment in the delivery system. For the first 12 months
Rider DCR is in effect, the revenue collected by the Companies under Rider DCR shall
be capped at $150 million; for the following 12 months the revenue collected by the
Companies under Rider DCR shall be capped at $165 million, and for the following
five months the revenue collected by the Companies under Rider DCR shall be capped
at $75 million. Consistent with the time periods for the revenue caps established
above, each individual Company will have a cap of 50%, 70% and 30% for Ohio
Edison, CEI and Toledo Edison, respectively, of the total aggregate caps as established
above. Capital additions recovered through Riders L.EX, EDR, and AMI, or any other
subsequent rider authorized by the Commission to recover delivery-related capital
additions, will be identified and excluded from Rider DCR and the annual cap
allowance. Revenue requirements will be derived for each company separately, and
on that basis the recovery of the revenue among the classes of each Company will be
calculated using the same methodology as the existing DSI Rider. To effect the
quarterly adjustments, the Companies will submit a filing that contains the
adjustment requested, the resulting rate for each customer class and the bill impact
on customers. The filing shall show the Plant in Service account balances and
accumulated depreciation reserve balances compared to that approved in the last
distribution rate case. The expenditures reflected in the filing shall be broken down
by the Plant in Service Account Numbers associated with Account Titles for
subtransmission, distribution, general and intangible plant, including allocated
general plant from FirstEnergy Service Company that supports the Companies based
on allocations used in the Companies’ last distribution rate case. Net capital additions
for plant in Service for General Plant shall be included in the DCR so long as there are
no net job losses at the Companies as a result of involuntary attrition as a result of the
merger between FirstEnergy Corp. and Allegheny Energy, Inc. For each account title
the Companies shall provide the plant in service and accumulated depreciation
reserve for the period prior to the adjustment period as well as during the adjustment
period. The filing shall also include a detailed calculation of the depreciation expense
and accumulated depreciation impact as a result of the capital additions. The
Companies will provide the information on an individual Company basis.
(Section 2 Second paragraph of original text replaced by Second Supplemental
Stipulation) The Signatory Parties agree that the quarterly Rider DCR update filing
will not be an application to increase rates within the meaning of R.C. § 4909.18 and
each Signatory Party further agrees it will not advocate a position to the contrary in
any future proceeding. The first quarterly filing will be made on or about October 31,
2011, based on an estimated balance as of December 31, 2011 with rates effective on
January 1, 2012 on a bills rendered basis. Thereafter, quarterly filings will be made
on or aboutJanuary 31, April 30, July 30, and October31 with rates effective on a bills
rendered basis effective April 1, July 1, October 1, and January 1, respectively. The
quarterly filings will be based on estimated balances as of March 31, June 30
September 30, and December 31, respectively, with any reconciliations between
actual and forecasted information being recognized in the following quarter. The
Companies will bear the burden to demonstrate the accuracy of the quarterly filings.
Upon the Companies meeting such burden, any party may challenge such
expenditures with evidence. Upon a party presenting evidence that an expenditure is
unreasonable, it shall be the obligation of the Companies to demonstrate that the
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expenditure was reasonable by a preponderance of the evidence. An annual audit
shall be conducted by an independent auditor. The independent auditor shall be
selected by Staff with the consent of the Companies, with such consent not being
unreasonably withheld. The expense for the audit shall be paid by the Companies and
be fully recoverable through Rider DCR. The audit shall include a review to confirm
that the amounts for which recovery is sought are not unreasonable and will be
conducted following the Companies’ January 31,2012, January 31,2013 and January
31, 2014 filings, and one final audit following the Companies’ July 30, 2014 final
reconciliation filing. For purposes of such audits and any subsequent proceedings
referred to in this paragraph, the determination of whether the amounts for which
recovery is sought are not unreasonable shall be determined in light of the facts and
circumstances known to the Companies at the time such expenditures were
committed. Staff and Signatory Parties shall file their recommendations and/or
objections within 120 days after the filing of the application. If no objections are filed
within 120 days after the filing of the application, the proposed DCR rate will remain
in effect without adjustment, except through the normal quarterly update process or
as may be ordered by the Commission as a result of objections filed in a subsequent
audit process. If the Companies are unable to resolve any objections within 150 days
of the filing of the application, an expedited hearing process will be established in
order to allow the parties to present evidence to the Commission regarding the
conformance of the application with this Stipulation, and whether the amounts for
which recovery is sought are not unreasonable.
For any year that the Companies’ spending would produce revenue in excess of that
period’s cap, the overage shall be recovered in the following cap period subject to
such period’s cap. For any year the revenue collected under the Companies’ Rider
DCR is less than the annual cap allowance, as established above, then the difference
between the revenue collected and the cap shall be applied to increase the level of the
subsequent period’s cap. In no event will authorization exist to recover in the DCR
any expenditures associated with net plant in service additions made after May 31,
2014.
Section 3: Any charges billed through Rider DSl prior to January 1, 2012 shall not be
included as revenue in the return on equity calculation for the Companies for
purposes of applying the Significantly Excessive Earnings Test (“SEET”), nor
considered as an adjustment eligible for refund. Any charges billed through Rider DCR
after January I, 2012 will be included as revenue in the return on equity calculation
for purposes of SEET and will be considered an adjustment eligible for refund. For
each year during the period of this ESP, adjustments will be made to exclude the
impact: (i) of a reduction in equity resulting from any write-off of goodwill, (ii) of
deferred carrying charges, and (iii) associated with any additional liability or write
off of regulatory assets due to implementing this ESP. The significantly excessive
earnings test applicable to plans greater than three years and set forth in R.C, §
4928.143(E) is not applicable to this three-year ESP.
D. Continuance of Existing Tariff Riders and Deferrals, Section 3
The following new tariff riders are attached as part of Attachment B, with such new
tariffs approved as part of this ESP:
Rider DCR Delivery Capital Recovery (Discussed in Section B.2 above)
H. Other Issues
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Section 1: The Companies’ corporate separation plan in Case No. 09-462-EL-IJNC
shall be approved as filed. However, within six months after the completion of the
merger between FirstEnergy Corp. and Allegheny Energy, Inc. or within 18 months
after this Stipulation is approved, whichever comes first, if the Companies’ corporate
or operational structure has changed, then the Companies shall file an updated
corporate separation plan. In either case whether an updated corporate separation
plan is filed or not, this plan may be audited by an independent auditor. The
Commission shall select and solely direct the work of the auditor. The Companies
shall directly contract for and bear the cost of the services of the auditor chosen by
the Commission. Staff will review and approve payment invoices submitted by the
consultant.
Section 5: With respect to the recent announcement of the combination of FirstEnergy
Corp. and Allegheny Energy, Inc., the Signatory Parties agree that the Commission
should not assert jurisdiction and review the merger, and further agree and
recommend that the Commission should not in this instance initiate its own review
of the merger in light of the facts that the merger is the result of an all stock
transaction and there is no change in control of the Companies. Approval of the
Stipulation by the Commission indicates acceptance of the Signatory Parties’
recommendation.

Commission Opinion and Order dated Auaust 25.2010

On August 25, 2010, the Commission issued its Opinion and Order regarding Case No. 10-388-
EL-SSO. The Order approved the following Stipulation Agreements with modifications:

• Original Stipulation Agreement included with the Companies’ Application dated March
23, 2010

• First Supplemental Stipulation Agreement dated May 13, 2010 which modified the terms
of the original stipulation

• Second Supplemental Stipulation dated July 19, 2010

The original stipulation and two supplemental stipulations are collectively referred to as the
Combined Stipulation, which addressed all the issues within the case. The Commission’s Order
included several references to the Deliver Capital Recover Rider (DCR), which is the subject of this
report. Those excerpts are provided as follows:

Pages 11-12 8. Summary of the Combined Stipulation:

(13) Effective January 1, 2012, the Delivery Capital Recovery Rider (Rider DCR) will
be established to provide the Companies with the opportunity to recovery property
taxes, commercial activity tax and associated income taxes and earn a return on and
of plant in service associated with distribution, subtransmission, and general and
intangible plant, including general plant from FirstEnergy Service Company that
supports the Companies and was not included in the rate base determined in In re
FirstEnergy, Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR, etal, Opinion and Order (January 21,2009). The
return earned on such plant will be based on the cost of debt of 6.54 percent and a
return on equity of 10.5 percent determined in that proceeding utilizing a 51 percent
debt and 49 percent equity capital structure (Id. at 13-14).
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For the first twelve months Rider DCR is in effect, the revenue collected by the
Companies shall be capped at $150 million; for the following 12 months, the revenue
collected under Rider DCR shall be capped at $165 million; and for the following five
months, the revenues collected under Rider DCR shall be capped at $75 million.
Capital additions recovered through Riders LEX, EDR, and AMI, or any other
subsequent rider authorized by the Commission to recover delivery-related capital
additions, will be excluded from Rider DCR and the annual cap allowance. Net capital
additions for plant in service for general plant shall be included in Rider DCR provided
that there are no net job losses at the Companies as a result of involuntary attrition
due to the merger between FirstEnergy Corp. and Allegheny Energy, Inc. (Ed. at 14-
15).
Rider DCR will be adjusted quarterly, and the quarterly Rider DCR update filing will
not be an application to increase rates within the meaning of Section 4909.18, Revised
Code. The first quarterly filing will be made on or about October31, 2011, based upon
an estimated balance as of December 31, 2011, with rates effective for bills rendered
as of January 1, 2012. For any year that the Companies’ spending would produce
revenue in excess of that period’s cap, the overage shall be recovered in the following
cap period subject to such period’s cap. For any year the revenue collected under the
Companies’ Rider DCR is less than the annual cap allowance, the difference between
the revenue collected and the cap shall be applied to increase the level of the
subsequent period’s cap (Id. at 15-17).
Order, page 35, “Does the settlement, as a package, benefit ratepayers and the public
interest?”
b. Commission Decision
The Commission also believes that the Combined Stipulation should be modified with
respect to the provision that net capital additions for plant in service for general plant
shall be included in Rider DCR so long as there are no net job losses at “the
Companies” as a result of involuntary attrition as a result of the merger between
FirstEnergy Corp. and Allegheny Energy, Inc. Joint Lx. 1 at 15). According to testimony
at the hearing, this provision does not cover employees of FirstEnergy Service
Company (Tr. I at 85-86). However, many functions for the Companies are performed
by employees of the FirstEnergy Service Company (Co. MRO Lx. 6 at 4-5). Therefore,
the Commission will modify the Combined Stipulation to include employees of
FirstEnergy Service Company who provide support for distribution services provided
by OE, CEI, and TE and are located in Ohio within the meaning of “no net job losses”
in the Combined Stipulation.
Further, the Commission will clarify that the second paragraph on page 15 of the
original stipulation will be replaced by the new language contained in the second
supplemental stipulation joint Ex. 1 at 15; Joint Ex. 3 at 4).

Page 47 stated, it is, therefore, ordered that the Combined Stipulation, as modified by the
Commission, be adopted and approved,

Case No. 11-5482-EL-RIJR (2011 Audit)
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On February 2, 2012, FirstEnergy filed its Rider DCR application. On April 13, 2012, Blue Ridge
filed a report on its audit review of Rider DCR. On August 22, 2012, the Commission approved the
following recommendation agreed to by Staff and FirstEnergy.

Page 7—9 Finding (22)

(a) Blue Ridge’s recommendation for an adjustment to Rider DCR regarding the
Companies’ property tax expense. FirstEnergy and Staff state that the Companies
implemented this recommendation in their third-quarter DCR filing.
(b) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Companies review and address items that
have no direct impact to Rider DCR, but are included in Appendix D to the audit
report.
(c) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Commission consider a review of the
Companies’ IT project planning and implementation.
(d) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that, for future audits, the Companies evaluate the
lessons learned from the conduct of this audit and develop information processes that
will facilitate the determination that projects in Rider DCR are properly justified,
approved, and managed.
(e) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Companies reduce the utilization backlog
before the next audit to reduce the potential for over- or under-accrual of
depreciation.
(f) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that, as part of the next audit, the Companies
provide justification and support for the level of overheads that are added to project
and work order costs and provide proper justification and back-up documentation to
show overheads are appropriate.
(g) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that workpapers supporting Rider DCR’s property
tax be cleaned up and fully referenced in order to minimize the opportunity for error.
(h) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the actual amount collected under Rider DCR
be included as part of the quarterly compliance filing in order to ensure that the $150
million annual cap of collected revenue is not exceeded in 2012. FirstEnergy and Staff
note that the Companies implemented this recommendation in their third quarter
DCR filing and will maintain the recommendation to ensure the cap is not exceeded
in future years.

Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO

On April 13, 2012, FirstEnergy filed an application to provide for a standard service offer (SSO)
for an electric security plan (ESP). The parties agreed to a Stipulation (ESP 3) that extended the
Combined Stipulation for an additional two years. The Commission approved the Stipulation,
with modifications, on July 18, 2012. In regard to the Delivery Capital Recovery Rider (Rider
DCR), the Order stated.

Order, page 10-11, B. Summary of the Stipulation:
(13) The Delivery Capital Recovery Rider (Rider DCR) will continue to be in effect to
provide the Companies with the opportunity to recover property taxes, commercial
activity tax, and associated income taxes, and earn a return on and of plant-in-service
associated with distribution, subtransmission, and general and intangible plant,
including general plant from FirstEnergy Service Company that supports the Companies
and was not included in the rate base determined in In re FirstE’nergy, Case No. 07-551-
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EL-AIR, et al~ Opinion and Order ~anuary 21, 2009). The return earned on such plant
will be based on the cost of debt of 6.54 percent and a return on equity of 10.5 percent
determined in that proceeding utilizing a 51 percent debt and 49 percent equity capital
structure. (Id at 19.)
For the twelve-month period from June 1, 2014, through May 31, 2015, that Rider DCR
is in effect, the revenue collected by the Companies shall be capped at $195 million, for
the following twelve-month period, the revenue collected under Rider DCR shall be
capped at $210 million. Capital additions recovered through Riders LEX, EDR, and AMI,
or any other subsequent rider authorized by the Commission to recover delivery-related
capital additions, will be excluded from Rider DCR and the annual cap allowance. Net
capital additions for plant-in-service for general plant shall be included in Rider DCR
provided that there are no net job losses at the Companies as a result of involuntary
attribution due to the merger between FirstEnergy Corp. and Allegheny Energy, Inc. (Id.
At 20-21.)
Rider DCR will be updated quarterly, and the quarterly Rider DCR update filing will not
be an application to increase rates within the meaning of Section 4909.18, Revised Code.
The first quarterly filing will be made on or about April 20, 2014, based upon the actual
plant-in-service balance as of May 31, 2014, with rates effective for bills rendered as of
June 1, 2014. For any year that the Companies’ spending would produce revenues in
excess of that period’s cap, the overage shall be recovered in the following cap period
subject to such period’s cap. For any year the revenues collected under the Companies’
Rider DCR is less than the annual cap allowance, the difference between the revenue
collected and the cap shall be applied to increase the level of the subsequent period’s
cap. (Id. At 23).
(14) Any charges billed through Rider DCR will be included as revenue in the return on
equity calculation for purposes of the SEET test and will be considered an adjustment
eligible for refund (Id at 23).

Case No. 12-2855-EL-RDR 12012 Audifl
On November 1, 2012, FirstEnergy filed its Rider DCR application. On March 22, 2012, Blue Ridge
filed a report on its audit review of Rider DCR. On May 22, 2013, Staff and FirstEnergy filed Joint
Comments agreeing that the Commission should adopt the following recommendations. The
Commission issued the Finding and Order on April 10, 2019, adopted adopting the following
recommendations.
Finding and Order pages 6—7:

(a) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Companies include quantification of any increase
in efficiency and savings within its IT project justification (Audit Report 14.)
(b) Blue Ridge’s recommendation for a reduction in the Rider DCR revenue requirement of
$470,614. FirstEnergy and Staff state that the Companies implemented this recommendation
in Rider DCR effective July 1, 2013 (Audit Report at 14.)
(c) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Commission consider an updated depreciation
study be conducted (Audit Report at 16). Staff recommends that the Commission direct the
Companies to submit this study to Staff no later than June 1, 2015.
(d) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Companies continue to review IT project planning
and implementation (Audit Report at 25).
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(e) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Companies continue their efforts to reduce
unitization backlog before the next audit to reduce the potential for over or under accrual of
depreciation (Audit Report at 25).
(1’) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the sample of December 2012 work orders be included
in the test sample for the 2013 compliance audit (Audit Report at 46).

Case No. 13-2100-EL-RDR (2013 ,4uditl

On November 1,2013, FirstEnergy filed its Rider DCR application. On April 9, 2014, Blue Ridge
filed a report on its audit review of Rider DCR. On May 28, 2014, Staff and FirstEnergy filed a
stipulation and recommendation that the Commission adopted on July 13, 2016.

The list of recommendations approved by the Commission are listed below:

(a) Blue Ridg&s recommendation that the Companies carefully monitor the current
manual process used by Accounting Policy and Control to move contributions in aid of
construction (CIACs) to ensure that the CIACs are applied to the correct work orders and
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) accounts (Audit Report at 11).
(b) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the resolution to issues identified in Sarbanes
Oxley compliance tests during 2013 related to allowance for funds used during
construction (AFIJDC) rates in PowerPlant be reviewed in the next audit (Audit Report
at 11).
(c) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the American Transmission Systems, Inc. (ATSI)
Land Lease calculation methodology should revert to the previous methodology for
future filings and a reconciliation calculation should be included in the next filing. Rider
DCR effective June 1,2014 incorporates this recommendation (Audit Report at 12.)
(d) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that an adjustment be made to the next Rider DCR
filing to remove the cumulative impact of advanced meter infrastructure (AMI) projects
from the Rider DCR plant balances. Rider DCR effective June 1, 2014, incorporates this
recommendation (Audit Report at 13.)
(e) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Companies correct errors identified as part of
its work order transactional testing and adjust Rider DCR accordingly. Rider DCR
effective June 1, 2014, incorporates this recommendation (Audit Report at 15.)
(0 Blue Ridge’s recommendation that certain costs associated with building
improvements should be removed from Rider DCR. Rider DCR effective June 1, 2014,
incorporates this recommendation (Audit Report at 15.)
(g) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Companies complete a process revision to
ensure that AFUDC is not accrued on projects that are not eligible. Further, Blue Ridge’s
recommendation that the Companies review the entire population of utility plant
included in Rider DCR to ensure other similar fees have not accrued AFUDC (Audit
Report at 15.)
(h) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Commission consider an updated
depreciation study be conducted as the last approved study was based on balances as of
May 31, 2007. Additionally, Staffs recommendation that the Commission direct the
Companies to submit this study to Staff no later than June 1,2015 (Audit Report at 17.)
(i) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Companies include in Rider DCR filings a
comparison of the annual Rider DCR revenue to the adjusted annual cap taking into
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account prior years’ under- and over-collections. Rider DCR effective June 1, 2014,
incorporates this comparison (Audit Report at 19.)
0) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Companies include quantification of any
increase in efficiency and savings within its information technology project justifications
for projects justified on the basis of an increase in efficiency and savings (Audit Report
at 24).

Case No. 14-1297-EL -SSO

On August 4, 2014, FirstEnergy filed an application pursuant to provide for a standard service
offer (SSO) to establish generation pricing for the period of June 1,2016, through May 31, 2019. The
application is for an electric security plan (ESP), and the application includes four stipulations and
recommendations agreed to by various parties regarding the terms of the proposed ESP (ESP IV).
The parties agreed through stipulation to extend Rider DCR. The following items within the Order
are relevant to Rider DCR.

Commission Opinion and Order dated March 31. 2016
Order, page 25, (11) Third Supplemental of the Stipulation:
The revenue caps for the Delivery Capital Recovery Rider (Rider DCR)252 will increase
annually to $30 million for the period of June 1, 2016, through May 31, 2019; $20
million for the period of June 1,2019, through May 31, 2022; and $15 million for the
period of June 1,2022, through May 31,2024. Further, the audit schedule set forth in
the Applftation shall be amended to provide audits for the entire term of the
Stipulated ESP IV, and the amended language shall read: “The independent auditor
shall be selected by Staff. The audit shall include a review to confirm that the amounts
for which recovery is sought are not unreasonable and will be conducted following
the Companies’ December31 filing during the term of the Companies’ ESP IV, and one
final audit following the Companies’ final June 30 reconciliation filing.” (Co. Ex. 154 at
13.)

Order, page 111, Commission Decision

With respect to Rider DCR, the Commission is not persuaded by claims by OCC/NOAC
and others that costs under Rider DCR fail to receive proper scrutiny. As we have
stated previously, Rider DCR is subjected to annual audits which require the
Companies to demonstrate what they spent and why the recovery sought is
unreasonable. ESP Ill Case, Opinion and Order at 34. The Commission has been
conducting such audits annually since the inception of Rider DCR. Thus, OCC/NOAC
and any other party have had, and will continue to have, a full and fair opportunity to
raise any issues regarding distribution investments to be recovered under Rider DCR
during the audit process.

Case No. 14-1 929-EL-RDR (2014 Audit)

252 Rider DCR allows the Companies to earn a return of and on plant-in-service associated with distribution,
transmission, general, and intangible plant, which was not included in the rate base from the Companies’ last
distribution rate case.
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On December 31,2014, FirstEnergy flied its Rider DCR application. On April 22,2015, Blue Ridge
filed a report on its audit review of Rider DCR. On May 18, 2015, Staff and FirstEnergy filed a
stipulation and recommendation that the Commission adopted on April 10, 2019. The list of
recommendations approved by the Commission are listed below:

(a) Blue Ridg&s recommendation that the American Transmission Systems, Inc.
(ATSI) Work Order HE123 reversal transferred from CEI backto ATSI in January 2015
be removed from the Rider DCR calculation for 2014 and the effect of that carried
forward into 2015 (Audit Report at 13).
(b) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Companies review their information
technology (IT) project planning to ensure that the methodology allows for projects
to be fully scoped prior to execution. Further, Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the
Companies continue documenting any increase in efficiency and savings within its IT
project justifications that are justified on that basis. The Companies and Staff agree
that the Companies will conduct an internal audit of their IT project planning and
implementation. The Companies shall coordinate with Staff to determine the scope of
the internal audit and the results shall be reviewed in the next Rider DCR compliance
audit. FirstEnergy was required to complete this audit by December 31,2015. (Audit
Report at 15.)
(c) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Companies correct certain errors identified
as part of its work order transactional testing and review of the Rider DCR filings and
adjust Rider DCR accordingly. The Companies agree to reflect the adjustments in the
Rider DCR filing expected to be filed on or about June 15,2015.
(d) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Companies continue to work toward a
reduction in the utilization backlog of work orders. The Companies were ordered to
commit to decreasing the utilization backlog in 2015 with a goal of returning to 2013
levels. (Audit Report at 22.)
(e) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that future audits shall include testing steps to
confirm that allowance for funds used during construction (AFUDC) is correctly
applied (Audit Report at 27).
(f) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the Rider DCR preparation process shall
continue using the established methodology to recognize the impact of both past and
future adjustments on Rider DCR (Audit Report at 27).
(g) Blue Ridge’s reiterated recommendation from its 2013 review of Rider DCR that
the Commission order an updated depreciation study be conducted, as the last
approved study was based on balances as of May 31,2007. In re Ohio Edison Co., The
Cleveland Elec. Ilium. Co., and The Toledo Edison Co., Case No. 13-2100-EL-RDR,
Finding and Order (July 13, 2016) at 4-5. The Companies were required to submit this
study to Staff no later than June 1,2015. (Audit Report at 29.)
(h) Blue Ridge’s recommendation that the 2015 aggregate annual cap be decreased
by an amount equal to $2,207,737. Rider DCR effective June 1,2015, incorporates this
recommendation. (Audit Report at 83-87.)

Case No. 15-1 739-EL -RDR (2015 Audit)

On December 31,2015, FirstEnergy filed its Rider DCR application. On April 22,2016, Blue Ridge
filed a report on its audit review of Rider DCR. On July 17,2019, the Commission adopted Blue Ridge
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and supplemental recommendation by Staff. The list of recommendations approved by the
Commission are listed below:

(a) Blue Ridge recommends that the overstatements regarding the Toledo Edison
Company account be corrected in future Rider DCR filings (Audit Report at 21, 43-
45).
(b) Blue Ridge recommends that a reconciliation of the Rider DCR revenue
requirement be included in the next filing that incorporates the cumulative effect of
the corrections needed to be made to the EDR(g) exclusions (Audit Report at 21, 51).
(c) Blue Ridge recommends that a reconciliation of the Rider DCR revenue
requirement be included in the next filing that incorporates the effect on revenues
had the additional AMI-related charge been appropriately excluded (Audit Report at
21, 52).
(d) Blue Ridge recommends that a reconciliation of the Rider DCR requirements be
included in the next filing that incorporates the effect on revenues had the December
2014 through February 2015 ATSI Land Lease exclusion value activity been
incorporated beginning with the actual plant balances (Audit Report at 21, 54).
(e) Blue Ridge recommends that a reconciliation calculation be included in the next
Rider DCR filing to reflect the cumulative revenue requirement impact regarding the
non-jurisdictional work that should have been excluded from Rider DCR (Audit
Report at 21, 58).
(f) Blue Ridge recommends that a reconciliation calculation be included in the next
Rider DCR filing to reflect the cumulative revenue requirement impact that results
from the inclusion of the pension adjustments that did not have retirements recorded
(Audit Report at 21, 59-60).
(g) Blue Ridge recommends that FirstEnergy move the residual pension asset
balances associated with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission that were
residing in unspecified locations as of September 2015 to specified locations (Audit
Report at 21, 60).
(h) Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies review their project planning process
on non-IT-related projects to ensure that the methodology allows for projects to be
fully scoped prior to execution (Audit Report at 21, 65).
(i) Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies evaluate the process used to record
retirements so that the recording of retirements takes place at or before the plant
additions are recorded to plant-in-service to ensure that both the replacement asset
and the retired asset are not recording depreciation as the same time (Audit report
at 21, 67).
0) Blue Ridge recommends that the formulas in the estimated first quarter intangible
depreciation expense net calculation be adjusted to ensure that depreciation expense
is calculated or not calculated depending on whether the assets are fully amortized
(Audit Report at 21, 74).
[3f 271 Staff filed initial comments on June 23, 2017. In addition to agreeing with
recommendations put forth by Blue Ridge in the Audit Report, Staff recommends that
Blue Ridge assess the sufficiency of changes made to FirstEnergy’s planning process
regarding non-IT-related projects in the Companies’ 2017 annual compliance audit
for Rider DCR. Staff further recommends that the Commission direct the Companies
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to take steps to ensure that the recording of retirements takes place at or before plant
additions are recorded to plant-in-service.

Case No. 16-2041 -EL-ROR 12016 Audit)

On December 31, 2016, FirstEnergy filed its Rider DCR application. On May 1, 2017, Blue Ridge
filed a report on its audit review of Rider DCR. The parties filed comments and reply comments. On
June 16, 2021, the Commission adopted Blue Ridge’s recommendations. The following are Blue
Ridge’s recommendations:

a) That the Companies include a reconciliation in the Rider DCR revenue requirement in a
future filing that incorporates the effect on revenues had the correct Rider EDR(g) balances
been incorporated in prior Rider DCR filings, beginning with actual September 30, 2012,
and ending with actual August 31, 2016, gross plant and reserve balances (2016 Audit
Report at 44).

b) That the amount of the advanced metering infrastructure work order included in Rider DCR
for 2016 be included in the reconciliation calculation in a future Rider DCR filing (2016
Audit Report at 44, 50).

c) That a reconciliation be included in the Rider DCR revenue requirements in a future filing
that incorporates the effect on revenues had the correct, updated American Transmission
Systems, Inc. (ATSI) balances been incorporated beginning with the actual February 29,
2016, plant balances (2016 Audit Report at 47).

d) Due to a lack of detail associated with a single line adjustment of approximately $669,638
related to retirements of unspecified assets, that the Companies determine the impact of the
retirements on the depreciation reserve, and specifically on the over accrual of
depreciation, relative to the CEI work order HE123, and adjust the subsequent DCR filing
accordingly (2016 Audit Report at 52).

e) Due to the inability to determine the nature of certain retired assets or whether those
retirements were timely recorded, that the Companies determine the impact of the
retirements on the depreciation reserve, and specifically the over accrual of depreciation,
relative to the Toledo Edison work order JC607, and adjust the subsequent Rider DCR
filing accordingly (2016 Audit Report at 52).

f) That the Companies consider how they review the conditions of infrastructure during the
budget cycle to ensure, wherever possible, emergent projects are budgeted and, therefore,
part of the approved capital budget (2016 Audit Report at 52-53).

g) That the Companies review their project planning process to ensure that the methodology
allows for non-IT projects to be fully scoped prior to execution, consistent with Blue
Ridge’s recommendations in the Companies’ 2015 audit report for Rider DCR (2016 Audit
Report at 57). Blue Ridge further suggests that the Companies initiate an internal audit of
the non-IT-related budget process as described in their response to the 2015 audit report.
(2016 Audit Report at 57.)

h) That the Companies include a reconciliation in the Rider DCR revenue requirement in a
future filing that incorporates the effect on revenues had the overstatement of allowance
for funds used during construction (AFUDC) on FES work order SC-000002-1 not
occurred (2016 Audit Report at 59).
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i) That the Companies include a reconciliation in the Rider DCR revenue requirement in a
future filing that incorporates the effect on revenues had the overstatement of AFUDC on
Ohio Edison work order OE-700402 not occurred (2016 Audit Report at 59-60).

j) That the Companies place additional emphasis on completing projects timely when they
have direct control of the projects and can mitigate delays (2016 Audit Report at 61).

k) That the Companies make a concerted effort to reduce the volume of backlog work orders
both in quantity and dollar value (2016 Audit Report at 64).

1) Any insurance recovery reduce plant in service and be recognized in a future Rider DCR
filing (2016 Audit Report at 64).

m) That the Companies include a reconciliation in the Rider DCR revenue requirement in a
future filing that incorporates the effect on revenues had depreciation expense not been
calculated on the FAS 109 land assets since the July 1, 2016 Rider DCR filing (2016 Audit
Report at 69).

n) That the Companies include a reconciliation in the Rider DCR revenue requirement in a
future filing that incorporates the effect on revenues had the correct Ohio Edison personal
property tax rate been used in the September 30, 2016, and December 30, 2016, Rider DCR
compliance filings (2016 Audit Report at 70).(o) That FirstEnergy review the Toledo
Edison real property tax rate in next year’s audit to verify a decline based on Toledo Edison
no longer paying property taxes on assets removed in plant in service (2016 Audit Report
at 71).

o) That the Companies include a reconciliation in the Rider DCR revenue requirement in a
future filing that incorporates the effect on revenues had the correct effective income tax
rate been used in the Toledo Edison calculation (2016 Audit Report at 74).

Case No. 17-2009-EL-RDR (2017 Audit)

On January 1, 2018, and replaced on December 12, 2018, FirstEnergy filed its Rider DCR
application. On May11, 2018, Blue Ridge filed a report on its audit review of Rider DCR. The parties
filed comments and reply comments. On June 16, 2021,, the Commission issued its Finding and Order.
The Commission noted that there is unanimous consensus on the validity of 15 out of the 17
recommendations proposed by Blue Ridge. The Commission agreed with the parties that these 15
recommendations are reasonable and, thus, should be adopted. The only two recommendations
that warrant additional discussion are the recommendations related to the Companies’ vegetation
management accounting practices and the TCJA [Itemsj and q in the following list].

The following are Blue Ridge’s recommendations:
a) To address Blue Ridge’s concerns regarding the Companies’ planning process raised in the

2016 Audit Report, the Companies completed an internal audit with an objective to confirm
that project management methodology and process design allows for projects to be fully
scoped and resulted in several recommendations that are expected to be complete by June
2018. Blue Ridge recommends that, during next year’s Rider DCR audit, the auditor
reviews whether the recommendations presented in the Distribution Portfolio and Planning
Process were implemented. (2017 Audit Report at 42.)
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b) That all FirstEnergy affiliated companies that benefit from fleet services, not just the
Companies, should be allocated the costs of fleet services since it is a shared services
organization (2017 Audit Report at 42).

c) Given the recommendations of internal auditors to design and implement an invoice review
process for less significant storms after conducting an internal audit of the Companies’
major storm back office review process, Blue Ridge recommends that this process, once
implemented, should be reviewed as part of future Rider DCR audits (2017 Audit Report
at 42.)

d) That the Companies review their unitization process for work orders to determine whether
additional controls can be implemented to ensure more accurate recording in regard to plant
additions, retirements, adjustments, and transfers (2017 Audit Report at 46).

e) As acknowledged by the Companies, that a future filing includes a reconciliation in the
Rider DCR revenue requirement that incorporates the effect on $58,187 being included in
FERC account 366, rather than appropriately included in FERC account 367 (2017 Audit
Report at 51).

f) After noting a significant difference between the incremental change in AMI plant in 2017
and the incremental change in Rider AMI costs excluded through Rider DCR through
November 30, 2017, that the Companies provide a reconciliation to document that there is
no double recovery of AMI (2017 Audit Report at 53).

g) As acknowledged by the Companies, that the next filing includes a reconciliation in the
Rider DCR revenue requirement that incorporates the effect on revenues had costs
associated with the Experimental Company Owned LED Lighting Program been properly
excluded in the 2016 quarterly Rider DCR compliance filings (2017 Audit Report at 55).

h) That future Rider DCR filings specifically review any distribution plant-related costs
recovered through the Government Directives Recovery rider and the Experimental
Company Owned LED Lighting Program to ensure that these costs are excluded from Rider
DCR (2017 Audit Report at 55).

i) As acknowledged by the Companies, that a reconciliation calculation be included in a
future Rider DCR filing to reflect the cumulative revenue requirement impact of removing
the $1,192,607 related to the Toledo Edison Plaza Tenant Improvement project (2017
Audit Report at 61).

j) That the Companies’ policy Accounting for the Clearing of Transmission and Distribution
Corridors be better defined, given the broad discretion the policy affords the Companies to
remove vegetation outside the corridor for any reason and treat it as a capital cost. Further,
Blue Ridge recommends that FirstEnergy revise its vegetation management policy to be
consistent with FERC 365253 and FERC 593254 regarding what vegetation management
costs should be capitalized versus treated as maintenance expenses. Finally, Blue Ridge

253 FERC 365 permits utilities to capitalize various costs related to the installation of overhead conductors and other
devices used for distribution purposes, including the initial cost of tree trimming
254 FERC 593 includes the cost of labor, materials used and expenses incurred in the maintenance of overhead
distribution line facilities, including trimming trees, clearing brush, and chemical treatment of right of way area when
occurring subsequent to construction of the line
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recommends that three vegetation management work orders discovered in the sample taken
be excluded from Rider DCR. (2017 Audit Report at 62-65.) [See paragraphs 40—41 for
Commission decision]

k) As acknowledged by the Companies, that all necessary adjustments to the Rider DCR
revenue requirement associated with improper ATSI expenditures being recovered
through Rider DCR be reflected in the reconciliation included in the next Rider DCR filing
(2017 Audit Report at 65-66).

I) As acknowledged by the Companies, that a reconciliation be included in a future Rider
DCR filing to reflect the cumulative revenue requirement impact had certain assert
retirements not been delayed (2017 Audit Report at 71-72).

m) That certain adjustments be made to remove excess AFUDC costs through a reconciliation
in the Rider DCR revenue requirement in a future filing (2017 Audit Report at 76).

n) That a reconciliation be included in the next Rider DCR that incorporates the effect on
Rider DCR revenue requirements had the depreciation expense for FERC account 390.3
been calculated on net plant in service, rather than gross plant in service (2017 Audit Report
at 87).

o) Although making progress in reducing the unitization backlog, that the Companies
continue to make a concerted effort to reduce the volume of backlog work orders in both
quantity and dollar value (2017 Audit Report at 79-80).

p) As acknowledged by the Companies, that any impacts associated with bonus depreciation
resulting from the federal income tax reform will be reconciled in the Companies’ next
Rider DCR filing (2017 Audit Report at 96).

q) Regarding the TCJA, that the amount by which the ADIT balance is revalued is also the
amount by which the Companies must set up a regulatory liability to refund the excess
deferred taxes to ratepayers, or, in the alternative, demonstrate that it has been reflected in
another filing. Further, Blue Ridge suggests that the Companies apply the average rate
assumption method to update the regulatory liability. Finally, Blue Ridge recommends
reconciliation of the Companies’ reported annual TCJA savings reflected in all riders.
(2017 Audit Report at 97-98.) [See paragraph 39for Commission decision]

{~J 39} While the comments submitted in this proceeding were made when the stipulation in Case
No. 18-1604-EL-UNC was pending before the Commission, we subsequently approved the
stipulation to resolve a number of proceedings before us. In re Ohio Edison Co., The Cleveland
Elec. Illum. Co., and The Toledo Edison Co., Case No. 16-481-ELUNC, et al., Opinion and Order
(July 17, 2019) (TCJA Resolution Order). By the terms of the stipulation, the Companies agreed
to refund all tax savings associated with the TCJA including riders, tax savings not reflected in
riders, and the return over time of all of the normalized and non-normalized excess ADIT from
January 1, 2018. In fact, 0CC noted that the allocation of the rate reduction in refunds related to
the excess ADIT being returned to residential customers was a just and reasonable credit to those
customers’ monthly bills. TCJA Resolution Order at ¶IJ 25-27, 66-67. Furthermore, the approval
of the stipulation was consistent with the Commission’s earlier determination that customers
should receive the savings derived from the TCJA. See In re the Commission’s Investigation of
the Financial Impact of the TCJA on Regulated Ohio Utility Companies, Case No. 18-47-AU-
COT, Finding and Order (Oct. 24, 2018) at ¶ 30. Accordingly, we agree with FirstEnergy and Staff
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in that Blue Ridge’s recommendations involving the TCJA were addressed by the Commission in
the TCJA Resolution Order.

{~[ 40} Addressing capitalization of tree-trimming costs, we similarly find that Blue Ridge’s
recommendations are reasonable and should be adopted on a going forward basis. Although 0CC
argues that Blue Ridge found that there is a possibility that FirstEnergy is charging customers
multiple times for certain tree-trimming costs, Blue Ridge made no such finding. Rather, Blue
Ridge determined that, because it disagrees with the Companies’ vegetation management policy
with respect to clearing the corridor, Blue Ridge was unable to determine whether some costs
included in Rider DCR as capital should have instead been treated as expense, according to Blue
Ridge’s interpretation of the FERC definitions. Blue Ridge, therefore, recommended that the
Companies better define capital and expense work associated with clearing the corridor to conform
to the FERC USoA definitions. We agree with these recommendations and find that they are
consistent with the ultimate treatment of such costs in similar audit proceedings. See, e.g., In re
Ohio Power Co., Case Nos. 17-38-EL-RDR and 18-230-EL-RDR, Opinion and Order (June 20,
2019) at ¶ 50. The Companies’ reliance on the 2011 DCR Review is misplaced. In that case, the
Commission specifically acknowledged Staff and the Companies’ agreement that the treatment of
ADIT in Rider DCR was intended to be the same methodology approved in the last distribution
rate case, further noting that Blue Ridge had subsequently removed the applicable
recommendation. The circumstances of this case are clearly different.

{~J 41 } We further note that FirstEnergy has failed to demonstrate any reasonable justification for
deviating from the USoA. Moreover, while this Commission does have the power to modify the
USoA prescribed by the FERC, if it so chooses, as it applies to utilities operating within this state,
we have historically approved such requests when evaluating applications to modify accounting
procedures, rather than as a result of an annually conducted rider audit. Even then, however, we
are not obligated to approve the request simply because we hold the authority to do so. See, e.g.,
In re Vectren Energy Delivery of Ohio, Inc., Case No. 15-1238-GA-AAM, Finding and Order
(July 6, 2016); In re Cincinnati Gas & Elec. Co., Case No. 93-696-EL-AAM, Entry (Aug. 19,
1993); In re Dayton Power and Light Co., Case No. 91-200-EL-AAM, Entry (Mar. 14, 1991).
Thus, we instruct the Companies to implement the recommendations set forth in the 2017 Audit
Report as they relate to its current accounting policy for the capitalization of certain clearing
activities. However, consistent with Staffs comments, tree removal during the initial clearing of
the corridor or an expansion of the existing corridor may continue to be capitalized, which appears
to also comply with the FERC USoA. While we are adopting this recommendation on a going
forward basis, the Companies are further directed to remove the $3,678,742 attributable to the
vegetation management work orders identified by Blue Ridge from the Rider DCR revenue
requirement. We find that this guidance is sufficient for the Companies and that no specific audit
of the vegetation management activities, as proposed by Blue Ridge, is necessary at this time.

Case No. 18-1542-EL-RDR (2018 Audit)

On January 2, 2019, FirstEnergy filed its Rider DCR application. On April 30, 2019, Blue Ridge
filed a report on its audit review of Rider DCR. On September 29, 2020, Case No. 18-1542-EL-RDR
was consolidated with Case No. 19-1887-EL-RDR.
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Blue Ridge’s recommendations are summarized below.

Rec-Ol. Vegetation Management: The Companies policy “Accounting for the Clearing
of Transmission and Distribution Corridors” is in conflict with FERC accounting
requirements, particularly in regard to certain capital-defined timesheet activity
codes. Therefore, Blue Ridge recommends that the vegetation management costs
charged to the DCR-associated with activity codes 05, 36, 14, and 30, be excluded from
the DCR. (2018 DCR Report pp.46 and 67)
Rec-02. Vegetation Management: Because the vegetation throughout Ohio is similar
in terms of geography and types of vegetation, to standardize treatment of vegetation
management issues, Blue Ridge recommends that the Commission address and define
vegetation management capital and expense activity on a global basis for all electric
utilities in Ohio to eliminate any bias on how vegetation management costs should be
recorded (capital versus expense) that maybe created based on how those costs are
recovered. (2018 DCR Report p. 46)
Rec-03. Vegetation Management: Absent a Commission policy on the determination
of capital and expense vegetation management activity (as suggested in
Recommendation #2 above), and considering section 1.3 of the Companies’ policy
“Accounting for the Clearing of Transmission and Distribution Corridors” directs the
capitalizing of FERC-defined maintenance work, Blue Ridge recommends that the
Companies revise the specified policy to be consistent with the FERC Uniform System
of Accounts. (2018 DCR Report p. 46)
Rec-04. Vegetation Management: In the absence of a Commission policy on the
determination of capital and expense vegetation management activity (as suggested
in Recommendation #2 above), Blue Ridge recommends that Commission Staff
undertake a periodic audit (review) of the Companies’ vegetation management
activities. (2018 DCR Report p. 46)
Rec-OS. Internal Audits: Regarding three internal audits in progress in 2018
regarding controls that would affect Rider DCR, Blue Ridge recommends that the
results of the audits be reviewed in next year’s DCR audit (2018 DCR Report p.47)
Rec-06. Economic Development Rider (Rider EDR(g)): An EDR(g) recovered work
order was not appropriately identified and excluded from the DCR during the
consolidated unitization process. Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies include
a reconciliation in the Rider DCR revenue requirement in a subsequent filing that
incorporates the effect on the Rider DCR revenue requirement had the activity of
EDR(g) work order 15204942 (cost $16,621) been appropriately excluded. (2018
DCR Report p.53)
Rec-07. Advanced Metering Infrastructure Rider (Rider AMI): Due to the fact that the
Summary of Exclusions within the DCR filings does not identify all the Rider AMI
recovered plant that is excluded, in order to ensure transparency in the exclusion of
AMI from the DCR, Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies modify the reported
Summary of Exclusions to reflect the total amount of AMI plant that is actually
excluded. (2018 DCR Report pp.55—56)
Rec-08. Advanced Metering Infrastructure Rider (Rider AMO: Because of the
Companies’ use of multiple sources supporting the AMI exclusions, Blue Ridge
recommends that the Companies review the charges reflected in the consolidated
unitization to ensure that all plant recovered through the AMI Rider, including those
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work orders identified in the 2013 audit (separately identified) are properly
identified and excluded from the DCR. (2018 DCR Report, pp. 56—57)
Rec-09. Experimental Company-Owned LED Light Program: Several Experimental
Company-Owned LED Light Program work orders were not identified as such and
thus excluded from the DCR during the consolidated unitization process. Blue Ridge
recommends that the Companies include a reconciliation in the Rider DCR revenue
requirement in a subsequent filing that incorporates the effect on the Rider DCR
revenue requirement had the activity been appropriately excluded. (2018 DCR
Report, p. 58)
Rec-lO. Experimental Company-Owned LED Light Program: Because the
Experimental Company-Owned LED Light Program includes FERC accounts that may
be considered mass property and thus part of the consolidated unitization process,
Blue Ridge was unable to confirm whether any additional LED costs (beyond those in
regard to Recommendation #10 above) were included in the consolidated unitization
work orders charged to the DCR. Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies review
the charges reflected in the consolidated unitization to ensure that all plant recovered
through Experimental Company-Owned LED lighting Program (and any other
associated plant recovered through other riders) is properly identified and excluded
from the DCR. (2018 DCR Report, pp. 58—59, 61, and 86)
Rec-il. Projects over Budget Greater Than 15%: While a large percentage of projects
over budget raises a question about the Companies’ planning process, the
recommendations regarding such previous concerns were not fully implemented
until midway through 2018. Therefore, Blue Ridge recommends that this issue be
revisited in the next DCR audit to determine whether those 2018-implemented
recommendations were successful in reducing the percentage of projects coming in
over budget (2018 DCR Report, pp. 73—74)
Rec-12. In-service Dates Entered Incorrectly: Two work orders had AFUDC that
represented 35% of the total charges. Further investigation found that the in-service
dates were entered incorrectly in PowerPlant and that AFIJDC was over accrued. Blue
Ridge recommends that the Companies include a reconciliation in the Rider DCR
revenue requirement in a subsequent filing that incorporates the effect on the Rider
DCR revenue requirement had the in-service dates for the work orders been entered
correctly and AFUDC and not been over accrued. (2018 DCR Report, p.74)
Rec-13. Cost of Removal but No Retirements Charged: Certain work orders had been
completed but are still awaiting manual unitization at which time retirement will be
charged (CECO WOs 14857540, CE-001312-DO-MSTM and OECO WOs 14370674, IF
OE-000127-1). Blue Ridge recommends that once the retirement is recorded, the
Companies calculate the impact on depreciation and on the DCR. (2018 DCR Report,
p.76)
Rec-14. Cost of Removal but No Retirements Charged: For two OECO work orders
(14777263 and OE-002814), the Companies explained the retirements occurred
when the work orders were manually unitized, which was after November 30, 2018,
and therefore not included in the DCR. Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies
include a reconciliation in the Rider DCR revenue requirement in a subsequent filing
that incorporates the effect on the Rider DCR revenue requirement had the
retirements been recorded at the appropriate time. (2018 DCR Report, pp. 76—77)
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Rec-15. Actual In-Service Date Delayed from Estimate: Two work orders (OECO IF
OE-000126 and IF-OE-000127) had delays of in-service dates resulting in over
accrued AFUDC and overstatement of depreciation expense. Blue Ridge recommends
that adjustments be made to change the in-service dates and to include
reconciliations in the Rider DCR revenue requirement in a subsequent filing. (2018
DCR Report, pp. 79-80)
Rec-16. Consolidated IJnitizations: Regarding the consolidated unitizations, any over
or under accrual of depreciation would be addressed in regular depreciation studies.
Since the last depreciation study for the Companies was performed using December
31, 2013, balances, Blue Ridge recommends that a depreciation study be performed.
(As part of the Stipulation in Case No. 16-481-EL-UNC, et al., p. 19 [filed 11/9/18],
FirstEnergy has agreed to perform a Depreciation Study by June 30, 2023, with a date
certain of December31, 2022. This study would satisl~’ Blue Ridge’s recommendation.
However, the Stipulation still awaits Commission approval.) (2018 DCR Report, pp.
86 and 91—92)
Rec-17. Tax Cuts and Jobs Act Effect—EDIT Balances: Based on the Stipulation and
Recommendation filed in Case No. 18-1604-EL-UNC, treatment of property EDIT
balances resulting from the TCJA, normalized and non-normalized, will be accounted
for between the Rider DCR and credit mechanisms. Until the adjustment is made, the
DCR rate base is overstated. Therefore, Blue Ridge recommends that the EDIT
balances be reflected within the DCR and the overcollection due to the delay in
recording the EDIT in the DCR be adjusted within the next DCR filing. (p.99)

Case No. I 9-1887-EL-RDR 12019 Audit)

On January 2, 2020, FirstEnergy filed its Rider DCR application. On June 12, 2020, Blue Ridge
filed a report on its audit review of Rider DCR. The parties filed comments and reply comments. On
September 29,2020, Case No. 18-1542-EL-RDRwas consolidated with Case No. 19-1887-EL-RDR and
additional comments and reply comments were filed. As of the date of this report, the Commission
has not ruled on the findings and recommendations in the report.

Blue Ridge recommended the following adjustments:

Adjustment #1: Work Order 13287571: Distribution portion canceled but incorrectly
placed in service.
Adjustment #2: Work Order 1437958: AFUDC accrued due to incorrect in-service
date.
Adjustment #3: Work Order 14650547: AFUDC accrued due to incorrect in-service
date.
Adjustment #4: Work Order 000947-5-5: AFUDC accrued during inactive periods.
Adjustment #5: Work Order 15521094: WO was in service but not unitized with no
associated retirement.
Adjustment #6: Work Order 15667460: WO was in service but not unitized with no
associated retirement.
Adjustment #7: Work Order 1597370: WO was in service but not unitized with no
associated retirement.
Adjustment #8: Work Order 15993546: WO was in service but not unitized with no
associated retirement.
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Adjustment #9: Work Order 15298831: WO still in progress and incorrectly recorded
in service.
Adjustments #10, 11, 12, 13: Vegetation Management: Removal of costs charged to
capital task codes 05, 14, 30, and 36.
Adjustment #14: Regulatory Liability EDIT: It does not reflect the Commission-
approved stipulation balances.

Beyond the above adjustments, for the DCR Year 2019 assessment, Blue Ridge summarizes its
recommendations as follows:

Rec-Ol. Internal Audits: Based on recommendation 5 of the 2018 DCR Report, an
internal audit that had not yet completed at the time the audit report was issued was
recommended for review in the current audit after completion. That internal audit
related to CREWS Modernization Pre-Implementation has not yet concluded. Blue
Ridge continues to recommend that the internal audit results be reviewed by the DCR
auditors when they become available. (DCR Year 2019 Report, pp. 24—25)
Rec-02. Vegetation Management (VM): In both the 2017 DCRAudit and the 2018 DCR
Audit, Blue Ridge had recommended that the vegetation management costs charged
to the DCR associated with capital task codes 05, 36, 14, and 30 be excluded from the
DCR due to the Companies policy “Accounting for the Clearing of Transmission and
Distribution Corridors” being in conflict with FERC accounting requirements. In both
those audits, after reviewing the treatment of those costs in Rider DCR, the Companies
disagreed with Blue Ridge, believing their inclusion was appropriate. In the current
audit, Blue Ridge expanded the review of VM to include detail that supports selected
contractor charges to determine whether the Companies have sufficient
documentation to support the inclusion of charges as capital in the DCR. The review
was also intended to check whether the Companies are following their stated policies
for time sheet field activity verification and if those policies are adequate to support
the inclusion of VM charges to capital. In Blue Ridge’s opinion, the Companies did not
provide sufficient detailed documentation to support the inclusion of capital charges
in the DCR or to support verification ofwork according to current VM policies. Review
of the VM issue in the prior DCR audits and the current one focused on the specific
task codes designated for capital work. Therefore, regarding VM, Blue Ridge includes
the following recommendations for the current audit:

a. Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies supplement their VM policies
and procedures to provide more detail in support of the time sheet task codes
used by contractors. The form of that support can be schematics, drawings, or
pictures. A simple method would be to take a before and after picture in
support of work performed and charged to the above-mentioned task codes.
b. Blue Ridge recommends that the Commission address and define
vegetation management capital and expense activity on a global basis for all
electric utilities in Ohio to eliminate any bias on how VM costs should be
recorded (capital versus expense) that is created based on how those costs
are recovered.
c. Absent a Commission policy on the determination of capital and expense
vegetation management activity, Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies
revise their VM Accounting Policy to be consistent with the FERC Uniform
System of Accounts.
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(DCR Year 2019 Report, pp.40—41,42, and 62)
Rec-03. Cost Overruns 15% and Greater: Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies
further enhance and refine their project estimating process. (DCR Year 2019 Report,
p.66)
Rec-04. Cost Categories: Blue Ridge recommends that since the software
capitalization process, by which fees between capital and maintenance are split is
activated by a vendor which is not an independent source of information, Internal
Audit should review the process to determine that the split of charges between capital
and expense is not unreasonable. (DCR Year 2019 Report, p.81)
Rec-05. Work Orders in Service but not Unitized: Blue Ridge found five work orders
that, as of November 30, 2019, were in-service, but not unitized. The Companies
stated that they will be manually unitized and the retirement will be recorded at the
time of unitization. At that time, retirement estimates are reviewed, assets are
identified, and the appropriate retirements are booked. While Utility Plant in Service
was overstated as of November 30, 2019, by the retirement amounts not recorded,
the Companies were unable to provide a retirement estimate prior to unitization. The
Companies stated, and Blue Ridge recommends, that an adjustment be made to the
Rider DCR revenue requirement in a future Rider DCR filing to reflect the retirements
when the actual amount is known. (DCR Year 2019 Report, p. 82)
Rec-06. Work Order Backlog: Blue Ridge recommends that the Companies make a
concerted effort to reduce the volume of backlog work orders both in quantity and
dollar value. (DCR Year 2019 Report, p.89)
Rec-07. Depreciation Expense: In verifying the mathematical accuracy of the
depreciation expense calculations, Blue Ridge found that CR1 and OR stopped
depreciating FERC account 390.3—Leasehold Improvements on an actual basis in
recognition that the leasehold improvements had been fully amortized. However, the
Companies continued to accrue depreciation in account 390.3 on an estimated basis.
This action was incorrect; however, no adjustment is necessary since the estimated
expense was corrected through the normal reconciliation process in the Companies’
April 2, 2020, Rider DCR Compliance Filing. Blue Ridge recommends that the
Companies rectify the inconsistent formula between actual and estimated calculation
by the next filing date. (DCR Year 2019 Report p. 94)
Rec-08. EDIT: Blue Ridge recommends reversing all EDIT adjustments, except for
reclasses between normalized and non-normalized property, so that the Total
Property EDIT reflected in Rider DCR matches the Total Property EDIT as of
December 31, 2017, in the Stipulation. (DCR Year 2019 Report, p.104)
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APPENDIX B: ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

The following abbreviations and acronyms are used in this report.

ADIT Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes
AFUDC Allowance for Funds Used during Construction
AMI Rider Advanced Metering Infrastructure (Smart Grid) Rider
ARO Asset Retirement Obligation
ATSI American Transmission Systems, Inc.
CAT Commercial Activity Tax
CE, CEI, or CECO Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, The
CIAC Contributions in Aid of Construction
CPR Continuing Property Records
CREWS Customer Request Work Scheduling System
CWIP Construction Work in Progress
DCR Delivery Capital Recovery Rider
DSI Rider Delivery Service Improvement Rider
DTL Deferred Tax Liability
EDIT Excess Deferred Income Tax
EDR Rider Economic Development Rider
ESP Electric Security Plan
FE or FECO FirstEnergy Service Company
F’ERC Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
GAAP Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
IT Information Technology
LEX Rider Line Extension Recovery
LOSA Level of Signature Authority
MRO Market Rate Offer
OE or OECO Ohio Edison Company
PUCO Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
RFP Request for Proposal
RWIP Retirement Work in Progress
TE or TECO Toledo Edison Company, The
TCJA Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
SEET Significantly Excessive Earnings Test
SSO Standard Service Offer
WBS Work Breakdown Structure
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APPENDIX C: DATA REQUESTS AND INFORMATION PROVIDED

The following is a list of the data requests submitted by Blue Ridge to FirstEnergy. Responses were
provided electronically and are available on a confidential USB drive.

DATA REQUEST SET 1 SUBMITTED 1/8/2 1

1.1. Priority Data Reguest—DCR Filings: For each company, please provide the workpapers and
documents that support the information included within the January 5, 2021, Rider DCR
Compliance Filing. Please provide the source data in its original electronic format.

1.2. Priority Data Request—Work orders: For each company and the Service Company, please
provide in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet a list of work orders by FERC account for 12/1/19
through 11/30/20. Include the description, dollar amount completion date, and whether the
work was an addition or replacement

1.3. Priority Data Reouest—Organization Charts: For each company and the Service Company,
please provide a current organizational chart.

1.4. Priority Data Request—Organization Chart: Please confirm that the following individuals
were in the same positions for 2020. Please identi& any changes.

# Name Title
1 Richard Collins Director, Business Services

2 Amy Patterson Manager, Properly Accounting
3 Randal Coleman Manager, Distribution Standards
4 (Vacant) Manager, OH Revenue Requirements
S Teresa Hogan Director, Corporate Sourcing
6 Peter Nadel Manager, Insurance
7 Santino Fanelli Director Rates & Regulatory Affairs

8 Brandon McMiIlen OH State Regulatory Analyst IV
9 Joseph Loboda Director, Utilities Sourcing

10 James Radeff Supervisor, Utilities Services and Support
. Director, Strategy and LT Planning and Corporate11 Nicholas Fernandez

Responsibility
12 Mark Golden Manager, General Accounting

1.5. Workorder: Please provide a reconciliation of the list of work orders provided in Data
Request 1.2 to the amounts included in the January 5, 2021, DCR filings.

1.6. FERC Form 1 Reconciliations: Please provide a reconciliation of the Rider DCR balances under
audit to the balances in the FERC Form 1.

1.7. Budget: Please provide the budget supporting the Compliance Filings under audit. Also, please
include the assumptions supporting the budget/projected data.
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1.8. Budget: Please provide the total actual capital dollars spent and the approved budget by
operating company and by functional area (i.e., Transmission, Distribution, General, and Other
Plant) for the time period under audit.

1.9. Status of 2019 Recommendations: Please provide a narrative on how the companies have
addressed the recommendations listed on pages 16—18 in Blue Ridge’s Compliance Audit of the
2019 DCR Riders, dated June 5, 2020.

1.10. DCR Filings: Please provide a narrative of any changes made to the development process of the
2020 Rider DCR Compliance Filings.

1.11. Policies and Procedures: For each company and the Service Company, please provide any
changes for 2020 to the policies and procedures for the following activities.

a. Plant Accounting
i. Capitalization, including additions to retirement units of property.

ii. Preparation and approval of work orders
iii. Recording of CWIP including the systems that feed the CWIP trial balance
iv. Application of AFUDC
v. Recording and Closing of additions, retirements, cost of removal, and salvage

in plant
vi. Unitization process based on the retirement unit catalog

vii. Application of depreciation
viii. Contributions in Aid of Construction (CIAC)

b. Purchasing/Procurement
c. Accounts Payable/Disbursements
d. Accounting/Journal Entries
e. Payroll (direct charged and allocated to plant)
f. Taxes (Accumulated Deferred Income Tax, Income Tax, and Commercial Activity Tax)
g. Insurance Recovery
h. Property Taxes
i. Service Company Allocations
j. Budgeting/Projections
k. IT projects

1.12. Policies and Procedures: Please specifically explain any changes that have been made in
capitalization polices that would transfer costs from operating expenses to capital.

1.13. Policies and Procedures: Please explain the Companies’ cost containment strategies and
practices in relation to use of outside and inside contractors.

1.14. Internal Audits: For each company and the Service Company, please provide a list of Internal
Audits completed or in-progress for 2020. List the name of the audit, scope, objective, and when
the work was performed.

1.15. SOX Compliance Audits: For each company and the Service Company, please provide a list of
SOX compliance work completed or in progress during 2020. List the name of the audit, scope,
objective, and when the work was performed.

1.16. Variance Analysis: For each company, please provide in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet in FERC
Form 1 format the beginning and ending period balance by primary plant (300 account and sub
account) for additions, retirements, transfers, and adjustments for 12/1/19 through 11/30/20.
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1.17. Variance Analysis: For each company, please provide in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet the
beginning and ending period balance for jurisdictional accumulated reserve for depreciation
balances by FERC 300 account for 12/1/19 through 11/30/20.

1.18. Variance Analysis: For each company and the Service Company, please provide in a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet the beginning and ending period balance of Construction Work in Progress
(CWIP) by month from 12/1/19 through 11/30/20.

1.19. Replacement Programs: Did the companies have any large construction and/or replacement
programs in 2020, such as pole replacement, meters, underground lines, etc.? If so, for each,
please identify the program, company, and project or work orders associated with the program.

1.20. Insurance Recoveries: For each company and the Service Company, please provide a list of
any insurance recoveries charged to capital from 12/1/19 through 11/30/20.

1.21. Insurance Recoveries: For each company and the Service Company, please provide a list and
explanation of any 2020 pending insurance recoveries not recorded or accrued that would be
charged to capital. Indicate the type of recovery, estimated amount, and when receipt is
expected.

1.22. Depreciation: For each company and the Service Company, please provide the approved
depreciation accrual rates by FERC 300 account from 12/1/19 through 11/30/20. Note any
changes in rates during the year. Please provide the Commission order that approved the rates
for each company and the Service Company.

1.23. Depreciation: Does any company use a depreciation rate for any 300 sub-account that has not
been approved by the Commission? If so, please provide the following for any changes made in
2020:

a. FERC 300 account, sub account and company
b. Depreciation accrual rate used
c. Analysis supporting the use of the accrual rate
d. Effective date of the rate
e. Any filings with the commission for approval

1.24. Approval Signatures: Please provide the level of signature authority (LOSA) document that
supports the approval of capital projects put in service from 12/1/19 through 11/30/20.

1.25. Exclusions: Please provide the supporting documentation for the amounts associated with the
ATSI Land Lease for actual 11/30/20 and estimated 2/28/21.

1.26. Excluded Riders: Please provide the supporting documentation for the amounts excluded
from CE for Rider AMI for actual 11/30/20 and estimated 2/28/21.

1.27. Excluded Riders: Please provide the supporting documentation for the amounts excluded for
EDR(g).

1.28. Other Riders:

a. Has the Company requested and received Commission approval for any riders during
the period under audit.

b. Please provide a list of any rider that includes the recovery of any capital additions.
Include a description of the rider, case number approving recovery, how the cost
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recovery is calculated, and how those costs are tracked and excluded from the Rider
DCR.

1.29. Workorders: Please provide a list ofwork orders by FERC account used for the following types
of work in December 2019 and January through November 2020:

a. Generation
b. AMI
c. EDR(g)
d. LEX
e. Annual blanket/program work orders (include any work that is a carryover from

prior years)
f. IT
g. Storms
h. Joint-owned facilities
i. Vegetation Management
j. DPM
k. Experimental Company-Owned LED
I. GDR

1.30. Rider GDR: The Government Directive Recovery Rider has the potential to impact the Rider
DCR.

a. Please provide a list of the costs by FERC account included in the Rider GDR.

b. For any costs charged to FERC accounts included in the Rider DCR, please explain how
those costs have been excluded from recovery through the DCR.

1.31. DPM: The Distribution Modernization Platform has the potential to impact the Rider DCR.

a. Have the Companies incurred any costs associated with projects that could be
recovered through the DMP? If so, please provide the FERC account, description, and
amount, when the project began, and if in service, the in-service date.

b. Please explain how the Companies intend to track projects associated with the DMP
to ensure that they are not included within the DCR.

1.32. Storm Costs: Please provide changes implemented in 2020, if any, as to how storm costs are
monitored to ensure that work is properly classified as capital or expense?

1.33. Storm Costs: Please provide changes implemented in 2020, if any, as to how and whether a
post-storm review is performed on the detail of the project costs for proper accounting
classification.

1.34. Vegetation Management: Please provide specific information, if any, accumulated since the
Company’s response to BRC Set 2—INT-32 (in Case No. 19-1887-EL-RDR) on how tree limb
removal, outside the scope of normal tree trimming, has reduced storm outages in duration and
cost.

1.35. Vegetation Management: Please provide the allocation of spend between the following item
pairs:

a. Vegetation management charged to expense and charges capitalized
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b. Vegetation management charged to expense by internal labor and outside
contractors

c. Vegetation management capitalized by internal labor and outside contractors

1.36. Vegetation Management: Please provide the total by operating company and by work order
that was charged to the DCR and capitalized to the following charge codes in the period
December 1,2019, through November 30, 2020:

a. Cost Category 05—Off Corridor or removal of on corridor tree with overhang

b. Cost Category 36—Cut Tree in the Clear Off Corridor No Future Maintenance
Required.

c. Cost Category 14—Overhead Limb Removal

d. Cost Category 30—Property Owner Notification Capital

1.37. Unitization Backlog: Please provide, by company, information regarding the backlog in the
unitization of work orders for 2020. Please provide the number of work orders and the length
of time in months by functional area (i.e., Distribution, Transmission, General, and Other).

1.38. Unitization Backlog: Please provide the dollar value of the work order backlog by operating
company and by work order classification (Distribution, Transmission, General, and Other). For
any individual specific work order/project over $250,000, and not a blanket or program, please
provide the work order / project number and a short description of the project.

DATA REQUEST SET 2 SUBMITTED 1/26/202 1

2.1. Priority Data Request: For the attached work order list (FirstEnergy 2020 DCR Audit Data
Request Set 2 Sample Final), please provide the following information in Microsoft Excel
spreadsheets.

a. Please provide the detail listed under item (i) below for each individual work order
in the attached work order list. If the information cannot be provided by individual
work order, please provide instead the information in item (ii) below.

i. A work order sample summary
(1) The individual work order or project approval, written project justification,

including quantification of efficiency and cost savings, present value
analysis, and/or internal rate of return calculations for projects other than
annually budgeted work orders

(2) The individual work order or project estimated and actual in-service dates
with explanations for delays > 90 days

(3) The individual work order or project, budget vs. actual costs, with
explanations for cost variances +/- 15%

H. A report at a project level with a reference to the sample work order that
includes the following information:

(1) Approval
(2) Project justification
(3) Budget and actual costs with explanation for cost variances +/- 15%
(4) Estimated and actual in-service dates with explanation for delays > 90 days

b. Estimates for cost of construction (material and labor), AFUDC, overheads,
retirements, cost of removal, salvage, and CIACs
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c. Supporting detail for assets (units and dollars by FERC account for all FERC accounts
within the work order) added to utility plant from the Fixed Asset System

d. Supporting detail for retirements, cost of removal, and salvage, if applicable, charged
or credited to plant (units and dollars) for replacement work orders from the Fixed
Asset System

e. An updated list of cost elements
f. Cost element detail that shows the individual work order, FERC account and amount

as selected in the sample (Considering that a work order may consist of more than
one FERC account the cost element detail can also include other WBS or Projects as
long as the individual FERC account charge selected in the sample is visible.)

2.2. Vegetation Management: Please complete the following tables for Distribution-related
vegetation costs and provide additional discussion and insights of the calculated average cost
per mile and implied trimming cycle over the previous five-year period by operating company.

The Illuminating Company

Ohio Edison

Distribution Annual Vegetation Maintenance Cost
Annual Distribution “Annual Maintenance” Spend—
Direct O&M
Annual Distribution “Annual Maintenance” Spend—
Capital
Annual Distribution “Annual Maintenance” total
Spend
# of Distribution Miles trimmed in the Annual
Maintenance program

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

a

b

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.

Distribution Annual Vegetation Maintenance Cost 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Annual Distribution “Annual Maintenance” Spend—
Direct O&M
Annual Distribution “Annual Maintenance” Spend—
Capital
Annual Distribution “Annual Maintenance” totala Spend

b # of Distribution Miles trimmed in the AnnualMaintenance program
# of total miles in Distribution Annual Maintenancec Vegetation program

Calculated
Distribution Annual Maintenance Average Dollar per
mile trimmed Ia/N
Distribution Annual Maintenance Implied Trimming
Cycle in years Ic/bi
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Ohio Edison

Calculated

Distribution Annual Vegetation Maintenance Cost 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
# of total miles in Distribution Annual Maintenance~ Vegetation program

Distribution Annual Maintenance Average Dollar per
mile trimmed (a/b)
Distribution Annual Maintenance Implied Trimming
Cycle in years (c/b)

Toledo Edison

a

b

Distribution Annual Vegetation Maintenance Cost
Annual Distribution “Annual Maintenance” Spend—
Direct O&M
Annual Distribution “Annual Maintenance” Spend—
Capital
Annual Distribution “Annual Maintenance” total
Spend
# of Distribution Miles trimmed in the Annual
Maintenance program
1* of total miles in Distribution Annual Maintenance
Vegetation program

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Calculated
Distribution Annual Maintenance Average Dollar per
mile trimmed (a/b)
Distribution Annual Maintenance Implied Trimming
Cycle in years (c/b)

C

2.3. Vegetation Management: Please complete the below tables for all Vegetation-related, non-
storm, sustained Distribution outages and provide additional discussion related to the slope of
the trend lines over the previous five-year period by operating company.

The Illuminatin.q Company

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.

Effectiveness (reliability) 2016 Z017 2018 2019 2020
SAIFI—All vegetation related—non-storm, sustained
CAIDI—All vegetation related—non-storm, sustained

SAIDI—All vegetation related—non-storm, sustained

Ohio Edison
Effectiveness (reliability) 2016 2017 I 2018 2019 2020
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SAIFI—All vegetation related—non-storm, sustained
CAIDI—All vegetation related—non-storm, sustained
SAIDI—All vegetation related—non-storm, sustained

Toledo Edison
Effectiveness (reliability) 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
SAIFI—All vegetation related—non-storm, sustained
CAIDI—All vegetation related—non-storm, sustained
SAIDI—All vegetation related—non-storm, sustained

2.4. Vegetation Management: Please complete the below tables for non-storm, sustained
Distribution outages associated with trees and large limbs outside the clearing zone corridor,
and provide additional discussion of the slope of the trend line over the previous five years

The Illuminating Company ____________

Effectiveness (reliability) 2016 2017 2018 2019 I 2020
SAIFI—Vegetation-related outside the clearing zone
corridor only—non-storm, sustained
CAIDI—Vegetation-related outside the clearing zone
corridor only—non-storm, sustained
SAIDI—Vegetation-related outside the clearing zone
corridor only—non-storm, sustained

Ohio Edison
Effectiveness (reliability)
SAIFI—Vegetation-related outside the clearing zone
corridor only—non-storm, sustained
CAIDI—Vegetation-related outside the clearing zone
corridor only—non-storm, sustained
SAIDI—Vegetation-related outside the clearing zone
corridor only—non-storm, sustained

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Toledo Edison
Effectiveness (reliability) 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
SAIFI—Vegetation-related outside the clearing zone
corridor only—non-storm, sustained
CAIDI—Vegetation-related outside the clearing zone
corridor only—non-storm, sustained
SAIDI—Vegetation-related outside the clearing zone
corridor only—non-storm, sustained I

DATA REQUEST SET 3 SUBMITTED — 2/5/2 1

3.1.Variance Analysis—Reference Resnonse to BRC Set 1-INT-016-Attachment 1-
Confidential.ndf: Please provide detailed explanations along with supporting
documentation for the following items.
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g. Regarding the Gross Plant Additions, Retirements, and Transfers/Adjustments for
FECO:

i. FERC account 391 has retirements significantly greater than additions—
Retirements = $(15,170,099); Additions = $7,490,067

ii. FERC account 395 has retirements significantly less than additions—
Additions = $650,000; Retirements = $(1,995)

iii. FERC account 397 has retirements significantly less than additions—
Additions = $13,320,607; Retirements = $(3,232,324)

h. Regarding the Gross Plant Additions, Retirements, and Transfers/Adjustments for
OECO:

i. FERRC account 350 has a transfer/adjustment of $(897,324)
ii. FERC account 366 has negative additions, and they are significantly different

from retirements—Additions = $(2,297,929); Retirements = $(3,786)
iii. FERC account 390 has a transfer/adjustment of $(1,088,773)

Regarding the Gross Plant Additions, Retirements, and Transfers/Adjustments for
The Toledo Edison Company:

i. FERC account 353 has negative additions, and the amount is significantly
different from retirements—Additions $(40,035); Retirements $(33,806)

ii. FERC account 362 has retirements significantly less than additions—
Additions $4,378,576; Retirements $(32,701)

iii. FERCaccount 366 has retirements significantly less than additions—
Additions $705,743; Retirements $(206)

iv. FERC account 392 has retirements significantly less than additions, and
retirements is positive—Additions $307,487; Retirements $71

v. FERC account 303 has retirements significantly less than additions—
Additions $2,260,058; Retirements $(1)

j. Regarding the Gross Plant Additions, Retirements, and Transfers/Adjustments for
CECO:

i. FERC account 353 has a transfer/adjustment of $233,568
ii. Account 354 has zero additions and retirements

iii. FERC account 357 has zero additions and retirements
iv. FERC account 360 has negative additions—Additions $(11,179)
v. FERC account 366 has retirements significantly less than additions—

Additions $5,195,741; Retirements $(4)
vi. FERC account 391 has negative additions, and they are significantly different

from retirements—Additions $(88,650); Retirements $(1,300,937)
vii. FERC account 393 has negative additions—Additions $(9,223)
viii. FERC account 395 has negative additions—Additions $(53,209)

ix. FERC account 396 has negative additions—Additions $(63,882)

3.2.Variance Analysis—Reference Resuonse to BRC Set 1-INT-017-Attachment
Confidentjpf.udf; Please provide detailed explanations along with supporting
documentation for the following items.

a. Regarding the Accumulated Reserve Balances for OECO:
i. Please explain why the following accounts decrease from 2019 to 2020:

a) FERC account 373
b) FERC Account 393
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c) FERC account 395
ii. Please explain why the following account remains unchanged from 2019 to

2020:
a) FERC account 390.3

b. Regarding the Accumulated Reserve Balances for The Toledo Edison Company:
i. Please explain why the following accounts decrease from 2019 to 2020:

a) FERC account 393
b) FERC account 395

ii. Please explain why the following account remains unchanged from 2019 to
2020:
a) FERC account 354
b) FERC account 396

c. Regarding the Accumulated Reserve Balances for The Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Company:

i. Please explain why the following accounts decrease from 2019 to 2020:
a) FERC account 369
b) FERC account 303

ii. Please explain why the following account remains unchanged from 2019 to
2020:
a) FERC account 354
b) FERC account 390.3

3.3. Internal Audits: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set-1-INT-14 Attachment 1 —

Confldential.pdf. For the following audits, please provide the executive summary of findings
and recommendations. For projects that are in progress, please provide the same information
when it becomes available. (The referenced audit numbers are taken from the BRC-Set-1-
INT-14 attachment.)

Audit Numbers: 1—4, 6,9, 11, 14—19, 21, 23—25, 33, 35—39,41—43,47.

3.4.Budaet: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set-1-INT-008 Attachment 1 —

Confidential.pdf.
a. Please provide the primary reasons why CEI General and Intangible Plant was over

budget by approximately $4 million
b. Please provide the primary reasons why OE Distribution was over budget by

approximately $11.6 million.
c. Please provide the primary reasons why OE General and Intangible Plant was over

budget by approximately $2.8 million.
d. Please provide the primary reasons why OE Transmission was over budget by

approximately $1.1 million.

3.5.Variance Analysis (CWIP): Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set-1-INT-018-
Attachment 1.pdf.

a. Please provide the project work order numbers and approved budget for the Outage
Management and GIS systems.

b. Are any of the components of the Outage Management and GIS systems in service as
of November 30, 2020? If so, please provide the amounts in service by work order
and the in-service dates.
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c. The Company indicated that CECO CWIP changed from $66,436,833.40 to
$92,305,380.76 as of November 30, 2020—an increase of $25,868,547.36.
Attachment 1 indicates an ending balance of $75,794,053.21 as of November 30,
2020, resulting in an increase of $9,357,219.81. Please explain the difference between
the response and attachment 1.

d. The Company indicated that OECO CWIP changed from $87,512,552.49 to
$134,408.832.51 as of November 30, 2020—an increase of $46,896,280.09.
Attachment 1 indicates an ending balance of $123,463,837.89 as of November 30,
2020, resulting in an increase of $35,951,285.47. Please explain the difference
between the response and attachment 1.

e. The Company indicated that TECO CWIP changed from $22,536,079.54 to
$33,130,784.27 as of November 30, 2020—an increase of $10,594,706.73.
Attachment 1 indicates an ending balance of $123,463,837.89 as of November 30,
2020, resulting in an increase of $35,951,285.47. Please explain the difference
between the response and attachment 1.

3.6. Canital Snares: Please note any significant changes to the policy on capital spares in 2020.

DATA REQUEST SET 4 SUBMITTED — 2/11/2 1

4.1.Vepetation Mana&ement—Reference Resuonse to BRC Set 1-INT-034: Please provide
the following information regarding outage restoration duration (CAIDIJ for those
experiencing an outage during a storm event:

k. In its response, the Companies state, “Due to differences in size and scope of any one
major event, non-excludable events during weather conditions were utilized.”
Please explain what it means that “non-excludable events during weather events
were utilized.”

1. Please provide the Storm Vegetation-related SAIFI for each of the years 2014
through 2020 in bar chart format with labels. Please explain the trend line and
definition of a storm event.

4.2.SOX Compliance Audits—Reference Response to Data Request BRC Set 1-INT-OlS,
Attachment 1 - Confidential: For the following SOX compliance audits, please provide a
summary of any significant control deficiencies along with how those deficiencies were
corrected or mitigated.

a. Accounting Research -CS
b. Accounts Payable - CS
c. Corporate PPE - CS
d. Financial Reporting & Disclosures
e. General Accounting - CS
f. IT-Infrastructure - CS
g. IT-systems - CS
h. Material & Services - CS
i. Regulated Billing - CS
j. Regulated MBU - CS
k. Regulated PP&E - CS
I. Regulated Settlements - CS
m. Regulated Accounting - CS
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n. Short Term Budget & Forecast - C
o. Tax-CS

DATA REQUEST SET S SUBMITTED — 2/15/21

5.1. Status of 2019 Recommendations—Reference Resuonse to BRC Set 1-INT-009. Rec-04:
The Companies’ response regarding Recommendation 4 of the 2019 DCR Audit report
indicated that audits are performed on the capital process and on capital and 0&M. However,
it is not clear whether the response refers only to how IT software project costs are split
between capital and expense relative to GAAP. Blue Ridge recognizes that GAAP has specific
accounting for the four phases of software projects which determine the split. However, Blue
Ridge’s recommendation had to do specifically with how the determination is made to split
the vendor fees between capital and expense. Please respond to the following items:

a. Is the split of vendor fees between capital and expense determined in the same
manner as the project stages?

b. If the response to [a) is no, please explain how the determination is made.
c. Is the determination of the split of vendor fees specifically audited by Internal

Auditing?

DATA REQUEST SET 6 SuBMInED — 2/17/2 1

6.1.Variance Analysis: Reference DR response BRC Set 1-INT-OQi Attachment 1 — FE DCR
Compliance Filing 1.5.2021 — Confidential.xlsx. Please provide detailed explanations for the
significant increases in reserve amounts on 11/30/20 over the balances on 11/30/19 for the
following FERC accounts:

a. Tab ACT — CEI Sch B3, FERC account 370 Adjusted Jurisdiction of $26,028,754, which
is an increase of 34.5% over the prior year of $19,346,316 (as shown in the
11/30/2019 DCR filing).

b. Tab ACT — OE Sch B3, FERC account 370 Adjusted Jurisdiction of $44,291,485, which
is an increase of 26.4% over the prior year balance of $35,029,510 (as shown in the
11/30/2019 DCR filing).

c. Tab ACT — OE Sch B3, FERC account 391 Adjusted Jurisdiction of $4,346,340, which is
an increase of 31.8% over the prior year balance of $3,297,302 (as shown in the
11/30/20 19 DCR filing).

d. Tab ACT — OE Sch B3, FERC account 392 Adjusted Jurisdiction of $1,415,117, which is
an increase of 44.8% over the prior year balance of $3,297,302 (as shown in the
11/30/2019 DCR filing).

e. Tab ACT — TE Sch B3, FERC account 370 Adjusted Jurisdiction of $25,832,653, which
is an increase of 26.6% over the prior year balance of $20,401,356 (as shown in the
11/30/2019 DCR filing).

DATA REQUEST SET 7 SUBMITTED 2/22/2 1

7.1.Annual DCR Revenue: Reference DCR Compliance filings dated January 5,2021, page 57 of 71.
Please provide supporting documentation for the Annual Revenue through 11/30/2020 for each
operating company.
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7.2.Rider OCR Revenue Cap. Reference DCR Compliance filings dated January 5, 2021, page 57 of
71. Provide supporting documentation for the reported 2019 Rider DCR Revenue of
$309,630,496.

7.3.Tax Rates. Please provide the supporting documentation and calculations for the tax rate used
for actual 11/30/20 and estimated 2/28/21.

7.4.Depreciation. Reference pages 14 and 39 of 71, line 36. CE Account 398 Miscellaneous
Equipment.

a. What type of equipment is booked to Account 398?
b. When the depreciation rates were established in Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR, was the assets

reflected in Account 398 amortized or depreciated?
c. If the accrual rate of 6.67% (which is equivalent to a 15-year life) represents depreciation,

explain why the net book value is zero and not negative at 11/30/20 and 2/28/21.

7.5.Exclusions. Reference pages 19 of 71, provide the supporting documentation for “exclusions
related to Rider AMI for work order activity associated with WBS CE-00400 that are included in
Non-SGMl depreciation groups offset by DCR activity in SGMl depreciation groups” for actual
11/30/20 and estimated 2/28/21.

7.6. Exclusions. Provide the supporting documentation for the amounts associated with the
Experimental Company Owned LED Program for actual 11/30/20 and estimated 2/28/21.

7.7.ADIT Balances. Provide supporting documentation for the amounts associated with the
Normalized and Non-Normalized Property EDIT balances for actual 11/30/20 and estimated
2/28/21. Include a roll-forward schedule reconciling the Company-reported balances at
11/30/19 to the balances at 11/30/2020 and 2/28/21.

7.8. Reconciliation. Reference BRC 1-INT-001 Attachment 1, Attachment 3, and BRC 1-INT-005.
Please explain the $13,196 difference between Total Gross Plant Balances below:

BRC 1-INT-OO1 AU 3
BRC1-INT-OO5 Actual Plant Balances

Balance at 11/30/20 for 11/30/2020
Company Functional Class Gross Plant Gross Plant Difference
CECO Distribution Plant Total $2,604,023,668 $2,604,022,308 $1,360
CECO General Plant Total $174,973,851 $174,974,067 -$216
CECO Intangible Plant Total $77,303,596 $77,304,827 -$1,231
CECO Transmission Plant Total $512,943,722 $512,943,721 $1
CECO Total $3,369,244,837 $3,369,244,923 -$86

OECO Distribution Plant Total $3,166,347,041 $3,166,330,999 $16,042
013C0 GeneralPlantTotal $206,147,108 $206,147,370 -$262
OECO Intangible Plant Total $109,091,411 $109,092,920 -$1,509
OECO Transmission Plant Total $298,929,243 $298,929,242 $1
OECO Total $3,780,514,803 $3,780,S0O,531 $14,272

TECO Distribution Plant Total $1,106,865,010 $1,106,865,013 -$3
TECO General Plant Total $78,809,617 $78,809,761 -$144
TECO Intangible Plant Total $35,510,282 $35,511,124 -$842
TECO Transmission Plant Total $40,491,701 $40,491,701 $0
TECO Total $1,261,676,610 $1,261,677,599 -$989
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BRC14NT-OO1 Att3
BRCJ-JNT-OO5 Actual Plant Balances

Balance at 11/30/20 for 11/30/2020
FECO General Plant Total $389,253,957 $389,253,958 -$1
FECO Intangible Plant Total $461,861,145 $461,861,145 $0
FECO Total $851,115,102 $851,115,103 -$1
FirstEnergy Total $9,262,551,352 $9,262,538,156 $13,196

7.9.DCR Filings: Follow up to BRC 1-INT-001 Attachment 3. The Company provided Actual Plant
Balances in columns W, X, and Y. Please confirm that the Plant Balances are November 30, 2020
not 8/31/2020 Plant Balances.

DATA REQUEST SET 8 SUBMITTED — 2/25/21

8-1. DESKTOP Virtual/On-Site Field Audit: As a continuation of the audit process, Blue Ridge has
selected the attached 13 projects on which to perform a detailed Desktop Virtual/On-Site
Field review.
The purpose of the desktop review will be to understand the project scope, the installed and
replaced/retired assets, risk ranking data used, and other pertinent documentation that the
Company deems relevant for us to understand the project.

Due to travel restrictions associated with the coronavirus, this review will be completed via
video conference. To coordinate the desktop review, a pre-audit call will be scheduled among
Blue Ridge, the Ohio PUC staff, and FirstEnergy on or around March 22. The purpose of the
call will be to discuss the process and to select the dates to conduct the virtual field audit. In
support of this effort, please provide this information:

a. Prior to the day the audit commences — for each of the projects selected;
i. Schematics/drawings/and photos or any other visual aids that indicate what

was built or installed. Before and after pictures would also be helpful if
available.

ii. A list of material and/or equipment installed, along with the major asset serial
numbers, if applicable

iii. Project justification statement, including alternatives considered
iv. Direct cost detail (labor, material, transportation, equipment etc.)
v. Risk Ranking score and model inputs that support the decision to go forward

with the project if applicable
vi. A list of major equipment removed and retired, including vintage year of the

assets removed, cost of removal, and salvage
b. For the days the virtual audit will be conducted

i. An individual who can coordinate the review and sponsor/host the virtual
meeting

ii. Representatives from FirstEnergy who can describe each project in detail
iii. If necessary, the Project Manager responsible for the project who can answer

questions
In-Service

Company Work order Description Date Total
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CECO 12873413 Review ODOT routes & comment on CE! UG 10/28/20 $1,960,749
CECO 13509122 NB USA Waste Inc., Geneva Landfill (PJM 12/13/13 $628,039
CECO 14861458 ESSth St Broadway to Superior - CEI UG 1/13/20 $738,285
CECO PA206595861 P0 FW: Circuit JY-HO16JY (401200016) 201 8/24/20 $105,469
OECO 13300165 Mantua Sub-2012 SCADA Installations on D 4/29/20 $1,008,602
OECO 14431541 CARROLL SUB INSTALL SCADA 8/19/20 $950,148
OECO 16284137 Stone Rd reconductorfor load balance. 3/17/20 $206,309
OECO 16477291 Repairs associated with MH 5 Fire in You 3/19/20 $253,966
OECO IF-OE-000132-1 OE - Massillon SC Remove UST/Add AST 6/21/19 $622,765
OECO IF-SC-000247-1 SvcCo - Fairlawn Remittance Ctr Reno 9/28/17 $694,310
TECO 15776111 SB Order for Defiance SW Ckt Switcher 12/5/19 $985,830
TECO 16055475 Underground Cable Rejuvenation 10/22/20 $955,430
TECO 16622904 Equip Investigate/Repair - Transformer 0 10/20/20 $2,322,875

8-2. As clarification to BRC Set 2-INT-2, we believe there is error in the response. In row (c) “#

of total miles in Distribution miles in the Annual Maintenance Vegetation program” is implied
to be the total overhead distribution line miles that is included in the overall vegetation
trimming line program. Please resubmit the response.

8-3. In response to BRC Set 2-INT -4, please complete the following tables for overall System
performance by operating company and provide additional discussion of the slope of the
trend line over the previous 5 years. ______

CECO
Effectiveness (Reliability) 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

SAIFI—Total Non-Storm System Index
CAIDI—Non-Storm System Index
SAIDI—Non-Storm System Index

OECO
Effectiveness (Reliability)

SAIFI—Total Non-Storm System Index
CAIDI—Non-Storm System Index
SAIDI—Non-Storm System Index

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

TECO
Effectiveness (Reliability) 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

SAIFI—Total Non-Storm System Index
CAIDI—Non-Storm System Index
SAIDI—Non-Storm System Index

DATA REQUEST SET 9 SUBMITTED - 2/26/2 1

9.1. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment 3—
Cost Details -CONFIDENTIAL. Please identify what makes up the majority of the costs in the
category other Direct Costs for the following work orders.
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Other Total Costs
Direct

Work order Description Costs
ITF-SC-000036-SW2O- Oracle SW Upgrade Fee 2020- CAP $2,089,999
1 $2,089,999
ITF-SC-000045-SW19- SAP SW Upgrade 2019-CAP $4,394,309
1 $4,394,309
ITF-SC-000069-SW19- Filenet Upgrades 2019-CAP $306,189
1 $306,189
ITF-SC-000121-SW19- Microsoft Software Upgrades 2019- $1,879,983
1 CAP $1,879,983
ITS-SC-000590-1 Hybrid Cloud Computing Project - $5,093,699

Cap $972,578
9.2. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-TNT-Attachment 3—

Cost Details-CONFIDENTIAL. Work Order XIT-000062-lTotal Capital — -$3,045,381. Please
provide the accounting entries and an explanation for the Data Processing Equipment credits.

9.3. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-TNT-Attachment 3—
Cost Details-CONFIDENTIAL. Please explain the AFUDC Debt and Equity recorded for the
following prolects.

Work . . AFUDC Total % of AFUDCWork Order DescriptionOrder Debt/Equity Activity to Total
13300165 Mantua Sub-2012 SCADA $422,177 $1,008,60 42%

Installations on D 2
14431541 CARROLL SUB INSTALL SCADA $197,170 $950,148 21%
12873413 Review ODOT routes & comment $308,936 $1,960,74 16%

onCEIUG 9

9.4. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment 3 —

Cost Details -CONFIDENTIAL. OECO Work Order 16080601, Equip Investigate/Repair -

Circuit Break.
a. Other Company Overheads totaled $115,883, which represents 33% of the total

project cost of $350,423.91.
b. Please explain what those costs represent.

9.5. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-TNT-i Attachment 1 -

CONFIDENTIAL OECO Work Order Li094, OECO PROP ASSETS-PWR PLT TRNSF &ADJ.
a. Please explain the nature of the negative $(i,978,274.56) in adjustments.
b. What is the impact on other projects?
c. Please provide supporting documentation

9.6. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-TNT-Attachment 1 -

CONFIDENTIAL.
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Work Order Work Order Description Total Activity
CE-900477-CCOH-ADJ Capital Related Payroll Overhead Adjust $2,615,628.55
OE-900477-CCOH-ADJ Total Non-Billable Distribution Project $4,559,165.30

a. what capitalized incentivePlease provide additional detail that describes
compensation means.

b. Who is eligible for capitalized incentive compensation, how is it determined, and why
should it be included in the DCR?

9.7. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment 3 —

Cost Details -CONFIDENTIAL. CECO Work Order 13509122, NB USA Waste Inc., Geneva
Landfill PJM.

a. Please explain why the cost detail shows a Debit CIAC for $602,226 and not a credit
CIAC that reduces the project cost.

b. Please explain why a project with an in-service date of 12/13/2013 is included in the
scope of this review that covers 12/1/19—11/30/20.

9.8. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment 3 —

Cost Details - CONFIDENTIAL. CECO Work Order CE-00827-TQ Implement New Mobile Radio
System. Please explain what the cost reimbursements of $(412,671) have to do with the
implementation of the Mobile Radio System.

9.9. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC 1-INT-002, Attachment 1,
and BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment 3 — Cost Details
difference between the cost detail and Total Activity
additions to plant are indicated.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.

- CONFIDENTIAL. Please explain the
provided in the population and why no

% of
Difference Cost

Replacement Cost Detail Population Detail
s BRC 2-INT- to Cost to

Work order Description BRC-1-INT-2 1 Detail Total
16727863 replacebankof2skva $8,803 $12,136 $3,333 38%

120/208
IF-TW- TE - Holland Replace $392,419 $693,504 $301,085 77%
000025-1 Office Roof
PA205300860 P0 FW: $3,253 $3,522 $269 8%

170714D66329 See 2
for repairs

PA205179550 P0 FW: Fuse $4,385 $4,817 $432 10%
Installation 5015058
25T CPA

PA207100470 P0 FW: 34FB1C-92 $4,019 $4,345 $326 8%
[MDT Comments
BERRY 0
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9.10. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment 4 —

Cost Retirements and BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment S — Cost of Removal - CONFIDENTIAL. For
the following replacement work orders, explain why no Retirements or Cost of Removal were
recorded on the projects.

Work order Description Replacements
13300165 Mantua Sub-2012 SCADA Installations on D $1,008,602
IF-OE-000131-1 OE - Elyria Remove UST/Add AST $436,786
IF-OE-000132-1 OE - Massillon SC Remove UST/Add AST $622,765
IF-OE-000135-1 OE - Fairlawn 6 Rpl Fence Enclosure $107,247
IF-OE-000136-1 OE - Fairlawn 4 Replace Roof Rf03 $256,760
IF-OE-000137-1 OE - Fairlawn 4 Replace Roof Rf04 $463,839
IF-SC-000247-1 SvcCo - Fairlawn Remittance Ctr Reno $694,310
OE-003666-DF- OE MSTM 7 6/10/2020 $249,337
MSTM
OE-700626-SW19 IT New Credit Card Vendor $160,826
OE-900186-VMPL- Total Project $7,151,079
DIST
15599597 2018 Cleveland Resurf Proj - CEI UG MH $89,885

9.11. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment 3 —

Cost Details - CONFIDENTIAL L1094 - OECO PROP ASSETS-PWR PLT TRNSF & ADJ - -

$1,978,274. Please provide the detail that supports the adjustment.

9.12. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment 4 —

Cost Retirements and BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment S — Cost of Removal - CONFIDENTIAL. For
the following work orders, please explain why cost of removal was recorded to the work
order and did not have associated retirements recorded.

Work order Description Total Activity
13509122 NB USA Waste Inc., Geneva Landfill [PJM $628,039
14861458 ESSth St Broadway to Superior - CEI IJG $738,285
CE-001603-DO- Total Distribution Line $980,220
MSTM
16080601 Equip Investigate/Repair - Circuit Break $350,424
16405672 Equip Investigate / Repair - Regulator $96,499
16477291 Repairs associated with MH S Fire in You $253,966
16616511 Relocate Service $14,159
15776111 SB Order for Defiance SW Ckt Switcher $985,830
15997031 Commercia $409,329

9.13. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-INT-1 Attachment 1 -

CONFIDENTIAL. Please explain why the following work orders had in-service dates outside
12/1/19—11/30/20, which is the scope of this DCR audit
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In-
Service

Work order Description Total Date
15599597 2018 Cleveland Resurf Proj - CEI UG $89,885 1/9/19

MH
CE-000827-TQ Implement New Mobile Radio System -$412,671 12/14/17
IF-CE-000092-1 CE - Woodland Substation Rpl Roof $428,007 12/31/18
IF-OE-000131-1 OE - Elyria Remove UST/Add AST $436,786 3/27/19
IF-OE-000132-1 OE - Massillon SC Remove UST/Add $622,765 6/21/19

MT
IF-OE-000135-1 OF - Fairlawn 6 Rpl Fence Enclosure $107,247 10/29/18
IF-OE-000136-1 OF - Fairlawn 4 Replace Roof Rf03 $256,760 12/4/19
IF-OE-000137-1 OF - Fairlawn 4 Replace Roof Rf04 $463,839 12/4/19
lF-SC-000247-1 SvcCo . Fairlawn Remittance Ctr Reno $694,310 9/28/17
IF-TW-000025-1 TE - Holland Replace Office Roof $392,419 5/1/18
TW-700527-2017R1 IT ARCOS Callout Implementation $35,972 1/8/18

201 7R1

9.14. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment 4 —

Cost Retirements and BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment 5 — Cost of Removal - CONFIDENTIAL. TECO
Work Order IF-TW-00025-1, TE-Holland Replace Office Roof- $392,419. Please explain why
this replacement work order did not have cost of removal recorded.

9.15. Work Order Testing: Follow-up to Data Request response BRC-Set 2-INT-Attachment 2
CONFIDENTIAL. For the following projects, please provide detail how the allocations from
FECO to the individual operating companies, in and out of Ohio, are calculated.

Work order Description Total
ITF-SC-000036-5W20- Oracle SW Upgrade Fee 2020- CAP $2,089,999
1
ITF-SC-000045-SW19- SAP SW Upgrade 2019-CAP $4,394,309
1
ITF-SC-000069-SW19- Filenet Upgrades 2019-CAP $306,189
1
ITF-SC-000121-5W19- Microsoft Software Upgrades 2019-CAP $1,879,983
1
ITS-SC-000590-1 Hybrid Cloud Computing Project - Cap $5,093,699
ITS-SC-000607-1 Filenet Continuous Improvement - CAP $594,706
XIT-000003-1 Total Capital $2,709,961
XIT-000020-1 Total Capital $4,079,799

9.16. Work Order Testing: Follow-up response to data requests BRC 1-INT-002, Attachment 2
and BRC 2-INT-001. The following is an excerpt from BRC 2-INT-001.

“Please note that workorders 996263 is an AM! related workorders that was
excluded from Rider DCR. These balances were included in BRC Set 1-!NT-
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002 Attachment 1 Confidential because they reside in Rider DCR
depreciation groups. However, they were excluded from the Rider DCR
balances. This work order was included in the ‘Act-Exclusions” and “Est
Exclusions” tabs in BRC Set 1-INT-001 Attachment 1 Confidential to be
removed from Rider DCR.”

BRC 1-INT-002 Attachment 2 identifies the following list of work orders within the AMI
depreciation group:

• 206214630
• 995253
• 997121
• 997229
• 997373
• CE-001380-D0-MSTM
• CE-001436-D0-MSTM
• CE-001445-D0-MSTM
• 997421
• 14637220
• 14695607
• 14972792
• PA206446360
• CE-900477-CCOH-ADJ
• ZZ_LIFE_AUTO
• CE-159140-ERRORS
• 16736254
• 15896476
• 14652770
• 14658463
• 14846864
• 14859837
• 14910151
a. Please provide the total work order activity for the AMI work order noted within the

response to BRC 2-INT-0O1 — 996263 since it is not listed in BRC 1-INT-002
Attachment 2 and the charges were in FERC 39120-Data Processing Equipment.

b. If work order 996263 is not an AMI workorder, please provide all information asked
for in the BRC 2-INT-001 request

c. Please provide the supporting detail and reasons(s) for the $(831,533.76) credit.

9.17. Variance Analysis—Reference Response to BRC Set 3-INT-1 Attachment 1
Confidential,pdf: The Companies’ response for part (d) (v) of this request provided the detail
regarding CEI FERC account 366 activity, totaling $5,195,741 in additions and $(4) in
retirements. Please provide an explanation for why there were only $(4) in retirements.

9.18. Variance Analysis—Reference Resnonse to BRC Set 3-JNT-2: The Companies’ response
for part (c)(i) (b) stated that CEI FERC account 303 did not have a decrease from 2019 to 2020.
While the overall account did not have a decrease, according to the Companies’ response to
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BRC Set 1-INT-017, Attachment, CEI had a separate designation for FERC account 303
regarding SmartGrid (SG), which changed from $(420,540) on 11/30/2019 to $(529,413) on
11/30/2020. Please provide a detailed explanation for the decrease.

SUBMITTED SET 10— 3/4/2 1

10.1. Workorder Testing: Follow-up to Data Request BRC-Set 2-INT-1 Attachment 1. For the
following work orders, please explain if the manhole-casting adjustments required the
replacement of manholes. If not what was done to consider this work as capital?

Work order Description Additions
CECO 14861458 ESSth St Broadway to Superior - CEI UG $738,285
CECO 15599597 2018 Cleveland Resurf Proj - CEI UG MH $89,885

10.2. Workorder Testing: Follow-up to Data Request BRC-Set 2-INT-1 Attachment 1. Please explain
how a program to gather costs and planning is considered capital and not Preliminary Survey
and Investigation. How is this work order closed to Utility Plant without a unit of property?

Work order Description Total
OECO 16080601 Equip Investigate/Repair - Circuit Break $350,424
OECO 16405672 Equip Investigate / Repair - Regulator $96,499

10.3. Workorder Testing: Follow-up to Data Request BRC-Set 2-INT-1 Attachment 1, TECO Work
Order 15803443- Livis Park SS, Alcatel 7705-8 router, $344,646. Please provide the scope and
justification for the work order.

10.4. Workorder Testing: Follow-up to Data Request BRC-Set 2-INT-1 Attachment 2, FECO Work
Order lTS-SC-000590-1 Hybrid Cloud Computing Project, $5,093,699. What Data Processing
Equipment was purchased?

10.5. Workorder Testing: Follow-up to Data Request BRC-Set 1-INT-2 and 2-INT-1. Please explain
why the in-service date provided in BRC Set 1-INT-2 is different than the in-service date
provided in BRC Set 2-INT-1 for the following work orders.

BRC 1-INT-2 BRC 2-INT-1
In-Service In-Service

Work order Description Date Date
IF-OE-000131-1 OE - Elyria Remove IJST/Add AST 12/31/18 3/27/19
IF-OE-000132-1 OE - Massillon SC Remove UST/Add AST 6/28/19 6/21/19
IF-TW-000025- TE - Holland Replace Office Roof 12/29/17 5/1/18
1

10.6. Workorder Testing: Follow-up to Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-1. For the following
workorders:

a. Please explain why the work order closing was delayed and also calculate any over
accrual of AFUDC.
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b. If the Company determines that AFUDC was not over accrued for the project, please
explain why.

In- Days past
Service Need Date

Work order Description Date Need Date AFUDC
13300165 Mantua Sub-2012 SCADA 4/29/20 8/1/18 637 $422,177

Installations on D
14431541 CARROLL SUB INSTALL 8/19/20 12/31/19 232 $197,170

SCADA
16622904 Equip Investigate/Repair 10/20/20 11/5/19 350 $3,582

- Transformer 0
IF-TW- TE - Holland Replace 5/1/18 12/31/17 121 $24,226
000025-1 Office Roof
15776111 SB Order for Defiance SW 12/5/19 5/31/19 188 $30,639

Ckt Switcher

10.7. Workorder Testing: Follow-up to Data Request BRC Set 2-INT-1. For the following workorder,
the Company explained that the variance of actual cost to budget was created by a changing
timeline or a delay. Please explain what the changing timeline was for and who (or what)
caused the timeline to change.

Work order Description Additions
14861458 ESSth St Broadway to Superior - CE! UG $738,285
15599597 2018 Cleveland Resurf Proj - CE! UG MH $89,885
OE-700626-5W19 IT New Credit Card Vendor $160,826

DATA REQUEST SET 11 SUBMITTED 3/17/2 1

11-1. Follow up to data Request response BRC-Set-1-INT-28. Part b of the Company response
indicated that no new Riders were approved during the audit period.

a. How do the companies track the Distribution Modernization Platform (DMP) vs the
DCR to ensure there is no double recovery?

b. Please provide examples as appropriate.

11-2. Follow up to DR response BRC-SET-4-INT-2 and attachment 1. SOX Compliance Audits: Please
confirm that the audits not listed on attachment 1 (A, C, D, and F-O) did not result in any
significant control deficiencies.

11-3. Follow-up to Data Request response BRC Set 9-INT-008. Work Order CECO CE-000827-TQ —

Implement New Mobile Radio System. $(412,671).
a. What was the original in-service date of the project?
b. Was AFUDC accrued on the project? If so, what was the over-accrual associated with the

incorrect charge of $412,571 that was adjusted out to Expense in September 2020?
c. What was the over accrual of depreciation expense on the $412,571?
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11-4. Follow-up to Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-OlO. For the following work orders, please provide
the cost of removal and the date(s) booked.

IF-OE-000131-1 CE - Elyria Remove UST/Add AST $436,786
lF-OE-000132-1 CE - Massillon Sc Remove UST/Add AST $622,765
IF-OE-000136-1 CE - Fairlawn 4 Replace Roof Rf03 $256,760
IF-OE-000137-1 CE - Fairlawn 4 Replace Roof Rf04 $463,839
IF-SC-000247-1 SvcCo - Fairlawn Remittance Ctr Reno $694,310

11-S. Follow-up to Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-010. For the following work orders, please provide
the estimated or actual retirements and cost of removal to be recorded.
a. Work Order IF-OE-000135-1— OE Fairlawn 6 Repl. Fence enclosure, $107,747
b. Work Order 15599597m —2018 Cleveland Resurf Proj> CEO UG MH, $89,885

11-6. Follow-up to Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-012. For the following work orders, please provide
the amount of the retirement.
a. Work Order 14861458
b. Work Order 13509122
c. Work Order 16080601
d. Work Order 16405672
e. Work Order 16477291

— ESSth Street Broadway to Superior — CEI IJG, $738,285
— NB IDS Waste Inc. Geneva Landfill PJM, $628,039
— Equip Investigate/Repair — circuit Break, $350,424
— Equip Investigate /Repair — Regulator, $96,499
— Repairs associated with BH 5 Fire in you, $253,966

11-7. Follow-up to Data Request response BRC Set 9-INT — 013. The Company response indicated
that all the work orders listed below had incomplete work order unit estimates and,
therefore, could not be moved from 107 CWIP to 106 Plant in Service not Classified.

15599597 2018 cleveland Resurf Proj - CEI UG MH $89,885 1/9/19
IF-CE-000092-1 CE - Woodland Substation Rpl Roof $428,007 12/31/18
IF-OE-000131-1 CE - Elyria Remove UST/Add AST $436,786 3/27/19
IF-OE-000132-1 CE - Massillon SC Remove UST/Add AST $622,765 6/21/19
IF-OE-000135-1 CE - Fairlawn 6 Rpl Fence Enclosure $107,247 10/29/18
IF-OE-000136-1 CE - Fairlawn 4 Replace Roof Rf03 $256,760 12/4/19
IF-OE-000137-1 CE - Fairlawn 4 Replace Roof Rf04 $463,839 12/4/19
IF-SC-000247-1 Svcco - Fairlawn Remittance Ctr Reno $694,310 9/28/17
IF-TW-00002S-1 TE - Holland Replace Office Roof $392,419 5/1/18
TW-700527-2017R1 IT ARCCS callout Implementation 2017R1 $35,972 1/8/18

a. Did any of the work orders over accrue AFUDC by virtue of remaining in CWIP? If so,
please provide the amount of over accrued AFIJDC by work order number.

b. If AFUDC was not over-accrued, please explain why not.
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11-8. Follow-up to Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-014. Work Order IF-TW-00025-1 TE-Holland
Replace Office Roof, $392,419.
a. Does the Company agree that if Cost of Removal was recorded during the period

November 2016 to May 2018 that the original assets were no longer in-service as of May
2018? If not, why not?

b. Does the Company agree that If the retirements were not recorded until August 2020,
those assets would have remained in the plant records from May 2018 through August
2020? If not why not?

c. Please provide the amount of the over-accrued depreciation from May 2018 through
August 2020.

11-9. Follow-up to Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-017 (Variance analysis).

Part 1. For 27 work orders totaling #2,333.751.50—

a. Please provide the in-service dates and amounts for each work order.
b. For those work orders that are replacement work, please provide the associated Cost of

Removal by work order.
c. Please provide the FERC accounts charged by work order.
d. Does the Company agree that as of 11/30/2020 Plant in Service is overstated by

$935,111.31? If not why not?

Part 3. For 28 work orders totaling $2,885,344.73—

a. Please provide the in-service dates and amounts for each work order.
b. Please provide the retirement amounts by work order.
c. Please provide the FERC accounts charged by work order.
d. Please provide the Cost of Removal by work order, as applicable.

11-10. Follow-up to Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-006. For work orders CE-900477 CCOH -ADJ and
OE 900477 CCOH - ADJ—
a. Please separately provide the total dollars included in the DCR for Restricted Stock unit

costs, part of long-term incentive pay (LTIP) program and Performance Share costs, part
of LTIP program. Include the work order numbers, type, and amount for each.

b. Were Restricted Stock and Performance shares included in base rates?

SUBMITTED SET 12 — 3/26/2 1

12.1. Grid Mod 1: Follow-up to BRC Set 1-INT-026 Attachment 2. The total list of work order
activity within the Grid Mod 1 Work Order Activity tab does not agree with the change from the
2019 to 2020 Plant Balances. Please explain.

11/30/19 11/30/20 Change Difference
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Grid Mod 1
Work Order

Company Gross Gross Gross Activity
CEI $274,004 $46,839,172 $46,565,168 $46,465,168 -$100,000

OC $1,445,313 $57,298,439 $55,853,126 $55,853,126 $0
TE $414,807 $19,679,549 $19,264,742 $19,264,742 $0

Total $2,134,124 $123,817,160 $121,683,036 $121,583,036 -$100,000

12.2. ATSI Exclusion: Please provide a list of work orders by FERC account used for the ASTI Land
Lease from December 2019 through November 2020.

12.3. ATSI Exclusion: OECO 16216862 COR ATSI OE Barberton RTU Replacement 13
$(76,810). Please provide sunnor~~” Ann,, .nni-nf-;nn nn Fhn ~ ~nA ..~n.1. nAnr

FERC 362.

12.3. ATSI Exclusion: Follow-up to BRC 1-INT-001 and BRC 1-INT-002. The Compliance Filing
(RRC 1-INT-001 Attachment 1) indicates that ATSI is charged to FERC 350 (Land and Land
rights). Please explain the following:

a. Why does OECO work order 16216862--CORATSI-OB Barberton RTU Replacement 13
have charges to FERC 362 (Station Equipment)?

b. Are those charges included in the DCR Revenue Requirement?
c. If so, please explain why those charges should be recovered through the DCR.

12.4. Vegetation Management: Follow-up to BRC Set 1-INT-036 Attachment 1 Confidential.
Please provide the total by operating company, by work order, and by FERC Account that was
charged to the DCR and capitalized to the following charge codes in the period December 1,
2019, through November 30, 2020:

a. Cost Category 05—Off Corridor or removal of on corridor tree with overhang
b. Cost Category 36—Cut Tree in the Clear Off Corridor No Future Maintenance Required.
c. Cost Category 14—Overhead Limb Removal
d. Cost Category 30—Property Owner Notification Capital

12.5. Follow-up to Data Request response BRC Set 10-INT-1.
a. Please describe the scope of work that is involved with adjusting and resetting of the

manhole castings when it does not involve the replacement of the entire underground
manhole structure.

b. Does the Company consider the manhole covers and castings that were not replaced a
Betterment? If so, please cite where in the Code of Federal Regulations (18 CFR) this is
allowed.

c. Please provide any internal policies that support Betterments, including the criteria
used to conclude that this work, without replacement, was a Betterment.

d. Are manhole covers and/or castings a unit of property?
e. For each of the work orders listed, please provide the count of how many manhole

covers and/or castings were reused and the count of how many were replaced.
f. For each of the work orders listed, please provide the count of how many underground

manhole structures were replaced versus just the castings adjusted.
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SET 13 SUBMITTED 4/15/2 1

13-1. Follow-up to Data Request BRC Set 9-INT-006. For the population ofwork orders that covers
the period January 1, 2020, through December 31, 2020, that was previously provided in
response to BRC Set 1-INT-002 please provide the following items:

a. The dollars individually by work order number for Restricted Stock Unit costs of the
long-term incentive pay (LTIP) program.

b. The dollars individually by work order number for Performance Share Costs of the
LTIP program.

SET 14 SUBMITTED 5/14/21

14-1. Please provide retirement detail for the following work orders.
a. Work Order CE-001377-DO-MSTM: Total Distribution
b. Work Order CE-O01524-DO-MSTM: Total Distribution Line
c. Work Order 15989044: MEDINA - HARMONY REGULATOR UPGRADE to 43
d. Work Order OE-003O49-DO-MSTM: OE MSTM 62/23/19 WIND EVENT.
e. Work Order 15604349: RepI #1 69-34kVXfmr

14-2. Follow-up to Data Request response BRC Set 9-INT-OO8, CECO Work Order CE-O0827-TQ. The
response indicated that in September 2020, the Companies identified and corrected MARCs
Radio user fees that had been capitalized.

a. Please provide the FERC account, amount and date for each time the MARCs Radio
user fees were recorded as capital.

b. The Company states it will include an adjustment to Rider DCR revenue requirements
in a future DCR filing. What is the total cumulative impact to the revenue
requirements? Please provide the calculation.
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APPENDIX 0: WORK PAPERS

Blue Ridge’s workpapers are available on a confidential CD. The Filing included the following
workpapers.

Adjustments
o Adj-1, 2, 3 VEG Mgmt BRC Set 1-36 Attachment 1 CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
o Adj-1, 2,3 VEG MGMT BRC Set 1-INT-036.pdf
o Adj-4, 5 Overaccrued AFUDC DR 9-3.pdf
o Adj-6 Overaccured AFUDC DR 10-6.pdf
o Adj-6 Overaccured AFUDC DR 11-8.pdf
o Adj-7 LTIP BRC Set 2-1 .pdf
o Adj-7 LTIP BRC Set 2-1 Attachment 1 CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
o Adj-7 LTIP BRC Set 2-1 Attachment 1 CONFIDENTIAL.xlsx
o Adj-7 LTIP BRC Set 9-6.pdf
o Adj-7 LTIP BRC Set 11-10.pdf
o Adj-7 LTIP BRC Set 13-1.pdf
o Adj-7 LTIP Composite Depr WP.pdf
o Adj-8, 9 Delayed Retirement BRC Set 11-INT-O05.pdf
o Adj-10, 11, 12, 13, 14 COR BRC Set 11-INT-004.pdf
o Adj-10, 11, 12, 13, 14 Delayed Retirement DR 9-10.pdf
o Adj-15 Delayed Retirement DR 11-6.pdf
o Adj-16, 17, 18, 19 Delayed Retirement DR 9-12.pdf
o Adj-24 Non Capital DR 9-8.pdf
o Adj-24 Radio User Fees BRC Set 14-INT-002 Attachment 1.xlsx
o Adj-24 Radio User Fees BRC Set 14-INT-002.pdf
o FE Adjustments 210514.xlsx
o WP BRC Set 1-INT-002 Attachment 1 - Confidential (for adjustments).xlsx

Pulling Sample
o WP BRC Set 1-INT-002 - Attachment 1 - Confidential - Sample Charlie Suggestions

+TMK.xlsx
o WP BRC Set 1-INT-002 - Attachment 1 - Confidential - Sample.xlsx
o WP FEOH 2020 Sample Size Calculation Work Orders through 11-30-20 -

CONFIDENTIAL .xlsx
• WP BRC Set 1-INT-001 Att 1, Att 3, 1-INT-002, 1-INT-O05 RECONCILLIATION (2019 vs

2020).xlsx
• WP BRC Set 1-INT-002 Attachment 1 - Confidential - Exclusions against Population.xlsx
• WP BRC Set 1-INT-002 Attachment 1— Confidential against BRC Set 1-INT-036 — Confidential

— Veg Managment.xlsx
• WP BRC Set 1-INT-026 Attachment 2- Confidential - GM1.xlsx
• WP BRC Set 1-INT-36 Attachment 1 Confidential Veg Managment Cost Code.xlsx
• WP BRCS FE DCR CF Variance 202 1—Confidentiahxlsx
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• WP FEOH 2020 Pre-Date Certain Pension Impact Analysis 2012-2020 - CONFIDENTIAL.xlsx
• WP FEOH 2020 Workorder Testing Matrix FINAL.xlsx
• WP Impact of Adjustments BRC Set 1-INT-001 Attachment 1 - FE DCR Compliance Filing

1.5.2021 - Confidential R1.xlsx
• WP LED Exclusions.xlsx
• WP PUCO 10-1< Request Attachment 1 Confidential Tables for Report.xlsx
• WP Reconciliation of Activity FINAL.xlsx
• WP V&V — FE DCR Compliance Filing 1.5.2021 — Confidential v_33121.xlsx
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The PUCO directed Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc. (“Blue Ridge”) to expand the scope of its

Rider DCR audit in Case No. 20-1629-EL-RDR to include a review of the responses of The Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company (CE), Ohio Edison Company (OE), and The Toledo Edison Company
(TE), collectively, “FirstEnergy” or ‘Companies,” to Staffs request for information dated February 18,
2021.

The expanded scope review had the following specific purpose based upon the Commission’s
Entry:

• To determine whether any funds collected from ratepayers were used to pay the vendors
• If ratepayer funds were used, to determine whether the funds associated with those

payments should be returned to ratepayers through Rider DCR or through an alternative
proceeding

• In the event that Blue Ridge or Staff find that ratepayers would be entitled to a refund in an
alternative proceeding, to have Blue Ridge or Staff file a supplemental report that references
and incorporates the relevant findings of Blue Ridge and Staff in that proceeding

FirstEnergy provided a list of 346 payment records, totaling $24.46 million. The payments were
recorded to capital and O&M expense accounts that may have been collected from customers.

Table 1: Total Payments by Company—Capital and 0&M Expense

Description CE OE TE Total

Capital $ 2,952,893 $ 3,336,631 $ 1,156,049 $ 7,445,573

O&M Expense 7,925,271 6,974,079 2,116,038 17,015,387

Total $ 10,878,164 $ 10,310,710 $ 3,272,087 $ 24,460,960

Blue Ridge understands how costs were settled to the Ohio operating companies but not why
FirstEnergy believed it was appropriate to record these charges to the Ohio operating companies to
be possibly included in rates charged to customers. However, determining the reason is beyond the
scope of Blue Ridge’s analysis.

During Blue Ridge’s review of the payments and supporting documentation, we observed that a
number of vendors appeared to be related parties. Of the 17 various vendors, 12 were identified as
related to Thomas T. (Tony) George, two were related to Sam Randazzo, and the remaining three
vendors were unsupported transactions with no identified related party.

Blue Ridge compared the supporting documentation to the payments and found that payments
for several vendors were supported, while other payments were either only partially supported or
not supported with documentation.

FirstEnergy stated, “in some instances, the vendor transactions extend back over ten years
and/or lack proper supporting documentation, and additional documentation is not available.”1 In
other responses to requests for specific invoices, purchase orders, contracts, and agreements,
FirstEnergy stated, “The Companies do not have additional supporting documentation at this time,
and do not know why such information is not available. Because supporting information is not

1 Response to I3RC AS-Set 1-INT-012 Confidential.
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available, the Companies are conservatively and proactively recommending to refund customers any
costs that impacted rates that did not have sufficient supporting documentation.”2

Blue Ridge’s analysis focused on whether FirstEnergy used any funds collected from ratepayers
to pay the vendors and, if ratepayer funds were used, to determine if and how the Company should
return the funds associated with those payments to ratepayers.

Blue Ridge reconciled the payments to a recovery mechanism and recommends the refunds in
the following table.

Table 2: Recommended Refunds by Recovery Mechanism and Ohio Operating Company

Recovery Mechanism CE OE TE Total

Base Rates-Refund through non
bypassable rider $ 1,962,811 $ 311,097 $ 132,580 $ 2,406,488

Rider DSE-Refund through final
reconciliation 1,489,640 1,805,510 854,851 $ 4,150,001
Rider DCR - - - -

PoleAttachment-Adjust in next
PoleAttachment ratefiling 22,325 47,656 12,869 82,850
Total Recommended Refunds $ 3,474,776 $ 2,164,263 $ 1,000,300 $ 6,639,339

In addition to the refunds, Blue Ridge recommends that the $7,445,573 recorded as capital be
identified and excluded from rate base in any future base rate case.

BACKGROUND THAT LED TO THE EXPANDED SCOPE
The Executive Summary of FirstEnergy’s SEC filing Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended

December 31, 2020, included the following disclosures:

On July 21, 2020, a complaint and supporting affidavit containing federal criminal
allegations were unsealed against the now former Ohio House Speaker Larry
Householder and other individuals and entities allegedly affiliated with Mr.
Householder. Also, on July 21, 2020, and in connection with the investigation,
FirstEnergy received subpoenas for records from the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the S.D.
Ohio. FirstEnergy was not aware of the criminal allegations, affidavit or subpoenas
before July 21, 2020. In addition to the subpoenas referenced above, the QAG, certain
FE shareholders and FirstEnergy customers filed several lawsuits against FirstEnergy
and certain current and former directors, officers and other employees, each relating
to the allegations against the now former Ohio House Speaker Larry Householder and
other individuals and entities allegedly affiliated with Mr. Householder. In addition,
on August 10, 2020, the SEC, through its Division of Enforcement, issued an order
directing an investigation of possible securities laws violations by FE, and on
September 1, 2020, issued subpoenas to FE and certain FE officers.

As previously disclosed, a committee of independent members of the Board of
Directors is directing an internal investigation related to ongoing government

2 Responses to BRC AS-Set 2-INT-006 Confidential, BRC AS-Set 2-INT-007 Confidential, BRC AS-Set 2-INT-012
Confidential, BRC AS-Set 2-INT-OlS Confidential, and BRC AS-Set 2-INT-016 Confidential.
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investigations. In connection with FirstEnergy’s internal investigation, such
committee determined on October 29, 2020, to terminate FirstEnergy’s Chief
Executive Officer, Charles E. Jones, together with two other executives: Dennis M.
Chack, Senior Vice President of Product Development, Marketing, and Branding; and
Michael J. Dowling, Senior Vice President of External Affairs. Each of these terminated
executives violated certain FirstEnergy policies and its code of conduct. These
executives were terminated as of October 29, 2020. Such former members of senior
management did not maintain and promote a control environment with an
appropriate tone of compliance in certain areas of FirstEnergy’s business, nor
sufficiently promote, monitor or enforce adherence to certain FirstEnergy policies
and its code of conduct Furthermore, certain former members of senior management
did not reasonably ensure that relevant information was communicated within our
organization and not withheld from our independent directors, our Audit Committee,
and our independent auditor. Among the matters considered with respect to the
determination by the committee of independent members of the Board of Directors
that certain former members of senior management violated certain FirstEnergy
policies and its code of conduct related to a payment of approximately $4 million
made in early 2019 in connection with the termination of a purported consulting
agreement, as amended, which had been in place since 2013. The counterparty to
such agreement was an entity associated with an individual who subsequently was
appointed to a full-time role as an Ohio government official directly involved in
regulating the Ohio Companies, including with respect to distribution rates.
FirstEnergy believes that payments under the consulting agreement may have been
for purposes other than those represented within the consulting agreement.

Immediately following these terminations, the independent members of its Board
appointed Mr. Steven E. Strah to the position of Acting Chief Executive Officer and Mr.
Christopher D. Pappas, a current member of the Board, to the temporary position of
Executive Director, each effective as of October 29, 2020. Mr. Donald T. Misheff will
continue to serve as Non-Executive Chairman of the Board. Additionally, on
November 8, 2020, Robert P. Reffner, Senior Vice President and Chief Legal Officer,
and Ebony l~. Yeboah-Amankwah, Vice President, General Counsel, and Chief Ethics
Officer, were separated from FirstEnergy due to inaction and conduct that the Board
determined was influenced by the improper tone at the top. The matter is a subject of
the ongoing internal investigation as it relates to the government investigations.

Also, in connection with the internal investigation, FirstEnergy recently identified
certain transactions, which, in some instances, extended back ten years or more,
including vendor services, that were either improperly classified, misallocated to
certain ofthe Utilities and Transmission Companies, or lacked proper supporting
documentation. These transactions resulted in amounts collected from
customers that were immaterial to FirstEnergy, and the Utilities and
Transmission Companies will be working with the appropriate regulatory
agencies to address these amounts. [emphasis added]3

On February 18, 2021, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) Staff issued the following
request for information.

3 FirstEnergy Form 10-K fiscal year ended December 31, 2020, page 28.
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Request:
On page 28 of the 10K filed on February 18, 2021, FirstEnergy Corporation disclosed
the following:

‘Also, in connection with the internal investigation, FirstEnergy recently
identified certain transactions, which, in some instances, extended back ten
years or more, including vendor services, that were either improperly classified,
misallocated to certain of the Utilities and Transmission Companies, or lacked
proper supporting documentation. These transactions resulted in amounts
collectedfrom customers that were immaterial to FirstEnergy, and the Utilities
and Transmission Companies will be working with the appropriate regulatory
agencies to address these amounts.”

As it relates to FirstEnergy Corporation and its affiliates’ Ohio operations, please
provide materials responsive to the following data requests no later than February
23, 2021, unless otherwise agreed to by Staff:

1) The names of the vendors associated with the transactions referenced above;
2) The date of each transaction;
3) The nature or type of each transaction;
4) The amount associated with each transaction; and
5) The underlying purchase order, contract and/or agreement associated with

each transaction referenced above.

First Energy provided a response, and on March 8,2021, the PUCO Staff filed a letter in Case No.
20-1629-EL-RDR, requesting that the Commission expand the scope of the 2020 annual audit of
FirstEnergy’s delivery capital recover rider (DCR) in progress in Case No. 20-1629-EL-RDR.
Specifically, Staff notes that following a review of the 10K filed by FirstEnergy Corp. on February 18,
2021, Staff immediately filed a data request with the Companies for additional records related to the
disclosure of ‘certain transactions... that were either improperly classified, misallocated . . . or lacked
supporting documentation” according to the 10K. The Companies responded to this data request on
February 25, 2021. Based upon the response to the data request, Staff recommended that the
Commission expand the scope of the audit in this case and direct Blue Ridge to review the disclosed
transactions to determine whether funds collected from ratepayers were used to pay the vendors
and, if so, whether the funds associated with those payments should be returned to ratepayers in this
proceeding or in an alternative proceeding.

The Commission agreed with Staff’s recommendation in an entry dated March 10, 2021, in Case
No. 20-1629-EL-RDR:

{~f 8} The Commission agrees with the recommendation filed by Staff. Expansion of
the scope of the review by the independent auditor in this case to include the
disclosed vendor payments is consistent with our commitment to act in a
reasoned and methodical manner, based upon facts rather than speculation, in
light of the recent allegations surrounding FirstEnergy Corp. In the Matter of
the Review of Ohio Edison Co., Cleveland Elec. Illum. Co., and Toledo Edison Co.’s
Compliance with R.C. 4928.17 and Ohio Mm. Code 49.1:1-37, Case No. 17-974-
EL.-UNC, Entry (Nov. 4,2020) atif 17. Therefore, the Commission directed Blue
Ridge to expand the scope of its review in this proceeding to determine whether
any funds collected from ratepayers were used to pay the vendors and if so,
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whether the funds associated with those payments should be returned to
ratepayers through Rider DCR or through an alternative proceeding. Pursuant
to Staffs recommendation, in the event that Blue Ridge or Staff find that
ratepayers would be entitled to a refund in an alternative proceeding, Blue
Ridge or Staff should file a supplemental report that references and
incorporates the relevant findings of Blue Ridge and Staff in that proceeding.4

Blue Ridge expanded its contract with FirstEnergy to perform the audit on March 25, 2021, and
subsequently began its analysis.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF EXPANDED SCOPE REVIEW
The expanded scope review had specific purpose based upon the Commission’s Entry:

• To determine whether any funds collected from ratepayers were used to pay the vendors
• If ratepayer funds were used, to determine whether the funds associated with those

payments should be returned to ratepayers through Rider DCR or through an alternative
proceeding

• In the event that Blue Ridge or Staff find that ratepayers would be entitled to a refund in an
alternative proceeding, to have Blue Ridge or Staff file a supplemental report that
references and incorporates the relevant findings of Blue Ridge and Staff in that proceeding

The project’s scope incorporates Staffs request for information dated February 18, 2021, and
the Confidential response provided by the Companies on February 25, 2021. Since the response that
is subject to review in this project has been identified as confidential pursuant to O.R.C. 4901.16, Blue
Ridge’s report was initially labeled as confidential. In an email dated August 2, 2021, FirstEnergy
agreed that the report, including the appendices, would not need to be redacted when filed with the
Commission.5

OVERVIEW OF PROVIDED INFORMATION
FirstEnergy’s response to Staffs February 18, 2021, request for information included a list of

certain vendor transactions, including the costs (or portions of the costs) that were charged to The
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, Ohio Edison Company, or The Toledo Edison Company. The
response included 346 line items, presenting vendor, year, period, FERC account, and classification
of the payment by company and by O&M expense or capital. In addition, FirstEnergy identified (1)
costs included in retail rates that will be refunded to customers; (2) costs included in calculations
supporting retail rates but that did not impact retail rates (i.e., Rider DCR); and (3) costs included in
the calculation of other rates (i.e., Pole Attachment). The Company also provided the available
purchase orders, contracts, and agreements underlying the transactions.

TOTAL PAYMENTS REPORTED

The payment information is summarized below by company and by O&M Expense and Capital.

~ Case No. 20-1629-EL-RDR Entry (March 10, 2021).
5 Email from Brian J. Knipe dated August 2, 2021, 4:27 pm.
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Table 3: Total Payments by Company—Capital and O&M Expense

Description CE OE 11 Total

Capital $ 2,952,893 $ 3,336,631 $ 1,156,049 $ 7,445,573

0&M Expense 7,925,271 6,974,079 2,116,038 17,015,387

Total $ 10,878,164 $ 10,310,710 $ 3,272,087 $ 24,460,960

PAYMENTS BY VENDOR

FirstEnergy also provided a description of the nature or type of the transactions provided. The
following table summarizes the vendors, the number of payments, the amounts, the nature or types
of transactions, and the mechanism that the payments were recovered through.

Table 4: Payments by vendor with Explanation of Nature or Type of Transaction and Recovery Mechanism

Payments

yof FE Explanation otNature orType of
~ VendorName Pyunt Capital O&M Total Transaction(s) RecoveryMechanlsm
1 #1 MEDIA, adivision ofiosie 27 $ - $ 995,095 $ 995,095 Purchase ofbillboards 2007-2008 Basesates

G Inc. Event sponuorshlps 2014—2015 PoleAttach

2 JOSIE 6 INCORPORATED 56 $ 56,700 $ 1,239,550 $ 1,296,250 Purchaseofblllboards 2015. Rider OCR, PoleAttach
Eventaponsorships 2015—2019 PoleAttach

3 1224 PLAYHOUSE LLC 1 $ - $ 5,474 $ 5,474 Electric workfor 1224 Plaehouue LLC 2016 PoleAtlach
4 2125 SUPERiOR HOLDING 1 $ - $ 35,657 $ 35,657 EconomIc Development Grant for lineextenuion 2016 PoleAttach

LLC chargesfor underground electric servicefor
conversion ofwarehouseto aparlmenss and
commercial spice,

9 AWAKENING ANGELS 2 $ 4,556 $ 9,201 $ 13,757 Contributionnto non-profit 2014-Rider OCR, PoleAttach
2019 PoleAttach

6 DiM LAKESIDELLC 50 $ 154,000 $ 441,690 $ 595,690 Real estate lease forstorage at 4900 Lakmide 2015—2019 PoleAttach
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44115

7 ECOEARIH ENERGY LLC 4 $ 42,888 $ 2,182,752 $ 2,225,640 Energyefflclencygeneral awareness marketing 2012 Rider OCR, PoleAttach
campaignu (purchaueofbillboards) 201e—2019 Roder OSE. PoleAttach
Payments pursuant to alternativeenergy
consulting Invoices

8 GENERATiON NOW 4 $ 201,739 $ 154,061 $ 355,800 Contributlonsto S01(c)(4) organIzation 2017 Rider OCR, PoleAttacI’
INCORPORATED

9 GEORGE FAMILY 20 $ 350,000 $ 430,682 $ 780,682 Real eslatelease forservicecenter at 7001 Euclid 2018—2019 PoleAtlach
ENTERPRISES LID Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44103

10 GEORGE GROUP FINANCIAL 4 $ 10.524 $ 19,951 $ 30,475 Estahlishment ofa FirstEnergyCredit Card and a 2015 Rider OCR, PoleARRach
SOLUTIONS IN Firsttnergy Debit Card, a FirstEnergy Prepald 2015 PoleAttach

Card, and FirstenergyAffilisteCard Program{u)

11 HMDWORKING OHIOANS 1 $ 100,416 $ 76,684 $ 177,100 Corporatesponsorship 2018 RiderDCR, PoleAtteth
12 IEU-OHIOADMINISThA11ON 2 $ - $ 1,000,000 $ 1,000,000 Energyefflciencysupportaenricesfunding 2014—2015 PoleAtlach

COMPANY

13 JOBOB INCORPORATED 99 $ 16,090 $ 729,503 $ 745.593 Psynientspuruuant to consulting Invoices 2018-2019 RIder OCR, PoleAtiach
Payments pursuant to Block Chain Technology 2020 Rider OCR
invoices

14 MEMPHIS 55 1 $ 7,808 $ 7,808 Firsttnergy event at Crop Bistro 2019 PoleAttach
INCORPORATED

15 OH100LaI000R 49 $ 21,056 $ 2,577,701 $ 2,598,757 Purchaseofbillboards 2015—2019 PoleAttach
ADVERTiSING LLC Ohio energyefficiency general awareness 2016-2017 Rider OCR, PoleAttach

marketing campaigns (purchaseofbillboards) 2019 Rider OSt, PoleAttsch
2020 Rider OSE

16 SUSTAINABILITYFUNOING 22 $ 6,487,604 $ 6,954,378 $ 13,441,982 Energyefflciencynandingl2oao-2o16 annual 2014—2015 OSM PoleAttach
ALLIANCE paymentsof$1 million eachl 2014—201s Rider OCR, PoleAttach

Payments purnuant to CoassultineServices
Agreement and Amendments 12013-2018)

17 THE GEORGE GROUP 3 $ - $ 155,200 $ 155,200 Economic development grants 2014, 2016 PoleAttach
CORPORAI1ON

Total 346 $ 7,445,573 $ 17,015,387 $ 24,460,960

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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PAYMENTS BY FERC ACCOUNT

FirstEnergy reported that the payments were recorded to the following FERC accounts.

• 588 Miscellaneous distribution expenses
• 911 Supervision (Major only)
• 921 Office supplies and expenses
• 923 Outside services employed
• 930.1 General advertising expenses
• 930.2 Miscellaneous general expenses
• 93lRents
• 935 Maintenance of general plant

The payment amounts by FERC account and by Company are summarized below.
Table 5: Payments by PERC Account and Company

FEIEC CE 01 ‘71
Account Capital 0&M Total Capital 0&M Total Capital 0&M Total Total

588 $ 35,000$ 10,682$ 45,682$ - $ . $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 45.682
911 20,300 15,502 35,803 28,596 21,838 50,435 9,598 7,330 16,928 103,165
921 31,399 202,018 233,418 48,232 78,270 126,502 16,107 29,035 45,142 405,062
923 2,340,494 3,728,311 6,068,805 3,259,802 4,918,496 8,178,299 1,130,343 1,929,673 3,060,017 17,307,120
930.1 56,700 1,198,900 1,255,600 - - - - - - 1,255,600
930.2 - 1.090,857 1,090,857 - 1,955,474 1,955,474 - 150,000 150,000 3,196,331
931 - 1,539,000 1,539,000 - - - - - - 1,539,000
935 - 140,000 140,000 - - - - . - 140,000
None 469,000 ‘ 469,000 - . - 469,000
GrandTotal $ 2,952,893 $ 7,925,271 $10,878,164 $ 3,336,531 $ 6,974,079 $10,310,710 $ 1,156,049 $ 2,116,038 $ 3,272,087 $ 24,460,960

The FERC accounts used are typical O&M and/or A&G expense accounts. Blue Ridge requested
an explanation for why capital charges were recorded in O&M-related FERC accounts. The Company
stated that the FERC accounts provided are for the O&M costs only. Some of the costs have both
capital and O&M portions. In those instances, costs were incurred by FirstEnergy Service Company
(FESC), allocated to the Companies, and subjected to the A&G overhead process, whereby a portion
of the costs is applied as an overhead to capital projects of the Companies.6

The A&G overhead costs described above were applied to all open work orders of the Companies,
excluding the Companies’ smart grid and Grid Mod I related work orders recovered in Rider AMI, at
that time, in the month the cost is originally incurred. Capitalized A&G overhead costs are recorded
to FERC account 107, Construction Work in Progress. Therefore, the Companies are unable to
determine the specific work orders to which the capital amounts were booked. For purposes of
revenue requirement impacts, the Companies conservatively assumed 100% of the capital costs were
placed in service in the month the cost was originally incurred at an average depreciation rate.7

FirstEnergy identified whether each payment was direct charged or allocated.8

6 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-002a Confidential.
7 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-002b Confidential.
8 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-003 Confidential.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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Table 6: Direct Charge or Allocated Payments to Ohio Operating Companies

Description Total
Direct Charge $ 10,807,111
Allocated 13,653,849
Total $ 24,460,960

The Company explained its processes by which the payments were settled to the Ohio operating
companies.

Direct charges are incurred directly at the Companies and are recorded as O&M
and/or capital, based on the accounting cost collector charged when the payment
is processed.

Indirect costs are allocated from FirstEnergy Service Company (FESC) to the utility
affiliates in accordance with FirstEnergy’s Cost Allocation Manual (CAM).

Allocated costs that initially were charged to FESC and settled to both capital and
0&M, were charged to cost centers subject to the A&G overhead process. Under
this process, a portion of the costs get applied as an overhead to capital projects of
the Companies, excluding the Companies’ smart grid and Grid Mod I related work
orders recovered in Rider AMI at that time. Allocated costs that only settled to
O&M were charged to cost centers not subject to the A&G overhead process.9

Blue Ridge understands how costs were settled to the Ohio operating companies but not why
FirstEnergy believed, at the time, that it was appropriate to record these charges to the Ohio
operating companies to be possibly included in rates charged to customers. However, determining
the reason is beyond the scope of Blue Ridge’s analysis.

PURCHASE ORDERS, CONTRACTS, AND AGREEMENTS

In response to Staffs and Blue Ridge’s information request, the Company provided the available
purchase orders, contracts, agreements, and invoices supporting the payments made to 17 vendors
identified in the Companies’ Response to Staffs Data Requests. FirstEnergy provided 336 documents.
Blue Ridge reviewed each supporting document and summarized the information in a workpaper.10

In its response to Staffs request for supporting documentation, FE stated, “To be clear, the
Companies have not concluded that every transaction referenced on Attachment 1 reflects a
transaction that was ‘improperly classified, misallocated to [the Companies], or lacked proper
supporting documentation.”11 Understanding why specific vendors were on the list provided by
FirstEnergy is beyond the scope of Blue Ridge’s analysis. However, in reviewing the documents
provided by FirstEnergy, it was found that payments were made to two entities (IEU-Ohio
Administration and Sustainability Funding Alliance12) that have a relationship to Sam Randazzo, the
former chair of the PUCO who recently resigned.

During the review ofpayment information and supporting documentation, Blue Ridge also noted
that a number of the vendors appeared to be related parties. To better understand the relationship

Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-004 Confidential.
‘°WP Payments and P0 Contracts Invoice Analysis.
11 Response to Staffs Information Requests.
12 Blue Ridge workpapers, directory Invoices: 1 — 2010-01-18 Invoice — Confidential.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.
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Table 7: Vendors by Related Party, Payments, SupportIng Documentation, and Nature/Type olTransaction

FirstEnergy stated that, in some instances, the vendor transactions extend back over ten years
and/or lack proper supporting documentation, and additional documentation is not available.’5 In
other responses to requests for specific invoices, purchase orders, contracts, and agreements,
FirstEnergy stated, “The Companies do not have additional supporting documentation at this time,
and do not know why such information is not available. Because supporting information is not

‘~ Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-012 Confidential.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.

Payments Supporting Documents

Sot Sot
a VendorName Peat Capital O&M Total Documents Total fl~aaatlonofNaureorT5peofT...ancnlonb)

Related Parties - Thomas T. George (Tony George)_______
1 51 MEDIA, edivislon of 27 $ $ 995 095 $ 995,095 74 $ 4,480,000 Purchateofblllboardt

JoaleG — Event sponsorships

2 idlE C INCORPORATED 36 $ 56,700 $ 1,239.550 $ 1.296.250 Included Included Purchaseofblllboards
above above Event eponeonthips

3 1224 PLAyNOUSE LLC 1 $ $ 5,474 $ 5,474 $ 5,474 Electric wortfor 1224 PlaØaouae LLC

4 AWAKENINGANGEL5 2 $ 4.556 $ 9,201 $ 13,757 1 $ 20,000 Contributionetonon’profit

5 DJM LAKESIDE LLC 50 $ 154,000 5 441,690 $ 595,690 3 $ 595,690 Real ettatelestefor storageat 4900 LalcesldeAve,,
Cleveland, Cltic 44115

S E~0E~ThENERGYUC 4 $ 42,888 $ 2 182,752 $ 2 225,640 6 $ 2,350,000 Energyelftciencygenenalawanenessmarkeclngcampalgnt
(purchase of billboards); Payments pursuanE to alternative
energy conwitiog Invoices

7 GEORGE EMIILY 20 $ 350,000 $ 430,582 $ 780,682 8 $ 780,652 Real estete leasefor,&vlcecenler at 7001 EuclId Ave.,
ENIIRPRISIS LTD Cleveland, 0h1o44103

S GEORGEGROuP 4 $ 10,524 $ 19,951 $ 30,475 4 $ 47,500 Establluh,nentofa Firsttnergy Credit Card and a FinutEnergy
FINM4CIAJ. SOLUTiONS IN — Debit Card, a rirstEnergy Prepald Card, and FirstEnergy

9 JOBOBINCORPORAIID 99 $ 16,090 $ 729,503 $ 745,593 76 $ 634,600 Paymenatspurauanttoconsultlnglnvolces
Paymenttpurtuant to BlockCha,nTechnology InvoIces

10 011100(10005 49 5 21,056 $ 2,577,701 $ 2,598,757 141 $ 1,436,200 Purchaseofbillboards
ADVERTiSING LLC Ohio energy efficiency general awareness marketing

campaigns (purchase of billboards)

11 ThEGEORGEGROUP 3 $ - $ 155,200 $ 155,200 3 $ 155,200 Economicdeveiopmeettgrar.tt
CORPORATION

12 2125 SUPERIOR HOLDING I $ . $ 35,657 $ 35,657 1 $ 35,657 EconomIc Development Grant for lineestenslon chargesfor
LLC underground electrIc aervicelbr conversIon ofwerel.ou,.

to apartmentsand commercial space

Total 316 $ 655,814 $ 8,822,454 $ 9,478,270 324 $10,741,003

Related Parties - Sam Randazzo
13 lEUOll0 2 $ - $ 1,000,000 $ 1,000,000 1. $ 500,000 Energyefliciencysuppo,ts.eylcesfunding

ADMINISTRATION
COMPANY

14 StJSIAJNASILITYFUNDING 22 $ 6,487,604 $ 6,954,318 $ 13,441,982 10 $ 2,940,331 Energyeffclencyfunding(2010-ZOl6annual paymentsof
MUNICE $1 million each); Paymente pursuanttoConsuitingServices

greennent end Amendments (2013-2018)

Total 24 $6,487,604 $ 7,954,378 $14,441,982 11 $ 3,440,331

Unsupported Transaction
15 GENERAtiON NOW 4 $ 201,739 $ 154,061 $ 355,800 0 $ Contributionsto5ol(c)(4)organluatlon

INCORPORATED

16 HARDWORICINGOHIOANS 1 $ 100,416 $ 76,684 $ 117,100 0 $ Corporeteaponsorship
17 eMPHIS 55 1 $ 7,808 $ 7,808 1 $ 7,808 Firsttnergyeventat Crop BIstro

INCORPORATED

: TOtal 6 $ 302,155 $ 238,553 $ 540,708 1 $ 7,808
GrandTotal 346 $ 7,445,573 $ 17,Q15,357 $ 24,460,960 336 $14,130,541

Color Legend
Moat pflents had support
LIttle or no suppoet
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of the vendors, Blue Ridge researched information available on the Ohio Secretary of State web page.
Blue Ridge has provided the research information in its workpapers.’3 Of the 17 various vendors, 12
were identified as related to Thomas T. (Tony) George. There is no clear indication for the reason(s)
FirstEnergy identified these payments as inappropriate to charge to the Ohio operating companies.
The remaining three vendors were unsupported transactions with no identified related party.

Blue Ridge’s analysis focused on whether FirstEnergy used funds collected from ratepayers to
pay the vendors and, if ratepayer funds were used, to determine if and how the Company should
return the funds associated with those payments to ratepayers.

Blue Ridge compared the supporting documentation to the payments and found that payments
for several vendors were supported, whereas other payments were either only partially supported
or not supported with documentation. The following table shows the vendors (sorted by related
party), summary of payments, supporting documentation provided, and the nature or types of
transactions.’4 The color codes identify whether the Companies’ provided supporting documentation
for the payments. Green represents that most payments had supporting documentation, and pink
indicates payments with little or no supporting documentation.

~ Blue Ridge workpapers, directory Corporate Searches and WP Payments and P0 Contracts Invoice Analysis.
14WP Payments and P0 Contracts Invoice Analysis.
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available, the Companies are conservatively and proactively recommending to refund customers any
costs that impacted rates that did not have sufficient supporting documentation.”6

RECOVERY MECHANISM AND REFUND RECOMMENDATION
The detailed payment information provided by First Energy included 346 payments with

$7,445,573 recorded to capital and $17,015,387 recorded as an O&M expense. FirstEnergy provided
the recovery mechanism for each payment Blue Ridge reconciled each payment to a recovery
mechanism. The capital-recorded payments were reflected in the Rider DCR and/or the Pole
Attachment calculation. The table reconciles the capital-recorded payments to their recovery
mechanisms.

Table 8: Reconciliation of Capital-Recorded Payments to Recovery Mechanism

Capital
Description CE GE TE Total

Payments $ 2,952,893 $ 3,336,631 $ 1,156,049 $ 7,445,573
Recovery Mechanism

Base Rates (2007—2008) - - - -

Rider DSE (2018—2020) - - - -

Rider OCR (2014—2020) 2,448,893 3,336,631 1,156,049 6,941,573

PoleAttachment(2014—2019) 2,950,457 3,333,628 1,155,017 7,439,102

Reconciliation to Recovery Mechanism

Difference between Payments and
Pole Attachment
2020 Capital Not included in PoleAttach

Reconciling Difference

Difference between Payments
and Rider OCR

Capital Lease Excluded from OCR
Reconciling Difference

$ 6,471
(6,471)

As shown in the table above, all capital-recorded payments (with the exception of 2020
payments) were reflected in the Pole Attachment calculation. The Pole Attachment calculation is
based on inputs from the Companies’ most recent FERC Form 1 at the time the rates are filed. Blue
Ridge reviewed the tariffs on file with the PUCO and found that the most recent Pole Attachment rate
for each Ohio operating company was effective December 31,2019. Thus, the 2020 FERC Form 1 was
not available when those rates were established. Therefore, the 2020 capital-recorded payments
have not been reflected in the Pole Attachment calculation and would not be subject to refund.

16 Responses to BRC AS-Set 2-INT-006 Confidential, BRC AS-Set 2-INT-007 Confidential, BRC AS-Set 2-INT-012
Confidential, BRC AS-Set 2-INT-OlS Confidential, and BRC AS-Set 2-INT-016 Confidential.

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.

$ 2,436 $ 3,003 $ 1,032
(2,436) (3,003) (1,032)

$ - $ - $ - $

$ 504,000 $ - $ - $ 504,000
(504,000) - - (504,000)

$ - $ - $ - $
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As shown in the table above, all capital-recorded payments (with the exception of $504,000 for
CE capital leases recorded in 2019) were included in the Rider DCR revenue requirements
calculation.’7

Blue Ridge requested an explanation of how charges can be included in both the Rider DCR and
the Pole Attachment calculation. FirstEnergy explained that the Pole Attachment formula rates are
calculated based on a carrying charge applied to the cost of a pole. Some of the inputs to the carrying
charge are plant-in-service balances from the FERC Form 1 that are included in the Rider DCR
revenue requirements calculation.’8 As discussed later, Blue Ridge reviewed the Pole Attachment
calculations and finds the Company’s explanation not unreasonable.

Blue Ridge also reconciled O&M-recorded payments to a recovery mechanism as shown in the
following table.

Table 9: Reconciliation of 0&M-Recorded Payments to Recovery Mechanism

O&M Expense
Description CE OE TE Total

Payments $ 7,925,271 $ 6,974,079 $ 2,116,038 $17,015,387
Recovery Mechanism

Base Rates (2007—2008) 172,508 26,012 11,575 210,095
Rider DSE (2018—2020) 1,489,640 1,805,510 854,851 4,150,001
Rider DCR (2014—2020) - . - -

PoleAttachment (2014—2019) $ 7,404,623 $ 6,553,697 $ 1,842,031 $15,800,351

Reconciliation ofo&M

Difference between Payments and Pole
Attachment

2007—2008 Not Included in PoleAttachment
2020 Expenses not in Pole

Reconciling Difference

$ 520,647 $ 420,382 $ 274,007 $ 1,215,037
(172,508) (26,012) (11,575) (210,095)
(348,140) (394,369) (262,432) (1,004,942)

$ - $ - $ - $

As shown in the table above, most O&M-recorded payments were reflected in the Pole
Attachment calculation with some exceptions. The O&M-recorded payments recovered through Base
Rates (2007—2008) were not included in the Pole Attachment calculation as the Pole Attachment was
not applicable until 2014. In addition, similar to the observation in the capital-recorded payments,
some 2020 O&M-recorded payments were not reflected in the Pole Attachment calculation as the
Pole Attachment calculation is based on inputs from the Companies’ most recent FERC Form 1 at the
time the rates are filed.

Blue Ridge also observed that O&M-recorded payments of $4.15 million were included in both
the Rider DSE (2018—2020) and the Pole Attachment calculation. As discussed later, FirstEnergy
proposes to refund the $4.15 million as part of the final reconciliation of the Rider DSE2.

17 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-OlO Attachment 1, Tab Capital Allocation, Lines 94—103 Confidential.
18 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-Oll Confidential.
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The following section discusses each recovery mechanism: Retail Rates (Base Rates and Rider
DSEJ, Rider DCR, and Pole Attachment, and provides a recommendation on the amount and how
refunds should be made to customers.

RETAIL RATES

FirstEnergy identified the following payments that were included in the Companies retail rates
through either “Base Rates” or “Rider DSE.”

Table 10: Payments Recovered through Retail Rates: Base Rates or Rider OSE

O&M Expenses
Company Base Rates Rider DSE Total

CE $ 172,508 $ 1,489,640 $ 1,662,147
OE 26,012 1,805,510 1,831,522
TE 11,575 854,851 866,426
Total $ 210,095 $ 4,150,000 $ 4,360,095

Base Rates

Base rates were established in the last base distribution rate case, Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR et al.

The payments recovered through Base Rates included in FirstEnergy’s response to Staffs
information request totaled $210,095. The payments were made to #1 Media in 2007 and 2008 and
reflect the purchase of billboards and event sponsorships.

FirstEnergy stated that the payments reflected in base rates will be refunded to customers:

0&M costs totaling $210,095 were incurred during the test year of the Companies’
last base distribution rate case, Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR, of which $205,397 is
conservatively assumed to be included in the Companies’ revenue requirement.
The Companies’ base distribution rates went into effect in 2009, thus through
2020 the refund totals $2,406,488. See BRC AS-Set 1-INT-001 Attachment 1
Confidential for support. The Companies recommend refunding this amount
through one of their existing approved non-by passable riders. Going forward, the
Companies recommend creating a regulatory liability for revenue associated with
these costs, to be included in the Companies’ next base distribution rate case. 19

The payments reflected in base rates and recommended refund is shown in the following table.

Table 11: Payments Reflected in Base Rates and Recommended Refund by Ohio Operating Company

Description CE OE TE Total

BaseRate0&MPayments $ 172,508 $ 26,012 $ 11,575 $ 210,095

% included in Revenue Requirements 97% 100% 96%
RateCaseAmount 167,979 26,012 11,086 $ 205,077
RateCaseAmountwithCATGrossUp $ 168,241 $ 26,053 $ 11,103 $ 205,397
Refund through 2020 $ 1,962,811 $ 311,097 $ 132,580 $ 2,406,488

19 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-JNT-001 Confidential.
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The refunds assume that the payments have been included in base rates for CE effective May, 1
2009, and for OE and TE effective January 23, 2009.20 Blue Ridge reviewed and found not
unreasonable the calculation provided by FirstEnergy to develop the $2,406,488 that has been
reflected in base rates from the last base distribution rate case in 2009 through 2020.21 FirstEnergy
proposed and Blue Ridge recommends that $2,406,488 be refunded through one of their existing
approved non-bypassable riders. Going forward, a regulatory liability for revenue associated with
these costs should be created and included in the Companies’ next base distribution rate case.

Rider DSE

The Rider DSE rates were established in 2018 through Case No. 17-2277-EL-RDR, in 2019 through
Case No. 18-1646-EL-RDR, and in 2020 through Case No. 19-1904-EL-RDR.22 The Rider DSE tariff in
Case No. 19-1904-EL-RDR states what the charges recover:

1. The DSE1 charges set forth in this Rider recover costs incurred by the Company associated
with customers taking service under the Economic Load Response Rider (ELR).

2. The DSE2 charges set forth in this Rider recover costs incurred by the Company associated
with the programs that may be implemented by the Company to secure compliance with the,
energy efficiency and peak demand reduction requirements in Section 4928.66, Revised Code
through demand- response programs, energy efficiency programs, peak demand reduction
programs, and self-directed demand-response, energy efficiency or other customer-sited
programs. The costs initially deferred by the Company and subsequently fully recovered
through this Rider will be all program costs, including but not limited to any customer
incentives or rebates paid, applicable carrying costs, all reasonable administrative costs to
conduct such programs, lost distribution revenues resulting from the implementation of such
programs, and any performance incentives such as shared savings.23

The payments recovered through Rider DSE included $2.15 million paid to EcoEarth Energy LEC
(2018—2019) and $2 million paid to Ohio Outdoor Advertising LLC (2019—2020). FirstEnergy stated
that payments to EcoEarth Energy LLC reflected energy-efficiency general-awareness marketing
campaigns (purchase of billboards) and payments pursuant to alternative energy consulting
invoices. Payments to Ohio Outdoor Advertising were for the purchase of billboards and the Ohio
energy-efficiency general-awareness marketing campaigns (purchase of billboards).

FirstEnergy stated that it will refund to customers the payments reflected in Rider DSE.

0&M costs totaling $4,150,000 were included in the Companies’ Rider DSE2 from
2018 to 2020. The Companies recommend refunding these costs through Rider
DSE2 as part of its final reconciliation as described in the PUCO’s February 24,
2021 Finding and Order in Case No. 16-0743-EL-POR.24

20 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-001, Attachment 1 Confidential.
21 Response to BRC AS-Set l-INT-00l, Attachment 1 Confidential.
22 Response to BRC AS-Set l-INT-006 Confidential.
23 Case No. 19-1904-EL-RDR, Rider IJSE Tariff, June 1, 2020.
24 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-TNT-aol Confidential. Original response incorrectly referenced Case No. 16-0743-
FL-RDR. The case number was corrected to Case No. 16-0743-EL-POR during the fact check review with
FirstEnergy.
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The payments reflected in Rider DSE that are recommended for refund are shown in the
following table.

Table 12: Payments Reflected in Rider DSE and Recommended Refund by Ohio Operating Company

Recovery Mechanism CE OE TE Total

Rider DSE through final
reconciliation $ 1,489,640 $ 1,805,510 $854,851 $4,150,001

Blue Ridge found that the amounts FirstEnergy recommends be refunded agree with the
payments in the spreadsheet provided in response to Staffs information request. Blue Ridge
recommends adopting the Company proposal to refund the $4,150,000 as part of the final
reconciliation of the Rider DSE2.

RIDER DCR
The purpose of Rider DCR (“Delivery Capital Recovery”) is to provide the Companies with the

opportunity to recover property taxes, Commercial Activity Tax, and associated income taxes and to
earn a return on and of plant in service associated with distribution, subtransmission, and general
and intangible plants, including allocated general plant from FirstEnergy Service Company that
supports the Companies, which was not included in the rate base determined in the Opinion and
Order of January 21, 2009, in Case No. 07-551-EL-AIR et al. (“last distribution rate case”).25

FirstEnergy identified payments included in the Rider DCR revenue requirements as
summarized below by company.

Table 13: Capital Payments Recovered though Rider DCR (2014—2020)

Company O&M Capital
CE $ - $ 2,448,893
OE - 3,336,631
TE - 1,156,049

Total $ - $ 6,941,573

The Companies made capital-recorded payments to the vendors as shown in the following table.

25 Case No. 10-388-EL-SSO, Opinion and Order (August 25,2010), page 11.
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Table 14: Capital-Recorded Payments Included in Rider DCR Revenue Requirements

if of Total FE Explanation of Nature orType of
Vendor Years Payments Payments Transaction(s)

AWAKENINGANGELS 2014 1 $ 4,556 Contributionstonon-profit
ECOEARTH ENERGYLLC 2017 1 42,888 Energyefflciencygeneralawarenessmarketing

campaigns (purchase ofbillboards)
Payments pursuant to alternative energy
consu Iting invoices

GENERATION NOW 2017 4 201,739 Contributionsto 5O1(c)(4) organization
GEORGEGROUP FINANCIAL 2015 1 10,524 Establishment of a FirstEnergy Credit Card and
SOLUTIONS IN a FirstEnergy Debit Card, a FirstEnergy Prepaid

Card, and FirstEnergyAffiliateCard Program(s)

HARDWORKING OHIOANS 2018 1 100,416 Corporatesponsorship
JOBOB INCORPORATED 2018—2020 26 16,091 Payments pursuantto consulting invoices

Payments pursuant to Block Chain
Technology invoices

JOSIEG INCORPORATED 2015 1 56,700 Purchaseofbillboards
Event sponsorships

OHIOOUTD0OR 2016—2017 12 21,056 Purchaseofbillboards
ADVER11SING LLC Ohio energy efficiencygeneral awareness

marketingcampaigns (purchase of billboards)
SUSTAINABILIT~ FUNDING 2014—2018 20 6,487,604 Energy efficiencyfunding (2010-2016 annual
ALLIANCE paymentsof$1 million each)

Payments pursuant to ConsultingServices
Agreement and Amendments (2013-2018)

Total 67 $ 6,941,573

F’irstEnergy stated that capitalized costs would have been included in plant balances used in the
calculation of Rider DCR revenue requirements.26 FirstEnergy provided the calculated Rider DCR
revenue requirements for the payments as shown in the following table.

Table 15: Payments Included in Rider DCR Revenue Requirements

Rider DCR

Revenue

Company Capital Requirement

CE $ 2,448,893 $ 1,196,763

QE 3,336,631 1,514,661

TE 1,156,049 527,904

Total $ 6,941,573 $ 3,239,328

Blue Ridge reviewed FirstEnergy’s calculations and found them not unreasonable. However, the
$3.24 million Rider DCR revenue requirements would not be subject to refund under the approved
Rider DCR. Rider DCR rates are set so that they do not exceed the PUCO-authorized revenue caps.
When the Companies’ Rider DCR revenue requirements are in excess of the annual revenue cap, the
Companies set the rates at the revenue cap and not the revenue requirement.27 In addition to the
authorized revenue caps, in Case No. 12-1230-EL,-SSO, the Commission approved a stipulation that

26 Response to Staffs Information Request, Attachment 1, Notes.
27 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-007 Confidential.
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allowed for any under or over collected Rider DCR amounts to be applied to the cumulative revenue
cap.

For any year that the Companies’ spending would produce revenues in excess of
that period’s cap, the overage shall be recovered in the following cap period
subject to such period’s cap. For any year the revenues collected under the
Companies’ Rider DCR is less than the annual cap allowance, the difference
between the revenue collected and the cap shall be applied to increase the level of
the subsequent period’s cap.ZB

The Company provided an analysis demonstrating that the calculated Rider DCR revenue
requirement was not collected from customers due to the authorized revenue requirement caps.29

As shown in Column K in the following table, the cumulative Rider DCR excess revenue
requirement is about $75 million to $80 million for each year 2017 through 2020. Column L reflects
the estimated revenue requirement of the vendor payments as approximately $3.24 million. The
estimated revenue requirement associated with the vendor payments of $3.24 million is less than the
cumulative excess Rider DCR revenue requirement of $75 million to $80 million, and consistent with
the terms and conditions in the Companies’ approved ESP cases, removing the payments would have
no impact on Rider DCR.

28 Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO, Opinion and Order (July 18,2012), pages 10—11, and continued in Case 14-1297-
EL-SSO.
29 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-OO7 Attachment 1 Revised — Confidential.
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(G)Cumuiativedifference between revenuerequirenenttand authorized revenuecapt

The Toledo Edison Company

Table 16: Rider DCR Revenue Requirements vs. Authorized Cap

(l)Cumuiativedlflerencedueto salervolumet between actual Ride’ DCR revenuesand revenuedesigned to becoliected in theratet

(k[Aaapprov.d In CaneNos, 1o-38a.a-S50. 12-1230-€L-SSOand 14-1297-a-SIn: ‘Foranyyearthae eheCompanies’ape.dingwouid producerevenuein esce,aolth.t pn’Ioencap, theoverageshaii barecovered in thefoliowingcapperlod subject to cacti
period’ecap. Foranyyeaithe revenuecoilected under eheCompanien’ RlderflcRitletttha, theannual cap allowance. atettablithed above, then thedifferencebetweentherevenuecoiIected and thecapnhali beapplied to increatetheleval ofthe
subeequent periodscecs.’ (See, lbr example, theapproved atipulatlon in CaaeNo. 124230-Et-’SSO, P 23).

Alsecane the teceed re.e ,e. bends eflbete.dcr

Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc.

(A) (8) (Ci ID) (0) (H) 0) (ii (1Q.(G),(J)

Revenue Requirement Authorized Revenue C Revenue ReqwAuthorieed Cap Rider Dot Reveniae Cwrniistlve Sales Cumulative bcen Vendo. Payments-
Annual Cumulative Annual Cajmtdetlve Annual Cumulative Annual Cunwiative fiance Rev Ra hi. Rev Req

2012 ‘S 128,764,190 $ 128,764,190 $ 150.000,000 $ 150,000,000 (21.2358101 $ (21.235,810) $ 128.616.253 $ 128,616.253 $ 147,937 $ p1,087,472)
2013 ‘5 135,222,841 $ 313,987.031 $ 165,000,000 $ 315,000,000 20,222,841 $ (1,012,969) $ 185.631.927 $ 314,248.180 $ 751,820 $ (281,149)
2014 $ 209.633.940 $ 523.625,972 $ 188.750,000 $ 503.750,000 $ 20.888,940 $ 19875,972 $ 191,709,557 $ 505957,738 $ (2.207,738) $ 17,648,234 5 727
2015 $ 236.022.797 $ 759,648.769 $ 203,750,000 $ 707,500,000 32,272,797 $ 52,148,769 $ 207,078,057 $ 713035,195 $ (5,535,795) $ 46 612.974 5 13,0 0
2016 $ 247,480,255 $ 1,007,129,023 $ 227,500,000 $ 935,000,000 $ 19,980,255 $ 72,119,023 $ 216.681,105 $ 929,716,900 $ 5,283.100 $ 77,412,123 S 110,177
2017 $ 264,376,678 $ 1,271,505,702 S 257,500,000 $ 1,192,500,000 6,876,678 $ 79.005.702 $ 262.678.121 $ 1,192,395.022 $ 104,978 $ 79 110,640 5 394,1 3
2018 289,104,643 $ 1.560,610.345 287,500,000 5 1,460,000,000 1,604,643 $ 80,610.345 $ 291,199,888 $ 1,483,594,910 $ (3,594,910) $ 77 015,4 6 613,225
2019 $ 314.438.741 $ 1.875.049.086 311,866,667 $ 1.791.566,667 2,772,074 $ 83.382.419 $ 309,630.496 $ 1,793,225.405 $ (1.558.738) $ 81,423.641 5 1 066,706
2020 $ 338,922.703 $ 2,213,971.789 $ 331.656,667 $ 2,123,333,334 7.256,035 $ 90,638,455 $ 345,638.174 $ 2,138,863,580 $ (15,530,246) $ 75 108,209 5 1,041,370
Total $ 2,213,971.789 $ 2,123,333,334 $ 90,638,455 $ 2,138,863,580 5 3,239,328
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In the current audit (Case No. 20-1629-EL-RDR), Blue Ridge found that MARCs Radio user fees
had been incorrectly capitalized up until September 2020. The estimated effect on Rider DCR revenue
requirements for 2018—2020 is estimated to be $134,947.~° This amount is significantly below the
cumulative excess Rider DCR revenue requirement of $75 million to $80 million that has not been
collected due to the revenue caps.

In prior DCR audits, specifically Case Nos. 17-2009-EL-RDR, 18-1542-EL-RDR, and 19-1887-EL-
RDR, Blue Ridge recommended adjustments to Vegetation Management for costs that were
inappropriately charged as capital. On June 16, 2021, in Case No. 17-2009-EL-RDR, the Commission
ordered that $3,679,102 associated with vegetation management be removed from the DCR revenue
requirements. We also recommended adjustments to Excess Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes
(EADIT). Case Nos. 18-1542-EL-RDR and 19-1887-EL-RDR are still pending decisions from the
Commission. The table below summarizes the effect on Rider DCR revenue requirements of Blue
Ridge’s recommended adjustments that were recently decided upon or are pending Commission
decisions.

Table 17: Estimated Effect of Prior Audit Recommendations on rnder DCR Revenue Requirements and PUCO
Status

Description CR OE 11 Total PUCO Status
Case No. 17-2009-EL-RDR

Vegetation Management $ (1,637,847) $ (1,590,203) $ (451,052) $ (3,679,102) Approved 6/16/21
Case No. 18-1543-EL-RDR

Vegetation Management $ (1,786,623) $ (1,141,265) $ (364,336) $ (3,292,224) Pending
Case No. 19-1887-EL-RDR

Vegetation Management $ (1,399,214) $ (1,130,576) $ (461,638) $ (2,991,428) Pending
EADIT $ (837,018) $ (1,475,707) $ (176,726) $ (2,489,451) Pending
Total $ (5,660,702) $ (5,337,751) $ (1,453,752) $ (12,452,205)

When asked to quantify the annual and cumulative effect of each audit issue on the revenue
requirements compared to the cap, if the PUCO approved Blue Ridge’s recommendations, FirstEnergy
stated that it had not conducted a separate analysis of the revenue requirement impact. The Company
further stated, “Any adjustment to the Rider DCR revenue requirements would only have an impact
on Rider DCR revenues if the cumulative revenue requirement impact of such adjustment is greater
than the cumulative excess Rider DCR revenue requirement. . . . If the Blue Ridge recommended
adjustments are approved by the PUCO and the Rider DCR revenue requirement is reduced, the
Companies do not expect the revenue requirements impacts of these recommendations to exceed the
Companies’ cumulative excess Rider DCR revenue requirements in any year.”~’

Blue Ridge performed an independent analysis and concurs with FirstEnergy that reflecting Blue
Ridge’s recommendation regarding Vegetation Management and EADIT would not significantly
modify the cumulative excess Rider DCR revenue requirements in any year and would not result in a
refund if the vendor payments were excluded. The estimated $12.45 million DCR revenue
requirement effect in the prior table is significantly below the cumulative excess Rider DCR revenue
requirement of $75 million to $80 million that has not been collected due to the revenue caps.

3° DCR 2021 BRC Set 14-INT-002.
3’ Response to BRC AS-Set 3-INT-001 Confidential.
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The payments reflected in Rider OCR and recommended for refund are shown in the following
table.

Table 18: Payments Reflected in Rider DCR and Recommended Refund by Ohio Operating Company

Recovery Mechanism CE OE it Total

R1derDCR $ - $ - $ - $ -

In summary, Blue Ridge found that the payments that were included in Rider DCR revenue
requirements were not collected from ratepayers and, thus, would not be subject to refund. However,
Blue Ridge recommends that these payments be identified and excluded from rate base in any future
base rate case.

POLE ATTACHMENTS

The Companies’ Pole Attachment rates are calculated based on an approved formula rate using
inputs from the Companies’ most recent FERC Form 1 at the time the rates are filed. Inputs from the
FERC Form 1 include Total Plant; Distribution Plant; FERC Plant Accounts 364, 365, and 369; ADIT;
Depreciation Reserve; and Total Administrative and General Expenses.32 Starting with 2014 spend,
any capitalized payments and any A&G expenses in the 900 series of FERC Accounts would have been
included in the formula rate calculations for the Companies’ Pole Attachment rates.33

The payments included in the Pole Attachment calculation is summarized below.

Table 19: Payments Recovered through Pole Attachment Calculation

Company Capital O&M
CE $ 2,950,457 $ 7,404,623
OE 3,333,628 6,553,697
TE 1,155,017 1,842,031

Total $ 7,439,102 $ 15,800,351

The 0&M payments included in the list were charged to FERC accounts 588 Miscellaneous
Distribution Expenses, 911 Supervision (Major only), 921 Office Supplies and Expenses, 923 Outside
Services Employed, and 930.1 General Advertising Expenses, 930.2 Miscellaneous General Expenses,
931 Rents, and 935 Maintenance of General Plant. The charged accounts are consistent with what is
allowed in the Pole Attachment formula.

All the vendors listed in response to Staffs information request had payments that were
reflected in the Pole Attachment calculation. The only payments not included were (1) payments
made in 2007—2008 prior to the Pole Attachment that was not applicable until 2014 ($210,095) and
(2) payments made in 2020 that have not been reflected in the Pole Attachment calculation as the
Pole Attachment calculation is based on inputs from the Companies’ most recent FERC Form 1 at the
time the rates are filed. The most recent Pole Attachment rate for each Ohio operating company was
effective December 31, 2019. Thus, the 2020 FERC Form 1 was not available when those rates were
established. The 2020 amounts not included in the Pole Attachment calculation are capital of $6,471
and 0&M of $1,004,942.

32 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-001 Confidential.
33 Response to Staffs Information Request, Attachment 1, Notes.
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While the payments are substantial, the removal of these capital and O&M expenses have
minimal impact on the Pole Attachment formula results. The Pole Attachment formula calculates the
net cost of a bare pole plus carrying charges. The payments would have been reflected in the A&G
and Gross Plant Investment amounts that were included in the calculation of the Administrative
Carrying Charge. A simplified example of the Pole Attachment formula is shown below.34

Table 20: Simplified Pole Attachment Formula Example

1 Net Cost ofa Bare Pole
2 Net Polelnvestment $ 143,008,572
3 Total Number of Poles 397,780
4 Net Cost ofa Bare Pole $359.52 Line 2/Line 3

5 Carrying Charges
6 Administrative _____________________

7 TotalA&G* $ 92,266,192
8 Gross Plant Investment* $ 3,343,257,826
9 Depreciation Reserve (1,427,159,393)
10 ADIT (525,399,439)
11 Rate Base $ 1,390,698,994
12 Administrative CarryingCharge 0.0663 Line 7/Une 11
13 Maintenance Carrying charge 0.0886
14 Depreciation Carrying Charge 0.1065
15 TaxesCarryingCharge 0.1499
16 Return Carrying Charge 0.0848
17 Total CarryingCharges 0.4952

18 Pole Attachment Rate
19 Attacher Responsibility Percentage 0.0741
20 NetCostofaBarePole $ 359.52 Line4
21 NetCostofaBarePole $ 0.4962 Linel7
22 Total PoleAttacher Rate $ 13.21 Une 19 x Line2O x Line 21

*Payments would be reflected in these amounts used to calculate the
Administrative Carrying Charge

FirstEnergy was asked to calculate the effect of removing the payments included in the Pole
Attachment calculation. The Company was also asked to provide a recommendation on how the
amount should be refunded to customers.

Had the costs included in PUCO 10-k Request Attachment 1 Confidential not been
included in the Companies’ FERC Form is and subsequently their Pole Attachment
rates, the revenue impact is estimated to be $82,851 from 2016 through 2021. The

34WP Confidential Analysis and Tables for Report.
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Companies recommend making an adjustment for this amount in their next Pole
Attachment rate filing. See BRC AS-Set 1-INT-OlO . Confidential for support.35

The Company provided the “As Filed” and “Adjusted” approved formula used to develop Pole
Attachment rates from 2016 through 2021. Blue Ridge verified that the adjusted amount removed
the payments provided in response to Staff’s information request and identified as recovered through
Pole Attachment calculation. While the total amount of the estimated revenue impact was correct,
formula errors existed in the total revenue impact for the Ohio operating companies. The following
table shows the corrected results of the adjusted Pole Attachment estimated revenue impact.36

Table 21: Vendor Payment Impact on Pole Attachment Rates and Estimated Revenue Impact

Vendor Payment Impact on Pole Attachment Rates

CE’ CORRECTED

Year (FERC FORM) Rate Effective Adjusted Rate Difference Pole Estimated Estimated
Attachments Revenue Impact Revenue Impact

2016 (2014) $ 10.33 $ 10.31 $ 0.02 133,888 $ 2,678 $ 2,678
2017 (2015) $ 9,94 S 9.91 $ 0.03 17,653 $ 530 $ 530
2018 (2016) $ 11.20 5 11.19 $ 0.01 159,456 $ 1,595 $ 1,595
2019 (2017) $ 11.88 $ 11,86 $ 0,02 167,099 $ 3,342 $ 3,342
2020 (2018) $ 12,06 $ 12.01 $ 0.05 177,269 $ 8,863 $ 8,853
2021 (2019) $ 13.21 $ 13.18 $ 0.03 177,269 $ 5,318 $ 5,318

Total $ 13,800 5 22.325

Year (FERC FORM) RaEe Effective Adjusted Rate Difference Pole Estimated Estimated
Attachments Revenue impact Revenue impact

2016 (2014) $ 10,58 $ 10.57 $ 0.01 375,307 $ 3,753 $ 3,753
2017 (2015) $ 10.18 $ 10.16 $ 0,02 384,012 $ 7,680 $ 7,680
2018 (2016) $ 10.83 $ 10,82 $ 0,01 392,466 $ 3,925 $ 3,925
2019 (2017) $ 11,48 $ 11,46 $ 0.02 395,151 $ 7,903 $ 7,903
2020 (2018) $ 12,06 $ 12,02 $ 0,04 405,583 $ 16,263 $ 16,263
2021 (2019) $ 12.17 $ 12.15 $ 0.02 406,583 $ 8,132 $ 8,132

Total $ 39,524 $ 47.656

YE

Year (FERC FORM) Rate Effective Adjusted Rate Difference Pole Estimated Estimated
Attachments Revenue Impact Revenue impact

2016 (2014) $ 8.99 $ 8,98 $ 0.01 1,744 $ 17 $ 17
2017 (2015) $ 8,64 $ 8,64 $ . 3,928 $ . $
2018 (2016) $ 9,20 $ 9,19 $ 0.01 142,705 $ 1,427 $ 1,427
2019 (2017) $ 9,58 $ 9,67 $ 0,01 142,606 $ 1,426 $ 1,426
2020 (2018) $ 9.83 $ 9.79 $ 0,04 142,840 $ 5,714 $ 5,714
2021 (2019) $ 10,45 $ 10,42 $ 0,03 142,840 $ 4,285 $ 4,285

Total $ 8,584 5 12,869

Total

Pole Estimated Estimated
Year (FERC FORM) Rate Effective Adjusted Rate Difference

Attachments Revenue Impact Revenue Impact
2016 (2014) $ 6,448 $ 6,448
2017 (2015) $ 8,210 $ 8,210
2018 (2016) $ 6,946 $ 6,946
2019 (2017) $ 12,671 $ 12,671
2020 (2018) $ 30,840 $ 30,840
2021 (2019) $ 17,735 $ 17.735

Total $ 82,851 $ 82,851

2021 Pole Attachments are estimates as all attachers have not been final billed.

35 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-001 Confidential.
36 Response to BRC AS-Set 1-INT-OlO Attachment 1 Confidential.
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Blue Ridge reviewed and found not unreasonable the calculation provided by FirstEnergy to
develop the estimated revenue impact of $82,851 associated with the Pole Attachment adjustment.

The effect of removing the payments from the Pole Attachment calculations results in the
following estimated refund. The final amount will require updating since all 2021 attachers have not
been final billed.

Table 22: Effect of Removing Payments from Pole Attachment Calculation and Recommended Estimated Refund
by Ohio Operating Company

Recovery Mechanism CE OE 11 Total

PoleAttachment $ 22,325 $ 47,656 $ 12,869 $ 82,850

As stated in TB’s Pole Attachment Tariff, Pole Attachment rates are available to any person or
entity other than a public utility within the Company’s service territory who shall contract for a
specified number of pole attachments or contacts.37

The following table summarizes the number of entities billed for Pole Attachment Rates from
2016—2021.

Table 23: Entities Billed Pole Attachment Rates 2016—2021

Year CE OE ~E Total
2016 8 38 3 49
2017 9 38 6 53
2018 18 45 18 81
2019 61 48 19 128
2020 61 48 18 127
2021 66 54 12 132

Blue Ridge found that refunding the estimated revenue impact of the $82,851 overbilled amount
among 132 entities unrealistic. Blue Ridge recommends adopting the Companies’ proposal to adjust
for this amount in their next Pole Attachment rate filing. The final amount should be updated to
reflect the final billing of the 2021 attachers.

Blue Ridge also recommends that the capital payments be identified and excluded from rate base
in any future base rate case.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Blue Ridge concluded that the payments disclosed by FirstEnergy have been identified as a

potential refund through either Base Rates or Rider DSE or have been included in the revenue
requirements calculations for Rider DCR and Pole Attachments. The following table shows the
allocation of the vendors between capital and O&M for each of the recovery mechanisms.

37 The Toledo Edison Company, Pole Attachment Tariff 5th Revised Sheet No. 2, Applicability.
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Table 24: Allocation of Vendors Between Recovery Mechanisms

- Raoc Rates P,IderD3E

H Vendurouone CaPIE84 OEM Total I 060096rdMeEhanI,n Capt16 OEM Captld OEM CaptloO OEM Capolti I OEM

Related Parties Thomas T George ~Tonv George)
2 95 MEDIA, a diololon of $ - $ 995,095 $ 905,095 2007-2008 Dane flab 5- $210,095 5’ 5 - $ - n/a $ 789,000

JooleG 2014—2015 PoleAltath

2 301190 INCORPORATED 5 06,700 $ 1,259,550 $ 1,290,250 2011 Olden OCR 5, 5- 5- $ - $ 56,700 n/a $ 56,700 $ 1,239,550
1015—1059 Pole Hftach

3 1124 PLATDOU85 LIC $ - 5 9,474 $ 5,474 2010 PoleAttoch 5- 5- 5. $ - S - rn/a $ 5,474

4 AWMENING MGEL5 $ 4,556 5 9.201 $ 13,757 1014 RIder OCR 5- 5’ 5— $ - $ 4,596 0/5 $ 4.555 $ 0,001
1014, 2019 PoleAttach

S DIM LAKESIDE LLC $ 054.000 S 441.600 $ 595,090 2055—0010 Pole Attach S ‘ S - 5- $ ‘ $ . n/a S 150,000 $ 441,690

6 ECOEMI94 ENERGY LLC 5 42.889 $ 2,592,712 $ 1,225,640 1017 RIder OCR 5’ 5- 5. 5 2,150,000 $ 41,099 n/a 5 42,898 $ 2,181,752
1017—2019 PoIeAttscfn
2019—2010 RIder 059

7 GEORGE FAtAlLY 5 330.000 $ 430,892 5 780,092 2015-2019 PeteAtEaclo 5’ 5. 5’ 5 . $ ‘ n/a S 350,000 5 410,602
ENTERPRISES Lit

6 01090E090LIP $ 10,924 $ 19.951 S 30,476 2019 RIdE, ICR, Poleottoch 5’ $ . 5. 5 . 5 10,524 n/a 5 10,124 5 19,951
FINRACIAL SOLUTiONS IN 2015 polo Attach

9 0909 INCORPORATED 5 10,090 5 729,503 $ 745,501 2019-2019 RIdE, OCR. PEIEAEE0Eh S ‘ S ‘ 5 - 5 - $ 09.090 0/5 5 9,620 5 724,161
2020 Older OCR

00 OHIO OUTDOOR $ 21.056 5 2,577,705 5 2,999,757 2015—2519 PoIrAEloEh S ‘ 5 ‘ 5’ 5 2.030,900 S 21,056 n/a 5 25,056 $ 5,577,701
A000E3TSING LIC 2016-2017 RIder OCR, PoleAllnch

2010 Odor 059. PolnAtEaclo
2920 Olden DIE

11 T54E010RGEGEOUP S ‘ 5 155,100 5 119,290 2014,1016 PoleAttach 5’ 5’ 5. 5 ‘ $ . n/a S ‘ $ 155,309
CORPORATION

12 2125 SUPERIOR HOLDING $ - S 15,897 $ 35.657 2018 PoloAllach S - S - $ - 5 ‘ S - n/H 5 - 5 35,657
LIC

Total S 655,914 $ 8,812,456 $ 9,478,270 5. 5210,099 5- $ 4,100,00D $ 191,854 S ‘ $ 649,544 5 7,607,419

Re ated Parties Sam Randazzo
13 EU-OHIO S - S 1,E0O,005 S 1,000,000 2514—1013 polo Allach S - S - S — $ ‘ S ‘ n/a S 1,000.009

AOMINISGIRATION
COMPWI?

14 SUSVAINARILITY PENDING $ 6,487,804 $ 9,954,379 5 13,441,992 2014—2015 OEM Pole Attach 5’ 5- 5’ $ - 5 6,497,604 n/a 5 0,497,604 $ 6,954,379
ALLIWICE 0314—2019 614cr OCR, PoleAttach

TOtal $ 6,407,604 $ 7.954.078 $14,440,901 5’ $‘ S’ $ . 5 6,497,604 S 5 6,487,694 $ 7,954,370

Unsupported_Transaction —

35 GENERATION NOW $ 201,739 5 154,061 $ 393.909 2017 RIder OCR, Pole Attach S , S - S — S , $ 131,739 n/a $ 201,739 $ 154,091
INCORPORATED

16 HMOWOOICIT4G OHIOWIN 5 100,409 S 79,994 5 177,100 1318 Rider OCR. PoleATtacI, 5— 5- 5— 5 - 5 100,416 c/a $ 103,416 5 76,984
17 MEMPHIS 56 5 7,009 $ 7,909 2019 PoIeAtO9ch S ‘ S - S ‘ $ — n/a S - $ 7.008

INCORPORATED

Total 5 332,155 $ 039,593 549,708 5. 5, 5. S - 5 302,556 5 ‘ $ 391,155 $ 230993
GrandTocal $ 7.449,573 517.010,387 5 14.669.960 5. 5010,390 5. 5 4,190,000 5 6,940,573 5 S 7,499,103 5 16,690,391

Refundable n/a Refunded n/a Refunded Included In CsIC’Can LI9IIed Included In C9IC-R0100ded
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Blue Ridge recommends the following refunds by recovery mechanism.

Table 25: Recommended Refunds by Recovery Mechanism and Ohio Operating Company

Recovery Mechanism CE OE it Total

Base Rates-Refund through non
bypassable rider $ 1,962,811 $ 311,097 $ 132,580 $ 2,406,488

Rider DSE-Refund through final
reconciliation 1,489,640 1,805,510 854,851 $ 4,150,001
Rider DCR - - - -

PoleAttachment-Adiust in next
PoleAttachment ratefiling 22,325 47,656 12,869 82,850
Total Recommended Refunds $ 3,474,776 $ 2,164,263 $ 1,000,300 $ 6,639,339

In addition to the refunds, Blue Ridge recommends that the $7,445,573 recorded as capital
should be identified and excluded from rate base in any future base rate case.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
On July 29, 2021, prior to Blue Ridge filing its report with the PUCO, FirstEnergy provided

supplemental information to various data requests. The supplemental information included the
following:

1. Staffs Information Requests, Supplemental Response Sent on 7/29/2021. Provides
additional information on accounting adjustments that occurred for the vendor payments.

The supporting workpapers provides the following footnotes explaining the accounting
adjustments.

(1) Accounting adjustment in Sept 2020 to move all Generation Now and Hardworking
Ohioans costs to O&M FERC Account 426.
(2) Accounting adjustment was made for Dec 2020 in Jan 2021 to re-allocate capital and
O&M costs for payments to SUSTAINABILITY FUNDING ALLIANCE from FE non-Ohio
Companies to CEI, OE and TE.
(3) Accounting adjustment was made for Dec 2020 in March 2021 to move all re-allocated
capital costs for payments to SUSTAINABILITY FUNDING ALLIANCE in (2) to O&M expense.
Because the re-allocated capital costs were moved to expense in the same month, there was
no impact on plant balances.
(4) Accounting adjustment was made for Dec 2020 in March 2021 to move capital costs for
payments to other vendors from capital to O&M expense.
(1)-(4) See BRC AS Set-1-INT-007 Attachment 1 Second Revised - Confidential for the
cumulative DCR revenue requirement impact of these accounting adjustments on the
Companies’ plant in-service balances.

Blue Ridge Comment: The supplemental response reflects accounting adjustments that are
not reflected in the tables within this report. While various tables would change if the
supplemental information was reflected, the supplemental information does not change the
recommended refund associated with Rider DCR.
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2. Data Request BRC AS Set 1-INT-007, Supplemental Response Sent on 7/29/2021. Updates
the comparison of the annual Rider DCR revenue requirements, revenue cap, and estimated
revenue requirements associated with the payments through 2021, including the impact of
March 2021 accounting adjustments to remove the vendor payments from plant in-service.

Blue Ridge Comment: The supplemental response does not change the recommended refund
associated with Rider DCR.

3. Data Request BRC AS-Set 1-INT-OlO, Supplemental Response Sent on 7/29/2021. Provides a
further breakdown of the estimated Pole Attachment revenue impact by vendor.

Blue Ridge Comment: The additional analysis provided the PirstEnergy is included in the
following table. The supplemental response does not modify the recommended refund
recovered through the Pole Attachment.

Table 26: Vendor Payments Included in Pole Attachment Calculation

Vendor CEI OE TE TOTAL
#1 MEDIA $ 1,339 $ - $ - $ 1,339
1224PLAYHOUSELLc S - $ - $ - $ -

2125 SUPERIOR HOLDING LLC $ - $ - $ - $
AWAKENING ANGELS $ - $ - $ - $ -

DJMLAKESIDELLC $ 1,671 $ - $ - $ 1,671
ECOEARTH ENERGY LLC $ 3,545 $ 8,132 $ 2,857 $ 14,534
GENERATION NOW INCORPORATED $ - $ - $ - $ -

GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD $ 1,773 $ - $ - $ 1,773
GEORGEGROUPFINANCIALSOLUTIONSIN $ - $ - $ - $ -

HARDWORKING OHIOANS $ - $ - $ - $ -

IEU-OHIOADMINISTRATION COMPANY $ 177 $ 3,840 $ - $ 4,017
JOBOB INCORPORATED $ - $ - $ - $ -

JOSIEG INCORPORATED $ 177 $ 3,952 $ - $ 4,128
MEMPHIS 55 INCORPORATED $ - $ - $ - $ -

OHIO OUTDOORADVERTISING LLC $ 1,773 $ 4,066 $ 1,428 $ 7,267
SUSTAINABILITYFUNDINGALLIANCE $ 8,326 $ 19,535 $ 5,727 $ 33,589
SUSTAINABILITYFUNDINGALLIANCE-$4.3M $ 3,545 $ 8,132 $ 2,857 $ 14,534
THEGEORGEGROUP CORPORATION $ - $ - $ - $ -

Total $ 22,325 $ 47,656 $ 12,869 $ 82,851
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EXPANDED SCOPE APPENDICES

• Expanded Appendix-A: Data Requests
• Expanded Appendix-B: Workpapers

EXPANDED APPENDIX-A: DATA REQUESTS
The following is a list of the PUCO Staffs information requests that resulted in the expanded scope.
The list also includes data requests submitted by Blue Ridge to FirstEnergy. Responses were
provided electronically and are available on a USB drive.

Staff Information Request Submitted 2/18/21
On page 28 of the 10K filed on February 18, 2021, FirstEnergy Corporation disclosed the
following:

“Also, in connection with the internal investigation, FirstEnergy recently identified
certain transactions, which, in some instances, extended back ten years or more,
including vendor services, that were either improperly classified, misallocated to certain
of the Utilities and Transmission Companies, or lacked proper supporting
documentation. These transactions resulted in amounts collected from customers that
were immaterial to FirstEnergy, and the Utilities and Transmission Companies will be
working with the appropriate regulatory agencies to address these amounts.”

As it relates to FirstEnergy Corporation and its affiliates’ Ohio operations, please provide
materials responsive to the following data requests no later than February 23, 2021, unless
otherwise agreed to by Staff:

1) The names of the vendors associated with the transactions referenced above;
2) The date of each transaction;
3) The nature or type of each transaction;
4) The amount associated with each transaction; and
5) The underlying purchase order, contract and/or agreement associated with each

transaction referenced above.

Blue Ridge Set 1 Submitted 4/8/2 1
Unless otherwise specified, the following data requests are related to FirstEnergy’s response to
Staffs February 18, 2021, Data Requests.

1.1.Refunds: FirstEnergy’s response states that Attachment 1 identifies (1) costs included in retail
rates that will be refunded to customers; (2) costs included in calculations supporting retail
rates but that did not impact retail rates (i.e., Rider DCR); and (3) costs included in the
calculation of other rates (i.e., Pole Attachment).

a. Provide the amount the Company currently believes should be refunded and how the
Companies recommend those amounts should be refunded.

1.2. FERC Account: Attachment 1 Vendor Payments Charged/Allocated to the Ohio Companies. The
payments are recorded to the following FERC accounts:

• 588 Miscellaneous distribution expenses
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• 911 Supervision (Major only)
• 921 Office supplies and expenses
• 930.1 General advertising expenses
• 930.2 Miscellaneous general expenses
• 931 Rents
• 935 Maintenance of general plant

The total amount in Column N, identified as Total Capital, is $7,445,573.

a. Explain how O&M charges were recorded as capital.

b. Provide a list of the work orders, with their booked capital accounts (FERC Accounts),
to which the charges were applied.

1.3.Allocate or Direct Charge: Attachment 1 Vendor Payments Charged/Allocated to the Ohio
Companies. For each payment, indicate whether the amount shown for each company was
either a direct charge or an allocated charge.

1.4.Allocations: Attachment 1 Vendor Payments Charged/Allocated to the Ohio Companies. The
payment data shown includes O&M and Capital for CEI, OE, and TE.

Working from the information provided in Data Request 1.3 above that requested each
payment be identified as a direct charge or an allocated charge, please provide these items:

a. Allocated charges: Explain the method used to allocate charges by company. Provide
the workpapers that support the allocation.

b. Allocated charges: Explain the method used to allocated payments as O&M or Capital.
Provide the workpapers that support the allocation.

c. Direct charges: Explain the method used to allocated payments as O&M or Capital.
Provide the workpapers that support the allocation.

1.5.FERC Account: The following payments do not include the FERC Account charged.

a. Please provide the FERC account or explain why no account is listed.

b. The payment-recovery mechanism for all these payments is shown as Pole
Attachments. Explain how these amounts were included in the Pole Attachment
calculation without a FERC account. -
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(A) (B) I (C) I (D) (E)
wlrmn rmmm ~w,~it-~

. O&MFERC
Vendor Name Year Period

Account
CS

DJMLAKESIDELLC 2019 3 None $ 14,000
DJMLAKESIDELLC 2019 4 None $ 14,000
DJMLAKESIDELLC 2019 5 None $ 14,000
DJMLAKESIOELLC 2019 6 None $ 28,000
DJMLAKESIDELLC 2019 7 None $ 14,000
DJMLAKESIDELLC 2019 8 None $ 14,000
DJMLAKESIDELLC 2019 9 None $ 14,000
DJMLAKESIDELLC 2019 10 None $ 14,000
0JMLAKESIDELLC 2019 11 None $ 14,000
OJMLAKESIDELLC 2019 12 None $ 14,000
GEORGEFAMILYENTERPRISESLTO 2019 3 None $ 35,000
GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES 130 2019 4 None $ 35,000
GEORGEFAMILYENTERPRISESLTD 2019 5 None $ 35,000
GEORGEFAMILYENTERPRISESLTO 2019 6 None $ 35,000
GEORGEFAMILYENTERPRISESLTO 2019 7 None $ 35,000
GEORGEFAMILYENTERPRISESLTD 2019 8 None $ 35,000
GEORGEFAMILYENTERPRISESLTD 2019 9 None $ 35,000
GEORGEFAMILYENTERPRISESLT0 2019 10 None $ 35,000
GEORGEFAMILYENTERPRISESLTD 2019 11 None $ 35,000

1.6.Recovery Mechanism Retail Rates: Reference Attachment 1 Vendor Payments
Charged/Allocated to the Ohio Companies, column Q Retail Rates. The Notes state, “Costs
included in the Companies’ retail rates are identified in column (Q).”

The total amount in Column Q identified as “Base Rates” is $210,095 and includes payments
made in 2007 and 2008. The amount in Column Q identified as Rider DSE is $4,150,000 and
includes payments made in 2018, 2019, and 2020.

a. Please explain the difference between the Retail Rates recovery identifier “Base
Rates” and “Rider DSE.”

b. Provide the case number for the Rider DSE for each ofthe years 2018, 2019, and 2020.

c. How is the Company planning to refund the amounts included in ‘Base Rates” and
“Rider DSE”?

1.7. Recovery Mechanism Rider DCR: Reference Attachment 1 Vendor Payments
Charged/Allocated to the Ohio Companies, Column R Rider DCR CaIc. The Notes state,
“Capitalized costs would have been included in plant balances used in the calculation of Rider
DCR revenue requirements. However, the Companies’ aggregate Rider DCR revenue
requirements were above the authorized revenue caps for this time period. As such, the Rider
DCR rates were set based on the revenue caps, not the revenue requirements, and these
capitalized dollars did not have any impact on the Companies’ Rider DCR rates in the aggregate.
Column (R) identifies which payments had capitalized costs,”

a. Explain how the authorized revenue caps reduce the Rider DCR revenue requirement
that is collected from customers.
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b. For each year (2014—2020) that payments were reflected in the Rider DCR, provide a
proof that the calculated Rider DCR revenue requirement was not collected from
customers due to the authorized revenue caps.

c. For each year (2014—2020), provide the analysis done that demonstrates that
payments included in Rider DCR rates should not be refunded because the Rider DCR
revenue requirements were above the authorized revenue caps.

d. Reconcile the statement that Rider DCR rates are set based upon revenue caps and
not revenue requirements to the Rider DCR Compliance filings, Tab DCR Rider
Workpaper, that shows that the Rider DCR Charge by customer class is based upon
the calculated Rider DCR revenue requirement without consideration of annual caps.
[The following tables are excerpts from Case No. 19-1759-EL-RDR et. al. filing.]

I. Annual Revenue Reciuirement For March 2020- May 2020 Rider OCR Rates

~ •~

RevReq~,
212912020

(i)~ $ 145M65.683
$

(3)1 TE $ 39,129,504
(4)! TQTAL $ ~?L4~PP~9
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Rider Charge Calculation - Rider DCR

V. Rider DCR Charge Calculation - Annual Revenue Requirement - RateRS
—~ —————————— —__I ___ __ ____i _____ —— —————

(A) (B) - (D) (B)

Corn an Rate Annual Annual Annual Rev Req Charge
- - - - I’ Y Schedule Revenue Req K~1 Sales (S I KWH)

(11 GEl - RB IS 49,60i,919~ ~I ~
(7) .2! 9. Hi... 3M74 916~ 0.008055i - -

- (7) - TB i $ 17,558,083 2,457.070.919 $ 0.007146 -- -

Ml - .~-. IS 140,595,176’ ,!~!&?~~?PP H --

i -

)ou~on!l(Om H.- — -..__---__._ I - - -

~-~ - -

~ - I —

VI. RiderDCRCha,qe Calculation -f-,nual Revenue Requirement-Rate CS, Rate CF. Rate OSU

H- H. M)_ (c) --

(1)
C?)

‘4’ ________________ __________________ ____________________________________________________________________________

(5) 06 OS $ 64500218 232257 .~ ?1ZL~ P1Lhk~
-i J~) -- -- -~ ~9.. 1Z378,333~ - ~33~502I$ j.~912rp.8L~,..

(7) SOY -~ $ 2.017.939 2.408,232 S - - 0.8379 perliVa
- (8) _________________ $ 78.896,489 -

S Th. GO ‘S 18.711,085 &~16,~z1 9 ,2Z8IP.BL~W
I (1~p) - ~ :i~- - - ~8S - - - 1.O494JperkW - -

-~ (iii. _,iS 61,939 - - ._ ~ .~t??.~.tPBLi~S~B -

(12) $ 21 571 521

- NOTES’ -

SSue~F20i)tPplWPn.f. - . -— i —
- - (D)iSource’.ForecastforMarCh2O2O-FobnJrnyZO2I (All forecasted numbeis assodated with the forecast B~ °tqqq?_°19)

(6) Calculation Column C / Column 0

Company

CE I

Rate
Schedule

GS
OP

osu

Annual Annual Billing Units nnuai Rev Req Charge
Revenue Req 1kW) kVa) (S / kW orS / kVa)

S 86,745,117 - 20,282,831 $ .2768 ipertcw
S 1.~i1i - 915,417I$ iA042~erkW
S 8,333,205 ..&,?P.M4!i — 1.0151 ‘perkW - - -

S 96.363,764

The following table shows the total revenue requirements by class to demonstrate that the total
recovery by class equals the calculated amount Rider DCR revenue requirements without limitation
by revenue caps.
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Company Rate Annual
Schedule Revenue Req

GEl I RB $ 49,601919
CS $ 86,745117
CP $ 1285,441

GSU $ 8.333.205
$ 145,965,683

CE RB $ 73,435.174
CS $ 64,500,218
CE $ 12,378,333!

OSU $ 2.017.939:
$ 152,331,663

‘YE RB $ 17,558,083
GB $ 18.711,085
GE $ 2.798.498 I

051) ,$ 61.939
$ 39,129,604

$ 337,426.950

1.8. Recovery Mechanism Rider DCR: In the Companies Rider DCR filings Section X, Annual Rider
DCR Revenue through November 30, 2OXX, is this note: “Calculation C + Column D. The sum of
the individual company caps does not equal the total company cap. Each individual company
has a cap of 50%, 70%, and 30% for OE, CEI, and TE, respectively, of the total aggregate cap.
Source: Case No. 10-388-EL-SSO Stipulation (page 14) and Case No. 12-1230-El-SSO Stipulation
(page 20).”

The following table summarizes the information reflected in the Companies Rider DCR annual
filings regarding the Companies’ revenue and individual caps, the aggregate cap, and the Under
(Over) adjustment made to the aggregate cap to calculate the adjusted revenue cap. As shown
in the highlighted column, the Rider DCR revenue has not exceeded the Adjusted cap. Please
explain how this revenue vs. cap analysis impacts the Rider DCR charges charged to customers.
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Annual Rider DCR Revenue Cap Analysis

Annual Revenue vs Adjusted Revenue
LineD Company Case No. Period Revenues Revenue Cap PrIor Year Cap Revenue Cap vs Cap

1 Cl 12-2679-EL-RDR 12/31/12 58,546,780
2 CI 13-2005-E1-RDR 12/31/13 82,411,644
3 CEI 14-1628-EL-ROB 11/30/14 84,034,399 132,651,274 48,616,875
4 CEI 15-1595-EL-ROB 11/30/15 82,952,412 141,079,584 58,127,172
5 CEI 16-1819-EL-BDR 11/30/16 86,213,618 155,374,944 69,161,326
6 CEI 17-1919-EL-ROR 11/30/17 104,709,923 183,948,170 79,238,247
7 Cl 18-1443-EL-BDB 11/30/18 117,163,203 201,323,485 84,160,282
8 CEI 19-1759-EL-BOB 11/30/19 129,486,123 215,650,230 86,164,107
9 CEI 20-1469-EL-BOB 11/30/20 139,314,953 231,075,550 9 ,760,597
10
11 OE 12-2680-EL-RDB 12/31/12 56,982,346
12 OE 13 2006-EL-ROB 12/31/13 82,734,228
13 OE 14-1629-EL-BDR 11/30/14 67,352,639 94,750,910 27,398,271
14 OE 15-1596-EL-BDR 11/30/15 82,992,861 100,771,131 17,778,270
15 OE 16-1820-EL-RDR 11/30/16 93,873,687 110,982,103 17,108,416
16 OE 17-1920-EL-ROB 11/30/17 105,631,023 131,391,550 25,760,527
17 OE 18-1444-EL-ROB 11/30/18 122,300,842 143,802,489 21,501,647
18 OE 19-1758-EL-BOB 11/30/19 120,755,522 154,035,879 33 280,357
19 OE 20-1468-EL-RDR 11/30/20 137,484,483 165,053,964 27,569,481
20
21 TE 12-2681-EL-ROB 12/31/12 13,087,127
22 TE 13-2007-EL-BDR 12/31/13 20,486,055
23 TE 14-1630-EL-RDR 11/30/14 23,180,409 56,850,546 33,670,137
24 TE 15-1597-EL-ROB 11/30/15 23,258,351 60,462,679 37,204,328
25 TE 16-1821-EL-ROB 11/30/16 21,996,144 66,589,262 44,593,118
26 TE 17-1921-EL-BOB 11/30/17 26,086,910 78,834,930 52,748 020
27 TE 18-1445-EL-RDR 11/30/18 30,422,870 86,281,494 55,858,624
28 TE 19-1760-EL-ROB 11/30/19 33,157,302 92,421,527 59,264,225
29 TE 20-1470-EL-BOB 11/30/20 37,461,177 99,032,378 61,571,201
30
31 Total 12-2679-EL-BDR, et. al. 12/31/12 128,616,253
32 Total 13-2005-EL-ROB, et. al. 12/31/13 185,631,927
33 Total 14-1628-EL-BOB, et. al. 11/30/14 174,567,447 188,750,000 751,820 189,501,820 14,934,373
34 Total 15-1595-EL-BOB, et. al. 11/30/15 189,203,624 203,750,000 (2,207,737) 201,542,263 12,338,639
35 Total 16-1819-EL-RDB, et. al. 11/30/16 202,083,449 227,500,000 (5,535,795) 221,964,205 19,880,756
36 Total 17-1919-EL-BOB, et. al. 11/30/17 236,427.856 257,500,000 5,283,100 262,783,100 26,355,244
37 Total 18-1443-EL-BDR, et. al. 11/30/18 269,886,915 287,500,000 104,978 287,604,978 17,718,063
38 Total 19-1759-EL-ROB, et. al. 11/30/19 283,398,947 311,666,667 (3,594,909) 308,071,758 24,672,811
39 Total 20-1469-EL-ROB, et. al. 11/30/20 314,260,613 331,666,667 (1,558,739) 330,107,928 15,847,315

1S.Recovery Mechanism Rider DCR: Reference Attachment 1 Vendor Payments
Charged/Allocated to the Ohio Companies, Column R Rider DCR Caic.

The total amount included in Column R for O&M is $5,414,685 and for Capital is $6,941,573,
which includes payments made in 2014 through 2020.

a. Explain how O&M payments were included in the Rider DCR calculation.

b. If O&M payments are not included in the Rider DCR, were these O&M payments
recovered from customers? If so, how?
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1.10. Recovery Mechanism Pole Attachment: Reference Attachment 1 Vendor Payments
Charged/Allocated to the Ohio Companies and Column S Pole Att Caic. The Notes state, “Starting
with 2014 spend, any capitalized payments and any A&G expenses in FERC Accounts 9xx would
have been included the formula rate calculations for the Companies Pole Attachment rates. As
a result, the Companies estimate that the Pole Attachment rates were insignificantly higher
than they otherwise would have been without these payments. See column (5) for the
payments with costs included in the Pole Attachment rate calculations.”

The total amount in Column S labeled as included in the Pole Attachment Calculation for O&M
is $15,800,351 and for Capital is $7,439,102 and includes payments made in 2014 and 2019.

The tariffs on file with the PUCO show the current pole attachments rates.

• CEI Pole Attachment Tariff 7th Revised, Sheet No.14 (effective 12/31/19)
o $12.06 per year rental for each pole attachment
o $7.00 per year rental for each anchor attachment
o Adjusted one per given calendar year, unless otherwise requirement by law

• OB Pole Attachment Tariff, Sheet No.51,5th Revised (effective 12/31/19)
o $12.06 yearly charge per pole
o Adjusted one per given calendar year, unless otherwise requirement by law

• TE Pole Attachment Tariff, 5th Revised Sheet No. 2 (effective 12/31/19)
o Overhead Annual Net Rate per pole $9.83 per one foot of usable space
o Adjusted one per given calendar year, unless otherwise requirement by law

a. Provide the supporting workpapers for the pole attachment calculation for each
company and for each year (2014—2019) the pole attachment calculation was
modified.

b. For each year (2014—2019) and each Company, provide a list of entities that paid the
pole attachment fees, the billing job orders, and the amounts paid by those entities
for the pole attachments.

c. Provide a proof that removing the payments from the calculation would have
resulted in charges that were ‘insignificantly higher than they otherwise would have
been without these payments.”

1.11. Recovery Mechanism Rider DCR and Pole Attachment: The total amount in Column S
labeled as included in the Pole Attachment Calculation and also reflected as being recovered
through Rider DCR in column R includes O&M $5,409,744 and Capital $6,935,102 and
payments made in 2014 and 2019.

Please explain how these amounts can be included in both the Rider DCR calculation and the
Pole Attachment calculation.

1.12. POs, Contracts, Agreements: FirstEnergy’s response to DR 5 states, “The Companies’ search
for and review of the requested documentation is ongoing, and the Companies will supplement
their production in response to DR 5 if additional documentation becomes available.” Has the
Company found any additional supporting documentation? Is so, please provide.

Blue Ridge Set 2 Submitted 4/9/2 1
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Unless otherwise specified, the following data requests are related to FirstEnergy’s response to
Staffs February 18, 2021, Data Requests.

P0, Contracts, Agreements: Blue Ridge matched the 204 individual flies of POs, Contracts, and
Agreements to the 346 lines of payments. We have provided an attachment of what we have been
able to link. We found payments without a supporting invoice, P0, Contract, or Agreement. We also
found invoices, POs, Contracts, and Agreements that could not be tied to a payment.

2.1. For the following Sustainability Funding Alliance invoices provided by the Companies, we were
unable to identify the payment data associated with the invoices. Please identify the payments
these invoices are related to.

Filename:
a. 2015.12.01 - invoice 12-2015 - CONF1DENTIAL.pdf
b. 2015.12.29 - invoice 1-2016 - CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
c. 2016.02.01 - Invoice 2-2016 - C0NF1DENTIAL.pdf
d. 2015.06.01 - #685048 - CONF1DENTIALpdf

2.2. For the following EcoEarth invoices provided by the Companies, we were unable to identify the
payment data associated with the invoices. Please identify the payments these invoices are
related to.

Filename:
a. 2016.12.27 - ECO 1902005567- CONFIDENTIAL

2.3. For the following Jobob Inc. (dba Success Media Communications) invoices provided by the
Companies, we were unable to identify the payment data associated with the invoices. Please
identify the payments these invoices are related to.

Filename:
a. 2018.07.16 - JOB 1902365226- CONF1DENT1AL.pdf
b. 2018.09.06 - JOB 1902463123 - CONFIDENTIALpdf
c. 2018.10.09 - JOB 1902535738- CONFIDENTIALpdf
d. 2018.11.01 - JOB 1902575543- CONFIDENTIALpdf
e. 2019.01.07 - JOB 1902009499 - CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
f. 2019.02.06 - JOB 1902068099 - CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
g. 2019.03.11 - JOB 1902129198- CONFIDENT1ALpdf
h. 2019.04.03 -JOB 1902174821- CONF1DENTIAL.pdf
i. 2019.05.07 - JOB 1902246395 - CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
j. 2019.06.07 - JOB 1902294137- CONFIDENTIALpdf
k. 2019.07.02 - JOB 1902342644- CONFIDENTIALpdf
1. 2019.08.07 - JOB 1902406087 - CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
m. 2019.09.09 - JOB 1902464361 - CONFIDENTJAL.pdf
n. 2019.10.08 - JOB 1902517344- CONFIDENT1AL.pdf
o. 2019.12.09 - JOB 1902622661 - CONF1DENTIAL.pdf
p. 2020.01.06 - JOB 1902013056- CONFIDENTIALpdf
q. 2020.02.05 -1902067927- CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
r. 2020.03.10 - JOB 1902134243- CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
s. 2020.04.06 - JOB 1902186105 - CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
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t. 2020.05.01 - JOB 1902238795 - CONFIDENTIALpdf
u. 2020.06.17 - JOB 1902309809- CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
v. 2020.07.08 - JOB 1902356231- CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
w. 2020.08.05 - 1902408701- CONFIDENTIAL.pdf
x. 2020.09.09 - 1902483263- CONFIDENTIAL.pdf

2.4. For the following Ohio Outdoor Advertising Contract provided by the Companies, we were
unable to identify the payment data associated with the invoices. Please identify the payments
these invoices are related to.

Filename:
a. 2017.01.30 - OOA Contract ($16k) - CONFIDENTIAL

2.5. For the following Sustainability Funding Alliance of Ohio P0 provided by the Companies, we
were unable to identify the payment data associated with it. Please identify the payments these
invoices are related to.

Filename:
a. 2013.03.06 - Purchase Orders - #685065.1-37 - CONFIDENTIALpdf

2.6. For the following Sustainability Funding Alliance payments, we were unable to identify the
supporting invoice, POs, Contract, or Agreement that supports the payment
provide supporting information. If not available, please explain why.

data. Please

. O&MFERCVendor Name Year Period
Account Total

a. SUSTAINABILITY FUNDING ALLIANCE 2014 9 921 $4,405.72

b. SUSTAINABILITYFUNDINGALLIANCE 2014 10 921 $4,405.72

c. SUSTAINABILITY FUNDING ALLIANCE 2014 11 921 $4,405.73

d. SUSTAINABILITYFUNDINGALLIANCE 2015 1 921 $4,603.67

e. SUSTAINABILITYFUNDINGALLIANCE 2015 2 921 $7,471.89
f. SUSTAINABILITY FUNDING ALLIANCE 2015 3 921 $14,943.78

g. SUSTAINABILITYFUNDINGALLIANCE 2015 4 921 $7,471.89
h. SUSTAINABILITYFUNDINGALLIANCE 2015 5 921 $7,471.89

i. SUSTAINABILITYFUNDINGALLIANCE 2015 6 921 $68,839.99

j. SUSTAINABILITY FUNDING ALLIANCE 2015 7 921 $14,943.79
k. SUSTAINABILITYFUNDINGALLIANCE 2015 8 921 $7,471.89

I. SUSTAINABILITY FUNDING ALLIANCE 2015 9 921 $7,471.89

m. SUSTAINABILITY FUNDING ALLIANCE 2015 10 921 $7,471.88

n. SUSTAINABILITYFUNDINGALLIANCE 2015 12 921 $7,471.90

0. SUSTAINABILITYFUNDINGALLIANCE 2016 1 923 $15,421.36

p. SUSTAINABILITYFUNDINGALLIANCE 2016 2 923 $7,710.70
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2.7. For the following payments, we were unable to identify the supporting invoice, POs, Contract,
or Agreement that supports the payment data. Please provide supporting information. If not
available, please explain why.

. O&M FERC
Vendor Name Year Period

Account Total

a. AWAKENING ANGELS 2014 7 923 $7,938.66

b. AWAKENING ANGELS 2019 1 923 $5,818.00

c. GENERATION NOW INCORPORATED 2017 3 923 $88,950.00

d. GENERATIONNOWINCORPORATED 2017 5 923 $88,950.00

e. GENERATION NOW INCORPORATED 2017 8 923 $88,950.00

f. GENERATION NOW INCORPORATED 2017 12 923 $88,950.00

g. HARDWORKING OHIOANS 2018 10 923 $177,100.00

h. IEU-OHIO ADMINISTRATION COMPANY 2014 1 930.2 $500,000.00

IEU-OHIO ADMINISTRATION COMPANY 2015 1 930.2 $500,000.00

2.8. For the following payments, we were unable to identify the supporting invoice, POs, Contract,
or Agreement that supports the payment data. Please provide supporting information. If not
available,_please_explain why.

. O&MFERCVendor Name Year Period
Account Total

a. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2015 11 931 $30,000.00
b. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2015 12 931 $10,000.00
c. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2016 1 931 $10,000.00
d. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2016 2 931 $10,000.00
e. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2016 3 931 $10,000.00
f. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2016 4 931 $10,000.00
g. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2016 5 931 $10,000.00
h. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2016 6 931 $10,000.00
i. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2016 7 931 $10,000.00
j. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2016 8 931 $10,000.00
k. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2016 9 931 $10,000.00
I. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2016 10 931 $10,000.00
m. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2016 11 931 $10,000.00
n. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2016 12 931 $10,000.00
o. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2017 1 931 $10,000.00
p. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2017 2 931 $10,000.00
g. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2017 3 931 $10,000.00
r. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2017 4 931 $10,000.00
s. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2017 5 931 $10,000.00
t. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2017 6 931 $10,000.00
U. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2017 7 931 $10,000.00
V. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2017 8 931 $10,000.00
w. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2017 9 931 $10,000.00
x. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2017 10 931 $10,000.00
y. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2017 11 931 $10,000.00
z. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2017 12 931 $10,000.00
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aa. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2018 1 931 $10,000.00
bb. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2018 2 931 $10,000.00
cc. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2018 3 931 $10,000.00
dd. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2018 4 931 $10,000.00
ee. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2018 5 931 $10,000.00
if. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2018 6 931 $10,000.00
gg. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2018 7 931 $14,000.00
hh. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2018 8 931 $14,000.00
ii. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2018 9 931 $14,000.00
jj. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2018 10 931 $14,000.00
kk. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2018 11 931 $14,000.00
11. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2018 12 931 $14,000.00
mm. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2019 1 931 $14,000.00
nn. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2019 3 None $14,000.00
oo. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2019 4 None $14,000.00
pp. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2019 5 None $14,000.00
gg. DJM LAKESIDE LLC 2019 6 None $28,000.00
rr. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2019 7 None $14,000.00
ss. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2019 8 None $14,000.00
tt. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2019 9 None $14,000.00
uu. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2019 10 None $14,000.00
vv. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2019 11 None $14,000.00
ww. DIM LAKESIDE LLC 2019 12 None $14,000.00

2.9. For the following payments, we were unable to identify the supporting invoice, POs, Contract,
or Agreement that supports the payment data. Please provide supporting information. If not
available,_please_explain_why.

. O&M FERCVendor Name Year Period
Account Total

a. ECOEARTH ENERGY LLC 2017 1 911 $75,640.01

2.10. For the following payments, we were unable to identify the supporting invoice, POs, Contract,
or Agreement that supports the payment data. Please provide supporting information. If not
available,_please_explain_why.

. O&MFERCVendor Name Year Period
Account Total

a. GEORGEFAMILYENTERPRISESLTD 2018 8 931 $35,000.00

b. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2018 11 935 $70,000.00

c. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2018 12 935 $35,000.00

d. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2019 2 935 $35,000.00

e. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2019 3 None $35,000.00

f. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2019 4 None $35,000.00

g. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2019 5 None $35,000.00
h. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2019 6 None $35,000.00

i. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2019 7 None $35,000.00

j. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2019 8 None $35,000.00
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k. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2019 9 None $35,000.00

I. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2019 10 None $35,000.00

m. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2019 11 None $35,000.00

n. GEORGE FAMILY ENTERPRISES LTD 2019 12 588 $45,681.63

2.11. For the following payments, we were unable to identify the supporting invoice, POs, Contract,
or Agreement that supports the payment data. Please provide supporting information. If not
available,_please_explain why.

. O&M FERC
Vendor Name Year Period Account Total

a. GEORGE GROUP FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS IN 2015 5 923 $12,952.50

b. GEORGE GROUP FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS IN 2015 6 923 $11,066.98

c. GEORGE GROUP FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS IN 2015 7 923 $5,533.52

d. GEORGE GROUP FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS IN 2015 8 923 $922.27

2.12. For the following payments, we were unable to identify the supporting invoice, POs, Contract,
or Agreement that supports the payment data. Please provide supporting information. If not
available, please explain why.

. O&MEERCVendor Name Year Period Account Total

a. 10303 INCORPORATED 2014 1 930.1 $9,800.00

b. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2014 2 930.1 $9,800.00

c. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2014 3 930.1 $9,800.00

d. 10803 INCORPORATED 2014 4 930.1 $9,800.00

e. 10808 INCORPORATED 2014 5 930.1 $9,800.00

f. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2014 6 930.1 $9,800.00

g. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2014 7 930.1 $9,800.00
h. JOBOS INCORPORATED 2014 8 930.1 $9,800.00

i. 10303 INCORPORATED 2014 9 930.1 $9,800.00

j. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2014 10 930.1 $9,800.00
k. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2014 11 930.1 $9,800.00

I. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2014 12 930.1 $9,800.00

m. 10803 INCORPORATED 2015 1 930.1 $9,800.00

n. 10308 INCORPORATED 2015 2 930.1 $9,800.00

o. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2015 3 930.1 $9,800.00

p. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2015 4 930.1 $9,800.00

g. 10808 INCORPORATED 2015 5 930.1 $9,800.00
r. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2015 6 930.1 $9,800.00

s. 10808 INCORPORATED 2015 7 930J $9,800.00

t. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2015 8 930.1 $9,800.00

u. 10808 INCORPORATED 2015 9 930.1 $9,800.00

v. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2015 10 930.1 $9,800.00
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w. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2015 11 930.1 $9,800.00

x. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2015 12 930.1 $9,800.00

y. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2016 1 930.1 $9,800.00

z. JOBO3 INCORPORATED 2016 2 930.1 $9,800.00

aa. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2016 3 930.1 $9,800.00

bb. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2016 4 930.1 $9,800.00

cc. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2016 5 930.1 $9,800.00

dd. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2016 6 930.1 $9,800.00

ee. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2016 7 930.1 $9,800.00

if. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2016 8 930.1 $9,800.00

gg. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2016 9 930.1 $9,800.00

hh. 10803 INCORPORATED 2016 10 930.1 $9,800.00

ii. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2017 5 930.1 $9,800.00

jj. 10808 INCORPORATED 2017 7 930.1 $9,800.00
kk. 10808 INCORPORATED 2017 10 930.1 $9,800.00

11. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2018 7 911 $1,812.00

mm. JO8OB INCORPORATED 2018 8 911 $906.00

nn. 10808 INCORPORATED 2018 9 911 $906.00

00. 10808 INCORPORATED 2018 10 911 $906.00

pp. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2018 11 911 $906.00

gg. 10308 INCORPORATED 2019 1 911 $1,708.00
rr. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2019 2 911 $854.00

ss. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2019 3 911 $854.00

tt. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2019 4 911 $854.00

uu. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2019 5 911 $854.00

vv. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2019 6 923 $854.00

ww. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2019 7 911 $854.00

xx. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2019 7 923 $11,614.40

yy. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2019 8 911 $854.00

zz. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2019 9 911 $1,282.50

aaa. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2019 10 911 $854.00

bbb. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2019 11 911 $854.00

ccc. 10808 INCORPORATED 2019 12 911 $854.00

ddd. 10808 INCORPORATED 2020 1 911 $880.50

eee. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2020 2 911 $1,316.50

fff. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2020 3 911 $1,316.50

ggg. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2020 4 911 $1,316.50
hhh. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2020 5 911 $1,316.50

iii. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2020 6 911 $1,316.50

jjj. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2020 7 911 $1,316.50
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kick. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2020 8 911 $1,316.50

Ill. JOBOB INCORPORATED 2020 9 911 $1,316.50

2.13. For the following payments, we were unable to identify the supporting invoice, POs, Contract
or Agreement that supports the payment data. Please provide supporting information. If not
available, please explain why.

O&M FERCVendor Name Year Period Account Total
a. MEMPHIS 55 INCORPORATED 2019 2 921 $7,808.40

2.14. For the following payments, we were unable to identify the supporting invoice, POs, Contract
or Agreement that supports the payment data. Please provide supporting information. If not
available, please explain why.

. O&MFERCVendor Name Year Period Account Total
a. #1 MEDIA 2007 3 921 $11,952.00

b. #1 MEDIA 2007 4 921 $11,952.00

c. #1 MEDIA 2007 5 921 $11,952.00

d. #1 MEDIA 2007 7 921 $23,904.00

e. #1 MEDIA 2007 9 921 $23,904.00

f. #1 MEDIA 2007 11 921 $23,904.00

g. #1 MEDIA 2007 12 921 $11,952.00
h. #1 MEDIA 2008 1 921 $16,000.00

i. #1 MEDIA 2008 2 921 $58,575.00

j. #1 MEDIA 2008 2 931 $16,000.00
k. #1 MEDIA 2014 1 931 $16,000.00

I. #1 MEDIA 2014 2 931 $54,000.00

m. #1 MEDIA 2014 3 931 $35,000.00

n. #1 MEDIA 2014 4 931 $35,000.00

o. #1 MEDIA 2014 5 931 $35,000.00

p. #1 MEDIA 2014 6 931 $35,000.00
g. #1 MEDIA 2014 7 931 $35,000.00
r. #1 MEDIA 2014 8 931 $35,000.00

s. #1 MEDIA 2014 9 931 $35,000.00

t. #1 MEDIA 2014 10 931 $35,000.00

u. #1 MEDIA 2014 11 930.1 $225,000.00

v. #1 MEDIA 2014 11 931 $35,000.00

w. #1 MEDIA 2014 12 931 $35,000.00

x. #1 MEDIA 2015 1 931 $35,000.00

y. #1 MEDIA 2015 2 931 $35,000.00
z. #1 MEDIA 2015 3 931 $35,000.00

aa. #1 MEDIA 2015 4 931 $35,000.00
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2.15. For the following payments, we were unable to identify the supporting invoice, POs, Contract,
or Agreement that supports the
available, please explain why.

payment data. Please provide supporting information. If not

. O&MFERCVendor Name Year Period
Account Total

a. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2015 5 931 $35,000.00

b. JOSIEGINCORPORATED 2015 6 931 $35,000.00

c. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2015 7 931 $35,000.00

d. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2015 8 931 $35,000.00

e. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2015 9 931 $35,000.00
F. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2015 10 931 $35,000.00

g. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2015 11 930.1 $225,000.00
h. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2015 11 931 $35,000.00

i. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2015 12 921 $19,963.60

j. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2015 12 930.1 $100,000.00

Ic JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2016 1 923 $10,300.80

I. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2016 2 923 $10,300.80

m. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2016 3 923 $10,300.80

n. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2016 4 923 $10,300.80

o. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2016 5 923 $10,300.80

p. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2016 6 923 $10,300.80

g. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2016 7 923 $10,300.80
r. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2016 9 923 $20,601.60

s. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2016 10 923 $10,300.80

t. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2016 11 923 $10,300.80

u. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2016 12 923 $10,300.80

v. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2017 1 923 $72,425.30
w. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2017 2 923 $11,136.00

x. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2017 3 923 $11,136.00

y. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2017 4 923 $11,136.00
z. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2017 5 923 $11,136.00

aa. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2017 6 923 $11,136.00

bb. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2017 7 923 $11,136.00

cc. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2017 8 923 $11,136.00

dd. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2017 9 923 $11,136.00

ee. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2017 10 923 $11,136.00

if. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2017 11 923 $11,136.00

gg. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2017 12 923 $73,536.00

hh. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2018 1 923 $10,509.60

ii. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2018 2 923 $10,509.60
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ii. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2018 3 923 $10,509.60
kk. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2018 4 923 $10,509.60

Ii. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2018 5 923 $10,509.60

mm. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2018 6 923 $10,509.60

nn. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2018 7 923 $10,509.60

oo. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2018 8 923 $10,509.60

pp. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2018 9 923 $10,509.60

gg. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2018 10 923 $10,509.60
rr. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2018 11 923 $10,509.60

ss. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2018 12 923 $10,509.60

tt. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2019 1 923 $65,416.41

uu. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2019 2 923 $9,906.40

v’.’. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2019 3 923 $9,906.40

ww. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2019 4 923 $9,906.40

xx. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2019 5 923 $9,906.40

yy. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2019 6 923 $9,906.40
zz. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2019 7 923 $9,906.40

aaa.JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2019 8 923 $14,877.00

bbb. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2019 9 923 $14,877.00

ccc.JOSIEGINCORPORATED 2019 10 923 $14,877.00

ddd. JOSIE G INCORPORATED 2019 12 923 $29,754.00

2.16. For the following payments, we were unable to identify the supporting invoice, POs, Contract,
or Agreement that supports the payment data. Please provide supporting information. If not
available, please explain why.

. O&M FERCVendor Name Year Penod
Account Total

a. OHIO OUTDOORADVERTISINGU,C 2015 12 921 $10,652.99

b. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2016 1 923 $10,993.44

c. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2016 2 923 $10,993.44

a. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2016 3 923 $10,993.44

e. OHIOOUTDOORADVERTISINGLLC 2016 4 923 $10,993.44

f. OHIO OUTDOORADVERTISINGIJLC 2016 5 923 $10,993.44

g. OHIO OUTDOORADVERTISINGIJLC 2016 6 923 $10,993.44

h. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2016 7 923 $13,124.64

i. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2016 8 923 $2,131.20

j. OHIOOUTDOORADVERTISINGLL,C 2016 9 923 $24,118.08
k. OHIO OUTDOORADVERTISINGU,C 2016 10 923 $13,124.64

I. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2016 11 923 $13,124.64

m. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2016 12 923 $13,124.64

n. OHIOOUTDOORADVERTISINGLLC 2017 1 923 $13,974.49
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0. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2017 2 923 $12,748.80

p. OHIOOUTDOORADVERTISINGILC 2017 3 923 $12,748.80

g. OHIOOUTDOORADVERTISINGLLC 2017 4 923 $12,748.80
r. OHIOOUTDOORADVERTISINGL,LC 2017 5 923 $12,748.80

s. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2017 6 923 $12,748.80

t. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2017 7 923 $10,636.80

u. OHIOOUTDOORADVERTISINGL,Lc 2017 8 923 $10,636.80

v. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2017 9 923 $10,636.80
w. OHIOOUTDOORADVERTISINGLLC 2017 10 923 $10,636.80

x. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2017 11 923 $10,636.80

y. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2017 12 923 $10,636.80
z. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2018 1 923 $9,422.40

aa. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2018 2 923 $12,321.60

bb. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2018 3 923 $12,321.60

cc. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2018 4 923 $12,321.60

dd. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2018 5 923 $12,321.60

ee. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2018 6 923 $12,321.60

if. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2018 7 923 $12,321.60

gg. OHIOOUTDOORADVERTISINGLLC 2018 8 923 $12,321.60
hh. OHIO OUTDOORADVERTISING LLC 2018 9 923 $12,321.60

ii. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2018 10 923 $12,321.60

jj. OHIOOUTDOORADVERTISINGLLC 2018 11 923 $12,321.60
kIt OHIO OUTDOORADVERTISING LLC 2018 12 923 $12,321.60
II. OHIO OUTDOORADVERTISING LLC 2019 1 923 $1,000,000.00

mm. OHIOOUTDOORADVERTISINGLLC 2019 1 923 $11,614.40

nn. OHIO OUTDOORADVERTISING IJLC 2019 2 923 $11,614.40

00. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING USC 2019 3 923 $11,614.40

pp. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING U,C 2019 4 923 $11,614.40

gg. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING L,L,C 2019 5 923 $11,614.40
rr. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2019 6 923 $11,614.40

ss. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2019 8 923 $17,442.00

tt. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2019 9 923 $17,442.00

uu. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2019 10 923 $17,442.00

vv. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING LLC 2019 12 923 $34,884.00

ww. OHIO OUTDOOR ADVERTISING L.LC 2020 1 923 $1,000,000.00
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3.1. Recovery Mechanism Rider DCR: Reference the electronic document PUCO 10-K Request
Attachment 1 Confidential.xlsx which presents Vendor Payments Charged/Allocated to the Ohio
Companies. Under the Notes section, the second comment states,

“Capitalized costs would have been included in plant balances used in the
calculation of Rider DCR revenue requirements. However, the Companies’
aggregate Rider DCR revenue requirements were above the authorized
revenue caps for this time period. As such, the Rider DCR rates were set based
on the revenue caps, not the revenue requirements, and these capitalized
dollars did not have any impact on the Companies’ Rider DCR rates in the
aggregate. Column (R) identifies which payments had capitalized costs.”

As of the date of this request, the PUCO has yet to decide on two Rider DCR audit issues that have
been open since 2017; they include Blue Ridge’s findings and recommendations on Vegetation
Management and Excess Deferred Income Taxes (EDIT). The impact of the prior passed
adjustments, combined with the capitalized vendor payments identified above, could potentially
reduce the revenue requirement for the open audit years below the caps. Therefore, for all years
in which Blue Ridge’s recommended adjustments were not adopted, respond to the following
items:

a) Please quanti~’ the annual and cumulative impact of each audit issue (i.e., vegetation
management, EDIT, and capitalized vendor payments) on the revenue requirement
compared to the cap.

b) Please provide a narrative explanation if the Company’s quantification deviates from Blue
Ridge’s computed adjustment in the audit reports.

c) If the open Blue Ridge recommended adjustments are approved by the PUCO and the DCR
revenue requirement is reduced, please provide a calculation of the capitalized vendor
payments that would be refunded because the DCR revenue requirements would be
below the authorized revenue caps.
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EXPANDED APPENDIX-B: WORKPAPERS
Blue Ridge’s workpapers are available on a confidential USE. The work papers include the
following.

• Related Party Searches Directory
• Invoices — all Directory
• SEC Filings Directory
• WP Direct vs Allocated BRC AS-Set 1-INT-003 Attachment 1 Confidential.xlsx
• WP Payments and P0 Contracts Invoice Analysis R3.xlsx
• WP Pole Attachment Ratepayers BRC AS-Set 1-INT-OlO Attachment 2 Confidential.xlsx
• WP Pole Attachment Rev Req CORRECTED BRC AS-Set 1-INT-O1O Attachment 1

Confidential.xlsx
• WP Confidential Analysis and Tables for Report.xlsx
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